PLEASE NOTE: On May 4, 2023, the NTP Board of Scientific Counselors voted to accept the report in full, with the exception of text for 8.P (page 323) related to an IQ statistic that the Board asked the Working Group to verify or correct. This interim version marks the text under review on page 323. The final version of the Working Group's report is forthcoming.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

I. Background Information

In 2016, the National Toxicology Program (NTP) initiated a systematic review to evaluate neurobehavioral health effects from exposure to fluoride during development through examination of human studies, experimental animal studies, and mechanistic data. Staff in the Division of Translational Toxicology (DTT, previously the Division of the National Toxicology Program) at the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS) conducted the systematic review on behalf of NTP. NTP authors prepared a first draft (Draft NTP Monograph, Figure 1.1), which proposed a “hazard classification” for fluoride. This first draft was peer reviewed by the National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) in 2019. The NASEM committee’s report (NASEM Report 1, Figure 1.1), which was released publicly on March 5, 2020, stated that the conclusions in the Draft NTP Monograph were not adequately supported. Informed by the NASEM committee’s comments, the NTP authors revised the draft, including adding a meta-analysis, and submitted a second draft (Revised Draft NTP Monograph, Figure 1.1) to NASEM in September 2020. NASEM publicly issued its review of the second draft monograph on February 9, 2021 (NASEM Report 2, Figure 1.1). Again, the NASEM committee stated that the Revised Draft NTP Monograph’s assessment was not adequately supported, and NTP did not publish the revised monograph. The NTP authors made additional revisions to address the NASEM committee’s comments on the revised monograph, including removal of the hazard classification for fluoride, and decided to split the Revised Draft NTP Monograph into two distinct documents that could be published separately: a “State of the Science Monograph,” likely to be called “NTP Monograph on the State of the Science Concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects: A Systematic Review” and a “Meta-Analysis Manuscript” on epidemiologic studies specifically related to children’s IQ.

Following further revision and separation of the two documents, both draft documents (State of the Science Monograph and Meta-Analysis Manuscript) were then reviewed internally by various Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) entities and, additionally, the Draft State of the Science Monograph underwent external peer review by five scientific experts. Given concerns raised by agency reviewers, and their disagreement with how NTP authors had handled some of their comments and criticisms, the NTP Director decided to seek additional review of the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript prior to its submission to a journal for publication consideration. In February 2022, the NTP Director asked the chair of the NTP Board of Scientific Counselors (BSC) to adjudicate the agency reviewers’ concerns and the NTP authors’ responses to those concerns on the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript. The BSC Chair and the NTP Director then jointly made the decision to convene an independent working group of subject-matter experts to conduct this review and report its findings to the BSC. The BSC Working Group would not provide further independent peer review of the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript but would be asked to offer perspectives and suggest revisions to the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript that might improve its quality.

Concurrently, the NTP authors continued preparation of the State of the Science Monograph for publication by NTP, with a target date of May 18, 2022. When NTP shared its plan with HHS entities, those agencies expressed concerns about some of the monograph’s conclusions and objected to the planned publication. The NTP Director then decided that the State of the Science Monograph needed additional review prior to publication. In June 2022, the NTP Director broadened the scope of the charge to the BSC to adjudicate the peer-reviewers’ and agency reviewers’ concerns and the NTP authors’ responses to those concerns on the Draft State of the Science Monograph, in addition to the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript. The BSC Working Group would not provide further independent peer review of the Draft State of the Science Monograph.
The BSC Working Group was constituted (see below) and carried out its activity starting in October 2022, resulting in preparation of this report for the BSC. The BSC will deliberate the BSC Working Group’s report at a public meeting with action to then: accept the report and convey it to the NTP Director as written, revise the report and convey the revised report to the NTP Director, and/or offer other recommendations to the NTP Director.

Following the BSC’s action, the BSC Chair will transmit a final report to the NTP Director who will then make decisions about NTP’s potential publication and dissemination of the State of the Science Monograph and the Meta-Analysis Manuscript.

**Figure 1.1 Document Timeline**

II. **BSC Working Group Membership**

The BSC Chair, with assistance from the Director of the Office of Policy, Review, and Outreach, DTT, NIEHS, identified scientific experts to potentially serve on the BSC Working Group. Additionally, the NTP Director invited HHS entities to nominate experts for consideration. The BSC Chair and Office Director followed a formal process that included: 1) identifying specific areas of scientific expertise that were needed to review both manuscripts, 2) identifying individuals with appropriate scientific expertise, 3) interviewing each candidate, and 4) conducting conflict-of-interest screening of the candidates deemed to have the needed experience and expertise for potential financial or nonfinancial conflicts. Thus, the major selection criteria were twofold: avoid or minimize conflicts of interest and have appropriate scientific expertise. The BSC Chair made the final selection of individuals to serve on the BSC Working Group. Table 1.1 lists the BSC Working Group members. [Note: the BSC Chair completed committee tenure on December 31, 2022, but remained as BSC Working Group Chair.]

The BSC Working Group members’ scientific expertise includes but is not limited to analytical chemistry, prenatal and perinatal and early childhood neurodevelopment, environmental epidemiology, exposure assessment, trace element toxicology, meta-analysis, neonatology, neurodevelopmental...
toxicology, occupational epidemiology, pediatric dentistry, pediatrics, psychology, public health, risk assessment, statistical methods, systematic review, and mechanistic studies and toxicology.

Table 1.1 BSC Working Group Roster

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>David L. Eaton, PhD, DABT, FATS (chair)*</td>
<td>Emeritus Professor, University of Washington Adjunct Professor of Pharmacology and Toxicology, University of Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew J. Maenner, PhD</td>
<td>Chief, Child Development and Disability Branch Division of Human Development and Disability, National Center on Birth Defects and Developmental Disabilities Centers for Disease Control and Prevention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antonia M. Calafat, PhD</td>
<td>Chief, Organic Analytical Toxicology Branch Division of Laboratory Sciences National Center for Environmental Health Centers for Disease Control and Prevention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Michaels, PhD, MPH*</td>
<td>Professor Department of Environmental and Occupational Health The Milken School of Public Health George Washington University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Den Besten, DDS, MS</td>
<td>Professor Department of Orofacial Sciences School of Dentistry University of California San Francisco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sally C. Morton, PhD, MSc</td>
<td>Executive Vice President Knowledge Enterprise Professor, College of Health Solutions and School of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences Arizona State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie M. Engel, PhD</td>
<td>Professor, Department of Epidemiology Director, Center for Early Life Exposures and Neurotoxicity Deputy Director, Center for Environmental Health and Susceptibility Gillings School of Global Public Health University of North Carolina Chapel Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon K. Sagiv, PhD, MPH</td>
<td>Associate Adjunct Professor, Division of Epidemiology and Biostatistics Investigator, Center for Environmental Research and Children’s Health School of Public Health University of California, Berkeley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael K. Georgieff, MD</td>
<td>Executive Vice Chair and Martin Lenz Harrison Land Grant Professor, Department of Pediatrics Director, Center for Neurobehavioral Development Co-Director, Masonic Institute for the Developing Brain University of Minnesota Medical School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian J. Saldanha, MBBS, PhD, MPH</td>
<td>Associate Professor, Center for Clinical Trials and Evidence Synthesis, Department of Epidemiology Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health Adjunct Associate Professor, Department of Health Services Policy and Practice Brown University School of Public Health</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. BSC Working Group Review

The BSC Working Group met periodically via Zoom beginning in October 2022. The BSC Working Group was charged to evaluate the adequacy of the NTP authors’ responses to external peer review and/or federal agency comments received during development of the State of the Science Monograph and the Meta-Analysis Manuscript. They were not charged to provide independent peer review of the Draft State of the Science Monograph or Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript. However, the BSC Working Group was asked to suggest revisions that might improve the quality of either document based on reviewers’ comments and on NTP authors’ rebuttal responses to those comments.

All materials provided to the BSC Working Group were posted to a secure website. As noted above, comments on the Draft State of the Science Monograph and Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript were received from HHS entities and/or external peer reviewers. NTP received 13 sets of comments, for a total of 325, on the Draft State of the Science Monograph and 9 sets of comments, for a total of 141, on the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript. The NTP authors responded to each of the 466 reviewer comments. The reviewers’ comments with NTP authors’ responses were anonymized as to the submitter prior to sharing with the BSC Working Group to minimize potential for bias and facilitate transparent and open exchange among the Working Group members.
In addition to comment/response files, the BSC Working Group was provided the most recent versions of the Draft State of the Science Monograph and Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript, which showed specific track-change edits or referenced specific (anonymized) reviewer comments with NTP authors’ responses (see Figure 1.1):

- Draft NTP Monograph on the State of the Science Concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects: A Systematic Review (September 2022 version)
- Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript (July 2022 version) and Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript Supplemental Materials (July 2022 version)

They had access to supplemental materials on the Draft State of the Science Monograph:

- Draft NTP Monograph on the State of the Science Concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects: A Systematic Review (May 2022 version)
- Draft NTP Monograph on the State of the Science Concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects: A Systematic Review (October 2021 version)

The BSC Working Group was also provided the Revised Draft NTP Monograph (Figure 1.1), which was the predecessor document to both the State of the Science Monograph and the Meta-Analysis Manuscript, along with NTP authors’ responses to the NASEM committee’s comments on that document (NASEM Report 2, February 9, 2021, see Figure 1.1) separated into two files (i.e., NASEM comments relevant to the State of the Science Monograph and NASEM comments relevant to the Meta-Analysis Manuscript):

- Draft NTP Monograph on the Systematic Review of Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects (September 2020 version)

The BSC Working Group Chair assigned each comment/response to an “evaluator pair,” according to the nature of a reviewer’s comment and BSC Working Group members’ scientific expertise, both of whom independently assessed the adequacy of the NTP authors’ response. Comments for which one or both members of the evaluator pair deemed the response inadequate were discussed at a BSC Working Group meeting with opportunity for input from other Working Group members. The BSC Working Group provided recommendations for all “inadequate” responses. In addition, the BSC Working Group offered suggestions to enhance the Draft State of the Science Monograph or Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript based on reviewers’ comments and the NTP authors’ rebuttal responses to them.

Once the reviewer comments, NTP author comments, and BSC Working Group assessments were discussed during the BSC Working Group meetings, revised drafts of the BSC Working Group’s report were shared with the BSC Working Group members for their review. The draft BSC Working Group report was further examined for internal consistency across reviewer comments, author responses, and BSC Working Group assessments and suggestions/recommendations. The BSC Working Group discussed and agreed to additional revisions to facilitate internal consistency across both documents.

Details about the BSC Working Group’s specific assessments of the NTP authors’ responses to reviewers’ comments are presented in Chapter 2 for the State of the Science Monograph and Chapter 3 for the Meta-Analysis Manuscript.
IV. Summary of the BSC Working Group’s Assessment

As noted above, the BSC Working Group, per its charge, rated the adequacy of NTP authors’ responses to external peer review and/or federal agency comments received during development of the State of the Science Monograph and the Meta-Analysis Manuscript. Although not charged to provide independent peer review of either document, the BSC Working Group was asked to offer perspectives and suggest revisions that might improve the quality of either document. Figure 1.2. shows the distribution of the “adequate” and “inadequate” ratings for each document.

In summary, the BSC Working Group rated the NTP authors’ responses to 325 reviewer comments on the Draft State of the Science Monograph as follows:

- 232 reviewer comments where NTP authors’ responses rated adequate; no edits suggested.
- 51 reviewer comments where NTP authors’ responses rated adequate; edits suggested.
- 42 reviewer comments where NTP authors’ responses rated inadequate; revisions recommended.

In summary, the BSC Working Group rated the NTP authors’ responses to 141 reviewer comments on the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript as follows:

- 60 reviewer comments where NTP authors’ responses rated adequate; no edits suggested.
- 31 reviewer comments where NTP authors’ responses rated adequate; edits suggested.
- 50 reviewer comments where NTP authors’ responses rated inadequate; revisions recommended.

Overall, the BSC Working Group agreed with most (87%) of the NTP authors’ responses to reviewers’ comments (283/325) on the Draft State of the Science Monograph; however, to improve the quality and clarity of the draft monograph, the Working Group provided suggested edits as needed. The BSC Working Group rated 13% of the NTP authors’ responses (42/325) to reviewers’ comments inadequate. For those responses, the BSC Working Group recommended revisions to the Draft State of the Science Monograph. The BSC Working Group characterized some of the “inadequate” NTP authors’ responses as global issues that pertained to how information is presented throughout the Draft State of the Science Monograph.

Likewise, the BSC Working Group agreed with most (65%) of the NTP authors’ responses to the reviewers’ comments (91/141) on the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript; however, the Working Group provided some suggestions on the draft manuscript to improve its quality and clarity. The BSC Working Group rated 35% of the NTP authors’ responses (50/141) to reviewers’ comments inadequate. For those responses, the BSC Working Group recommended revisions to the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript. The BSC Working Group characterized some of the “inadequate” NTP authors’ responses as global issues that pertained to how information is presented throughout the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript.
Figure 1.2. BSC Working Group’s Assessment of NTP Authors’ Responses to Reviewers’ Comments
Chapter 2: State of the Science Monograph

I. Background Information

In 2016, the National Toxicology Program (NTP) initiated a systematic review to evaluate neurobehavioral health effects from exposure to fluoride during development through examination of human studies, experimental animal studies, and mechanistic data. Staff in the Division of Translational Toxicology (previously the Division of the National Toxicology Program) at the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS) conducted the systematic review on behalf of NTP. NTP authors prepared a first draft of the monograph, which was peer reviewed by a committee of the National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) in 2019. The NASEM committee stated that the conclusions in the draft monograph were not adequately supported. Informed by the NASEM committee’s comments, the NTP authors revised the draft and submitted a second draft to NASEM in 2020. Again, the NASEM committee stated that the draft monograph’s assessment was not adequately supported and NTP did not publish the revised monograph. The NTP authors made additional revisions to address NASEM’s comments and decided to split the revised draft monograph into two distinct documents: a “State of the Science Monograph” and a “Meta-Analysis Manuscript” (see Chapter 1 for additional details).

As noted in Chapter 1, the Draft State of the Science Monograph was reviewed internally by various Department of Health and Human Services entities and underwent external peer review by five experts. NTP received 325 comments distributed among 13 sets of reviews. NTP authors prepared a written response to each comment and used the comments to make further revisions to the Draft State of the Science Monograph. Because of concerns raised by agency reviewers, the NTP Director made the decision to seek additional scientific assessment of the adequacy of the NTP authors’ responses to reviewers and revision of the State of the Science Monograph prior to publication. The NTP Director expanded the scope of the NTP Board of Scientific Counselors (BSC) Working Group, which was previously convened to address the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript, to also adjudicate the peer-reviewers’ and agency reviewers’ concerns and the NTP authors’ responses to those concerns on the Draft State of the Science Monograph. The BSC Working Group would not provide further independent peer review of the Draft State of the Science Monograph but would be asked to offer perspectives and suggest revisions to the draft monograph that might improve its quality.

Prior to initiation of the BSC Working Group’s evaluation, the 325 reviewer comments were anonymized to minimize potential for bias and allow for transparent and open exchange among the BSC Working Group members. The BSC Working Group Chair assigned each comment/response to an “evaluator pair” according to the nature of a reviewer’s comment and Working Group members’ scientific expertise, both of whom independently assessed the adequacy of the NTP authors’ response. Comments for which one or both BSC Working Group members of the evaluator pair considered the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate were discussed at a BSC Working Group meeting with opportunity for input from other Working Group members. The BSC Working Group provided recommendations for any comments for which the NTP authors’ response was deemed inadequate. In addition, the BSC Working Group offered suggestions to enhance the State of the Science Monograph, based on reviewers’ comments and the NTP authors’ rebuttal responses to those comments. Drafts of Chapter 2 were reviewed by the BSC Working Group and further examined for internal consistency. Any potential internal inconsistencies were discussed, edits were made, as needed, and revised drafts of Chapter 2 were shared with and agreed upon by the BSC Working Group for the assessments and suggestions/recommendations.

Chapter 2 contains the 325 anonymized comments from the 13 sets of reviews. Each reviewer’s comment has the NTP authors’ response, plus the BSC Working Group’s assessment of the adequacy of the authors’ response. Table 2.1, Column 1 lists the coded identity (e.g., A, B, C, …) of the 13 comment sets.
### Table 2.1 State of the Science Monograph Comment Sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment Set Name</th>
<th>Numbering Code for Individual Comments within a Set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DocA1_Monograph</td>
<td>A1.1 – A1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DocA2_Monograph</td>
<td>A2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DocB1_Monograph</td>
<td>B1.1 – B1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DocB2_Monograph</td>
<td>B2.1 – B2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DocC_Monograph</td>
<td>C.1 – C.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DocD_Monograph</td>
<td>D.1 – D.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DocE_Monograph</td>
<td>E.1 – E.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DocF_Monograph</td>
<td>F.1 – F.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DocG_Monograph</td>
<td>G.1 – G.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DocH_Monograph</td>
<td>H.1 – H.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DocI_Monograph</td>
<td>I.1 – I.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DocJ_Monograph</td>
<td>J.1 – J.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DocK_Monograph</td>
<td>K.1 – K.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Information is presented in Section III of Chapter 2 using the following format:

- Reviewer’s comment
- NTP authors’ response
- BSC Working Group’s assessment and, where appropriate, recommendations and/or suggestions

The comment set name is provided at the beginning of that group, followed by introductory text from the NTP authors. The text is color-coded: Reviewers’ comments are black, NTP authors’ responses are blue, and BSC Working Group’s assessments and recommendations and/or suggestions are orange.

The BSC Working Group’s overall assessment for each reviewer’s comment/NTP authors’ response uses one of the following three statements:

1. The BSC Working Group considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.
2. The BSC Working Group considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the State of the Science Monograph: The BSC Working Group suggests …
3. The BSC Working Group considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate. The BSC Working Group recommends …
   [Note: These recommendations include revising the text and/or providing additional information to better address reviewers’ comments and/or improve the State of the Science Monograph.]

Page numbers in Appendix I [Draft State of the Science Monograph (September 2022)] are provided where many specific comments are referenced and, in some instances, to revisions to the monograph.
II. BSC Working Group Global Recommendations for the State of the Science Monograph

From among the 325 comments/responses, the BSC Working Group’s assessments identified a few recurring issues for which they provide recommendations for the NTP authors’ consideration in revising the Draft State of the Science Monograph. Each of the BSC Working Group’s comments is intended to meet one or both of two objectives: 1) enhance the scientific veracity/credibility of the document, and/or 2) provide clarity where statements in the Draft State of the Science Monograph are vague or potentially confusing. These recommendations are also found within individual comment/response files in Chapter 2.

- The BSC Working Group recommends using more precise language throughout the Draft State of the Science Monograph when referring to fluoride exposure. The BSC Working Group recommends using “relatively high” or “high” instead of “higher” unless the comparator is stated.
- The BSC Working Group recommends stressing in the Abstract and other appropriate parts of the Draft State of the Science Monograph that “exposure” refers to total exposure to fluoride and not just exposure to fluoride from drinking water.
- The BSC Working Group recommends replacing “exposure measures” with “exposure assessment measures” or “exposure biomarkers” throughout the Draft State of the Science Monograph because exposure can be assessed or evaluated indirectly via biomarkers of exposure (e.g., urinary or blood fluoride) and/or drinking water concentrations, but is seldom, if ever, directly measured.
- The BSC Working Group recommends replacing “effects” with “associations” throughout the Draft State of the Science Monograph to avoid implying causality, which generally cannot be established from single studies.
- The BSC Working Group notes that the Discussion section of the Draft State of the Science Monograph does not address the evidence regarding dose effect or threshold although it concludes that there is an association between higher fluoride exposures and lower IQ in children. The BSC Working Group does not necessarily agree that evidence of an association is independent from dose response. Additionally, the BSC Working Group notes that the NTP authors did not explicitly consider the potential non-linearity of the exposure-outcome association. For example, if there is a nonlinear association between exposure and outcome, it could be masked in an analysis that does not examine dose response. The authors state that they left any consideration of dose response or thresholds out of the Draft State of the Science Monograph because that is the focus of the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript, with the authors seemingly assuming that it will be published. The BSC Working Group recommends that the Draft State of the Science Monograph contain more discussion about what evidence is and is not available regarding dose/exposure-response between fluoride and adverse neurodevelopmental outcomes, including the importance of both dose/exposure and timing of exposure.
- The BSC WG notes that if the draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript is submitted to a journal for publication consideration, the journal will likely ask the NTP authors to update the literature search. The BSC Working Group recommends that the timeframe for the literature search be

- The BSC WG recommends that the Draft State of the Science Monograph and the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript should be complete, standalone documents and not reference each other for information unless timing for publication can be coordinated, perhaps by NTP publishing both documents.
III. **BSC Working Group Assessments for Reviewers’ Comments and NTP Authors’ Responses for the State of the Science Monograph**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BSC</td>
<td>Board of Scientific Counselors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DocMon</td>
<td>State of the Science Monograph (September 2022 version)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASEM</td>
<td>National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTP</td>
<td>National Toxicology Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoS Monograph</td>
<td>State of the Science Monograph (September 2022 version)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-A Manuscript</td>
<td>Meta-Analysis Manuscript (July 2022 version)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WG</td>
<td>Working Group</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DocA1_Monograph**

In February 2022, the XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX provided comments to NIEHS/DNTP on the 2021 Draft NTP Monograph on the State of the Science concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects: A Systematic Review and a draft manuscript on a meta-analysis of fluoride exposure and IQ in children. This document contains a subset of the overall comments related to the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph along with the NIEHS/DNTP responses. The monograph-related comments from the are reproduced here in black text, and the NIEHS/DNTP responses have been inserted in blue text following each of the comments beginning with the word “Response” in bold font. Formatting has been applied to aid in reading.

The prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph reflects changes made after consideration of the comments from XXX along with all other input received through April of 2022. The prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph was subsequently sent to XXX for additional comments. A revised “track changes” version of the monograph was developed in September 2022 titled the “DocMon_Track_Changes_2022_NTP_Monograph.” The following bullets describe how edits are documented in the track changes version of the monograph in response to XXX:

- For comments related to DocG_Monograph, DocH_Monograph, DocI_Monograph, DocJ_Monograph, and DocK_Monograph:
  - Edits are marked with a comment bubble in the DocMon_Track_Changes_2022_NTP_Monograph that identifies the text in question and briefly describes any revisions.
  - The comment bubble contains the exact text of the Comment.
  - The comment bubble also provides a reference to the specific response to comments document with the detailed NIEHS/DNTP response (e.g., comments made in response to this would be marked “see DocA1_Monograph for detailed response”).

- For comments related to DocA1_Monograph, DocA2_Monograph, DocB1_Monograph; DocB2_Monograph, and DocC_Monograph through DocF_Monograph:
  - Edits are marked in track changes format in the DocMon_Track_Changes_2022_NTP_Monograph.
Feedback to NTP/NIEHS regarding:
Fluoride state of the science document
Fluoride and IQ Meta-analysis manuscript

**Fluoride state of the science document:**

**A1.1: Issue: Keeping findings in context**

As NASEM noted in their review of the 2019 Draft Monograph, “the context into which the monograph falls calls for much more carefully developed and articulated communication on this issue.” XXX fully concurs with this recommendation and with NASEM’s 2019 assessment that “NTP needs to state clearly that the monograph is not designed to be informative with respect to decisions about the concentrations of fluoride that are used for water fluoridation.”

NTP stated in the revised draft of the monograph that the evidence of “effects on cognitive neurodevelopment are inconsistent, and therefore unclear” at the levels typically found in drinking water in the US. NASEM agreed with this assessment, stating that “[m]uch of the evidence presented in the report comes from studies that involve relatively high fluoride concentrations. Little or no conclusive information can be garnered from the revised monograph about the effects of fluoride at low exposure concentrations (less than 1.5 mg/L).”

XXX is extremely concerned that the revised 2021 NTP report and the meta-analysis omit this important context that was previously included. Without clarification, readers may interpret that exposure to fluoride at any concentration is associated with lower IQ, a conclusion that is not borne out by the available science or the findings of the systematic review.

**Recommendation:** XXX requests NTP include a statement in the systematic review abstract and fulltext, as well as the meta-analysis, like that found in the 2020 draft monograph: “When focusing on findings from studies with exposures in ranges typically found in drinking water in the United States (0.7 mg/L for optimally fluoridated community water systems) that can be evaluated for dose response, effects on cognitive neurodevelopment are inconsistent, and therefore unclear.”

**Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)**

- As pointed out, the language the XXX recommends was in the 2020 draft NTP Monograph, and that earlier version of the document included a draft dose-response meta-analysis. Similar language was also included in the 2019 draft NTP Monograph that was based on a qualitative look at the shapes of dose-response curves in papers that
reported dose-response analyses of fluoride exposures and children’s IQ. The
prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph focuses on the question of whether fluoride from
all sources can affect neurodevelopmental outcomes and is written to avoid giving the
mistaken impression that this systematic review is focused only on drinking water. It is
true that our stated confidence assessment is based primarily on studies with total
exposures higher than those generally associated with consumption of optimally
fluoridated water in the United States. However, the confidence assessment also
includes findings from studies with fluoride exposures that are similar to those
associated with optimally fluoridated water supplies in the United States. In addition, no
studies examining individual-level exposures have been conducted in the United States.
As demonstrated in Green et al. (2019), who used repeated individual urinary
measurements, drinking water measures likely capture only a portion of a person’s total
exposure to fluoride, as personal preferences and habits may increase total exposures
to unknown levels. Therefore, we do not consider it appropriate to put the conclusions
in the context of what is recommended for optimally fluoridated community water
systems in the United States. However, to provide the context that the confidence
conclusions are primarily based on studies that included total exposures that
approximate or are higher than 1.5 mg/L, the following statement was added to the
abstract and summary of the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph.

“This review finds, with moderate confidence, that higher fluoride exposure (e.g.,
represented by populations whose total fluoride exposure approximates or exceeds the
World Health Organization Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride)
is consistently associated with lower IQ in children. More studies are needed to fully
understand the potential for lower fluoride exposure to affect children’s IQ.”

Board of Scientific Counselors (BSC) Working Group (WG) Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-14.

A1.2: Issue: Limitations section
In its response letter, NASEM requested adding clarifying information in the manuscript. NTP itemized
items in the state-of-the-science manuscript on limitations of the evidence base and the systematic
review. However, these limitations do not address the following issues comprehensively:

Transparency regarding adherence to OHAT protocol.

Recommendation: NTP should specify the areas where they departed from the OHAT protocol.

Response: Agree (change made)

- Edits were made to provide more specificity in the monograph and protocol with
  respect to detailing all aspects of the systematic review. However, we submit that the
  systematic review described in the 2021 draft NTP Monograph and the prepublication
  2022 NTP Monograph fully adhered to the pre-published, project-specific protocol for
  this systematic review (https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076) with additional specificity
  or methodological details described in the Methods section of the monograph. The
  comment appears to be referring to the use of the methods as described in the OHAT
  handbook relative to the methods as described in the specific protocol for this
systematic review. To clarify that the protocol describes all the methods for the monograph, additional detail was added to the *Foreword* and *Methods* sections of the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph. This includes the following text in the *Methods* section:

“NTP conducts systematic reviews following prespecified protocols that describe the review procedures selected and applied from the general methods outlined in the OHAT Handbook for Conducting a Literature-Based Health Assessment (http://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/38673). The protocol describes project-specific procedures tailored to each systematic review that supersede the methods in the OHAT Handbook.”

- The methodological details described in our specific protocol with additional specificity described in the *Methods* section of the monograph (e.g., the decision not to consider data from studies that reported only thyroid gland size or goiters) provide a level of documentation that meets or exceeds standard practice for documentation in the field.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate. See Appendix I, page I-20.

**A1.3:** Potential bias as there was no systematic selection of Chinese databases to be searched. Two databases were selected because they contained studies of which the authors were aware.

**Recommendation:** As NASEM noted, this introduces potential bias. **[X]** suggests this be added as a limitation.

**Response: Agree (change made)**

- We accepted this recommendation in the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph and the following statement has been added to the *Limitations of the Systematic Review* section of the systematic review.

“The supplemental literature search for non-English-language studies not indexed in traditional databases supports the comprehensive nature of the literature search strategy for this systematic review. In the absence of guidance on the most complete non-English-language databases that may contain health studies of fluoride, a standard systematic review approach for database selection was followed whereby a set of exemplar documents, called ‘seed studies’ were used. Databases were selected that identified non-English-language studies of fluoride that we were aware of and were not captured in searches of databases from the main literature search. This informed approach influenced the selection process; however, this is not considered a limitation because it provided an objective measure by which to compare databases.”

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate. See Appendix I, page I-95.

**A1.4:** Some included studies with complex sample designs did not report if they used population weights to generate estimates.
Recommendation: In addition to listing this as a limitation, NTP should identify these studies in the body of the report.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- Appendix E provides extensive details on the risk-of-bias assessment for the low risk-of-bias studies. The risk-of-bias assessment included evaluation of whether complex sampling designs were accounted for with the use of sampling weights or adjustments for clustering.

- We have addressed these issues in the meta-analysis.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the draft SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests that text within the draft SoS Monograph refer to Appendix E for information about the risk-of-bias assessment of the studies to increase clarity.

A1.5: Clustering: NASEM identified that in some population studies, participants living in the same communities were assigned the same measure of fluoride exposure without considering the effect in the data analysis. These correlations may artificially increase the statistical power.

Recommendation: Limitations should note the studies where clustering was a potential threat and specifically whether the investigators addressed this.

Response: Agree (change made)

- In response to comments from the NASEM Committee, we revised text in Appendix E of the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph (previously Appendix 4 in the 2020 draft NTP Monograph) to note specifically whether each low risk-of-bias study applied an analytic approach that addressed clustering when that was a feature of the study design. Our risk-of-bias assessment carefully considered study-specific failures to account for sampling strategy or clustering in determining potential for bias.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate. See Appendix I, page I-190.

A1.6: The NTP response to NASEM’s comments indicate they contacted investigators on specific issues, and that some study authors responded while others did not.

Recommendation: NTP should provide an assessment of how non-response would affect the grading of these studies. This may be tied to the NASEM concern regarding transparency in the risk-of-bias assessment. Requests an appendix and language in the Discussion detailing which studies received a change to their risk-of-bias determination.

Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)

- The risk-of-bias rating explanations provided in the HAWC web-based evaluation platform via URL links and Appendix E of the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph (previously Appendix 4 of the 2020 draft NTP Monograph) previously noted whether an
author responded to our inquiry for more information and whether the response impacted the risk-of-bias rating. To provide information more clearly on author inquiries and how information received by the authors was used in the risk-of-bias analysis, we have made updates to the HAWC study profiles for each human study and to Appendix E. When author inquiries were conducted, they are noted in the study profiles. If an author did not respond, it is noted in the study profile (e.g., “No response was received to email request for clarification”). If an author responded and provided additional information that informed a rating decision in the risk-of-bias analysis, it is now noted in the HAWC study profiles and Appendix E which risk-of-bias questions were impacted.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

**A1.7: Meta-Analysis:** The meta-analysis, originally requested by NASEM to obtain measures of association and sensitivity analysis across selected studies was removed to be published separately.

**Recommendation:** The meta-analysis should be reinserted into the NTP draft document. Moving the meta-analysis to a separate document makes it difficult for the reader to understand and interpret the conclusions of the systematic review. Further, the meta-analysis, when reinserted into the NTP systematic review, should address NASEM’s critiques of the September 2020 draft (abstracted below):

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- With removal of the hazard assessment from the 2020 draft NTP Monograph, our focus shifted to providing a qualitative confidence assessment of the relevant literature of fluoride exposure and neurodevelopmental and cognitive health effects in children and adults, which is presented in the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph. In contrast, the updated meta-analysis manuscript provides a quantitative assessment of the studies examining fluoride exposure and IQ in children. After considering the scope and nature of the NASEM Committee’s comments, we determined that the confidence assessment of the complete evidence base on neurodevelopmental and cognitive health effects in children and adults is a broad and distinct issue from the specific focus of the meta-analysis on IQ in children without the hazard assessment section to integrate these different analyses. In addition, we concluded that the topic is of such high public health importance that the integration of the confidence assessment of the complete evidence base on neurodevelopmental and cognitive health effects would be better done as a collective effort by the public health community in a larger conversation about the appropriate method and timing of population exposures to fluoride to benefit oral health.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests that the draft SoS Monograph and the draft M-A Manuscript should be complete, standalone documents and not reference each other for information unless timing for publication can be coordinated, perhaps by NTP publishing both documents.
A1.8: Issue: New evidence

Two studies (Ibarluzea et al., 2021 and Aggeborn & Ohman, 2021) published in 2021 were not included in the systematic review or meta-analysis. These studies have comparable methods to other included studies.

Recommendation: The Ibarluzea and Aggeborn & Oehman studies should be evaluated and included when assessing the evidence, similar to the 15 additional studies from the Chinese databases. Also recommends NTP include a comparison between Ibarluzea et al., 2021, and Green et al., 2019, because both studies investigate fluoride exposures at levels used for water fluoridation.

Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)

- Adding only these two studies beyond the literature cutoff date for the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph without adding other studies that have been published since the cutoff date would introduce bias and subject us to potential criticism of cherry-picking studies. With respect to Aggeborn and Öhman (2021), we examined this study when it was published as a non-peer-reviewed white paper in 2017 and it was excluded then as non-peer-reviewed reference. It was determined that including this study would not impact our confidence conclusions for multiple reasons: 1) it is a high risk-of-bias ecological study; 2) it would also fall under other neurodevelopmental (non-IQ) studies; and 3) it uses cognitive tests that are not specified.

- With respect to Ibarluzea et al. (2021), we acknowledge the potential interest in this specific study, and we added the following text and footnote to the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph:

  “Note that NTP is aware of a conference abstract by Santa-Marina et al. on a Spanish cohort study that looked at fluoride exposure and neuropsychological development in children (Santa-Marina et al. 2019). The evaluation team conducted a targeted literature search in April 2021 to see whether the data from this study had been published. When no publication was found, the evaluation team contacted the study authors to inquire about the publication of their data. The response from the study authors indicated that the study report was being finalized but had not yet been sent to a journal for review; therefore, it was not considered here.9”

- Relevant text from the footnote below:

  “9NTP is aware that this study was published after April 2021 (Ibarluzea et al. 2021) and, therefore, is not included in this monograph because it is beyond the dates of the literature search. Even if it had been published earlier, the study would not have contributed to the body of evidence on children’s IQ because the authors assessed other neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects, specifically the association between fluoride exposure and neuropsychological development in children aged 1 year using the Mental Development Index (MDI) of the Bayley Scales of Infant Development and in children aged 4 years using the General Cognitive Index (GCI) of the McCarthy Scales of Children’s Abilities (MSCA).”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:
The BSC WG suggests that the authors include discussion of newly published meta-analyses in the Discussion section of the draft SoS Monograph.

The BSC WG notes that if the draft M-A Manuscript is submitted to a journal for publication consideration, the journal will likely ask the authors to update the literature search. The BSC WG suggests that the timeframe for the literature should be consistent between the draft M-A Manuscript and the draft SoS Monograph.

The BSC WG suggests that the draft SoS Monograph and the draft M-A Manuscript should be complete, standalone documents and not reference each other for information unless timing for publication can be coordinated, perhaps by NTP publishing both documents.

See Appendix I, page I-27.
In May 2022, the [redacted] provided comments to NIEHS/DNTP on the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph on the State of the Science concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects: A Systematic Review by email. The comments are reproduced here in black text, and the NIEHS/DNTP responses have been inserted in blue text following each of the comments beginning with the word “Response” in bold font. Formatting has been applied to aid in reading.

The prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph reflects changes made after consideration of the comments from the [redacted] along with all other input received through April of 2022. The prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph was subsequently sent to Agencies for additional comments. A revised “track changes” version of the monograph was developed in September 2022 titled the “DocMon_Track_Changes_2022_NTP_Monograph.” The following bullets describe how edits are documented in the track changes version of the monograph in response to [redacted]:

- For comments related to DocG_Monograph, DocH_Monograph, DocI_Monograph, DocJ_Monograph, and DocK_Monograph:
  - Edits are marked with a comment bubble in the DocMon_Track_Changes_2022_NTP_Monograph that identifies the text in question and briefly describes any revisions.
  - The comment bubble contains the exact text of the [redacted] Comment.
  - The comment bubble also provides a reference to the specific response to comments document with the detailed NIEHS/DNTP response (e.g., comments made in response to this [redacted] would be marked “see DocA2_Monograph for detailed response”).

- For comments related to DocA1_Monograph, DocA2_Monograph, DocB1_Monograph; DocB2_Monograph, and DocC_Monograph through DocF_Monograph:
  - Edits are marked in track changes format in the DocMon_Track_Changes_2022_NTP_Monograph.
  - A comment bubble has been added to the text in question containing the exact text of the [redacted] Comment.
  - The comment bubble also provides a reference to the specific response to comments document with the detailed NIEHS/DNTP response.

A2.1: Thank you for forwarding the prepublication draft of the NTP SoS report on fluoride and the comments and responses to [redacted] feedback shared with NTP in February. I am writing to share specific feedback on the “[redacted] comments and response-final.pdf” that you shared last week.

Under this issue of “keeping findings in context,” your response including the following new statement to be added in the abstract and summary of the SoS document:

“This review finds, with moderate confidence, that higher fluoride exposure (e.g., represented by populations whose total fluoride exposure approximates or exceeds the World Health Organization...”
Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride) is consistently associated with lower IQ in children. More studies are needed to fully understand the potential for lower fluoride exposure to affect children’s IQ.”

For your consideration, XXXXXX proposes the following revised text with justification for the revision provided by the numbered notes below.

Proposed revision: This review finds, with moderate confidence, that high fluoride exposure is associated with lower IQ in children (1). Studies of fluoride exposure at levels typically found in drinking water in the United States are inconclusive (2). More studies are needed before determining the effect of lower fluoride exposure on children’s IQ. (3)

Justification:
(1) Except for Green 2019 and Bashash 2017, all studies in the systematic review were cross-sectional and compared populations at higher fluoride levels than those used in community water fluoridation (CWF). In some studies, comparable fluoride levels to CWF were included as controls, which as a subset of studies show a positive correlation between higher fluoride exposures and IQ scores.

(2) Two prospective studies, Green 2019 and Ibarluzea 2022, measured fluoride exposures at comparable levels to CWF in the U.S. These two studies reported opposite effects of fluoride on IQ levels. A third study (Bashash 2017) is not equivalent to Green 2019 and Ibarluzea 2022 because the primary source of F exposure in Mexico is fluoridated salt, which is not available in the U.S. Even if the Bashash 2017 study is included, the conclusion would still be that these effects remain “inconclusive.”

(3) Based on (2) above, the NTP conclusion would support additional prospective studies to clarify the directionality of any potential effect of lower fluoride exposure on IQ.

This is only feedback on your comments/response document. Appreciate your time and effort to respond to original feedback.

Please do not hesitate to contact if you have questions or need clarification.

Best regards,

References


Response: Disagree (no change)
- We appreciate the continued dialog over the concluding statement that appears in several places in the monograph, including the Summary and Abstract. We consider the suggested three-part revision to the concluding statement to convey essentially the same information as
our existing text but overemphasizes water levels of fluoride rather than total fluoride exposure. Considering the justifications offered for the change, we agree with justification (1) concerning the characterization of the relevant database. However, we note in the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph on page 12 that, while we were aware of the Ibarluzea et al. (2021) study (identified as Ibarluzea 2022 in the citation above) from following preliminary reports that appeared as meeting abstracts, the final publication date was beyond the literature cutoff date for the monograph. Even if the Ibarluzea et al. (2021) study had been published earlier, it would not have contributed to the body of evidence on children’s IQ because the authors assessed other neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects, specifically the association between fluoride exposure and neuropsychological development in children aged 1 year using the Mental Development Index (MDI) of the Bayley Scales of Infant Development and in children aged 4 years using the General Cognitive Index (GCI) of the McCarthy Scales of Children’s Abilities (MSCA). That factor aside, we have stressed in the monograph that our conclusions apply to total fluoride exposures rather than to exposures exclusively through drinking water. Although we tend to agree that “studies of fluoride exposure at levels typically found in drinking water in the United States are inconclusive,” Green et al. (2019) was the only high quality prospective study included in the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph that evaluated a population exposed to fluoride in drinking water at levels typically found in drinking water in the United States. Therefore, it is more accurate to state, as we currently have, that:

“More studies are needed to fully understand the potential for lower fluoride exposure [referring to the parenthetical from the previous sentence: (e.g., represented by populations whose total fluoride exposure approximates or exceeds the World Health Organization Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride)] to affect children’s IQ.”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors include discussion of newly published meta-analyses in the Discussion section of the draft SoS Monograph.

The BSC WG notes that if the draft M-A Manuscript is submitted to a journal for publication consideration, the journal will likely ask the authors to update the literature search. The BSC WG suggests that the timeframe for the literature should be consistent between the draft M-A Manuscript and the draft SoS Monograph.

The BSC WG suggests that the draft SoS Monograph and the draft M-A Manuscript should be complete, standalone documents and not reference each other for information unless timing for publication can be coordinated, perhaps by NTP publishing both documents.

See Appendix I, page I-14.

See Appendix I, page I-97.
**DocB1_Monograph**

In November 2021, the XXX provided comments to NIEHS/DNTP on the 2021 Draft NTP Monograph on the State of the Science concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects: A Systematic Review (the NTP Monograph) and a draft manuscript on a meta-analysis of fluoride exposure and IQ in children (the meta-analysis manuscript). NIEHS/DNTP prepared responses and shared those responses back to XXX in April 2022.

In July 2022, the XXX provided two sets of comments to NIEHS/DNTP, again on the NTP Monograph (prepublication 2022 version) and the meta-analysis manuscript.

- The first set of comments was provided as a new layer of input on top of the original comments (from November 2021) and NIEHS/DNTP responses. This document contains a subset of the overall comments (from November 2021 and July 2022) related to the NTP Monograph along with the NIEHS/DNTP responses. The monograph-related comments from the XXX are reproduced below in black text and the NIEHS/DNTP responses have been inserted in blue text following each of the comments beginning with the word “Response” in bold font. Formatting has been applied to aid in reading.

- The second set of comments was provided in track changes embedded in the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph in Microsoft Word. See file “DocB2_Monograph” for the second set of comments and NIEHS/DNTP responses.

The prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph reflects changes made after consideration of the comments from the XXX along with all other input received through April of 2022. The prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph was subsequently sent to XXX for additional comments. A revised “track changes” version of the monograph was developed in September 2022 titled the “DocMon_Track_Changes_2022_NTP_Monograph.” The following bullets describe how edits are documented in the track changes version of the monograph in response to XXX:

- **XXX**: For comments related to DocG_Monograph, DocH_Monograph, DocI_Monograph, DocJ_Monograph, and DocK_Monograph:
  - Edits are marked with a comment bubble in the DocMon_Track_Changes_2022_NTP_Monograph that identifies the text in question and briefly describes any revisions.
  - The comment bubble contains the exact text of the XXX Comment.
  - The comment bubble also provides a reference to the specific response to comments document with the detailed NIEHS/DNTP response (e.g., comments made in response to this XXX would be marked “see DocB1_Monograph for detailed response”).

- **XXX**: For comments related to DocA1_Monograph, DocA2_Monograph, DocB1_Monograph, DocB2_Monograph; DocF_Monograph through DocF_Monograph:
  - Edits are marked in track changes format in the DocMon_Track_Changes_2022_NTP_Monograph.
A comment bubble has been added to the text in question containing the exact text of the XXXXXXXXXXXX.

The comment bubble also provides a reference to the specific response to comments document with the detailed NIEHS/DNTP response.

Summary of comments from November 2021 and July 2022

B1.1: comment on SoS document (November 2021): It would be helpful if the Abstract was clear in the Discussion that the conclusion about effects on IQ in children was derived from high human exposures (higher than US exposures) without getting into more hazard conclusions or assessments.

Response: Agree (edited for clarity)

While it is correct that much of the literature evaluating exposures to fluoride with respect to reduced cognition in children likely involves exposures to amounts assumed to be in excess of what are consumed in the United States, there is actually very little direct U.S. exposure information on which to base this. As we discuss in the monograph, fluoride is found in water, certain foods, dental products, some pharmaceuticals, etc., and individual behaviors are likely to be an important determinant of actual total fluoride exposures. Green et al. (2019) is the study most likely to approximate U.S. exposures because Canada has the same optimal fluoridation level (0.7 mg/L in drinking water) as the United States. The individual exposure levels reported in Green et al. (2019), as documented by repeated urinary measurements, suggest widely varied exposures from optimally fluoridated drinking water combined with fluoride from other sources. Additionally, fluoride in drinking water from wells in certain parts of the United States are known to exceed artificially-fluoridated water levels in the Canadian cities studied by Green et al. (2019). To clarify that our moderate confidence conclusion is primarily based on studies with total fluoride exposure that approximates or exceeds what is generally associated with consumption of optimally fluoridated water in the United States, the Abstract section was revised as follows:

“This review finds, with moderate confidence, that higher fluoride exposure (e.g., represented by populations whose total fluoride exposure approximates or exceeds the World Health Organization Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride) is consistently associated with lower IQ in children.”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-14.
B1.2:  
- **comment on SoS document (November 2021):** suggest that any public communication make this point about exposure clear.

**Response: Agree (no change requested)**
- We agree that public communication concerning total exposures to fluoride is essential. In our assessment of studies relying only on drinking water levels as an exposure metric, we find that the data concerning levels below the WHO safe water guidelines are inconsistent and unclear with respect to effects on children’s cognition.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG notes overall concerns for other NTP authors’ responses to reviewers’ comments regarding dose-response, total fluoride exposure, and exposure assessment metrics. The BSC WG suggests that the authors ensure that the Abstract of the draft SoS Monograph accurately reflects the limitations resulting from these three issues.

B1.3:  
- **Follow-up comment on SoS document (July 2022):** The comment requesting public communication was focused on the issue that studies were conducted on populations with higher exposures from water than are routinely found in the United States; the above response indicated that they agree that public communication concerning total exposures is essential. This is a different point. Has the request that there be public communication about higher exposure from fluoride in water been adequately addressed?

**Response: Disagree (no change)**
- The comment implies that our conclusions are based solely on “studies [that] were conducted on populations with higher exposures from water than are routinely found in the United States.” This implication is not accurate. It is true that our stated confidence assessment is based primarily on studies with total exposures higher than those generally associated with consumption of optimally fluoridated water in the United States. However, the confidence assessment also includes findings from studies with fluoride exposures that are similar to, or lower than, those associated with optimally fluoridated water supplies in the United States. In addition, as mentioned in a previous response, there is very little direct information on actual total fluoride exposure in the United States. As demonstrated in Green et al. (2019), who used repeated individual urinary measurements, drinking water measures likely capture only a portion of a person’s total exposure to fluoride as personal preferences and habits may increase total exposures to unknown levels. Therefore, this document, as well as any associated communication, focuses on total fluoride exposures from all sources, not just drinking water. We acknowledge that these complexities in the data, along with a lack of direct U.S. exposure data, are important to convey in public communications. We point this out in the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph and will communicate this as a limitation of the database.
BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The reviewer’s comment appears to address public communication about fluoride in water, such as for wells in certain parts of the United States where exposure may exceed the optimal U.S. fluoridation level (0.7 mg/L in drinking water). The BSC WG agrees that public communication about fluoride levels in water is important and should be clear in any associated communication materials released when the final SoS Monograph is published. To improve clarity, the BSC WG suggests that the authors include their statements in the response to the rebuttal in the draft SoS Monograph: “... our stated confidence assessment is based primarily on studies with total exposures higher than those generally associated with consumption of optimally fluoridated water in the United States. However, the confidence assessment also includes findings from studies with fluoride exposures that are similar to, or lower than, those associated with optimally fluoridated water supplies in the United States.”

B1.4:

- comment on SoS document (November 2021): XXX has followed the ongoing discussion between NTP and NASEM related to the alleged impacts on development and cognition, and specifically has reviewed the literature reports from Basham, et al., (2017) and Green et al., (2019). XXX concerns related to the study designs and the utility and accuracy of the urinary fluoride measurements have previously been communicated. XXX reiterate that actual exposure to fluoride and serum fluoride levels were not measured during these investigations.

Response: Agree (no change)

  o We agree that actual exposures (as opposed to exposure estimates) have not been measured in any of the studies we have reviewed. Although human serum levels tend to reflect fluoride levels in water (WHO 2002), they vary widely during the day, and only rarely were they measured or reported in the literature we evaluated. In short, these concerns along with others contributed to our conclusion of only moderate confidence in an association between fluoride exposures and children’s cognitive neurodevelopment in the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests for consistency and clarity that the authors add the following text from their response to the reviewer’s comment to the section of the draft SoS Monograph that discusses the Basham et al. (2017) and Green et al. (2019) studies (new text underlined): “It should be noted that actual exposures (as opposed to exposure estimates) have not been measured in any of the studies included in this systematic review. Although human serum levels tend to reflect fluoride levels in water (WHO 2002), they vary widely during the day, and only rarely were they measured or reported in the literature that was evaluated.”
B1.5:
- **comment on SoS document (November 2021):** The revised NTP monograph seems to address concerns from prior comments as NTP removed the hazard assessment and is now calling this a “state of the science” document. However, the meta-analysis that NTP removed from the original monograph is now being published independently. Although it will be in a scientific review publication [Note: journal name deleted by NIEHS/DNTP], think that this may raise questions regarding exposure levels and neurodevelopmental effects, as the publication does not seem to put the exposure levels into context.

**Response:** Agree (no change)

- The revised meta-analysis manuscript will address exposure issues in a like manner as outlined above for the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph.

**BSC WG Assessment and Justification:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

B1.6:
- **comment on SoS document (November 2021):**

  In September 2020, XXXXXX conveyed the following concerns:

  *The dosimetry of exposure plays a central role in this assessment. In this regard, there is some concern regarding the classifications of risk of bias that were ascribed to some on the studies on question #8 “Can be confident in the exposure characterization?”. Specifically, concerns were raised on how studies such as those below, where inadequate analytical detail is provided by the authors, can be classified as “Probably low risk of bias”. Analytical (and consequently, exposure assessment) bias can only be assumed to be low following an appropriate evaluation of the analytical procedures, including data on the validation of the methodologies in the laboratory where the analyses were conducted (e.g. accuracy, precision). In light of this, it seems to us that the following studies (not necessarily a comprehensive list) fall short of warranting such a classification.

  **Saxena et al. (2012)**

  “The fluoride levels were analyzed by a fluoride ion selective electrode, Orion 9609BN (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., West Palm Beach, United States). (…) The fluoride content in the urine was determined using a fluoride ion selective electrode, Orion 9609BN (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., West Palm Beach, United States).”

  **Seraj et al. (2012)**

  “The fluoride and iodine in the drinking water were analyzed by SPADNS (Sulfophenylazo dihydroxynaphthalenedisulfonate) method, Utilizing 4000 UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Hach Company, Germany) in the environmental health engineering laboratory of Public Health School of Tehran University of Medical Sciences.”
Xiang et al. (2011)

“F levels in serum were measured with a F ion selective electrode

These issues seem to remain partially unaddressed in the current version of the document. For example, in the Saxena et al. (2012) and Xiang et al. (2011) studies, the basis for rating maintains its exposure classification of “Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exposure was consistently assessed using well-established methods that directly measured exposure.” That conclusion remains unclear when all that the authors indicate is that they used a fluoride-selective electrode without additional details, including for example, calibration, assessment of linearity, intra- and inter-day precision and accuracy, inclusion of quality controls, etc. As raised in prior comments, analytical (and consequently, exposure assessment) bias can only be assumed to be low following an appropriate evaluation of the analytical procedures and the authors do not provide any such detail.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- The comment suggests that studies that described analytical methods without explicit methodological details on calibration and intra- and inter-day precision should not be rated as probably low risk of bias for exposure assessment. However, this seems to reflect a misunderstanding between criteria for definitely low risk of bias (which requires direct evidence of both a well-established method to measure fluoride and a QC procedure including such things as recovery rates, blanks, or reference standards) and probably low risk of bias (which requires that a well-established method to measure fluoride was used and indirect evidence that typical procedures were followed). The risk-of-bias ratings in question were judged to be probably low risk of bias as is consistent with the protocol.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.


B1.7:

Follow-up comment on SoS document (July 2022): Which criteria were considered to ascertain if specific analytical methods to directly measure fluoride were “well established”, and what protocol was followed to determine if the cited methods fulfilled such criteria?

Response: Agree (no change requested)

- “Well established” methods denote accepted methods for measuring fluoride levels. As noted in the protocol (https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076), the preferred analytical method is the ion selective electrode method. However, use of other standard methods such as NIOSH Method 8308 or other governmental standard methods were considered well established. Any study noting that they used these methods was rated probably low risk of bias for exposure. In order to be rated definitely low risk of bias for exposure, a study also had to provide a detailed description of QC procedures (i.e., direct evidence) that were followed, including such things as use of recovery rates, blanks, or reference standards.
BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG agrees with the reviewer’s comment and recommends that the authors include information in the Methods section of the draft SoS Monograph about how “well-established” analytical methods for measuring fluoride are defined rather than referring to the protocol or an appendix to the draft SoS Monograph.

B1.8:

- **Comment on SoS document (July 2022):** The authors are using an old version of the PRISMA flow diagram - The 2020 PRISMA flow diagram can be found here: [https://prisma-statement.org/prismastatement/flowdiagram.aspx](https://prisma-statement.org/prismastatement/flowdiagram.aspx)

  **Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)**

  - The comment refers to “Figure 2. Study Selection Diagram” in the prepublishing 2022 NTP Monograph, which follows or exceeds the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) standards. Figure 2 is a static reference flow diagram that includes all of the information suggested in the PRISMA standards. In addition to Figure 2, we have included an interactive reference flow diagram ([https://hawcproject.org/summary/visual/assessment/405/Figure-2/](https://hawcproject.org/summary/visual/assessment/405/Figure-2/)) that far exceeds the PRISMA reporting standards, allowing readers to identify and link to all of the included studies as well as all of the studies excluded at each stage of reference screening for eligibility. The prepublishing 2022 NTP Monograph follows PRISMA reporting standards as outlined in the OHAT handbook and our evaluation-specific protocol ([https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076](https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076)). Although there are slight design differences, the study selection diagram contains all of the recommended reporting elements. Therefore, while we agree that Figure 2 resembles an older version of the PRISMA diagram, the interactive reference flow diagram exceeds the 2020 PRISMA recommendations (Page et al. 2021) and follows the evaluation-specific protocol. We have updated the PRISMA reference in the monograph from Moher et al. (2009) to Page et al. (2021) to clarify that we are following the current recommendations.

  **Note:** The comment on the overall confidence in the meta-analysis and subgroup analyses for the mean-effects meta-analyses are not reproduced here as they are not directly relevant to the prepublishing 2022 NTP Monograph. See Doc08_Meta-analysis for the meta-analysis-relevant comments and responses.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-38.

B1.9:

- **Comment on SoS and meta-analysis documents (July 2022):** The raised concerns regarding exposure measurement in previous comments. The current Discussion sections in each document cover some exposure measurement limitations but may not sufficiently address previous comments or other important issues potentially impacting individual and group urinary fluoride measurement, such as variation in period of urine collection,
variations/transient increases in excretion, variations in clearance times, as well as total fluoride exposure by age, sex, developmental stage, and over time.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- In responses to earlier comments from XXXXX XX XXXX, we have pointed out reasons as to why we consider these concerns to be overstated and speculative. For example, for a study to be considered lower risk of bias for exposure, we required creatinine or specific gravity adjustments for measurements of urinary fluoride. We also cited studies reporting reasonable agreements between 24-hr urine and repeated-volume-corrected spot urine fluoride levels in the monograph.

- We also note that there is no evidence to suggest that the factors cited above (e.g., variation in period of urine collection) could account for the consistent direction of the association between fluoride in urine and children’s IQ observed across the body of evidence. To do so, these factors would need to affect both fluoride exposure and children’s IQ. If such evidence was provided, we would assess it.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG recommends revising the response to the reviewer’s comment and avoiding referral to the comment’s concerns as “overstated and speculative.” The response should acknowledge the limitations of urine concentrations for exposure assessment, while also including a statement, such as is found in the Methods section of the draft SoS Monograph, last paragraph, page 16: “Urinary fluoride levels measured during pregnancy and in children include all ingested fluoride and are considered a valid measure to estimate total fluoride exposure (Villa et al. 2010; Watanabe et al. 1995; ....”

See Appendix I, page I-31.
In July 2022, the XXXXXXXXXXX provided comments to NIEHS/DNTP on the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph on the State of the Science Concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects: A Systematic Review. These comments were provided in tracked changes embedded in a Microsoft Word version of the monograph. The full text of comments has been reproduced below verbatim in black text along with the specific sentence referred to by XXXXXXXX as quotes under a heading for the specific section of the monograph (e.g., “Abstract”). Responses have been added in blue text following each of the comments beginning with the word “Response” in bold font. Formatting has been applied to aid in reading.

The prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph reflects changes made after consideration of the comments from the XXXXXXXXXXX along with all other input received through April of 2022. The prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph was subsequently sent to XXXXXXX for additional comments. A revised “track changes” version of the monograph was developed in September 2022 titled the “DocMon_Track_Changes_2022_NTP_Monograph.” The following bullets describe how edits are documented in the track changes version of the monograph in response to XXXXXXXXXXX:

- For comments related to DocG_Monograph, DocH_Monograph, DocI_Monograph, DocJ_Monograph, and DocK_Monograph:
  - Edits are marked with a comment bubble in the DocMon_Track_Changes_2022_NTP_Monograph that identifies the text in question and briefly describes any revisions.
  - The comment bubble contains the exact text of the XXXXXXXX Comment.
  - The comment bubble also provides a reference to the specific response to comments document with the detailed NIEHS/DNTP response (e.g., comments made in response to XXXXXXXX would be marked “see DocB2_Monograph for detailed response”).

- For comments related to DocA1_Monograph, DocA2_Monograph, DocB1_Monograph; DocB2_Monograph, and DocC_Monograph through DocF_Monograph:
  - Edits are marked in track changes format in the DocMon_Track_Changes_2022_NTP_Monograph.
  - A comment bubble has been added to the text in question containing the exact text of the XXXXXXXX Comment.
  - The comment bubble also provides a reference to the specific response to comments document with the detailed NIEHS/DNTP response.

**B2.1: Abstract page xii:** “Fluoride is a common exposure in our environment that comes from a variety of sources and is **widely** promoted for its dental and overall oral health benefits.” [Text in red-strikethrough font deleted by XXXXXXXX without further comment.]

**Response: Disagree (no change)**
- We consider this sentence to be correct as written in the Abstract section.
BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

B2.2: Abstract page xii: “The evidence reviewed at that time was from dental and skeletal fluorosis-endemic regions of China with fluoride levels in water typically > XX mg/L.” [Text in red font inserted by XXXXXXXXXXX without further comment.]

Response: Disagree (no change)
- Additional detail to characterize the evidence cited in the NAS 2006 document is not necessary to support the statement and is beyond the focus of the paragraph. We note that dental and/or skeletal fluorosis has been reported in areas where high levels of fluoride are found in coal, as well as in areas with high levels in drinking water.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

B2.3: Abstract page xiii: “This review finds, with moderate confidence, that higher fluoride exposure (e.g., represented by populations whose total fluoride exposure approximates or exceeds the World Health Organization Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride) is consistently associated with lower IQ in children.” [Text in red font inserted and red-strikethrough font deleted by XXXXXXXXX.]

Comment: XXX suggest that this text be struck here, and elsewhere in the State of the Science (SOS) document as it implies that all fluoride exposures are known for all studies, and this is not the case. The SOS reports states that drinking-water fluoride levels may underestimate exposure to fluoride.

Response: Disagree (no change)
- The parenthetical expression provides an example of what is meant by “higher fluoride exposure.” This example was added to the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph in response to many earlier comments that requested this clarification. The statement correctly emphasizes that total fluoride exposure from all sources is the important consideration, and it does not imply that all fluoride exposures are known for all studies.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

B2.4: Abstract page xiii: “More studies are needed to fully understand the potential for lower fluoride exposure to affect children’s IQ”

Comment: XXX suggest providing more detail in the abstract for added context. For example:
Associations between lower total fluoride exposure and children’s IQ remain unclear. No population-level analysis was presented of effects from exposures to 0.7 mg/L, the U.S. Public Health Service recommended fluoridation level for community water systems for prevention of dental decay. More studies at lower exposure levels are needed to fully understand potential
associations in ranges typically found in the United States. Approximately 0.5 percent of community water systems in the U.S. have naturally occurring levels of fluoride > 1.5 mg/L water, the WHO guideline.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- The suggested text contains errors. First, the publication by Green et al. (2019) did examine the IQ of children in Canada exposed to fluoride in both non-fluoridated communities and fluoridated communities with 0.7 mg/L in drinking water (the same recommended fluoridation level for community water systems in the United States). Individual exposure levels of women living in these optimally fluoridated cities in Canada, as documented by repeated urinary measurements, suggest widely varied total exposures from water combined with fluoride from other sources. Many of these urinary fluoride measurements exceed those expected from consuming fluoride in water alone that contains 1.5 mg/L fluoride or less. The Bashash et al. (2017) study also provided information from a population in Mexico whose urinary fluoride exposures were comparable to those identified in the Green et al. (2019) study. Both studies are reviewed in our monograph and contribute to our confidence conclusions. Second, the suggested text implies that there are populations that could be studied where exposure to fluoride is only through drinking water. Our document stresses that fluoride exposures are from multiple sources, and that our confidence statements apply to total fluoride exposure, rather than exposures from drinking water alone. While we cite the number of people in the United States provided fluoridated drinking water from community water systems at >1.5 mg/L in the Introduction section, we consider the last line of the suggested addition again misdirects the reader from the emphasis on total fluoride exposure as the critical exposure metric.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-14.

B2.5: Introduction page 1: “Fluoride is a common exposure in our environment from a variety of sources and is widely promoted for its dental and overall oral health benefits.” [Text in red-strikethrough font deleted by xxxxxxxx without further comment.]

Response: Disagree (no change)

- We consider this sentence from the Introduction section to be correct as written.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-16.

B2.6: Introduction page 1: “This level is the maximum amount of fluoride contamination (naturally occurring, not from water fluoridation) that is allowed in water from public water systems and is set to protect against increased risk of skeletal fluorosis, a condition characterized by pain and tenderness of the major joints.” [Text in red-strikethrough font deleted by xxxxxxxx without further comment.]
Response: Disagree (no change)
  o The official designation of the regulatory limit is the Maximum Contaminant Level, or MCL. Therefore, the sentence is correct as written.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.
See Appendix I, page I-16.

B2.7: Introduction page 1: “Commonly cited health concerns related in relation to fluoride are bone fractures and skeletal fluorosis, lower intelligence quotient (IQ) and other neurological effects, cancer, and endocrine disruption.” [Text in red text inserted and red-strikethrough font deleted by XXXXXXXXXX without further comment.]

Response: Agree (change made)
  o The proposed edit was accepted as suggested.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.
See Appendix I, page I-16.

B2.8: Methods page 10: “The reference lists of all included studies; relevant reviews, editorials, and commentaries; and the Fluoride Action Network website (http://fluoridealert.org) were manually searched for additional relevant publications.” [Text in red-strikethrough font deleted by XXXXXXXXXX.

Response: Agree (change made)
  o The URL was deleted as suggested, pending implementation of any final formatting standards for NTP monographs.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.
See Appendix I, page I-25.

B2.9: Methods page 17: “Analytical methods to measure fluoride in biological or water samples also varied, some of which included atomic absorption, ion-selective electrode methods, colorimetric methods, or the hexamethyldisiloxane microdiffusion method.”

Comment: Concerns were raised previously about the quality control of the analytical measurements.

Response: Disagree (no change)
  o XXX has suggested that studies describing analytical methods without explicit methodological details on calibration and intra- and inter-day precision should not be rated as probably low risk of bias for exposure assessment. However, as we noted elsewhere, this seems to reflect a misunderstanding between criteria for definitely low risk of bias (which requires direct evidence of both a well-established method to measure fluoride and a QC procedure including such things as recovery rates, blanks, or reference standards) and probably low risk of bias (which requires that a well-
established method to measure fluoride was used and indirect evidence that typical procedures were followed). The text in question is in the Methods section on risk-of-bias considerations for human studies, where the basic approach was outlined following prespecified criteria provided in the protocol (https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076). Note that Appendix E provides details on the risk-of-bias ratings (including justifications) for each of the low risk-of-bias studies.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-32.

**B2.10: Methods p 19:** Duan et al. (2018) reported a significant non-linear dose-response relationship between fluoride dose and intelligence with the relationship stated as most evident with exposures from drinking water above 4 mg/L (or 4 ppm) fluoride.

**Comment:** Was a threshold considered?

**Response:** No change requested

- Duan et al. (2018) did not discuss specific considerations of threshold.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers NTP the authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-34.

**B2.11: Results p 41:** “Similarly, water fluoride concentrations for pregnant women from fluoridated areas (mean water fluoride levels of 0.59 ± 0.08 mg/L) versus pregnant women from non-fluoridated areas (mean water fluoride levels of 0.13 ± 0.06 mg/L) were associated with a significant 5.29-point decrease in IQ score per 1-mg/L increase in fluoride in both boys and girls combined (95% CI: −10.39, −0.19; p-value <0.05) (Green et al. 2019).”

**Comment:** Is this actually observed (a 1 mg/L difference in fluoride concentrations leading to a 5.29 point decrease in IQ), or is this a predicted hypothetical effect from a model? If this is a modeled result rather than an observed result, should this be stated more clearly? Same comment may apply broadly.

**Response:** Disagree (edited for clarity)

- Green et al. (2019) presented the observed results from an adjusted linear regression analysis of water fluoride concentrations (mg/L) and children’s FSIQ scores, providing the coefficient corresponding to a 1-mg/L difference in fluoride exposure. These are measured data, rather than hypothetical numbers.

- The sentence in question has been edited for clarity as follows:

  “Similarly, based on drinking water concentrations, a 1-mg/L increase of fluoride in drinking water was associated with a significant 5.29-point decrease in IQ score in both boys and girls combined (95% CI: −10.39, −0.19; p-value <0.05) (Green et al. 2019).”

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-56.
**B2.12: Results page 47:** “The results from 53 studies with high potential for bias that evaluated IQ in children also consistently provide supporting evidence of decrements in IQ associated with exposures to fluoride.”

**Comment:** At any exposure level? Please qualify.

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- As discussed in the monograph, there is moderate confidence from low risk-of-bias studies of an association between higher fluoride exposure and lower IQ in children when total fluoride exposure approximates or exceeds the WHO Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L. Although the high risk-of-bias studies cover a range of fluoride exposure levels from below 1 mg/L to over 4 mg/L, we have not determined a level of confidence for specific exposure levels in the high risk-of-bias studies; therefore, we cannot further qualify this statement.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate:

The BSC WG considers the following sentence in the draft SoS Monograph (Results, page 47) to be poorly worded: “The results from 53 studies with high potential for bias that evaluated IQ in children also consistently provide supporting evidence of decrements in IQ associated with exposures to fluoride.” As written, it implies that the effect (slope) is the same across all concentrations, which is incorrect. The BSC WG recommends adding text to the draft SoS Monograph which explains that the strength of the finding is greater at the higher dose range.

See Appendix I, page I-62.

**B2.13: Discussion page 78:** “Associations between lower total fluoride exposure [e.g., represented by populations whose total fluoride exposure was lower than the WHO Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride (WHO 2017)] and children’s IQ remain unclear.”

**Comment:** This language was commented on earlier. How is exposure in water correlated with overall exposure in this sentence?

**Response: No change requested**

- The statement relies on empirical observations of a close correspondence between drinking water concentrations and urinary fluoride concentrations first described prior to significant additional fluoride exposures from other sources such as dental products (see Kumar et al. (2017) [DOI 10.1007/s13201-016-0492-2] as an example). Our assessment of confidence in the association between higher fluoride exposure and lower children’s IQ is supported by studies that report total fluoride exposures as represented by urinary measurements.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-93.

**B2.14: Summary page 81:** “This review finds, with moderate confidence, that higher fluoride exposure [e.g., represented by populations whose total fluoride exposure approximates or exceeds the WHO Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride (WHO 2017)] is consistently associated with lower IQ in children.”
comment: Relation between total fluoride exposure and 1.5 mg/l level is not clear.

Response: Disagree (no change)
   - See response to the preceding comment.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate:

The BSC WG notes that the moderate confidence conclusion refers to total exposure to fluoride; however, the WHO Drinking-water Quality Guideline of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride is used as the comparator, which could be confusing to readers. The BSC WG also notes that analytical methods do not measure exposure, they measure exposure biomarkers. The BSC WG recommends adding the underlined text below to the Summary, page 81, to better define “total fluoride exposure”: “This review finds, with moderate confidence, that higher fluoride exposure [e.g., represented by populations whose total fluoride exposure, as reflected in biomarkers such as urine fluoride, approximates or exceeds the WHO Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride (WHO 2017)], is consistently associated with lower IQ in children.”

See Appendix I, page I-97.

B2.15: Summary page 81: “This review finds, with moderate confidence, that higher fluoride exposure [e.g., represented by populations whose total fluoride exposure approximates or exceeds the WHO Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride (WHO 2017)] is consistently associated with lower IQ in children. Populations with exposure to >1.5 mg/L naturally occurring fluoride in water represent 0.59% of the U.S. population.” [Text in red font inserted by XXXXXXXXXXXX.]

comment: Might want to add, if correct, primarily from very small water systems – please check EPA website.

Response: Disagree (no change)
   - The proposed reference to naturally occurring fluoride in water comes from a periodic survey of community water systems in the United States carried out by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. However, the moderate confidence is based entirely on studies outside the United States. The proposed sentence also focuses on fluoride in water systems rather than “total fluoride exposure” as in the current text. In addition, it is not clear what XXX is referring to as “very small water systems” or for what purpose this additional information would serve.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG notes that the authors add text to the Summary, page 82, (and Abstract, page xiii) of the draft SoS Monograph to provide context to the conclusion statement for readers. The BSC WG notes that the conclusion of moderate confidence refers to total fluoride exposure relative to the WHO Drinking-water Quality Guideline of 1.5 mg/L. The text should address that total fluoride exposure includes all sources of fluoride, including drinking water.

See Appendix I, page I-97.
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Comments on the NTP State of the Science document

C.1: Abstract page xii: “A systematic review protocol was developed and utilized following the standardized OHAT systematic review approach for conducting literature-based health assessments.”

Comment: See NASEM comment about the protocol on p. 4 of Response to Fluoride NASEM Letter 10.5.2021."Although the statement clarifies the general role of the handbook, the committee finds that it does not address the committee’s previous recommendation to set the expectation for how closely the process described in the handbook will be followed in the protocol and in the eventual systematic review. For example, the handbook section “Key Questions and Analytical Framework” that guides development of the population, exposure, comparator, and outcomes (PECO) statement is not included in the fluoride protocol or the revised monograph. As the committee recommended in its previous review, NTP should treat each systematic review protocol as a stand-alone document that contains all the information necessary for understanding the planning and conduct of the review, and these expectations should be explicitly stated in the protocol. The committee did not find that revisions of the protocol adequately addressed this recommendation.

Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)

- The response here mirrors the response to the original NASEM Committee comment. We appreciated the desire of the NASEM Committee for more specificity in the protocol with respect to laying out all aspects of the systematic review; however, we respectfully submit that the specificity and level of detail provided in the protocol meet, and in many aspects exceed, standard practice in the field. The following text was added to the Methods section of the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph to further clarify the role of the OHAT handbook and the stand-alone nature of the protocol.

“The protocol served as the complete set of methods followed for the conduct of this systematic review. The OHAT Handbook for Conducting a Literature-Based Health Assessment (http://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/38673) is a source of general systematic review methods that were selected and tailored in developing this protocol. Options in the OHAT handbook that were not specifically referred to in the protocol were not part of the methods for the systematic review.”

- Optional approaches in the OHAT handbook such as the formulation of “key questions” or an “analytical framework” were not necessary and not conducted for the fluoride systematic review.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate. The reviewer notes that a NASEM comment states that the systematic-review process was not adequately described and the OHAT handbook was not fully followed in the draft SoS Monograph. The BSC WG recommends that the systematic-review protocol should contain all the information necessary for understanding the planning and conduct of the systematic review. This information could be provided in text or through reference to the OHAT handbook. Any deviation of methods from the handbook should be clearly explained in the protocol. The BSC WG notes that the authors describe the “key questions and analytical framework” section as “optional” in the OHAT handbook; however, the handbook found at https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/ntp/ohat/pubs/handbookmarch2019_508.pdf does not identify any
sections as “optional.” The BSC WG recommends consulting with an expert on the OHAT handbook to determine whether the omitted sections are intended to be optional.


C.2: Abstract page xii: “The current bodies of experimental animal studies and human mechanistic evidence do not provide clarity on the association between fluoride exposure and neurocognitive or neurodevelopmental human health effects.”

Comment: IMPT Conclusion- the lack of biological plausibility or mechanistic evidence is critical and should be weighted more heavily in assessments of human impact.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- As pointed out in the Discussion section of the monograph, “Mechanistic studies in humans provide some evidence of adverse neurological effects of fluoride. However, these studies were too heterogenous and limited in number to make any determination on biological plausibility.” As indicated in the Limitations of the Evidence Base subsection, “The understanding of the specific molecular events responsible for fluoride’s adverse effects on neurobehavioral function is poor.” The prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph clearly states that the moderate confidence expressed in the association between higher fluoride exposures and children’s IQ is based on the consistent pattern of findings in human epidemiological studies. It is not unusual to observe and appreciate the potential for human health effects of a given exposure in the absence of understanding the mechanistic events responsible.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG notes that the sentence in the Abstract of the draft SoS Monograph might be misinterpreted to suggest that a mechanism exists, although poorly understood, to explain the association between fluoride exposure and neurocognitive or neurodevelopmental health effects. The BSC WG recommends that the authors provide a more explicit description of the results from the human mechanistic studies in the Abstract with text like that in the Discussion section. For example, “Mechanistic studies in humans were too heterogeneous and limited in number to make any determination on biological plausibility.”


C.3:

Comment: More recent studies have shown “The discrepancy between experimental and epidemiological evidence may be reconciled with deficiencies inherent in most of these epidemiological studies on a putative association between fluoride and intelligence, especially with respect to adequate consideration of potential confounding factors, e.g., socioeconomic status, residence, breast feeding, low birth weight, maternal intelligence, and exposure to other neurotoxic chemicals. In conclusion, based on the totality of currently available scientific evidence, the present review does not support the presumption that fluoride should be assessed as a human developmental neurotoxicant at the current exposure levels in Europe.”

Response: Disagree (no change)

- We appreciate the thoughts and opinions of Guth et al. (2020) on the collective potential deficiencies in the body of human evidence on whether fluoride acts as a developmental neurotoxicant. However, we point out that their publication fails to provide a critical evaluation of the majority of the studies they cite, instead focusing on Green et al. (2019) and Broadbent et al. (2015), two studies that differ appreciably in design and quality, to support their case. Nonetheless, the overall conclusion by Guth et al. (2020), “The available epidemiological evidence does not provide sufficient arguments to raise concerns with regard to CWF in the range of 0.7–1.0 mg/L, and to justify the conclusion that fluoride is a human developmental neurotoxicant that should be categorized as similarly problematic as lead or methylmercury at current exposure levels,” is not at odds with our conclusion.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

C.4: Abstract page xiii: “This review finds, with moderate confidence, that higher fluoride exposure (e.g., represented by populations whose total fluoride exposure approximates or exceeds the World Health Organization Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride) is consistently associated with lower IQ in children.”

- Comment: Based upon the standards for "Quality" criteria, the confidence estimate appears overstated. [www.gradeworkinggroup.org](http://www.gradeworkinggroup.org)

Response: Disagree (no change)

- Our approach for assessing confidence in the body of evidence is indeed a GRADE-based methodology, as described in the Methods subsection of the monograph, Confidence Rating: Assessment of the Body of Evidence, with additional details provided in the protocol for this systematic review (https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076) and the OHAT handbook (https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/ohathandbook). Also note that the GRADE working group has updated its terminology over the years to refer to “certainty” or confidence in the body of evidence to avoid confusion with the term “quality.” The principal benefits of GRADE-based approaches are the consistency of the steps and transparency in the process of developing confidence ratings and documenting the scientific bases for these judgements. In the GRADE-based method, confidence is typically assessed separately for each outcome (e.g., IQ) because confidence in the body of evidence often varies between outcomes and age groups (e.g., children versus adults). There are three separate subsections in the Results—one for IQ in Children, one for Other Neurodevelopmental or Cognitive Effects in Children, and another for Cognitive Effects in Adults—where the body of evidence is described and critically assessed specifically to develop confidence ratings. The Confidence Assessment of Findings on IQ in Children subsection describes in detail how the data support moderate confidence in the body of evidence that higher exposure to fluoride is associated with lower IQ in children. Each of the GRADE-based factors considered for potentially increasing (e.g., dose response) or decreasing (risk of bias) confidence in the body of evidence is described along with evidence-based support of judgements for each factor.
BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate. See Appendix I, page I-14.

C.5: **Comment:** The data do not support the assertion of an effect below 1.5 mg/L. Therefore, all conclusory statements in this document should be explicit that any findings from the included studies only apply to water fluoride concentrations above 1.5 mg/L.

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- We do not agree with this comment. Our assessment considers fluoride exposures from all sources, not just water. As discussed in the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph, because fluoride is also found in certain foods, dental products, some pharmaceuticals, and other sources, individual behaviors are likely an important determinant of actual exposures. Even in the optimally fluoridated cities in Canada studied by Green et al. (2019), individual exposure levels, as documented by repeated urinary measurements, suggest widely varying total exposures from water combined with fluoride from other sources. For example, some urinary fluoride measurements exceed those that would be expected from consuming water that contains fluoride at 1.5 mg/L. While much of the literature evaluating exposures to fluoride and reduced cognition in children involves total exposures to amounts assumed to approximate or exceed the World Health Organization Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride, we make it clear that our assessment considers total fluoride exposure from all sources, not just drinking water alone.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors use more precise language throughout the draft SoS Monograph when referring to fluoride exposure. The BSC WG suggests stressing in the Abstract and other appropriate parts of the draft SoS Monograph that exposure refers to total exposure to fluoride and not just exposure to fluoride from drinking water.

C.6: **Abstract page xiii:** “More studies are needed to fully understand the potential for lower fluoride exposure to affect children’s IQ.”

**Comment:** Suggest alternative language: There is a need to develop basic guidelines for designing and conducting prospective population-based (epidemiological) fluoride studies relevant to diverse communities and at fluoride exposure levels (0.7 mg/L) recommended in the United States.

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- This statement may well be correct, but the recommendation is beyond the stated objective and Specific Aims of our systematic review as described in the protocol and document. The prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph does not attempt to establish support for this point.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate. See Appendix I, page I-14.
C.7: Preface page xiv: “Overall the revised monograph seems to include a wealth of evidence and a number of evaluations that support its main conclusion, but the monograph falls short of providing a clear and convincing argument that supports its assessments. Thus, NTP has removed the hazard assessment step and retitled this systematic review of fluoride exposure and neurodevelopmental and cognitive health effects as a “state-of-the-science” document to indicate the change.”

Comment: If the monograph does not provide a clear and convincing argument in support of its assessments--- removing one step doesn’t strengthen the validity of the assertions. Note: many conclusions in this SOS monograph seem to reflect the hazard conclusions from the previous version of the monograph.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- The comment refers to a statement from the NASEM Committee review of the 2020 draft NTP Monograph that reached a hazard conclusion that fluoride was presumed to be a cognitive neurodevelopmental hazard to humans. This text from the Preface explains that the hazard assessment step was removed from the current prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph to address the NASEM Committee’s comment on “clear and convincing argument” for the NTP hazard conclusions in the 2020 draft NTP Monograph. The goal of the current, extensively revised monograph is to provide a comprehensive assessment of the scientific literature on fluoride as an important resource to inform its safe and appropriate use. The prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph includes a number of additional studies and provides the most complete and transparent critical assessment of the human epidemiological literature to date.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-15.

C.8: Preface page xiv: “This state-of-the-science document does not include the meta-analysis of epidemiological studies or hazard conclusions found in previous draft monographs; however, it provides a comprehensive and current assessment of the scientific literature on fluoride as an important resource to inform safe and appropriate use.”

Comment: This SOS report includes Appendix A which presents all the data and analysis from the meta-analysis found in previous draft monograph... therefore, the weakness identified by NASEM: “but the monograph falls short of providing a clear and convincing argument that supports its assessments persists.” [Note that the word “persists” should be outside the quote.]

Response: Disagree (no change)

- As stated in this quote from the Preface, the hazard conclusions were removed to address the NASEM Committee’s comment on “clear and convincing argument” for the NTP hazard conclusions in the 2020 draft NTP Monograph. Appendix A (Data Figures: Neurodevelopmental or Cognitive Effects and Outcomes) presents results of low risk-of-bias studies evaluated in the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph that formed the basis for the confidence statements reached for children’s IQ studies, children’s other cognition and neurobehavior studies, and adult cognition studies. Appendix A does not include results of the meta-analysis and is not meant to provide a clear and convincing argument. The main text in conjunction with Appendix E provide support for our assessment and overall confidence rating.
BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-15.

C.9: **Comment:** Removing the meta-analysis as a response to NASEM comments would not remedy the shortcoming they cited: “but the monograph falls short of providing a clear and convincing argument that supports its assessments?

**Response: Disagree (no change)**
- This comment is addressed in the previous two responses. Again, it is inappropriate to attribute the NASEM Committee’s comments on the prior 2020 draft NTP Monograph to the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

C.10: **Introduction page 1:** “Commonly cited health concerns related to fluoride are bone fractures and skeletal fluorosis, lower intelligence quotient (IQ) and other neurological effects, cancer, and endocrine disruption.”

**Comment:** This statement is inflammatory. It is not a reflection of the current state of the science on this issue. However, these assertions that have been made by the Fluoride Action Network and are not evidenced-based. Ref: Osteoporos Int. 2008 Mar;19(3):257-68. Epub 2007 Aug 15.

Effects of treatment with fluoride on bone mineral density and fracture risk—a meta-analysis

P Vestergaard 1, N R Jorgensen, P Schwarz, L Mosekilde

**Response: Agree (change made)**
- We disagree that the statement is inflammatory and also note that the sentence is historically accurate in the scientific literature. Nonetheless, we have removed the reference to bone fractures. The sentence has been revised to read as follows:
  
  “Health concerns cited in relation to fluoride are skeletal fluorosis, lower intelligence quotient (IQ) and other neurological effects, cancer, and endocrine disruption.”

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-16.

C.11: **Introduction page 3:** “However, the NASEM Committee’s reviews (NASEM 2020; 2021) of the 2019 and 2020 drafts of the monograph indicated that, “Overall the revised monograph seems to include a wealth of evidence and a number of evaluations that support its main conclusion, but the monograph falls short of providing a clear and convincing argument that supports its assessments....” For this reason, our methods were revised to remove the hazard assessment step (i.e., the section “Integrate Evidence to Develop Hazard Identification Conclusions” and the associated section “Translate Confidence Ratings into Level of Evidence for Health Effect”).}
**comment:** If NASEM stated that the monograph did not provide clear and convincing argument that supports its assessment, then removing the hazard assessment would not change the strength of the evidence. Also, why remove the meta-analysis from the context of the report?

**Response:** Disagree (no change)

- The hazard assessment step, leading to the hazard conclusion referred to in the NASEM comment, integrates information across evidence streams after each evidence stream is assigned a confidence rating. As previously pointed out, the current document stops at the confidence rating step and provides a transparent assessment of studies to support confidence ratings for children’s IQ, children’s other cognitive and neurobehavioral outcomes, and adult cognition. The finding of moderate confidence in the body of evidence concerning the association between higher fluoride exposures and lower IQs in children is unchanged from earlier drafts of the monograph.

- The meta-analysis was removed for separate publication because we did not consider it necessary to reach a confidence rating for children’s IQ in the prior drafts of the monograph. Indeed, the current draft of the meta-analysis is careful to point out that the collective quantitative assessment of the children’s IQ studies is based on a systematic review that supported moderate confidence in the association between higher fluoride exposures and deficits in children’s IQ.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests that the draft SoS Monograph and the draft M-A Manuscript should be complete, standalone documents and not reference each other for information unless timing for publication can be coordinated, perhaps by NTP publishing both documents.

See Appendix I, page I-18.

**C.12: Introduction page 3:** “Identify literature that assessed neurodevelopmental and cognitive health effects, especially outcomes related to learning, memory, and intelligence, following exposure to fluoride in human, animal, and relevant in vitro/mechanistic studies.”

**comment:** If an element or substance is known to be in the environment, then EVERYTHING would qualify as “following” an exposure... therefore, this would be measuring prevalence of learning, memory, and intelligence in the study population.

**Response:** Disagree (no change)

- As defined in the PECO (Population, Exposure, Comparator and Outcome) statement in Table 1 of the monograph, exposure to fluoride in human studies is based on administered dose or concentration, biomonitoring data (e.g., levels in urine, blood, other specimens), environmental measures (e.g., levels in air, water), or job title or residence. Furthermore, the temporality of the exposure preceding outcome can be established by study design (e.g., prospective cohort) or analysis (e.g., prevalence of dental fluorosis in children, limiting study populations to children who lived in the same area for long periods of time).
BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-18.

C.13: Methods page 6: “Comparable populations not exposed to fluoride or exposed to lower levels of fluoride (e.g., exposure below detection levels).”

**comment**: how would you determine "detection" levels if you are not measuring the dose of exposure? Not clear how comparable popltns (sic) of not exposed are equivalent or appropriate to use in lieu of "exposed to lower levels of fluoride"

**Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)**

- The PECO (Population, Exposure, Comparator and Outcome) statement in Table 1 of the monograph defines the parameters for human studies to be included in the systematic review. The exposure requirements are stated as studies with exposure to fluoride based on “administered dose or concentration, biomonitoring data (e.g., urine, blood, other specimens), environmental measures (e.g., air, water levels), or job title or residence” with additional specifications outlined in the text. Similarly, the comparator requirements indicate that a study must include a comparator population in addition to individuals or populations exposed to fluoride. Following the standard approach for epidemiological studies, a comparable population must be either not exposed to fluoride or exposed to lower levels of fluoride. The parenthetical “(e.g., exposure below detection limits)” was not intended to define lower levels of fluoride and was not used as such for the literature search or elsewhere in the evaluation. The “exposure below detection limits” phrase was meant as an example where measures below detection limits would be considered a population not exposed to fluoride. We moved the phrase as follows and inserted the following footnote on how the criteria were used in the evaluation.

“Comparable populations not exposed to fluoride (e.g., exposure below detection levels) or exposed to lower levels of fluoride”

**Footnote: Note**: The “(e.g., exposure below detection limits)” was moved after “populations not exposed to fluoride” to reflect how it was used in the literature search and elsewhere in this systematic review.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests using more precise language to describe exposure. Additionally, “exposures” are not below detection levels; rather, it is the exposure biomarker concentrations (e.g., in urine), which are used to estimate exposures, that would be above or below detection limits.

The BSC WG considers the text in Footnote 4 to Table 1 (page 6) unclear and suggests revision.

See Appendix I, page I-21.
**C.14: Methods page 8:** “Studies identified from other sources or manual review that might impact conclusions are considered under “references identified through other sources” in Figure 2.”

**Comment:** what is the relationship of the 11 studies identified through these means proportional to those included from the database searches? it is concerning that there were 11 studies that were NOT identified in the database search that may have been important... does this represent literature/study selection bias?

**Response:** Disagree (edited for clarity)

- The monograph provides information as to why the references identified by other sources were not captured in the database searches. Note that many of the studies initially identified by other sources were non-English-language studies, and we recognized that additional targeted search strategies were required to identify non-English-language studies for this review. The supplemental search of Chinese databases was designed to address these challenges. This is described in the monograph as follows:

  “These 11 studies (9 human and 2 animal studies) were not identified through the electronic database searches, as they were not indexed in any of the electronic databases searched. Note that the supplemental search of non-English-language databases was designed in part to identify non-English-language studies that are not indexed in traditional bibliographic databases such as PubMed. It was successful in this goal, as multiple studies that were initially only identified through “other sources” were subsequently captured in the supplemental Chinese database search, leaving only 11 as identified through other sources.”

- Note that all 11 studies were published in non-Western journals. Regarding the source for identifying these 11 studies, the monograph describes the sources as “…identified by technical advisors or obtained by manually searching the Fluoride Action Network website or reviewing reference lists of published reviews and other included studies.” Of the nine human studies identified through other sources, five were identified via their inclusion in the Choi et al. (2012) meta-analysis, and four were only identified in the FAN database (three of which were Indian studies).

- Regarding the impact of these 11 studies on the systematic review, only 1 of the 11 studies was a low risk-of-bias IQ study in children, and this study was included in the 19 low risk-of-bias studies upon which the moderate confidence rating for the IQ-in-children body of evidence is based. The omission of this single study would not impact the moderate confidence rating. Of the remaining 10 studies, 7 were high risk-of-bias studies of IQ in children and 1 was a high risk-of-bias study of adults. The inclusion or omission of the 7 (out of 53) high risk-of-bias IQ-in-children studies or the 1 (out of 8) high risk-of-bias adult studies would not impact any confidence conclusions in the monograph. Similarly, the two experimental animal studies would not impact the evaluation as the animal evidence was considered inadequate.

- The text identified by XXXXXXXXX was edited for clarity replacing “might impact conclusions” with “satisfy the PECO criteria for inclusion” as follows:

  “Studies identified from other sources or manual review that satisfy the PECO criteria for inclusion are considered under “references identified through other sources” in Figure 2.”
BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-23.

C.15: Methods page 9: “Although additional studies were identified, data that would materially advance the animal and mechanistic findings were not identified; therefore, these studies were not extracted nor were they added to the draft.”

Comment: However, why select older studies when more current ones are available?

Response: Disagree (no change)
- The comment refers to the decision to not update the experimental animal and animal mechanistic study sections in the 2020 draft NTP Monograph or the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph. The review did not select older studies when newer studies were available. As stated, when the literature review was updated through May 2020, newer literature was scanned for information that could materially extend the findings of experimental animal or mechanistic studies, which previously had been determined to be inadequate to affect the confidence level based on the human studies. Newer studies did not materially extend the earlier findings. Furthermore, consideration of the newer studies did not change the determination that these data were inadequate; therefore, they were not extracted or added to the document.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors clearly communicate their decision not to update the experimental animal or mechanistic study sections and why. Also, for completeness, the BSC WG suggests that the authors cite the new literature they examined.


C.16: Methods page 9: “A secondary goal was to examine whether the non-English-language studies on the Fluoride Action Network website (http://fluoridealert.org/)—a site used as another resource to identify potentially relevant studies because it is known to index fluoride publications—had been selectively presented to list only studies reporting effects of fluoride.”

Comment: What is the conclusion on whether they are selectively presented?

Response: No change requested
- We saw no indication that the studies were selectively presented on the FAN website.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests adding text to the Methods section, page 9, of the draft SoS Monograph like text found in the authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment (i.e., “We saw no indication that the studies were selectively presented on the FAN website.”).
C.17: Methods page 9: “Studies identified that evaluated primary neurodevelopmental or cognitive outcomes were included and either translated or reviewed by an epidemiologist fluent in Chinese.”

**Comment:** There are many Chinese dialects and thus, interpretations and translations may vary. Are these made available?

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- Almost all the Chinese-language literature used in this evaluation was read and underwent data extraction by an epidemiologist fluent in Chinese. There were no instances where this was hindered by dialect. As indicated in the Risk-of-bias Considerations for Humans Studies section on pages 14-15 of the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph, some of the Chinese-language literature was also available as English translations, and these studies are listed in Appendix C, Section 2.1, List of Included Studies. In addition, an interactive version of the study selection diagram is publicly available in the Health Assessment Workspace Collaborative that can be used to search for individual studies and their bibliographic information (https://hawcproject.org/summary/visual/assessment/405/Figure-2/). Most of the Chinese-language studies were determined to be high risk of bias. For papers that were considered potentially low risk of bias based on the English translation, the accuracy of the translation was verified by the epidemiologist fluent in Chinese.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.


**Comment:** Why not just utilize what was identified through Main Literature Database Search?

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- A principal tenant of a systematic review is to find all literature related to the question being addressed. Many of the studies on populations exposed to fluoride are from China, which has a large scientific literature and studies may be published in non-English-language journals that are not indexed in U.S. databases. Therefore, we developed the supplemental literature search of Chinese databases to address this potential issue. A number of non-English studies were also identified by searching other sources. For example, the reference lists of all included studies and relevant reviews/meta-analyses were manually searched for additional relevant references.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.


C.19: Methods page 10: “The reference lists of all included studies; relevant reviews, editorials, and commentaries; and the Fluoride Action Network website (http://fluoridealert.org/) were manually searched for additional relevant publications.”

**Comment:** Inclusion of these "other resources" likely bias the environmental scan given that FAN posts studies skewed toward detrimental effects?
Response: Disagree (no change)

- As previously stated, we have no tangible evidence to support this assertion. However, to address “other resources” as described in the quoted sentence, our search included the manual scanning of reference lists of all included studies, relevant reviews, etc., not just the FAN website.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-25.

C.20: Methods page 14: “Quality Assessment of Individual Studies”

**comment**: Consider this heading might be renamed Risk of Bias Assessment since this section is more about Risk-of-bias than Quality and since risk of bias is not the same as "quality".

""Quality" as used in GRADE means more than risk of bias and so may also be compromised by imprecision, inconsistency, indirectness of study results, and publication bias.


Response: Disagree (no change)

- is correct that, historically, GRADE used the term “quality” to refer to more than risk of bias and that use of the term included imprecision, risk of bias, and other factors for the evaluation of the body of evidence. However, it is precisely this confusion that caused GRADE to move away from the term “quality” for the GRADE framework for assessing certainty in the evidence. GRADE has updated its use of terminology over the years to refer to “certainty” or confidence in the body of evidence where it once used the term “quality.” Unfortunately, GRADE maintains both terms, which may have led to confusion. We have been very careful with our terminology and use the term “quality” when describing our overall process for assessing individual studies, not just risk of bias in an effort to reach those who are unfamiliar with risk of bias and to reflect that our method does consider factors that are not strictly risk of bias (e.g., methodological considerations under outcome assessment). In addition, our approach specifically uses “assessment of individual studies” for quality and risk of bias to avoid confusion with the evaluation of the body of evidence when rating confidence.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-29.

C.21: Methods page 15: “The remaining studies (i.e., other than the high risk-of-bias studies) were considered to have lower potential for bias (i.e., low risk of bias) and to be of high quality.”

**comment**: An assessment and determination of low bias should not automatically translate to a study being classified as high quality. Suggest that these should be handled/assessed separately and a separate set of criteria to determine the quality. It does not appear as though any low risk of bias studies were rejected for "quality" reasons.
Response: Disagree (no change)

- Please see the previous response, as XXXXX appears to be referring to the historical use of the term “quality” to refer to more than just risk of bias. However, it is precisely this confusion that caused GRADE to move away from the term “quality” over the years and to instead use “certainty” or confidence in the evidence where it once used the term “quality.”

- As explained in this text from the section on Quality Assessment of Individual Studies in the Methods section of the monograph, the terms “high quality” and “low risk of bias” are being used synonymously in the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-30.

C.22: Methods page 16: Exposure was assessed using a variety of methods in the human body of evidence thereby introducing heterogeneity across the selected studies and complicating the comparison across study findings. [Text in red font added by reviewer.]

Comment: A consistent critique of the evidence-base is the heterogeneous measures of fluoride exposure, the absence of precise dose measurement, and measurement methods that do not allow an evaluation of cumulative fluoride exposure. These weaknesses in exposure estimates have the potential to produce misclassification bias.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- We discuss the limitations of the different types of fluoride exposure assessment methods, including those mentioned in this comment, in our Risk of Bias Considerations for Human Studies section of the monograph. Any potential misclassification bias in exposure measurement methods, and likely direction of bias, would have been described in the risk of bias assessment (Appendix E). We noted no evidence that cumulative exposure was necessary as cognitive deficits were identified in children of all ages tested.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:
The BSC WG suggests that the authors ensure that the Abstract of the draft SoS Monograph accurately reflects the limitations in fluoride exposure assessment methods identified by the reviewer.

See Appendix I, page I-31.

C.23: Methods page 16: “Despite potential issues with spot urine samples, if authors made appropriate efforts to reduce the concern for bias (e.g., accounting for dilution), studies that used this metric were generally considered to have probably low risk of bias for exposure.”

Comment: The approach to classifying studies for risk-of-bias using spot urine samples solely based upon the study authors’ "appropriate efforts" is concerning. The assertion of correlation between spot urine and 24-hour samples is not scientifically sound--- The Zohouri study referenced here as substantiating evidence is based upon a sample size of n=7 children aged 1-3 years.
Response: Disagree (no change)
  o The conditions under which spot urine samples can be considered to support a
determination of probably low risk of bias are discussed in the Exposure subsection of
Risk-of-bias Considerations for Human Studies. The comment does not provide reasons
to explain why the approach described in that subsection is not scientifically sound.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.
See Appendix I, page I-31.

C.24: Methods page 19: “Probably Low risk of bias: There is indirect evidence of low risk-of-bias
practices, OR it is deemed that deviations from low risk-of-bias practices for these criteria during the
study would not appreciably bias results, including consideration of direction and magnitude of
bias.”

Comment: Cases of unknown or undocumented bias were considered as indirect
evidence and may therefore have been misclassified as Low risk rather than
"Unknown/undocumented" which would in other analyses be considered high risk.

Response: Disagree (no change)
  o It is a misstatement that cases of unknown or undocumented bias were considered as
indirect evidence. If information to make a risk-of-bias judgement was not available, it
was categorized as “not reported,” which is equivalent to probably high risk of bias.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.
See Appendix I, page I-34.

C.25: Methods page 20: “Furthermore, the review did not exclude subjects exposed in occupational
settings. All exposure levels and scenarios encountered in human studies are considered direct (i.e.,
applicable, generalizable, and relevant to address the objective of the assessment); therefore, a
downgrade for indirectness would not be applied to bodies of evidence from human studies.”

Comment: The explanation of "Indirectness" assigning study subjects as "all humans"-
provides NTP the ability to disregard "indirectness" in its totality as a Quality criterion.
This creates a scenario where for example, a study of 90 year old retired Chinese coal miners
could be considered "direct" evidence of exposure applying to children in the United States or
elsewhere.

Response: Disagree (no change)
  o As is made clear in the monograph, independent confidence statements are provided
for our assessment of fluoride exposures in relation to children’s IQ, children’s cognitive
and neurobehavior outcomes other than IQ, and adult cognition. Therefore, the
hypothetical study of 90-year-old Chinese coal miners would be considered in relation
to other studies on adults, and not children.
BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG considers the reviewer’s comment regarding generalizability a valid concern. The BSC WG recommends that the authors address in the draft SoS Monograph the limitations around generalizability when attributing associations found in a special setting (e.g., an occupational setting) to the general population.

See Appendix I, page I-35.

C.26: Results page 53: “We conclude that there is moderate confidence in the body of evidence that higher fluoride exposure is associated with lower IQ in children.”

Comments: Based upon the standards for Quality criteria, the confidence estimate is overstated. www.gradeworkinggroup.org

Response: Disagree (no change)

○ This comment is essentially the same as one made previously on the Abstract section; therefore, we present a brief version of that response here. Our approach for assessing confidence in the body of evidence is indeed a GRADE-based methodology as described in the Methods subsection Confidence Rating: Assessment of the Body of Evidence, the protocol, and the OHAT handbook. The principal benefits of GRADE-based approaches are the consistency of the steps and transparency in the process of developing confidence ratings and documenting the scientific bases for these judgements. The Confidence Assessment of Findings on IQ in Children section of the monograph describes in detail how the data support moderate confidence in the body of evidence that higher exposure to fluoride is associated with lower IQ in children.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-68.

C.27: Results page 54: “The initial moderate confidence rating is based on 15 of the 19 low risk-of-bias studies that have 3 of the 4 key study design features shown in Figure 1 (i.e., exposure occurred prior to outcome, individual-based outcomes were evaluated, and a comparison group was used).”

Comments: Meeting these three design features does not reflect the "quality" of the studies and therefore, calls into question the classification as Moderate confidence.

Response: Disagree (no change)

○ is referring to one step in the process of assessing confidence in the body of evidence. We agree that this single sentence alone does not reflect the entire approach. The sentence preceding the one identified by outlines the steps, explaining that, “This confidence rating was reached by starting with an initial confidence rating based on key study design features of the body of evidence and then considering factors that may increase or decrease the confidence in that body of evidence.” The following sentences discuss how each of the factors is considered for the body of evidence on IQ studies in children and refers to Figure 1 in the Methods section. As is clearly stated in the Methods subsection on Organizing and Rating Confidence in Bodies of Evidence on pages 19-22 and illustrated in Figure 1, the key study design features are used to set an initial confidence rating, which is then subjected to potential
upgrades or downgrades for all the factors discussed (e.g., risk of bias, consistency, indirectness, imprecision, publication bias, magnitude of effect). These factors are considered collectively when determining the final level of confidence in the evidence base.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-69.

**C.28: Results page 54: “Unexplained inconsistencies:** The data are consistent, and there was no downgrade for this factor. Eighteen of the 19 low risk-of-bias studies reported associations between higher fluoride levels and lower IQ scores in children. These studies were conducted in 5 different countries on more than 7,000 children from 15 different study populations. There is consistency in results across prospective and cross-sectional study designs. There is also consistency in results across studies using different fluoride exposure measures, including urinary and drinking water fluoride. The one study that did not observe an association did not provide results in a comparable manner and therefore this body of evidence is not considered to have unexplained inconsistencies.”

**Comment:** However, exposure measures, tests and scales used across the studies were not consistent or standardized. A visual assessment of Figures A1 through A5 appears that a claim of consistency is not supported by the evidence presented. The majority of the findings presented fall in the null effect range and positive findings often overlap with reference findings.

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- We disagree with this comment. Support for these statements on the consistency of the data are based on our detailed assessment of the IQ studies as described in the Results section on pages 40-47, which summarizes the results of the low risk-of-bias IQ studies. Consistency refers to the direction of the association between fluoride exposure (at any level) and children’s IQ. Figures A1–A5 are referenced in the text; however, our statement of consistency was not developed by visual inspection of these figures.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG notes that the text regarding unexplained inconsistencies in Results, page 54, of the draft SoS Monograph is vague. The BSC WG recommends that the authors address their assessment of “unexplained inconsistencies” in the “Unexplained inconsistencies” bullet under “Confidence Assessment of Finding on IQ in Children” instead of discussing “consistency” in the evidence.

The BSC WG recommends that the authors make clear about what they found consistent. The BSC WG also recommends that the authors discuss that many associations were null even if there was consistency in the direction of the associations.

See Appendix I, page I-69.

**C.29: Results page 54: “Indirectness: IQ in humans is a direct measure of the association of interest; therefore, no adjustment in confidence is warranted.”**

**Comment:** The definition exempts NTP from all criticism related to indirectness among all included human studies. This in turn allows NTP to include additional studies outside of the initial search criteria established in their protocol, e.g. including two non-English, databases, as
well as FAN identified literature and considering those studies as "direct evidence" and relevant to U.S. populations.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- The statement concerning indirectness simply states that studies that directly measure IQ in children are not downgraded for indirectness because they directly measure the outcome of interest in children. We disagree that this provides us license to expand our search strategy (which was conducted in response to a NASEM Committee recommendation). We also point out in the Limitations of the Evidence Base section that the absence of any comparable studies on U.S. populations is a data gap.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-69.

C.30: Results page 54: “There is no evidence of imprecision that would warrant a downgrade. Eighteen studies reported lower IQ with higher fluoride, and no issues with imprecision were identified to challenge the significance of the effect estimate.”

Comment: Imprecision clearly evident upon visual inspection of Figures A1 through A5, which frequently shows wide and overlapping confidence intervals. Therefore, this discussion item should be revised.

Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)

- As stated above, we disagree with this comment based on our detailed assessment of the IQ studies as described in the Results section on pages 40-47, which summarizes the results of the low risk-of-bias IQ studies. However, we agree that the referenced statement could be more precise with respect to the criteria for considering a downgrade in confidence based on imprecision as outlined in the Methods section on page 21 of the monograph. Therefore, this text was edited to read as follows:

  “There is no evidence of serious imprecision that would warrant a downgrade. Eighteen low risk-of-bias studies reported lower IQ with higher fluoride, and no issues with imprecision were identified to challenge the significance of the response estimates.”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG agrees with the reviewer that stating that “Eighteen studies reported lower IQ with higher fluoride” does not seem relevant to a discussion of precision, which should address the precision of the effect estimates (i.e., width of the confidence intervals). The BSC WG recommends that the authors reword or reconceptualize the response to the reviewer’s comment and better explain in the draft SoS Monograph their reason(s) for not downgrading the body of evidence for imprecision. In rewording the sentence, the BSC WG recommends that the authors should use “relatively high” or “high” instead of “higher” when referring to fluoride exposure unless the comparator is stated.

See Appendix I, page I-69.
**C.31: Results page 54:** “Publication bias: There is no strong evidence of publication bias; therefore, no downgrade was applied for publication bias.”

**Comment:** NTP does not seem to have adjusted its methodology in response to NASEM critique p.22 NASEM review response (Sept 2021): “In addition to what it has presented, it should mention the weaknesses of the tests used to evaluate that bias. One weakness is that the evaluation of the funnel plot involves mostly a subjective interpretation, which can be especially troublesome when the number of studies is small. Another weakness is the possibility that positive results from the funnel plot and the Egger and Begg tests might be caused by something other than publication bias. In addition, NTP uses the phrase “eliminating publication bias” when it refers to the results of the trim and fill analyses (see, for example, NTP 2020a, p. 49). However, because the tests for publication bias are not 100% specific, it is not known exactly what is being eliminated by the trim and fill process. The committee suggests that a better phrase might be “adjusting for possible publication bias.” In summary, acknowledging the weaknesses of the tests that were used to evaluate publication bias would make the report more transparent.”

**Response:** Agree (no change)

- This comment is no longer relevant to the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph because the phrase quoted by NASEM is not in the monograph. However, this NASEM Committee’s comment has been fully addressed in the meta-analysis manuscript (e.g., phrasing has been revised and a limitation has been added). Please see our full response to this NASEM comment in document “Sup01_Meta-analysis_NASEM_Feb_2021.”

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-69.

**C.32: Results page 55:** “The magnitude of effect size and the overall strength and quality of the human literature base provide moderate confidence in the body of evidence that higher exposure to fluoride is associated with lower IQ in children (see the Discussion section for strengths and limitations of the evidence base).”

**Comment:** The data do not support the assertion of an effect below 1.5 mg/L. Therefore, all conclusory statements in this document should be explicit that any findings from the included studies only apply to water fluoride concentrations above 1.5 mg/L.

**Response:** Disagree (no change)

- We do not agree with this comment. As explained in a previous response, our assessment considers fluoride exposures from all sources, not just water. As discussed in the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph, because fluoride is also found in certain foods, dental products, some pharmaceuticals, and other sources, individual behaviors are likely an important determinant of actual exposures. Even in the optimally fluoridated cities in Canada studied by Green et al. (2019), individual exposure levels, as documented by repeated urinary measurements, suggest widely varying total exposures from water combined with fluoride from other sources. For example, some urinary fluoride measurements exceed those that would be expected from consuming water that contains fluoride at 1.5 mg/L. While much of the literature evaluating exposures to fluoride and reduced cognition in children involves total exposures to amounts assumed
to approximate or exceed the World Health Organization Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L for fluoride, we make it clear that our assessment considers total fluoride exposures from all sources, not just drinking water alone.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors more frequently remind readers that they are considering total exposure to fluoride, not just exposure to fluoride from drinking water.

The BSC WG also suggests that the authors should use “relatively high” or “high” instead of “higher” when referring to fluoride exposure unless the comparator is stated.

See Appendix I, page I-70.

C.33: Results page 61: “Altogether, the results from eight of nine low risk-of-bias studies (three prospective cohort studies and five cross-sectional studies from seven different study populations) provide evidence of significant associations between fluoride exposure and cognitive neurodevelopmental outcomes in children other than decrements in IQ (see Figure A-9 through Figure A-11) (Barberio et al. 2017b; Bashash et al. 2017; Bashash et al. 2018; Li et al. 2004 [translated in Li et al. 2008a]; Riddell et al. 2019; Rocha-Amador et al. 2009; Valdez Jimenez et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2020a).”

Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)

- We disagree that further explanation is required in this section. The Overall Findings subsection in the Summary of Results is consistent with how we present the other summaries for each body of evidence. We describe the results of individual studies included in the body of evidence, but not the reasoning for the confidence rating, which is discussed later in the section (on page 66). We are removing the word “altogether” from the sentence below to lessen expectations for a confidence-level statement in this section.

“Altogether, the results from eight of nine low risk-of-bias studies (three prospective cohort studies and five cross-sectional studies from seven different study populations) provide evidence of significant associations between fluoride exposure and cognitive neurodevelopmental outcomes in children other than decrements in IQ (see Figure A-9 through Figure A-11) (Barberio et al. 2017b; Bashash et al. 2017; Bashash et al. 2018; Li et al. 2004 [translated in Li et al. 2008a]; Riddell et al. 2019; Rocha-Amador et al. 2009; Valdez Jimenez et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2020a).”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG recommends that the authors provide a more specific description of the results regarding how many studies were positive or negative and for what outcomes the findings were significant. The BSC notes that while eight of nine low risk-of-bias studies likely reported at least
one statistically significant association, studies often include multiple measures, and some measures may not have been statistically significant.

See Appendix I, page I-76.

**C.34: Results page 64:** “As discussed above, there are nine studies considered to have low risk of bias when assessed across all risk-of-bias domains.”

**Comment:** There remain other confounders not considered by NTP that are known to contribute to neurodevelopmental effects; This calls into question the appropriateness of NTP's determination of low risk-of-bias looking at only three covariates (age, sex, and SES). This determination is especially risky given the geographic heterogeneity of the studies referenced. NTP considered additional covariates later in this report although limited to only three in children studies. Reference: page 70

"potential concern for bias regarding covariates not being addressed, including possible co-exposures in occupational studies (e.g., aluminum) and smoking." These covariates also apply to potential for children study outcomes from parental and environmental exposure in the home, school, or community.

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- It is inaccurate to say that the determination of low risk of bias was looking at only three covariates (age, sex, and SES). These three covariates were identified as “key” across all studies of fluoride exposure and any neurodevelopmental and cognitive outcome. To be assigned a rating of *probably low risk of bias* for the confounding domain, studies were required to address the three key covariates in addition to any other covariates considered important for the specific study population and outcome. Additional covariates considered important for this evaluation, depending on the study population and outcome, included race/ethnicity; maternal demographics (e.g., maternal age, body mass index [BMI]); parental behavioral and mental health disorders (e.g., attention deficit hyperactivity disorder [ADHD], depression); smoking (e.g., maternal smoking status, secondhand tobacco smoke exposure); reproductive factors (e.g., parity); nutrition (e.g., BMI, growth, anemia); iodine deficiency/excess; minerals and other chemicals in water associated with neurotoxicity (e.g., arsenic, lead); maternal and paternal IQ; and quantity and quality of caregiving environment (e.g., HOME score).

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests that the NTP authors add text to the Results section of the draft SoS Monograph that explicitly identifies all the covariates that they considered, even if three key covariates (age, sex, and SES) were required to be addressed.

See Appendix I, page I-79.

**C.35: Results page 65:** “Seven of the nine studies [i.e., all low risk-of-bias studies except Barberio et al. (2017b) and Riddell et al. (2019)] used appropriate methods for measuring other neurodevelopmental effects in the study population, and blinding of outcome assessors was either reported or not a concern in eight of the nine studies [i.e., all with the exception of Wang et al. (2020a)].”
**comment:** Lack of evidence regarding “blinding” is not sufficient to warrant assumption of study’s low-risk. Further, this does not appear to conform with accepted scientific rigor of study design and implementation.

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- Blinding of outcome assessors was considered for each study and is described in the HAWC database. A low risk-of-bias rating for the outcome assessment domain is based on (1) whether appropriate methods were used to measure the outcome and, when methods had any subjectivity, whether (2) the outcome was assessed blind. The quote provided above indicates that, of the nine studies, two did not use appropriate methods and a third study did not report information on blinding. Although the quote doesn’t specifically state that these three studies received a rating of “probably high” for outcome assessment, the next paragraph in the monograph clearly provides this information. The initial paragraph that is quoted summarizes concerns with the outcome assessment in the group of studies, and the next paragraph provides more detail.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-80.

C.36: **Results page 66:** “The high-quality studies (i.e., studies with low potential for bias) provide evidence assumption of an association between fluoride exposure and other cognitive neurodevelopmental effects, including lower neurobehavioral scores in infants, cognitive effects other than IQ in children, and increased attention-related disorders including ADHD in children. However, due to limitations in the data set, including the heterogeneity in the outcomes assessed, a limited number of directly comparable studies, and differences in outcome assessment methods even when studies evaluated similar outcomes, there is low confidence based on this body of evidence that fluoride exposure is associated with other cognitive neurodevelopmental effects in children.” [Text in red font inserted and red-strikethrough font deleted by XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.]

**comment:** This [second] sentence directly contradicts the leading, first sentence in this paragraph. The first sentence by itself is misleading. Note: red text indicates editorial change.

**Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)**

- The characterization of the available data as an “assumption” is not accurate so we maintained the original word (i.e., “evidence”). We also disagree that it contradicts the previous sentence. However, to clarify the first sentence, we inserted the word “some” before “evidence” as follows:

  “The high-quality studies (i.e., studies with low potential for bias) provide some evidence of an association between fluoride exposure and other cognitive neurodevelopmental effects, including lower neurobehavioral scores in infants, cognitive effects other than IQ in children, and increased attention-related disorders including ADHD in children.”

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-81.
C.37: Results page 73: Serum epinephrine and norepinephrine were significantly increased in a fluoride-endemic region (it was not reported whether subjects were children or adults) compared with a non-endemic region (Chinoy and Narayana 1992). Serum adrenaline and noradrenaline were significantly increased in adults in a fluoride-endemic area (fluoride in the drinking water ranged from 1.0–6.53 ppm) compared with a control area (fluoride in the drinking water ranged from 0.56–0.72 ppm) (Michael et al. 1996).”

**Comment:** For the non-health professional reader, the use of different nomenclature for the same neurotransmitter is confusing.

**Response:** Agree (edited for clarity)
- We agree that epinephrine and norepinephrine are the same as adrenaline and noradrenaline, and we have edited the second sentence as follows:
  
  “A separate study reported that serum epinephrine and norepinephrine (referred to as adrenaline and noradrenaline in the study) were significantly increased in adults in a fluoride-endemic area (fluoride in the drinking water ranged from 1.0–6.53 ppm) compared with a control area (fluoride in the drinking water ranged from 0.56–0.72 ppm) (Michael et al. 1996).”

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-89.

C.38: Results page 74: “Serum AChE was significantly reduced in children from a high fluoride region compared with a lower fluoride region (Singh et al. 2013).”

**Comment:** A lay reader would not know what AChE is- question relevance.

**Response:** Disagree (no change)
- AChE is defined as Acetylcholinesterase in the Mechanistic Data in Humans section on page 72, which is the first time it is used in this section. On page F-2 we outline the relevance of AChE for neurological effects.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-89.

C.39: Results page 74: “Aborted fetuses from high fluoride areas in China were found to have histological changes in the brain and significant changes in neurotransmitter levels compared with a control area (Du et al. 1992 [translated in Du et al. 2008]; Yu et al. 1996 [translated in Yu et al. 2008]).”

**Comment:** Consider that the studies cited are high risk of bias (per NTP), this sentence is out of place and may be seen as inflammatory without adding value for the SOS and therefore, recommend deletion.

**Response:** Disagree (no change)
- This sentence is in a paragraph that describes mechanistic data among high risk-of-bias studies. This study has been mentioned in all prior drafts of the monograph and has not garnered criticism from any other reviewer.
BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-89.

C.40: Results page 75: “Although any effects in the brain or neurological tissue at lower concentrations of fluoride may support reduced IQ in humans, it may be difficult to distinguish the potential effects of fluoride on learning and memory functions from other neurological or general health outcomes.”

Reviewer comment: This statement is "fishing" and unsupported. Recommend deleting.

Response: Disagree (no change)
- This sentence states a fact, and we object to the characterization of the sentence as “fishing.” Similar to the previous comment, this statement has been in all prior drafts of the monograph and has not garnered criticism from any other reviewer.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.
The BSC WG considers that the following sentence in Results, page 75, of the draft SoS Monograph describes a hypothetical situation: “Although any effects in the brain or neurological tissue at lower concentrations of fluoride may support reduced IQ in humans, it may be difficult to distinguish the potential effects of fluoride on learning and memory functions from other neurological or general health outcomes.” The BSC WG recommends that the sentence should be clarified or deleted.

See Appendix I, page I-90.

C.41: Discussion page 76: “Altogether, the results from eight of nine high-quality studies (three prospective cohort and five cross-sectional studies from seven different study populations) provide some evidence that fluoride is associated with other cognitive or neurodevelopmental outcomes in children. The data also suggest that neurodevelopmental effects occur in very young children. However, the number of studies is limited, and there is too much heterogeneity in the outcomes measured and methods used to directly compare studies of any one outcome. Additional studies on outcomes such as attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and other attention-related disorders, where there is some evidence of an effect of fluoride exposure, would be necessary to critically assess the data.”

Reviewer comment: This appears contrary to the preceding sentence and is not valuable to present description of the details of low-confidence studies.

Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)
- We have edited the description of the body of evidence to include low- and high-quality studies, as follows:

“The literature in children was separated into studies assessing IQ and studies assessing other cognitive or neurodevelopmental outcomes. There is low confidence in the body of evidence from studies that evaluate fluoride exposure and other cognitive or neurodevelopmental outcomes in children. This body of evidence is made up of nine high-quality studies (three prospective cohort and six cross-sectional studies from seven different study populations) and six low-quality studies. Eight of the nine high-quality studies provide some evidence that fluoride is associated with other cognitive or neurodevelopmental outcomes in children. The data also suggest that...
neurodevelopmental effects occur in very young children. However, the confidence in this body of evidence is low because the number of studies is limited, and there is too much heterogeneity in the outcomes measured, ages assessed, and methods used, to directly compare studies of any one outcome. Additional studies on outcomes such as attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and other attention-related disorders, where there is some evidence of an effect of fluoride exposure, would be necessary to critically assess the data.”

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG recommends marking the authors’ response as “Agree (edited for clarity)” instead of “Disagree (edited for clarity).”

The BSC WG also recommends that the authors add text to the Discussion section, page 76, of the draft SoS Monograph that summarizes the heterogeneity of outcomes among the studies instead of just reporting how many studies found a “significant” effect on any outcome because the outcome measures differ, and studies could report multiple outcome measures.

The BSC WG also recommends that the authors state clearly what “some evidence of an effect” refers to (such as presenting at least one statistically significant finding among the multiple outcomes assessed). The BSC WG recommends that the authors replace “some evidence of an effect” with “some evidence of an association.”

See Appendix I, page I-91.

**C.42: Discussion page 76:** “This review finds, with moderate confidence, that high fluoride exposure is may be associated with lower IQ in children.” [Text in red font inserted and red-strikethrough font deleted by XXXXX]

**Comment:** The data do not support the assertion of an effect below 1.5 mg/L. Therefore, all conclusory statements in this document should be explicit that any findings from the included studies only apply to water fluoride concentrations above 1.5 mg/L.

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- As stated earlier, we disagree with this comment because it refers only to water fluoride concentrations. As explained in previous responses, our assessment considers fluoride exposures from all sources, not just water. As we discussed in the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph, because fluoride is also found in certain foods, dental products, some pharmaceuticals, and other sources, individual behaviors are likely an important determinant of actual exposures. Even in the optimally fluoridated cities in Canada studied by Green et al. (2019), individual exposure levels, as documented by repeated urinary measurements, suggest widely varying total exposures from water combined with fluoride from other sources. Many, but not all, of these measurements exceed those that would be expected from consuming water that contains fluoride at 1.5 mg/L. While much of the literature evaluating exposures to fluoride and reduced cognition in children involves total exposures to amounts assumed to approximate or exceed the World Health Organization Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L for fluoride, we make it clear that our assessment considers total fluoride exposures from all sources, not just drinking water alone.
BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG notes that “higher” is defined very early in the draft SoS Monograph and recommends that this definition should be restated throughout to facilitate a reader’s understanding of the context of the conclusion (i.e., what is meant by “higher,” higher than what) and the comparator should be clear.

The BSC WG recommends that the conclusion would be clearer if the sentence were reworded so that the qualifier refers to exposure. The sentence would be edited to read (new text underlined), “This review finds, with moderate confidence, that higher fluoride exposure (i.e., total fluoride exposure that approximates or exceeds the World Health Organization Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride) is consistently associated with lower IQ in children.” The BSC WG also recommends adding to the draft SoS Monograph the following sentence from the authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment, “While much of the literature evaluating exposures to fluoride and reduced cognition in children involves total exposures to amounts assumed to approximate or exceed the World Health Organization Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L for fluoride, our assessment considers total fluoride exposures from all sources, not just drinking water alone.”

See Appendix I, page I-91.

C.43: Discussion page 76: “The association between higher fluoride exposure and lower IQ in children was consistent across different study populations, study locations, study quality/risk-of-bias determinations, study designs, exposure measures, and types of exposure data (group-level and individual-level).”

Comment: Exposure measures, tests and scales used across the studies were not consistent or standardized.

A visual assessment of Figures A1 through A5 appears that a claim of consistency is not supported by the evidence presented. The majority of the findings presented fall in the null effect range and positive findings often overlap with reference findings.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- We disagree. The statement refers to the consistency in the direction of the association between fluoride exposure and IQ in children across studies. Our support for this statement is found in subsections of the Results covered on pages 40-47, which summarizes the results of the low risk-of-bias children’s IQ studies.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG recommends editing the sentence in the Discussion, page 76, of the draft SoS Monograph to be clearer by using text from the authors’ response. The sentence would be edited to read (new text underlined): “The direction of the association between high [or relatively high] fluoride exposure and lower IQ in children was consistent across different study populations, study locations, study quality/risk-of-bias determinations, study designs, exposure assessment measures, and types of exposure data (group-level and individual-level).”

The BSC WG recommends replacing “exposure measures” with “exposure assessment measures” or “exposure biomarkers” throughout the draft SoS Monograph because exposure can be assessed or evaluated indirectly via biomarkers of exposure (e.g., urinary or blood...
fluoride) and/or drinking water concentrations, but is seldom, if ever, directly measured. The BSC WG also recommends using “relatively high” or “high” instead of “high” when referring to fluoride exposure unless the comparator is stated.

See Appendix I, page I-91.

C.44: Discussion page 76: “There were 19 low risk-of-bias studies that were conducted in 15 study populations, across 5 countries, and evaluating more than 7,000 children.”

Comment: Note: The studies included in this analysis spanned five different countries, different exposure measures and collection methods, types of exposure data, etc. and cannot be considered "consistent".

Response: Disagree (no change)
  o As stated above, consistency refers to the direction of the association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ across the studies.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG recommends that the authors edit the sentence in the Discussion, page 76, of the draft SoS Monograph to make clearer that “consistency refers to the direction of the association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ across the studies” as stated in their response to the reviewer’s comment. The sentence would be edited to read: “The reported direction of the association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ was consistent in 19 low risk-of-bias studies that were conducted in 15 study populations, across 5 countries, and evaluated more than 7,000 children.”

See Appendix I, page I-91.

C.45: Discussion page 77: “This review found that the quality of exposure assessment has improved over the years. More recent studies by Valdez Jimenez et al. (2017), Bashash et al. (2017), and Green et al. (2019) used individual measures of urinary fluoride, either maternal urine collected prenatally or children’s urine, which confirmed the association between higher total fluoride exposure and lower children’s IQ and other cognitive neurodevelopmental effects.”

Review comment: The association is not causal and therefore, suggest changing the word [confirmed] to “support”... the association.

Response: Agree (change made)
  o We agree and have changed “confirmed” to “support”.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-92.

C.46: Discussion page 77: “Studies using different types of exposure measures reported similar findings of an association, which strengthens confidence in earlier studies that reported IQ deficits with increasing group-level fluoride exposure.”

Comment: This statement appears to imply that there are no studies with negative findings and the sentence asserts a dose-response relationship for which data are incomplete.
Response: Agree (change made)

- We agree and have changed “increasing group-level fluoride exposure” to “high group-level fluoride exposure”.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the draft SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors replace “exposure measures” with “exposure assessment measures” or “exposure biomarkers” throughout the draft SoS Monograph because exposure can be assessed or evaluated indirectly via biomarkers of exposure (e.g., urinary or blood fluoride) and/or drinking water concentrations, but is seldom, if ever, directly measured. The sentence in the Discussion, page 77, would be edited to read (new text underlined): “Studies using different types of exposure assessment measures reported similar findings of an association, which strengthens confidence in earlier studies that reported IQ deficits with increasing group-level fluoride exposure.”

See Appendix I, page I-92.

C.47: Discussion page 77: “A few studies also support the possibility of heightened sensitivities to the detrimental cognitive effects of fluoride exposure in individuals with certain genetic polymorphisms in dopamine receptor D2 or catechol-O-methyltransferase (Cui et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2015b), potentially impacting dopamine catabolism and receptor sensitivity.”

Comment: This statement presumes a conclusion that detrimental cognitive effects of fluoride exposure are proven.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- We disagree. The statement refers to the possibility of a greater sensitivity to fluoride exposures in individuals with certain genetic polymorphisms and identifies this as warranting further study.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG considers that the sentence, “A few studies also support the possibility of heightened sensitivities to the detrimental cognitive effects of fluoride exposure in individuals with certain genetic polymorphisms in dopamine receptor D2 or catechol-O-methyltransferase (Cui et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2015b), potentially impacting dopamine catabolism and receptor sensitivity,” refers to the possibility of a greater sensitivity to fluoride exposures in individuals with certain genetic polymorphisms and identifies this issue as warranting further study. The BSC WG recommends revising the statement to read: “A few studies also support the hypothesis that individuals with certain genetic polymorphisms in dopamine receptor D2 or catechol-O-methyltransferase may be at heightened sensitivities to the potential detrimental cognitive effects of fluoride exposure (Cui et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2015b), potentially impacting dopamine catabolism and receptor sensitivity.”

See Appendix I, page I-92.
C.48: **Discussion page 77:** “Differential exposures to fluoride and genetic susceptibilities of children to fluoride may represent special situations that would appear to warrant further research.”

**Comment:** This sentence as written promotes the premise that fluoride is proven that children have genetic susceptibilities by the suggestion that further research is needed (without reference/citation)

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- We disagree. See the response to the prior comment, and note our references in the text to studies by Cui et al. (2018) and Zhang et al. (2015).

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG recommends revising the sentence in the draft SoS Monograph to read (new text underlined): “Given the growing body of evidence suggesting an association between total fluoride intake at relatively high (or high) doses and certain neurodevelopmental effects in children, differential exposures to fluoride and genetic susceptibilities of children to fluoride may represent special situations that would appear to warrant further research.”

The BSC WG recommends here and throughout the draft SoS Monograph using “relatively high” or “high” instead of “higher” unless the comparator is stated and using “exposure assessment measures” instead of “exposure measures” because exposure can be assessed or evaluated indirectly via biomarkers of exposure (e.g., urinary or blood fluoride) and/or drinking water concentrations, but is seldom, if ever, directly measured.

See Appendix I, page I-92.

C.49: **Discussion page 78:** “Reported responses to fluoride exposure are consistent in studies of both low and high quality.”

**Comment:** Of the 72 studies, there are some with equivocal or contrary results.

**Response: Agree (edited for clarity)**

- Text has been changed to read: “Reported associations between higher fluoride exposure and lower children’s IQ are consistent in the vast majority of studies of both low and high quality.”

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests replacing “higher” with “relatively higher” or “high” when referring to fluoride exposure unless the comparator is stated.

See Appendix I, page I-95.

C.50: **Discussion page 78:** “Reported responses to fluoride exposure are consistent across different study populations, study designs, and exposure measures.”

**Comment:** This statement is contrary to the earlier declarations of significant heterogeneity across studies and thus, high risk of bias.
Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)

- The point of the comment is unclear. There is heterogeneity in outcomes among studies that assessed neurodevelopmental outcomes other than IQ (see Figure 3 in the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph), limiting the evidence base for any one outcome such as ADHD. The quoted statement is referring to the evidence base of 72 IQ studies. The consistency in direction of the association in the studies with heterogeneity in methods of exposure and outcome assessment, in 5 different countries, and accounting for a wide variety of covariates all serve to rule out the possibility that there is a common factor other than fluoride exposure that can account for this outcome.

- The statement in question was revised as follows:

  “Reported associations between higher fluoride exposure and lower children’s IQ are consistent across different study populations, study designs, and exposure measures.”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests using more precise language throughout the draft SoS Monograph when referring to fluoride exposure. The BSC WG suggests editing the sentence in the Discussion, page 78, to read (new text underlined): “The reported direction of the associations between relatively high (or high) fluoride exposure and lower children’s IQ is consistent across different study populations, study designs, and exposure assessment measures.”

The BSC WG suggests here and throughout the draft SoS Monograph using “relatively high” or “high” instead of “higher” when referring to fluoride exposure unless the comparator is stated and using “exposure assessment measures” instead of “exposure measures” because exposure can be assessed or evaluated indirectly via biomarkers of exposure (e.g., urinary or blood fluoride) and/or drinking water concentrations, but is seldom, if ever, directly measured.

See Appendix I, page I-95.

C.51: Discussion page 78: “A wide variety of important covariates are either addressed by study design or captured across the evidence base, with no consistent patterns that would suggest an alternative explanation.”

Comment: see previous section comments:

Inadequate consideration of all relevant covariates; versus only three covariates used as criteria for inclusion.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- It is inaccurate to say that only three covariates were used as criteria for inclusion. See the previous response to the comment on “Results page 64” that describes the importance of the three “key” covariates and lists the other relevant covariates considered important depending on the specific study population and outcome.

- In addition, the text on pages 47-49 in the Confounding for IQ Studies in Children section and Figure 6 in the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph provide a more detailed characterization of the consideration of covariates.
BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggest(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors add text to the Results section, *Cofounding for IQ Studies in Children*, of the draft SoS Monograph to make it clear that in addition to the three key covariates (age, sex, SES) many others were considered. The text should explicitly state all the covariates that they considered depending on the specific study population and outcome in addition to the three key covariates (age, sex, and SES) that were required to be addressed.

See Appendix I, page I-95.

C.52: Discussion page 78: “Studies rarely separated the results by sex or provided information to indicate that sex was not a modifying factor.”

**Comment:** More recent publications indicate differences in response by sex.


**ISSN:** 1922-8147 (online)


**Response:** Agree (no change)

- We agree that the studies identified by [comment] evaluated responses by sex; however, the statement that “Studies rarely separated the results by sex” still applies.

BSC WG Assessment and Justification:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-93.

C.53: Discussion page 78: “Associations between lower total fluoride exposure [e.g., represented by populations whose total fluoride exposure was lower than the WHO Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride (WHO 2017)] and children’s IQ remain unclear. More studies at lower exposure levels are needed to fully understand potential whether there are associations in ranges typically found in the United States (i.e., <1.5 mg/L in water). However, it should be noted that, as of April 2020, CWS supplying water with ≥1.5 mg/L naturally occurring fluoride served 0.59% of the U.S. population (~1.9 million people) (CDC Division of Oral Health 2020).” [Text in red font inserted and red-strikethrough font deleted by [comment].]

**Comment:** The last sentence of this bullet should be removed as it is not relevant to Limitations of the Evidence Base.

**Response:** Disagree (no change)

- The fact that there is a significant number of people in the United States served by drinking water sources containing >1.5 mg/L naturally occurring fluoride supports the need to more fully understand the potential impact of total exposure to fluoride in these areas along with areas with lower, more typical levels of fluoride in drinking water.
BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate. See Appendix I, page I-93.

C.54: **Discussion page 79:** “Failure to address important covariates was an issue for many studies.”

Reviewer comment: This was also true for the low risk of bias studies

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- We disagree. As detailed in other responses above, the Confounding for IQ Studies in Children section on pages 40-47 and Figure 6 in the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph provide a more detailed characterization of the consideration of covariates.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate. See Appendix I, page I-94.

C.55: **Discussion page 79:** “Studies conducted in areas with high, naturally occurring fluoride levels in drinking water often did not account for potential exposures to arsenic or iodine deficiencies in study subjects in areas where these substances were likely to occur.”

**Comment:** This is also relevant for several of the low-risk studies that may have accounted for arsenic in water but not levels in foods like rice, or accounted for other environmental toxins and parental exposures.

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- We disagree. Arsenic in drinking or ground water was considered an important potential co-exposure for all low risk-of-bias studies and is extensively discussed in the monograph text and in Appendix E. While arsenic in rice was not considered, it is highly unlikely that differential exposures to arsenic in rice would correlate with higher exposures to arsenic across the five countries and cultures represented in the database.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate. See Appendix I, page I-94.

C.56: **Discussion page 80:** “This systematic review has few limitations.”

**Comment:** This is a gratuitous interpretation of the limitations of this body of evidence. Please see previous comments.

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- We disagree. The section on limitations of the systematic review deals with deviations from best practices in performance of these types of literature reviews. The statement is followed by details and explanation. There are, in fact, few limitations.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:
The BSC WG suggests that the NTP authors edit the text in the Discussion section of the draft SoS Monograph to read (new text is underlined): “There are, in fact, relatively few limitations.” The BSC WG also suggests that the authors offer broader context by adding the following sentence to the Discussion, “Although the large number of studies considered in this systematic review exhibited a substantial amount of heterogeneity across studies, this systematic review has relatively few limitations in terms of the assessment of the literature.”

See Appendix I, page I-95.

C.57: Discussion page 80: “In addition, the systematic review covered a wide range of study designs, populations, and measures of fluoride exposure.”

**Comment:** A wide range of study designs, populations, and measures of exposure in a systematic review are limitations, not a strengths.

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- We disagree. While this statement may be true for systematic reviews of clinical studies, for environmental epidemiological studies, a “wide range of study designs, populations, and measures of exposure” demonstrate the robustness of the findings to alternative explanations.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-95.

C.58: Discussion page 80: “The supplemental literature search for non-English-language studies not indexed in traditional databases supports the comprehensive nature of the literature search strategy for this systematic review.”

**Comment:** Dependent upon the quality of the supplemental databases and additional studies considered, this could add to bias rather than mitigating it. Example: Chinese translation may differ by dialects.

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- We disagree. The potential for differences in Chinese dialects is not a substantive concern for why a systematic review would not conduct a comprehensive literature search. The Chinese literature used in this evaluation was reviewed and extracted by an epidemiologist fluent in Chinese, and there were no instances where this was hindered by dialect. In addition, the data in most scientific literature are presented in tabular formats.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-95.

C.59: Discussion page 80: “This informed approach influenced the selection process; however, this is not considered a limitation because it provided an objective measure by which to compare databases.”

**Comment:** This is a significant limitation in that the pre-planned study protocol using a Main Literature Search was modified with the equivalence of a "convenience sample" of added literature (non-English language databases and "Other" literature from Fluoride Action Network-
This method introduces enormous potential for selection bias that may interfere with an objective analysis and impact conclusions.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- The reason for expanding the literature search to include Chinese databases was to address possible issues of a “convenience sample” after having identified a large number of publications through other sources. While FAN was one of the sources, it was not the only source searched. As the majority of the studies identified from other sources were from Chinese publications, the additional search was in Chinese databases. This is not considered a limitation because, while there was potential for bias for the selection of studies by FAN, searching the databases independently and applying the criteria used for this assessment removed the potential bias.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-95.

C.60: Summary page 81: “There is, however, a large body of evidence on IQ effects in children.”

Comment: This appears to equate that the "large body of evidence" is synonymous with "proof" and none of the studies with designed to demonstrate causality

Response: Disagree (no change)

- This statement does not refer to proof, a term which does not appear in the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph. Subsequent sentences that follow this quote in the monograph of low confidence for other neurodevelopmental and cognitive effects and moderate confidence that higher fluoride exposure is consistently associated with lower IQ in children do not equate to proof.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests replacing “effects” with “associations” throughout the draft SoS Monograph to avoid implying causality and adding text to the sentence to improve its clarity. For example, the sentence would be edited to read (new text underlined): “There is, however, a large body of evidence on inverse associations between total fluoride exposure and IQ in children.”

See Appendix I, page I-97.

C.61: Summary page 81: “There is also some evidence is low confidence in the literature for effects that fluoride exposure is associated with other neurodevelopmental and cognitive effects; although because of the heterogeneity of the outcomes, there is low confidence in the literature for these other effects.” [Text in red font was inserted by and text in red-strikethrough font was deleted by without comment.]

Response: Disagree (no change)

- Although we are open to editing that improves clarity, the proposed text does not, in our opinion, provide an improvement and the repetition of the word “effects” was confusing. We maintained the original text for clarity of the paragraph with the addition
of the word “higher” before fluoride in response to a comment from a separate reviewer:

“There is also some evidence that higher fluoride exposure is associated with other neurodevelopmental and cognitive effects; although, because of the heterogeneity of the outcomes, there is low confidence in the literature for these other effects.”

**BSC WG Assessment and Justification:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC Working Group suggests rewording the sentence to refer to “high” or “relatively high” instead of “high” when referring to fluoride exposure unless the comparator is stated.

See Appendix I, page I-97.

**C.62: Summary page 81:** "This review finds, with moderate confidence, that higher fluoride exposure [e.g., represented by populations whose total fluoride exposure approximates or exceeds the WHO Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride (WHO 2017)] is consistently associated with lower IQ in children."

**Comment:** This sentence is an over-interpretation of the underlying science. Ref. (Letter to Dr. Woychik, 12/17/20 December 17, 2020)

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- We disagree. The statement refers to confidence due to consistency of an association between higher fluoride exposure and lower IQ in children across studies. Our support for this statement is found in subsections of the Results covered on pages 40-47, which summarizes the results of the low risk-of-bias children’s IQ studies.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-97.

**C.63:**

**Comment:** This statement does not reflect the literature that demonstrates a positive or neutral association of fluoride exposure and IQ. (ref. : Community Water Fluoridation: A Review of Neurological and Cognitive Effects. Ottawa: CADTH; 2019 Oct. (CADTH rapid response report: summary with critical appraisal).


**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- The CADTH report was not included in our evaluation because it is a review. Furthermore, it appears that the CADTH report was designed to evaluate only one study and this study is included in our evaluation. The inclusion criteria were limited to studies published after 2017 with fluoride levels below 1.5 mg/L in drinking water. The CADTH
The report did not evaluate study quality and reached different conclusions than our much more comprehensive systematic review.

- In addition, we comment on the Ibarluzea et al. (2021) study in a footnote to the "Screening of the May 2020 Literature Search Update" section of the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph. Specifically, we state that it was published after April 2021 and, therefore, is not included in the monograph because it is beyond the dates of the literature search. Even if it had been published earlier, the study would not have contributed to the body of evidence on children's IQ because the authors assessed other neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

- The BSC WG suggests that the authors include discussion of newly published meta-analyses in the Discussion section of the draft SoS Monograph.
- The BSC WG notes that if the draft M-A Manuscript is submitted to a journal for publication consideration, the journal will likely ask the authors to update the literature search. The BSC WG suggests that the timeframe for the literature should be consistent between the draft M-A Manuscript and the draft SoS Monograph.
- The BSC WG suggests that the draft SoS Monograph and the draft M-A Manuscript should be complete, standalone documents and not reference each other for information unless timing for publication can be coordinated, perhaps by NTP publishing both documents.

**C.64: Summary page 81:** “More studies are needed to fully understand the potential for lower fluoride exposure to affect children’s IQ.”

**Comment:** Suggest replacing last sentence with: There is a need to develop basic guidelines for designing and conducting prospective population-based (epidemiological) fluoride studies in the United States relevant to diverse communities and at fluoride exposure levels (0.7 mg/L) recommended in the United States.

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- As stated earlier, this statement may well be correct, but our document does not attempt to establish support for this point.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

**See Appendix I, page I-97.**

**C.65: Appendix E page E-2: “E.1. IQ Studies”**

**Comment:** Several studies not to appear to address the consumption of rice which is known in many regions to contain extremely high levels of arsenic.

Response: Disagree (no change)
  o Although it is true that we did not consider arsenic levels in the rice directly, areas that are known to have high arsenic levels in the water based on water quality maps were identified to address arsenic. As these are also the areas that are likely to have high arsenic in the rice, this comment is considered addressed by the water quality maps. As noted above, it is highly unlikely that differential exposures to arsenic in rice would correlate with higher exposures to arsenic across the five countries and cultures represented in the database.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors' response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-190.


Comment: A review of this study published in 2019 states that the conclusion of maternal exposure to higher levels of fluoride during pregnancy was associated with lower IQ levels is not supported by the data. The difference in maternal "exposure" between non-fluoridated and fluoridated groups was minimal and "adjusted estimates with a limited set of covariates showed no statistically significant association between an increase of 1 mg/L in MUFSG and FSIQ, PIQ or VIQ in all children".

ISSN: 1922-8147 (online)

Response: Agree (no change)
  o While it is correct that the CADTH reported that, “adjusted estimates with a limited set of covariates showed no statistically significant association between an increase of 1 mg/L in MUFSG and FSIQ, PIQ, or VIQ,” relying solely on an arbitrary classification of results into “significant” and “non-significant” (typically based on a p-value) is unnecessary and can be damaging to a valid interpretation of data. The estimates of the magnitude of effect and uncertainty surrounding the estimates are more important for scientific inference and sound judgement (Greenland et al. 2016).
  o If CADTH says that the difference in maternal exposure between non-fluoridated and fluoridated groups was minimal, it is inaccurate. Green et al. (2019) reports that the mean maternal urinary fluoride concentration was significantly higher among women who lived in communities with fluoridated drinking water (0.69 ± 0.42 mg/L) compared with women who lived in communities without fluoridated drinking water (0.40 ± 0.27 mg/L; p < 0.001).
  o We also point out other statements of results from the Green et al. (2019) paper as cited in the CADTH report: “In boys, every 1 mg/L increase in mother’s urine fluoride levels was associated with a 4.49 point lower intelligence quotient score [95% CI, -8.38, -0.60; p=0.02]. Every 1 mg increase in daily fluoride intake of mothers corresponded with 3.66 points lower in total children’s intelligence quotient score [95% CI, -7.16, -0.15; p=0.04].” Interestingly, the statistically significant p-values that corresponded with these results were not included in the reporting of these findings [brackets with 95% CIs and p-values added by DNTP]. We fully report Green et al. (2019) study findings in Table 6 of the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph, including those in comment,
and discuss this study on page 41 and in Appendix E. We also report findings by Till et al. (2020), another study based on the Maternal-Infant Research on Environmental Chemicals cohort in Canada.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-206.

C.67: Appendix E page E-92: “The area did not have industrial pollution within 1 km of the living environment of the children, and it was noted that the children were not exposed to other neurodevelopmental toxicants (lead, cadmium, arsenic, or mercury).”

**Comment:** Study did not take into account food exposures

**Response:** Agree (no change)

- We agree that the study does not take into account food exposures. However, as noted above in regard to arsenic exposure via food, there is no known food exposure that would differentially occur along with fluoride that would be a potential concern. The fact that the study addressed the environment where many of the subjects were growing their own food indicates that there is little concern for other neurodevelopmental toxicants in a manner that would bias the direction of effect across the body of literature.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-280.
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NTP Monograph on the State of the Science Concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects: A Systematic Review

D.1:

1) This should undergo journal peer-review in order to published.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- The prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph is a revised document that was developed considering the comments of multiple rounds of external peer review, including two rounds of review by a NASEM Committee. In addition, this document has undergone an additional review by five independent experts, all of whom agreed with the conclusions of the systematic review. We consider the monograph to have undergone sufficient expert review to warrant publication.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

D.2:

2) The abstract is anchored on the WHO fluoride levels and does not seem to indicate the U.S. approach to fluoride levels, which could create communication confusion in the United States.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- We have chosen to focus on the WHO guideline value for fluoride in drinking water because our moderate confidence assessment was primarily based on studies with total fluoride exposures approximating or higher than that provided by the 1.5 mg F/L drinking water level considered safe by WHO. We emphasize total fluoride exposure because some studies we reviewed that showed deficits in IQ, including Green et al. (2019), were performed in optimally fluoridated areas (0.7 mg F/L); however, based on scatterplots of urinary levels, it was apparent that some children—or mothers during their pregnancy—were exposed to fluoride from sources in addition to drinking water. We have no basis on which to state that our findings are not relevant to some children or pregnant people in the United States because exposure measurements in the United States are not well studied or reported.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG recommends that the authors include context related to U.S. exposures and comment in the draft SoS Monograph on the lack of U.S. studies that addressed the potential association between fluoride exposures and IQ.
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• For comments related to DocG_Monograph, DocH_Monograph, DocI_Monograph, DocJ_Monograph, and DocK_Monograph:
  o Edits are marked with a comment bubble in the DocMon_Track_Changes_2022_NTP_Monograph that identifies the text in question and briefly describes any revisions.
  o The comment bubble contains the exact text of the XXXXXX Comment.
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  o Edits are marked in track changes format in the DocMon_Track_Changes_2022_NTP_Monograph.
  o A comment bubble has been added to the text in question containing the exact text of the XXXXXX Comment.
  o The comment bubble also provides a reference to the specific response to comments document with the detailed NIEHS/DNTP response.
RESPONSES TO THE NATIONAL TOXICOLOGY PROGRAM/NIEHS FLUORIDE EXPOSURE MANUSCRIPTS

June [July] 20, 2022

E.1: 

...have provided comments on the NTP State of the Science Monograph and the meta-analysis manuscript, as requested by leadership of the National Toxicology Program (NTP) and the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS). The consensus from ...is that the documents are well-constructed, comprehensive, and very interesting.

Response: No change requested

- We appreciate the comments and the careful review.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

Additional remarks and suggestions are the following:

E.2:

- Consider mentioning existing recommendations from the US Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF), the American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry (AAPD), and the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) to help anchor the background. Resources to review and possibly incorporate include the Prevention of Dental Caries in Children Younger Than 5 Years: Screening and Interventions, Oral Health Practice Tools, and Fluoride Therapy. Parents and providers would want to be well informed before implementing recommendations, especially when considering the benefit/harm balance. It is believed that potential harms of fluoride supplementation re: child IQ have not been considered as potential harms in the recommendations from USPSTF, AAPD, and AAP which is worth noting.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- We appreciate the suggestion to provide a more complete outline of current recommendations for uses of fluoride. The suggestion implies that our documents may be sufficient to inform personal and public health decisions concerning appropriate fluoride use. While we consider our documents to be valuable contributions to these decisions, we suggest a more appropriate use would be to stimulate and inform a public health service-wide reconsideration of the potential hazards of total fluoride exposure in relation to its benefits to oral health.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

E.3:

- Highly consider reaching out to AHRQ to review these documents. AHRQ routinely commissions systematic reviews, including meta-analysis, from its Evidence-based Practice Centers. It could warrant a revision or update to USPSTF recommendations on fluoride supplementation. If
there’s actual equipoise, it could also be an interesting question for ODP Pathways to Prevention.

**Response: No change requested**

- We appreciate the suggestion to provide our systematic review documents to AHRQ for further consideration, and we recognize that their review could warrant a revision or update to the USPSTF recommendations on fluoride. Similar to the previous comment, this suggestion implies that our documents may be sufficient to inform personal and public health decisions concerning appropriate fluoride use. However, we suggest a more appropriate use of our documents would be to stimulate and inform a Public Health Service-wide reconsideration of the potential hazards of total fluoride exposure in relation to its benefits to oral health.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

**E.4:**

- Clarify the implications of the timing and duration of exposure on neurocognitive development. This is purportedly a report about neurocognitive development, but there is very light treatment of development in the text. The only references recognized were in the limitations listed in the discussion:
  
  - “No studies are available to evaluate fluoride exposure over a child’s lifetime and neurodevelopmental or cognitive changes over time.
  - The database does not allow for comparison of ages and possible changes at different developmental stages in children to assess if there is a delay in development or if associations persist.
  - The database does not allow for establishing clear correlations between prenatal and postnatal exposures.”

Other than these bullets, there was no discussion of developmental impact. The only distinction made is dividing the studies of children or adults, and “children” include all studies up to age 17. Particularly for bullet 2, given that the studies examine different age ranges, this seems like an omission, even if the discussion is only to outline how strong conclusions can’t be drawn, as they do for other topics.

**Response: Agree (no change)**

- We agree that additional information concerning the timing of fluoride exposure and associated potential cognitive effects is a critically important data gap in understanding relative hazards from fluoride to brain development. Some investigators have examined effects of prenatal versus postnatal exposures to fluoride on children’s IQ (e.g., Till et al. 2020), and further studies of neurobehavioral hazards in relation to oral health benefits from in utero exposures appear warranted. Therefore, we agree there is limited discussion of these topics, but other than noting this deficiency, we have little further to add from our assessment of the current literature.
BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG considers the response a missed opportunity to illustrate an important neurodevelopmental principle and provide greater clarity in the draft SoS Monograph. Any environmental effect on the developing brain is a function of 1) timing and 2) dose/duration (AUC) of the exposure. Inconsistencies in outcome measures often relate to assessing the wrong neurobehavioral domain relative to the timing of the exposure since the outcome is reflective of which brain region and its associated behavioral phenotype are affected.

See Appendix I, page I-93.
In May 2022, the [redacted] provided comments to NIEHS/DNTP on the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph on the State of the Science concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects: A Systematic Review. These comments were embedded in a PDF version of the monograph. The full comments have been grouped by topic and are reproduced below verbatim along with the specific monograph text referred to by [redacted] in quotes and the section and page number of the monograph text (e.g., “Summary page 81”). Formatting has been applied to aid in reading. Responses have been added in blue text following each of the comments beginning with the word “Response” in bold font. Comments related to a particular topic were grouped together under headings for Comments on health benefits, Comments related to U.S. water fluoridation levels, Comments on the NASEM review of the 2020 draft NTP Monograph, and Other comments. In several cases, the same or similar comments are identified by [redacted] and, therefore, a “Collective Response” is provided.

The prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph reflects changes made after consideration of the comments from the [redacted] along with all other input received through April of 2022. The prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph was subsequently sent to [redacted] for additional comments. A revised “track changes” version of the monograph was developed in September 2022 titled the “DocMon_Track_Changes_2022_NTP_Monograph.” The following bullets describe how edits are documented in the track changes version of the monograph in response to comments:

- For comments related to DocG_Monograph, DocH_Monograph, DocI_Monograph, DocJ_Monograph, and DocK_Monograph:
  - Edits are marked with a comment bubble in the DocMon_Track_Changes_2022_NTP_Monograph that identifies the text in question and briefly describes any revisions.
  - The comment bubble contains the exact text of the [redacted] Comment.
  - The comment bubble also provides a reference to the specific response to comments document with the detailed NIEHS/DNTP response (e.g., comments made in response to [redacted] would be marked “see DocF_Monograph for detailed response”).

- For comments related to DocA1_Monograph, DocA2_Monograph, DocB1_Monograph; DocB2_Monograph, and DocC_Monograph through DocF_Monograph:
  - Edits are marked in track changes format in the DocMon_Track_Changes_2022_NTP_Monograph.
  - A comment bubble has been added to the text in question containing the exact text of the [redacted] Comment.
  - The comment bubble also provides a reference to the specific response to comments document with the detailed NIEHS/DNTP response.
F.1: Comments on health benefits

Abstract page xii: “Fluoride is a common exposure in our environment that comes from a variety of sources and is widely promoted for its dental and overall oral health benefits.”

Comment: Add at least one more sentence on this. Maybe give an example

Abstract page xii: “Existing animal studies provide little insight into the question of whether fluoride exposure affects IQ.”

Comment: Need to add something about the known public health benefits for a more well-rounded picture/for context.

Discussion page 76: “The potential health benefits of fluoride with respect to oral health are acknowledged but are not the focus of this review.”

Comment: Please confirm with [ ] for references, but believe there is a significant amount of data out there to suggest that it’s more than just "potential health benefits." Recommend expanding upon this a bit more to describe some of the health benefits that have been shown.

Summary page 81: “More studies are needed to fully understand the potential for lower fluoride exposure to affect children’s IQ.”

Comment: Again, worth stating/reinforcing the overall benefits and public health value of fluoride.

Collective Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)

- We cite the dental and overall oral health benefits of fluoride in the Introduction section; however, we have been careful to not give the incorrect impression in the Abstract or Discussion sections that we are providing any assessment of oral health benefits or weighing hazards versus benefits of fluoride exposures in the monograph. In addition, we agree that the benefits are substantive; therefore, we removed “potential” so that the reference to “health benefits” is more positively worded.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.


Comments related to US water fluoridation levels

F.2: Abstract page xiii: “This review finds, with moderate confidence, that higher fluoride exposure (e.g., represented by populations whose total fluoride exposure approximates or exceeds the World Health Organization Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride) are consistently associated with lower IQ in children. More studies are needed to fully understand the potential for lower fluoride exposure to affect children’s IQ.”

Comment: Need to put this in context with the US levels (0.7 mg/L).

Response: Disagree (no change)

- Throughout the monograph we have stressed that drinking water is only one source of fluoride exposure, typically comprising 30–70% of a person’s total exposure. In the
In the Introduction section, we provide information about other sources of fluoride exposure and also identify the EPA drinking water standard, the WHO drinking water quality guideline, and the U.S. Public Health Service (PHS) recommendation for artificial water fluoridation. We have chosen to refer to the WHO drinking water quality guideline for fluoride in the Abstract section and in other places in the monograph because, in our overall assessment of the epidemiology literature, it represents a useful total fluoride exposure equivalent metric, above which we have moderate confidence in an association with lower IQs in children. Several of the highest quality studies showing lower IQs in children were done in optimally fluoridated (0.7 mg/L) areas in Canada, but the individual exposure information in those studies, as documented by repeated urinary measurements, suggests widely varying total fluoride exposure from drinking water combined with exposures from other sources. For example, many urinary fluoride measurements exceed those that would be expected from consuming water that contains fluoride at 1.5 mg/L. Additionally, according to the CDC, over a million people in the United States are exposed to naturally occurring fluoride at >2 mg/L in their drinking water. For these reasons, we have chosen not to make specific reference to the PHS fluoridation recommendation in the Abstract section.

- The existing text that addresses this comment is in the Introduction section on page 1 of the monograph.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-14.

**F.3: Introduction page 2:** “In 2016, the National Toxicology Program (NTP) 2016, NTP published a systematic review of the evidence from experimental animal studies on the potential effects of fluoride exposure on learning and memory (NTP 2016). That systematic review found a low-to-moderate level of evidence that deficits in learning and memory occur in experimental animals exposed to fluoride.”

**Comment:** What levels? High? Above 0.7 mg/L?

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- The large experimental animal database includes studies at many exposure levels as outlined in the 2016 monograph. As will be reiterated later, it is difficult to globally characterize exposures that vary in type and duration as “high” without providing any context. Certainly, most experimental animal studies employed exposures that were higher than 0.7 mg/L in water, or its equivalent, but whether this is “high” with respect to lifetime human exposures requires consideration of other factors.

**BSC WG Assessment and Justification:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph.

The BSC WG recommends that the authors clearly identify in the Introduction section of the draft SoS Monograph the fluoride concentrations in drinking water associated with the conclusion of low-to-moderate level of evidence for deficits in learning and memory in experimental animals.

See Appendix I, page I-17.
F.4: Introduction page 2: “As the NTP (2016) report on the experimental animal evidence focused on learning and memory and developed confidence ratings for bodies of evidence by life stage of exposure (i.e., exposure during development or adulthood), this monograph also evaluates two different age groups in humans (i.e., children and adults) with a focus on cognitive neurodevelopmental effects in children and cognitive effects in adults in order to address potential differences in health impacts based on time frame of exposure (i.e., during development or during adulthood).”

Comment: And levels?

Response: Disagree (no change)

- Although exposure levels were not the specific driver for evaluating two different age groups in humans, the monograph provides extensive information about the fluoride exposure levels measured in the epidemiological studies.
- For example, fluoride levels can be found in the existing “Exposure Measures and Summary Statistics” column of Tables 6, 7, and 8.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The reviewer’s comment pertains to a long sentence that refers to both the 2016 NTP report, which focused on the experimental animal evidence, and the current draft SoS Monograph, which focuses on epidemiological findings. The BSC WG interprets the reviewer’s comment as asking whether the draft SoS Monograph will address levels of fluoride exposure in humans in addition to the time frame of exposure. The BSC WG recommends splitting this complex sentence into two sentences so that the focus of the 2016 report and the draft SoS Monograph are clear. The BSC WG also recommends that the authors make clear any link of the current draft SoS Monograph’s focus to the preclinical data or state that the preclinical data are not reliably linkable to health impacts in humans due to differences between humans and experimental animals in fluoride’s absorption from the gut and its distribution in the body.

See Appendix I, page I-17.

F.5: Results page 40: “All three prospective cohort studies found an association between increasing maternal or child fluoride exposure and lower IQ in children (Bashash et al. 2017; Green et al. 2019; Till et al. 2020). Two of the studies (Green et al. 2019; Till et al. 2020) were based on the same Canadian study population, but one evaluated prenatal fluoride exposure and the other evaluated postnatal fluoride exposure.”

Comment: What level? Above WHO guidelines?

Response: Disagree (no change)

- As indicated earlier, the Canadian studies were performed in both non-fluoridated and optimally fluoridated (0.7 mg F/L) areas, which is less than half the WHO drinking water guideline.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG recommends adding to the draft SoS Monograph some of the language found in the authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment; for example, including the sentence: “The
Canadian studies were performed in both non-fluoridated and optimally fluoridated (0.7 mg F/L) areas, which is less than half the WHO drinking water guideline.”

See Appendix I, page I-55.

F.6: Results page 41: “An increase of 0.5 mg/L of maternal urinary fluoride was associated with a 2.5-point decrease in IQ score [95% CI: −4.12, −0.59] in boys and girls combined (see Figure A-8).” [Bashash et al. 2017]

Comment: From what starting point?

Response: Disagree (no change)
  
  o Both the Green et al. (2019) and Bashash et al. (2017) studies report fluoride exposures at the individual study participant level; therefore, the data are continuous, with a “starting point” below the level of analytical detection.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-56.

F.7: Results page 41: “In the Maternal-Infant Research on Environmental Chemicals cohort, consisting of 10 cities in Canada, Green et al. (2019) also reported inverse associations between IQ scores in children and multiple measures of prenatal fluoride exposure, including maternal urinary fluoride, maternal fluoride intake, and water fluoride concentrations. Green et al. (2019) observed a statistically significantly lower IQ for boys associated with maternal urinary fluoride averaged across trimesters (4.49-point decrease in IQ score [95% CI: −8.38, −0.60; p-value = 0.02] per 1-mg/L increase in maternal urinary fluoride); however, results were not significant in boys and girls combined (1.95-point decrease in IQ [95% CI: −5.19, 1.28]) and were positive but not significant in girls (2.40-point increase in IQ [95% CI: −2.53, 7.33]).”

Comment: Again, helpful to say at what levels to know starting point.

Response: Disagree (no change)
  
  o As stated above, the data were reported at the individual level and therefore were continuous data with no “starting point.”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-56.

F.8: Results page 42: “Overall, the cross-sectional studies consistently provide evidence that fluoride exposure is associated with lower IQ scores in children.”

Comment: High?

Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)
  
  o Table 1 provides the PECO (Population, Exposure, Comparator, and Outcome) statement that indicates that all studies were included that had exposed populations compared with populations not exposed or exposed to lower levels of fluoride. Fluoride levels in the studies are reported in Table 6 and include a range of exposures.
We have chosen not to place the modifier of “high” in this instance because there is no consistent definition of “high” that applies across all studies. Instead, we have added the word “higher” to specify “higher fluoride exposure” within a given study.

**BSC WG Assessment:**
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG agrees with the reviewer and recommends that the authors clarify in the draft SoS Monograph the association between fluoride exposure and “lower IQ scores in children” for the cross-sectional studies. The BSC WG notes that not having a “qualifier” of relative fluoride exposure is problematic because it implies that the body of scientific evidence supports a conclusion that any level of fluoride is associated with lower IQ in children. The BSC WG also recommends that the authors should use “relatively high” or “high” instead of “higher” when referring to fluoride exposure unless the comparator is stated.

See Appendix I, page I-57.

**F.9: Results page 44:** “Two studies (Cui et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2015b) observed associations between lower IQ in children and exposure to fluoride, with variations in results in subpopulations of children with different polymorphisms (see Figure A-7).”

**Comment:** Level?

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- As stated above, the exposure levels for these studies are found in Table 6, and they seem generally in line with other studies.

**BSC WG Assessment:**
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-59.

**F.10: Results page 45:** “As described in this section, the body of evidence for studies assessing the association between fluoride exposure and IQ in children consistently provides evidence of an association between higher fluoride exposure [e.g., represented by populations whose total fluoride exposure approximates or exceeds the WHO Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride (WHO 2017)] and lower IQ in children; however, there is less certainty in the evidence of an association in populations with lower fluoride exposures.”

**Comment:** Again, this needs to be made clear above because it is not.

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- This comment is addressed in an earlier response to a similar comment on the Abstract section, but additionally, we consider this point to be made clearly and is an accurate reflection of our confidence in the association between total fluoride exposures approximating or exceeding the WHO water quality guideline of 1.5 mg/L and lower IQ in children.

**BSC WG Assessment:**
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-60.
F.11: *Results page 45:* “Based on the qualitative review of these studies, the evidence of an association between fluoride exposure below 1.5 mg/L and lower IQ in children appeared less consistent than results of studies at higher exposure levels.”

Comment: This is a very important point.

Response: Agree (no change requested)

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-60.

F.12: *Results page 45:* “In the five studies that reported results by sex separately, consistent findings of lower IQ associated with fluoride exposure were generally reported for both sexes.”

Comment: High?

Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)

- As stated earlier, the comparisons in the epidemiological studies are between populations that had a range of fluoride exposures that could be compared with similar populations with lower or no fluoride exposures. We have chosen not to place the modifier of “high” in this instance or in many of the other 18 instances where this is suggested because there is no consistent definition of “high” that applies across all cases.

- Instead, we have added the word “higher” after the phrase “associated with” to specify “higher fluoride exposure” in this instance, and in several other instances where the addition of “higher” is appropriate, as indicated in subsequent responses to comments.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors should use “relatively high” or “high” instead of “higher” when referring to fluoride exposure unless the comparator is stated.

See Appendix I, page I-60.

F.13: *Results page 46:* “In summary, it is unclear whether one sex is more susceptible to the effects of fluoride exposure than the other due to the limited number of studies that analyzed exposure and outcome by sex and the lack of a consistent pattern of findings that one sex is more susceptible.”

Comment: High?

Response: Disagree (no change)

- This statement refers to whether there is evidence to support that one sex is more susceptible to neurodevelopmental and cognitive effects of fluoride at any level, not just “high” levels of fluoride exposure. Therefore, as stated earlier, there is no consistent definition of “high” that can be applied across these studies.
**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors qualify the text “more susceptible to the effects of fluoride exposure” in the draft SoS Monograph because as written it implies that a ‘causal’ association has been established when their own assessment only concludes “moderate confidence.” For example, the sentence might be rewritten to read (new text underlined), “In summary, it is unclear whether one sex is more susceptible to the potential effects of fluoride exposure than the other due to the limited number of studies that analyzed exposure and outcome by sex and the lack of a consistent pattern of findings that one sex is more susceptible.”

See Appendix I, page I-61.

**F.14: Results page 48:** “All 15 studies observed an association between lower IQ and fluoride exposure.”

**Comment:** High?

**Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)**

- We have added the word “higher” after the phrase “lower IQ and” to specify “higher fluoride exposure.”

**BSC WG Assessment and Justification:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors should use “relatively high” or “high” instead of “higher” when referring to fluoride exposure unless the comparator is stated.

See Appendix I, page I-63.

**F.15: Results page 48:** “The other study did not address arsenic co-exposure and, as noted above, was conducted in an area that had potential for arsenic exposure to occur (Soto-Barreras et al. 2019); it is also the only low risk-of-bias study that did not observe an association between lower IQ and fluoride exposure (see Appendix E for further discussion of the risk-of-bias concern regarding arsenic for this study).”

**Comment:** High?

**Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)**

- We have added the word “higher” near the end of the sentence to specify “higher fluoride exposure.”

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors should use “relatively high” or “high” instead of “higher” when referring to fluoride exposure unless the comparator is stated.

See Appendix I, page I-63.

**F.16: Results page 61:** “Altogether, the results from eight of nine low risk-of-bias studies (three prospective cohort studies and five cross-sectional studies from seven different study populations) provide evidence of significant associations between fluoride exposure and cognitive...”
neurodevelopmental outcomes in children other than decrements in IQ (see Figure A-9 through Figure A-11) (Barberio et al. 2017b; Bashash et al. 2017; Bashash et al. 2018; Li et al. 2004 [translated in Li et al. 2008a]; Riddell et al. 2019; Rocha-Amador et al. 2009; Valdez Jimenez et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2020a).”

Comment: High

Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)

- We have added the word “higher” after the word “between” to specify “higher fluoride exposure and cognitive...”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors should use “relatively high” or “high” instead of “higher” when referring to fluoride exposure unless the comparator is stated.

See Appendix I, page I-76.

F.17: Results page 63: “In summary, the high-quality studies (i.e., studies with low potential for bias) provide evidence of an association between fluoride exposure and neurodevelopmental and cognitive effects in children other than IQ; however, the body of evidence is limited by heterogeneity in the outcomes evaluated and few directly comparable studies.”

Comment: High

Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)

- We have added the modifier “higher” after the word “between” to specify “higher fluoride exposure and cognitive...”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors should use “relatively high” or “high” instead of “higher” when referring to fluoride exposure unless the comparator is stated.

See Appendix I, page I-78.

F.18: Results page 63: “High risk-of-bias studies (n = 6) also provide some evidence of associations between fluoride exposure and neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects in children other than effects on IQ, but the results are inconsistent and address different outcomes (Jin et al. 2016; Li et al. 1994 [translated in Li et al. 2008b]; Malin and Till 2015; Morgan et al. 1998; Mustafa et al. 2018; Shannon et al. 1986).”

Comment: High?

Response: Disagree (no change)

- This statement refers to high risk-of-bias studies examining evidence of an association between any level of fluoride exposure—not just “high” levels of fluoride exposure—and neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects in children. Therefore, as stated earlier, there is no consistent definition of “high” exposure that can be applied across these studies.
BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-78.

F.19: Results page 66: “The high-quality studies (i.e., studies with low potential for bias) provide evidence of an association between fluoride exposure and other cognitive neurodevelopmental effects, including lower neurobehavioral scores in infants, cognitive effects other than IQ in children, and increased attention-related disorders including ADHD in children.”

Comment: High?

Response: Disagree (no change)

- This statement refers to high-quality studies evaluating the association between any level of fluoride exposure and other cognitive neurodevelopmental effects. As stated earlier, there is no consistent definition of “high” that can be applied across these studies.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-81.

F.20: Results page 69: “The results from five out of eight high risk-of-bias studies provide evidence of cognitive impairment in adults associated with exposure to fluoride; however, there was heterogeneity in the outcomes assessed, a limited number of directly comparable studies, and some variability in results (e.g., variation in IQ results across studies).”

Comment: High levels of?

Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)

- We have added “higher levels of” after the phrase “associated with” to specify “higher levels of exposure to fluoride...”

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:
The BSC WG suggests that the authors should use “relatively high” or “high” instead of “higher” when referring to “levels of fluoride exposure” unless the comparator is stated.

See Appendix I, page I-84.

F.21: Results page 71: “Eight low risk-of-bias studies that evaluated fluoride exposure and mechanistic data in humans were considered potentially relevant to neurological effects.”

Comment: High?

Response: Disagree (no change)

- These eight low risk-of-bias studies evaluated associations between any level of fluoride exposure—not just “high” fluoride exposure—and mechanistic data in humans.
BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-86.

F.22: Results page 71: “Barberio et al. (2017a) evaluated associations between fluoride and TSH levels in children and adults combined and found no relationship between fluoride exposure (measures in urine and tap water) and TSH levels.”

Comment: High?
Response: Disagree (no change)
  - Barberio et al. (2017a) evaluated associations between any level of fluoride exposure—not just “high” fluoride exposure—and TSH levels in children and adults.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-86.

F.23: Results page 72: “Among high risk-of-bias studies (see Figure D-19 and Figure D-20), varying results were reported in 11 studies that evaluated associations between fluoride exposure and thyroid hormones, and a few of these studies (Lin et al. 1991; Wang et al. 2001; Yang et al. 1994 [translated in Yang et al. 2008]) were complicated by high or low iodine in the high fluoride area.”

Comment: High?
Response: Disagree (no change)
  - These studies evaluated associations at any level of fluoride exposure, not just “high” exposures.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-87.

F.24: Results page 72: “When considering associations between fluoride and TSH, T3, and T4 levels together, studies that evaluated changes in all three thyroid hormones reported varying combinations of increases, decreases, or no changes in levels across the three hormones, although among the eight low and high risk-of-bias studies that evaluated associations between fluoride exposure and TSH, T3, and T4 levels and reported increases in TSH levels in children, seven of the eight studies found no alterations in T3 levels (one study found an increase in T3), and six of the eight studies found no alterations in T4 levels (two studies found an increase in T4).”

Comment: High?
Response: Disagree (no change)
  - These studies evaluated associations at any level of fluoride exposure, not just “high” exposures.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-87.
F.25: **Discussion page 76:** “This systematic review evaluated the available animal and human literature concerning the association between fluoride exposure and cognitive neurodevelopment.”

- **Comment:** High?

- **Response:** Disagree (no change)
  - The original intent of the systematic review was to evaluate the available animal and human literature concerning the association between any level of fluoride exposure and cognitive neurodevelopment.

- **BSC WG Assessment and Justification:**
  
  The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

  See Appendix I, page I-91.

F.26: **Discussion page 76:** “There is low confidence in the body of evidence from studies that evaluate fluoride exposure and other cognitive or neurodevelopmental outcomes in children.”

- **Comment:** High?

- **Response:** Disagree (no change)
  - The body of evidence includes studies that evaluated the association between any level of fluoride exposure—not just “high” fluoride exposures—and other cognitive and neurodevelopmental outcomes in children.

- **BSC WG Assessment:**
  
  The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

  See Appendix I, page I-91.

F.27: **Discussion page 76:** “Most of the epidemiological studies (n = 72) assessed the association between fluoride exposure and IQ in children.”

- **Comment:** High?

- **Response:** Disagree (no change)
  - The body of evidence includes studies that evaluated the association between any level of fluoride exposure—not just “high” fluoride exposures—and IQ in children.

- **BSC WG Assessment:**
  
  The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

  See Appendix I, page I-91.

F.28: **Discussion page 76:** “This review finds, with moderate confidence, that fluoride exposure is associated with lower IQ in children.”

- **Comment:** High?

- **Response:** Disagree (edited for clarity)
  - We have added the word “higher” to specify “higher fluoride exposure.”

- **BSC WG Assessment:**
  
  The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:
The BSC WG suggests that the authors should use “relatively high” or “high” instead of “higher” when referring to fluoride exposure unless the comparator is stated.

See Appendix I, page I-91.

F.29: Discussion page 78: “Reported responses to fluoride exposure are consistent in studies of both low and high quality.”

Comment: High?

Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)

- We have added the word “higher” to specify “higher fluoride exposure” across all the low- and high-quality studies.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors should use “relatively high” or “high” instead of “higher” when referring to fluoride exposure unless the comparator is stated.

See Appendix I, page I-95.

F.30: Summary page 81: “There is also some evidence that fluoride exposure is associated with other neurodevelopmental and cognitive effects; although, because of the heterogeneity of the outcomes, there is low confidence in the literature for these other effects.”

Comment: High?

Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)

- We have added the word “higher” to specify “higher fluoride exposure.”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors should use “relatively high” or “high” instead of “higher” when referring to fluoride exposure unless the comparator is stated.

See Appendix I, page I-97.

F.31: Results page 50: Figure 6 – heading row.

Comment: Might be helpful to add fluoride levels here.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- Fluoride levels are provided in Table 6.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

Figure 6 provides a nice summary of key characteristics of each study but omits any information on exposure assessment metrics even though they are available in Table 6. This requires the reader to use Table 6 (pages 29-39) and Figure 6 (page 50) together, even though they are separated by ~20 pages. The BSC WG suggests adding to “Notes” in Figure 6, the fluoride
metrics (e.g., in urine and/or drinking water) and their measures listed in Table 6 to facilitate the reader being able to put each study into context for comparisons of the exposure metrics used and their measures.

See Appendix I, page I-65.

F.32: Results page 53: “We conclude that there is moderate confidence in the body of evidence that higher fluoride exposure is associated with lower IQ in children.”

Comment: Defined as...?

Response: Disagree (no change)
  o We have adequately qualified this statement throughout the monograph.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors should use “relatively high” or “high” instead of “higher” when referring to “levels of fluoride exposure” unless the comparator is stated.

See Appendix I, page I-68.

Comments on the NASEM review

F.33: Introduction page 2: “A committee convened by the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) reviewed earlier drafts of this monograph (September 6, 2019, and September 16, 2020) (NASEM 2020; 2021).”

Comment: and?

Response: No change requested
  o The sentence in the monograph that follows the one quoted above states, “The current document incorporates changes stemming from those reviews...” and will provide a link to the NTP website for the NASEM Committee comments and responses. Additional information on the NASEM review is also provided in the Preface.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-17.

Other comments

F.34: Introduction page 3: “The overall objective of this evaluation was to undertake a systematic review to develop NTP human health hazard identification conclusions on the association between exposure to fluoride and neurodevelopmental and cognitive effects based on assessing levels of evidence from human and non-human animal studies with consideration of the degree of support from mechanistic data.”

Comment: "Conclusions" sounds so fixed. Recommend revising.

Response: Disagree (no change)
  o The original intent of the monograph was in fact to reach conclusions about the purported association between fluoride exposures and cognitive and neurodevelopmental effects in humans. This was established and posted in the
systematic review protocol for this evaluation. Following the NASEM review, the draft hazard conclusions were removed, and the focus of the monograph was revised to present and transparently evaluate the evidence base for cognitive and neurodevelopmental effects associated with fluoride exposures and provide our level of confidence in the evidence base. Thus, use of the word “conclusions” in the context of the original objective is appropriate.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-18.

**F.35: Introduction page 3:** “In addition, a meta-analysis of the epidemiological studies examining children’s IQ in relation to fluoride exposure added to the 2020 draft in response to NASEM comments (NASEM 2020) will be published separately and is not part of this document.”

**Comment:** Would not presume that this will happen. Revise.

**Response:** Agree (change made)

- The text in question was revised to indicate the intent to publish separately.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the NTP Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests that the draft SoS Monograph and draft M-A Manuscript should be complete, standalone documents and not reference each other for information unless timing for publication can be coordinated, perhaps by NTP publishing both documents.

See Appendix I, page I-18.

**F.36: Methods page 19:** “The meta-analysis conducted in association with this systematic review further informs this issue and will be published separately.”

**Comment:** Would revise because it is being submitted for publication and also would not link it to further informing this since there are still questions about the meta-analysis.

**Response:** Agree (change made)

- Although we do not have remaining questions about the meta-analysis, the text in question was revised to indicate the intent to publish separately.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests that the draft SoS Monograph and draft M-A Manuscript should be complete, standalone documents and not reference each other for information unless timing for publication can be coordinated, perhaps by NTP publishing both documents.

See Appendix I, page I-34.

**F.37: Introduction page 3:** “Assess the internal validity (risk of bias) of individual studies using pre-defined criteria.”

**Comment:** Who developed them? How/with what in mind?
Response: No change requested

- To avoid bias, systematic reviews are conducted following a detailed protocol developed prior to conducting the evaluation. The protocol is customized to the specifics of the research question—in this case, to evaluate evidence of potential neurodevelopmental and cognitive health effects associated with exposure to fluoride. The risk-of-bias criteria were developed by subject matter experts with backgrounds in epidemiology, neurotoxicity, fluoride, and public health to address these specifics as part of the protocol. To support the rigor and transparency of the systematic review process, the protocol was reviewed and revised based on input from appropriate experts listed in the About this Review section of the monograph (Thomas Webster, PhD, Boston University; Joseph Braun, PhD, Brown University; Gail Wasserman, PhD, Columbia University; Marie Sutton, PhD, Dublin Health Research Board, and Thomas Zoeller, PhD, University of Massachusetts).

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-18.

F.38: Methods page 16: “To be assigned a rating of probably low risk of bias for the key risk-of-bias question regarding the confounding domain, studies were not required to address every important covariate listed; however, studies were required to address the three key covariates for all studies, the potential for co-exposures, if applicable (e.g., arsenic and lead, both of which could affect cognitive function), and any other potential covariates considered important for the specific study population and outcome.”

Comment: Why three?

Response: No change requested

- When the protocol was developed, age, sex, and socioeconomic status were selected as the key covariates for assessing potential bias in the confounding domain based on an assessment of the fluoride epidemiological literature. These three covariates were considered important potential confounders (i.e., associated with both fluoride exposure and neurological outcomes) for all studies (e.g., they apply across different geographic locations and study populations and outcomes). Other covariates were considered important in the context of individual studies because of their study population or geographic location (e.g., co-exposure to arsenic in studies conducted in China). As stated in response to the previous question, the protocol was reviewed and revised based on input from appropriate experts listed in the About this Review section of the monograph including environmental epidemiologists, neurotoxicologists, and researchers with fluoride expertise.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG agrees that having external review of the protocol was appropriate to ensure that it met the specifics of the research question. The BSC WG suggests that the authors add text to the Methods section of the draft SoS Monograph that explicitly identifies all the covariates, although not on a study-by-study basis, that they considered when deemed important.
depending on the specific study population and outcome, in addition to the three key covariates (age, sex, and SES) that were required to be addressed.

See Appendix I, page I-31.

F.39: Results page 28: “Because IQ tests should be culturally relevant, the tests used often differed between studies, reflecting adjustments for the range in populations studied (e.g., western vs. Asian populations). In some cases, different IQ tests were used to study similar populations. Overall, these studies used IQ tests that were population- and age-appropriate.”

Comment: Are there well-accepted methods for standardizing across these different tests? How was that considered?

Response: No change requested

- There are well-accepted methods for standardizing results across these different tests for quantitative analysis. For example, the standardized mean difference is used as a summary statistic in meta-analysis when the studies all assess the same outcome (e.g., IQ) but measure it in a variety of ways (e.g., Chinese Standardized Raven Test, Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children). While this does not apply to the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph, which is a qualitative assessment of the literature rather than a quantitative assessment, we are using this method in our meta-analysis of fluoride exposure and children’s IQ.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-43.

F.40: Results page 48: “Co-exposures to arsenic and lead were not considered a concern in 18 of 19 low risk-of-bias studies [i.e., all except for Soto-Barreras et al. (2019)] because the studies addressed the potential co-exposures, the co-exposures were not considered an issue in the study population, or the impact of the potential bias on the results was not a concern.”

Comment: How?

Response: Disagree (no change requested)

- Appendix E provides detailed information on all of the low risk-of-bias studies, including details on the risk-of-bias analysis, risk-of-bias ratings, and the basis for each rating.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-63.

F.41: Discussion page 77: “Thus, drinking water fluoride levels may, but usually do not, reflect total fluoride exposure. This could be a potential limitation in studies that rely on water fluoride data to assess fluoride exposure (in particular, earlier studies). However, because water is only part of a person’s total exposure to fluoride, this limitation would likely result in an underestimate of exposure to fluoride.”

Comment: May be worth expanding on this more because the values reported in the studies may be underestimates, so the association with IQ may only be at values higher than what is reported.
Response: Agree (no change)
  o We agree with the comment without changes to the text. Indeed, this is the basis for the emphasis on total fluoride exposures, rather than emphasis on drinking water exposures only as reflected in the U.S. PHS fluoridation recommendation. We also recognize that when fluoride levels in drinking water are high, the contribution of fluoride exposures from other sources to total exposures tends to be less, and vice versa.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG acknowledges the reviewer’s comment that the values reported in the studies may underestimate exposure to fluoride. The BSC WG recommends that the authors add text to the Discussion section of the draft SoS Monograph that discusses how this limitation may or may not have impacted their findings and the reasoning for that assessment.

See Appendix I, page I-92.

F.42: Discussion page 77: “To decrease an exclusively formula-fed infant’s exposure to fluoride, for the purpose of reducing risk of dental fluorosis, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommends using low-fluoride bottled water to mix with infant formula (CDC 2015).”

Comment: This seems out of place.

Response: Disagree (no change)
  o The sentence in question follows two sentences on water consumption as part of total fluoride exposure and fluoride exposure in bottle-fed infants as follows:

  “It is worth noting that there are circumstances wherein typical children’s water consumption considered with water fluoride levels may substantially underestimate total fluoride exposure. One example is bottle-fed infants wherein nutrition is provided by powdered formula that is rehydrated with fluoridated water (Till et al. 2020).”

  o These statements provide additional context, and this information will be available in our communication Q&As, so it would be provided to the interested public if they enquire.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-92.

F.43: Discussion page 78: “Studies rarely separated the results by sex or provided information to indicate that sex was not a modifying factor.”

Comment: Also seemed like there was a lot of variability in how much SDoH (e.g., SES status) were considered. These are important factors that could influence IQ fairly heavily.

Response: Disagree (no change)
  o Among the 19 low risk-of-bias children’s IQ studies, only one did not properly account for SES status. To properly account for SES, a study was required to consider (e.g., adjust for in the statistical model) for one or more measures of SES (see below for what qualified as a measure of SES). Measures of SES were assessed following a consistent
predefined approach. As described in the protocol (https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076), to be assigned a rating of probably low risk of bias for the key risk-of-bias question regarding the confounding domain, studies were required to address the three key covariates (i.e., age, sex, and SES). The acceptable measures of SES, as outlined on page 58 of the protocol included, but were not limited to, maternal education, household income, marital status, and crowding. The protocol was reviewed and revised based on input from appropriate experts listed in the About this Review section of the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph including environmental epidemiologists, neurotoxicologists, and researchers with fluoride expertise.

- Figure 6 in the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph presents the different measures of SES included in the low risk-of-bias IQ studies conducted in children. These measures included SES scaled scores, household/family income, child education, caretaker/parental education, and occupation/employment. Despite these different measures of SES, the findings of these studies consistently provided evidence of an inverse association between higher fluoride exposure and lower IQ in children. This consistency in the direction of the association strengthens our confidence in the body of evidence.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-93.

**F.44: Discussion page 78:** “However, it should be noted that, as of April 2020, CWS supplying water with ≥1.5 mg/L naturally occurring fluoride served 0.59% of the U.S. population (~1.9 million people) (CDC Division of Oral Health 2020).”

**Comment:** Elaborate a little further.

**Response: Agree (change made)**

- The preceding sentences to this statement in the monograph outline a limitation in the evidence base at lower total fluoride exposure levels (citing total fluoride exposure lower than the WHO guideline of 1.5 mg/L), specifically that more studies at lower exposure levels are needed to fully understand potential associations at fluoride levels in drinking water typically found in the United States (<1.5 mg/L). The CWS data indicate that the moderate confidence in the association between higher fluoride exposure and lower IQ is relevant, at least to children living in areas of the United States where fluoride in drinking water is known to be at or above 1.5 mg/L. This is only compounded by additional exposures to fluoride from other sources.

- We have elaborated on why this information is important in the revised text provided below:

  “Associations between lower total fluoride exposure [e.g., represented by populations whose total fluoride exposure was lower than the WHO Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride (WHO 2017)] and children’s IQ remain unclear. More studies at lower exposure levels are needed to fully understand potential associations in ranges typically found in the United States (i.e., <1.5 mg/L in water). However, it should be noted that, as of April 2020, CWS supplying water with ≥1.5 mg/L naturally occurring fluoride served 0.59% of the U.S. population (~1.9 million people) (CDC Division of Oral Health 2020). This indicates that the moderate confidence in the association between...”
higher fluoride exposure and lower IQ is relevant, at a minimum to children living in these areas of the United States where fluoride in drinking water is known to be at or above 1.5 mg/L. This is only compounded by additional exposures to fluoride from other sources."

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-93.

F.45: Discussion page 80: “This systematic review has few limitations. The human body of evidence included a large database of observational studies. Most of the observational studies were cross-sectional; however, 12 of these were considered to provide sufficient evidence that exposure occurred prior to the outcome. In addition, the systematic review covered a wide range of study designs, populations, and measures of fluoride exposure.”

Comment: This is important and think should be explained further.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- This point is expanded upon in the Strengths of the Evidence Base subsection of the Discussion. The consistency of findings across different study populations, study designs, exposure measures, and outcomes in five different countries, provides considerable support to our overall assessment.

- More detailed information is available in the sections of the monograph that have been organized by study design, including the Results by Study Design – Prospective Studies and Results by Study Design – Cross-sectional Studies sections.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-95.

F.46: Discussion page 80: “This is not considered a limitation because these studies did not include specific information on thyroid hormones that could indicate a mechanism for thyroid involvement in neurodevelopment.”

Comment: So why list it in the limitation? But also, it is a limitation in that the original studies didn’t gather this, so this review couldn’t assess.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- To support the transparency of systematic review methods, we documented that the approach to evaluating studies of thyroid effects changed based on expert input during the review. We understand this is a minor point and does not perfectly fit in this section. However, we considered the content is best presented here and better to report than to omit.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-95.
F.47: Discussion page 76: “First, there are fewer limitations and greater confidence in the results of the high-quality studies. Second, there is a relatively large number of high-quality studies (n = 19), such that the body of evidence from these studies could be used to evaluate confidence in the association between fluoride exposure and changes in children’s IQ.”

Comment: It’s still only 7k or so kids in total though, which may not be viewed as a large enough sampling.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- We disagree that 7,000 children is not a large enough sampling. For perspective, one might consider the NHANES assessments. The sample size for NHANES is 5,000 people (all ages) and is considered a representative sample of the U.S. population. The number of participants who provide biomonitoring samples is about 1/3 of that total, so it is recommended at least 4 years of data (two NHANES cycles) be combined to obtain a sample size with an acceptable level of reliability for most of the sampling domains. For example, analyses of serum fluoride levels in children (ages 6–19 years) using NHANES data typically combine two cycles with data for ~3,000–4,000 children. NHANES also assesses urinary fluoride levels, but the CDC does not make these data available to the public.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.
The BSC WG considers that citing NHANES to justify the authors’ response is not needed and may not be appropriate due to differences in study design between NHANES and the selected studies in the draft SoS Monograph. The BSC WG recommends that the authors add a sentence to their response which states, “The database is somewhat limited in number (7000), and this number is further compromised by the many different ages, stages of development, and doses of exposure within the 7000 children. Additionally, the effects on children’s IQ are likely to be different based on timing, dose, and duration of fluoride exposure.”

See Appendix I, page I-91.

F.48: Summary page 81: “There is, however, a large body of evidence on IQ effects in children.”

Comment: Large? Maybe growing instead.

Response: Agree (no change)

- We agree that the body of evidence is a large, consistent, and growing database.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-97.
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Draft NTP Monograph on the State of the Science Concerning Fluoride Exposure and
Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects: A Systematic Review

National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences
Research Triangle Park, NC

December 31, 2021

Fluoride State of the Science Document Review Form

Preface:
The objective of this evaluation was to conduct a systematic review of the published literature regarding the potential for exposure to fluoride to affect neurodevelopment and cognition in humans. The evaluation presented in the draft NTP Monograph on the State of the Science Concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects represents a comprehensive and current assessment. The methods used are from the Handbook for Conducting a Literature-Based Health Assessment Using OHAT Approach for Systematic Review and Evidence Integration, which presents a seven-step framework for systematic review and evidence integration. Please note: this evaluation stops at step 5 of the systematic review process and does not proceed to step 6 to translate the confidence rating for the body of evidence into a level of evidence for health effects (see Figure 2 from the handbook).
Charge:

(1) Comment on the technical accuracy and whether the draft *NTP Monograph on State of the Science Concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects* is clearly stated, and objectively presented.

(2) Determine whether the scientific evidence supports the NTP’s confidence ratings for the bodies of evidence regarding neurodevelopmental and cognitive health effects associated with exposure to fluoride.

Instructions for Review:

All materials for this review are available in the Electronic Council Book (ECB). You will receive the specific URL and a password for accessing the ECB.

This evaluation identified 159 human studies relevant for assessing neurological health effects of exposure to fluoride; however, many studies included only secondary outcomes (e.g., 55 studies of thyroid hormones that were investigated as a potential mechanism). The scientific evidence in children and adults was evaluated separately to address potential differences in the health impact of fluoride exposure during development versus adulthood. Several studies evaluated learning and memory (n = 8 studies) or other cognitive developmental effects (e.g., total neurobehavioral scores and total mental capacity index in children, cognitive impairment in adults; n = 14 studies). Sixty-six human studies investigated IQ in children. Nineteen of the 66 IQ studies were determined to have low potential for bias and therefore, were categorized as “low risk of bias”. Please give special attention to our assessment of these 19 studies.

- The 19 studies are available as PDFs and organized alphabetically in a folder on the ECB.
- All other studies are provided in the Health Assessment Workspace Collaborative, or HAWC database under the “studies list” tab, also organized alphabetically. You will also be provided a username and password for HAWC that will give your permissions to access the
PDFs in HAWC along with visualizations and other study information for this project at the following link (https://hawcproject.org/study/assessment/405/).

Please provide your substantive scientific and technical comments and suggestions within this form. Identify and provide the rationale or scientific support for proposed changes or suggestions where possible.

If necessary, you can also provide additional editorial comments and recommendations for improving the report outside your specific charge questions (this form) within the draft report itself. Please note that only those comments included on the form will be considered part of NTP’s peer review report.

General Comments

(1) Please comment on whether the scientific information presented in the draft monograph, including presentation of data in tables and figures, is technically correct, and clearly and objectively presented. Please suggest any improvements.

(2) Please identify any information that should be added or deleted.

Human studies

1. Fluoride exposure and children’s IQ
   1. Comment on whether the approach described in the methods to search for and select human studies on neurodevelopmental or cognitive function effects associated with fluoride exposure was appropriate for evaluating potential effects of fluoride exposure on measures of IQ in children.

G.1: Comments: Regarding the overall search (for all topics) in the Chinese databases (page 10), the strategy as described is unacceptable and flies in the face of the goal of systematic review. The statements “A primary goal of the screening of the newly-retrieved human references in the supplemental search of Chinese databases was to identify null, or no-effect, studies” and “Null studies that were identified were translated and included.” A plain reading of these statements suggests a high degree of bias by the researchers such that evidence of an association (not null studies) were omitted. All studies should be found and included, regarding of findings.

That said, it may be that your aim was to identify studies missed due to reporting or publication bias. If that is the case, this should be stated as the primary goal. However, it might just be better to drop this concept altogether, since the purpose of searching the non-English databases was to capture studies that have not made it into (primarily Western) databases. This is sufficient explanation.

Response: Agree (change made)

- We agree that the search should be independent of the study findings (i.e., not dependent on whether a study found an effect of fluoride), and the primary literature search was conducted without bias for study findings in each case. However, the large number of studies from our primary literature search reporting a negative association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ raised questions about possible publication bias. In the search of Chinese databases, we conducted the literature search independent of study findings, but we initially gave translation priority to studies that appeared to show no association. Although this was done to
address potential publication bias, we agree that this was not appropriate and therefore have taken additional steps to translate and extract data from all non-English studies identified from the Chinese database searches that were not previously included. Therefore, the statements about null or no-effect studies no longer apply and have been deleted from the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph. In addition, we updated the text in the Literature Search section to reflect that the search of Chinese databases was conducted to identify studies that may have been missed in previous searches because non-English language studies are not always indexed in the main databases used for this systematic review.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-23.

**G.2: Comments:** As part of eligibility criteria, what is a “case study” and how does it differ from a case report? Did you have a minimum sample size? The best XX could glean is >1. Table 4 implies that case series were included. Does case series mean a single group study (all had the same exposure) or a series of cases? In either case, how are these relevant? Please make explicit what the difference is between a cohort study and a cross-sectional study. I’m assuming you require cohort studies to be longitudinal, but this should be stated explicitly. Do you have a minimum duration of follow-up to count as a longitudinal study? All of this can/should be addressed by adding Study Design rows to Tables 1-3.

**Response: Agree (change made)**

- Common definitions for study designs as used in environmental health research were followed. Rather than adding study design rows to Tables 1–3 of the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph, which would suggest exclusion of studies based on study design, we have added descriptions of the cohort, case-control, cross-sectional, and case report/case series study designs based on the NRC Report on Environmental Epidemiology (NRC 1997) as footnotes to Table 4 in the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph, as follows:

  "**Cohort studies are observational studies in humans that examine a cohort prospectively or retrospectively over time. Although cohort studies may include longitudinal analyses, it is not a prerequisite of the cohort study design.**

  **Case-control studies are observational studies in humans that compare exposures of individuals who have a specific health effect or disease with exposures of controls who do not have the effect or disease. Controls generally come from the same population from which the cases were derived.**

  **Cross-sectional studies are observational studies in humans that examine the relationship between exposures and outcomes or health effects assessed contemporaneously. Cross-sectional studies include population surveys with individual data (e.g., NHANES) and surveys with aggregate data (i.e., ecological studies).**

  **A case report (or case study) is a descriptive study of a single individual or small group in which the study of an association between an observed effect and a specific environmental exposure is based on clinical evaluations and histories of**
A case series study in environmental epidemiology is designed to share health-related events on a collection of case reports on subjects with the same or similar health outcome(s) and environmental exposure(s).”

The following text was also added to the Study Selection section of the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph to clarify the terms “case study” and “case report.”

“Although there are various definitions of ‘case study’ and ‘case report,’ the terms are used here to refer to publications designed to share health-related events on a single subject or patient with a disease, diagnosis, or specific outcome in the presence of a specific exposure (see Table 4 for study design definitions).”

To be relevant for this review, a case series study would be a similar publication designed to share health-related events on a collection of case reports on subjects with neurological measures and exposure to fluoride. We did not require a minimal sample size. It is useful to note that no case series studies were identified in the searches conducted for this systematic review.

Regarding the cohort study design, throughout the monograph, we refer to cohort studies as prospective or retrospective, as appropriate. We did not impose a requirement that cohort studies be longitudinal, since longitudinal analyses (which have repeated measurements of the outcome over time) can be part of a cohort study but are not a prerequisite of the cohort study design. We also did not impose any restrictions on the duration of follow up. The new footnotes added to Table 4 clarify that longitudinal analyses are not required in the cohort study design.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the follow suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests editing the Methods section, page 10, of the draft SoS Monograph to improve clarity by, as noted in the authors’ response, replacing “and” with “or” to read “(1) Case studies or case reports.”

See Appendix I, page I-33, I-25.

G.3: Comments: Why would you exclude conference abstracts, theses, dissertations, and other non-peer reviewed reports, but include unpublished data?

Response: Edited for clarity

NTP only includes publicly accessible information in its evaluations. This information is typically based on studies published in peer-reviewed journals. NTP, however, can consider unpublished data or data presented in the grey literature (e.g., conference reports where the complete study details and data are available) that have not undergone peer review, provided the owners of the data are willing to have the study details and results made publicly accessible. NTP would organize a peer review of any submitted unpublished data. The Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph has been revised to state that no unpublished data were included in the monograph:
“Although no unpublished data were included in the review, unpublished data were eligible for inclusion, provided the owner of the data was willing to have the data made public and peer reviewed [see protocol (https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076) for more details].”

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-25.

**G.4:**

**Comments:** Regarding stopping screening as early as you did, it is not clear why it is acceptable to miss 1 or 2 relevant human studies.

**Response: No change requested**

By using SWIFT Active Screener software to screen the initial literature search results, we avoided the need to manually screen over 13,000 abstracts. As outlined in the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph and systematic review protocol (https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076), in addition to the screening of bibliographical databases, several additional methods to identify relevant literature were also employed. These included publicly posting the literature search results and asking XXXXXXX at each stage whether they were aware of any additional relevant articles, screening the reference lists of reviews and included papers for possible articles, and conducting updated literature searches as outlined in response to a previous comment by XXXXXXX. The use of SWIFT Active Screener was estimated to result in the potential to miss one or two relevant human studies with primary neurodevelopmental or cognitive outcomes. The savings in time and impact were weighed against the potential impact of missing 1 or 2 studies relative to the nearly 100 human epidemiological studies identified with primary neurodevelopmental or cognitive outcomes, and this tradeoff was deemed to be acceptable.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The WG recommends adding the use of the electronic screening tool to the list of limitations as this approach may have missed some relevant studies.

**G.5:**

**Comments:** Assuming it is true, please clarify that the non-English databases were double-screened in full.

**Response: Agree (no change)**

- Yes, screening at both the title and abstract and full-text levels was conducted by two reviewers independently and in duplicate for the main databases and the non-English-language databases. The Screening Process section of the Sup03_2021_draft_NTP_Monograph and the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph state the following, which applies to all screening that was conducted during the evaluation:
“References retrieved from the literature search were independently screened by two trained screeners at the title and abstract level to determine whether a reference met the evidence selection criteria.”

“Studies that were not excluded during the title and abstract screening were further screened for inclusion with a full-text review by two independent reviewers...”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.


G.6: Comments: Based on the Methods section, it appears that “high quality” pediatric studies from prior to 2015 would have been excluded in the current analyses. As written (e.g., on page 14 at the end of the Data Extraction section), it seems that older data were simply ignored (without justification). However, the Results (e.g., Figure 4) includes older studies.

Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)

- This was not the intent of the identified text. As stated in the text at the end of the Data Extraction section of the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph, excluded studies referred to experimental animal studies that were previously reviewed and included in the NTP 2016 assessment of the experimental animal literature available at that time. The prepublication Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph has been edited as follows to clarify that the statement applies to animal studies:

  “Although literature search activities for the current assessment identified experimental animal studies prior to 2015, the current assessment did not re-evaluate animal studies published prior to 2015 because these were reviewed in the NTP (2016) assessment.”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.


G.7: Comments: The description of the translated Chinese articles (page 15) needs to be written in the active voice to better describe who was confirming the accuracy of the translation and how. What about other languages (and what were they)?

Response: Agree (edited for clarity)

- We have revised the text to clarify that all translated studies were originally published in Chinese and edited the following text to clarify who confirmed the accuracy of the translations for the five low risk-of-bias studies.

  “Therefore, in order to assess whether the lack of information relevant to key risk-of-bias concerns was the result of a loss in translation, the original Chinese publications and the translated versions of the five studies that had the most potential for being included in the low risk-of-bias group of studies were reviewed by a team member with Chinese as first language to determine whether the translations were accurate and whether any of the risk-of-bias concerns could be addressed (An et al. 1992; Chen et al. 1991 [translated in Chen et al. 2008]; Du et al. 1992 [translated in Du et
al. 2008]; Guo et al. 1991 [translated in Guo et al. 2008a]; Li et al. 2009). For all five studies, the translations were determined to be accurate, and there was no impact of the translations on the key risk-of-bias concerns.”

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

*See Appendix I, page I-30.*

**G.8:**

**Comments:** The section “Considerations for Pursuing a Narrative or Quantitative Evidence Synthesis” (page 19) does not describe the actual considerations of the logic for the approach taken, but just summarizes previous meta-analyses (which don’t clearly belong in the Methods section). Why is the NTP’s meta-analysis not included here? Why are animal and in vivo studies not summarized? Why are adult studies not fully evaluated? Why are not low risk of bias studies not fully evaluated?

**Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)**

- The decision to pursue a narrative evidence synthesis rather than a meta-analysis was made while preparing the 2019 draft NTP Monograph because our goal of generating a document to support a hazard assessment did not require a quantitative estimate of hazard (e.g., numeric estimate of IQ points lost per mg F/L of drinking water or urine). To clarify the timeline of draft monographs and important decision points on content of the systematic review to address the objectives, we have added a new table (Table B-1 in *Appendix B of the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph*).

Briefly, comments received from the NASEM Committee that reviewed the 2019 draft NTP Monograph (NTP, 2019) recommended that we perform a meta-analysis and indicated that the outcome would be critical to reaching a hazard conclusion. We therefore performed a meta-analysis, which included a *dose-response meta-analysis*, in the revised Sup04_2020_draft_NTP_Monograph (NTP, 2020). In its review of that Sup04_2020_draft_NTP_Monograph, the NASEM Committee again stated that the document fell short of supporting our hazard call, and the Committee also had additional recommendations to improve the meta-analysis.

After reflecting on the NASEM Committee comments on the Sup04_2020_draft_NTP_Monograph, we decided to remove the evidence integration step from the systematic review of the literature and instead issue the report (after further independent peer review) as a document outlining the state of the science on the literature examining the association between fluoride exposure and potential deficits in neurodevelopment and cognition. This change is outlined in the *Preface* to the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph. Removing the evidence integration step from the systematic review precluded a determination of an overall hazard call. We then decided to revise and submit the meta-analysis as a separate peer-reviewed publication because it was no longer needed in an evaluation of confidence in the database of human evidence. An additional consideration was that the meta-analysis, and in particular the *dose-response meta-analysis*, were performed only on the studies addressing fluoride exposure in relation to deficits in children’s IQ, rather than on other neurological outcomes in
children or on cognition in adults. The separate meta-analysis considers comments from the NASEM Committee in its revisions.

- In the 2019 draft NTP Monograph, the in vivo experimental animal data were summarized in the main body of the text in greater detail and were considered inadequate to inform whether fluoride exposure is associated with cognitive effects in humans. Following the recommendation from the NASEM Committee review, the experimental animal section was removed from the monograph. Although we attempted to address some of the critical deficiencies identified in the animal body of evidence through further use of in-house studies, we still consider the experimental animal data to be inadequate to inform whether fluoride exposure is associated with cognitive effects (including cognitive neurodevelopmental effects) in humans. Therefore, we have not focused on updating this large literature base in the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph.

- Experimental animal mechanistic studies are summarized in Appendix 5 of the Sup03_2021_draft_NTP_Monograph (which is now Appendix F in the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph). In vitro studies were not summarized because it was considered unlikely that this literature would provide sufficient information to inform an action of fluoride on neurodevelopment considering the large number of epidemiological studies that directly addressed the question. The following text in the Methods section of the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph has been revised to clarify this point:

“In vitro studies were evaluated, although data were not extracted from these studies as none of the findings were considered informative with respect to biological plausibility.”

- With respect to adult studies and full assessment of all low risk-of-bias studies, adult and child low risk-of-bias studies were evaluated, and results are reported in the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph and the supporting HAWC database. The higher quality (low risk-of-bias) studies were considered and described in the greatest detail because these studies formed the basis for the confidence ratings. The lower quality (high risk-of-bias) studies in children were considered to provide support for the higher quality (low risk-of-bias) studies.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors' response to the reviewer's comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-34, I-28, I-123.

G.9: Comments: Page 22, can you provide a brief explanation for why the 15 additional identified references were missed by your literature searches?

Response: Agree (change made)

- We have added a footnote to the Literature Search Results section to clarify why the references identified by other sources were not captured in the database searches. In brief, 11 of the 15 references identified through other sources were not indexed in the bibliographic databases searched and therefore were not captured by the database searches. Many of the studies initially identified by other sources were non-English-language studies, and we recognized that additional targeted search strategies were required to identify non-English-
language studies for this review. The supplemental search of Chinese databases was designed to address these challenges. Upon further review, we have clarified that four of the references in question were captured in the Chinese database searches, and we have made this correction to the text and study flow diagram. We were unable to identify the remaining 11 studies in any database searches. The following footnote was added to the monograph:

“These 11 studies (9 human and 2 animal studies) were not identified through the electronic database searches, as they were not indexed in any of the electronic databases searched. Note that the supplemental search of non-English-language databases was designed in part to identify non-English-language studies that are not indexed in traditional bibliographic databases such as PubMed. It was successful in this goal, as multiple studies that were initially only identified through “other sources” were subsequently captured in the supplemental Chinese database search, leaving only 11 as identified through other sources.”

Regarding the impact of these 11 studies on the systematic review, only 1 of the 11 studies was a low risk-of-bias IQ study in children, and this study was included in the 19 low risk-of-bias studies on which the moderate confidence in the IQ-in-children body of evidence is based. The omission of this single study would not impact the moderate confidence rating. Of the remaining 10 studies, 7 were high risk-of-bias IQ-in-children studies and 1 was a high risk-of-bias adult study. The omission of the 7 (out of 53) high risk-of-bias IQ-in-children studies or the 1 (out of 8) high risk-of-bias adult studies would not impact any confidence conclusions in the monograph. Similarly, the two experimental animal studies would not impact the evaluation as the animal evidence was considered inadequate.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests for clarity that the authors add text to the Literature Search Results in the Results section of the draft SoS Monograph that explains their risk-of-bias assessment of the 11 studies and the perceived impact on the systematic review as detailed in the authors’ response.

See Appendix I, page I-38.

G.10: Comments: The numbers of abstracts in Figure 2 do not align with the text.

Response: Agree (change made)

We have made this correction.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

G.11: Comments: Figure 2, it would be better to separate out conference abstracts for “Other”.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- The “other” excluded studies category includes conference abstracts among several other publication types that are not useful for a systematic review because they do not have complete presentations of data, methods, and results. In addition, the interactive version of the study flow diagram (Figure 2; https://hawcproject.org/summary/visual/assessment/405/Figure-2/) allows the reader to select the “other” category of excluded references, display bibliographic information for each study, and determine which references were conference abstracts.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate. See Appendix I, page I-39.

G.12: Comments: The top line of the excluded box should state that the 333 were from the original (pre-2020) search.

Response: Agree (edited for clarity)

- Footnotes to Figure 2 were revised (https://hawcproject.org/summary/visual/assessment/405/Figure-2/) to clarify that the first group of 333 studies excluded at the full-text level (footnoted with a single asterisk) were from all literature searches conducted during the review, and the second group of 156 studies excluded at the full-text level (footnoted with two asterisks) were from the 2020 literature search update only.

“*Studies from all literature searches conducted during the review excluded at the full-text level for pre-established criteria..."

“**Studies excluded from the 2020 literature searches for reasons other than pre-established criteria...”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate. See Appendix I, page I-39.

G.13: Comments: On page 24, I have trouble with the Results statement “Congenital neurological malformations and neurological complications of fluorosis are not considered further due to the limited number of studies and the heterogeneity of outcomes evaluated in these studies.” This belongs in the Methods, complete with a full explanation for criteria used to or not to report/consider.

Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)

- The Results section is the most appropriate location for this statement. As part of the systematic review, our study selection process identified studies with several different neurological endpoints. As stated in the Methods section of the monograph, the grouping of health effect results was performed based on the type and extent of data identified through the literature search and was not planned a priori. Although the
process for deciding which groupings of health effects to synthesize and whether to synthesize all groupings of health effects was described in the protocol, the specific decisions were made based on the results of the literature search and selection. Following our review of the full body of epidemiological literature, we decided that the most appropriate focus of the monograph would be on neurodevelopment and cognition. Congenital neurological malformations and neurological complications of fluorosis were not considered further due to the limited number of studies and the heterogeneity of outcomes evaluated in these studies. The most appropriate location for this statement is in the Results section, as this decision was made as part of the evidence synthesis and was not an a priori methods decision; however, the referenced sentence has been edited to state that a few studies on these other health outcomes were identified, which is more in line with other statements in the Results section.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-40.

2. Comment on whether the approach used to assess risk of bias was clearly described and appropriately applied to the set of studies designated as “low risk of bias.”

**G.14:** Comments: The approach used to assess risk of bias was clearly described and appropriate applied.

**Response:** No change requested

- No response necessary.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

**G.15:** Comments: Detailed descriptions of assessment of risk of bias in animal studies (page 14) should be omitted since this was not done. It is confusing for the reader to repeatedly read methods that are not relevant to this review.

**Response:** Disagree (no change)

- We appreciate XXXXXXXXXXXX comment but consider it appropriate to provide details on the methods for evaluating risk of bias in animal studies. Risk-of-bias assessment was conducted on the animal studies and was considered in determining the confidence in the animal data and in deciding whether to reach a hazard conclusion. The risk-of-bias assessment of animal studies was a factor in determining that the animal studies were inadequate to inform the question of an association between fluoride exposures and neurodevelopmental and cognitive effects in humans and contributed to the decision to focus the systematic review on the large evidence base of human studies.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-29.
**G.16: Comments:** Regarding the GRADE assessment of imprecision, please provide more detail about your thresholds between precise and imprecise. For example, what 95% CI would indicate imprecise?

**Response: Agree (change made)**

- The consideration of precision is outlined in the protocol (https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076) with additional perspective provided in the OHAT handbook (https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/ohathandbook). The GRADE-based assessment was used to determine whether there was no serious imprecision (essentially that data were precise), serious imprecision, or very serious imprecision. There are two principal considerations in reaching a judgement of no serious imprecision (see Table 12 of the OHAT handbook; https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/ohathandbook). First, there are no or minimal indications of large standard deviations (i.e., SD > mean). In addition, for ratio measures, the ratio of the upper to lower 95% CIs for most studies (or meta-estimate) is <10 and, for absolute measures (e.g., percent control response), the absolute difference between the upper and lower 95% CIs for most studies (or meta-estimate) is <100.

- We have revised the sentence in the Methods section of the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph about the consideration of imprecision as follows:

  “There is no evidence of serious imprecision that would warrant a downgrade. Eighteen low risk-of-bias studies reported lower IQ with higher fluoride, and no issues with imprecision were identified to challenge the significance of the response estimates.”

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG considers simply referring to the protocol or an appendix as the source for information about the methods used inadequate. The BSC WG recommends that the authors include details about the assessment of imprecision, including the thresholds between precise and imprecise, in the Methods section of the draft SoS Monograph.

See Appendix I, page I-69.

1. Comment on assessment of the human studies with regard to:

   a) How findings from individual studies designated as “low risk of bias” were interpreted.

**G.17: Comments:** A small point, but I think the description of 19 studies somewhat exaggerates the size of the body of evidence, since these studies were conducted in 15 study populations. For example, on page 36, it is unclear why the two articles by Green and Till should get double the weight (2 vs. 1 study) simply because the authors chose to publish 2 (vs. 1) articles.

**Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)**

- We disagree that the description of 19 studies exaggerates the size of the body of evidence. It is made clear in the Sup03_2021_draft_NTP_Monograph and the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph that these 19 studies come from 15 study populations. We also are transparent about the fact that the three prospective cohort studies are based on two study populations. We have added clarifying text in the first paragraph of the Results by Study Design – Prospective Cohort Studies section (see quote below) that, while Green et al. (2019) and Till et al. (2020) use the same study
population, the exposure measures used are different between the two publications, thus warranting consideration as separate studies.

“Two of the studies (Green et al. 2019; Till et al. 2020) were based on the same Canadian study population, but one evaluated prenatal fluoride exposure and the other evaluated postnatal fluoride exposure. Green et al. (2019) included maternal urinary fluoride, maternal fluoride intake, and water fluoride concentrations, while Till et al. (2020) used fluoride intake from formula or water concentrations in formula-fed versus breastfed infants.”

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-55.

G.18: Comments: The overall conclusion is appropriate, but the organization of results is problematic and suggests possible bias and cherry-picking by the reviewers. I don’t think there was bias or cherry picking, but the text raises these concerns. For example, on page 36, the statement that 18 of 19 studies provide consistent evidence is a misleading truism, since the 19th study was omitted for being inconsistent. Better to talk about all 19 studies (or 15 study populations) and go from there. There was consistency across 19 studies, with only a single study finding no association. The strength of findings must be across all 19 studies, not just the 18 studies that directly support the conclusion.

Response: Disagree (no change)
Although we agree that the higher-quality studies provide consistent evidence of an inverse association (and statements like this appear in the monograph), we decided that, in sentences that note the number of studies, our phrasing that “18 of 19 studies provide consistent evidence” is more appropriate and transparent since 18 of 19 studies provide evidence of an inverse association and the remaining study does not.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate. The BSC WG agrees with the reviewer and recommends that the authors include text in the Results section of the draft SoS Monograph that discusses all 19 studies.

See Appendix I, page I-55.

G.19: Comments: It is unclear whether you are using the term prospective (cohort study) to mean prospective (as opposed to retrospective, it’s correct meaning) or longitudinal (as opposed to cross-sectional). Please use the correct term. In any case, the reader needs to know both whether studies were prospective or retrospective and whether studies were longitudinal or cross-sectional.

Response: Agree (change made)
- Throughout the monograph, we refer to cohort studies (either prospective or retrospective) with consistent terminology. We have added definitions from NRC (1997) as footnotes to Table 4 to clarify study design types in the document. The following text is an example with the description of cohort studies:
“Cohort studies are observational studies in humans that examine a cohort prospectively or retrospectively over time. Although cohort studies may include longitudinal analyses, it is not a prerequisite of the cohort study design.”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

Cohort studies are, by definition, longitudinal [see, for example, Barrett and Noble. 2019. What are cohort studies? Evid-Based Nurs 2019;22(4):95-96; doi 10.1136/ebnurs-2019-103183]. The BSC WG recommends that the authors’ revise the second sentence to footnote c in Table 4 of the draft SoS Monograph to correct the text.

See Appendix I, page I-33.

G.20: Comments: Throughout, it is important to talk about higher exposure to fluoride, not just exposure to fluoride. Everyone is exposed to fluoride so describing the at-risk group as being exposed to fluoride is meaningless (and confusing).

Response: Agree (change made)

- We recognize suggestion concerning use of the term “higher” when describing fluoride exposure. Many of the epidemiological studies evaluated involved simple comparisons between groups of children exposed to higher versus lower levels of fluoride, but there were wide variations in the actual fluoride exposure levels that comprised higher and lower, and some of the levels overlapped from study to study. In response to this request and requests of other, we have carefully reviewed the terminology used in the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph and have added the “higher” qualifier when appropriate to describe fluoride exposures, and have provided a benchmark (1.5 mg F/L WHO Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality) to aid in describing total exposure above which moderate confidence was determined for children’s IQ studies.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG suggests reframing or describing why the benchmark of 1.5 mg/L (WHO standard) was used. As the authors point out, this is a bit artificial as there are likely to be sources of fluoride other than water. There needs to be either an elaboration as to just what this benchmark means and how it is related to the studies that were reviewed or consider an alternative way of framing the data.

Also see previous recommendations regarding the use of “relatively high” or “high” instead of “higher” when referring to fluoride exposure unless the comparator is given.

G.21: Comments: The Results about the cross-sectional studies (page 38) state that “the consistent results across multiple metrics increase our confidence in the data.” Based on the appropriate description in the Methods on Page 21, upgrading based on Consistency “does not apply in this evaluation”.
Response: Agree (edited for clarity)

- Confidence in bodies of evidence is evaluated under the GRADE-based system in the NTP OHAT approach by considering a specific set of factors that may either decrease or increase the confidence rating. Consistency of results is considered in two of these confidence factors which separately address different aspects: 1) unexplained inconsistency of results that may reduce confidence, and 2) consistency of results across multiple animal species that may increase confidence. XXXXXXXXXXX points out one part of the guidance on consistency under the Methods section Factors to Consider for Potential Upgrading that generally only applies to animal studies; however, there is also a section under Factors to Consider for Potential Downgrading that applies to both human and animal studies. The text in question in the Results section was revised to clarify that the consistency of the results across multiple metrics contributes to (rather than increases) the confidence in the body of evidence. As explained in that downgrading section, the consistency of results across human studies is used as the reason not to downgrade for unexplained inconsistency, and therefore was not considered further as a potential upgrade for essentially the same characteristics of the body of evidence. As explained in the upgrading section, an upgrade is typically applied when there are data reporting consistent results across multiple animal species. Upgrading for the human studies does not apply in this evaluation.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate. See Appendix I, page I-57.

G.22: XXXXXXXXXXX Comments: Missing is a clear description or analysis across studies of what constitutes higher exposure levels that are associated with lower IQ. Page 40 starts a description of Exposure Levels, but lacks any quantitative description of high (or low) exposure. While XX understand that a better analysis may arise from the future meta-analysis, there should be enough data in Table 6 to allow a more coherent summary of exposure level thresholds analyzed. The Summary of Key Findings for Low Risk-of-bias Children’s IQ Studies on Page 42 (and again on page 48) describes higher exposure as ≥1.5 mg/L, but other than a mention of the 2016 report, this threshold is not described or presented in the Results. To the reader, this threshold is unsupported by the included studies.

Response: Agree (change made)

- We agree that the Sup03_2021_draft_NTP_Monograph could have provided additional context for the use of the WHO Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality value of 1.5 mg F/L, so we have added language to address this in the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph. For example, the first sentence in the Summary of Key Findings for Low Risk-of-bias Children’s IQ Studies section has been revised to state:

“In summary, the high-quality studies (i.e., studies with low potential for bias) consistently demonstrate lower IQ scores with higher fluoride exposure [e.g., represented by populations whose total fluoride exposure approximates or
exceeds the WHO Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride (WHO 2017).”

- In addition, it is useful to point out that, in the Sup04_2020_draft_NTP_Monograph, which included the draft meta-analysis, we presented information addressing the statistical significance of the findings from drinking water studies where the median exposed group-level exposures included all studies, those less than 4 ppm, those less than 2 ppm, and those less than 1.5 ppm. These cut-off points were described as being selected because they represent various regulatory rather than biological thresholds. In this respect, please also see response to XXXXXXXXX comment above regarding “higher” exposure to fluoride.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-62.

**G.23: XXXXXXXX Comments:** Figure 6 has a header “Reported Effect of Fluoride” with just Soto Barreras with “No”. However, Table 6 reports the findings for Soto Barreras as no significant difference. Maybe what is meant is Reported Significant Association Between Fluoride Exposure and IQ.

**Response: Agree (no change)**

- We agree with XXXXXXXX description of Figure 6 and Table 6, but the notations in Figure 6 and Table 6 are correct. As summarized in Table 6, no significant differences in measured fluoride levels across IQ grades were observed. This Table 6 summary coincides with Figure 6, which dichotomously summarizes (i.e., with a ‘yes’ or ‘no’) that the study did not report an association with fluoride. Note that Appendix E (previously Appendix 4 in the Sup03_2021_draft_NTP_Monograph) provides further detail on the study results, as follows:

"Reported association with fluoride exposure: No: Results were not presented to evaluate an association between fluoride exposure and IQ but to compare fluoride levels within IQ grades. For this reason, the results of this study are not comparable to other studies that evaluated IQ scores by fluoride exposure levels. No significant differences in measured fluoride levels across IQ grades were observed."

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests for clarity that the authors reword the sentence in the draft SoS Monograph (Appendix E, page E-30) because “no significant difference” is not “evidence of no association.”

G.24: Comments: Also note that observational studies (with rare exceptions) do not provide evidence of an “effect”, only of an association. Please use the term judiciously or not at all.

Response: Agree (change made)
- Edits have been made throughout the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph to use the terms ‘effect,’ ‘association,’ and ‘correlation’ consistently and most appropriately. For example, the following description of Table 6 was revised to replace ‘effect’ with ‘association’:

“The purpose of the table is to summarize key findings (independent of whether an association is indicated) from each study...”

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate. See Appendix I, page I-43.

G.25: Comments: Did the reviewers consider that the relatively small Soto Barrera study was “negative” because it was underpowered, not because it was inconsistent with the other studies?

Response: No change requested
- The study is noted as not observing evidence of an association and is not referred to as “negative” in the text. Because of the way the data are provided (i.e., the study evaluated fluoride levels within IQ grade and not whether IQ changed with increasing fluoride exposure), a comparison with the rest of the body of evidence cannot be made. Soto-Barreras et al. (2019) does not provide the data in a way that would allow evaluation of the association between fluoride exposure and IQ. Because the scope of this section is to present the observed IQ effects in children, we refrain from suggesting reasons for non-significance such as sample size.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

b) How the overall set of confounders across the body of evidence from children’s IQ studies was considered and presented.

G.26: Comments: Overall, the confounders are considered and presented reasonably well.

Response: No change requested
- No response necessary.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

G.27: Comments: On page 42 and following, it would be clearer to separately and clearly discuss each of the 3 studies at increased risk confounding bias (Cui, Ding, Soto Barreras). The reasons these three studies were downgraded are buried in the text and unclear. I gleaned why Soto Barreras was at high risk, but I’m unclear why the other two studies are high risk.
Response: Disagree (no change)

- Overall, as described in the Confounding for IQ Studies in Children section, we determined that bias due to confounding was not considered to be a concern in the body of evidence, and the potential for the consistency in results to be attributable to bias due to confounding in the 19 low risk-of-bias studies was considered low. Therefore, we still consider that the most appropriate organization for the section on confounding for low risk-of-bias IQ-in-children studies is to first summarize the strengths in the body of evidence regarding the potential for bias due to confounding. We also consider Appendix E in the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph (previously Appendix 4 in the Sup03_2021_draft_NTP_Monograph), which the section in question directly refers to for further details for these three studies, to be the most appropriate place in the monograph to fully discuss the potential for bias due to confounding for these three studies (as well as all low risk-of-bias studies).

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.
The BSC WG recommends that text be added to the draft SoS Monograph which details how bias due to confounding was addressed for each of the three studies.

See Appendix I, page I-62.

G.28: Comments: It is unclear why Soto Barreras is considered to be low risk of bias (overall) if they did not account for arsenic in a high-exposure area. This seems like a major flaw. I did not find any description in the main part of the results (pages 28-41) that discuss this study and why it’s included. Although, there’s the unclear, unreferenced statement (page 36) that “Only one study did not observe evidence of an association between fluoride exposure and IQ; however, results were not provided in a manner that allowed for a direct comparison with other low risk-of-bias studies.”

Response: Agree (change made)

- We have added text to further explain why the concern over co-exposure to arsenic in Soto-Barreras et al. (2019) would not result in the study being considered high risk of bias overall. In the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph, the following text has been added to the Confounding for IQ Studies in Children section for low risk-of-bias studies: “Although Soto-Barreras et al. (2019) did not discuss arsenic, there is no direct evidence that arsenic was present in the study area.” We have also added a direct link to Appendix E, which discusses the concern for this study in greater detail. In order for Soto-Barreras et al. (2019) to be considered high risk of bias overall due to the arsenic concern alone, there would need to be direct evidence that arsenic was driving the results (in this case, biasing the association toward the null). We do not have direct evidence of that for this study.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-63.
G.29: Comments: The Outcome Assessment for IQ Studies section (page 48) is unclear. This problem occurs in much of the write up, where it is unclear what studies are being referred to. It states that 18 of 19 studies were low risk (“used appropriate methods for measuring IQ”), but does not indicate which study did not use appropriate methods or what the problem is. At the end of the paragraph there’s a sentence about Sudhir not reporting blinding, but the paragraph starts by saying that “blinding of outcome assessors was not a concern).

Response: Agree (change made)

  o We have made edits throughout the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph to further clarify the studies to which we are referring. In the referenced section, we have revised the text to clarify that, “All 19 low risk-of-bias studies used appropriate methods for measuring IQ in the study population being assessed, and blinding of outcome assessors was not a concern in 18 of the 19 studies [i.e., all low risk-of-bias studies except Sudhir et al. (2009)]."

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-68.

c) How the confidence rating in the body of evidence was developed and supported.

G.30: Comments: It’s unclear what is meant (in Table 6 and scattered throughout the Results) that there was “No statistical adjustment for confounders” but then in Figure 6 (and also in the text) all studies “consider” the potential confounders age, sex, and SES.

Response: Agree (change made)

  o Table 6 reports the statistical adjustment for covariates for each publication. Figure 6 takes it a step further and reports whether a potential covariate was a concern as a potential confounder. We updated the footnote to Figure 6 to clarify what we mean by "consider."

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-65.

G.31: Comments: An extension of a prior comment, on page 48 (Confidence Assessment of Findings on IQ in Children), the review does not provide evidence to support the statement that the high fluoride exposure should be interpreted as “mainly greater than the WHO Drinking Water Quality Guideline [≥1.5 mg/L]."

Response: Agree (change made)

  o Although the specific statement referred to no longer appears in the Confidence Assessment of Findings on IQ in Children section, reference to the WHO Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality provides important clarification and context that the findings of this systematic review are on total fluoride exposure and there is uncertainty at lower exposure levels. As discussed in the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph, there is moderate confidence from low risk-of-bias studies of an association between higher fluoride exposure and lower IQ in children when total fluoride exposure approximates or exceeds the WHO Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg F/L. The statement reflects the collective assessment of fluoride exposure in the low risk-of-
bias studies that form the basis of our confidence assessment for an association between higher fluoride exposure and lower IQ in children. It also relies on empirical observations of a close correspondence between drinking water concentrations and urinary fluoride concentrations (see Kumar et al. [2017] as an example). Our assessment of confidence in the association between higher fluoride exposure and lower children’s IQ is supported by studies that report total fluoride exposure as represented by urinary measurements.

- For example, the publication by Green et al. (2019) examined the IQ of children in Canada exposed to fluoride in both non-fluoridated communities and fluoridated communities with 0.7 mg/L in drinking water (the same recommended fluoridation level for community water systems in the United States). As reported in that publication, individual exposure levels of women living in optimally fluoridated cities in Canada, as documented by repeated urinary measurements, suggest widely varied total exposure from water combined with fluoride from other sources. Many of these urinary fluoride measurements exceed those expected from consuming fluoride in water alone that contains 1.5 mg/L fluoride or less. The Bashash et al. (2017) study also provided information from a population in Mexico whose urinary fluoride exposures were comparable to those identified in the Green et al. (2019) study. Both studies are reviewed in the monograph and contribute to our confidence conclusions as stated in the revised Abstract and Summary sections of the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph.

“This review finds, with moderate confidence, that higher fluoride exposure (e.g., represented by populations whose total fluoride exposure approximates or exceeds the World Health Organization Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride) is consistently associated with lower IQ in children. More studies are needed to fully understand the potential for lower fluoride exposure to affect children’s IQ.”

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-14, I-97.

G.32: Comments: Similarly, the description around “Dose-response” on page 49 is not clearly supported by the text of the Results section. There is no clear dose-response section of the Results where related findings are described. The Results text mostly summarizes as “high” or “exposure” or in some instances association with a 1-mg/L increase or the equivalent.

Response: Agree (edited for clarity)
- As a result of removing the meta-analysis, which includes a dose-response meta-analysis, from the Sup03_2021_draft_NTP_Monograph, the referenced description around “Dose-response” is no longer necessary and has been removed from the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The authors state that following removal of the meta-analysis from the draft SoS Monograph, “dose-response” is no longer necessary and has been removed. The BSC WG recommends that the draft SoS Monograph address dose/exposure-response between fluoride and adverse
neurodevelopmental outcomes. The BSC WG also recommends that the draft SoS Monograph and draft M-A Manuscript should be complete, standalone documents unless timing for publication can be coordinated, perhaps by NTP publishing both documents.

G.33: Comments: The “Consistency” section on page 49 should not discuss the consistency across studies. This was addressed in Unexplained Inconsistencies on the prior page. Do not confuse the two issues for the reader.

Response: Agree (change made)

- We agree that the text on consistency of findings across studies in humans was addressed under unexplained inconsistency. Therefore, we accepted the suggestion and deleted the sentence marked by XXXXXXXXXXXX “The high quality studies demonstrate a consistent pattern of findings that fluoride exposure is associated with lower IQ scores in children” from the Consistency bullet in the Confidence Assessment of Findings on IQ in Children section. The Consistency bullet in the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph has been revised to state:

“Consistency: The consideration of a potential upgrade for consistency in the methods is primarily for non-human animal evidence, where it would be applied to address increased confidence for consistent effects across multiple non-human animal species. For human evidence, it is generally not applied, and the data would only be considered in deciding whether to downgrade for unexplained inconsistency. Therefore, no upgrade is applied for consistency.”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-70.

G.34: Comments: A clearer statement, up front, is needed that the starting point for confidence is “moderate” and why this is the case. Think you’re trying to say this with “The initial moderate confidence rating in the body of evidence” on page 48, but this sentence is unclear. I’m still unsure if “initial” here means where the GRADE confidence rating starts before assessing the evidence. Why start at moderate? The Methods section does not describe this concept.

Response: Agree (change made)

- The Confidence Assessment of Findings on IQ in Children section has been rearranged in the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph as suggested to start with the initial confidence rating and how initial confidence rating is determined. Then, the OHAT approach is outlined for considering factors that may upgrade or downgrade confidence to reach a final rating on confidence in the body of evidence.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG recommends that text should be added to the draft SoS Monograph that explains why the starting point is “moderate” for determining the rating for confidence in the body of evidence instead of referring to the GRADE approach.

See Appendix I, page I-68.
2. **NTP concludes a rating of moderate confidence in the body of evidence for lower IQ in children associated with fluoride exposure.**
   
   X Agree
   
   Agree in principle with the exception(s) listed below:
   Do not agree because:

   **Response: No change requested**
   
   o [ ] agreed with the moderate confidence rating.

   **BSC WG Assessment:**
   
   The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

3. **Fluoride exposure and non-IQ neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects in children**

   **G.36:**
   
   4. Comment on whether the approach described in the methods to search for and select human studies on neurodevelopmental or cognitive function effects associated with fluoride exposure was appropriate for evaluating potential effects of fluoride exposure on non-IQ neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects in children.

   Comments: Issues discussed above also pertain to this section (e.g., number of articles vs. number of study populations). No additional issues.

   **Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)**
   
   o As described in response to [ ] comment on B.I.3.a, we clearly specify the number of studies and study populations. We have also added clarifying text to the Results by Study Design – Prospective Cohort Studies section that, while Green et al. (2019) and Till et al. (2020) use the same study population, the exposure measures used are different between the two publications, thus warranting consideration as separate studies (see below).

   “Two of the studies (Green et al. 2019; Till et al. 2020) were based on the same Canadian study population, but one evaluated prenatal fluoride exposure and the other evaluated postnatal fluoride exposure. Green et al. (2019) included maternal urinary fluoride, maternal fluoride intake, and water fluoride concentrations, while Till et al. (2020) used fluoride intake from formula or water concentrations in formula-fed versus breastfed infants.”

   **BSC WG Assessment:**
   
   The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

   **See Appendix I, page I-55.**

4. **G.37:**
   
   5. Comment on whether the approach used to assess risk of bias for studies in children on non-IQ neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects was clearly described and appropriately applied.

   Comments: Sufficiently well described and appropriately applied, with caveats related to issues raised in IQ section.
Response: No change requested
   o No response necessary.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

6. Comment on assessment of the human studies with regard to:

G.38:
   a) How findings from individual “low risk of bias” studies were interpreted.

   Comments: Sufficiently well described and appropriately applied, with caveats related to issues raised in IQ section.

   Response: No change requested
      o No response necessary.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

G.39:
   b) How the confidence rating in the body of evidence was developed and supported.

   Comments: Sufficiently supported, but it’s unclear why the same format used for the IQ studies (pages 48-49) is not used here (page 59).

   Response: Agree (edited for clarity)
      o Due to the limitations of the data set, including the heterogeneity of outcomes assessed, a limited number of directly comparable studies, and differences in outcome assessment methods even when studies evaluated similar outcomes, we chose not to describe the confidence assessment in the same format and level of detail as in the IQ section. We have added text to the Confidence Assessment of Findings on Other Neurodevelopmental Effects in Children section to further clarify this point.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-81.

G.40:
7. The NTP concludes a rating of low confidence in the body of evidence for decreases in measures of other neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects in children associated with fluoride exposure.

   X Agree
   □ Agree in principle with the exception(s) listed below:
   □ Do not agree because:

   Response: No change requested
      o □ agree with the low confidence rating.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.
3. **Fluoride exposure and cognitive effects in adults**

G.41:  
1. Comment on whether the approach described in the methods to search for and select human studies on neurodevelopmental or cognitive function effects associated with fluoride exposure was appropriate for evaluating potential effects of fluoride exposure on cognitive effects in adults.

   **Comments:** No concerns with methods or search specific to this topic.  

   **Response:** No change requested  
   - No response necessary.

   **BSC WG Assessment:**  
   The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

G.42:  
2. Comment on whether the approach used to assess risk of bias for studies in adults on cognitive effects was clearly described and appropriately applied.

   **Comments:** Risk of bias of the two studies clear and mostly appropriately applied.  

   **Response:** No change requested  
   - No response necessary.

   **BSC WG Assessment:**  
   The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

G.43:  
3. Comment on assessment of the human studies with regard to:  
   a) How findings from individual studies were interpreted.

   **Comments:** The analysis between the two studies may be too simplistic. The French study was done in adults with not very high exposures to fluoride. In contrast the Chinese study compared adults with skeletal fluorosis (suggesting very high exposure) with others. It may be inaccurate to suggest that these two studies were not consistent. They may (consistently) show that relatively low exposures (even if above recommended) are not associated with cognitive outcomes, but very high exposures are. This gets a comments before about a lack of analysis regarding doses, dose effects, or thresholds.

   **Response:** Agree (change made)  
   - We recognize that it may be inaccurate to suggest that these two studies were not consistent. We have revised the first sentence in the Summary of Results to say:

     "Results from two low risk-of-bias studies in adults did not provide enough evidence to evaluate consistency when assessing evidence for a potential association between fluoride exposure and cognitive impairment (based on the MMS Examination)".

   **BSC WG Assessment:**  
   The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.
G.44:  
  b) How the confidence rating in the body of evidence was developed and supported.  
  
  Comments: Adequate  
  
  Response: No change requested  
  o No response necessary.  

BSC WG Assessment:  

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

G.45:  

4. The NTP concludes a rating of low confidence in the body of evidence for changes in cognitive effects in adults with fluoride exposure.  

X Agree  

Although, better would be to say insufficient evidence and leave it at that. As per the NTP system, there is low confidence in a lack of a conclusion.  

☐ Agree in principle with the exception(s) listed below:  

☐ Do not agree because:  

Response: No change requested  

☐ agreed with the low confidence rating.  

BSC WG Assessment:  

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

B. Studies in non-human animals  

G.46:  

The NTP agrees with the comments of the NASEM committee (NASEM 2020, 2021) concerning the overall poor quality of the experimental animal database on fluoride exposure and neurodevelopmental effects, with many studies suffering from major reporting deficiencies. As indicated above, the monograph focuses on the large human epidemiology database because it directly addresses the question of whether fluoride affects human neurodevelopment. Therefore, based on the recommendations of the NASEM committee, the experimental animal section and risk of bias details have been removed from this monograph and the NTP concludes that the scientific evidence from experimental animal data are inadequate to inform whether fluoride exposure is associated with cognitive effects (including cognitive neurodevelopmental effects) in humans.  

X Agree  

☐ Agree in principle with the exception(s) listed below:  

☐ Do not agree because:  

Response: No change requested  

☐ agreed with the inadequate designation.  

BSC WG Assessment:  

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.
C. Additional Comments:

G.47: 

1. **Comments**: A clearer statement is needed up front, ideally in the Introduction about what topics were covered by full systematic review (which are a small subset of topics of interest) and why. It’s very confusing to read through repeated descriptions of topics which are not being reviewed. As an example, it’s disconcerting to repeatedly see that thyroid function is an outcome of interest (without an explanation as to why this is of interest to a review of neurodevelopmental and cognitive health effects) and then to come across the statement (page 13) that “Thyroid data were ... not extracted.” It’s difficult to pick out and follow the reasoning for excluding most topics from full evaluation. The timing of and reasoning for the decisions to focus the systematic review on just “high quality” pediatric studies is unclear.

**Response: Agree (change made)**

- We have taken steps to increase clarity in the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph regarding the purpose of exploring thyroid function and the exclusion of some topics for full evaluation. Firstly, we have added a footnote to the Introduction section to clearly explain the interest in thyroid function as a potential mechanism for neurodevelopmental effects. The footnote reads:
  
  “The current review has evaluated the fluoride literature with an eye toward potential thyroid effects because a large literature base has accumulated examining the interaction of fluoride with iodine uptake by the thyroid gland and consequential effects on synthesis of thyroid hormones, which are recognized to play significant roles in neurodevelopment in utero and during early childhood. This literature, along with a detailed proposed mechanism of action, was recently reviewed by Waugh (2019).”

- Secondly, details have been added to the Data Extraction methods discussion to further clarify why data on specific endpoints were not considered informative to the systematic review and did not undergo full data extraction or study quality evaluation, as follows:
  
  “Data for primary and secondary outcomes, as well as thyroid hormone level data, were extracted from human studies. Studies evaluating only goiters or thyroid size were not extracted because they do not provide specific information on thyroid hormone levels that would inform whether a thyroid-mediated mechanism was involved in fluoride-associated changes in neurodevelopment.”

- Thirdly, the sentence that identifies (“Thyroid data were ... not extracted.”) has been revised to clarify that animal thyroid data were not extracted, whereas human thyroid data were extracted.

- We reviewed the document Introduction, Objective, PECO Statements, Literature Search, and Data Extraction sections to assure there is clarity in how the objectives were addressed in the systematic review. This includes decisions that were made based on the types of data that were identified in the literature searches. However, we disagree with suggestion that these details should be moved to the Introduction, which should describe the objectives not the actual results of the search or specifics of data extraction.

- We consider that the monograph appropriately and clearly addresses the reasoning to focus the systematic review on the IQ studies in children, to consider all of the studies
(both high quality and low quality), and to primarily base the confidence rating of moderate on the high-quality studies. The monograph states in the Health Outcome Categories for Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Effects section and the Human Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Data section that the vast majority of the human studies evaluated IQ in children; therefore, the discussion of cognitive neurodevelopmental effects in children focuses on IQ studies. In addition, the IQ in Children section explains the reasoning for focusing on high-quality studies by stating:

“All available studies were considered in this evaluation; however, review of the body of evidence focused on the high-quality, low risk-of-bias studies for two main reasons. First, there are fewer limitations and greater confidence in the results of the high-quality studies. Second, there are a relatively large number of high-quality studies (n = 19), such that the body of evidence from these studies could be used to evaluate confidence in the association between fluoride exposure and changes in children’s IQ. Therefore, the remainder of the discussion on IQ in children focuses on the 19 studies with low risk of bias. The high risk-of-bias studies are discussed briefly relative to their overall support of findings from the low risk-of-bias studies.”

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-17.


See Appendix I, page I-42.

G.48:
2. XXXXXXXXX comments: Of note, the Introduction and Methods do not explain why thyroid function was evaluated. This was only (partially done) on page 63.

Response: Agree (change made)

- We have added a footnote to the Introduction section of the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph to explain the focus on potential thyroid effects. The footnote reads:

“The current review has evaluated the fluoride literature with an eye toward potential thyroid effects because a large literature base has accumulated examining the interaction of fluoride with iodine uptake by the thyroid gland and consequential effects on synthesis of thyroid hormones, which are recognized to play significant roles in neurodevelopment in utero and during early childhood. This literature, along with a detailed proposed mechanism of action, was recently reviewed by Waugh (2019).”

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-17.

G.49:
3. XXXXXXXXX comments: It is odd that the Discussion presents the topics in almost reverse order from the Results. would expect to start with human evidence, children first, and IQ, then neurocog, then adults, then animal, etc.
Response: Agree (no change)

- We agree that it may be unusual to present the topics in the Discussion in a different order from the Results, and we had initially arranged the Discussion section in the order that suggests; however, the current order was ultimately chosen for several reasons. While the epidemiological evidence for adverse effects of fluoride exposures on children’s cognition appears strong, our overall confidence in the database is judged to be moderate. The deficiencies in the experimental animal data and the lack of a clear mechanistic understanding of how fluoride may be producing these effects are important to keep in mind, and they tended to be lost when placed later in the Discussion. Also, separating the main discussion of the epidemiological findings from the Strengths of the Evidence Base and Limitations of the Evidence Base sections was not considered optimal. Thus, we prefer to maintain the current Discussion structure.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

G.50:
4. comments: Although, mentioned the issue before, it is notable that the Discussion does not address the evidence regarding dose effect or threshold.

Response: No change requested

- Earlier drafts of the monograph that were reviewed by the NASEM Committee included a more prominent discussion of dose effects, and the meta-analysis requested by the Committee dealt with this issue directly. However, the systematic review was designed to simply address the question of whether there is evidence for an association between fluoride exposure and cognitive neurodevelopment irrespective of dose. We have always considered these as two separate questions and found that combining them into one document ultimately detracted from an unbiased independent assessment of either. Thus, we deemphasized references to current water fluoridation practices in the Sup03_2021_draft_NTP_Monograph and the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph and have addressed the concept of thresholds by applying several data modeling approaches to the children’s IQ data in a meta-analysis manuscript to be published separately.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG notes that the Discussion section of the draft SoS Monograph does not address the evidence regarding dose effect or threshold although it concludes that there is an association between higher fluoride exposures and lower IQ in children. The BSC WG does not necessarily agree with the authors that evidence of an association is independent from dose response. Additionally, the BSC WG notes that authors did not explicitly consider the potential non-linearity of the exposure-outcome association. For example, if there is a non-linear association between exposure and outcome it could be masked in an analysis that does not examine dose response.

The authors’ state that they left any consideration of dose response or thresholds out of the draft SoS Monograph because that is the focus of the draft M-A Manuscript, with the authors seemingly assuming that it will be published. The BSC WG recommends that the draft SoS Monograph contain more discussion about what evidence is and is not available regarding
dose/exposure-response between fluoride and adverse neurodevelopmental outcomes, including the importance of both dose/exposure and timing of exposure. The BSC WG considers that avoiding discussion of this important topic in the draft SoS Monograph by referring to the yet-to-be published M-A Manuscript is problematic. At a minimum, the authors should provide a summary of their dose-response analysis from the draft M-A Manuscript in the draft SoS Monograph, with appropriate discussion of uncertainties, especially at the ‘lower’ doses.

The BSC WG recommends that the Draft State of the Science Monograph and the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript should be complete, standalone documents and not reference each other for information unless timing for publication can be coordinated, perhaps by NTP publishing both documents.
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In November 2021, the 2021 Draft NTP Monograph on the State of the Science concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects: A Systematic Review, 2) a copy of the NASEM Committee’s comments on the 2020 draft NTP Monograph with NIEHS/DNTP responses (draft version of Sup01_Monograph), and 3) the instructions. The instructions consisted of a preface, charge, instructions for the review, and a series of specific peer-review questions grouped by the following three topics: General Comments, Human Studies, and Studies in Non-Human Animals.

were asked to provide their substantive scientific and technical comments and suggestions within the form. In addition, they were asked whether they “Agree”, “Agree in principle”, or “Do not agree” with each NTP conclusion on confidence in a body of evidence.

instructions and specific peer-review questions are reproduced in the pages that follow in black text. comments and responses to each question are also provided in black text starting with the words “comments” in bold font. The NIEHS/DNTP responses have been inserted in blue text following each of the comments beginning with the word “Response” in bold font. Formatting has been applied to aid in reading.

The prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph reflects changes made after consideration of the comments from the along with all other input received through April of 2022. The prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph was subsequently sent for additional comments. A revised “track changes” version of the monograph was developed in September 2022 titled the “DocMon_Track_Changes_2022_NTP_Monograph.” The following bullets describe how edits are documented in the track changes version of the monograph in response to comments and comments:

- For comments related to DocG_Monograph, DocH_Monograph, DocI_Monograph, DocJ_Monograph, and DocK_Monograph:
  - Edits are marked with a comment bubble in the DocMon_Track_Changes_2022_NTP_Monograph that identifies the text in question and briefly describes any revisions.
  - The comment bubble contains the exact text of Comment.
  - The comment bubble also provides a reference to the specific response to comments document with the detailed NIEHS/DNTP response (e.g., comments made in response to this would be marked “see DocH_Monograph for detailed response”).

- For comments DocA1_Monograph, DocA2_Monograph, DocB1_Monograph; DocB2_Monograph, and DocC_Monograph through DocF_Monograph:
  - Edits are marked in track changes format in the DocMon_Track_Changes_2022_NTP_Monograph.
  - A comment bubble has been added to the text in question containing the exact text of the Comment.
The comment bubble also provides a reference to the specific response to comments document with the detailed NIEHS/DNTP response.

Preliminary comments on the draft NTP monograph prepared by the peer review are noted below. These preliminary comments are not binding and should not be construed to represent NTP determination or policy.

National Toxicology Program
NTP Monograph Letter Peer-Review Panel
Draft NTP Monograph on the State of the Science Concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects: A Systematic Review

National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences
Research Triangle Park, NC

January 2, 2022

Fluoride State of the Science Document Review Form

Preface:

The objective of this evaluation was to conduct a systematic review of the published literature regarding the potential for exposure to fluoride to affect neurodevelopment and cognition in humans. The evaluation presented in the draft *NTP Monograph on the State of the Science Concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects* represents a comprehensive and current assessment. The methods used are from the *Handbook for Conducting a Literature-Based Health Assessment Using OHAT Approach for Systematic Review and Evidence Integration*, which presents a seven-step framework for systematic review and evidence integration. Please note: this evaluation stops at step 5 of the systematic review process and does not proceed to step 6 to translate the confidence rating for the body of evidence into a level of evidence for health effects (see Figure 2 from the handbook).
Charge:

(3) Comment on the technical accuracy and whether the draft NTP Monograph on State of the Science Concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects is clearly stated, and objectively presented.

(4) Determine whether the scientific evidence supports the NTP’s confidence ratings for the bodies of evidence regarding neurodevelopmental and cognitive health effects associated with exposure to fluoride.

Instructions for Review:

All materials for this review are available in the Electronic Council Book (ECB). You will receive the specific URL and a password for accessing the ECB.

This evaluation identified 159 human studies relevant for assessing neurological health effects of exposure to fluoride; however, many studies included only secondary outcomes (e.g., 55 studies of thyroid hormones that were investigated as a potential mechanism). The scientific evidence in children and adults was evaluated separately to address potential differences in the health impact of fluoride exposure during development versus adulthood. Several studies evaluated learning and memory (n = 8 studies) or other cognitive developmental effects (e.g., total neurobehavioral scores and total mental capacity index in children, cognitive impairment in adults; n = 14 studies). Sixty-six human studies investigated IQ in children. Nineteen of the 66 IQ studies were determined to have low potential for bias and therefore, were categorized as “low risk of bias”. Please give special attention to our assessment of these 19 studies.

- The 19 studies are available as PDFs and organized alphabetically in a folder on the ECB.
- All other studies are provided in the Health Assessment Workspace Collaborative, or HAWC database under the “studies list” tab, also organized alphabetically. You will also be provided a username and password for HAWC that will give you permissions to access the
PDFs in HAWC along with visualizations and other study information for this project at the following link ([https://hawcproject.org/study/assessment/405/](https://hawcproject.org/study/assessment/405/)).

Please provide your substantive scientific and technical comments and suggestions within this form. Identify and provide the rationale or scientific support for proposed changes or suggestions where possible.

If necessary, you can also provide additional editorial comments and recommendations for improving the report outside your specific charge questions (this form) within the draft report itself. Please note that only those comments included on form will be considered part of NTP’s peer review report.

D. General Comments

1. Please comment on whether the scientific information presented in the draft monograph, including presentation of data in tables and figures, is technically correct, and clearly and objectively presented. Please suggest any improvements.

H.1: Comments: In general the scientific information presented, including the data in tables and figures, is technically correct and clearly and objectively presented. Specific comments regarding the general evaluation of studies:

The use of the term “correlation” is confusing (have marked this several times in the document and tables, but there are also other occurrences). Correlation is generally used to denote a correlation coefficient (either Pearson or Spearman); however, believe it has been used to denote the estimated regression coefficients (more on this below). would recommend changing the terminology for clarity.

Response: Agree (change made)

- The term has been changed to “association” when a regression coefficient was used, and we verified the accurate use of the term “correlation” in the text. We use “correlation” when Pearson correlation coefficients were reported or when discussing relationships between fluoride levels in various matrices (e.g., “correlations between urinary fluoride and fluoride in the drinking water”).

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

H.2: Comments: The term neurologic to refer to outcomes such as anxiety and aggression (and other neurobehavioral outcomes) is not quite correct. Neurologic would refer to outcomes such as tremor or other objective neurological signs. The more correct term would be neurobehavioral. have marked some of this in the text.

Response: Agree (change made)

- The term “neurologic” has been changed to “neurobehavioral” (or other appropriate text) in several places of the Sup02_2022_Prepublishing_NTP_Monograph to address feedback. In
addition, footnotes 2, 5, and 6 were added to clarify changes to specific aims and the PECO statement.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

H.3:

**Comments:** Use of the term “gender” to denote sex differences is not in line with current usage. Gender refers to the socially constructed variable, while sex refers to the biological variable. Please change.

**Response: Agree (change made)**

- The Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph has been revised to change “gender” to “sex” in this context.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

H.4:

**Comments:** The estimated regression coefficients from the studies need to be presented more clearly. For example, many times there is no reference, e.g. increase (or decrease) in score per 1 mg/L F in urine. Further, for the presentation of odds ratios, it is not clear what the dichotomous (or categorical) outcome variable is (e.g. IQ below 50). These suggestions are for clarity as well as for correctness.

**Response: Agree (change made)**

- We have reviewed the monograph and made changes, as needed, to ensure the following: 1) all coefficients have the exposure unit associated with the change (e.g., added “1 mg/L increase” of fluoride if it was not previously specified); 2) the direction of change is clear (e.g., added a minus sign or language to indicate an increase or decrease, as appropriate); and 3) for odds ratios, the occurrence of the outcome relative to exposure is clear. In addition, we have updated units of change in effect estimate per change in fluoride exposure or added cutoffs for categorical outcomes in Tables 6, 7, and 8. We added similar clarifications to figures in Appendix A by modifying figure titles to clearly reflect the type of effect estimate presented (e.g., correlation coefficient) or adding figure notes to highlight categorical cutoffs.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

H.5:

**Comments:** RE: confounding and covariates. Recent thinking regarding confounding requires the use of directed acyclic graphs to define variables which are theoretically confounders (based on previous literature). Thus, some clarification is needed on how the set of three important confounders were selected, i.e. sex, child age and a measure of socioeconomic status. Indeed, based on literature from other potential neurotoxins (e.g. lead, polychlorinated biphenyls, phthalates) it seems as though child sex would be an effect modifying variable, not a confounder (child sex would not be related, for example to exposure status under any definition of confounding). Variables such as
arsenic or lead exposure would be co-exposures, and might be considered, for example, in an exposure mixtures analysis in future studies. Regarding the other variables that were listed in the confounding section, a case would need to be made that they are true potential confounders and not just covariates related to the outcome (e.g. maternal BMI). It is possible that some of these variables are related to socioeconomic status, such as HOME score, nutrition variables, but that would need to be documented.

**Response: Agree (change made)**

- We agree that there had been areas of the text where we had conflated the meaning of the word “confounder” with “covariate.” We give the example of sex, which could be a confounder or an effect measure modifier. To address the comment, we have changed the word “confounder” to “covariate” throughout the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph where necessary. An important covariate could be a potential confounder, a potential effect modifier, or co-exposure. We continue to specify that arsenic and lead are potential co-exposures and agree that future studies should consider conducting exposure mixture analyses where appropriate.

- As described in the protocol, age, sex, and socioeconomic status (SES) were identified as key covariates in the confounding risk-of-bias domain as they are potential confounders or effect modifiers in any human study of fluoride and cognitive neurodevelopmental health effects, whereas the other important covariates may be specific to the study population and/or outcome.

- We disagree that biological sex is not a potential confounder for several reasons: (1) sex has historically been considered an important potential confounder in the literature (see Table 6 in the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph) (Lash et al. 2021; Gochfeld 2017); (2) sex is an important risk factor for neurodevelopmental and cognitive outcomes (Cowell and Wright 2017); and (3) potential sex-related ingestion and dietary differences are realistic in observational studies (D’Amico et al. 2020; Keller et al. 2019).

- In addition, the text in the Confounding methods discussion identifies the types of covariates that are related to SES (e.g., maternal education, household income, marital status, crowding). Figure 6 indicates which low risk-of-bias IQ-in-children studies considered the caregiving environment (e.g., HOME score) as a measure of SES. Additionally, a footnote has been added to Figure 6 in the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph that lists all other measures related to SES that were considered in the low risk-of-bias IQ-in-children studies (i.e., SES scaled scores, household/family income, child education, caretaker/parental education, and occupation/employment). The notes column of Figure 6 also documents which studies considered nutritional variables.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.
H.6: Comments: I commend the team immensely for all the work they did to account for arsenic in drinking water, to determine whether it is an important co-exposure.

Response: No change requested
  o No response necessary.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

H.7: Comments: Dose response: The authors correctly point out that many of the studies dealt with exposure levels considered relatively high, at least relative to the EPA drinking water standard and secondary standard. Further, in the group of studies considered to be low risk of bias, exposure was generally considered either on an arithmetic – but sometimes on a logarithmic scale (if quantitative), or based on a dichotomous variable of fluorosis, a manifestation of continuous high exposure, or whether study participants lived in an area known to have high levels of exposure. Thus, the conclusion of moderate confidence that fluoride is associated with deficits in IQ scores in children needs to be couched for these higher exposure levels, as there are few studies that provide evidence of this for exposures in the low range. This is not to say that there is no association at these lower levels, there may very well be an association; just that these results cannot be generalized to lower levels of exposure. This is true with other neurotoxins as well, for example, we know that the associations between lead and IQ scores is even steeper at the lower levels of exposure, but early studies where exposure was high were not able to discern those associations.

Response: Agree (change made)
  o With respect to contextualizing the exposure levels for which we are providing a confidence rating, we had attempted to do this in a manner that satisfied requests from some reviewers during earlier iterations of the monograph. We then received comments from other reviewers asking what is meant by an exposure that is characterized as “high.” A further complicating factor occurs when dealing with group-level exposures based on, for example, drinking water concentrations where both exposed and reference groups are comprised of individuals who have fluoride exposures that are above and below the median level. At times, these exposures from other sources can be substantial and result in overlap between groups. As an illustration, Figure 2 in Green et al. (2019) compares maternal urinary fluoride measurements during pregnancy from communities with or without artificial water fluoridation. The urinary fluoride levels are generally higher in artificially fluoridated communities compared with non-fluoridated communities, but there is overlap. In this instance, we do not have sufficient information to identify a level below which there is no potential for fluoride to affect neurodevelopment or cognition; therefore, we have chosen to further characterize the findings by incorporating the term “higher” only when its meaning in the specific context is clear. For example, to clarify that our moderate confidence conclusion is primarily based on studies with total fluoride exposure that approximates or exceeds what is generally associated with consumption of
optimally fluoridated water in the United States, the Abstract was revised as follows:

“This review finds, with moderate confidence, that higher fluoride exposure (e.g., represented by populations whose total fluoride exposure approximates or exceeds the World Health Organization Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride) is consistently associated with lower IQ in children.”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate. The BSC WG recommends that the authors address issues of dose-response in the draft SoS Monograph as suggested in other assessments of authors’ responses to reviewer comments.

See Appendix I, page I-14.

H.8:

Comments: Cumulative exposure: The authors should make clear that exposure during gestation likely implies that there is continuing exposure in the post natal period. Further, these two exposure periods are likely highly correlated, making conclusions regarding a critical period of exposure difficult. The converse is also true – i.e. if exposure is measured in the post natal or childhood period, and especially if it is from drinking water, then there was likely exposure in the prenatal period as well.

Response: Agree (change made)

- We agree that prenatal and postnatal exposures are likely correlated; however, there are not enough data available for us to evaluate cumulative exposure in revisions to the monograph. We added the following Limitations of the Evidence Base in the Discussion section:

“
No studies are available to evaluate lifelong exposure in adults, or fluoride exposure over a child’s lifetime and neurodevelopmental or cognitive changes over time.

The database does not allow for comparison of ages and possible changes at different developmental stages in children to assess if there is a delay in development or if associations persist.

The database does not allow for establishing clear correlations between prenatal and postnatal exposures.”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate. The BSC WG recommends that the draft SoS Monograph contain more discussion about what evidence is and is not available regarding dose/exposure-response between fluoride and adverse neurodevelopmental outcomes, including the importance of both dose/exposure and timing of exposure.

See Appendix I, page I-93.
2. Please identify any information that should be added or deleted.

H.9: Comments: In general the report is comprehensive and includes all necessary material. Hence, have no major additions or deletions. Have one small addition, which would be a discussion of the toxicokinetics of fluoride – this is necessary because the half life is relatively short, and a spot measure (or even several spot measures) in urine (or serum) would not entirely represent exposure history. Indeed, it may be the case here that chronic exposure to drinking water with high levels of fluoride may be a better marker of long term exposure.

Response: Agree (change made)

- We have added a brief discussion on fluoride toxicokinetics at the beginning of the Exposure section of the Risk-of-bias Considerations for Human Studies section of the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph, as follows:

  “Fluoride ion is rapidly absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract and is rapidly cleared from serum by distribution into calcified tissues and urinary excretion (IPCS 2002). There is general consensus that the best measures of long-term fluoride exposure are bone and/or tooth measurements, and other than measures of dental fluorosis, these were not performed in any of the studies reviewed in this document. Prolonged residence in an area with a given fluoride content in drinking water has been considered in many studies as a proxy for long-term exposure."

- In very general terms this may be a useful addition, although none of the studies included measurements of fluoride concentrations in bone or teeth, which are considered to be integrative measures of long-term exposures.

- is correct that serum levels are not considered reliable reflections of chronic fluoride exposures as serum fluoride is rapidly cleared to calcified tissues at a rate that changes depending on the prior fluoride loading of the particular tissue. As we note in the monograph, urinary volume-corrected spot or 24-hour collections are considered reasonably good measures of exposure, although they represent a balance of recent intake, movement into and out of calcified tissues, and excretion. Repeated urinary measures during pregnancy are reported to have reasonable reproducibility over time, although in one study by Thomas et al. (2018), urinary fluoride concentrations tended to increase until about week 23 and then decline thereafter.

- Although all of the exposure measures used in this series of studies have some advantages and disadvantages, confidence in the association between measures of higher fluoride exposure and lower IQ was increased by the consistency in findings irrespective of the measure of fluoride exposure. See the Exposure Measure and Study Population Factors section of the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph where we describe the consistency of the direction of effect in the children’s IQ studies across exposure metrics.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:
The BSC WG recommends that the authors refer to “exposure measures” as “exposure assessment measures” because exposure can be assessed or evaluated indirectly via biomarkers of exposure (e.g., urinary or blood fluoride) and/or drinking water concentrations, but is seldom, if ever, directly measured.

See Appendix I, page I-31.

E. Human studies

I. Fluoride exposure and children’s IQ

a. Comment on whether the approach described in the methods to search for and select human studies on neurodevelopmental or cognitive function effects associated with fluoride exposure was appropriate for evaluating potential effects of fluoride exposure on measures of IQ in children.

H.10: Comments: The approach used to select human studies on the associations between exposure to fluoride and neurodevelopment is appropriate. Would, however, like further details on how differences between reviewers were reconciled. For example, what were the kappa statistics or intraclass correlation coefficients on the title/abstract review prior to reconciliation? Did the degree of agreement warrant further training of the reviewers? The same concerns regarding reliability can be made for the data extraction.

Response: Disagree (no change)

o We have not found Kappa Statistics or other measures of inter-rater agreement to be useful in obtaining agreement in the screening process. Instead, we have implemented a process that emphasizes training, pilot testing, and group discussion to assure consistency of approach. As described in the Methods section, screening is conducted by two independent screeners at both the title/abstract and full-text steps. When conflicts arise, they are resolved through discussion between the two screeners and consultation with a senior team member, if necessary, to reach consensus. Our protocol also describes that training and pilot testing phases are conducted on small sets of studies to assure consistency of approach in applying the PECO criteria and inclusion/exclusion guidance. When questions arise, we address them as a group so that all screeners develop a consistent approach. The process emphasizes inclusion of studies if there is any uncertainty at the title/abstract stage. At the full-text stage, we confirm that studies indeed have original data and meet the PECO criteria, so there is little uncertainty at that step. Studies either have the relevant data or they do not. In addition, while cross-screener agreement within a project team is essential when each reference is screened by a single reviewer, the issue has a much smaller potential impact when two screeners review each study in duplicate, as in this systematic review.

o The review process for data extraction involves a quality control (QC) review rather than extraction in duplicate. Data extraction is conducted by a single extractor followed by QC review because we have not found added value or reliability with independent data extractions. The QC review is conducted for all
data extracted into HAWC (https://hawcproject.org/assessment/405/), the web-based content management system for our systematic reviews.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

H.11:

Comments: The use of the SWIFT-Active Screener is well described and addresses the concerns in the prior review.

Response: No change requested
  o No response necessary.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

H.12:

Comments: The supplemental search of the non-English language databases is appropriate. However, what is the rationale for saying that they were used primarily to identify null or no-effect studies? Does that mean that if a study was identified that showed an association it was not abstracted? Please be a bit more clear on this.

Response: Agree (change made)
  o Although extraction of studies identified from the Chinese database searches was previously focused on no-effect studies, we have taken steps to translate and extract data from all non-English studies identified from the Chinese database searches. Therefore, the statement about null or no-effect studies no longer applies and has been deleted.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

b. Comment on whether the approach used to assess risk of bias was clearly described and appropriately applied to the set of studies designated as “low risk of bias.”

H.13:

Comments: The focus on confounding, exposure characterization and outcome assessment are, as indicated, the key components of evaluating observational research. The other parameter is whether the participants represent the population from which they are recruited, i.e. selection bias. In prospective cohort studies this is not an issue, as the population is really the combination of those exposed and non-exposed. For cross sectional studies, this is a bit trickier, as the participants may reflect a select group within the overall population. For studies based on national or regional registries, such as the Canadian studies, this is less of a problem, but for others there is the possibility of bias, and the direction of such bias is difficult to predict. As [XX] looked at the studies, the vast majority do not address this issue, but [XX] believe that it is worth a discussion or at least a mention that the possibility of selection bias is real.

Response: Agree (change made)
  o We agree with [XX] that selection bias is an important consideration in risk-of-bias evaluations. We have edited the following text in the Methods section
to clarify that, in addition to the three key risk-of-bias questions, the answers to the other risk-of-bias questions were considered in assessing potential bias, including selection bias.

“The other risk-of-bias questions, including selection of study participants, were also considered and were used to identify any other risk-of-bias concerns that may indicate serious issues with a study that could cause it to be considered high risk of bias.”

- Appendix E includes a detailed summary of the population selection and the basis for the ratings for selection bias and exposure characterization. All 19 low risk-of-bias IQ-in-children studies and 9 other neurobehavioral studies in children were rated either probably low risk of bias or definitely low risk of bias due to selection bias. Generally speaking, these studies provide direct or indirect evidence that exposure groups were similar and were recruited within the same timeframe using the same methods with no differences in participation/response rates (i.e., either direct evidence of similar participation/response rates or no evidence of differences in participation/response rates). Differences in the subjects across exposure groups were noted and addressed in the analysis.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate. See Appendix I, page I-29.

H.14:
- Comments: For confounding, please see remarks above. We do think that biological sex needs to be considered an effect modifier as in other studies of neurotoxins and neurodevelopmental outcomes. Further, as indicated later in the monograph, at times the choice of confounders needs to be study and area specific, so this should also be mentioned in this section. Finally, for the arsenic variable, as indicated above we really appreciate the efforts made in defining this. However, please justify the choice of 10µg/L as the cutpoint – while it is the WHO guideline it is quite possible that there are neurodevelopmental effects with concentrations under this level.

Response: Agree (change made)
- We agree that biological sex should be considered a potential effect modifier in addition to (not instead of) a potential confounder. Please see previous response for details on our rationale and how text was revised to address comments on confounding.

- Regarding choice of important covariates being study- and area-specific, we consider what we currently state in the Methods section to address suggestion:

  “Additional covariates considered important for this evaluation, depending on the study population and outcome, included...” and, “To be assigned a rating of probably low risk of bias for the key risk-of-bias question regarding the confounding domain, studies were not required to address every important covariate listed; however, studies were required to address the three key covariates for all studies, the potential for co-exposures, if applicable (e.g., arsenic and lead, both of which could affect cognitive function), and any other potential covariates considered important for the specific study population and outcome.”
As for the choice of 10 µg/L as the cutoff point, we are correct that we chose this based on the WHO guideline (WHO 2017). We agree that it is possible there may be neurodevelopmental effects at concentrations below 10 µg/L; however, we have no basis on which to select a lower cutoff point. Note that we had initially added a statement to the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph stating that “arsenic may be associated with neurodevelopmental effects at concentrations below 10 µg/L” in response to this reviewer’s comment; however, as we were unable to support this statement with a reference, it has been removed.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-30.

H.15:
Comments: Exposure characterization: This is well described. As mention above, missing is a discussion regarding the toxicokinetics of fluoride, to allow the reader to make decisions on how good the spot urine samples are in reflecting cumulative exposure. We understand that there is a high correlation between the spot urine samples and 24 hour collections (with and without correction for dilution) but this still does not give day to day, week to week, or season to season variation.

Response: Agree (change made)
- As described in a previous comment, we have added a brief discussion on fluoride toxicokinetics at the beginning of the Exposure section of the Risk-of-bias Considerations for Human Studies section.
- With respect to variations in fluoride exposures over time, we agree that additional study of these variations would be interesting; however, our assumption is that individual exposure to fluoride is relatively consistent because it reflects personal preferences and habits (e.g., daily water consumption, tea consumption, dental product use).

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-31.

H.16:
Comments: A further concern with exposure assessment brought up in the previous review concerns the issue of clustering with regard to exposure. The authors of the monograph do a very nice job of addressing this issue as it was raised in the prior review, but pointing to the sensitivity analyses. Our only concern remaining is that this is mentioned up front when the exposure characterization is discussed in the methods.
Response: Agree (change made)

- To address this suggestion, we have provided an additional sentence in the Methods section where risk-of-bias considerations for exposure are discussed. 
  
  “Ideally, these studies would still need to consider and adjust for area-level clustering; however, these concerns are captured in evaluations of other potential threats to internal validity.”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-32.

H.17:

Comments: Finally, some measure of agreement between the raters on their bias assessment would be a good addition.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- While we appreciate this comment, we have not found measures of inter-rater agreement (e.g., kappa statistics) to be useful in this process and instead have implemented a process that emphasizes pilot testing to develop a consistent approach and group discussion when there are questions in the rating. In addition, to further support consistency, a senior member of the team served as one of the risk-of-bias assessors for all of the studies. In addition, while cross-reviewer agreement within a project team is essential when each reference is assessed by a single reviewer, the issue has a much smaller impact when two screeners review each study in duplicate, as in the current systematic review. We consider that the most important issue for consistency is to reach collective agreement, and the final risk-of-bias ratings reflect that agreement.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

c. Comment on assessment of the human studies with regard to:

  a) How findings from individual studies designated as “low risk of bias” were interpreted.

  H.18:

  Comments: In general, studies designated as “low risk of bias” were interpreted correctly. We have a few suggestions as to how to clarify many of the points made.

  While the results are generally consistent (table 6) it would be useful to present the results based on the exposure metric used. For example, studies using fluoride concentrations in “high” and “low” areas could be grouped together to illustrate the change in IQ points. Additionally, the actual IQ test used could also be used to group studies within exposure metric. There are clear differences in the scoring for the Raven and the WASI/WPPSI, for example and these are hard to tell from the presentation.

  Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)

  - We considered several ways to organize the table and each way has its benefits and drawbacks. There are limitations to a static table, which is why we are
increasing our use of interactive tools and platforms to visualize data. For the purpose of this document, we consider the current organization to be most clear and appropriate for providing a quick summary of study characteristics and key findings per study. We have edited the paragraph that precedes Table 6 to clarify that the Table 6 organization is by country and then by year.

- Note that we considered suggestion to group studies using fluoride concentrations in “low” and “high” areas together to illustrate the change in IQ scores. While an association is consistently observed when comparing low to high fluoride areas, comparing changes in IQ scores across these studies is challenging due to the variability in the exposure levels that are considered “low” and “high.” There are no consistent definitions of “low” and “high” that apply across all cases. For this reason, we do not find this suggested organizational structure for Table 6 to be a more effective presentation of the data. We also considered suggestion to group studies by IQ test; however, as the Raven’s tests were almost exclusively conducted in China, India, and Iran, the current organization by country, to a large extent, also organizes the studies by IQ test. Therefore, we find the current structure accommodating for focusing on results by IQ test.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors add text to the draft SoS Monograph that addresses grouping studies using fluoride concentrations in “low” and “high” areas or by IQ test such as is provided in their response to the reviewer’s comment. For example, noting that “as the Raven’s tests were almost exclusively conducted in China, India, and Iran, the organization of data in Table 6 by country, to a large extent, also organizes the studies by IQ test.”

H.19:

Comments: At times, associations are presented as different when other covariates are controlled. We assume that these assessments were made by inspection of the results in the studies, but should either be backed up with statistical testing or admitted that they were made by inspection. For example, in table 6 the study by Rocha-Amador, et al states that the estimated associations between fluoride and the full scale IQ (WISC) were smaller when arsenic was controlled, the estimated betas are given, but there is no indication whether the differences are statistically different.

Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)

- When study authors present associations between fluoride exposure and IQ that differ when other covariates are included, we reported the results as described by the study authors. We did not perform additional testing to support the author’s reporting of results as this is beyond the scope of the assessment.

- The statement that notes for Rocha-Amador et al. (2007) and the association with arsenic was misinterpreted. The purpose of the statement was to note that the association between arsenic exposure and children’s IQ was smaller in magnitude than the association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ, not that the association with fluoride was smaller after controlling for arsenic. The
revised text in Table 6 of the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph reads as follows:

“Significant associations between log-transformed fluoride and IQ scores (full-scale IQ adjusted βs of −10.2 [water] and −16.9 [urine]; Cis not reported); arsenic also present, but the association between log-transformed arsenic and IQ scores was smaller (full-scale IQ adjusted βs of −6.15 [water] and −5.72 [urine]; Cis not reported)”

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

H.20:

Comments: Please note when the result is not statistically significant and likely due to small sample sizes (e.g. discussion of the Green et al paper on page 37). Also for that paper, the results seem to be different by biological sex, an example of effect modification that would be expected for a neurotoxin.

Response: Agree (change made)

- We added the qualifier “not significant” for the results in girls. However, since the scope of this section is to present the observed IQ effects in children, we refrain from suggesting reasons for non-significance, such as sample size. In each study, there are a multitude of factors that could yield nonsignificant results, in addition to lack of power. The study-specific risk-of-bias evaluations describe study details (including sample size) and aspects that could impact the ability to detect an association. With respect to biological sex as an effect modifier, we consider our revised terminology in response to a previous comment to address concern.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-56.

H.21:

Comments: The results also need to be interpreted based on age of test administration. Some higher order functions do not develop until later ages and thus cannot be tested well in younger children. Also, as with other neurotoxins, deficits can occur at a variety of ages, and either persist or not. So the age at assessment becomes an important variable in the interpretation of findings and should be accounted for in the discussion.

Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)

- The available data are not provided in a way that allows for evaluating deficits occurring at a variety of ages and whether the deficits persist or not. Although some studies provide the results by specific ages, these are mainly high risk-of-bias studies conducted in areas with high fluorosis rates, and the tests were generally conducted in children 8–12 years old. The following text was added to the Discussion section as a limitation of the evidence base:
“The database does not allow for comparison of ages and possible changes at different developmental stages in children to assess if there is a delay in development or if associations persist.”

- We have already considered age at test administration in the risk-of-bias evaluation of individual studies in two different ways: (1) whether the test used to measure neurodevelopment or cognition was age-appropriate and (2) when a study included a range of ages, whether age was assessed as a potential confounder (for the reasons noted by [Redacted]).

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-93.

H.22:

Comments: When discussing the variations in associations by genetic polymorphisms, it would be useful to discuss the function of the gene, especially the function related to neurodevelopment or the developing brain.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- Although information on the possible interaction of fluoride with genetic polymorphisms is an active area of investigation, only two studies were available as of the cutoff date for this systematic review. Our intent was to simply point this out as an emerging area of research rather than speculate about potential mechanisms of fluoride action, which would require much further study and a deeper understanding.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

H.23:

Comments: As indicated above, please be very careful in discussing dose response relationships, especially when these may be non-linear.

Response: Agree (no change)

- We agree that discussion of dose-response relationships should be done carefully, and we re-reviewed all of the dose-response text to address this concern. The Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph summarizes the findings of the qualitative analysis of children’s IQ studies that evaluated lower fluoride exposures without reporting on the evidence for dose response (available in full in the 2019 draft NTP Monograph). The Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph refers the reader to the revised meta-analysis document as it provides a quantitative assessment of dose response to further inform this discussion.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate. The BSC WG notes that the Discussion section of the draft SoS Monograph does not address the evidence regarding dose effect or threshold. The authors state that evidence of an association is independent from dose response. Additionally, the BSC WG notes that
authors did not consider the potential non-linearity of the exposure-outcome association. For example, if there is a non-linear association between exposure and outcome it could be masked in an analysis that does not examine dose response.

The authors’ responses state that they left any consideration of dose response or thresholds out of the draft SoS Monograph because that is the focus of the draft M-A Manuscript, and the authors assume that it will be published. The BSC WG recommends that the draft SoS Monograph contain more discussion about what evidence is and is not available regarding dose/exposure-response between fluoride and adverse neurodevelopmental outcomes, including the importance of both dose/exposure and timing of exposure. The BSC WG considers that avoiding discussion of this important topic in the draft SoS Monograph by referring to the yet-to-be published M-A Manuscript is problematic. At a minimum, the authors should provide a summary of their dose-response analysis from the draft M-A Manuscript in the draft SoS Monograph, with appropriate discussion of uncertainties, especially at the 'lower' doses.

The BSC WG recommends that the draft SoS Monograph and the draft M-A Manuscript should be complete, standalone documents and not reference each other for information unless timing for publication can be coordinated, perhaps by NTP publishing both documents.

b) How the overall set of confounders across the body of evidence from children’s IQ studies was considered and presented.

H.24:  
Comments: Please see the discussion of confounding above. We do appreciate Figure 6 which describes the confounders measured in the low risk of bias studies, stratified by rating for confounding. In the three studies in which the RoB rating for confounding was high, however, it appears that such confounding may influence the results to some degree. It would be useful to have an assessment of the direction and magnitude of bias introduced by not clearly defining and controlling for key confounders, even if that discussion is somewhat speculative.

Response: Agree (no change)

- An assessment of the potential magnitude and direction of bias in the low risk-of-bias studies, as requested by XXXXXXXXXXXX, was included in Appendix E in the Sup02_2022_Prepубlication_NTP_Monograph (previously Appendix 4 of the Sup03_2021_draft_NTP_Monograph, the version of the monograph reviewed by XXXXXXXXXXXX).

BSC WG Assessment and Justification:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

c) How the confidence rating in the body of evidence was developed and supported.

H.25:  
Comments: In general, the confidence rating in the body of evidence for this outcome is supported. However, several concerns necessitate a refinement of this confidence rating.

We agree with the prior review in that conclusions can only be made above the WHO drinking water limit for fluoride. It seems as though there is a lack of dose response curve estimation for lower levels of exposure, so an inference cannot be made over the entire
range of exposure. Indeed, it is this lower dose range that is of interest for the US population.

Response: Agree (change made)

- As [redacted] notes, earlier versions of this monograph examined the evidence for dose response across the range of exposures represented in the human body of evidence, both from a qualitative and quantitative perspective. The current monograph intentionally does not dwell on this question, as the conclusions from individual included studies about dose response for cognitive neurodevelopmental associations at the lower fluoride exposure levels are somewhat conflicting. The uncertainty of the evidence at these lower levels is cited as one of the limitations of the evidence base. Given that the revised meta-analysis specifically addresses this question and incorporates newer literature, we have decided to revise these considerations in the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph to focus on the data on which we base our confidence statement, and to acknowledge the need for further studies at lower exposure levels. The following text has been added to the abstract and summary:

“This review finds, with moderate confidence, that higher fluoride exposure (e.g., represented by populations whose total fluoride exposure approximates or exceeds the World Health Organization Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride) is consistently associated with lower IQ in children. More studies are needed to fully understand the potential for lower fluoride exposure to affect children’s IQ.”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate. The authors’ state that they left any consideration of dose response out of the draft SoS Monograph because that is the focus of the draft M-A Manuscript. The BSC WG recommends that the draft SoS Monograph contain more discussion about what evidence is and is not available regarding dose/exposure-response between fluoride and adverse neurodevelopmental outcomes, including the importance of both dose/exposure and timing of exposure. At a minimum, the authors should provide a summary of their dose-response analysis from the draft M-A Manuscript in the draft SoS Monograph, with appropriate discussion of uncertainties, especially at the ‘lower’ doses.

The BSC WG also recommends that the draft SoS Monograph and the draft M-A Manuscript be complete, standalone documents and not reference each other for information unless timing for publication can be coordinated, perhaps by NTP publishing both documents.

The BSC WG notes that if the draft M-A Manuscript is submitted to a journal for publication consideration, the journal will likely ask the authors to update the literature search. The BSC Working Group recommends that the timeframe for the literature search be consistent between the Draft SoS Monograph and the Draft M-A Manuscript.

See Appendix I, page I-14.

See Appendix I, page I-97.
H.26: **Comments:** Because the urine and serum biomarkers of fluoride represent relatively recent exposure, it is difficult to infer that the associations are from cumulative exposure without laying out the assumptions, i.e. long term residential history, similar habits of toothpaste use, etc.

**Response: Agree (change made)**
- Text was added to address the best measures for assessing long-term fluoride exposure (see quote below). Although urine and serum reflect recent exposures, they represent total fluoride exposure. The indicators and assumptions for long-term exposure in the cross-sectional studies are laid out in the *Overall Findings* section for IQ in children and the results are described in *Results by Study Design – Cross-sectional Studies* section where we address the assumptions for prior exposure, one of the factors that we considered in establishing the confidence level as moderate.

“There is general consensus that the best measures of long-term fluoride exposure are bone and/or tooth measurements, and other than measures of dental fluorosis, these were not performed in any of the studies reviewed in this document.”

**BSC WG Assessment:**
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG recommends that the authors refer to “exposure measures” as “exposure assessment measures” because exposure can be assessed or evaluated indirectly via biomarkers of exposure (e.g., urinary or blood fluoride) and/or drinking water concentrations, but is seldom, if ever, directly measured.

*See Appendix I, page I-31.*

H.27:

*d.* **NTP concludes a rating of moderate confidence in the body of evidence for lower IQ in children associated with fluoride exposure.**

☐ Agree
☐ Agree in principle with the exception(s) listed below:

Please see point a above. The exception would be that there is low confidence of the association for levels of exposure in the lower dose range.

☐ Do not agree because:

**Response: Agree (change made)**
- We provided our response to this point above.

**BSC WG Assessment:**
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.
II. Fluoride exposure and non-IQ neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects in children

H.28:
1. Comment on whether the approach described in the methods to search for and select human studies on neurodevelopmental or cognitive function effects associated with fluoride exposure was appropriate for evaluating potential effects of fluoride exposure on non-IQ neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects in children.

**Comments:** Please see [comments](#) in section III.1 above. The search terms used are encompassing of neurodevelopmental outcomes in children.

**Response:** No change requested
- No response necessary.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

H.29:
2. Comment on whether the approach used to assess risk of bias for studies in children on non-IQ neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects was clearly described and appropriately applied.

**Comments:** Please see [points](#) in III 2 above. Further, for these outcomes, one would definitely need to stratify the results based on age of the child, as some of these skills develop differently. For example, children age 6-8 years are very different from neonates. Also, please note that the thinking regarding assessment of confounding would be outcome specific as some variables, e.g. SES, may not be applicable to some skills.

**Response:** Agree (change made)
- See our previous response to [comment](#) on selection bias. In short, we have added clarifying language in the Methods section to indicate that selection bias was consider in determining the overall risk-of-bias status of each study (response above includes a quote of the revised monograph text).
- Furthermore, we agree that confounding is outcome-specific, but SES along with sex and age were identified as key covariates for all studies. This means that SES would need to be considered in any human study of fluoride and cognitive neurodevelopmental health effects; however, if there was reason to believe that SES (or age or sex) was not a potential confounder or risk-of-bias concern for a given study, then that would have been taken into consideration when determining the risk-of-bias rating for confounding. The risk-of-bias rating rationale would have described the reason that SES was not considered a concern for a particular study.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

3. Comment on assessment of the human studies with regard to:

H.30:
- How findings from individual “low risk of bias” studies were interpreted.

**Comments:** Many of [comments](#) in section III 3a are also applicable here.
As noted above, please note that the assessment of confounding needs to be outcome (and likely age) specific. For example, measures of socioeconomic status may not be confounders for outcomes measured in neonates (the Li study did not control for anything) but may be proxy measures for variables such as maternal smoking, that was not measured or controlled and which could be a confounder.

Response: Agree (change made)
  o See section A1 where we addressed this comment when it was previously raised.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

H.31:

Comments: For the studies that measured multiple outcomes, there would need to be some adjustment for multiple testing, using either a conservative Bonferroni correction or some other method. This is particularly important here as the behavioral outcomes, for example, are correlated.

Response: Disagree (no change)
  o Appendix E in the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph (previously Appendix 4 of the Sup03_2021_draft_NTP_Monograph) includes considerations of adjustment methods (including use of the Benjamini–Hochberg false discovery rate) when information was provided by the study authors. We disagree that adjustment for multiple testing is necessary in our risk-of-bias assessment where studies are estimating an effect of exposure on an outcome. Adjustment for multiple comparisons is only necessary when a study is doing strict hypothesis testing (Rothman 1990).

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-189.

H.32:

Comments: (minor) Please note that often the GCI on the MSCA is considered a measure of IQ, so perhaps the study of Bashash et al (2017) could be considered in the IQ studies.

Response: Disagree (no change)
  o The MSCA measures developmental abilities in children using tasks that assess verbal, quantitative, perceptual, memory and motor skills. Children can earn an IQ-like score (the General Cognitive Index; GCI) based on summed performance across tasks. We agree that the GCI can be considered as a measure of IQ; however, we considered it appropriate to categorize this test with other tests of cognitive function in the Other Neurodevelopmental or Cognitive Effects in Children section. Moreover, the IQ in Children section includes Bashash et al. (2017) for its results from the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence, which is typically considered an IQ test. Categorizing the MSCA results in the Other Neurodevelopmental or Cognitive Effects in Children section allowed us to avoid double-counting the Bashash et al. (2017) study in the IQ in Children section.
Note that adding GCI to the IQ in Children section rather than the section on other neurodevelopmental outcomes may add to the strength of evidence, but it would not change the moderate confidence determination in the monograph. Furthermore, the revised meta-analysis includes sensitivity analyses with GCI scores from Bashash et al. (2017) and a second study that reported findings from the GCI portion of the MSCA.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

H.33: Comments: Some of the associations are really quite large, e.g. adjusted betas of -19 in the study of Valedez Jimenez et al 2017, especially for the Bayley Scale. Such associations are either suspect or are not adjusted for the concentration of fluoride appropriately (maybe it is a log unit change). This needs to be clarified.

Response: Agree (change made)

We have clarified in the tables and text that the associations are per log10-mg/L increase in fluoride exposure. The revised text in Results in Infants section of the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph reads as follows:

“In infants 3 to 15 months of age, the Mental Development Index (MDI)—which measures functions including hand-eye coordination, manipulation, understanding of object relations, imitation, and early language development—was significantly inversely associated with maternal urinary fluoride in both the first and second trimesters (adjusted βs per log10-mg/L increase = −19.05 with standard error of 8.9 for first trimester [p-value = 0.04] and −19.34 with standard error of 7.46 for second trimester [p-value = 0.013]) (Valdez Jimenez et al. 2017).”

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-76.

H.34: Comments: Please clarify what a construction task is (page 56). Do you mean a fine motor copy task?

Response: Agree (change made)

We revised the text to characterize the task more accurately as a visuoconstructional score from the Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure Test. The revised sentence reads as follows:

“Another study using visuoconstructional and memory scores from the Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure Test in children 6–11 years old observed significantly lower scores with increasing concurrent child single spot urinary fluoride even after adjusting for age (partial correlation coefficients, per log-mg/L increase = −0.29 and −0.27 for copy [p-value <0.001] and immediate recall [p-value <0.001], respectively [CIs not reported]) (Rocha-Amador et al. 2009).”

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.
H.35: **Comments:** Also on page 56 and highlighted in blue: this is unclear. Even though urinary arsenic is not associated with scores on these tasks, it could still very well be a confounder of the relationships between fluoride and the test scores.

**Response: Agree (change made)**

- As we discuss in Appendix E in the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph (previously Appendix 4 of the Sup03_2021_draft_NTP_Monograph), although the model in Rocha-Amador et al. (2009) did not adjust for arsenic, arsenic in the F-As group was not associated with either outcome; therefore, arsenic as a co-exposure is not considered a major concern in this study. We revised text to mention the results adjusted for both fluoride and arsenic, as follows:

  > “Another study using visuoconstructional and memory scores from the Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure Test in children 6–11 years old observed significantly lower scores with increasing concurrent child single spot urinary fluoride even after adjusting for age (partial correlation coefficients, per log-mg/L increase = −0.29 and −0.27 for copy [p-value <0.001] and immediate recall [p-value <0.001], respectively [CIs not reported]) (Rocha-Amador et al. 2009). Although these children were also exposed to arsenic, the presence of arsenic could not explain the changes because, in the area with natural contamination by fluoride and arsenic (F–As), the test scores were not significantly associated with urinary arsenic levels (partial correlation coefficients, per log-mg/L increase = −0.05 and 0.02 for copy and immediate recall, respectively [CIs not reported]). The test scores were only marginally increased from fluoride alone when both fluoride and arsenic were included simultaneously in the model (partial correlation coefficients, per log-mg/L increase = −0.32 and −0.34 for copy and immediate recall, respectively [CIs not reported]) (Rocha-Amador et al. 2009).”

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

H.36: **Comments:** Also please address the issue that children with behavior problems may be more apt to, for example, drink excessive amounts of water or swallow toothpaste. This would be indicative of reverse causation.

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- While polydipsia has been associated with clinical psychoses, we have failed to find reports of excessive consumption of water or toothpaste associated with the types of behaviors addressed in the studies examining fluoride exposure and other cognitive or neurodevelopmental conditions.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.
H.37:
- How the confidence rating in the body of evidence was developed and supported.

Comments: [ ] fully agree with the low confidence rating for this body of evidence. The issues that [ ] have highlighted above would only lend more support to the low confidence.

Response: No change requested
- No response necessary.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

H.38:
4. The NTP concludes a rating of low confidence in the body of evidence for decreases in measures of other neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects in children associated with fluoride exposure.

X Agree
[ ] Agree in principle with the exception(s) listed below:
[ ] Do not agree because:

Response: No change requested
- [ ] agreed with the low confidence rating.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

III. Fluoride exposure and cognitive effects in adults

H.39:
1. Comment on whether the approach described in the methods to search for and select human studies on neurodevelopmental or cognitive function effects associated with fluoride exposure was appropriate for evaluating potential effects of fluoride exposure on cognitive effects in adults.

Comments: Please see the comments above.

Response: No response necessary
- Comments were addressed where previously made by [ ]

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

H.40:
2. Comment on whether the approach used to assess risk of bias for studies in adults on cognitive effects was clearly described and appropriately applied.

Comments: Please see the comments above. [ ] one additional comment here is that the results from China (Li et al 2016) perhaps indicate that the critical time of exposure is at earlier ages, since the exposure was residing in low and high fluorosis-endemic areas of China.
Response: Agree (no change)
  o While we agree with [redacted] that earlier exposures could be an important factor in this study, there is insufficient information provided in the study to assess critical timing of exposure for cognitive impairments in adults.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

3. Comment on assessment of the human studies with regard to:

H.41:
   a) How findings from individual studies were interpreted.
  Comments: The studies were interpreted appropriately.
  Response: No change requested
  o No response necessary.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

H.42:
   b) How the confidence rating in the body of evidence was developed and supported.
  Comments: [redacted] fully support the confidence rating of low for this body of evidence.
  Response: No change requested
  o No response necessary.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

H.43:
4. The NTP concludes a rating of low confidence in the body of evidence for changes in cognitive effects in adults with fluoride exposure.

  X Agree
  [ ] Agree in principle with the exception(s) listed below:
  [ ] Do not agree because:

  Response: No change requested
  o [redacted] agreed with the low confidence rating.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

B. Studies in non-human animals

H.44:
The NTP agrees with the comments of the NASEM committee (NASEM 2020, 2021) concerning the overall poor quality of the experimental animal database on fluoride exposure and neurodevelopmental effects, with many studies suffering from major reporting deficiencies. As
indicated above, the monograph focuses on the large human epidemiology database because it directly addresses the question of whether fluoride affects human neurodevelopment. Therefore, based on the recommendations of the NASEM committee, the experimental animal section and risk of bias details have been removed from this monograph and the NTP concludes that the scientific evidence from experimental animal data are inadequate to inform whether fluoride exposure is associated with cognitive effects (including cognitive neurodevelopmental effects) in humans.

X Agree

Agree in principle with the exception(s) listed below:

Do not agree because:

Response: No change requested

- agreed with the inadequate designation.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.
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Fluoride State of the Science Document Review Form

Preface:
The objective of this evaluation was to conduct a systematic review of the published literature regarding the potential for exposure to fluoride to affect neurodevelopment and cognition in humans. The evaluation presented in the draft NTP Monograph on the State of the Science Concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects represents a comprehensive and current assessment. The methods used are from the Handbook for Conducting a Literature-Based Health Assessment Using OHAT Approach for Systematic Review and Evidence Integration, which presents a seven-step framework for systematic review and evidence integration. Please note: this evaluation stops at step 5 of the systematic review process and does not proceed to step 6 to translate the confidence rating for the body of evidence into a level of evidence for health effects (see Figure 2 from the handbook).
Charge:

1. Comment on the technical accuracy and whether the draft *NTP Monograph on State of the Science Concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects* is clearly stated, and objectively presented.

2. Determine whether the scientific evidence supports the NTP’s confidence ratings for the bodies of evidence regarding neurodevelopmental and cognitive health effects associated with exposure to fluoride.

Instructions for Review:

All materials for this review are available in the Electronic Council Book (ECB). You will receive the specific URL and a password for accessing the ECB.

This evaluation identified 159 human studies relevant for assessing neurological health effects of exposure to fluoride; however, many studies included only secondary outcomes (e.g., 55 studies of thyroid hormones that were investigated as a potential mechanism). The scientific evidence in children and adults was evaluated separately to address potential differences in the health impact of fluoride exposure during development versus adulthood. Several studies evaluated learning and memory ($n = 8$ studies) or other cognitive developmental effects (e.g., total neurobehavioral scores and total mental capacity index in children, cognitive impairment in adults; $n = 14$ studies). Sixty-six human studies investigated IQ in children. Nineteen of the 66 IQ studies were determined to have low potential for bias and therefore, were categorized as “low risk of bias”. Please give special attention to our assessment of these 19 studies.

- The 19 studies are available as PDFs and organized alphabetically in a folder on the ECB.
- All other studies are provided in the Health Assessment Workspace Collaborative, or HAWC database under the “studies list” tab, also organized alphabetically. You will also be provided a username and password for HAWC that will give you XXXXXXXXX permissions to access the PDFs in HAWC along with visualizations and other study information for this project at the following link ([https://hawcproject.org/study/assessment/405/](https://hawcproject.org/study/assessment/405/)).
Please provide your substantive scientific and technical comments and suggestions within this form. Identify and provide the rationale or scientific support for proposed changes or suggestions where possible.

If necessary, you can also provide additional editorial comments and recommendations for improving the report outside your specific charge questions (this form) within the draft report itself. Please note that only those comments included on the form will be considered part of NTP’s peer review report.

A. General Comments

1. Please comment on whether the scientific information presented in the draft monograph, including presentation of data in tables and figures, is technically correct, and clearly and objectively presented. Please suggest any improvements.

   I.1: Comments: The scientific information presented appears technically correct and objectively presented. A few suggestions are noted below to improve clarity. The background section could be reorganized for clarity and flow. It might be beneficial to begin the abstract and background with the pervasive use of fluoride in drinking water followed by a brief statement of the benefits. The benefits of fluoride in water has not been articulated. The benefits only need a sentence or two. The background appears to be more of a justification for the report rather than a true background of the evidence leading to the study/report.

   Response: Agree (change made)

   - We agree with the suggestion to reorganize the Introduction section. In response, we have moved text from the first paragraph of the Introduction closer to the end of the section. As such, the uses of and exposure sources to fluoride are now the first topics covered. We briefly discuss the benefits of fluoride but have not emphasized it or mentioned it in the Objective or Specific Aims as this topic is not the focus of the monograph. There is also no attempt in the monograph to compare hazards with benefits.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate. See Appendix I, page I-16.

I.2: Comments: Might consider beginning the background with the PHS recommendations.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- We have chosen not to highlight fluoridation of drinking water as the monograph focuses on the question of whether fluoride from all sources can affect neurodevelopmental outcomes and is written to avoid giving the mistaken impression that this systematic review is focused only on drinking water. While drinking water provides the majority of fluoride exposure in many of the studies, total exposure can vary widely even in optimally fluoridated areas.
based on personal habits in the use of dental products and consumption of beverages such as black tea that can contain fluoride.

**BSC WG Assessment and Justification:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate. The BSC WG notes that the authors’ statement provided above in response to the comment (bolded above) is an important statement of background information and should be included in the introductory material. The BSC WG recommends that adding this statement to the description of the ‘purpose/objectives’ of the draft SoS Monograph will help to avoid misunderstanding by other readers.

**I.3: Comments:** The abstract and background also need to be consistent in terms of presentation of human and animal studies. This consistent ordering of the studies (human, animal, mechanistic – for example) descriptions would improve flow and readability. Given the final conclusion of the animal studies section, is it possible to omit the non-human studies component?

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- The ordering of topics in the various monograph sections has been determined after considering options and feedback from all reviewers. As a whole, we consider the current organization of topics in the monograph as appropriate to best support the ultimate rating of moderate confidence for effects of fluoride on children’s IQ.

- With respect to the inclusion of the animal section, we consider it to be a valuable addition to the monograph even though the details have been largely relegated to earlier drafts that were reviewed by the NASEM Committee. The animal section provides an update to the 2016 NTP animal systematic review, identifies the studies that were conducted by the DNTP to address deficiencies in the 2016 NTP animal systematic review, and reiterates the lack of consistent evidence from this body of literature to support human findings.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

**I.4: Comments:** The term ‘neurodevelopment’ includes cognition, so if you would like to focus on cognition, you could simply state ‘neurocognition.’ Neurodevelopment is typically used as an umbrella term for all neurodevelopment, including cognition and motor function.

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- We chose to use the terms “neurodevelopment” and “cognition” because the children’s literature includes studies on both cognition and behavior.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:
The BSC WG suggests that the draft SoS Monograph clearly defines the terms “neurodevelopment” and “cognition” so that the reader understands the relationship of these terms to this assessment.

I.5: Comments: As currently written, the objective is not clearly stated.

*Potential rewrite:* The objective of this report to assess the relationship between fluoride exposure and neurocognitive effects in humans and animals. To accomplish this objective, a systematic review of the literature was undertaken and mechanistic data was considered.

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- We understand that the suggested refined objective may better reflect the ultimate emphasis of the monograph based on the data that were found; however, the systematic review was more comprehensive in scope and we consider it to be better represented by the current wording. Furthermore, the current wording is consistent with the published protocol.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate. See Appendix I, page I-13.

I.6: Comments: Why is the meta-analysis not included?

**Response: No change requested**

- The decision to pursue a narrative evidence synthesis rather than a meta-analysis was made while preparing the 2019 draft NTP Monograph because our goal of generating a document to support a hazard assessment did not require a quantitative estimate of hazard (e.g., numeric estimate of IQ points lost per mg F/L of drinking water or urine). However, as outlined in a new table that provides a timeline of draft monographs and important decision points (Table B-1 in Appendix B of the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph), comments received from the NASEM Committee that reviewed the 2019 draft NTP Monograph (NTP, 2019) recommended that we perform a meta-analysis and indicated that the outcome would be critical to reaching a hazard conclusion. We therefore performed a meta-analysis, which included a dose-response meta-analysis, and included the meta-analysis in the revised Sup04_2020_draft_NTP_Monograph (NTP, 2020). In its review of that Sup04_2020_draft_NTP_Monograph, the NASEM Committee again stated that the document fell short of supporting our hazard call, and the Committee also had additional recommendations to improve the meta-analysis.

- After reflecting on the NASEM Committee comments on the Sup04_2020_draft_NTP_Monograph, we decided to remove the evidence integration step from the systematic review of the literature and instead issue the report (after further independent peer review) as a document outlining the state of the science on the association between fluoride exposure and deficits in neurodevelopment and cognition. We then decided to revise and submit the meta-analysis as a separate peer-reviewed publication because it was no longer required to support the “presumed” hazard call which was reached in the 2019
monograph and Sup04_2020_draft_NTP_Monograph. The meta-analysis, including the dose-response meta-analysis, was performed only on the studies addressing fluoride exposure in relation to deficits in children’s IQ. The separate meta-analysis considers comments from the NASEM Committee in its revisions.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG suggests that the draft SoS Monograph and the draft M-A Manuscript should be complete, standalone documents and not reference each other for information unless timing for publication can be coordinated, perhaps by NTP publishing both documents.

I.7: Comments: Why limit to thyroid function as an effect/mechanism?
Response: No change requested

O Hypothyroidism and prematurity are among the few well-established risk factors for delayed or deficient neurodevelopment in children (for example, see review by Prezioso et al. [2018]). Many of the better-quality human studies controlled for gestational age at birth, and there is a growing body of literature on the interaction between fluoride exposure and low iodine levels in relation to children’s IQ. This is why iodine was considered an important co-exposure in our risk-of-bias assessments (e.g., Goodman et al., 2022).

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

I.8: Comments: Figure 1: don’t see where confounding or co-exposure is included.
Response: No change requested

O Confounding and co-exposures are part of the risk-of-bias assessment so are not individually listed in Figure 1. Details on confounding and co-exposures first appear in the Quality Assessment of Individual Studies section.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-37.

2. Please identify any information that should be added or deleted.

I.9: Comments: Thyroid function isn’t mentioned until the specific aims. It should be included in background along with other possible mechanisms, if known. It is unclear why thyroid function is being evaluated as the only mechanistic pathway. A figure or illustration depicting the theoretical pathway would be helpful.

Response: Agree (change made)

O We have added a footnote to the Introduction section of the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph to explain the focus on potential thyroid effects. The footnote reads:
“The current review has evaluated the fluoride literature with an eye toward potential thyroid effects because a large literature base has accumulated examining the interaction of fluoride with iodine uptake by the thyroid gland and consequential effects on synthesis of thyroid hormones, which are recognized to play significant roles in neurodevelopment in utero and during early childhood. This literature, along with a detailed proposed mechanism of action, was recently reviewed by Waugh (2019).”

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

**See Appendix I, page I-17.**

I.10:  Comments: A brief discussion of serum fluoride needs to be included – similar to the urinary fluoride description (page 16).

**Response: Agree (change made)**

- We included a statement concerning serum fluoride in the Exposure section of the Sup02_2022_Prepublish_NTP_Monograph to explain why serum fluoride levels are considered a poor measure of long-term fluoride exposure. The new statement reads, “Fluoride ion is rapidly absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract and is rapidly cleared from serum by distribution into calcified tissues and urinary excretion (IPCS 2002).”

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

I.11:  Comments: Table 6 could include the following: 1) statistical methods; 2) confounders, particularly exposure to other known neurotoxicants, and how they were measured; 3) might rename ‘Assessment timing’ to age of participants or just combine the information with the location/subject’s column

**Response: Agree (edited for clarity)**

- Although additional information could be added to Table 6, the information requested by [XXXXX] is already in Appendix E in the Sup02_2022_Prepublish_NTP_Monograph (previously Appendix 4 of the Sup03_2021_draft_NTP_Monograph) for all the studies presented in Tables 6 and 7. Therefore, to address this comment, text has been added to the paragraphs that introduce Tables 6 and 7 to point to Appendix E for this additional information by study. We considered [XXXXX] suggestion to rename the ‘assessment timing’ column to ‘age of participants’; however, we have retained the current column header as the information provided in this column is the age of participants at which outcome was assessed. The current header is the most concise way to communicate this.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.
A. Human studies

a. Fluoride exposure and children’s IQ

1. Comment on whether the approach described in the methods to search for and select human studies on neurodevelopmental or cognitive function effects associated with fluoride exposure was appropriate for evaluating potential effects of fluoride exposure on measures of IQ in children.

I.12: Comments: The approach described was appropriate. It is not clear when child and adult studies were separated from the main search or if each search was done independently (child and adult). It appears that it was only ‘human studies.’ Wonder how the search would change, if at all, if search terms for the target population was included? It should be clearly stated how and each population (child and adult) were separated.

Response: No change requested

Response: All life stages were relevant to the assessment according to our PECO statement (Population: “Humans without restriction as to age or sex, geographic location, or life stage at exposure or outcome assessment”). The same search was designed to identify child and adult studies, and the search did not include terms related to life stage (see response under B.III.1 for further explanation as to why this approach is thought to effectively capture relevant studies from all life stages). Although the process for deciding which bodies of evidence to synthesize and whether to separate groups of studies by health effects or age was described in the protocol, specific decisions were made based on the results of the literature search and selection. The groupings by age and the separation of child and adult studies were done after study selection and during the initial evaluation of the studies to determine what information was available. The initial evaluation sorted studies into children and adult studies to see if there was enough information to group the literature in a similar way as had been done for the 2016 NTP animal systematic review. As there was determined to be sufficient data, the decision was made to evaluate children separately from adults. The monograph explains that children and adults were evaluated separately to address potential differences in the health impact of fluoride exposure during development versus adulthood.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

I.13: Comments: The rationale for date selection needs to be more clearly articulated. The specific dates are included in the appendix, perhaps they could be included in the main text for clarity in the methods.

Response: Agree (change made)

Response: In an effort to provide further clarity on the progression of this multiyear assessment, we have developed a new table (Table B-1 in Appendix B) that provides a timeline of key activities contributing to the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph, including information relevant to the timing of the literature searches. For example, the expanded literature search
to include non-English databases took place in May 2020 in response to the NASEM Committee’s peer review report on the 2019 draft NTP Monograph.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

3. Comment on whether the approach used to assess risk of bias was clearly described and appropriately applied to the set of studies designated as “low risk of bias.”

I.14: Comments: The approach to assess risk of bias was clearly described. A brief discussion is needed about critical confounders, including a biological exposure measure for tobacco use or exposure, such as serum cotinine, and parental IQ for the child studies. If there are unique confounders for child and adult studies, this needs to be articulated. It currently appears that there are no unique confounders for child and adult.

Response: Agree (change made)

- is correct that there are no unique confounders for children and adults. As noted in the monograph, the potential confounders that were considered important for all studies, populations, and outcomes were age, sex, and socioeconomic status regardless of whether the subjects were children or adults. However, we realize that, as written in the Sup03_2021_draft_NTP_Monograph, it may be interpreted that age and sex confounders were only applied to children. Text has been updated in the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph to clarify that age and sex are important potential confounders regardless of life stage. For all other potential confounders considered in the evaluation, their importance was dependent on the study population and outcome being evaluated, and no specific potential confounder was unique to either children or adults.

- Smoking was considered an important confounder in adult studies evaluating Alzheimer’s disease, but smoking was only considered a major concern if there were reasons to believe that it would be a source of bias.

- We agree with that parental IQ is an important potential confounder in the studies of children. Because parental IQ, educational attainment, and other measures of socioeconomic status (SES) all likely share a common cause, the latter two covariates were considered to be potential proxy measures of parental IQ. Therefore, parental IQ was considered indirectly addressed if a study accounted for parental education and/or socioeconomic status. For clarification, we added a footnote to Figure 6 that lists all measures related to SES that were considered in the low risk-of-bias IQ-in-children studies.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

1. Comment on assessment of the human studies with regard to:

a) How findings from individual studies designated as “low risk of bias” were interpreted.

I.15: Comments: Findings from low-risk studies were interpreted well. They were interpreted objectively.
Response: No change requested
   o  No response necessary.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

b)  How the overall set of confounders across the body of evidence from children’s IQ studies was considered and presented.
I.16: Comments: The overall set of confounders has been thoughtfully considered and presented. Figure 6 is very comprehensive. Are there any unique confounders for the age groups (child and adult)?
Response: Agree (change made)
   o  This repeats a more extensive comment made previously on question B.I.2; see above for a more detailed response.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

c)  How the confidence rating in the body of evidence was developed and supported.
I.17: Comments: NTP used the GRADE system for rating confidence in the body of evidence. GRADE is a published method for reaching confidence. NTP also elaborated on factors they considered for potential downgrading and upgrading of research. Figure 1 outlines the process. It might be beneficial to include a ‘scale’ of factors that result in a score of high, moderate, low or very low in Figure 1, if applicable.
Response: Disagree (no change)
   o  As points out, Figure 1 outlines the GRADE-based method, and the accompanying text elaborates on the factors considered for potential upgrading or downgrading of the confidence in the bodies of evidence. Given the complexity of the possible upgrade and downgrade decisions across the nine factors, we outline the process in Figure 1 rather than trying to predict all the combinations of factors that might result in different ratings of high, moderate, or low.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.
See Appendix I, page I-37.

I.18:
2.  NTP concludes a rating of moderate confidence in the body of evidence for lower IQ in children associated with fluoride exposure.
   ☑ Agree
   □ Agree in principle with the exception(s) listed below:
   □ Do not agree because:
Response: No change requested
  o Reviewer agreed with the moderate confidence rating.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

C. Fluoride exposure and non-IQ neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects in children

1. Comment on whether the approach described in the methods to search for and select human studies on neurodevelopmental or cognitive function effects associated with fluoride exposure was appropriate for evaluating potential effects of fluoride exposure on non-IQ neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects in children.

I.19: Comments: The approach described to search and select human studies on neurodevelopmental or cognitive function effects potentially associated with fluoride exposure was well-designed and executed. It should be stated if there were any literature review or data extraction methods for child and adult populations.

Response: Agree (no change)
  o We agree that if literature review or data extraction methods had differed for child and adult populations, they would need to be clearly stated; however, in the case of this systematic review, the methods were not different. The systematic review protocol and monograph thoroughly describe the methods for screening (literature review) and data extraction and neither document indicates that methods would differ for children and adults. Study selection and data extraction methods were applied consistently across studies of both child and adult populations. Table 2 of the systematic review provides the inclusion and exclusion criteria used to determine study eligibility and states that there are no restrictions on age or life stage at exposure or outcome assessment, while not drawing any distinctions between child and adult studies. Appendix 2 of the systematic review protocol lists data extraction elements and also does not draw any distinctions for studies in children versus adults.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

I.20: Comments: Page 13: Should consider adding team member initials to their roles in the review.

Response: Agree (change made)
  o A front matter section titled About This Review has been added to the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph that lists the names of all team members along with a description of tasks to which they contributed (e.g., conducted literature screening, conducted data extraction).

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

I.21: Comments: Page 13: there is a statement about studies ‘evaluating only goiters or thyroid size were not extracted.’ If so, shouldn’t they be part of the exclusion criteria? Similarly, data was not extracted from in vitro studies. This clarification is needed
only because it appears that this report includes methods on data extraction for the meta-analysis that is in progress. For a reader, this description isn’t necessary to understand the current report, but understand if these methods are needed.

Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)

- We have taken steps to increase clarity in the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph regarding the exclusion of topics for full evaluation. For example, details have been added to the Data Extraction methods discussion to further clarify why data on specific endpoints were not considered informative to the systematic review and did not undergo full data extraction or study quality evaluation (see below).

  “Data for primary and secondary outcomes, as well as thyroid hormone level data, were extracted from human studies. Studies evaluating only goiters or thyroid size were not extracted because they do not provide specific information on thyroid hormone levels that would inform whether a thyroid-mediated mechanism was involved in fluoride-associated changes in neurodevelopment.”

  “Thyroid data were not extracted for animal studies due to inconsistency in the available data in humans.”

  “In vitro studies were evaluated, although data were not extracted from these studies as none of the findings were considered informative with respect to biological plausibility.”

- Note that the decision not to extract data on goiters was reached after studies went through the study selection process (where we apply inclusion and exclusion criteria to studies identified from the literature search). When this happens, it is standard practice to explain the reasoning in the systematic review methods, not to amend the protocol with this level of detail.

- The decision on thyroid data was reached by technical experts during the review because changes in thyroid size would not inform whether a thyroid-mediated mechanism was involved in fluoride-associated changes in neurodevelopment. The protocol did not include a level of detail on thyroid-related studies to specify preferred or less informative thyroid-related data. [Redacted] makes a valid point that, in hindsight, the protocol could have specified that studies only reporting thyroid size or goiters would be excluded. Similarly, the consideration of mechanistic studies followed a tiered or phased approach to identify pockets of data that might support critical analysis with preference given to fluoride exposures of 20 ppm or less (deemed by technical experts to be most relevant to human exposures) and also to identify commonly reported thyroid-mediated mechanisms. The decision was also reached by technical experts during the review that full data extraction of in vitro studies was not necessary to assess the biological plausibility of the human and animal results.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.
2. Comment on whether the approach used to assess risk of bias for studies in children on non-IQ neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects was clearly described and appropriately applied.

I.22: Comments: Add a brief section on serum fluoride levels. Urinary fluoride levels is fully described, but serum has been omitted.

Response: Agree (change made)
   - This repeats a more extensive comment made previously on question A.II.; see above for a more detailed response.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

I.23: Comments: One key feature for confidence rating is ‘comparison group used.’ This needs to be discussed further since fluoride exposure may be pervasive in water supplies. If so, in studies including a comparison group, include the comparison and how it was determined. Cross-sectional studies using biomarkers as continuous variables can be very strong.

Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)
   - Tables 6, 7, and 8 already include data on exposure levels in comparison groups. Additionally, Appendix E in the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph (previously Appendix 4 of the Sup03_2021_draft_NTP_Monograph) discusses in detail each low risk-of-bias study and indicates when biomarker measures were used.
   - The comparisons in the epidemiological studies are between populations that had a range of fluoride exposures that could be compared with similar populations with lower or no fluoride exposures. To further distinguish between the comparison group and the group(s) exposed to higher levels of fluoride, we have added the word “higher” to specify “higher fluoride exposure,” as appropriate, in several places throughout the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph. For example, we added the word “higher” to the sentence below from the Results by Study Design – Cross-sectional Study Variations section.

   “Overall, the cross-sectional studies consistently provide evidence that higher fluoride exposure is associated with lower IQ scores in children.”

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:
The BSC WG suggests that the authors should use “relatively high” or “high” instead of “higher” when referring to fluoride exposure unless the comparator is stated.

3. Comment on assessment of the human studies with regard to:

I.24: d) How findings from individual “low risk of bias” studies were interpreted.

Comments: Well done!
Response: No change requested
  o No response necessary.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

e) How the confidence rating in the body of evidence was developed and supported.

I.25: Comments: Has the OHAT been published? If so, it should be referenced. Since it’s a critical tool in this review, it needs to be further described. What other QA tools are available and why weren’t they used? Were the Cochrane Review recommendations for assessment of the risk of bias in research studies followed?

Response: Agree (edited for clarity)
  o We agree that the OHAT risk-of-bias tool should be referenced, and we have added this reference to both the protocol and the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph as https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/riskbias. The risk-of-bias tool was reviewed by an expert panel as part of the development of the OHAT methods and is publicly posted on the NTP web pages.

  o We disagree that the tool needs to be further described in the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph because it is described in detail in the protocol, which is appropriately referenced in the Methods section.

  o The OHAT risk-of-bias tool was selected for this systematic review because it uses a parallel approach to assessing study quality across different study designs for both human and animal research, thus enabling synthesis and development of the confidence ratings to meet the objectives. It is the only tool that is designed to assess studies of environmental exposures, studies of varying study designs that were necessary for this systematic review, and studies in both humans and experimental animals. As described in the tool and the protocol for this systematic review, the OHAT risk-of-bias tool is based on Cochrane and AHRQ methods; therefore, the Cochrane Review recommendations for assessment of risk of bias of human studies were followed.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

I.26:

4. The NTP concludes a rating of low confidence in the body of evidence for decreases in measures of other neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects in children associated with fluoride exposure.

☐ Agree
☐ Agree in principle with the exception(s) listed below:
☐ Do not agree because:

Response: No change requested
  o agreed with the low confidence rating.
BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

D. Fluoride exposure and cognitive effects in adults

1. Comment on whether the approach described in the methods to search for and select human studies on neurodevelopmental or cognitive function effects associated with fluoride exposure was appropriate for evaluating potential effects of fluoride exposure on cognitive effects in adults.

   Comments: Well described – since it appears to be the same for the child studies. Search terms does not include “child,” “pediatrics,” or “adult,” or other terms to separate out the child and adult studies. When were these terms added or were they added in the search?

Response: No change requested

   o The search terms “child”, “pediatrics”, and “adult” were not included in the literature search. It was unnecessary to include these or other terms related to life stage because relevant studies of all life stages were captured with the existing search strategy. The search strategy included a set of exposure terms (e.g., “fluoride”) and a set of health outcome terms (e.g., “neurodevelopment”) as detailed in the appendices to the monograph. All life stages were relevant to the assessment according to our PECO statement (Population: “Humans without restriction as to age or sex, geographic location, or life stage at exposure or outcome assessment”), and we are confident that all relevant child and adult studies were identified by searching for relevant exposure and outcome terms only (i.e., all fluoride and neurodevelopmental studies would be identified across all life stages). Moreover, we are confident that the absence of search terms related to life stage would not result in missing studies with relevant exposures and relevant outcomes.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

1.28:

2. Comment on whether the approach used to assess risk of bias for studies in adults on cognitive effects was clearly described and appropriately applied.

   Comments: Since it is similar to the methods used for child studies.

Response: No change requested

   o No response necessary; only notes that similar methods were used for studies in children.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.
3. Comment on assessment of the human studies with regard to:

I.29:
   f) How findings from individual studies were interpreted.
   Comments: Not sure of this question – how is it different from the question in the ‘child section’? Adult studies were interpreted well.
   
   **Response: No change requested**
   o No response necessary.

   **BSC WG Assessment:**
   The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

I.30:
   g) How the confidence rating in the body of evidence was developed and supported.
   Comments: Similar response to the ‘child section’ above. The confidence in the adult studies was interpreted well.
   
   **Response: No change requested**
   o No response necessary.

   **BSC WG Assessment:**
   The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

I.31:
   *The NTP concludes a rating of low confidence in the body of evidence for changes in cognitive effects in adults with fluoride exposure.*
   
   Agree
   □ Agree in principle with the exception(s) listed below:
   □ Do not agree because:
   
   **Response: No change requested**
   o Agreed with the low confidence rating.

   **BSC WG Assessment:**
   The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

E. Studies in non-human animals

I.32:
   The NTP agrees with the comments of the NASEM committee (NASEM 2020, 2021) concerning the overall poor quality of the experimental animal database on fluoride exposure and neurodevelopmental effects, with many studies suffering from major reporting deficiencies. As indicated above, the monograph focuses on the large human epidemiology database because it directly addresses the question of whether fluoride affects human neurodevelopment.

   Therefore, based on the recommendations of the NASEM committee, the experimental animal section and risk of bias details have been removed from this monograph and the NTP concludes that the scientific evidence from experimental animal data are inadequate to inform whether fluoride exposure is associated with cognitive effects (including cognitive neurodevelopmental effects) in humans.
   
   □ Agree
Agree in principle with the exception(s) listed below:
Do not agree because:

Response: No change requested
  - XXXXX agreed with the inadequate designation.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

I.33: Comments: If this is the conclusion of the review, question the inclusion of non-human studies in this monograph.

Response: Disagree (no change)
  - As discussed earlier, we contend that the animal studies section is a valuable part of the review because it provides a brief update to the 2016 NTP animal systematic review, identifies studies conducted by the DNTP to address deficiencies noted in the 2016 NTP animal systematic review, and reiterates the lack of consistent evidence from this body of literature to support human findings.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

References:

In November 2021, XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXX received: 1) the 2021 Draft NTP Monograph on the State of the Science concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects: A Systematic Review, 2) a copy of the NASEM Committee’s comments on the 2020 draft NTP Monograph with NIEHS/DNTP responses (draft version of Sup01_Monograph), and 3) the XXXXXXXXX instructions. The instructions consisted of a preface, charge, instructions for the review, and a series of specific peer-review questions grouped by the following three topics: General Comments, Human Studies, and Studies in Non-Human Animals.

XXX were asked to provide their substantive scientific and technical comments and suggestions within the XXXXXXXXX form. In addition, they were asked whether they “Agree”, “Agree in principle”, or “Do not agree” with each NTP conclusion on confidence in a body of evidence.

The XXXXXXXXX instructions and specific peer-review questions are reproduced in the pages that follow in black text. XXXXXXXXX comments and responses to each question are also provided in black text starting with the words “XXXXXXXXX comments” in bold font. The NIEHS/DNTP responses have been inserted in blue text following each of the comments beginning with the word “Response” in bold font. Formatting has been applied to aid in reading.

The prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph reflects changes made after consideration of the comments from the XXXXXXXXXX along with all other input received through April of 2022. The prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph was subsequently sent to XXXXXXXXX for additional comments. A revised “track changes” version of the monograph was developed in September 2022 titled the “DocMon_Track_Changes_2022_NTP_Monograph.” The following bullets describe how edits are documented in the track changes version of the monograph in response to XXXXXXXXX comments and XXXXXXXXX comments:

- XXXXXXXXXX For comments related to DocG_Monograph, DocH_Monograph, DocI_Monograph, DocJ_Monograph, and DocK_Monograph:
  - Edits are marked with a comment bubble in the DocMon_Track_Changes_2022_NTP_Monograph that identifies the text in question and briefly describes any revisions.
  - The comment bubble contains the exact text of the XXXXXXXXX Comment.
  - The comment bubble also provides a reference to the specific response to comments document with the detailed NIEHS/DNTP response (e.g., comments made in response to this XXXXXXXXX would be marked “see DocJ_Monograph for detailed response”).

- XXXXXXXXX For comments DocA1_Monograph, DocA2_Monograph, DocB1_Monograph; DocB2_Monograph, and DocC_Monograph through DocF_Monograph:
  - Edits are marked in track changes format in the DocMon_Track_Changes_2022_NTP_Monograph.
  - A comment bubble has been added to the text in question containing the exact text of the XXXXXXXXX Comment.
The comment bubble also provides a reference to the specific response to comments document with the detailed NIEHS/DNTP response.

Preliminary comments on the draft NTP monograph prepared by the peer review are noted below.
These preliminary comments are not binding and should not be construed to represent NTP determination or policy.

National Toxicology Program
NTP Monograph Letter Peer-Review Panel
Draft NTP Monograph on the State of the Science Concerning Fluoride Exposure and
Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects: A Systematic Review

National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences
Research Triangle Park, NC

December 22, 2021

Fluoride State of the Science Document Review Form

Preface:
The objective of this evaluation was to conduct a systematic review of the published literature regarding the potential for exposure to fluoride to affect neurodevelopment and cognition in humans. The evaluation presented in the draft NTP Monograph on the State of the Science Concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects represents a comprehensive and current assessment. The methods used are from the Handbook for Conducting a Literature-Based Health Assessment Using OHAT Approach for Systematic Review and Evidence Integration, which presents a seven-step framework for systematic review and evidence integration. Please note: this evaluation stops at step 5 of the systematic review process and does not proceed to step 6 to translate the confidence rating for the body of evidence into a level of evidence for health effects (see Figure 2 from the handbook).
Charge:

(3) Comment on the technical accuracy and whether the draft *NTP Monograph on State of the Science Concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects* is clearly stated, and objectively presented.

(4) Determine whether the scientific evidence supports the NTP’s confidence ratings for the bodies of evidence regarding neurodevelopmental and cognitive health effects associated with exposure to fluoride.

Instructions for Review:

All materials for this review are available in the Electronic Council Book (ECB). You will receive the specific URL and a password for accessing the ECB.

This evaluation identified 159 human studies relevant for assessing neurological health effects of exposure to fluoride; however, many studies included only secondary outcomes (e.g., 55 studies of thyroid hormones that were investigated as a potential mechanism). The scientific evidence in children and adults was evaluated separately to address potential differences in the health impact of fluoride exposure during development versus adulthood. Several studies evaluated learning and memory (n = 8 studies) or other cognitive developmental effects (e.g., total neurobehavioral scores and total mental capacity index in children, cognitive impairment in adults; n = 14 studies). Sixty-six human studies investigated IQ in children. Nineteen of the 66 IQ studies were determined to have low potential for bias and therefore, were categorized as “low risk of bias”. Please give special attention to our assessment of these 19 studies.

- The 19 studies are available as PDFs and organized alphabetically in a folder on the ECB.
- All other studies are provided in the Health Assessment Workspace Collaborative, or HAWC database under the “studies list” tab, also organized alphabetically. You will also be provided a username and password for HAWC that will give you permissions to access the PDFs.
Please provide your substantive scientific and technical comments and suggestions within this form. Identify and provide the rationale or scientific support for proposed changes or suggestions where possible.

If necessary, you can also provide additional editorial comments and recommendations for improving the report outside your specific charge questions (this form) within the draft report itself. Please note that only those comments included on the form will be considered part of NTP’s peer review report.

A. General Comments

1. Please comment on whether the scientific information presented in the draft monograph, including presentation of data in tables and figures, is technically correct, and clearly and objectively presented. Please suggest any improvements.

2. Please identify any information that should be added or deleted.

J.1: Comments: Congratulations on a thorough and comprehensive systematic review – not only is the review itself impressive, but the HAWK system, your online portal, and all of your processes for assessing COI and training were equally impressive.

Overall, the review is well organized, clearly written, and transparently documented. Below are a series of comments and questions, that if considered, may improve the review.

Response: provided below

- We appreciate feedback and have provided responses to the series of comments in table below where the issues were raised.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section, page #</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objective and Specific Aims; page 5</td>
<td>J.2: Because this review has an extensive history that could be difficult for a reader to follow (i.e., the original 2016 review, and drafts from 2019, 2020, and the current draft), it would be helpful to develop a table or flowchart that documents that history. For example, you may consider noting the purpose/research question, findings, and noteworthy differences from previous/subsequent versions. See comments below, but the literature search section, in particular, was a little difficult to follow - and having the “big picture” of the review in a table or flowchart to refer to, would better allow the reader to follow all of the searches conducted, and how the differ, yet fit together to contribute to the present document.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Objective and Specific Aims; page 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>J.3:</strong> It is not clear why the “hazard assessment step” was removed from the methodology. Is it because the authors deemed the step not possible based on available evidence? Or is it because the hazard assessment step will occur separately, taking into consideration both the review and the results of meta-analysis?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Response: Agree (edited for clarity)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o The Preface of the monograph clearly describes why the hazard assessment step was removed from the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph. Additionally, we developed a new table (Table B-1 in Appendix B of the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph) that provides a timeline of key activities contributing to the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph, including when the hazard assessment step was removed and that it was removed in response to the NASEM Committee’s review report of the Sup04_2020_draft_NTP_Monograph.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o In brief, the NASEM Committee’s comments indicated they did not believe that the Sup04_2020_draft_NTP_Monograph presented a clear and convincing assessment to support its hazard conclusions. Although many of the comments offered by the NASEM Committee are addressed in the current document, we chose to delete the hazard assessment step and instead express our level of confidence in the evidence of an association between fluoride exposure and effects on cognitive neurodevelopment as our contribution to the larger ongoing discussion on the safe use of fluoride for oral health.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BSC WG Assessment:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Methods, page 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>J.4:</strong> Would it be possible to define what is meant by “Categories focused on were those with more robust data at levels of fluoride more relevant to human exposure”? Should this information be documented as part of the PECO? Was</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section, page #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| this an inclusion criteria, or just used in prioritizing or weighting the evidence in drawing conclusions? | **Response: Agree (edited for clarity)**  
  > The sentence describing the use of categories with more robust data is a description of the approach used to collect, prioritize, and consider the available mechanistic data following the organization of the PECO statements. These were not inclusion criteria or an additional factor that could have been added to the PECO. Although the process for deciding which groupings of health effects to synthesize and whether to synthesize all groupings of health effects was described in the protocol, the specific decisions were made based on the results of the literature search and selection. This approach is specifically outlined in the *PECO Statements* section to describe how the in vitro/mechanistic data were evaluated and considered because it often differs from how human or animal data are assessed. We have edited the cited text for clarity and it now reads as follows:  
  > “To prioritize and consider available mechanistic data, the categories focused on were those with more robust data at levels of fluoride more relevant to human exposure.”  
  
  **BSC WG Assessment:**  
  The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.  
  See Appendix I, page I-21. |
| Methods, page 8 | **J.5:** The literature search section was somewhat confusing to follow, though, given the complexity of updating reviews, etc it is understandable why multiple searches were conducted. See previous comment regarding the various iterations of this review, historically, and how a table or flowchart may help the reader understand the progression of this review, and thus, better follow the searches that were carried out.  
  For example, you may consider adding sub-headings within this section to distinguish which searches were run to capture which types of studies.  
  **Response: Agree (edited for clarity)**  
  > In response to **earlier comment on organization, and in an effort to provide further clarity on the progression of this multiyear assessment, we have developed a new table (Table B-1 in Appendix B of the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph) that provides a timeline of key activities contributing to the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph, including information relevant to the timing of the literature searches. For example, the expanded literature search to include non-English databases took place in May 2020 in response to the NASEM Committee’s peer review report on the 2019 draft NTP Monograph. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section, page #</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BSC WG Assessment:</strong></td>
<td>The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methods, page 9</strong></td>
<td><strong>J.6:</strong> Is there any plan to update the literature search run on May 1, 2020? Given that the search is now 1.5 years old, and this seems to be a topic with emerging evidence, it would be beneficial to update the search to ensure all relevant studies have been captured.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Response: Agree (No change)</strong></td>
<td>- We performed an updated literature search in November 2021. There were a number of newer relevant publications identified, including several in Chinese journals. These newer publications (n = 7) are included as part of the meta-analysis, which is being prepared as a separate report for publication. We determined that, while the newer publications may slightly affect the quantitative results of the meta-analysis and dose-response meta-analysis, their findings are largely consistent with the literature reviewed in the current monograph and do not materially affect the level of confidence we have in the database. Because inclusion of these new studies in the monograph would necessitate further peer review, we have chosen not to include them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BSC WG Assessment:</strong></td>
<td>The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          &amp;n...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methods, page 10</strong></td>
<td><strong>J.7:</strong> This is the first time the “Flouride Action” website is mentioned (and the actual hyperlink appears in the subsequent section). It may be helpful to the reader to provide some rationale for why this website was specifically targeted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Response: Agree (change made)</strong></td>
<td>- We added new text to introduce the Fluoride Action Network and to clarify that the site was used as another resource because it is known to index fluoride publications. The new text appears as follows:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>                                                                                                                                                                                                                           &amp;n...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section, page #</td>
<td>Comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>See Appendix I, page I-24.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>J.8:</strong> In addition, can it be assumed that any non-English paper that met criteria, regardless of outcome, would have been included? While it is understandable why the confirmatory search was done, it could be perceived as biased to only search for and include papers with null findings.</td>
<td><strong>Response: Agree (change made)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o In terms of Chinese databases, we conducted the literature search independent of study findings, but we initially gave translation priority to studies that appeared to show no association. Although this was done to address potential publication bias, we agree that this was not appropriate and therefore have taken additional steps to translate and extract data from all relevant non-English studies identified from the Chinese database searches, including those that were not previously translated. Furthermore, the statements about null or no-effect studies have been deleted from the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o In addition, we updated the text in the Literature Search section to reflect that the search of Chinese databases was conducted to identify studies that may have been missed in previous searches because non-English language studies are not always indexed in the main databases used for this systematic review.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BSC WG Assessment:</strong></td>
<td>The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methods, page 11</strong></td>
<td><strong>J.9:</strong> can appreciate the use of machine-learning software to prioritize articles for screening. And the authors have done a nice job in describing and evaluating the algorithm employed when stopping at 98% - estimating that 2-4 studies may have been missed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>However, given the high-profile nature of this review, and some level of uncertainty in the prediction algorithms of the tool, it may have been beneficial to manually screen the entire set of search results (2-4 studies is not an insignificant number when considering the total # of included articles). Use of machine-learning is helpful in that it can prioritize and identify sooner most included articles; however, when conducting systematic reviews used in large scale public health decision-making, it may be worth screening 100% of search results to ensure that all potentially relevant studies have been included.</td>
<td><strong>Response: Disagree (no change)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o By using SWIFT Active Screener software to screen the initial literature search results, we avoided the need to manually screen over 13,000 abstracts. As outlined in the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph and systematic review protocol (<a href="https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076">https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076</a>), in addition to the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
screening of bibliographical databases, several additional methods to identify relevant literature were also employed. These included publicly posting the literature search results and asking peer reviewers at each stage whether they were aware of any additional relevant articles, screening the reference lists of reviews and included papers for possible articles, and conducting updated literature searches as outlined in response to a previous comment by the reviewer. The use of SWIFT Active Screener was estimated to result in the potential to miss one or two relevant human studies with primary neurodevelopmental or cognitive outcomes. The savings in time and impact were weighed against the potential impact of missing 1 or 2 studies relative to the nearly 100 human epidemiological studies identified with primary neurodevelopmental or cognitive outcomes, and this tradeoff was deemed to be acceptable.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG recommends adding the use of the electronic screening tool to the list of limitations as this approach may have missed a handful of relevant studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section, page #</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Methods, page 13</td>
<td>J.10: If studies evaluating only goiters or thyroid size were not extracted, then why include them in the review altogether. Would it be more accurate to have amended the protocol to exclude these as outcomes of interest?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Response: Disagree (no change)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o The decision not to extract data on goiters was reached by technical experts during the review because changes in thyroid size would not inform whether a thyroid-mediated mechanism was involved in fluoride-associated changes in neurodevelopment. The protocol did not specify preferred or less informative thyroid-related data. XXXXXXXXX makes a valid point that, in hindsight, the protocol could have specified that studies only reporting thyroid size or goiters could have been excluded. Given that this decision was reached during the assessment, it is common practice to provide reasoning in the systematic review for these types of decisions, not to amend the protocol with these details.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BSC WG Assessment:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods, page 15</td>
<td>J.11: Given that all included study designs were observational in nature, risk of bias due to confounding is a serious consideration. This XXXXXXXXX appreciates the thorough discussion of key confounders considered in risk of bias assessments but has concerns that even in studies rated as “low risk of bias,” there remain serious concerns about the potential for confounding. This is especially important when considering an outcome like IQ, for which concerns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
are often raised about the specificity of the outcome, and its relationship with other constructs, such as SES, education, and race.

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- We agree that risk of bias due to confounding is a serious consideration in any risk-of-bias assessment of observational studies but, due to both the comprehensive risk-of-bias assessment of each individual study and the assessment of potential confounding across studies, we disagree that there remain serious concerns about potential confounding among the low risk-of-bias studies. As described in the protocol, for a study to be considered low risk of bias for confounding, there had to be direct or indirect evidence that the key covariates (age, sex, and SES) and any other covariates considered important for the study’s specific study population and/or outcome were sufficiently considered in terms of confounding. For example, studies of populations in China, India, and Mexico, where there is concern about exposures to high fluoride and high arsenic, were required to address arsenic. Figure 6 shows that 16 of 19 low risk-of-bias studies addressed each of the three key covariates and other important covariates, meeting the requirements for low risk of bias due to confounding. Looking across the body of literature, we observed considerable variation in covariates addressed across the 19 low risk-of-bias studies. When considering the impact of potential confounding on the consistency of results, no trends were discernable that would suggest that bias due to confounding has impacted or would explain the consistency in findings across the body of evidence that higher fluoride exposure is associated with lower IQ in children.

- If a key covariate or other important covariate was not addressed in a study, we would also consider the most likely direction and magnitude of the potential bias. If the bias was likely to be toward the null, that may increase our confidence in the reported direction of the association. Appendix E (Details for Low Risk-of-bias Studies) includes detailed assessments of and justifications for each risk-of-bias rating, including considerations for the direction and magnitude of potential bias.

- **SES** identifies SES, education, and race. SES was a key covariate, education was considered as a measure or proxy of SES (see footnote to Figure 6), and race/ethnicity is listed in the protocol as a potentially important confounder; however, every study was conducted outside of the United States and there was no direct or indirect evidence to indicate that confounding by race/ethnicity was a concern.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

**J.12:** Is child sex a true confounder, in that its related both to the exposure and the outcome? (i.e., is there data to suggest that fluoride exposure differs based on sex?)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section, page #</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Response: No change requested</strong>&lt;br&gt;• We consider biological sex to be an important covariate and potential confounder for several reasons: (1) sex has historically been considered an important potential confounder in the literature (see Table 6 in Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph) (Lash et al. 2021; Gochfeld 2017); (2) sex is an important risk factor for neurodevelopmental and cognitive outcomes (Cowell and Wright 2017); and (3) sex-related dietary ingestion and dietary differences are realistic in observational studies (D’Amico et al. 2020; Keller et al. 2019).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSC WG Assessment: &lt;br&gt;The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods, page 17</td>
<td><strong>J.13:</strong> The paragraph describing RoB procedures could be moved up (prior to the PECO sections; as currently placed it gets a little lost and/or could be misperceived as relating only to outcome assessment).&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<strong>Response: Disagree (no change)</strong>&lt;br&gt;• The systematic review process involves several steps and stages, and there is a general order by which these stages take place. The risk-of-bias discussion is located in an area of the Methods section that corresponds to the appropriate stage of the systematic review process, as is standard in publications of these types of reviews. Moving the risk-of-bias methods before the PECO (and therefore the literature search and screening methods) would create a misperception that the literature screening was influenced by study quality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSC WG Assessment: &lt;br&gt;The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods, page 19</td>
<td><strong>J.14:</strong> It is not clear why the meta-analysis portion of this review is being prepared as a separate report.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<strong>Response: Agree (edited for clarity)</strong>&lt;br&gt;• The decision to pursue a narrative evidence synthesis rather than a meta-analysis was made while preparing the 2019 draft NTP Monograph because our goal of generating a document to support a hazard assessment did not require a quantitative estimate of hazard (e.g., numeric estimate of IQ points lost per mg F/L of drinking water or urine). However, as outlined in a new table that provides a timeline of draft monographs and important decision points (Table B-1 in Appendix B of the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph), comments received from the NASEM Committee that reviewed the 2019 draft NTP Monograph (NTP, 2019) recommended that we perform a meta-analysis and indicated that the outcome would be critical to reaching a hazard conclusion. We therefore prepared a meta-analysis and included both...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the meta-analysis and dose-response meta-analysis in the revised Sup04_2020_draft_NTP_Monograph (NTP, 2020). In its review of that 2020 draft NTP Monograph, the NASEM Committee again stated that the document fell short of supporting our hazard call, and the Committee also had additional recommendations to improve the meta-analysis.

After reflecting on the NASEM Committee comments on the Sup04_2020_draft_NTP_Monograph, we decided to remove the evidence integration step from the systematic review of the literature and instead issue the report (after further independent peer review) as a document outlining the state of the science on the association between fluoride exposure and deficits in neurodevelopment and cognition. This change is outlined in the Preface to the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph. Removing the evidence integration step from the systematic review precluded a determination of an overall hazard call. We then decided to revise and submit the meta-analysis as a separate peer-reviewed publication because it was no longer needed in an evaluation of confidence in the database of human evidence. An additional consideration was that the meta-analysis and dose-response analysis were performed only on the studies addressing fluoride exposure in relation to deficits in children’s IQ, rather than on other neurological outcomes in children or cognition in adults. The separate meta-analysis considers comments from the NASEM Committee in its revisions.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

Methods, page 20

J.15: [XXXXXXXXX] does not agree with the premise that all human studies are direct; it seems that certain measures of fluoride exposure have concerns with directness (i.e., endemic geographical region, job title).

Response: Disagree (no change)

- [XXXXXXXXX] cites two examples of fluoride exposure “endemic geographical region” and “job title” as potential concerns with directness. However, these examples are both direct evidence for this systematic review as defined in Table 1 the human PECO (Population, Exposure, Comparator and Outcome) Statement. Direct evidence comes from research that directly assesses exposures that are the focus of a given systematic review when described in populations that are also within the focus of a systematic review. As listed below, the PECO Statement in Table 1 specifies the population of interest as “humans without restriction” and exposure includes “job title” and “water levels” that cover groundwater exposure from endemic geographical regions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section, page #</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Population: Humans without restriction as to age or sex, geographic location, or life stage at exposure or outcome assessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exposure:</strong> Exposure to fluoride based on administered dose or concentration, biomonitoring data (e.g., urine, blood, other specimens), environmental measures (e.g., air, water levels), or job title or residence…”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o [redacted] is using a definition of the population and exposures of interest that differ from the PECO statement for this review. [redacted] example would only apply when the specific question of a review is directed toward a narrow subpopulation and that would be stated in an alternate PECO. For example, if the review had been to evaluate the evidence on the association between occupational exposures to fluoride through mining and cognitive effects, then there would be direct and indirect human evidence. Direct evidence would include studies of miners with inhalation exposure or other occupational exposures determined by “job title” or other metrics; indirect evidence might include studies of oral exposures through water or dietary sources. The objective of this systematic review is to evaluate the evidence concerning the association between any fluoride exposure and neurodevelopmental and cognitive effects; therefore, all human studies are direct evidence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BSC WG Assessment:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results, Figure 2, page 23</td>
<td>J.16: Identifying 15 references through other sources seems somewhat high. Was there a need to adjust the original search strategy to capture those references?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Response: Agree (change made)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| o We have added text to clarify why the references identified by other sources were not captured in the database searches. In brief, 11 of the 15 references identified through other sources were not indexed in the bibliographic databases searched and therefore were not captured by the database searches. Many of the studies initially identified by other sources were non-English-language studies, and we recognized that additional targeted search strategies were required to identify non-English-language studies for this review. The supplemental search of Chinese databases was designed and conducted to address these challenges. Upon further review, we have clarified that four of the references in question were captured in the Chinese database searches, and we have made this correction to the text and study flow diagram. We were unable to identify the remaining 11 studies in any database searches. Regarding the impact of these 11 studies on the systematic review, only 1 of the 11 studies was a low risk-of-bias IQ study in children, and this study was included in the 19 low risk-of-bias studies on
which the moderate confidence in the IQ-in-children body of evidence is based. The omission of this single study would not impact the moderate confidence rating. Of the remaining 10 studies, 7 were high risk-of-bias IQ-in-children studies and 1 was a high risk-of-bias adult study. The omission of the 7 (out of 53) high risk-of-bias IQ-in-children studies or the 1 (out of 8) high risk-of-bias adult studies would not impact any confidence conclusions in the monograph. Similarly, the two experimental animal studies would not impact the evaluation as the animal evidence was considered inadequate.

The following new text appears as a footnote in the Literature Search Results section of the monograph:

“These 11 studies (9 human and 2 animal studies) were not identified through the electronic database searches, as they were not indexed in any of the electronic databases searched. Note that the supplemental search of non-English-language databases was designed in part to identify non-English-language studies that are not indexed in traditional bibliographic databases such as PubMed. It was successful in this goal, as multiple studies that were initially only identified through “other sources” were subsequently captured in the supplemental Chinese database search, leaving only 11 as identified through other sources.”

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.
See Appendix I, page I-38.

Results

J.17: In general, it would be helpful to the reader to describe the included study designs earlier in the respective results sections (i.e., along with the total #s of included articles, describing the # of cross-sectional, prospective cohort, etc is important).

Response: Agree (change made)

- We have added descriptions of the cohort, case-control, cross-sectional, and case report/case series study designs based on the NRC Report on Environmental Epidemiology (NRC 1997) as footnotes to Table 4 in the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph, as follows:

&ldquo;Cohort studies are observational, studies in humans that examine a cohort prospectively or retrospectively over time.&rdquo;

&ldquo;Case-control studies are observational studies in humans that compare exposures of individuals who have a specific health effect or disease with exposures of controls who do not have the effect or disease. Controls generally come from the same population from which the cases were derived.&rdquo;

&ldquo;Cross-sectional studies are observational studies in humans that examine the relationship between exposures and outcomes or health&&dquo;
### Section, page # | Comment
--- | ---

**effects assessed contemporaneously. Cross-sectional studies include population surveys with individual data (e.g., NHANES) and surveys with aggregate data (i.e., ecological studies).**

A case report (or case study) is a descriptive study of a single individual or small group in which the study of an association between an observed effect and a specific environmental exposure is based on clinical evaluations and histories of the individual(s). A case series study in environmental epidemiology is designed to share health-related events on a collection of case reports on subjects with the same or similar health outcome(s) and environmental exposure(s).”

- We also added information on counts of studies per study design to the Overview of Studies subsections of the IQ in Children, Other Neurodevelopmental or Cognitive Effects in Children, and Cognitive Effects in Adults sections as indicated below.

“Nineteen studies (3 longitudinal prospective cohort and 16 cross-sectional studies) with low potential for bias evaluated the association between fluoride exposure and IQ in children (see Quality Assessment of Individual Studies section for methods on determining which studies pose low risk of bias).”

“Nine low risk-of-bias studies (three prospective cohort and six cross-sectional studies) evaluated the association between fluoride exposure and cognitive neurodevelopmental effects other than IQ in children.”

“Two low risk-of-bias cross-sectional studies evaluated the association between fluoride exposure and cognitive effect in adults (Jacqmin et al. 1994; Li et al. 2016).”

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-33.
See Appendix I, page I-42.
See Appendix I, page I-70.
See Appendix I, page I-82.

**J.18:** It would also be of interest to expand Fig 3, or create a similar figure, to capture the ages at which fluoride exposure was measured.

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- Although we agree that an expansion of Figure 3 could be interesting, the purpose of Figure 3 was to visualize the number of relevant studies identified in order to evaluate the outcome categories for pockets of data. For Figure 3, the studies were labeled as child or adult in order to
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section, page #</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>evaluate if there were sufficient data to evaluate child and adult studies separately, as was done for the 2016 NTP animal evaluation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BSC WG Assessment:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>See Appendix I, page I-40.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Human studies

III. Fluoride exposure and children’s IQ

J.19:
1. Comment on whether the approach described in the methods to search for and select human studies on neurodevelopmental or cognitive function effects associated with fluoride exposure was appropriate for evaluating potential effects of fluoride exposure on measures of IQ in children.

Comments: Yes, the approach used to search for and select studies was appropriate.

Response: No change requested
  - No response necessary.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

J.20:
2. Comment on whether the approach used to assess risk of bias was clearly described and appropriately applied to the set of studies designated as “low risk of bias.”

Comments: In general, it is difficult to understand how cross-sectional studies that adjusted for few, or no, confounders, employed somewhat indirect measures of fluoride exposure (or did not fully capture all sources of exposures to fluoride), or had concerns related to selection bias, were designated as “low risk of bias.” If, for example, some confounders were accounted for in the design or analysis, other than statistical adjustment, it may be worth noting that on Table 6 (otherwise, it appears that many papers accounted for no confounders).

For example, Xiang, 2003a did not statistically adjust for any confounders. They did report some findings in relation to some of the confounders, but not to the extent that would perceive them to have been fully accounted for.

For Xiang, 2011, the paper is published in a somewhat abbreviated format, appearing almost as a conference report or short correspondence. The journal does appear to be peer-reviewed currently, but it may be worth confirming that papers from 2011 were in fact peer-reviewed.

For Till, 2020, it does not appear that the authors applied inclusion/exclusion criteria related to the length of time subjects lived in the geographical areas tested. Therefore, it is difficult to know if exposure was accurately estimated. In addition, the authors did not confirm that formula preparation was done with tap or bottled water, but rather they...
used a proxy (maternal report of drinking tap/bottled); and it is unclear whether maternal
drinking behaviors match formula preparation methods. Finally, the study measured
exposure from 0-6mo, and did not account of fluoride exposure that occurred over the
course of follow-up to age 3-4y (i.e., teeth brushing, supplemental intake, dietary intake).
Therefore, it seems that there are some serious concerns related to potential exposure
misclassification in this study.

Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)

- We appreciate concern regarding cross-sectional studies; however, we disagree with the assertion that the low risk-of-bias cross-sectional IQ studies have serious concerns related to confounding, exposure assessment, or selection bias that would preclude them from their designation as “low risk of bias.” As described below and in detail in Appendix E, using the criteria in our protocol, we determined that these are well-conducted studies with minimal risk-of-bias concerns. The subsequent bullets in this response detail the strengths of these studies regarding their study design and low potential for bias due to confounding, exposure misclassification, and selection bias. In addition, we address the study-specific concerns raised by XXXXXXXXX.

- **Confounding:** Due to both the comprehensive risk-of-bias assessment of each individual study and the assessment of potential confounding across studies, we disagree that there remain serious concerns about potential confounding among the low risk-of-bias studies. XXXXXXXXX is correct that Table 6 reports only the covariates that were adjusted for statistically. However, as is recommended by XX, Figure 6 does indicate when a covariate was adjusted for statistically and/or was not a concern for confounding in a particular study. As described in the protocol, for a study to be considered low risk of bias for confounding, there had to be direct or indirect evidence that the key covariates (age, sex, and SES), and any other covariates considered important for the specific study population and/or outcome, were sufficiently considered in terms of confounding. Examples of what it means for a covariate to be sufficiently considered in terms of confounding are described in a revised footnote to Figure 6 and include: it (the covariate) was statistically adjusted for in the final model, it was included in the model but not the final model because it did not substantially change the effect estimate, it was reported to have the same distribution in both the exposed and unexposed groups, and it was reported to not be associated with the exposure or outcome in that specific study population (thereby eliminating it as a potential confounder). Figure 6 shows that 14 of 16 low risk-of-bias cross-sectional studies addressed each of the three key covariates and other important covariates, meeting the requirements for low risk of bias due to confounding. Looking across the body of literature, we observed considerable variation in the covariates addressed across the 19 low risk of bias studies (16 cross-sectional and 3 prospective cohort studies). When considering the impact of potential confounding on the consistency of results, no trends were discernable that would suggest that bias due to confounding has impacted or would explain the consistency in findings across the body of evidence that higher fluoride exposure is associated with lower IQ in children.
If a key covariate was not addressed in a study, we would also consider the most likely direction and magnitude of the potential bias. If the bias was likely to be toward the null, it may increase our confidence in the reported direction of the association (Xiang et al. [2003] is an example of this because it did not directly address potential co-exposure to arsenic; see further discussion of this study below). Detailed assessments of and justifications for risk-of-bias ratings for the low risk-of-bias studies, including considerations for likely direction and magnitude of bias, are provided in Appendix E (Details for Low Risk-of-bias Studies).

Exposure (characterization and considering potential misclassification): Fifteen of the 16 low risk-of-bias cross-sectional studies that assessed the association between fluoride exposure and IQ provide direct or indirect evidence that exposure was consistently assessed using acceptable methods and used individual, direct exposure data based on urine or water measures with appropriate analyses. For each study, a detailed summary of the exposure characterization, the risk-of-bias rating, and the basis for the rating for exposure characterization are provided in Appendix E, which includes discussion of any potential exposure misclassification and the potential impact on direction and magnitude of effect size. As we detail in Appendix E and summarize in the Exposure Characterization in IQ Studies section, there were few, if any, risk-of-bias concerns regarding exposure characterization in these studies. Thirteen of the 16 cross-sectional studies utilized an exposure measure (i.e., urine or serum) that would capture all sources of exposure to fluoride. Only one of the 16 cross-sectional studies had potential for bias due to exposure misclassification, which is discussed in detail in the Exposure Characterization in IQ Studies section and Appendix E. In this study (Seraj et al. 2012), a statistically significant association between water fluoride and IQ was reported. We determined that the potential exposure misclassification would bias the results toward the null, indicating that the true association may be greater than what was observed in this study.

Exposure (whether exposure preceded outcome): Note that we acknowledge in the Results by Study Design – Cross-sectional Studies section that, as a general study design, cross-sectional studies often do not provide sufficient information to ensure that exposure preceded outcome. However, we do not judge studies simply by study type. Each study is assessed individually for multiple factors, including if the research design and conduct inform whether exposure preceded outcome assessment, as is the case for the low risk-of-bias cross-sectional IQ studies (see below):

“In some cases, cross-sectional studies do provide indicators of prior exposure (e.g., prevalence of dental fluorosis, limiting study populations to subjects who lived in the same area for long periods of time). Evidence that exposure occurred prior to the outcome of interest increases the confidence in results and any potential association reported in these studies. Of the 16 low risk-of-bias cross-sectional studies, 12 established that exposure preceded the outcome assessment...”

Selection: also raised the concern about potential selection bias for cross-sectional studies. We agree with that selection bias is an
important consideration in risk-of-bias evaluations. As described previously, Appendix E includes a detailed summary of population selection for each low risk-of-bias studies and the basis for the ratings for selection bias and exposure characterization. All 16 low risk-of-bias cross-sectional IQ studies were rated either definitely low risk of bias or probably low risk of bias due to selection bias. In addition, we edited the following text in the Methods section to clarify that, in addition to the three key risk-of-bias questions, the answers to the other risk-of-bias questions were considered in assessing potential bias, including selection bias.

“The other risk-of-bias questions, including selection of study participants, were also considered and were used to identify any other risk-of-bias concerns that may indicate serious issues with a study that could cause it to be considered high risk of bias.”

Individual studies cited by XXXXXXXX:

- Xiang et al. (2003): This study was considered low risk of bias for confounding. XXXXXXXX is correct that the study did not statistically adjust for the three key covariates; however, as described in Appendix E, the key covariates were considered not a concern for confounding because authors noted that these factors were similar between the two compared villages. We did note that there was potential co-exposure to arsenic, which would likely bias the observed association toward the null due to the reporting of higher arsenic levels in the control area.

- Xiang et al. (2011): The journal Fluoride says it “contains peer-reviewed scientific reports on agricultural, analytical, biochemical, biological, chemical, clinical, dental, ecological, environmental, industrial, medical, metabolic, pharmacological, synergistic, toxicological, and veterinary aspects of inorganic and organic fluorides.” Therefore, we do not have reason to believe that the manuscript was not peer-reviewed.

- Till et al. (2020): XXXXXXXX concerns for this study fall under potential exposure misclassification. We agree that this analysis was not designed to account for fluoride exposure postweaning. We also agree with the possibility of exposure misclassification. However, there is no evidence to suggest that the potential exposure misclassification is differential based on whether a participant lived in a fluoridated or non-fluoridated area. Therefore, as described in Appendix E, the possibility of exposure misclassification is non-differential and is likely similar in all participants, which would likely bias the association toward the null.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate. The BSC WG finds the authors’ response long and hard to follow. The BSC WG recommends that the authors simplify their response to only address the noted changes to Table 6 and the three papers specifically mentioned. Regarding the response to Till et al., the BSC WG recommends that the authors provide justification for the statement regarding the impact of exposure misclassification because the paper relies on estimates


3. Comment on assessment of the human studies with regard to:

h) How findings from individual studies designated as “low risk of bias” were interpreted.

i) How the overall set of confounders across the body of evidence from children’s IQ studies was considered and presented.

j) How the confidence rating in the body of evidence was developed and supported.

J.21: Comments: See above for comments on risk of bias ratings, and concerns related to confounding and/or residual confounding.

Page 39, last full paragraph includes the sentence, “Despite these few variations, the overall evidence of an effect on IQ is apparent.” This suggests editing the word “effect” to “association” or “correlation,” given that the included studies are all observational.

Response: Agree (change made)

- Edits have been made throughout the Sup02_2022_Prepublish_ _MONOGRAPH to use the terms ‘effect,’ ‘association,’ and ‘correlation’ consistently and most appropriately. For example, the sentence referenced by XXXXXXXXX has been revised and reads as follows:

“Despite these few variations, the overall evidence of an association with lower IQ is apparent.”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

J.22: Page 40, “Gender considerations”: Is there some biological plausibility that there would be sex differences in the relationship between fluoride exposure and neurocognitive outcomes. The term “susceptibility” is used several times, but it is unclear what that means. It seems to imply a biological reason, but it is unclear whether mechanistic evidence is supportive of that (or if gender differences actually represent some sort of residual confounding).

Response: Agree (change made)

- Note that this response refers to sex considerations because we updated the language from “gender” to “sex” in the monograph in response to a comment from XXXXXXXXX. There are several reasons we considered potential sex differences in this systematic review: (1) sex has historically been considered an important potential confounder in the literature (see Table 6 in Sup02_2022_Prepublish_ _MONOGRAPH) (Lash et al. 2021; Gochfeld 2017); (2) sex is an important risk factor for neurodevelopmental and cognitive outcomes (Cowell and Wright 2017); and (3) potential sex-related ingestion and dietary differences are realistic in cross-sectional studies (D’Amico et al. 2020; Keller et al. 2019).
We have added the following text to the Sex Considerations section to address xxxxxxxxx comment, as follows:

“Recent literature suggests that adverse neurodevelopmental effects of early-life exposure to fluoride may differ depending on timing of exposure and sex of the exposed. In a review of the human and animal literature, Green et al. (2020) concluded that, compared with females, male offspring appear to be more sensitive to prenatal but not postnatal exposure to fluoride, with several potential sex-specific mechanisms.”

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-60.

J.23: Page 48-49, Assessment of Risk of Bias: While the studies noted as “low risk of bias” are certainly lower risk than the studies noted as “high risk of bias,” it appears that the evidence base is still subject to a number of important risks, particularly related to confounding and exposure classification (i.e., are they “low risk” or “lower risk”?).

Response: Agree (edited for clarity)

[XXXXXX] raises a valid point on clear terminology and word choice for the terms “low” and “lower” as well as “high” and “higher” to describe risk of bias. Word choice was carefully considered and reflects input from technical experts and [xxxxxxx]. In particular, use of the term “lower” risk of bias may raise the question, “lower than what?” Given this input, the decision was made to use a clear definition of “low risk-of-bias studies” and “high risk-of-bias studies” and to describe in detail how these terms are used early on in the document in the Quality Assessment of Individual Studies and Risk-of-bias Considerations for Human Studies sections. To clarify the definition of “high risk-of-bias studies,” the quoted text below was added to the Risk-of-bias Considerations for Human Studies section. In addition, the detailed assessments of and justifications for risk-of-bias ratings for the key studies are provided in Appendix E (Details for Low Risk-of-bias Studies). It is also important to note that the confidence rating of moderate for the association between higher fluoride exposures and lower children’s IQ reflects assessment of risk of bias across the body of evidence as one of multiple specific factors evaluated in determining the confidence rating.

“Studies could also be considered high risk of bias if rated probably high risk of bias for one key risk-of-bias question along with other concerns, including potential for selection bias and concerns with statistical methods.”

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-30.

J.24: Page 48-49, Assessment of Unexplained Inconsistencies: While there is some consistency in findings suggesting that increased exposure to fluoride is associated with lower IQ, many studies reported mixed results (generally reporting a mix of inverse associations and null findings). How were these mixed findings taken into consideration when evaluating unexplained inconsistencies?
Response: Agree (change made)

1) We revised the text in the Confidence Assessment of Findings on IQ in Children section regarding unexplained inconsistencies. The ‘Unexplained inconsistencies’ bullet now reads as follows:

“Unexplained inconsistencies: The direction of the association is consistent in the majority of studies, and there was no downgrade for this factor. Eighteen of the 19 low risk-of-bias studies reported associations between higher fluoride levels and lower IQ scores in children. These studies were conducted in 5 different countries on more than 7,000 children from 15 different study populations. There is consistency in the direction of the association across prospective and cross-sectional study designs. There is also consistency in the direction of the association across studies using different fluoride exposure measures, including urinary and drinking water fluoride. The one study that did not observe an association did not provide results in a comparable manner and therefore this body of evidence is not considered to have unexplained inconsistencies.”

As we further explain in the Summary of Key Findings for Low Risk-of-bias Children’s IQ Studies section of the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph, “Although some studies that conducted multiple analyses observed within-study variations in results (e.g., differences between subsets of IQ tests), these variations were unique to individual studies and did not detract from the overall consistency in the findings that higher fluoride is associated with lower IQ scores.”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG recommends that the authors in the Results section of the draft SoS Monograph address their assessment of “unexplained inconsistencies” in the “Unexplained inconsistencies” bullet under “Confidence Assessment of Finding on IQ in Children” instead of discussing “consistency” in the evidence.

The BSC WG recommends that the authors should use “relatively high” or “high” instead of “higher” when referring to fluoride exposure unless the comparator is stated.

See Appendix I, page I-69.

J.25:

NTP concludes a rating of moderate confidence in the body of evidence for lower IQ in children associated with fluoride exposure.

☐ Agree:

X Agree in principle with the exception(s) listed below: ☐ agree in principle with the direction of association concluded by NTP, but am uncertain that a rating of moderate is appropriate for a body of evidence comprised of mostly cross-sectional studies, that have not considered the full range of key confounders, or may have some concerns with exposure classification.

☐ Do not agree because:
Response: Disagree (no change)

- Study type (e.g., cross-sectional, cohort, case-control) should not serve as a proxy for assessing level of confidence in a body of evidence. Instead, NTP’s framework for developing a confidence rating for a body of evidence starts with an initial confidence rating that is determined by the ability of the studies to address causality as reflected in the confidence that exposure preceded and was associated with the outcome (Rooney et al. 2014). This ability, in turn, is based on four key study design features (controlled exposure, exposure prior to outcome, individual outcome data, and comparison group) (https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/ohathandbook). To meet the criteria for an initial confidence rating of moderate, studies must have three of the four key features. Among the 19 low risk-of-bias studies that form the basis of this body of evidence, 15 studies (3 prospective cohort studies and 12 cross-sectional studies) have 3 of the 4 features (individual outcome data, comparison group, and exposure prior to outcome) and so support an initial confidence rating of moderate. More specifically, the 12 cross-sectional studies provide sufficient details to establish that exposure preceded the outcome assessment (e.g., by providing prevalence of dental fluorosis, limiting study populations to subjects who lived in the same fluorosis area for long periods of time), in addition to having individual outcome data and a comparison group. Although cross-sectional studies can have limitations in ensuring that exposure preceded outcome, that is not the case with the cross-sectional studies that contributed to the determination of moderate confidence in an association between fluoride exposure and lower IQ in children. The three prospective cohort studies also provide individual outcome data, include a comparison group, and demonstrate that exposure preceded outcome, and so support initial confidence rating of moderate. Finally, the consistency of results across the body of evidence, including both study designs, and after consideration of all of the GRADE-based factors that may increase or decrease confidence, support the final confidence rating of moderate.

- Please see previous responses in Sections A and B.I.2.of this document that explain why we disagree that serious concerns remain about potential confounding and exposure misclassification among the low risk-of-bias studies that would impact our confidence in the literature.

BSC WG Assessment and Justification:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

Fluoride exposure and non-IQ neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects in children

J.26:

1. Comment on whether the approach described in the methods to search for and select human studies on neurodevelopmental or cognitive function effects associated with fluoride exposure was appropriate for evaluating potential effects of fluoride exposure on non-IQ neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects in children.

Comments: Yes, the approach used to search for and select studies was appropriate.

Response: No change requested
J.27:
2. Comment on whether the approach used to assess risk of bias for studies in children on non-IQ neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects was clearly described and appropriately applied.

Comments: In general, this body of evidence has fewer apparent concerns with confounding or residual confounding. However, there are likely some concerns with exposure assessment/classification, given that some of the longitudinal studies assessed maternal fluoride status and neurocognitive outcomes later in childhood, without accounting for fluoride exposure of the child during the period of follow-up.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- We agree that, ideally, studies would account for a child’s lifetime exposure; however, when considering risk of bias for exposure misclassification, in order for timing of exposure to impact the risk-of-bias rating, the exposure assessment would have to take place at a time that would not be appropriate for the outcome assessed (e.g., measurement of exposure after outcome). Evaluating exposure during a specific life stage prior to the outcome assessment does not indicate any misclassification for that specific life stage.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

J.28:
3. Comment on assessment of the human studies with regard to:
   k) How findings from individual “low risk of bias” studies were interpreted.
   l) How the confidence rating in the body of evidence was developed and supported.

Comments: The findings were interpreted correcting and a confidence rating of low seems an appropriate assessment.

Response: No change requested

- No response necessary.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

J.29:
4. The NTP concludes a rating of low confidence in the body of evidence for decreases in measures of other neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects in children associated with fluoride exposure.

Agree

- Agree in principle with the exception(s) listed below:
- Do not agree because:

Response: No change requested
agreed with the low confidence rating.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

IV. Fluoride exposure and cognitive effects in adults

J.30:
1. Comment on whether the approach described in the methods to search for and select human studies on neurodevelopmental or cognitive function effects associated with fluoride exposure was appropriate for evaluating potential effects of fluoride exposure on cognitive effects in adults.

Comments: Yes, the approach used to search for and select studies was appropriate.

Response: No change requested

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

J.31:
2. Comment on whether the approach used to assess risk of bias for studies in adults on cognitive effects was clearly described and appropriately applied.

Comments: Yes, the approach used to assess risk of bias was clearly described and generally appropriate.

Though, it is unclear whether these studies adequately captured a critical fluoride exposure window likely to impact neurocognitive health (i.e., does fluoride exposure in older adulthood impact neurocognitive health?) For example, lifelong fluoride exposure, and/or fluoride exposure at different lifestages that may be more critical to neurocognitive development, were not captured in these cross-sectional studies. Thus, it raises questions as to whether these cross-sectional studies are truly “low risk of bias,” or are “lower” risk of bias than others.

Response: Agree (edited for clarity)

We agree with that none of the studies evaluated differential fluoride exposures in adults with adequate adjustment for earlier life exposures. The available body of evidence does not provide sufficient information to draw a conclusion on the critical period of exposure assessment/classification. While we agree that questions about critical periods of exposure and duration of exposure are important to understanding relative hazards from fluoride to neurocognitive health, these would not be addressed in the risk-of-bias evaluation of individual studies and are instead a limitation of the evidence base. If there had been more data and greater confidence in the body of evidence for studies in adults, the ability of the studies to address questions of lifelong exposure or critical exposure windows would have been added to the Discussion section. We consider the approach for the risk-of-bias evaluation to be appropriate for assessing the quality of the studies and conclude that an overall assessment of low confidence in an association between higher fluoride exposures and cognitive effects in adults is appropriate based on the body of evidence. In addition, the following text was
added to the Limitations of the Evidence Base subsection of the Discussion of the Sup02_2022_Prepubllication_NTP_Monograph to acknowledge the lack of studies to inform these questions.

“No studies are available to evaluate lifelong exposure in adults, or fluoride exposure over a child’s lifetime and neurodevelopmental or cognitive changes over time.”

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the SoS Monograph:

The BSC WG notes that critical window of exposure – especially during developmental exposure – is an important issue, but it gets little attention in the draft SoS Monograph. If there are any prospective studies that assessed prenatal exposure included in the draft SoS Monograph, the BSC WG suggests including discussion around prenatal vs. postnatal exposure to fluoride and neurodevelopment.

See Appendix I, page I-93.

J.32:
3. Comment on assessment of the human studies with regard to:
   m) How findings from individual studies were interpreted.
   n) How the confidence rating in the body of evidence was developed and supported.

   Comments: The findings were interpreted correcting and a confidence rating of low and that the evidence is inadequate seems an appropriate assessment.

   Response: No change requested
      o No response necessary.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

J.33:
4. The NTP concludes a rating of low confidence in the body of evidence for changes in cognitive effects in adults with fluoride exposure.

   X Agree
   [ ] Agree in principle with the exception(s) listed below:
   [ ] Do not agree because:

   Response: No change requested
      o agreed with the low confidence rating.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.
V. Studies in non-human animals

J.34: The NTP agrees with the comments of the NASEM committee (NASEM 2020, 2021) concerning the overall poor quality of the experimental animal database on fluoride exposure and neurodevelopmental effects, with many studies suffering from major reporting deficiencies. As indicated above, the monograph focuses on the large human epidemiology database because it directly addresses the question of whether fluoride affects human neurodevelopment. Therefore, based on the recommendations of the NASEM committee, the experimental animal section and risk of bias details have been removed from this monograph and the NTP concludes that the scientific evidence from experimental animal data are inadequate to inform whether fluoride exposure is associated with cognitive effects (including cognitive neurodevelopmental effects) in humans.

X Agree

☐ Agree in principle with the exception(s) listed below:

☐ Do not agree because:

Response: No change requested

☐ [XXXXXXXXX agreed with the inadequate designation.]

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

References


In November 2021, [redacted] received: 1) the 2021 Draft NTP Monograph on the State of the Science concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects: A Systematic Review, 2) a copy of the NASEM Committee’s comments on the 2020 draft NTP Monograph with NIEHS/DNTP responses (draft version of Sup01_Monograph), and 3) the [redacted] instructions. The instructions consisted of a preface, charge, instructions for the review, and a series of specific peer-review questions grouped by the following three topics: General Comments, Human Studies, and Studies in Non-Human Animals.

[redacted] were asked to provide their substantive scientific and technical comments and suggestions within the [redacted] form. In addition, they were asked whether they “Agree”, “Agree in principle”, or “Do not agree” with each NTP conclusion on confidence in a body of evidence.

The [redacted] instructions and specific peer-review questions are reproduced in the pages that follow in black text. [redacted] comments and responses to each question are also provided in black text starting with the words “[redacted] comments” in bold font. The NIEHS/DNTP responses have been inserted in blue text following each of the comments beginning with the word “Response” in bold font. Formatting has been applied to aid in reading.

The prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph reflects changes made after consideration of the comments from the [redacted] along with all other input received through April of 2022. The prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph was subsequently sent to [redacted] for additional comments. A revised “track changes” version of the monograph was developed in September 2022 titled the “DocMon_Track_Changes_2022_NTP_Monograph.” The following bullets describe how edits are documented in the track changes version of the monograph in response to [redacted] comments and [redacted] comments:

- **[redacted]** For comments related to DocG_Monograph, DocH_Monograph, DocI_Monograph, DocJ_Monograph, and DocK_Monograph:
  - Edits are marked with a comment bubble in the DocMon_Track_Changes_2022_NTP_Monograph that identifies the text in question and briefly describes any revisions.
  - The comment bubble contains the exact text of the [redacted] Comment.
  - The comment bubble also provides a reference to the specific response to comments document with the detailed NIEHS/DNTP response (e.g., comments made in response to this [redacted] would be marked “see DocK_Monograph for detailed response”).

- **[redacted]** For comments DocA1_Monograph, DocA2_Monograph, DocB1_Monograph; DocB2_Monograph, and DocC_Monograph through DocF_Monograph:
  - Edits are marked in track changes format in the DocMon_Track_Changes_2022_NTP_Monograph.
  - A comment bubble has been added to the text in question containing the exact text of the [redacted] Comment.
The comment bubble also provides a reference to the specific response to comments document with the detailed NIEHS/DNTP response.

Preliminary comments on the draft NTP monograph prepared by the peer review are noted below.

These preliminary comments are not binding and should not be construed to represent NTP determination or policy.

National Toxicology Program
NTP Monograph Letter Peer-Review Panel
Draft NTP Monograph on the State of the Science Concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects: A Systematic Review

National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences
Research Triangle Park, NC

February 11, 2022

Fluoride State of the Science Document Review Form

Preface:
The objective of this evaluation was to conduct a systematic review of the published literature regarding the potential for exposure to fluoride to affect neurodevelopment and cognition in humans. The evaluation presented in the draft NTP Monograph on the State of the Science Concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects represents a comprehensive and current assessment. The methods used are from the Handbook for Conducting a Literature-Based Health Assessment Using OHAT Approach for Systematic Review and Evidence Integration, which presents a seven-step framework for systematic review and evidence integration. Please note: this evaluation stops at step 5 of the systematic review process and does not proceed to step 6 to translate the confidence rating for the body of evidence into a level of evidence for health effects (see Figure 2 from the handbook).
Charge:

(1) Comment on the technical accuracy and whether the draft *NTP Monograph on State of the Science Concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects* is clearly stated, and objectively presented.

(2) Determine whether the scientific evidence supports the NTP’s confidence ratings for the bodies of evidence regarding neurodevelopmental and cognitive health effects associated with exposure to fluoride.

Instructions for Review:
All materials for this review are available in the Electronic Council Book (ECB). You will receive the specific URL and a password for accessing the ECB.

This evaluation identified 159 human studies relevant for assessing neurological health effects of exposure to fluoride; however, many studies included only secondary outcomes (e.g., 55 studies of thyroid hormones that were investigated as a potential mechanism). The scientific evidence in children and adults was evaluated separately to address potential differences in the health impact of fluoride exposure during development versus adulthood. Several studies evaluated learning and memory (n = 8 studies) or other cognitive developmental effects (e.g., total neurobehavioral scores and total mental capacity index in children, cognitive impairment in adults; n = 14 studies). Sixty-six human studies investigated IQ in children. Nineteen of the 66 IQ studies were determined to have low potential for bias and therefore, were categorized as “low risk of bias”. Please give special attention to our assessment of these 19 studies.

- The 19 studies are available as PDFs and organized alphabetically in a folder on the ECB.
- All other studies are provided in the Health Assessment Workspace Collaborative, or HAWC database under the “studies list” tab, also organized alphabetically. You will also be provided a username and password for HAWC that will give you XXXXXXXXX permissions to access the PDFs.
in HAWC along with visualizations and other study information for this project at the following link (https://hawcproject.org/study/assessment/405/).

Please provide your substantive scientific and technical comments and suggestions within this form. Identify and provide the rationale or scientific support for proposed changes or suggestions where possible.

If necessary, you can also provide additional editorial comments and recommendations for improving the report outside your specific charge questions (this form) within the draft report itself. Please note that only those comments included on the form will be considered part of NTP’s peer review report.

A. General Comments

K.1: Please comment on whether the scientific information presented in the draft monograph, including presentation of data in tables and figures, is technically correct, and clearly and objectively presented. Please suggest any improvements.

Comments: The data was clearly presented and put together. In particular, the tables and figures are helpful. A few particular suggestions for the tables are mentioned in sections below.

Response: No change requested
   - No response necessary because feedback on tables is addressed where detailed suggestions are presented below.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

2. Please identify any information that should be added or deleted.

K.2: Comments: It might be useful to have reminder, or reference back to the section in the text where the risk of bias information for human and animal studies is described in the methods (page 18), prior to presentation of the low risk of bias results for humans (page 28) and animals (page 67).

Response: Agree (change made)
   - At the beginning of the Low Risk-of-bias IQ Studies section, we added the parenthetical text in the quote below to refer readers back to the Methods section that describes the risk-of-bias assessment for human studies; however, we determined that a similar reference back to risk-of-bias methods would be less helpful for the Animal Learning and Memory Data section, as the animal section does not discuss animal studies in terms of risk-of-bias status.

   “Nineteen studies (3 longitudinal prospective cohort and 16 cross-sectional studies) with low potential for bias evaluated the association between fluoride exposure and IQ in children (see Quality Assessment of Individual Studies section for methods on determining which studies pose low risk of bias).”
BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG agrees with the reviewer and recommends that the authors include more about risk-of-bias assessment in the Methods section of the draft SoS Monograph.

See Appendix I, page I-42.

K.3: Comments: Additionally, it might be helpful to identify a limited set of confounder as required for evaluation. For example, those included in Figure 6 do not include all described in Table 6, and in fact present an important one: parental educational attainment.

Response: Agree (edited for clarity)

- Age, sex, and socioeconomic status (SES) are identified as the limited set of key covariates/potential confounders in the Risk-of-bias Considerations for Human Studies section. Each of these covariates had to be addressed in any human study of fluoride and cognitive neurodevelopmental health effects to be considered as low risk of bias for confounding. Other covariates may be considered important potential confounders depending on the specific study population and/or outcome assessed. We note that maternal education is listed in this section as a measure of SES. To provide further clarity that parental education is captured under SES in Figure 6, we added a footnote to Figure 6 that states, “Covariates considered measures of SES include SES scaled scores, household/family income, child education, caretaker/parental education, and occupation/employment.”

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix I, page I-66.

B. Human studies

1. Fluoride exposure and children’s IQ

K.4:

1. Comment on whether the approach described in the methods to search for and select human studies on neurodevelopmental or cognitive function effects associated with fluoride exposure was appropriate for evaluating potential effects of fluoride exposure on measures of IQ in children.

Comments: This monograph is clearly written and nicely uses tables and figures to display the search criteria and key information points. Furthermore, the level of detail in the methods provides an excellent path forward for understanding exact terms and criteria implemented.

Response: No change requested

- No response necessary.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.
K.5:
2. Comment on whether the approach used to assess risk of bias was clearly described and appropriately applied to the set of studies designated as “low risk of bias.”

Comments: As stated above, the methods section for this monograph is exemplary. Application of the criteria was clear and appropriate.

Response: No change requested
   o No response necessary.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

K.6:
3. Comment on assessment of the human studies with regard to: How findings from individual studies designated as “low risk of bias” were interpreted. How the overall set of confounders across the body of evidence from children’s IQ studies was considered and presented.

Comments: See comment below on parental IQ

Response: No change requested
   o No response necessary because the question of parental IQ is addressed under comment for question 4 below.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

K.7:
How the confidence rating in the body of evidence was developed and supported.

2. NTP concludes a rating of moderate confidence in the body of evidence for lower IQ in children associated with fluoride exposure.

□ Agree
X Agree in principle with the exception(s) listed below:
□ Do not agree because:

Comments: I am concerned that only one study in the low risk of bias category included parent IQ as a potential confounder. Given the known heritability of IQ, and established connections between socio-economic status (SES) and performance testing, and SES and educational attainment, substantial confounding may be present. Of note, Figure 6 does not include parental educational attainment, which may be a proxy for an IQ related measure (or those via inherited variation) when a direct measure of IQ was not collected, though is mentioned in Table 6. Additionally, it is notable that many of the low risk of bias studies are cross-sectional and provide limited information regarding temporality and timing of exposure.

Response: Agree (edited for clarity)
   o [made several comments related to this question, and for the first, we agree that parental IQ is important. We also agree that educational attainment (and SES) may be proxy measures of parental IQ. Therefore, parental IQ was
considered indirectly addressed if a study accounted for parental educational attainment and/or SES. Figure 6 does not specifically include parental educational attainment because it was considered as a measure of SES. For clarification, we added a footnote to Figure 6 of the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph that lists the covariates identified in the studies included in Figure 6 that were considered measures of SES as follows:

“Covariates considered measures of SES include SES scaled scores, household/family income, child education, caretaker/parental education, and occupation/employment.”

We disagree that many of the low risk-of-bias cross-sectional studies provide limited information regarding temporality and timing of exposure for determining the initial confidence rating. Most of the low risk-of-bias cross-sectional studies (12 of 16) did provide indicators of prior exposure (e.g., by providing prevalence of dental fluorosis, limiting study populations to subjects who lived in the same area for long periods of time). Evidence that exposure occurred prior to the outcome of interest increases the confidence in results (see Figure 1 in Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph) and any potential association reported in these studies.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

3. Fluoride exposure and non-IQ neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects in children

K.8:

1. Comment on whether the approach described in the methods to search for and select human studies on neurodevelopmental or cognitive function effects associated with fluoride exposure was appropriate for evaluating potential effects of fluoride exposure on non-IQ neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects in children.

Comment: The methods were clearly described.

Response: No change requested

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

K.9:

2. Comment on whether the approach used to assess risk of bias for studies in children on non-IQ neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects was clearly described and appropriately applied.

Comment: The approach for risk of bias was clearly described. The report might benefit from additional explanation of performance-based vs. reporter-based metrics of non-IQ outcomes, relative clinical importance, and interpretation.

Response: Agree (no change)

Appendix E in the Sup02_2022_Prepublication_NTP_Monograph describes study-specific considerations for the risk-of-bias evaluation, including whether outcomes
were assessed based on test performance or reporting, and the basis for the risk-of-bias rating. The following two excerpts from Appendix E illustrate how reporter-based and performance-based metrics of non-IQ outcomes were considered, respectively, in the risk-of-bias ratings and explanations.

**Excerpt 1**

**Outcome:**

**Rating:** Probably high risk of bias (−)

**Summary:** The primary outcome variable, diagnosis of a learning disability by a health professional, was based on a single item from a household survey asked to all respondents: “Do you have a learning disability?” Answer options were: “yes,” “no,” “don’t know,” or the participant refused to answer. For Cycle 2, those who indicated having a learning disability were also asked what kind, with the answer options of: “ADD,” “ADHD,” “dyslexia,” or “other.” This question was omitted in Cycle 3, and the reason for omission was not described. Parents or guardians answered all questions for children aged 3–11 years, while children 12 years and older answered questions themselves. The self-reporting of a learning disability did not appear to have been confirmed by medical records or a health professional (− for methods based on self-report of diagnosis by a health care professional; also, in Cycle 3, no specific disabilities were described). Blinding was not a concern as spot urine samples were sent to a separate lab, and self-reports would not have knowledge of their urine or tap water exposure level (+ for blinding). Overall rating = −.

**Basis for rating:** Probably high risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the outcome was measured using an insensitive method in the study population.”

**Excerpt 2**

**Outcome:**

**Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)

**Summary:** Neurodevelopment was assessed with the Bayley Scales of Infant Development II (BSDI-II) that was noted to be reliable and valid for evaluating children from 3 months to 5 years of age. The average age of children assessed was 8 months, with a range of 3–15 months) (++ for methods). The study report stated that a trained psychologist who was blinded about the mother’s fluoride exposure evaluated the infants at home (++ for blinding). Overall rating for methods and blinding = ++.

**Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that the outcome was assessed using instruments that were valid and reliable in the study population, and that the outcome assessor was blind to participants’ fluoride exposure.”

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.
3. Comment on assessment of the human studies with regard to: How findings from individual “low risk of bias” studies were interpreted. How the confidence rating in the body of evidence was developed and supported.

K.10:

4. The NTP concludes a rating of low confidence in the body of evidence for decreases in measures of other neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects in children associated with fluoride exposure.

   ☒ Agree
   ☐ Agree in principle with the exception(s) listed below:
   ☐ Do not agree because:

   Response: No change requested
   ○ Agreed with the low confidence rating.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

Note: XXXXXX only provided comments on the questions above. XXXXXX indicated that they had reviewed the Sup03_2021_draft_NTP_Monograph and provided comments under Question A. “General Comments” and Sections I (Fluoride exposure and children’s IQ) and II (Fluoride exposure and non-IQ neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects in children) of Question B. “Human Studies”. However, they did not have time to provide comments on the remaining sections.

III. Fluoride exposure and cognitive effects in adults

1. Comment on whether the approach described in the methods to search for and select human studies on neurodevelopmental or cognitive function effects associated with fluoride exposure was appropriate for evaluating potential effects of fluoride exposure on cognitive effects in adults.

2. Comment on whether the approach used to assess risk of bias for studies in adults on cognitive effects was clearly described and appropriately applied.

3. Comment on assessment of the human studies with regard to: How findings from individual studies were interpreted. How the confidence rating in the body of evidence was developed and supported.

4. The NTP concludes a rating of low confidence in the body of evidence for changes in cognitive effects in adults with fluoride exposure.

   ☐ Agree
   ☐ Agree in principle with the exception(s) listed below:
   ☐ Do not agree because:

C. Studies in non-human animals

The NTP agrees with the comments of the NASEM committee (NASEM 2020, 2021) concerning the overall poor quality of the experimental animal database on fluoride exposure and neurodevelopmental effects, with many studies suffering from major reporting deficiencies. As indicated above, the monograph focuses on the large human epidemiology database because it directly addresses the question of whether fluoride
affects human neurodevelopment. Therefore, based on the recommendations of the NASEM committee, the experimental animal section and risk of bias details have been removed from this monograph and the NTP concludes that the scientific evidence from experimental animal data are inadequate to inform whether fluoride exposure is associated with cognitive effects (including cognitive neurodevelopmental effects) in humans.

☐ Agree
☐ Agree in principle with the exception(s) listed below:
☐ Do not agree because:
Chapter 3: Meta-Analysis Manuscript

I. Background Information

In 2016, the National Toxicology Program (NTP) initiated a systematic review to evaluate neurobehavioral health effects from exposure to fluoride during development through examination of human studies, experimental animal studies, and mechanistic data. Staff in the Division of Translational Toxicology (DTT, previously the Division of the National Toxicology Program) at the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS) conducted the systematic review on behalf of NTP. NTP authors prepared a first draft of the monograph, which was peer reviewed by a committee of the National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) in 2019. The NASEM committee stated that the conclusions in the draft monograph were not adequately supported. Informed by the NASEM committee’s comments, the NTP authors revised the draft and submitted a second draft to NASEM in 2020. Again, the NASEM committee stated that the draft monograph’s assessment was not adequately supported and NTP did not publish the revised monograph. NTP made additional revisions to address NASEM’s comments and decided to split the revised draft monograph into two distinct documents: a “State of the Science Monograph” and a “Meta-Analysis Manuscript” (see Chapter 1 for additional details).

As noted in Chapter 1, the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript was reviewed internally by various Department of Health and Human Services entities. NTP received 141 comments distributed among nine sets of reviews. NTP authors prepared a written response to each comment and used the comments to make further revisions to the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript. Because of concerns raised by agency reviewers, the NTP Director made the decision to seek additional scientific assessment of the adequacy of the NTP authors’ responses to reviews and revision of the Meta-Analysis Manuscript prior to publication. The NTP Director asked the chair of the NTP Board of Scientific Counselors (BSC) to have the BSC adjudicate the agency reviewers’ concerns and the NTP authors’ responses to those concerns on the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript. The BSC Chair and the NTP Director then jointly made the decision to convene an independent working group of subject-matter experts to conduct this evaluation and report its findings to the BSC. The BSC Working Group would not provide further independent peer review of the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript but would be asked to offer perspectives and suggest revisions to the draft manuscript that might improve its quality.

Prior to initiation of the BSC Working Group’s evaluation, the 141 reviewer comments were anonymized to minimize potential for bias and allow for transparent and open exchange among the BSC Working Group members. The BSC Working Group Chair assigned each comment/response to an “evaluator pair” according to the nature of a reviewer’s comment and the Working Group members’ scientific expertise, both of whom independently assessed the adequacy of the NTP authors’ response. Comments for which one or both BSC Working Group members of the evaluator pair considered the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate were discussed at a BSC Working Group meeting with opportunity for input from other Working Group members. The BSC Working Group provided recommendations for any comments for which the NTP authors’ response was deemed inadequate. In addition, the BSC Working Group offered suggestions to enhance the Meta-Analysis Manuscript, based on reviewers’ comments and the NTP authors’ rebuttal responses to those comments. Drafts of Chapter 3 were reviewed by the BSC Working Group and further examined for internal consistency. Any potential internal inconsistencies were discussed, edits were made, as needed, and revised drafts of Chapter 3 were shared with and agreed upon by the BSC Working Group for the assessments and suggestions/recommendations.

Chapter 3 contains the 141 anonymized comments from the nine sets of reviews. Each reviewer’s comment has the NTP authors’ response, plus the BSC Working Group’s assessment of the adequacy of
the authors’ responses. Table 3.1, Column 1 lists the coded identity (e.g., 1, 2, 3, …) of the nine comment sets.

Table 3.1 Meta-Analysis Manuscript Comment Sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment Set Name</th>
<th>Numbering Code for Individual Comments within a Set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doc01_Meta-analysis</td>
<td>1.A – 1.S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doc04_Meta-analysis</td>
<td>4.A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doc05_Meta-analysis</td>
<td>5.A – 5.M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doc06a_Meta-analysis</td>
<td>6a.A – 6a.M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doc06b_Meta-analysis</td>
<td>6b.A – 6b.FF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Information is presented in Chapter 3 using the following format:

- Reviewer’s comment
- NTP authors’ response
- BSC Working Group’s assessment and, where appropriate, recommendations and/or suggestions

The comment set name is provided at the beginning of that group, followed by introductory text from the NTP authors. The text is color-coded: Reviewers’ comments are black, NTP authors’ responses are blue, and BSC Working Group’s assessments and recommendations and/or suggestions are orange.

The BSC Working Group’s overall assessment for each reviewer’s comment/NTP authors’ response uses one of the following three statements:

1. The BSC Working Group considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.
2. The BSC Working Group considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the Meta-Analysis Manuscript: The BSC Working Group suggests …
3. The BSC Working Group considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate. The BSC Working Group recommends …
   [Note: These recommendations include revising the text and/or providing additional information to better address reviewers’ comments and/or improve the Meta-Analysis Manuscript.]

Page numbers in Appendix II [Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript (July 2022)] are provided where many specific comments are referenced.
II. **BSC Working Group Global Recommendations for the Meta-Analysis Manuscript**

From among the 141 comments/responses, the BSC Working Group’s assessments identified a few recurring issues for which they provide recommendations for the NTP authors’ consideration in revising the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript. Each of the BSC Working Group’s comments is intended to meet one or both of two objectives: 1) enhance the scientific veracity/credibility of the document, and/or 2) provide clarity where statements in the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript are vague or potentially confusing. These recommendations are also found within individual comment/response files in Chapter 3.

- The Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript describes three different types of meta-analyses [1) mean-effects meta-analysis, 2) dose-response mean-effects meta-analysis, and 3) regression-slopes meta-analysis] and assesses and addresses issues related to heterogeneity and publication bias. The BSC Working Group notes that both heterogeneity and publication bias can vary by outcome; therefore, the BSC Working Group recommends that the authors assess heterogeneity and publication bias separately for each of the three types of meta-analyses (mean-effects, dose-response, and regression-slopes) if these three analyses used different statistics from each study. The BSC Working Group also recommends that the NTP authors more thoroughly describe the potential impact of both heterogeneity and publication bias on the study conclusions.

- The BSC Working Group recommends that the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript include a statement that acknowledges the lack of a direct measure of dose over time for cumulative exposure and/or critical windows of exposure and that describes the potential effect of this absence on the study conclusions.

- The BSC Working Group recommends that the NTP authors closely examine studies that produced a regression slope to determine if they assessed dose response and the shape of the dose-response curve. The levels of fluoride measured in most of the studies are much higher than in the United States and other countries where studies are few or nonexistent, which makes it hard to generalize the findings from this meta-analysis to areas with much lower fluoride levels. The importance of dose response, i.e., if linear, is that the associations seen at high levels of fluoride would apply to areas with low fluoride levels. The BSC Working Group is concerned that failure to fully discuss the uncertainties and limitations of 1) knowledge of the true nature of the dose response and 2) time course of exposure in assessing a causal association between total fluoride exposure and children’s IQ could lead to public misunderstandings of the public health relevance in the United States of the many studies conducted outside the United States.

- The BSC Working Group acknowledges that the NTP authors have, appropriately, explicitly noted that this meta-analysis was not designed to address the broader public health implications (risks and benefits) of water fluoridation in the United States.

- The BSC Working Group notes that the dose-response analysis between total fluoride intake and children’s IQ that seemingly underlies the NTP authors’ conclusions is not well described in the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript. The BSC Working Group is under the impression that the dose-response analysis conducted was on data pooled across different studies, rather than analyses of dose response within specific studies. If the authors did a meta-regression analysis that included regression analyses at the study level, the approach should be more clearly stated in the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript.

- The BSC WG notes that there are few high-quality prospective studies, few high-quality studies with low fluoride levels (< 2mg/L or < 1.5 mg/L), and few studies outside of Asia. The BSC Working Group recommends that NTP authors explicitly address the adequacy of evidence in the low-dose range and provide interpretation of those models in the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript.
• The BSC Working Group recommends that the “call for additional research,” which addresses specific limitations in the current state of knowledge noted in reviewer comments, is appropriate to include in the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript.

• The BSC Working Group recommends replacing “exposure measures” with “exposure assessment measures” or “exposure biomarkers” throughout the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript because exposure can be assessed or evaluated indirectly via biomarkers of exposure (e.g., urinary or blood fluoride) and/or drinking water concentrations, but is seldom, if ever, directly measured.

• The BSC Working Group recommends that the authors use more precise language throughout the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript when referring to fluoride exposure. The BSC Working Group recommends using “high” or “relatively high” instead of “higher” unless the comparator is stated.

• The BSC Working Group recommends that the authors update the Discussion section of the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript to include new relevant literature, such as (but not necessarily limited to):
  o Goodman et al. (2022). Domain-specific effects of prenatal fluoride exposure on child IQ at 4, 5, and 6-12 years in the ELEMENT cohort. Environmental Research. 211 (August 2022) 112993.

• The BSC Working Group notes that if the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript is submitted to a journal for publication consideration, the journal will likely ask the NTP authors to update the literature search. The BSC Working Group recommends that the timeframe for the literature be consistent between the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript and the Draft State of the Science Monograph.

• The BSC Working Group recommends that the Draft State of the Science Monograph and the Draft Meta-Analysis Manuscript should be complete, standalone documents and not reference each other for information, unless timing for publication can be coordinated, perhaps by NTP publishing both documents.
III. BSC Working Group Assessments for Reviewers’ Comments and NTP Authors’ Responses for the Meta-Analysis Manuscript

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BSC</td>
<td>Board of Scientific Counselors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DocMet</td>
<td>Meta-Analysis Manuscript (July 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASEM</td>
<td>National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTP</td>
<td>National Toxicology Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoS Monograph</td>
<td>State of the Science Monograph (September 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-A Manuscript</td>
<td>Meta-Analysis Manuscript (July 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-A Manuscript Supplemental Materials</td>
<td>Meta-Analysis Manuscript Supplemental Materials (July 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WG</td>
<td>Working Group</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Doc01_Meta-analysis

Peer Review of the Draft Meta-analysis Manuscript to Evaluate the Association between Fluoride Exposure and Children’s Intelligence

received a draft version of the manuscript as well as a copy of the NASEM Committee comments on the meta-analysis and the NIEHS/DNTP responses (draft version of Sup01_Meta-analysis). provided comments in track changes on the draft manuscript in Microsoft Word. The full comments have been reproduced below verbatim along with the specific text referred to by as quotes under a heading for the specific section of the document (e.g., “Abstract section”). Note that the yellow highlighting was in the document as provided. Formatting has been applied to aid in reading. Responses have been added in blue text following each of the comments beginning with the word “Response” in bold font.

Date: July 27, 2021

1.A: Overall Comments: This is such impressive work and glad you have put it into what sure will be a high impact paper. attaching some comments. tried to highlight a couple of places where thought your tox language needed to be modified to be more easily palatable to the clinical audience you’re targeting, particularly the dose-response results. Those tended to be pretty confusing. also had a lot of questions reading the abstract, prior to reading the paper. These are all editorial and think your analysis is robust and your conclusions are in line with what the data are showing. Congratulations on great work.

Response: Agree (no change requested)

- We appreciate comments about this work, especially that the analyses are robust and the conclusions are in line with what the data are showing.

Board of Scientific Counselors (BSC) Working group (WG) Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

In reviewing Chapter 3, the BSC WG notes issues (e.g., heterogeneity, publication bias, meta-analysis, “low” vs. “high”, etc.) regarding authors’ responses to other reviewers’ comments and recommends revisions to the draft M-A Manuscript. The BSC WG considers attention to those
issues important to ensure that the analysis is robust and that conclusions are in-line with the available data.

1.B: Abstract section: “To perform a systematic review and meta-analysis to investigate associations between fluoride exposure and children’s intelligence.”

**Comment:** Maybe it’s because I know what’s coming but I find myself wanting to know in this sentence when fluoride exposure occurred for the studies included.

**Response: Disagree (no change)**
- The additional detail is not necessary in the abstract to convey the scope of the manuscript and there is a word limit for the abstract. The full description of fluoride exposure is included in the Methods section wherein the timing of exposure is described as “pre- or post-natal exposure.”

**BSC WG Assessment:**
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG recommends the following revision to the Abstract of the draft M-A Manuscript (new text underlined): “OBJECTIVE: To perform a systematic review and meta-analysis of epidemiological studies to investigate associations between pre- or post-natal fluoride exposure, assessed primarily by urinary and water fluoride levels, and children’s intelligence.”

See Appendix II, page II-3.

1.C: Abstract section: “Inclusion criteria were assessment of cognitive outcomes, fluoride exposure, and statistical data on effect size.”

**Comment:** Again, reading abstract before the article, but I am wondering if the exposure was all drinking water, or you combined studies with info on exposure biomarkers and drinking water levels?

**Response: Disagree (no change)**
- The exposures to fluoride included, but were not limited to, drinking water. There were biomonitoring measures (e.g., urinary fluoride) and other environmental measures (e.g., coal burning, areas endemic for dental fluorosis). We do not consider the additional detail in the abstract necessary to convey the scope of the manuscript, and due to the strict word limit for the abstract, the full description of fluoride exposures considered is included in the Methods section and in Table 1. Characteristics of Studies Included in the Meta-analysis (excerpt provided below).

**Excerpt of Table 1. Characteristics of Studies Included in the Meta-analysis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference* Study Design</th>
<th>Study Location</th>
<th>Age Range (Years)</th>
<th>Fluoride Exposure</th>
<th>Assessment (Metric, Exposure Groups)</th>
<th>Intelligence Assessment</th>
<th>Overall Rating</th>
<th>Co-variates Considered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ren et al. (1989)*</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>8-14</td>
<td>No fluoride assessment</td>
<td>Low fluoride village-high fluoride and low fluoride village</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>Welsh Intelligence Scale for Children</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al. (1997)*</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7-14</td>
<td>Drinking water</td>
<td>Nanowater/endorse</td>
<td>4.74 mg/L (endorse)</td>
<td>Chinese Standardized Raven Test</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guo et al. (1998)*</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7-13</td>
<td>Arsenic Reference area using water fluoride levels-arsenic fluoride endemic area</td>
<td>6.56 mg/L (reference)</td>
<td>Chinese Binet Intelligence Test</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Age, sex, SES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors add a footnote to Table 1 cross referencing Figure 2 indicating that the studies in Figure 2 Forest Plot are presented in the same order as found in Table 1 and include SMD (95% CI). Likewise, the BSC WG suggests cross referencing Table 1 in the legend to Figure 2, indicating that the studies are presented in the same order as found in Table 1.

See Appendix II, page II-3.

1.D: Abstract section: “The meta-analysis of forty-six studies with group-level exposures found that children exposed to higher fluoride levels had lower IQ scores (SMD, −0.49; 95% CI, −0.60, −0.38; p-value<0.001).”

Comment: What does the SMD correspond to for this effect estimate?

Response: Agree (no change requested)

This SMD compares groups of children living in areas with “high” fluoride exposure with children living in areas with “low” fluoride exposure. After updating the literature search, we revised the sentence to say:

“The meta-analysis of 55 studies (N = 18,845 children) with group-level exposures found that, when compared to children exposed to lower fluoride levels, children exposed to higher fluoride levels had lower mean IQ scores (pooled SMD: −0.46; 95% CI: −0.55, −0.37; p-value < 0.001).”

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG notes that while the authors are responsive to the definition of SMD, there remains a lack of clarity on what “higher” and “lower” mean in the revised response. Higher vs lower depends on the specific study population and the current sentence does not reflect the study-specific dependency of the relative comparisons. The BSC WG recommends revising the sentence in the Abstract of the draft M-A Manuscript to read: “For the 55 studies included in the meta-analysis, most studies found that children exposed to relatively high (or high) fluoride levels had lower mean IQ scores than children exposed to lower fluoride levels. In meta-analysis of these 55 studies (N = 18,845 children) the pooled SMD estimated from a random effects model showed a reduction in IQ of 0.46 units (95% CI: −0.55, −0.37; p-value < 0.001).”

The BSC WG recommends that the authors use more precise language throughout the draft M-A Manuscript when referring to fluoride exposure. The BSC WG recommends using “high” or “relatively high” instead of “higher” when referring to fluoride exposure unless the comparator is stated.

See Appendix II, page II-3.

1.E: Abstract section: “When analyses were restricted to studies with groups exposed to ≤2 mg/L fluoride in drinking water, the mean SMD in children’s IQ scores remained lower (SMD, −0.27; 95% CI: −0.36, −0.17; p-value<0.001).”

Comment: Can you briefly state why the cutoffs were chosen for this analysis?
Response: Agree (change made)

- We have removed this sentence from the abstract but have added the following rationale for the cutoffs to the Methods section:

  “We also examined whether there was a dose-response relationship at lower exposure levels that corresponded with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency drinking water standards\textsuperscript{20} and World Health Organization drinking water guidelines\textsuperscript{21} (details provided in the Supplemental Materials).”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG recommends throughout the draft M-A Manuscript that “lower exposure levels” and “fluoride exposure levels” should delete the word “exposure” because exposures were assessed or evaluated but were not explicitly measured.

The BSC WG recommends moving the following sentence from the draft M-A Manuscript Supplemental Materials (page 4) into the draft M-A Manuscript’s Methods section: “To examine whether there were effects at lower levels of fluoride, we conducted sub-group analyses for both drinking water and urinary fluoride concentrations. Analyses were restricted to <4 mg/L, the EPA’s current enforceable drinking water standard for fluoride; <2 mg/L, the EPA’s non-enforceable secondary standard for fluoride in drinking water\textsuperscript{8}; and <1.5 mg/L, the WHO’s guideline for fluoride in drinking water.” The BSC WG further recommends modifying the statement to read (new text underlined): “To examine whether there were effects at lower fluoride levels ....”

See Appendix II, page II-8.

1.F: Introduction section: (the yellow text highlighting was added by XXXXXXXXXX) “However, many of the studies lacked details and key information necessary to evaluate study quality (e.g., measurement of covariates and other neurotoxic co-exposures).”

Comment: Both of the meta-analyses?

Response: Agree (change made)

- Yes, this statement refers to both previous meta-analyses (Choi et al. 2012 and Duan et al. 2018). We have revised the text in the Introduction section as follows:

  “Two previous meta-analyses\textsuperscript{3, 4} found an association between high fluoride exposure and lower children’s IQ; however, many of the studies in these meta-analyses lacked the information necessary to evaluate study quality and all used group-level estimates of fluoride exposure.”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix II, page II-5.

1.G: Comment: You have references formatted in a few different ways so just double check throughout before submitting

Response: Agree (change made)

- We have reformatted the references using superscript notation to align with the journal requirements.
The changes are reflected throughout the document and an example from the previous comment is repeated below to show the formatting:

“Two previous meta-analyses\textsuperscript{3, 4} found an association between high fluoride exposure and lower children’s IQ...”

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix II, page II-5.

**1.H: Methods section:** (the yellow text highlighting was added by XXXXXXXXXX) “Quality of individual studies, also called “risk of bias”, was assessed using NTP’s HAT approach.”

**Comment:** Spell out?

**Response:** Agree (change made)

This sentence has been revised in the Methods section as follows:

“Quality of individual studies, also called “risk of bias,” was assessed using the National Toxicology Program’s Office of Health Assessment and Translation approach.”

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix II, page II-7.

**1.I: Results section:** (the yellow text highlighting was added by XXXXXXXXXX) “Three studies\textsuperscript{39, 40, 41} [translated in Li et al. 2008b] lacked clear descriptions of their intelligence assessment methods, and sensitivity analyses did not reveal substantial changes in the pooled SMD estimate when these studies were excluded or when a study\textsuperscript{43} that reported the cognitive subset of evaluations using Bayley and McCarthy tests was included (eTable 3).”

**Comment:** Something funny going on here

**Response:** Agree (change made)

This formatting issue was a glitch with the citations and a broken link to the references which has been fixed.

This sentence has been revised in the Results section as follows:

“Three studies\textsuperscript{39, 40, 41} [translated in Li et al. 2008b] lacked clear descriptions of their intelligence assessment methods; however, sensitivity analyses did not reveal substantial changes in the pooled SMD estimate when these studies were excluded or when a study\textsuperscript{43} that reported the cognitive subset of evaluations using Bayley and McCarthy tests was included (eTable 3).”

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix II, page II-10.

**1.J: Results section:** “For studies that had more than one exposed group (n = 17), a sensitivity analysis was performed to evaluate the impact of using all exposed groups combined compared to the reference group.”

**Comment:** Made this a new paragraph.
Response: Agree (change made)
- We have taken the suggestion to make the text a new paragraph.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

1.K: Results section: “When the analyses were restricted to studies with the exposed group <1.5 mg/L fluoride in drinking water (n = 9; 2 lower risk-of-bias and 7 higher risk-of-bias studies) there was a non-significant positive association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ (SMD, 0.32; 95% CI: −0.57, 1.20). When restricted to studies with the exposed group <1.5 mg/L urinary fluoride (n = 4; 2 lower risk-of-bias and 2 higher risk-of-bias studies), the association was negative (SMD, −0.13; 95% CI: −0.29, 0.03; p-value=0.111]. When including groups exposed to <2 mg/L urinary fluoride (n = 6; 3 lower risk-of-bias studies and 3 higher risk-of-bias studies), the association did not change substantially (−0.09; 95% CI: −0.22, 0.03; p-value=0.143). However, when including groups exposed to <2 mg/L fluoride in drinking water (n = 9; 2 lower risk-of-bias and 7 higher risk-of-bias studies), the association remained significant (SMD, −0.27; 95% CI: −0.36, −0.17; p-value<0.001) (eTable 4).”

Comment: This paragraph was tough for me to understand. First, I am uncertain about why the cutoffs were chosen. Second, ordering should maybe start with <2? Going from all exposure levels to slightly lower exposure levels, to lowest exposure levels (<1.5). I also suggest grouping together the drinking water and urinary results in two separate paragraphs (including the overall linear results at the beginning of each paragraph). Last, I might be interested in comparing the number of low/high risk of bias studies across each grouping but it’s too hard to follow, so maybe you could have a table of this info and summarize in a sentence or two here?

Response: Agree (change made)
- As noted in a previous comment, we have added the following rationale for the cutoffs to the Methods section:

“We also examined whether there was a dose-response relationship at lower exposure levels that corresponded with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency drinking water standards20 and World Health Organization drinking water guidelines21 (details provided in the Supplemental Materials).”

- Due to word count restrictions, we have limited the discussion of the results in the main manuscript to the linear model results. Therefore, the need for two separate paragraphs describing the drinking water and urinary results became unnecessary. We included additional results in the Results section of the supplemental materials. New tables suggested by XXXXXX have been added to the supplemental materials (eTable 4 and eTable 5; excerpts provided below). As suggested by XXXXXX, these tables were reordered to go from the least restrictive (all data) to most restrictive (<1.5 mg/L) exposure levels. These tables provide the overall linear results separately for drinking water and urinary results, the numbers of low and high risk-of-bias studies across each group, and the results when restricted to only the low risk-of-bias studies.
BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG understands the authors’ placement of the material in the draft M-A Manuscript Supplemental Materials due to space constraints of the manuscript; however, the BSC WG recommends that the authors make clear that their subgroups of studies (0 to <4 mg/L); (0 to <2 mg/L); and (0 to <1.5 mg/L) overlap and thus are not independent. The results that the authors present across the subgroups are correlated, and the BSC WG recommends that should be clearly stated. Without a full understanding of the dose-response mean-effects analysis, it is impossible to understand what these results imply.

See Appendix II, page II-10, II-8, II-78.
1.1: Discussion section: “However, the associations did not remain significant when exposure was restricted to <1.5 mg/L, the current WHO safe water guideline.”

Comment: There it is! Was looking for that info in the abstract and the methods/results. Question though—why use these cutoffs for the urinary levels as well? Do they directly translate?

Response: Agree (no change requested)

- These cutoffs are useful for comparison across different exposure measures. Drinking water levels roughly translate to urinary levels, but there is variation depending on the level of fluoride in the drinking water as well as individual behaviors. There is literature suggesting that among people living in areas with high levels of fluoride in drinking water, 1 mg/L in drinking water fluoride approximates 1 mg/L in urinary fluoride (e.g., Kumar et al. 2017); however, there is also literature suggesting that, at lower drinking water fluoride levels, drinking water only represents a portion of a person’s total exposure to fluoride (EPA 2010), which includes exposure from other sources like dental products, foods, and beverages. Therefore, relying on drinking water levels may underestimate exposure.

- References

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:

Although the NTP authors agreed with the reviewer, the BSC WG cannot find the wording in the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript referred to by the reviewer’s comment. Perhaps the wording was changed in a subsequent version such that it no longer matches text in the draft M-A Manuscript (July 2022) or perhaps the wording was changed in responding to other comments. The BSC WG notes that the authors refer to the draft M-A Manuscript Supplemental Materials (Methods section, page 7) for examining the following text: “a dose-response relationship at lower exposure levels that corresponded with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency drinking water standards\(^{20}\) and World Health Organization drinking water guidelines\(^{21}\).” The draft M-A Manuscript Supplemental Material contains the following text, page 38:

“However, when restricted to exposed groups with <1.5 mg/L (i.e., 0 to <1.5 mg/L) in drinking water (n = 7 publications [3 low and 4 high risk-of-bias studies]), there was no longer an association between fluoride in drinking water and children’s IQ (SMD: 0.05; 95% CI: −0.36, 0.45; p-value = 0.816).” The BSC WG recommends that the authors address this issue directly in Discussion section of the draft-M-A Manuscript.

See Appendix II, page II-12.
1.M: Discussion section: “While the results of our meta-analyses were consistent with two previous meta-analyses (Table 2), they differed in several ways. Our meta-analyses included more recently published studies that are lower risk of bias, and studies with different exposure assessment types. ...If children with higher exposures had a greater IQ deficiency than children with lower exposures, the highly exposed children may have driven the mean IQ deficits of the entire group. Therefore, it is important to keep in mind that fluoride concentrations in drinking water alone do not reflect the magnitude of fluoride exposures to children who consume excessive amounts of fluoridated toothpaste or to formula-fed babies who consume powdered formula that is reconstituted with fluoridated water.”

Comment: Not following the point you’re trying to make in these sentences. It seems like first you were trying to make a point about how this meta-analysis is better than the previous, but then you’re commenting on a problem with exposure assessment more generally. Seems like these should be separate discussion paragraphs.

Response: Agree (change made)

- We agree that the original paragraph sounds disjointed. Therefore, we revised the text and separated these topics into different paragraphs in the Discussion section as shown below:

  “Whereas the previously published meta-analyses only included group-level exposures, the regression slopes meta-analysis included nine studies with individual urinary fluoride measures, a more precise exposure measure. It also included recent North American prospective cohort studies5-7 with maternal urinary fluoride levels comparable to those found in the United States.57”

- In a later paragraph in the Discussion section, we say:

  “Fluoride exposure may vary considerably depending on individual behaviors and is best captured by individual-level measures of total exposure, such as urinary fluoride measures. Because drinking water measures capture only some of a person’s total exposure to fluoride, it is reasonable to assume that some children in the meta-analysis had higher exposure to fluoride and those children may have skewed the mean IQ deficits of the entire group. Urinary fluoride levels include all ingested fluoride and are considered a valid measure to estimate total fluoride exposure.51, 62”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.


1.N: Discussion section: “Consistent with previous literature, our dose-response meta-analysis shows statistically significantly lower children’s IQ with increasing fluoride exposure.”

Comment: Individual studies or the meta-analyses?

Response: Agree (change made)

- This was referring to one meta-analysis and another literature review, but we have since removed “consistent with previous literature” and directly cite the literature we are referring to in the Discussion section as follows:

  “The Duan et al.4 meta-analysis reported a significant non-linear dose-response relationship above 3 ppm [3 mg/L] in water. A more recent literature review56 did not
comment on the shape of the dose-response curve; however, based on the three publications from Mexico and Canada,5-7 the author concluded that the association between maternal urinary fluoride and children’s neurotoxicity appeared to be “dose dependent.”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but make the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors update the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript to include new papers that have addressed the shape of the dose-response curve. See Appendix II, page II-13.

1.O: Discussion section: “Consistent with previous literature, our dose-response meta-analysis shows statistically significantly lower children’s IQ with increasing fluoride exposure. Duan et al (2018) suggested a significant non-linear dose-response relationship above 3ppm [3 mg/L] in water.5”

Comment: having a hard time interpreting what this means. Relationship was non-linear, but there was an effect when levels were above 3 mg/L in the water (but not when levels were lower than that)? not sure would say this is “consistent with the literature” since it is just one other study? Maybe just am not used to this dose-response language but consider that your other readers may not be either.

Response: Agree (change made)

- We have revised this part of the Discussion section to no longer say “consistent with the literature.”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG recommends that the authors indicate in the draft M-A Manuscript the shape of the dose-response curve, i.e., how its non-linearity performed (i.e., upward deflection or downward deflection). The BSC WG is concerned that failure to describe any change in the shape of the dose-response curve across the range of fluoride exposure could mask better understanding of the potential inverse association between fluoride and IQ. See Appendix II, page II-13.

1.P: Discussion section: “Our dose-response meta-analysis also revealed a significant dose-response relationship at <2mg/L fluoride in drinking water, levels that occur naturally in some U.S. drinking water systems.”

Comment: think you could consider language like “when levels were restricted to those below <2mg/L”. find it confusing because it’s almost like you’re comparing <2mg/L to some other level, which isn’t what you’re doing

Response: Agree (change made)

- We have removed this sentence from the manuscript and revised text in the supplemental materials to clarify that the dose-response analyses were restricted to (1) <4 mg/L, (2) <2 mg/L, and (3) <1.5 mg/L as follows:
"When analyses were restricted to exposed groups with <4 mg/L (i.e., 0 to <4 mg/L) fluoride in drinking water (n = 21 publications [6 low and 15 high risk-of-bias studies]), there was a statistically significant inverse association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ (SMD: −0.22; 95% CI: −0.27, −0.17; p-value < 0.001) (eTable 4). When restricted to <2 mg/L (i.e., 0 to <2 mg/L) in drinking water (n = 7 publications [3 low and 4 high risk-of-bias studies]), the magnitude of the effect estimate did not substantially change (SMD: −0.15; 95% CI: −0.41, 0.12; p-value = 0.274). However, when restricted to exposed groups with <1.5 mg/L (i.e., 0 to <1.5 mg/L) in drinking water (n = 7 publications [3 low and 4 high risk-of-bias studies]), there was no longer an association between fluoride in drinking water and children’s IQ (SMD: 0.05; 95% CI: −0.36, 0.45; p-value = 0.816).”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix II, page II-77.

1.Q: Discussion section: “Our dose-response meta-analysis also revealed a significant dose-response relationship at <2mg/L fluoride in drinking water, levels that occur naturally in some U.S. drinking water systems. As of April 2020, the CDC estimated that 0.59% of persons living in the United States (~1.9 million people) were served by community water systems (CWS) containing ≥ 1.5 mg/L naturally occurring fluoride and 0.31% (~1 million people) were served by CWS containing ≥ 2 mg/L (https://www.cdc.gov/fluoridation/data-tools/reporting-system.html)."

Comment: Not sure the point you’re trying to make here. Shouldn’t you be comparing CDC estimates to where levels are <2mg/L? I think these statistics are really important for contextualizing results but not sure this is the best result to compare them to?

Response: Agree (change made)

We agree that our point was not clear. The point we wanted to make was that, even though the recommended level of artificially fluoridated water in the United States is 0.7 mg/L, some people may still be exposed to higher levels of naturally occurring fluoride in their drinking water. The revised text reads as follows:

“For community water systems that add fluoride, the Public Health Service recommends a fluoride concentration of 0.7 mg/L; however, it is important to note that there are regions of the United States where public systems and private wells contain natural fluoride concentrations of more than 2 mg/L. In April 2020, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) estimated that community water systems supplying water with ≥2 mg/L naturally occurring fluoride served 0.31% of the U.S. population (~1 million people). For the purposes of reducing dental fluorosis, the CDC recommends that parents use an alternative source of water for children aged 8 years and younger and for bottle-fed infants if their primary drinking water contains greater than 2 mg/L of fluoride.”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors update the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript to include new papers that have addressed these issues.

1.R: Discussion section: “However, because all studies were considered lower risk of bias along with the moderate statistical heterogeneity and robustness our findings suggest that the small number of studies is unlikely to have influenced the meta-analysis findings.”

**Comment:** Reword this sentence kind of run on

**Response:** Agree (change made)

- We agree with the comment; however, in the process of revising the manuscript, we have removed that sentence from the Discussion section and the issue no longer applies.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

1.S: Conclusions section: “The association remained statistically significant when restricted to <2 mg/L fluoride in drinking water (p-value<0.001), levels that occur naturally in some U.S. community water systems.”

**Comment:** For more impact you could clarify this here with some statistic

**Response:** Agree (change made)

- We have removed this sentence from the Conclusions section because it was no longer accurate after the literature update.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.
Doc02_Meta-analysis

received a draft version of the manuscript as well as a copy of the NASEM Committee comments on the meta-analysis and the NIEHS/DNTP responses (draft version of Sup01_Meta-analysis). provided comments in track changes on the draft manuscript in Microsoft Word. The full comments have been reproduced below verbatim along with the specific text referred to by quotes under a heading for the specific section of the document (e.g., “Abstract section”). Note that the red formatted text was in the document as provided. Formatting has been applied to aid in reading. Responses have been added in blue text following each of the comments beginning with the word “Response” in bold font.

Date: July 1, 2021

2.A: Comment: Is the paper being submitted alongside a companion SR to discuss non-meta issues with fluoride and IQ?

Response: Agree (no change requested)

- Yes, the NTP Monograph on the systematic review of fluoride exposure and cognitive neurodevelopmental health effects is being published first and is referred to and cited in the Methods section as follows:

“The search, selection, extraction, and risk-of-bias evaluation of studies for this meta-analysis were part of a larger systematic review.”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:

The BSC WG recommends that the draft SoS Monograph and the draft M-A Manuscript should be complete, standalone documents and not reference each other for information, unless timing for publication can be coordinated, perhaps by the NTP publishing both documents.

2.B: Abstract section

suggested text: inserted text (shown here in red font) as follows: “To perform a systematic review and meta-analysis to investigate epidemiological associations between fluoride exposure and children’s intelligence.”

Comment: Even though this is for [NIEHS/DNTP removed journal name], still think somewhere you should specify these are only epi studies

Response: Disagree (no change)

- We consider the objective in the Abstract to already imply that the meta-analysis only includes epidemiological studies with the word “children’s” (i.e., “to investigate associations between fluoride exposure and children’s intelligence”). In addition, details such as study eligibility are provided in the meta-analysis protocol (see Appendix 6 to the systematic review protocol located here: https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076) and the Methods section of the manuscript.
BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG recommends changing the OBJECTIVE in the Abstract of the draft M-A Manuscript to read (new text underlined): “To perform a systematic review and meta-analysis of epidemiological studies to investigate associations between pre- or post-natal fluoride exposure, assessed primarily by urinary and water fluoride levels, and children’s intelligence.”

The BSC WG also recommends that the draft SoS Monograph and the draft M-A Manuscript should be complete, standalone documents and not reference each other for information, unless timing for publication can be coordinated, perhaps by the NTP publishing both documents.

See Appendix II, page II-3.

2.C: Introduction section

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suggested text</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>inserted text (shown here in red font) adding one sentence as follows: This analysis was used to inform a larger systematic review on fluoride exposure and neurodevelopment.</td>
<td>added this (to the Introduction) because doing a meta in isolation is bound to raise flags with reviewers, so best to mention this before the methods.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Response: Agree (change made)

- New text was added to the Introduction section to say that the meta-analysis complements “a larger systematic review” as follows:

“To incorporate this newer evidence, and as part of a larger systematic review that concluded with moderate confidence in the evidence of an inverse association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ, we conducted a meta-analysis of studies that provided group-and individual-level fluoride exposure measurements in relation to children’s IQ scores.”

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:

The BSC WG suggests avoiding the word "complement" in this context. A meta-analysis is part of a systematic review and does not complement it. The BSC WG suggests revising the sentence in the Introduction of the draft M-A Manuscript to read (new text underlined): “To incorporate this newer evidence, and as part of a larger systematic review that concluded with moderate confidence in the evidence of an inverse association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ, we conducted ....”

The BSC WG also recommends that the draft SoS Monograph and the draft M-A Manuscript should be complete, standalone documents and not reference each other for information, unless timing for publication can be coordinated, perhaps by NTP publishing both documents.

See Appendix II, page II-5.

2.D: Methods section: “Literature searches were conducted in BIOSAS, EMBASE, PsychINFO, PubMed, Scopus, Web of Science, CNKI, and Wanfang databases through May 1, 2020 without language restrictions. Search strategies are available in the protocol.”

Comment: This also may raise flags if you are submitting 1+ year later. Worthwhile to be explicit for the early cutoff date (i.e., “the cutoff date chosen as part of our larger SR”).
Response: Agree (change made)
  - The literature search was updated in November 2021; therefore, the Methods section contains revised text:
    
    “Literature searches were conducted in BIOSIS, EMBASE, PsychINFO, PubMed, Scopus, Web of Science, CNKI, and Wanfang databases through November 2021, without language restrictions.”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript.

The BSC WG suggests that the authors consider updating the literature search for the draft M-A Manuscript because with a literature search cutoff of November 2021, it is out of date. The BSC WG acknowledges that the authors clearly specify a cutoff date; however, given that the search is out of date, the utility of the draft M-A Manuscript may be considered limited. The BSC WG notes that if the draft M-A Manuscript is submitted to a journal for publication consideration, the journal will likely ask the authors to update the literature search. The BSC WG recommends that the timeframe for the literature be consistent between the draft M-A Manuscript and the draft SoS Monograph. As noted previously, there is a new 2023 systematic review and meta-analysis of this literature, and the authors should discuss this and any other relevant new analyses in relation to their own findings.

See Appendix II, page II-6.

2.E: Comment: You may benefit from upfront defining your inclusion criteria in a Supp table to stave off queries of age ranges, neurocognitive tests, etc.

Response: Disagree (no change)
  - We define inclusion criteria in the protocol, which is referenced in the Methods sections of the manuscript and the supplemental materials, respectively, as follows:

    “To be eligible for inclusion, individual study publications had to satisfy review eligibility criteria outlined in the protocol.”

    “In order to be eligible for inclusion in the systematic literature review, individual study publications (referred to in this paper as “studies”) had to satisfy eligibility criteria outlined in the protocol (i.e., address PECO statement in Table 1 and specific exclusion criteria in Table 2, https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076).”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG recommends that the eligibility criteria should be summarized in the Methods section of the draft M-A Manuscript and not solely refer to the protocol.

See Appendix II, page II-6.

See Appendix II, page II-42.

2.F: Methods section: “The other risk-of-bias questions were also considered and were used to identify any other concerns that may indicate serious risk-of-bias issues (e.g., statistical analysis).”
Comment: Maybe also mention as another example “selection bias”, another critical domain in these studies

Response: Agree (change made)

- We have revised this sentence in the Methods section as follows:

“The other risk-of-bias questions were used to identify other concerns that may indicate serious risk-of-bias issues (e.g., selection bias, statistical analysis).”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix II, page II-7.

2.G: Methods section: “No study was excluded from the meta-analysis based on concerns for risk of bias; however, subgroup analyses were conducted with and without higher risk-of-bias studies (i.e., studies rated probably high risk of bias for at least two key risk-of-bias questions or definitely high for any single question) to assess their impact on the results.”

Comment: Did you consider the magnitude and direction of the risk of bias? If your high RoB studies are high risk of bias for non-diff exp and outcome misclassification and all of your results bias toward the null, it may impact the interpretation of your results

Response: Agree (no change requested)

- Yes, this information has been considered and is available in Appendix E to the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG agrees with the reviewer that the magnitude and direction of the risk of bias may impact the results. The BSC WG recommends that the authors address this issue in the Methods section of the draft M-A Manuscript and not refer to the Appendix E in the draft SoS Monograph for that information.

The BSC WG also recommends that the draft SoS Monograph and the draft M-A Manuscript should be complete, standalone documents and not reference each other for information, unless timing for publication can be coordinated, perhaps by NTP publishing both documents.

See Appendix II, page II-7.

2.H: Methods section: “Subgroup analyses were stratified by risk of bias (higher or lower), study location (e.g., country), outcome assessment, exposure matrix (e.g., urine or water), pre- or post-natal exposure, gender-specific groups, and age-specific subgroups.”

Comment: Are there others apart from urinary biomarkers and water exposure? Also, maybe categorize as “urinary F, water F concentrations” or “biomonitoring, environmental sampling”
Response: Agree (change made)

- We have revised this sentence in the *Methods* section as follows:

  "Predefined subgroup analyses were stratified by risk of bias (high or low), study location (e.g., country), outcome assessment, exposure matrix (e.g., urinary fluoride or water fluoride concentrations), sex, and age group."

- Other exposure types were also considered, such as fluoride intake (see excerpt of Table 3 below).

Excerpt of Table 3. Pooled Regression Slopes and 95% CIs for Children’s IQ Score and Exposures to Fluoride

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Number of Studies</th>
<th>Beta (95% CI)</th>
<th>Heterogeneity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall Effect</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-scale IQ</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>−1.81 (−2.80, −0.81)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001, 77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subgroup Analyses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exposure Type</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary fluoride</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>−1.81 (−2.80, −0.81)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001, 77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>−3.87 (−7.15, −0.59)</td>
<td>0.737, 0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water fluoride</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>−4.77 (−9.09, −0.45)</td>
<td>0.707, 0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

The BSC WG recommends rewording the sentence in the Methods section of the draft M-A Manuscript: “Predefined subgroup analyses were stratified ... sex, and age group,” to emphasize that the matrices (e.g., urine, water) are for exposure assessment and are not explicit measures of exposure. The BSC WG recommends the following revised sentence (new text underlined): “Predefined subgroup analyses were stratified by risk of bias (high or low), study location (e.g., country), outcome assessment, exposure assessment matrix (e.g., urinary fluoride or water fluoride concentrations), sex, and age group.”

See Appendix II, page II-7.

**2.1:** Methods section: “The study outcomes were evaluated with respect to a 1-mg/L unit increase in exposure.”

**Comment:** Is a 1 mg/L unit increase the same for urinary F (biomarker) and water measures (envir monitoring)?

**Response: Agree (change made)**

- We have revised this sentence in the *Methods* section as follows:

  "The study outcomes were evaluated with respect to a 1-mg/L unit increase in water or urinary fluoride, or 1-mg/day fluoride intake."

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix II, page II-8.
2.J: Results section: “The meta-analysis of 46 studies (37 lower risk of bias studies and 9 higher risk of bias studies) that provided mean IQ scores showed that children exposed to higher fluoride levels had statistically significantly lower IQ scores (random-effects pooled SMD, −0.49; 95% CI: −0.60, −0.38; p-value<0.001) (Figure 2).”

Comment: That is ½ an IQ point. That’s a big deal.

Response: Agree (no change requested)

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG notes that shift of a half a point in mean IQ would be important at the population level but not at the individual level as explained in Bellinger DC. What is an adverse effect? A possible resolution of clinical and epidemiological perspectives on neurobehavioral toxicity. Environmental Research. 2004 Jul;95(3):394-405. doi: 10.1016/j.envres.2003.07.013. PMID: 15220073. However, given that the studies included in the meta-analysis have very indirect measures of exposure (mean effects) and the heterogeneity in this meta-analysis is very high, the BSC WG recommends that the authors consider reflecting the relatively consistent negative direction of the association rather than the actual magnitude.

2.K: Results section: “There was evidence of high heterogeneity (I^2 = 89%, p-value < 0.001, Table 2) and publication bias (funnel plot and Egger’s p-value < 0.001, Begg’s p = 0.04, eFigures 2 and 3).”

Comment: Given the high level of heterogeneity, should you mention that this is further justification to conduct subgroup analyses (in addition to your justification for only reporting RE models)? Just a suggestion.

Response: Disagree (no change)

We do not consider this to be necessary given that the protocol and Methods section describe that prespecified subgroup analyses were performed to investigate sources of heterogeneity.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG notes that the studies used in this meta-analysis present heterogeneity in several ways; for example, in measuring fluoride exposure, in measuring the magnitude and direction of the associations with IQ/cognitive/neurodevelopmental outcomes, etc. The BSC WG recommends that the authors provide more disclosure and discussion around the issues related to heterogeneity in the draft M-A Manuscript. Additionally, given the high heterogeneity, the BSC WG recommends that the meta-analysis would be interpreted cautiously.

See Appendix II, page II-9.

2.L: Results section: “Among the higher risk-of-bias studies (n = 37), the random-effects pooled SMD was −0.55 (95% CI: −0.68, −0.43) with high heterogeneity (I^2 = 84%, p-value < 0.001) (Table 2 and eFigure 6).”

Comment: Just a note that seeing consistency in your metas between your high and low RoB studies adds to your justification of an association.

Response: Agree (no change requested)
**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG agrees with the reviewer and recommends that the authors add the following sentence to the Discussion section (page 9) of the draft M-A Manuscript: “The consistency in meta-analytic effects between high and low risk of bias studies adds to the justification of an association.” This sentence would follow the statement: “Among the high risk-of-bias studies (n = 45), the random-effects pooled SMD was −0.52 (95% CI: −0.63, −0.42; p-value < 0.001) with high heterogeneity (I² = 86%), (Table 2 and eFigure 7).”

The BSC WG also notes that the high and low risk-of-bias studies having similar meta-analytic effects could mean that they are equally flawed studies.

See Appendix II, page II-10.

**2.M: Results section:** “The overall pooled effect estimate from the six studies with individual-level urinary fluoride measures shows that a 1-mg/L increase in urinary fluoride is associated with a statistically significant lower IQ score of 1.58 points (95% CI: −2.63, −0.53; p-value=0.003).”

Comment: Wow; is this after accounting for potential confounders? If so, that is substantial

Response: Agree (no change requested)

ο Correct, this represents the pooled effect estimate using each study’s adjusted regression coefficient.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix II, page II-12.

**2.N: Results section:** “Adjusting for possible publication bias through trim-and-fill analysis supports the conclusion that a 1-mg/L increase in urinary fluoride was associated with lower IQ, with an adjusted pooled effect estimate of −0.87 (95% CI: −1.93, 0.19) (eFigure 19).”

Comment: Report your p-value

Response: Agree (change made)

ο We added p-values throughout the Results section.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix II, page II-9.

**2.O: Results section:** “A 1-mg/L increase in fluoride intake and water fluoride are also significantly associated with a lower IQ score of 3.87 points (95% CI: −7.15, −0.59; p-value=0.021) and 4.77 points (95% CI: −9.10, −0.45; p-value=0.031), respectively (Table 3); however, the results for both metrics are based on a small sample of studies (n=2 for each measure) and should be interpreted with caution.”

Comment: Is an N of 2 even worth reporting, or including as a main result?
Response: Agree (change made)
- We have replaced the above sentence with the following:

“The results for fluoride intake and water fluoride levels are available in Supplemental Materials.”

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate. See Appendix II, page II-12.

2.P: Comment: This section (Discussion) is great, but it is missing a robust discussion of the biological plausibility or proposed mechanism of action. A ton of implications that [XX] think deserves its own pub.

Response: Disagree (no change)
- Potential biological mechanisms are covered in the state of the science report. However, currently, the data on mechanisms are too limited and heterogeneous to make a determination of biological plausibility and therefore we do not think it is appropriate to include this in the Discussion. However, we do agree this is an important area for continuing study and deserves a separate analysis and publication expanding on the potential limitations and promising research on mechanisms.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors include in the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript the following sentiment (in authors’ own words): “As potential biological mechanisms that could explain the apparent inverse association between fluoride exposure and IQ remain uncertain (provide appropriate citations from the SoS Monograph), this is an important area for continuing study and deserves a separate analysis and publication expanding on the potential limitations and promising research on mechanisms.”

The BSC WG also suggests that the draft SoS Monograph and the draft M-A Manuscript should be complete, standalone documents and not reference each other for information, unless timing for publication can be coordinated, perhaps by NTP publishing both documents. See Appendix II, page II-12.

2.Q: Discussion section: “The results of our three meta-analyses support an inverse association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ. Results were robust to stratification by risk of bias, gender, age group, timing of exposure, study location, outcome assessment type, and exposure assessment type. The association remained statistically significant when the exposed group was restricted to <2 mg/L fluoride in drinking water (p-value<0.001), levels that occur naturally in some U.S. community water systems. However, the associations did not remain significant when exposure was restricted to <1.5 mg/L, the current WHO safe water guideline.”

Comment: Somewhere in this paragraph consider adding a sentence that this meta is used to inform the larger SR, and the meta is a piece of the larger equation.
Response: Disagree (no change)

- We have included that this meta-analysis is part of the larger systematic review in the Introduction and Methods sections, respectively, as follows:

“To incorporate this newer evidence, and to complement a larger systematic review that concluded there is moderate confidence in the evidence of an inverse association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ, we conducted a meta-analysis of studies that provided group-and individual-level fluoride exposure measurements in relation to children’s IQ scores.”

“The search, selection, extraction, and risk-of-bias evaluation of studies for this meta-analysis were part of a larger systematic review.”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:

The BSC WG suggests avoiding the word “complement” in this context. A meta-analysis is part of a systematic review and does not complement it. The BSC WG suggests revising the sentence in the Introduction of the draft M-A Manuscript to read (new text underlined): “To incorporate this newer evidence, and to complement as part of a larger systematic review that concluded with moderate confidence in the evidence of an inverse association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ, we conducted .....”

The BSC WG also suggests that the draft SoS Monograph and the draft M-A Manuscript should be complete, standalone documents and not reference each other for information, unless timing for publication can be coordinated, perhaps by the NTP publishing both documents. Otherwise, this could be problematic since the systematic review is within the SoS Monograph on which the M-A Manuscript relies.

See Appendix II, page II-5.

2.R: Discussion section: “Individual levels are a more precise measure of exposure compared to group-level measures; however, drinking water levels comprise only a portion of a person’s total exposure to fluoride.”

Comment: Do you mean “household concentrations” or something else?

Response: Agree (change made)

- “Drinking water levels” in the above sentence referred to individual exposures to drinking water. However, during our revisions, this sentence was removed.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

2.S: Discussion considers

suggested text: inserted text (shown here in red font) at the end of the following sentence: “Consequently, it is reasonable to assume that some children in our mean effects meta-analyses had higher exposure to fluoride from other common sources (e.g., dental products, foods and beverages); though these are generally considered negligible relative to water.”
Comment: XX almost positive the relative source contribution of water compared to other sources is really disparately large

Response: Agree (change made)

- It has been estimated that other sources make up about 30% of total fluoride exposure.
- We have revised this sentence in the Discussion section as follows:

"Because drinking water measures capture only some of a person’s total exposure to fluoride, it is reasonable to assume that some children in the meta-analysis had higher exposure to fluoride and those children may have skewed the mean IQ deficits of the entire group."

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG points out that the draft M-A Manuscript states that misclassification underestimates exposure. However, the BSC WG notes that misclassification could either overestimate or underestimate exposure. The BSC WG recommends the Discussion section (page 14) of the draft M-A Manuscript should be revised to read (new text underlined):

"Because drinking water measurements imperfectly capture only a portion of a person’s total exposure to fluoride, it is reasonable to assume that some children in the meta-analysis had higher or lower exposure to fluoride and those children may have skewed the mean IQ distribution of the entire group."

See Appendix II, page II-15.

2.T: Comment: I know a major concern for EPA and other groups is infants whose sole source of consumption is formula from reconstituted tap water.

Response: Agree (change made)

- We have revised the Discussion section to include the following:

"For the purposes of reducing dental fluorosis, the CDC recommends that parents use an alternative source of water for children aged 8 years and younger and for bottle-fed infants if their primary drinking water contains greater than 2 mg/L of fluoride."

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix II, page II-14.

2.U: Discussion section: “There are also several limitations to consider. Studies included in our meta-analyses also had various intrinsic limitations.”

Comment: Such as?

Response: Agree (change made)

- We have revised this sentence in the Discussion section as follows:

"Most of the studies included in the mean-effects and dose-response mean effects meta-analyses were considered to have study design and/or methodological limitations. For example, all but three studies were cross-sectional in design."
BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors include additional examples of study design and/or methodological limitations such as publication bias, heterogeneity, and dose response in the Discussion section of the M-A Manuscript.

See Appendix II, page II-14.

2.V: Comment: Table 1: You need to include study design in table 1

Response: Agree (change made)

- We have revised Table 1 to include study design in the first column (excerpt provided below).

Excerpt of Table 1. Characteristics of Studies Included in the Meta-analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference* (Years)</th>
<th>Study Design</th>
<th>Study Location</th>
<th>Age Range (Years)</th>
<th>Fluoride Exposure</th>
<th>Intelligence Assessment</th>
<th>Overall Quality Rating</th>
<th>Confounders Considered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ran et al. (1989)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>8-14</td>
<td>No fluoride exposure, low fluoride background in village</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Sex, urban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al. (1990)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7-14</td>
<td>Drinking water; nonendemic fluoride background in village</td>
<td>Chinese Standardized Raven Test</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Age, sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cui et al. (1991)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7-13</td>
<td>Serum reference arm using wood and bone fluoride-related fluoride serum</td>
<td>Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Age, sex, SIB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but make the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors add a footnote to Table 1 cross referencing Figure 2 indicating that the studies in Figure 2 Forest Plot are presented in the same order as found in Table 1 and include SMD (95% CI). Likewise, the BSC WG suggests cross referencing Table 1 in the legend to Figure 2, indicating that the studies are presented in the same order as found in Table 1.

See Appendix II, page II-25.

2.W: Comment: Figure 1: Add a Y axis (even if it is in the title)

Response: Agree (change made)

- We have revised Figure 1 to include the y-axis description in the title as follows:

  “Figure 1. Number of Studies of Fluoride Exposure and IQ in Children by Country and Year of Publication”.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix II, page II-38.
2.X: Comment: Figure 2: Do you have space to add additional columns to increase the informativeness of this forest plot? Adding in the Ns and study designs would be helpful, but most importantly the exposure assessment used.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- We have kept Figure 2 as is for readability, but the subgroup analysis stratified by exposure assessment type is included in Table 2 (excerpt provided below).
- Excerpt of Table 2. Pooled SMDs and 95% CIs for Children’s IQ Score and Exposures to Fluoride

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Number of Studies</th>
<th>SMD (95% CI)</th>
<th>Heterogeneity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall Effect</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>-0.46 (-0.55, -0.37)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subgroup Analyses</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk of Bias</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-0.22 (-0.39, -0.05)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>-0.52 (-0.63, -0.42)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>-0.62 (-0.81, -0.42)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>-0.53 (-0.72, -0.34)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;10 years(^a)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>-0.41 (-0.60, -0.22)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥10 years</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>-0.55 (-0.70, -0.40)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>-0.43 (-0.52, -0.34)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-0.99 (-1.55, -0.43)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.68 (-0.99, -0.38)</td>
<td>0.077 56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.01 (-0.19, 0.21)</td>
<td>NA NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.13 (-0.16, 0.42)</td>
<td>NA NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.01 (-0.19, 0.22)</td>
<td>NA NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.25 (-0.65, 0.16)</td>
<td>NA NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment Type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT-RC tests</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>-0.36 (-0.46, -0.27)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-CRT-RC tests</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>-0.60 (-0.78, -0.42)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raven’s tests</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-0.76 (-1.10, -0.43)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other tests</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>-0.52 (-0.74, -0.29)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure Type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water fluoride</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>-0.37 (-0.46, -0.27)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental fluorosis</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-0.99 (-1.57, -0.41)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other exposures(^b)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>-0.54 (-0.71, -0.37)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 81%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Previous Meta-analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number of Studies</th>
<th>SMD (95% CI)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duan et al. (2018)(^d)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>-0.52 (-0.62, -0.42)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001  69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choi et al. (2012)(^d)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>-0.45 (-0.56, -0.34)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001  80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors add a footnote to Table 1 cross referencing Figure 2 indicating that the studies in Figure 2 Forest Plot are presented in the same order as found in Table 1 and include SMD (95% CI). Likewise, the BSC WG suggests cross referencing Table 1 in the legend to Figure 2, indicating that the studies are presented in the same order as found in Table 1.

See Appendix II, page II-39.

See Appendix II, page II-36.
Peer Review of the draft Meta-analysis Manuscript to Evaluate the Association between Fluoride Exposure and Children’s Intelligence

received a draft version of the manuscript as well as a copy of the NASEM Committee comments on the meta-analysis and the NIEHS/DNTP responses (draft version of Sup01_Meta-analysis). The full comments have been reproduced below verbatim. Formatting has been applied to aid in reading. Responses have been added in blue text following each of the comments beginning with the word “Response” in bold font.

Date: September 14, 2021

3.A: this review represents an enormous effort. Meta-analyses are not my specialty but, by all evidence, what you have done is state-of-the-art. do have some thoughts on how the paper might be framed for a clinical journal.

Response: Agree (no change requested)

We appreciate the comment that this meta-analysis is state of the art.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

3.B: realize the NTP defines its role in its reports strictly and narrowly– but if this paper is intended for a medical journal, then readers will expect some context. The paper could benefit from a brief section in the introduction on things like the sources of fluoride (ground water vs water supplement vs diet vs dental treatment), the drinking-water levels considered “optimum,” the levels associated with toxicity (dental fluorosis), and an idea of the range of levels found in human populations. (This is probably not a complete list – not an expert in this area.)

Response: Agree (change made)

We agree that context for the findings is important and have added (1) information on the sources of fluoride to the Introduction section; (2) drinking water levels considered optimal as recommended by the U.S. Public Health Service to the Discussion section (this also addresses the levels associated with dental fluorosis because the optimal level is meant to provide enough fluoride to prevent tooth decay in children and adults while limiting the risk of dental fluorosis); and (3) the degree of exposures to high levels of naturally occurring fluoride in the United States to the Discussion section. As for the range of levels found in human populations, this varies widely depending on the geographic location of the population, the source of the exposure, and individual behaviors. Therefore, we considered it best to provide the exposure levels for each individual study population as reported by the study authors, which are available in Table 1 (excerpt provided below).

We added text to the Introduction section as follows:

“Fluoride from natural sources occurs in some community water systems and, in the United States and some other countries, fluoride is added to public drinking water systems for the prevention of tooth decay. Water and water-based beverages are the main source of systemic
fluoride intake; however, an individual’s total exposure also reflects contributions from fluoride in other sources such as food, dental products, industrial emissions, and some pharmaceuticals.”

- We added text to the Discussion section as follows:

“For community water systems that add fluoride, the Public Health Service recommends a fluoride concentration of 0.7 mg/L; however, it is important to note that there are regions of the United States where public systems and private wells contain natural fluoride concentrations of more than 2 mg/L. In April 2020, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) estimated that community water systems supplying water with ≥2 mg/L naturally occurring fluoride served 0.31% of the U.S. population (~1 million people).”

- Excerpt of Table 1. Characteristics of Studies Included in the Meta-analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Study Design</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Age Range (Years)</th>
<th>Fluoride Exposure</th>
<th>Assessment (Metric, Exposure Groups)</th>
<th>Intelligence Assessment</th>
<th>Overall HED Rating</th>
<th>Contradictory Considered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Broadhead et al.</td>
<td>Prospective Cohort</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>7-13</td>
<td>Drinking water alone</td>
<td>0.6-0.3 mg/L</td>
<td>0.7-1.1 mg/L (drinking)</td>
<td>No impact</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cui et al.</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7-12</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.3-1.7 mg/L</td>
<td>F2P: 1.25</td>
<td>Significant difference in China</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al.</td>
<td>Prospective Cohort</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>2-4</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.90-0.27 mg/L</td>
<td>No impact</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors add a footnote to Table 1 cross-referencing Figure 2 and indicating that the studies in the Forest Plot are presented in the same order as found in Table 1 and include the study SMD (95% CI). Likewise, the BSC WG suggests cross-referencing Table 1 in the legend to Figure 2 noting that the studies in the Forest Plot are presented in the same order as found in Table 1.

See Appendix II, page II-5, II-13, II-14, II-25.

3.C: **Comment:** Is there a threshold effect? You report that “when restricted to exposed groups with <1.5 mg/L in drinking water..., there was no longer an association between fluoride in drinking water and children’s IQ (SMD: 0.01; 95% CI: -0.37, 0.39; p-value=0.972).” This seems crucially important. The US Public Health Service recommends an optimum drinking-water concentration of 0.7 mg/L. According to an NHANES paper, 95% of US kids are exposed to drinking water with less than 1 mg/L fluoride. If all of this is correct, then the range at which the effects you find might actually occur are rare in the US, and perhaps other places as well. That needs to be emphasized.
Response: Agree (change made)

- Although [redacted] refers to a quote, the text has been paraphrased by [redacted], and the actual text in the version of the manuscript reviewed by [redacted] is as follows:

  “When the analyses were restricted to studies with the exposed group <1.5 mg/L fluoride in drinking water ... there was a non-significant positive association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ (SMD, 0.32; 95% CI: −0.57, 1.20).”

- We agree that readers may consider the question of threshold and shape of the dose-response curve at low doses based on the results of the meta-analysis. We revised our discussion of the shape of the dose-response curve at low doses in the Discussion section of the manuscript as follows:

  “There is inconsistency in which model is the best fit at lower exposure levels (eTable 4 and eTable 5) leading to uncertainty in the shape of the dose-response curve at these levels. More individual-level data would increase our certainty in the shape of the dose-response curve at these lower exposure levels.”

- [redacted] links uncertainty in the shape of the dose-response curve at lower doses to a potential threshold and then focuses on drinking water concentrations only and the number of U.S. people with drinking water below 1 mg/L fluoride. However, as we stated in response to the previous question, there are multiple sources of fluoride that contribute to total exposure. We added a sentence to the Introduction section of the manuscript to emphasize the importance of total fluoride exposure and additional context to the Discussion section on the number of people in the United States served by water systems >2 mg/L fluoride as described below.

- Text was added to the Introduction section as follows:

  “Water and water-based beverages are the main source of systemic fluoride intake; however, an individual’s total exposure also reflects contributions from fluoride in other sources such as food, dental products, industrial emissions, and some pharmaceuticals.”

- Text was added to the Discussion section as follows:

  “For community water systems that add fluoride, the Public Health Service recommends a fluoride concentration of 0.7 mg/L; however, it is important to note that there are regions of the United States where public systems and private wells contain natural fluoride concentrations of more than 2 mg/L.58 In April 2020, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) estimated that community water systems supplying water with ≥2 mg/L naturally occurring fluoride served 0.31% of the U.S. population (~1 million people).59”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG assumes that this comment refers to page 38 of the draft M-A Manuscript Supplemental Materials; however, the SMD reported by the authors (0.32, 95% CI: −0.57, 1.20) appears nowhere in the tables or text. This SMD also appears to contradict the following sentence in the draft M-A Manuscript: “The direction of the associations did not change when the exposed groups were restricted to < 4 mg/L or < 2 mg/L fluoride in drinking water or fluoride in urine (eTable 4, and eTable 5).” A positive SMD would indicate a change in direction. More
generally, eTable 4 estimates for quadratic and restricted cubic spline models do not have intuitive interpretation and may be better presented in graphical form. In addition, the BSC WG recommends that the proposed revised sentence: “There is inconsistency in which model is the best fit at lower exposure levels ...” would be strengthened by more precise wording that also notes the attenuation of associations as increasingly restrictive exposure thresholds are applied (< 4mg/L; < 2mg/L; < 1.5mg/L), along with increases in imprecision resulting from few included studies with those exposure levels.


3.D: Comment: You know that people in certain quarters fear the government is “poisoning” water with fluoride. You are wading into that territory when you publish this in a medical journal, and you should provide as clear a picture of the practical implications as you can. The paper might benefit from adding a coauthor who is an expert in the clinical and public health context of fluoride research, and who could help connect this intensive statistical analysis to its public health setting.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- Yes, we are fully aware of the controversial nature of this topic. We are primarily interested in providing an accurate as possible analysis of the relevant literature with a transparent listing of strengths and limitations of the database. The issue of water fluoridation is not emphasized as we found no studies in the literature that were specifically designed or powered to examine this practice in relation to children’s neurological development. In addition, we fully agree that the practical implications of this research are potentially wide ranging. However, given the additional analyses and scope of considerations involved, we consider the implications in the public health setting to be deserving of a more comprehensive risk-benefit analysis that is beyond the scope of this effort.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.
The BSC WG notes several limitations in the body of evidence (e.g., few prospective studies, high heterogeneity, not many studies reporting regression slopes, unclear dose-response relationships, concerns about publication bias, etc.). The BSC WG recommends that the authors clearly state in the draft M-A Manuscript the strengths and limitations of the evidence and their analysis when presenting the conclusions and areas in need of further research. The BSC WG notes that clearly identifying the strengths and limitations and gaps in knowledge will inform future scientifically rigorous study designs.
The BSC WG also recommends that the authors provide relevant context to U.S. populations when discussing the potential implications of their analysis and update the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript to include any new papers that have been addressed the shape of the dose-response curve.

3.E: Comment: The effect size appears markedly stronger in boys. I could not tell if this result might depend on the studies based on group measures rather than individual measures. If group measures are contributing, the result could be due to boys in hot climates drinking more water and thus
having higher exposure. If the result is not persistent in studies that rest on individual exposure measures, then the interpretation could lean towards a biological vulnerability of boys. This seems like an important distinction to explore.

**Response: Agree (change made)**

- We have added text to the *Discussion* section to acknowledge this topic as a limitation as follows:

> “Although we conducted subgroup analyses by sex, only 1 of the 14 studies that reported IQ scores separately for boys and girls analyzed fluoride exposure for each sex separately. This is essential for evaluating whether a differential change in IQ by sex may be related to higher susceptibility or higher exposure in that sex.”

- This topic is also addressed more fully in the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph which, now that it has undergone exhaustive peer review, will be cited in the manuscript.

- **BSC WG Assessment:**
  The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

  See Appendix II, page II-14.

3.F: **Comment:** Some minor comments.

**Comment:** would suggest that the Y axis on the two panels in Supplementary Figure 16 be made on the same scale, so that it is easier to move between the two panels.

**Response: Agree (change made)**

- is referring to eFigure 26. We agree with the commenter’s suggestion on scale and also found this change could be applied to eFigure 25. Therefore, we have updated eFigure 25 and eFigure 26 (which are eFigure 17 and eFigure 18 in the current draft supplemental materials) so that the y-axes on the two panels use the same scale.

![eFigure 17. Pooled Dose-Response Association Between Fluoride in Water and Standardized Mean Differences in Children’s IQ](image)
**Figure 18. Pooled Dose-Response Association Between Fluoride in Urine and Standardized Mean Differences in Children’s IQ**

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors update the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript to include new papers that have addressed these issues.

See Appendix II, page II-84.

See Appendix II, page II-85.

**3.G: Comment:** With regard to outcome, there should be some mention of the usual standard deviation of IQ in the population, to give a better idea of how large a one-point difference might be.

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- The standard deviations of measured IQs are specific to study population. Since the meta-analyses we perform pool the results of many different study populations together, and range between mean-effects, dose-response, and regression slopes, we consider it to be misleading to provide a “usual standard deviation IQ.”

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:

The BSC WG suggests that to be responsive to the reviewer’s comment, the authors could state that the SD for IQ is 15, per established norms. The BSC WG agrees with the NTP authors that the SD depends on the study population.

The BSC WG suggests that the authors add a footnote to Table 1 cross referencing Figure 2 indicating that the studies in Figure 2 Forest Plot are presented in the same order as found in Table 1 and include SMD (95% CI). Likewise, the BSC WG suggests cross referencing Table 1 in the legend to Figure 2, indicating that the studies are presented in the same order as found in Table 1.

**3.H: Comment:** Medical journals typically do not allow footnotes.

**Response: Agree (change made)**

- All footnotes have been removed from the manuscript.
BSC WG Assessment and:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

3.I: Comment: I assume the words IQ "score" and IQ "point" are equivalent, but as I first read the abstract, I couldn't be sure. Consistent use might avoid any possible confusion.

Response: Agree (change made)
- When compared against appropriate population norms, the IQ score has a point value. Thus, decreases in IQ score can be expressed as numeric points. However, not all studies report scores in this manner, with some reporting only raw IQ test scores. We have reviewed text in the manuscript to make sure that all references to changes in IQ scores or points correctly reflect the underlying information.

BSC WG Assessment and:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

3.J: Comment: Finally, I found the constant “thanks” to in each draft response to be distracting. Better to get to the point.

Response: Agree (change made)
- We have toned down the “thanks” in our responses to the NASEM Committee comments, which is reflected in Sup01_Meta-analysis and Sup01_Monograph.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

3.K: Comment: I hope this is useful. Thanks for the opportunity to have a look at this important piece of work.

Response: Agree (no change requested)

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.
Doc04_Meta-analysis
Peer Review of the draft Meta-analysis Manuscript to Evaluate the Association between Fluoride Exposure and Children’s Intelligence

received a draft version of the manuscript as well as a copy of the NASEM Committee comments on the meta-analysis and the NIEHS/DNTP responses (draft version of Sup01_Meta-analysis). The full comments have been reproduced below verbatim. Formatting has been applied to aid in reading. A response has been added in blue text following the comments beginning with the word “Response” in bold font.

Date: September 17, 2021

4.A: Comment: gone over the paper in detail, and this is excellent work. genuinely don’t have any concerns or suggestions. think the analysis itself is excellent, and you thoroughly addressed comments.

Response: Agree (no change requested)

• We appreciate comments that does not have any concerns or suggestions and that we have thoroughly addressed the NASEM Committee comments.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.
Doc05_Meta-analysis

In February 2022, the [红acted content] provided comments to NIEHS/DNTP on the 2021 Draft NTP Monograph on the State of the Science concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects: A Systematic Review and a draft manuscript on a meta-analysis of fluoride exposure and IQ in children. This document contains a subset of the overall comments related to the meta-analysis manuscript along with the NIEHS/DNTP responses. The meta-analysis-related comments from the [红acted content] are reproduced here in black text, and the NIEHS/DNTP responses have been inserted in blue text following each of the comments beginning with the word “Response” in bold font.

February 1, 2022

[Redacted content]

[Redacted content]

Feedback to NTP/NIEHS regarding:

1. Fluoride state of the science document
2. Fluoride and IQ Meta-analysis manuscript
5.A: Issue: Keeping findings in context

As NASEM noted in their review of the 2019 Draft Monograph, “the context into which the monograph falls calls for much more carefully developed and articulated communication on this issue.” XXX fully concurs with this recommendation and with NASEM’s 2019 assessment that “NTP needs to state clearly that the monograph is not designed to be informative with respect to decisions about the concentrations of fluoride that are used for water fluoridation.”

NTP stated in the revised draft of the monograph that the evidence of “effects on cognitive neurodevelopment are inconsistent, and therefore unclear” at the levels typically found in drinking water in the US. NASEM agreed with this assessment, stating that “[m]uch of the evidence presented in the report comes from studies that involve relatively high fluoride concentrations. Little or no conclusive information can be garnered from the revised monograph about the effects of fluoride at low exposure concentrations (less than 1.5 mg/L).”

XXX is extremely concerned that the revised 2021 NTP report and the meta-analysis omit this important context that was previously included. Without clarification, readers may interpret that exposure to fluoride at any concentration is associated with lower IQ, a conclusion that is not borne out by the available science or the findings of the systematic review.

Recommendation:
- XXX requests NTP include a statement in the systematic review abstract and fulltext, as well as the meta-analysis, like that found in the 2020 draft monograph: “When focusing on findings from studies with exposures in ranges typically found in drinking water in the United States (0.7 mg/L for optimally fluoridated community water systems) that can be evaluated for dose response, effects on cognitive neurodevelopment are inconsistent, and therefore unclear.”

Response: Disagree (no change)

- We remain sensitive to the need to provide context concerning fluoride exposures in the United Stated from fluoridated water, and we have included the PHS recommendations for optimal water fluoridation in the meta-analysis manuscript. However, we also stress that the subject of our fluoride monograph and meta-analysis is total fluoride exposures from all sources. The 2022 update of the meta-analysis includes a number of new non-U.S. studies that further inform the relationship between IQ deficits in children and exposures to fluoride that were not available for inclusion in the 2020 draft NTP Monograph. These studies provide additional information to sharpen the dose-response mean-effects estimates and improve the regression slopes meta-analysis. Although the clarity of effects at lower fluoride exposures is improving, there are no studies on the potential association between fluoride exposures and IQ in children in the United States, and no nationally representative urinary fluoride levels are available, making it difficult to make more specific statements about the relevance of our meta-analysis findings to the U.S. population.

Note: XXX comments on the animal studies for the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph are not reproduced here as they are not relevant to the meta-analysis. See DocA1_Monograph for the monograph-relevant comments and responses.
BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG recommends that the authors add text to the draft M-A Manuscript like that in their response: “Although the clarity of effects at lower fluoride exposures is improving, there are no studies on the potential association between fluoride exposures and IQ in children in the United States, and no and no publicly available nationally representative urinary fluoride levels, making it difficult to make more specific statements about the relevance of our meta-analysis findings to the U.S. population.”

5.B: Issue: Limitations section

In its response letter, NASEM requested adding clarifying information in the manuscript. NTP itemized items in the state-of-the-science manuscript on limitations of the evidence based and the systematic review. However, these limitations do not address the following issues comprehensively:

Note: [original comments] for the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph are not reproduced here as they are not directly relevant to the meta-analysis. To avoid confusion, the number “3” was removed from following comment. See DocA1_Monograph for the monograph-relevant comments and responses.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

5.C: Some included studies with complex sample designs did not report if they used population weights to generate estimates.

Recommendation: In addition to listing this as a limitation, NTP should identify these studies in the body of the report.

Response: Agree (change made)

- We have addressed these issues in the meta-analysis. We specifically mentioned the studies in the Results section of supplemental materials. In addition, we performed a new sensitivity analysis excluding results from the studies that did not account for complex sampling strategies (Yu et al. (2018), Zhang et al. (2015b)). Based on this analysis, the pooled effect estimate did not change appreciably (see excerpt of eTable 6 below).
Excerpt of eTable 6. Regression Slopes Meta-analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Number of Studies</th>
<th>Beta (95% CI)</th>
<th>Heterogeneity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall Estimate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-scale IQ</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>$-1.81 (-2.80, -0.81)$</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity Analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excluding Yu et al. (2018)$^3$ and Zhang et al. (2015b)$^{110}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-scale IQ</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$-1.76 (-2.90, -0.62)$</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additionally, our risk-of-bias assessment carefully considered accounting for sampling strategy or clustering in determining study-specific potential for bias. Our analyses stratify results by risk-of-bias status to evaluate the potential impact on the overall effect estimates from studies that have high potential for bias versus studies that have low potential for bias.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix II, page II-88.

**5.D: Clustering:** NASEM identified that in some population studies, participants living in the same communities were assigned the same measure of fluoride exposure without considering the effect in the data analysis. These correlation may artificially increase the statistical power.

**Recommendation:** Limitations should note the studies where clustering was a potential threat and specifically whether the investigators addressed this.

**Response: Agree (change made)**

- Based on the NASEM Committee’s comment, we revised text in Appendix E of the prepublication NTP 2022 Monograph (previously Appendix 4 in the 2020 draft NTP Monograph) to clearly specify which low risk-of-bias studies addressed clustering as a feature of the study design or statistical analysis. When clustering was not accounted for, we describe the expected impact that this may have on the study’s results.

- We have performed several additional sensitivity analyses to address the NASEM Committee’s comments on clustering (further described below). The new results are presented in eTable 3 and eTable 6 of the supplemental materials (excerpts provided below).

- For example, we added a sensitivity analysis excluding Trivedi et al. (2012) from the mean-effects meta-analysis (both the overall effect analysis and the low risk-of-bias subgroup analysis) to assess the impact of clustering. Excluding Trivedi et al. (2012) did not change the results appreciably. The results of this new sensitivity analysis compared to the main overall effect estimate are shown below in the excerpt of eTable 3.
Excerpt of eTable 3. Sensitivity Analyses for Mean-effects Meta-analysis: Pooled SMDs and 95% CIs for Children’s IQ Score and Exposures to Fluoride

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Number of Studies</th>
<th>Beta (95% CI)</th>
<th>Heterogeneity p-value</th>
<th>$I^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall Estimates</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall effect</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>−0.46 (−0.55, −0.37)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low risk of bias</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>−0.22 (−0.39, −0.05)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sensitivity Analyses excluding Trivedi et al. (2012)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall effect</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>−0.46 (−0.56, −0.37)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low risk of bias</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>−0.22 (−0.40, −0.04)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As suggested by the NASEM Committee, lack of accounting for clustering has little impact on studies with individual-level exposure measures (e.g., urinary fluoride levels) that also account for important confounders capturing the cluster (city) effect. For example, the minimal impact of clustering is illustrated by Bashash et al. (2017) who accounted for clustering at the cohort level by using cohort as a fixed effect in the models. In addition, the models accounted for many important confounders, which are also likely to reflect the cohort effect. The unadjusted and adjusted effect estimates were similar ($\beta$ [95% CI] = −2.37 [−4.45, −0.29] and −2.50 [−4.12, −0.59], respectively).

In the case of Green et al. (2019), we contacted the study authors and received the results from models using city as a random intercept. The overall adjusted effect estimates with city as a fixed effect and with city as a random effect were not significantly different from each other ($\beta$ [95% CI] = −1.95 [−5.19, 1.28] and −2.20 [−5.39, 0.98], respectively).

To address the NASEM Committee’s concerns about clustering, we performed two new sensitivity analyses—one using the unadjusted effect estimates from Bashash et al. (2017), Cui et al. (2018), Green et al. (2019), and Yu et al. (2018) and another using the estimates from the random effect models from Bashash et al. (2017) and Green et al. (2019). The additional sensitivity analyses had minimal impact on the overall results of the meta-analysis (see excerpt of eTable 6 below).
### Excerpt of eTable 6. Regression Slopes Meta-analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Number of Studies</th>
<th>Beta (95% CI)</th>
<th>Heterogeneity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall Estimate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-scale IQ</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>−1.81 (−2.80, −0.81)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity Analyses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using estimates from random effect models for Green et al (2019) and Bashash et al. (2017)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>−1.80 (−2.80, −0.80)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using unadjusted estimates from Bashash et al. (2017), Cui et al. (2018), Green et al. (2019), Yu et al. (2018)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>−1.82 (−2.81, −0.83)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Note:
Comment on contacting authors of studies considered in the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph with reporting quality questions as part of the risk-of-bias assessment are not reproduced here as they are not directly relevant to the meta-analysis. See DocA1_Monograph for the monograph-relevant comments and responses.

### Meta-Analysis:
The meta-analysis, originally requested by NASEM to obtain measures of association and sensitivity analysis across selected studies was removed to be published separately.

### Note:
Comment on the association between the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph and meta-analysis is not reproduced here as it is not directly relevant to the meta-analysis itself. See DocA1_Monograph for the monograph-relevant comments and responses.

[... concluded their comment with the statement that:]

[NTP] should address NASEM’s critiques of the September 2020 draft (abstracted below):

### BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

### See Appendix II, page II-66.
### See Appendix II, page II-88.

### 5.E:

a. Provide sufficient information about each study to allow the reader to understand why particular outcomes/results were selected (data transparency)

### Response: Agree (change made)

- The NASEM Committee suggested the addition of a table providing more information on each study that “would allow readers to identify which result from each study was used and support a better understanding of why NTP selected the results that it did for inclusion in the meta-analysis.” We found the suggestion helpful and have newly included eTable 2 (Study
Characteristics and Study-specific Effect Estimates Included in the Meta-analyses and Sensitivity Analyses; excerpt below) to clarify study details including selected effect estimates used from each study (i.e., means, standard deviations, sample sizes, regression slopes with 95% confidence intervals, and exposure levels). The source of the results (e.g., table, figure) from each study publication is also listed. eTable 1 (excerpt below) provides details on excluded studies and studies with overlapping populations.

Excerpt of eTable 2. Study Characteristics and Study-specific Effect Estimates Included in the Meta-analyses and Sensitivity Analyses

Excerpt of eTable 1. List of Excluded Studies from Mean-effects Meta-analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference, Country</th>
<th>Reason for Exclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Qin et al. (1990)6</td>
<td>Missing mean or SD of outcome measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang et al. (1994)7</td>
<td>Overlapping population with Wang et al. (2001)49; Table 2 in Yang et al. (1994)7 seemed incomplete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2005b)50</td>
<td>Missing mean or SD of outcome measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocha-Amador et al. (2007)51</td>
<td>Missing mean or SD of outcome measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et al. (2000)53</td>
<td>Overlapping population with Lu et al. (2000)56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudhir et al. (2009)56</td>
<td>Missing mean or SD of outcome measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He and Zhang (2010)59</td>
<td>Missing mean or SD of outcome measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiang et al. (2011)59</td>
<td>Overlapping population with Xiang et al. (2003a)59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saxena et al. (2012)63</td>
<td>Missing mean or SD of outcome measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2012)64</td>
<td>Overlapping population with Xiang et al. (2003a)59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate. See Appendix II, page II-47, II-49.
5.F: 

b. Conduct additional sub-group analyses (study design, attention to concerns about blinding, complex sampling designs, and statistical analyses that account for clustered sampling designs)

**Response: Agree (change made)**

- We have performed several additional sensitivity analyses to address the NASEM Committee’s comments on blinding, complex sampling designs, and clustering. The results are presented in eTable 6 (excerpt below). One analysis excluded Cui et al. (2018) to respond to the Committee’s concerns about blinding. To address the NASEM Committee’s comments about complex sampling designs, we conducted a sensitivity analysis excluding Yu et al. (2018) and Zhang et al. (2015b). To address the Committee’s concerns about clustering, we performed two sensitivity analyses—one using the unadjusted effect estimates and one using the estimates from the random effect models from Bashash et al. (2017) and Green et al. (2019). The additional sensitivity analyses had minimal impact on the overall results of the meta-analysis (see excerpt of eTable 6 below).

**Excerpt of eTable 6. Regression Slopes Meta-analysis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Number of Studies</th>
<th>Beta (95% CI)</th>
<th>Heterogeneity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall Estimate</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-scale IQ</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-1.81 (-2.80, -0.81)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sensitivity Analyses</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using estimates from random effect models for Green et al. (2019)\textsuperscript{113} and Bashash et al. (2017)\textsuperscript{112}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-scale IQ</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-1.80 (-2.80, -0.80)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-2.39 (-5.89, 1.10)</td>
<td>0.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.53 (-3.43, 2.37)</td>
<td>0.186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excluding Yu et al. (2018)\textsuperscript{3} and Zhang et al. (2015b)\textsuperscript{110}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-scale IQ</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-1.76 (-2.90, -0.62)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using unadjusted estimates from Bashash et al. (2017),\textsuperscript{112} Cui et al. (2018),\textsuperscript{76} Green et al. (2019)\textsuperscript{113}, Yu et al. (2018)\textsuperscript{3}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-scale IQ</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-1.82 (-2.81, -0.83)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

**See Appendix II, page II-88.**
5.G:

c. Revisit the inclusion of data from overlapping studies

**Response: Agree (change made)**

- The NASEM Committee identified one set of overlapping populations—Xiang et al. (2003) and Xiang et al. (2011)—and suggested review of all of the analyses to ensure that overlapping publications are not included in any meta-analyses. We have removed the Xiang et al. (2011) assessment of IQ associated with serum fluoride levels from the meta-analyses. We have also confirmed that there are no overlapping publications used in the same meta-analysis. As stated previously, eTable 1 (excerpt above) provides details on studies with overlapping populations.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

*See Appendix II, page II-47.*

5.H:

d. Describe the meta-analysis methods in a single location for ease of reading

**Response: Agree (change made)**

- The separation of the meta-analysis from the NTP Monograph supports greater clarity in the presentation of methods for the meta-analysis versus the overall systematic review methods for the NTP Monograph. The peer-reviewed protocol contains the complete methodological details for the meta-analysis in one location. The *Methods* section of the meta-analysis manuscript also has improved clarity as it is now solely focused on the meta-analysis.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:

The BSC Working Group suggests that the draft SoS Monograph and the draft M-A Manuscript should be complete, standalone documents and not reference each other for information, unless timing for publication can be coordinated, perhaps by the NTP publishing both documents.

*See Appendix II, page II-5.*

5.I:

e. Acknowledge weaknesses in the subjective way publication bias was assessed

**Response: Agree (change made)**

- We agree with the NASEM Committee’s overall comment that, “NTP provides a reasonably thorough and appropriate evaluation of publication bias.” The NASEM Committee recommended NTP consider “adjusting for possible publication bias” rather than “eliminating publication bias” when referring to results of fill-and-trim analyses. We accepted the recommendation, addressed Committee comments, and to provide additional clarity, we have added a
brief discussion of the existing approaches for evaluating potential for publication bias to the *Methods* section of the meta-analysis manuscript, as follows:

“Potential publication bias was assessed by developing funnel plots and performing Egger regression on the estimates of effect size.\textsuperscript{25-27} If publication bias was present, trim-and-fill methods\textsuperscript{28, 29} were used to estimate the number of missing studies and to predict the impact of the hypothetical “missing” studies on the pooled effect estimate.”

We agree that the limitations of the tests used to evaluate publication bias should be mentioned, and we have added the following to the *Discussion* section as follows:

“There are also several limitations to the existing approaches for evaluating potential for publication bias. The funnel plot asymmetry is a subjective assessment and is recommended only when at least 10 studies are included in the meta-analysis.\textsuperscript{64} Furthermore, the Egger regression test and Begg’s rank tests\textsuperscript{25-27} may suffer from inflated type I power and limited power in certain situations.\textsuperscript{65}”

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

While the BSC WG understands the authors investigated publication bias, that is not the same as describing its possible impact given that they were unable to rule it out. The BSC WG recommends that the Strengths and Limitations section in the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript include a statement acknowledging and describing the potential impact of publication bias on the study conclusions. The BSC WG recommends text such as: “We acknowledge publication bias may exist, and if it does, the impact on our study conclusions would be the following: ... etc.” The BSC WG recommends that this statement should be added after the following text in the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript: “There are also several limitations to the existing approaches for evaluating potential for publication bias. The funnel plot asymmetry is a subjective assessment and is recommended only when at least 10 studies are included in the meta-analysis.\textsuperscript{64} Furthermore, the Egger regression test and Begg’s rank tests\textsuperscript{25-27} may suffer from inflated type I power and limited power in certain situations.\textsuperscript{65}”

See Appendix II, page II-8.

See Appendix II, page II-15.

5.J:

f. Assess heterogeneity multiple ways

**Response: Agree (change made)**

- The NASEM Committee had several comments on heterogeneity and noted that NTP primarily used the Cochran’s Q test to assess heterogeneity. The Committee did not suggest assessing heterogeneity in multiple ways but noted that “heterogeneity can also be assessed by providing a count or
percentage of the number of studies to the right or left of the null value. Some would consider that a much simpler, more intuitive, and perhaps more useful way of assessing heterogeneity, especially in light of the marked differences between the studies in design, study populations, exposure and outcome assessment methods, and statistical analyses. Although that approach should not be used as the sole basis of conclusions, it can be a useful first step in exploring why heterogeneity might exist.”

- The meta-analysis manuscript now includes clear references to the studies with effect estimates to the right of the null in the Results section of the manuscript as follows:
  
  “The three studies with a non-negative association reported SMD estimates of 0.01 (95% CI: −0.19, 0.21), 0.01 (95% CI: −0.19, 0.22), and 0.13 (95% CI: −0.16, 0.42).”

- In the Methods section, we provide details on how heterogeneity was assessed as follows:
  
  “Heterogeneity was assessed by Cochran’s Q test and the I² statistic. Forest plots were used to display results and to examine possible heterogeneity between studies.”

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate. 

See Appendix II, page II-8, II-10.

**5.K:**

- Provide the rationale for selecting individual outcomes from a single study when multiple outcomes were present

**Response: Agree (change made)**

- We reviewed the analyses to ensure that a consistent approach matching the data criteria outlined in the meta-analysis protocol was applied to all studies. Results were selected considering the most appropriate exposure metric, exposure range, exposure period, number of subjects, and statistical adjustment for potential confounders. See excerpt of eTable 2 referenced in our response to comment “a” above for study-specific effect estimates used in the meta-analysis.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate. See Appendix II, page II-49.

**5.L:**

- Revisit decisions made to exclude particular study results

**Response: Agree (change made)**

- The NASEM Committee recommended that NTP review the process to exclude study results from the meta-analysis. In response, we reviewed the analyses to ensure that a consistent approach matching the data criteria outlined in the
meta-analysis protocol was applied to all studies. For reasons why particular outcomes/results were selected, see our responses to comments “a” and “g” above.

- We also revised the meta-analysis to include standardized mean differences (SMDs) from Green et al. (2019). We agree with the Committee that Ding et al. (2011) and Zhang et al. (2015) were correctly included in both the mean-effects and regression slopes meta-analyses.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors update the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript to include new papers that have addressed these issues.

See Appendix II, page II-6.

5.M: Issue: New evidence
Two studies (Ibarluzea et al., 2021 and Aggeborn & Ohman, 2021) published in 2021 were not included in the systematic review or meta-analysis. These studies have comparable methods to other included studies.

Recommendation: The Ibarluzea and Aggeborn & Oehman studies should be evaluated and included when assessing the evidence, similar to the 15 additional studies from the Chinese databases. XXX also recommends NTP include a comparison between Ibarluzea et al., 2021, and Green et al., 2019, because both studies investigate fluoride exposures at levels used for water fluoridation.

Response: Agree (change made)

- We have updated the literature search for the meta-analysis through November 1, 2021, using appropriate methods to identify critically assessed and relevant new publications. After integrating the results, the conclusions of the meta-analysis were essentially unchanged.

- In updating the literature search for the meta-analysis, 10 new studies (including Ibarluzea et al. 2021) were added to the evidence database. These new studies were published in the past 2 years and their addition left the findings of the analysis essentially unchanged. Our meta-analysis now includes 60 studies of children’s cognition and fluoride exposure, 13 of which are high quality.

- Aggeborn and Ohman (2021) had been previously reviewed when it was a 2017 non-peer-reviewed white paper but was excluded because it was not peer-reviewed. The study was excluded from the meta-analysis because it assessed cognitive functions other than IQ and the cognitive tests were not specified (see supplemental materials, eTable 1).

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(a) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:
The BSC WG suggests that the authors update the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript to include new papers that have addressed these issues.

See Appendix II, page II-47.
This document contains the complete first set of comments provided by the XXXXXXXXXXXX in January 2022 in its original format and the NIEHS/DNTP responses to those comments. Note that the yellow highlighting as well as the purple and red formatted text were in the document as provided. The NIEHS/DNTP responses have been inserted in blue text following each of the comments beginning with the word “Response” in bold font. Formatting has been applied to aid in reading.

6a.A: From Abstract

RESULTS The meta-analysis of 46 studies (N = 15,538 children) with group-level exposures found that children exposed to higher fluoride levels had lower mean IQ scores (pooled SMD: −0.49; 95% CI: −0.60, −0.38; p-value < 0.001). Results were robust to stratification by study quality (high vs. low risk of bias), gender, age group, outcome assessment, study location, exposure timing, and exposure metric. There was a dose-response relationship between mean children’s IQ and group-level fluoride exposure measures. The meta-analysis of the association between individual-level measures of fluoride and children’s IQ found a decrease of 1.58 IQ points (95% CI: −2.63, −0.53; p-value = 0.003) per 1-mg/L increase in urinary fluoride. CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE Our meta-analysis confirms results of previous meta-analyses and extends them by including newer, more precise studies with individual-level exposure measures. The data support a consistent inverse association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ.

Response: Disagree (no change)

The highlighted text accurately describes the available data, analysis, and results. The language in the abstract and throughout the manuscript objectively and fairly describes the data, including strengths and limitations.

In its 2021 report on the 2020 draft NTP Monograph, the NASEM Committee agreed with our statements on consistency: “As noted in the revised monograph, 44 of the 46 studies represented in that figure had effect estimates to the left of zero—results that indicate an association between higher fluoride exposures and lower IQ. Those results highlight the marked consistency in the current epidemiologic literature on fluoride and childhood IQ.”

Please note that the last sentence that was highlighted was subsequently changed as follows:

“The consistency of the data supports an inverse association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ.”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG recommends that the authors temper the Results section of the draft M-A Manuscript and highlight areas of uncertainty given the low quality of the epidemiologic literature, since most of the included studies that have low risk of bias are cross sectional.

The BSC WG also recommends that the authors moderate their conclusions based on the high level of uncertainty around this body of literature. There are many limitations that call the results of this meta-analysis into question, including high heterogeneity (at the level that would typically preclude
conducting a meta-analysis), few prospective studies, few studies that examined associations at lower fluoride concentrations, few studies that reported adjusted regression slopes or examined dose-response, and a high likelihood of publication bias.

See Appendix II, page II-4, II-16.

6a.B: FROM Manuscript

No study was excluded from the meta-analysis based on concerns for risk of bias; however, subgroup analyses were conducted with and without high risk-of-bias studies (i.e., studies rated “probably high” risk of bias for at least two key risk-of-bias questions or “definitely high” for any single key question) to assess their impact on the results.

Response: No change requested

- This text was highlighted but was not accompanied by a comment or request for revision. We assume that the text was highlighted to imply that this approach is a flaw. Excluding studies from systematic reviews or systematic reviews with meta-analyses is not considered a best practice in the systematic review community (Higgins et al. 2021). As a well-documented systematic review and meta-analysis, this evaluation follows a protocol where inclusion and exclusion criteria were defined a priori. As the non-highlighted text above clearly states, a subgroup analysis was conducted with and without the high risk-of-bias studies.


BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

6a.C: Conclusions

Our meta-analysis confirms and extends prior meta-analyses that reported associations between higher fluoride exposures and lower IQ levels of children. The results were robust to stratifications by risk of bias, gender, age group, outcome assessment, study location, exposure timing, and exposure type (including both drinking water and urinary fluoride). Therefore, the data support a consistent inverse association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ.

Response: No change requested

- This text was highlighted but was not accompanied by a comment or request for revision. We are unaware of the reviewer’s thoughts on this highlighted text but will note that the sentences in the conclusion are factual statements describing the data.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix II, page II-16.

6a.D: From Supplemental Documentation

If median or mean levels by exposure group were not provided, the midpoint of the upper and lower boundaries in every exposure category was assigned as the average level. If the upper boundary for the highest exposure group was not reported, the boundary was assumed to have the same amplitude as the nearest exposure category.

Response: No change requested

- Again, these sentences were highlighted but were not accompanied by a comment or request for revision. We are unaware of the reviewer’s thoughts on this highlighted text but will note
that this method is common practice in dose-response analyses in determining exposure levels for each data point (Boffetta et al. 2020) and is described in our peer-reviewed protocol.


From NTP 2020 revision NTP Protocol: Systematic Review of Effects of Fluoride Exposure on Neurodevelopment (nih.gov)

Note: A comment related to the protocol for the NTP Monograph (see https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076) is not reproduced here as it is not directly relevant to the meta-analysis.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix II, page II-43.

6a.E: Additional concerns

- Measure assessment of “intelligence” was different in different studies (the scores/scales for different countries, different tools and the interpretation of the “mean” of disparate classification systems. Examples: Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence vs. “Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Revised” vs. “Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China” or “Wechsler Primary and Preschool Scale of Intelligence-III”

Response: Disagree (no change)

  o We view the use of these different tests in studies of different study populations as the proper approach and consider whether the test is appropriate for a given population as part of risk-of-bias assessment. As per our protocol, for a “definitely” or “probably low risk-of-bias” rating for outcome assessment, it is required that studies use an intelligence test that is appropriate to the population being studied. The consistency of the direction of the association across a diverse range of tests supports the conclusions of our meta-analysis.

  o The difference in tests is also a reason we used the standardized mean difference (SMD) as the unit of measure in our meta-analysis. The SMD is commonly used in meta-analysis when the studies all assess the same outcome (e.g., intelligence) but measure it in a variety of ways (e.g., WISC-R, Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China, etc.). It is necessary to standardize the results of the studies to a uniform scale before they can be combined (Higgins et al. 2021).

  o In addition, this comment fails to acknowledge that we also conducted a subgroup analysis stratified by assessment type. The results of this subgroup analysis show that the direction of the association is robust to stratification by assessment type and that assessment type does not explain the observed heterogeneity. The results of this subgroup analysis compared to the main overall effect estimate are shown below.
Excerpt of Table 2. Pooled SMDs and 95% CIs for Children’s IQ Score and Exposures to Fluoride

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Number of Studies</th>
<th>SMD (95% CI)</th>
<th>Heterogeneity p-value</th>
<th>I²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall Effect</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>−0.46 (−0.55, −0.37)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subgroup Analyses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT-RC tests</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>−0.36 (−0.46, −0.27)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-CRT-RC tests</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>−0.60 (−0.78, −0.42)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raven’s tests</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>−0.76 (−1.10, −0.43)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other tests</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>−0.52 (−0.74, −0.29)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Notes: CI = confidence interval; CRT-RC = Combined Raven’s Test–The Rural edition in China; NA = not applicable; SMD = standardized weighted mean difference


BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate
See Appendix II, page II-36.

6a.F:
• Definition of “high”/“low” fluoride levels were different across studies and not defined by the author. One newer study Bashash et al. (2017) defined “Low” as <0.80 mg/L and “High” ≥0.80 mg/L but without upper limit and the difference between Low/High in this example could be as small as 1/100th

Response: Disagree (no change)
  o It would be inappropriate for us to define high and low fluoride levels for the purpose of this meta-analysis. Our approach is consistent with all previous fluoride meta-analyses (Choi et al. 2015, Duan et al. 2018, Miranda et al. 2021). Table 1 transparently reports the high and low fluoride levels as presented in each individual study.
  o In its peer review of the first draft of the meta-analysis, which was included in the 2020 draft NTP Monograph, the NASEM Committee agreed with this method for the mean-effects meta-analysis: “The overall approach appears to be sound in comparing mean IQ scores for the most and least highly exposed to fluoride even though the absolute fluoride concentrations are not comparable among studies.”, and “The committee found the meta-analysis to be a valuable addition to the monograph and acknowledges the tremendous amount of work that was required. The meta-analysis applied standard, broadly accepted methods, and the data shown in Figure A5-1 and the related evaluations are especially informative (NTP 2020a, p. 235).”
  o In addition, this comment fails to acknowledge that we also conducted a regression slopes meta-analysis that used studies reporting continuous data estimating associations between individual-level fluoride exposure and children’s IQ. In this analysis, differences across studies with respect to what study authors might consider high or low fluoride levels are irrelevant.
BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:

The BSC WG acknowledges that the authors may be unable a priori to define ‘high’ or ‘low’; however, the BSC WG cautions against making comparisons using “higher” or “lower” unless the comparator is given.

The BSC WG suggests that the authors add a footnote to Table 1 cross referencing Figure 2 indicating that the studies in Figure 2 Forest Plot are presented in the same order as found in Table 1 and include SMD (95% CI). Likewise, the BSC WG suggests cross referencing Table 1 in the legend to Figure 2, indicating that the studies are presented in the same order as found in Table 1.

6a.G:
• Quantified dose of exposure not presented. Urinary spot testing not good surrogate and no correlation to quantifiable exposure given relatively rapid clearance of F from the body.

Response: Disagree (no change)
  o We understand the concerns regarding urinary fluoride levels. However, fluoride levels measured during pregnancy and in children include all ingested fluoride and are considered a valid measure to estimate total fluoride exposure (Villa et al. 2010, Watanabe et al. 1995).

  o We acknowledge that the type and timing of urinary sample collection is important to consider, and we have considered these factors in our analysis as described in the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph. When compared to 24-hour urine samples, spot urine samples are more prone to the influence of timing of exposure and can also be affected by differences in dilution; however, many studies attempted to account for dilution using either urinary creatinine or specific gravity. Good correlations between 24-hour samples and urinary fluoride concentrations from spot samples adjusted for urinary dilution have been described in the literature (e.g., Zohouri et al. 2006). Both 24-hour samples and spot urine samples adjusted for dilution are considered acceptable, with 24-hour samples considered the more accurate measure of fluoride. If authors made appropriate efforts to reduce the concern for bias (e.g., accounting for dilution), studies that used this metric were generally considered to have probably low risk of bias for exposure.

  o However, we have added the following sentence to the Strengths and Limitations section of the meta-analysis to acknowledge this concern:

  “When compared with 24-hour urine samples, spot urine samples are more prone to the influence of timing of exposure (e.g., when water was last consumed, when teeth were last brushed) and can also be affected by differences in dilution.”

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix II, page II-15.
6a.H: The lack of a direct measure of dose and thus, exposure is a significant design limitation and the strength and specificity of the conclusions are out of proportion given the limitations; the statements/conclusions of the manuscript overstate what can be fairly concluded from the studies.

Response: Disagree (no change)
- The conclusions of our meta-analysis are consistent with two prior meta-analyses of studies using group-level exposures and extend these analyses with a confirmatory regression slopes meta-analysis that uses individual-level exposure and outcome assessments. In the Discussion section, we clearly address the limitations of a mean-effects meta-analysis, including the way in which exposure is measured.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG recommends that the Strengths and Limitations section in the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript include a statement acknowledging the lack of a direct measure of dose and describing its potential impact on the study conclusions. The BSC WG recommends text such as: "We acknowledge that the lack of a direct measure of dose limits our ability to determine the shape of the dose-response relationship between fluoride and children’s IQ." The BSC WG is concerned that failure to determine the shape of the dose-response curve could mask any apparent association of fluoride and IQ. For example, if there was a non-linear dose-response (i.e., a threshold), a linear model could obscure this association. The BSC WG also recommends this statement be added after the following text in the Discussion section: “There is inconsistency in which model is the best fit at lower exposure levels (eTable 4 and eTable 5) leading to uncertainty in the shape of the dose-response curve at these levels. More individual-level data would increase our certainty in the shape of the dose-response curve at these lower exposure levels.” The BSC WG also recommends that the authors update the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript to include new papers that have addressed these issues.

See Appendix II, page II-12.

6a.I: The results could be used to recommend improvements to future studies but the lack of an individual fluoride exposure variable and dose measurement precludes the conclusions asserted in this paper. This weakness could be responsible for complete misclassification of many of the data points.

Response: Disagree (no change)
- This meta-analysis does not lack individual fluoride exposure variables. Our regression slopes meta-analysis includes 11 studies with individual-level exposure measures (with 10 high quality publications) from 6 different study populations. Each of these studies reported individual urinary fluoride levels, with two also reporting fluoride intake and two also reporting water fluoride levels.

- As we mentioned in our response to a previous comment, urinary fluoride in children is a valid measure to estimate total fluoride exposure. In addition, the consistency of the results from the regression slopes meta-analysis stratified by exposure type (Table 3 excerpt provided below) suggest that the results cannot be explained by a “complete misclassification of many of the data points.”
Excerpt of Table 1. Pooled Regression Slopes and 95% CIs for Children’s IQ Score and Exposures to Fluoride

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Number of Studies</th>
<th>Beta (95% CI)</th>
<th>Heterogeneity</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>( I^2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall Effect</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-scale IQ</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>−1.81 (−2.80, −0.81)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subgroup Analyses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure Type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary fluoride</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>−1.81 (−2.80, −0.81)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>−3.87 (−7.15, −0.59)</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water fluoride</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>−4.77 (−9.09, −0.45)</td>
<td>0.707</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate. The BSC WG recommends that the authors add text to the draft M-A Manuscript Supplemental Materials to fully describe the dose-response mean-effects meta-analysis. It is unclear to the BSC WG if this is a study-level analysis akin to a meta-regression or something else. The authors need to clearly describe whether the units of analysis are at the study level or subgroup within study level. A simple example with a table for the studies showing the actual calculations and numbers that went into the regression would help clarify what analysis was conducted. Without this clarification, it is impossible to assess the results and conclusions.

See Appendix II, page II-37.

6a.J:

- The strength and specificity of the conclusions are out of proportion and overstated given the significant limitations of the available data from these studies

  **Response: Disagree (no change)**
  - The statements made in the meta-analysis are measured and representative of the data.

BSC WG Assessment and Justification:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate. The BSC WG’s evaluation of the reviewers’ comments and authors’ responses has raised several concerns regarding conduct of the meta-analysis. The BSC WG recommends that the authors refer to other comments and recommendations in this set. The BSC WG also recommends that the authors update the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript to include new papers that have addressed these issues.

6a.K: **Additional Background:**

From Dose Response Assessment - an overview | ScienceDirect Topics

Dose–Response Assessment

Dose–response assessment characterizes the quantitative relationship between exposure (usually determined in toxicity studies) and the occurrence of adverse health effects. Typically applied or administered dose, rather than effective tissue dose, is used to develop the dose–response relationship.
• These are important points that support the premise that there really is no measure or attempt to measure “dose” of exposure. An environmental, naturally occurring metal (Fl) merely being in the environment does not constitute an exposure of any particular magnitude. This is missing.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- We are somewhat unclear on the points being raised. Concerning a “typical” dose-response relationship, the comment above is correct that most dose-response relationships are based on estimates of applied or administered dose; however, this is also commonly considered a practical limitation of the method. We explain in the manuscript that drinking water measures are indirect measures of exposure and that internal measures such as those reflected by urinary fluoride data are preferred. We also disagree that fluoride is classified as a metal.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors refer to “dose metrics” (e.g., biomarkers of exposure) instead of “dose” throughout the draft M-A Manuscript because fluoride exposure can be assessed or evaluated through use of biomarkers (e.g., urinary fluoride, fluoride in drinking water), but not measured directly.

6a.L: Also, XXX read of eTable 4. Dose-Response Meta-analysis Using Mean Effects – Model Selection for Water Fluoride does not represent dose response, as XX see it. For example:

Linear Model: the P value for <2 mg/L and <1.5 mg/L are not significant and it makes sense then, that if the “All data” p= <0.001 is disproportionately influenced by the <4 mg/L exposure. It is also not clear from this table whether these numbers represent <4 but >= 2 mg/L and <2 but >=1.5, etc. Are these mutually exclusive categories? Needs clarification

Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)

- We disagree that statistical significance is necessary to indicate a dose-response relationship. Data should be evaluated in their full context for epidemiological studies, and statistical significance is only one consideration (EPA 2020). We report p-values and consider them as an important, but not exclusive contribution to the overall data interpretation.

- However, we have taken the suggestion to clarify that the exposure categories are not mutually exclusive and have added the range of exposure for each group when they are first mentioned in the supplemental materials as follows:

  <4 mg/L (i.e., 0 to <4 mg/L) fluoride in drinking water
  <2 mg/L (i.e., 0 to <2 mg/L) fluoride in drinking water
  <1.5 mg/L (i.e., 0 to <1.5 mg/L) fluoride in drinking water

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG recommends that the authors add text to the draft M-A Manuscript Supplemental Materials to fully describe the dose-response mean-effects meta-analysis. It is unclear to the BSC WG if this is a study-level analysis akin to a meta-regression or something else. The authors need to clearly describe whether the units of analysis are at the study level or subgroup within study level. A simple example with a table for the studies showing the actual calculations and numbers that went into the regression would help clarify what analysis was conducted. Without this clarification, it is impossible to assess the results and conclusions.

See Appendix II, page II-77.

6a.M: Children’s Urinary Fluoride – All Studies

Also, worth noting: the newer studies included in the analysis… Mexico and New Zealand Country subgroup analysis are both at Zero or above zero, eFigure 13. Association Between Fluoride Exposure and IQ Scores in Children: Effect by Age Group

Response: No change requested

- This is an excellent example of DNTP considering all data irrespective of direction of effect. In fact, we point out these non-negative effect estimates in the Results section of the supplemental materials:

“The three studies with non-negative associations reported SMD estimates of 0.01 (95% CI: −0.19, 0.21), 0.01 (95% CI: −0.19, 0.22), and 0.13 (95% CI: −0.16, 0.42). Two of the three studies with non-negative SMDs compare mean IQs in children living in fluoridated vs. non-fluoridated areas in Canada, or in New Zealand. No other studies included in the main mean-effects meta-analysis made comparisons between fluoridated vs. non-fluoridated areas. In both studies, levels of fluoride in water were low, even in communities with fluoridated drinking water, likely limiting the power to detect an effect.

In Bashash et al., the SMD compares mean IQ scores in children with urinary fluoride levels below vs. above 0.80 mg/L in Mexico. Unlike other studies in the mean-effects meta-analysis which compared mean IQ scores between fluoridated vs. non-fluoridated areas, or areas with high vs. low fluoride exposures (see eTable 2), the Bashash et al. study was not designed to measure fluoride exposure by geographical area. However, since the mean IQ scores were provided in the manuscript for children with urinary fluoride levels below vs. above 0.80 mg/L, we included them in this analysis. It’s worth noting that there was no significant difference when comparing MUF levels between the groups of children with urinary fluoride levels above or below
0.80 mg/L, however when children’s IQs were regressed against MUF, a statistically significant inverse association was found.”

- Note: In our November 2021 update of the literature, we also included the INMA cohort study (Ibarluzea et al., 2021) that found positive associations between fluoride exposure and cognitive effects in boys.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Exposure</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>Weight (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ding 2011</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td>[-1.09, -0.09]</td>
<td>17.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang 2015b</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-2.42</td>
<td>[-4.59, -0.25]</td>
<td>9.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bashash 2017</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F</td>
<td>-5.00</td>
<td>[-8.53, -1.47]</td>
<td>5.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cui 2018</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-1.41</td>
<td>[-2.81, -0.01]</td>
<td>13.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu 2018</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-1.65</td>
<td>[-3.83, 1.53]</td>
<td>6.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green 2019</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F</td>
<td>-1.95</td>
<td>[-6.18, 1.28]</td>
<td>6.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xu 2020</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>[-1.63, 1.52]</td>
<td>12.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soed 2021</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-3.45</td>
<td>[-4.44, -2.46]</td>
<td>15.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao 2021</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-1.76</td>
<td>[-2.86, -0.65]</td>
<td>14.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.81</td>
<td>[-2.80, -0.81]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**eFigure 19. Association Between Individual-level Fluoride Exposure and IQ Scores in Children: Overall Analysis**

**eFigure 19 note:** Estimates (betas) for individual studies are shown with solid boxes representing the weight, and the pooled estimate is shown as a solid diamond. Horizontal lines represent 95% CIs for the study-specific betas.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:

- The BSC WG suggests that the authors update the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript to include new papers that have addressed these issues.

The BSC WG notes that the reviewer’s comment refers to eFigure 14 (Association Between Fluoride Exposure and IQ Scores in Children: Effect by Country), not eFigure 13 (Association Between Fluoride Exposure and IQ Scores in Children: Effect by Age Group). The BSC WG also notes that the reviewer only refers to countries outside of Asia, i.e., Mexico and New Zealand.

**See Appendix II, page II-89, II-65.**
6b.A: Critique of the NTP meta-analysis manuscript

Summary:
The group of studies included in this meta-analysis had three significant issues identified by the manuscript authors that weaken its results: publication bias, high heterogeneity, and lack of uniformity in measuring and reporting the primary studies' outcome or IQ measure. Overshadowing these problems is the inappropriate use of a meta-analysis for observational studies when randomized clinical trials are not available. The intervention and control arms among a group of similar randomized trials are comparable because randomization tends to balance the arms with respect to both known and unknown confounders, but this is not true of observational studies. In the present meta-analysis, those categorized as consuming higher levels of fluoride are compared to those consuming lower levels. The fluoride exposure is not randomized and may be dictated by national or regional governments. Two potential consequences are spurious associations between fluoride and IQ and differential results by country. Begin with these two consequences.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- First, it is important to make clear that this meta-analysis was conducted at the strong recommendation of the NASEM Committee’s peer review of the 2019 draft NTP Monograph. The 2019 draft NTP Monograph evaluated a large number of human observational studies but did not include a meta-analysis. The NASEM Committee’s peer review report stated that the “committee strongly recommends that NTP reconsider its decision not to perform a meta-analysis.”

- Second, the NASEM Committee agreed with the methods used in the meta-analysis. In its peer review of the first draft of the meta-analysis, which was included in the 2020 draft NTP Monograph, the NASEM Committee stated: “The critical information regarding comparison of study results comes from the new meta-analysis, which seeks to extract and integrate comparable findings from selected studies as discussed further below. The overall approach appears to be sound in comparing mean IQ scores for the most and least highly exposed to fluoride even though the absolute fluoride concentrations are not comparable among studies.”, and “The committee found the meta-analysis to be a valuable addition to the monograph and acknowledges the tremendous amount of work that was required. The meta-analysis applied standard, broadly accepted methods, and the data shown in Figure A5-1 and the related evaluations are especially informative (NTP 2020a, p. 235).”

- Finally, consideration of the use and value of data from observational studies relative to randomized clinical trials (RCTs) in meta-analyses has been empirically studied, and Cochrane analyses have repeatedly shown that there is little evidence for significant effect estimate differences between observational studies and RCTs regardless of specific observational study design, heterogeneity, or inclusion of studies of pharmacological interventions (Anglemyer et al. 2014; Benson and Hartz 2000; Schwingshackl et al. 2021).
BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

6b.B: In the present meta-analysis, the majority of studies are from one country: China. There are plausible mechanisms that might create the appearance of an association between fluoridation and IQ scores. For example, people in rural communities may exhibit lower IQ test scores than those in urban areas; they may also be more likely to drink tap water or well water as opposed to bottled water or other beverages. Thus, they might consume more fluoride. This would induce a non-causal correlation between fluoridation and IQ scores. We are presenting this scenario not as a fact, but to suggest that there are plausible explanations for a spurious correlation between fluoride and IQs in observational studies.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- The point of a risk-of-bias assessment is to evaluate whether the design or conduct of a study compromised the credibility of the link between exposure and outcome (Higgins and Green 2011, IOM 2011, Viswanathan et al. 2012). The concern in this comment appears to be related to potential bias due to confounding in individual studies. This issue is addressed in the meta-analysis through a rigorous assessment of risk of bias, which included an extensive evaluation of potential bias due to confounding in each individual study, addressing situations exactly like the example presented in the comment. (See eFigure 2a and 2b for risk-of-bias summaries, links to assessments of individual studies, and Appendix E of prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph for more detail.)

- We would also like to note that Chinese studies provide the opportunity to compare the cognitive abilities of children in villages of similar size, SES, and other relevant characteristics where drinking water sources differ widely in their level of naturally occurring fluoride. These variations in fluoride levels can be larger than those found in the other areas, including most of the United States, and therefore provide greater power to detect an effect.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

6b.C: Given that most of the studies in this meta-analysis are in China, whose environmental policies could explain a spurious association, we might expect to see different results in countries with policies more aligned with those of western nations. In fact, that is exactly what we see in this meta-analysis. Broadbent (2015) and Green (2019) are studies in New Zealand and Canada, arguably the two countries most comparable to the United States. Figure 2 of the manuscript shows narrow confidence intervals centered on no effect in these two studies. This is consistent with the idea that the apparent association between fluoride and IQs may not be causal.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- It’s not clear what the comments refer to when citing environmental policies that would explain a spurious effect. However, a spurious association is unlikely given the included studies span broad geographical regions and time periods (1989–2021) and cover a range of methods for outcome and exposure assessment (including different exposure metrics). In addition, potential confounders and co-exposures to other possible neurotoxicants were extensively considered in the risk-of-bias assessment and evaluation of each study.
is correct that, in the *mean-effects meta-analysis*, the SMDs for children’s urinary fluoride (CUF) and children’s IQ in Broadbent et al. (2015) and Green et al. (2019) were non-negative; the SMD for Bashash et al. was also non-negative. We clearly describe these non-negative effect estimates in the *Results* section of the manuscript:

“The three studies with a non-negative association reported SMD estimates of 0.01 (95% CI: −0.19, 0.21), 0.01 (95% CI: −0.19, 0.22), and 0.13 (95% CI: −0.16, 0.42).”

In both Broadbent et al. (2015) and Green et al. (2019), levels of fluoride in water were low, even in communities with fluoridated drinking water. So, when using group-level exposure data (as opposed to individual-level exposure data), as was done in the *mean-effects meta-analysis*, the power to detect an effect may be limited. We note that comment ignores the results of the *regression slopes meta-analysis*, which used individual-level maternal urinary fluoride (MUF) for the Canadian (Green et al. 2019) and Mexican (Bashash et al. 2017) studies (MUF levels were comparable in these two studies [Till et al. 2018]) and found an inverse association between MUF and children’s IQ as shown in eFigure 19 (provide below; see Bashash et al. 2017 and Green et al. 2019). Green et al. (2019) also reported a statistically significant inverse association between maternal water fluoride levels and children’s IQ as shown in eFigure 23 (provided below).

In response to a comment from the NASEM Committee, we added text to the supplemental materials to identify likely reasons why results from the three studies differed from results of the other studies, as follows:

“The three studies with non-negative associations reported SMD estimates of 0.01 (95% CI: −0.19, 0.21), 0.01 (95% CI: −0.19, 0.22), and 0.13 (95% CI: −0.16, 0.42). Two of the three studies with non-negative SMDs compare mean IQs in children living in fluoridated vs. non-fluoridated areas in Canada, or in New Zealand. No other studies included in the main mean-effects meta-analysis made comparisons between fluoridated vs. non-fluoridated areas. In both studies, levels of fluoride in water were low, even in communities with fluoridated drinking water, likely limiting the power to detect an effect.

In Bashash et al., the SMD compares mean IQ scores in children with urinary fluoride levels below vs. above 0.80 mg/L in Mexico. Unlike other studies in the mean-effects meta-analysis which compared mean IQ scores between fluoridated vs. non-fluoridated areas, or areas with high vs. low fluoride exposures (see eTable 2), the Bashash et al. study was not designed to measure fluoride exposure by geographical area. However, since the mean IQ scores were provided in the manuscript for children with urinary fluoride levels below vs. above 0.80 mg/L, we included them in this analysis. It’s worth noting that there was no significant difference when comparing MUF levels between the groups of children with urinary fluoride levels above or below 0.80 mg/L, however when children’s IQs were regressed against MUF, a statistically significant inverse association was found.”

In response to a comment from the NASEM Committee, we added text to the supplemental materials to identify likely reasons why results from the three studies differed from results of the other studies, as follows:

“The three studies with non-negative associations reported SMD estimates of 0.01 (95% CI: −0.19, 0.21), 0.01 (95% CI: −0.19, 0.22), and 0.13 (95% CI: −0.16, 0.42). Two of the three studies with non-negative SMDs compare mean IQs in children living in fluoridated vs. non-fluoridated areas in Canada, or in New Zealand. No other studies included in the main mean-effects meta-analysis made comparisons between fluoridated vs. non-fluoridated areas. In both studies, levels of fluoride in water were low, even in communities with fluoridated drinking water, likely limiting the power to detect an effect.

In Bashash et al., the SMD compares mean IQ scores in children with urinary fluoride levels below vs. above 0.80 mg/L in Mexico. Unlike other studies in the mean-effects meta-analysis which compared mean IQ scores between fluoridated vs. non-fluoridated areas, or areas with high vs. low fluoride exposures (see eTable 2), the Bashash et al. study was not designed to measure fluoride exposure by geographical area. However, since the mean IQ scores were provided in the manuscript for children with urinary fluoride levels below vs. above 0.80 mg/L, we included them in this analysis. It’s worth noting that there was no significant difference when comparing MUF levels between the groups of children with urinary fluoride levels above or below 0.80 mg/L, however when children’s IQs were regressed against MUF, a statistically significant inverse association was found.”

In response to a comment from the NASEM Committee, we added text to the supplemental materials to identify likely reasons why results from the three studies differed from results of the other studies, as follows:

“The three studies with non-negative associations reported SMD estimates of 0.01 (95% CI: −0.19, 0.21), 0.01 (95% CI: −0.19, 0.22), and 0.13 (95% CI: −0.16, 0.42). Two of the three studies with non-negative SMDs compare mean IQs in children living in fluoridated vs. non-fluoridated areas in Canada, or in New Zealand. No other studies included in the main mean-effects meta-analysis made comparisons between fluoridated vs. non-fluoridated areas. In both studies, levels of fluoride in water were low, even in communities with fluoridated drinking water, likely limiting the power to detect an effect.

In Bashash et al., the SMD compares mean IQ scores in children with urinary fluoride levels below vs. above 0.80 mg/L in Mexico. Unlike other studies in the mean-effects meta-analysis which compared mean IQ scores between fluoridated vs. non-fluoridated areas, or areas with high vs. low fluoride exposures (see eTable 2), the Bashash et al. study was not designed to measure fluoride exposure by geographical area. However, since the mean IQ scores were provided in the manuscript for children with urinary fluoride levels below vs. above 0.80 mg/L, we included them in this analysis. It’s worth noting that there was no significant difference when comparing MUF levels between the groups of children with urinary fluoride levels above or below 0.80 mg/L, however when children’s IQs were regressed against MUF, a statistically significant inverse association was found.”
eFigure 1. Association Between Individual-level Fluoride Exposure and IQ Scores in Children: Overall Analysis.

eFigure 19 note: Estimates (betas) for individual studies are shown with solid boxes representing the weight, and the pooled estimate is shown as a solid diamond. Horizontal lines represent 95% CIs for the study-specific betas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Exposure</th>
<th>Beta 95% CI</th>
<th>Weight (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ding 2011</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-0.59 [-1.09, -0.09]</td>
<td>17.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang 2015b</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-2.42 [-4.59, -0.25]</td>
<td>9.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bashash 2017</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F</td>
<td>-5.00 [-8.53, -1.47]</td>
<td>5.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cui 2018</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-1.41 [-2.81, -0.01]</td>
<td>13.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu 2018</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-1.65 [-3.83, 1.53]</td>
<td>6.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green 2019</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F</td>
<td>-1.95 [-5.18, 1.28]</td>
<td>6.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xu 2020</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-0.05 [-1.63, 1.52]</td>
<td>12.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saeed 2021</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-3.45 [-4.44, -2.46]</td>
<td>15.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao 2021</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-1.76 [-2.86, -0.65]</td>
<td>14.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>-1.81 [-2.80, -0.81]</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

eFigure 23. Association Between Individual-level Fluoride Exposure and IQ Scores in Children: Effect by Exposure Type
BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:
The BSC WG suggests that the authors update the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript to include new papers that have addressed these issues.

See Appendix II, page II-89.
See Appendix II, page II-92.

6b.D: A meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials with similar results bolsters the evidence of an intervention effect, but a meta-analysis of observational studies, all subject to the same biases, increases the probability of a misleading result. The p-value will become smaller by virtue of increased sample size, but not because of any true cause and effect relationship. The bottom line is that potentially confounding effects on IQ are not randomly assigned, and that makes tenuous any conclusion of a causal effect of fluoride on IQs.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- Unfortunately, as is the case with most studies of potentially harmful exposures, there are no randomized controlled trials assessing the association between exposure to fluoride and children’s intelligence (likely due to ethical concerns about randomizing pregnant women and/or children to fluoride). Therefore, observational studies are the best source of available information.

- This comment also repeats the RCT argument relative to observational studies. See prior responses regarding support of the value of observational studies in the public health, systematic review, and environmental epidemiological communities. Other public health conclusions and practices have long been supported by observational studies. For example, the evidence showing that community water fluoridation protects against tooth decay was largely based on observational or “association” studies, most of which were conducted prior to the introduction of fluoridated toothpaste in the early 1970s (Iheozor-Ejiofor et al. 2015).

- The assumption that all observational studies in a meta-analysis suffer from the same biases is unfounded. As mentioned in an earlier response to comment, risk of bias was systematically assessed for each individual study. Multiple potential sources of bias (including confounding bias, selection bias, exposure characterization, and outcome assessment) were extensively evaluated for each individual study, and results of those assessments are presented in Appendix E of the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

6b.E: Next, consider the weaknesses identified by the authors themselves. To their credit, the authors attempted to assess the impact and ameliorate the consequences of these weaknesses through analytical approaches such as funnel plots and Egger’s test to detect publication bias, trim and fill methods to correct for publication bias, the I² and Q statistic for detection of heterogeneity, and subgroup and sensitivity analyses to try to explain the heterogeneity. Unfortunately, these approaches cannot correct for the use of inappropriate study design in a meta-analysis.
Response: Disagree (no change)

- We disagree that meta-analyses of observational studies are not appropriate. See prior responses regarding support of this in the public health, systematic review, and environmental epidemiological communities.

- Furthermore, we conducted the meta-analysis in response to the NASEM Committee's peer review of the 2019 draft NTP Monograph, which stated that the “committee strongly recommends that NTP reconsider its decision not to perform a meta-analysis.”

  Additionally, as mentioned in a previous response to comment, the NASEM Committee supported our approach and described the information presented in the meta-analysis as valuable and informative.

- Note: A quick search¹ for meta-analyses of observational studies in PubMed alone identifies over 20,000 studies, which indicates how prevalent meta-analyses of observational studies are in the scientific literature.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors' response to the reviewer's comment adequate.

6b.F: As recommended in the Cochran Handbook of Systematic Reviews, concerns such as high heterogeneity should preclude the use of the meta-analysis in the first place. A meta-analysis can be performed with data from as few as two studies and therefore it is best to consider only clinically and methodologically similar and sound studies. When results from studies with substantial differences in design, exposure, outcome measures, and risk of bias are combined, the effects of any exposure are more likely to be overestimated. This result was evident in the manuscript when comparing adjusted and non-adjusted findings, and findings from high vs. low risk-of-bias (RoB) studies. For example, the primary effect estimate of differences in children’s IQ (Standardized Mean Difference, SMD) shifted from a medium effect size for all studies combined (-0.49) to a small effect size among the low risk of bias studies (-0.24). At the very least, adjusted results and findings only from those studies with a low risk of bias should be emphasized, and the reader should be given a clear interpretation of what the SMD values reflect.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- The Cochrane Handbook (Higgins et al. 2021) does not say that high heterogeneity should preclude the use of meta-analysis, as is suggested in the comment. In fact, Cochrane Section 10.10.3 (Deeks et al. 2021) says that sources of heterogeneity should be explored using prespecified subgroup analyses. Therefore, the meta-analysis followed the Cochrane Handbook recommendations as reflected in the protocol (which underwent peer review) that identified

---

prespecified potential sources of heterogeneity for later analyses. These prespecified potential sources of heterogeneity were then appropriately explored in the subgroup analyses.

- Note that, in addition to recommending NTP conduct a meta-analysis (see response to previous comment), the NASEM Committee, in their 2020 peer review report on the 2019 draft NTP Monograph, stated that a properly conducted meta-analysis can account for heterogeneity in exposure measurements and other aspects of study design.

- Furthermore, in its peer review of the 2020 draft NTP Monograph, the NASEM Committee supported the subgroup analyses NTP used in this evaluation, finding them informative and directly responsive to some of the Committee’s previous concerns. They also recommended additional subgroup and sensitivity analyses that were subsequently added to the manuscript:

  “As part of its meta-analysis, NTP presents several subgroup and sensitivity analyses. The committee finds them very informative; several are directly responsive to some of the committee’s previous concerns. However, **NTP should also include subgroup or sensitivity analyses that respond to the committee’s concerns about blinding, complex sampling designs, and statistical analyses that account for clustered study designs.** The additional subgroup or sensitivity analyses noted could help to alleviate some of the committee’s current concerns.”

- As stated in the protocol, when available, we used the adjusted effect estimates in the meta-analyses. Also, in contrast to what the comment implies, the adjusted versus non-adjusted sensitivity analysis found no difference in results (Adjusted $\beta$ (95% CI) = −1.81 (−2.80, −0.81); unadjusted $\beta$ (95% CI) = −1.81 (−2.81, −0.83)). As the comment points out, the direction of the association was consistent across study quality from the high risk-of-bias to the low risk-of-bias studies, and the effect estimate was smaller among the low risk-of-bias studies. This may be due to lower levels of exposure and/or smaller differences in exposure between “high” and “low” exposure groups among the low risk-of-bias studies. The comment fails to note that there are other stratified estimates that would be considered to underestimate the effect estimate in both the mean-effects and regression slopes meta-analyses.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG understands that heterogeneity was an issue for this meta-analysis and that the authors conducted the meta-analysis “at the strong recommendation of the NASEM Committee’s peer review of the 2019 draft NTP Monograph.” However, the BSC WG recommends that the authors be more explicit about the issue of heterogeneity. There are several comments where the reviewers justifiably took issue with how the authors discuss heterogeneity. The BSC WG recommends that the authors address these reviewers’ concerns and discuss in the Strengths and Limitations section of the Discussion section in the draft M-A Manuscript how the lack of reduction of heterogeneity in the subgroup analyses affects the conclusions.

**6b.G:** Additional interpretation and explanation of the subgroup analyses are also needed. Using the results of sub-group analyses to investigate and explain heterogeneity does not accomplish that goal. In most subgroups, there seem to be subgroup effects implying interactions between SMD and investigated factors such as gender, country, and risk of bias (although between sub-groups p-values are not supplied to determine whether these interactions were significant or not). There was also significant unexplained heterogeneity among studies that needs to be investigated further.
Response: Agree (change made)

- We agree that the manuscript benefited from additional discussion of the results of the subgroup analyses. To be responsive to [comment], we added the following new text in the Results section for the mean-effects meta-analysis:

  “The subgroup and meta-regression analyses did not explain a large amount of the overall heterogeneity; however, the degree of heterogeneity was lower for studies restricted to Iran ($I^2=56\%$), children ages 10 and older ($I^2=68\%$), and girls ($I^2=76\%$).”

- In the Results section for the regression slopes meta-analysis, we added the following new text:

  “The observed heterogeneity in the overall effect estimate was explained by the subgroup analyses, with no significant heterogeneity remaining in analyses of low-risk-of-bias studies, by sex, by country, by assessment type, and by exposure timing (Table 3).”

- In the Discussion section, we added the following new text with further interpretations of the subgroup analyses:

  “With a couple exceptions, the subgroup analyses in the mean-effects meta-analysis did not explain a large amount of the overall heterogeneity. However, the heterogeneity in the regression slopes meta-analysis was explained by subgroup analyses. This suggests that the aggregate nature of the mean-effects meta-analysis might not be sufficiently sensitive to capture potential sources of heterogeneity, as seen possible when using studies with individual-level data in the regression slopes meta-analysis. However, the large number of studies included in the mean-effects meta-analysis and the consistency in the direction of the association across the analyses make this less of a concern.”

- As recommended in the comment, we also further investigated potential sources of heterogeneity by conducting a meta-regression analysis using mean age in years and year of publication in each study. In the supplemental materials we added:

  “The results of the meta-regression models indicate that year of publication and mean age of study children did not explain a large degree of heterogeneity as neither were significant predictors of the relationship between fluoride and children’s intelligence, and the residual $I^2$ remained high (85% and 87%, respectively). Year of publication (SMD = 0.01, 95\% CI: 0.01, 0.02) and mean age (SMD = -0.04, 95\% CI: -0.13, 0.04) explained relatively little between-study variance (adjusted $R^2$ of 12\% and 5\%, respectively). When both year of publication and mean age were included in the model, there were no notable improvements to the amount of between-study variance explained (adjusted $R^2 = 13\%$) or percent residual variation due to heterogeneity (residual $I^2 = 85\%$).

  Excluding the outlier study34 resulted in a slightly lower heterogeneity for the overall effect estimate ($I^2=84\%$) and for the India-specific effect estimate ($I^2=69\%$). The meta-regression indicates that mean age is a significant predictor of the effect (SMD = -0.06, 95\% CI: -0.12, -0.01, p-value =0.025), explaining 9\% of the between-study variance. Year of publication (SMD = 0.01, 95\% CI: 0.001, 0.02, p-value=0.028) explained a larger degree of between-study variance ($R^2 = 19\%$).”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG understands that heterogeneity was an issue for this meta-analysis and that the authors conducted the meta-analysis “at the strong recommendation of the NASEM Committee’s peer
review of the 2019 draft NTP Monograph.” However, the BSC WG recommends that the authors be more forthcoming explicit about the issue of heterogeneity. There are several comments where the reviewers justifiably took issue with how the authors discuss heterogeneity. The BSC WG recommends that the authors address these reviewers’ concerns and discuss in the Strengths and Limitations section of the Discussion section in the draft M-A Manuscript how the lack of reduction of heterogeneity in the subgroup analyses affects the conclusions.

See Appendix II, page II-10.
See Appendix II, page II-12.
See Appendix II, page II-14.
See Appendix II, page II-65.

6b.H: These inconsistencies create uncertainty regarding the validity and significance of the exposure effect estimate for each subgroup. There were fewer than ten studies in many subgroups, thereby reducing their ability to identify statistically significant differences.

Response: Disagree (no change)

o We disagree with XXXXXXXXXX that there are inconsistencies that would create uncertainty regarding the validity and significance of the exposure effect estimate for each subgroup.

o Also, as previously mentioned, the purpose of the subgroup analyses was to explore sources of potential heterogeneity, not to detect differences between the groups or “interactions between SMD and investigated factors.” However, except for certain countries and for studies with other sources of fluoride exposure, all the subgroup analyses of the mean-effects meta-analysis included at least 10 studies. In addition, all the subgroup analyses with fewer than 10 studies but more than 1 study (subgroups: India, Iran, and dental fluorosis) reported statistically significant estimates, as shown in the excerpt of Table 2 below.

o As mentioned previously, the NASEM Committee agreed with our use of the prespecified subgroup analyses to investigate sources of heterogeneity, finding them informative and directly responsive to some of the Committee’s previous concerns. They also recommended additional subgroup and sensitivity analyses that were subsequently added to the manuscript.
Excerpt of Table 2. Pooled SMDs and 95% CIs for Children’s IQ Scores and Exposures to Fluoride.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Number of Studies</th>
<th>SMD (95% CI)</th>
<th>Heterogeneity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subgroup Analyses</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>-0.43 (-0.52, -0.34)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-0.99 (-1.55, -0.43)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.68 (-0.99, -0.38)</td>
<td>0.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.01 (-0.19, 0.21)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.13 (-0.16, 0.42)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.01 (-0.19, 0.22)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.25 (-0.65, 0.16)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assessment Type</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT-RC tests</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>-0.36 (-0.46, -0.27)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-CRT-RC tests</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>-0.60 (-0.78, -0.42)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raven’s tests</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-0.76 (-1.10, -0.43)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other tests</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>-0.52 (-0.74, -0.29)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exposure Type</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water fluoride</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>-0.37 (-0.46, -0.27)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental fluorosis</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-0.99 (-1.57, -0.41)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other exposures</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>-0.54 (-0.71, -0.37)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors acknowledge that there are several countries with fewer than five studies and that there are few studies with dental fluorosis. The BSC WG notes that the authors refer to “overall effect” when discussing Tables 2 and 3. The BSC WG suggests that the authors change “effect” to “association.” The BSC WG also suggests that the authors update the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript to include new papers that have addressed these issues.

See Appendix II, page II-36.

**6b.1:** Furthermore, the "dose-response" relationship assessments yielded conflicting conclusions, ranging from "non-linear" for fluoride water study to "linear" for urine studies, to “no effect” for other exposure groups, lacking biologic plausibility and casting additional doubt on the overall assessment.

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- We disagree that there are conflicting conclusions. The direction of the observed association was consistent across both the water and urine dose-response meta-analyses. There are, however, differences in which model was the best fit for the data. Given the heterogeneity and the fact that the individual studies contributing to the water and urine dose-response meta-analyses were different, differences in model fit are expected.
BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

The BSC WG disagrees with the author’s approach to the reviewer’s comment and notes that the reviewer is raising a critique that other reviewers may raise. The BSC WG recommends that the authors improve the discussion of dose response so a reader can more easily process the impact of differences in model fit and how they should be interpreted. The BSC WG also recommends that the authors update the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript to include new papers that have addressed these issues.

6b.J: In summary, while the results of this meta-analysis imply a statistical link between fluoride exposure and IQ, they should be interpreted and communicated with great caution due to the potential for bias from observational studies, the lack of an underlying biologic or scientific plausibility, numerous methodological and statistical issues, and the potential for detriment to the public’s health caused by the effect on public perception and policy caused by improperly attributing a putative adverse health effect to an intervention with significant known benefits.

Response: Agree (no change)

- We agree that the results of this analysis require careful and clear communication, which is why we are working closely with the NIEHS Office of Communications to draft relevant communications. We agree that public perceptions around exposures to fluoride are very important and think that this meta-analysis and the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph should be used to inform a careful analysis of data concerning the potential risks as well as benefits of fluoride. We have provided detailed responses to critique concerning risk of bias from observational studies elsewhere in a previous response. We discuss biological plausibility of the studies included in this meta-analysis in the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

6b.K: The authors made laudable attempts to mitigate the impact of these problems, but no statistical approach can solve all of the problems caused by the inappropriate choice of meta-analysis. As indicated in the Cochrane Handbook, results from the investigation of high heterogeneity studies that is designed after heterogeneity is identified can at best lead to hypotheses generation and to support proposals for additional studies. They should be interpreted with caution and should generally not be listed among the conclusions of a review (Cochran Handbook, Section 10.10.3). They should certainly not be used as the rationale for changing public policy.

Response: Disagree (no change requested)

- Section 10.10.3 of the Cochrane Handbook has been misrepresented in the above comment. The sentence from the Cochrane Handbook immediately before the one referenced in the comment states: “Reliable conclusions can only be drawn from analyses that are truly pre-specified before inspecting the studies’ results, and even these conclusions should be interpreted with caution.” We again point out that all the analyses investigating potential sources of heterogeneity were planned a priori as reflected in the protocol or were added at the recommendation of the NASEM Committee or other peer reviewers.
**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG recommends that the authors clearly delineate between those subgroup analyses prespecified in the protocol versus those that were suggested post hoc by the NASEM Committee. For example, the draft M-A Manuscript states: “Predefined subgroup analyses were stratified by risk of bias (high or low), study location (e.g., country), outcome assessment, exposure matrix (e.g., urinary fluoride or water fluoride concentrations), sex, and age group” (Method section, page 6). The BSC WG recommends that the statement should be revised to read (new text underlined): “Subgroup analyses were predefined in the protocol and others were suggested post hoc during an initial review. The predefined subgroup analyses were stratified by ... and the post hoc ones were stratified by ....”

**6b.1:** A more scientifically justifiable conclusion for this review is that extensive, rigorous, and reproducible research in both animals and humans is needed to address the important question of causal influences of fluoride on human cognition.

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- It’s always easy to call for more research and we agree that targeted research can certainly add clarity to the existing data—particularly at lower exposure levels. However, hundreds of human and animal studies have been published on this topic. Although these comments are on a previous draft of the meta-analysis, we would like to point out that a recent update of the literature identified 10 new studies that were subsequently added to the database (and are included in the current draft). These new studies were published in the past 2 years and their addition left the findings of the analysis essentially unchanged. Our meta-analysis now includes 60 studies of children’s cognition and fluoride exposure, 13 of which are high quality. Many high-quality meta-analyses have been based on fewer studies and the current meta-analysis includes more than double the number of studies of any previous meta-analysis of fluoride.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG agrees with the final sentence in the authors’ rebuttal: “Many high-quality meta-analyses ... of fluoride.” The BSC WG also agrees with the caveat provided by the authors in the first sentence that “targeted research can certainly add clarity to the existing data—particularly at lower exposure levels.”

The BSC WG shares the concern implied in the reviewer’s comment that there are several limitations in many of the studies that were not fully addressed in the draft M-A Manuscript (described elsewhere in this BSC WG report in response to multiple specific reviewer concerns). In particular, the BSC WG notes that the dose-response analysis between fluoride intake and children’s IQ that seemingly underlies the authors’ conclusions is not well described in the draft M-A Manuscript. The BSC WG is under the impression that the dose-response analysis that was conducted was on data ‘pooled’ across different studies, rather than analyses of dose response within specific studies. If the authors did a ‘meta-regression’ analysis that included regression analyses at the study level, the approach should be more clearly stated in the draft M-A Manuscript. The BSC WG also notes that there are apparently few high-quality prospective studies, few high-quality studies with low fluoride levels (< 2mg/L or < 1.5 mg/L), and few studies outside of Asia. Thus, the call for additional research ("[there is a need for] ... extensive,
rigorous, and reproducible research in both animals and humans” called for in this reviewer’s comment is appropriate and should not be dismissed by the authors. The BSC WG recommends that this “call for additional research” is appropriate for including in the draft M-A Manuscript, with specific reference to areas where evidence is limited. The BSC WG also recommends that the authors update the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript to include new papers that have addressed these issues.

6b.M: Introduction:

The manuscript described three different types of meta-analyses, using Standardized Mean Difference (SMD) as the effect estimate for each study’s outcome (IQ), and assessed and addressed issues related to heterogeneity and publication bias.

First, mean effect meta-analysis of group-level fluoride measurement studies (n=46) was conducted to investigate putative associations between fluoride exposure and a child’s IQ, with the conclusion that there was “an inverse association between fluoride exposure and children's IQ” (pooled SMD for all studies: −0.49; 95% CI: −0.60, −0.38; p-value < 0.001). However, there was evidence of high heterogeneity (I² = 89%, p-value < 0.001) and publication bias (funnel plot and Egger’s p-value < 0.001, Begg’s p = 0.04), both of which militate against the use of meta-analysis.

Second, dose-response meta-analysis of group-level fluoride measurement studies (n=46) was conducted to assess dose-response relationships between fluoride and IQ, with the conclusion that “associations for drinking water appeared to be non-linear and associations for urine appeared to be linear.” Heterogeneity and publication bias issues were not reported in this section of the manuscript.

Third, meta-analysis of regression slopes for the individual-level urine studies (n=6) was conducted to assess study outcomes with respect to a 1-mg/L unit increase in urinary fluoride. There was moderate heterogeneity (I²=48%, p=0.09) and indication of publication bias. The manuscript concluded that, after adjustment for publication bias using a trim and fill approach, “a 1-mg/L increase in urinary fluoride was associated with lower IQ, with an adjusted pooled effect estimate of −0.87 (95% CI: −1.93, 0.19; p-value = 0.302)”. A p-value of 0.302 indicates that chance may be a reasonable explanation for this finding. The critiques of meta-analyses that follow are categorized by the major issues mentioned above.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- As described in responses to earlier comments, we disagree that evidence of heterogeneity and publication bias militate against the use of meta-analysis. We conducted the meta-analysis in response to the NASEM Committee's peer review of the 2019 draft NTP Monograph. The NASEM Committee urged us not to avoid conducting a meta-analysis because of heterogeneity: “The committee strongly recommends that NTP reconsider its decision not to perform a meta-analysis and, if it still decides not to do a meta-analysis, that it provide a more thorough and convincing justification for its decision…A properly conducted meta-analysis can account for heterogeneity in exposure measurements and other aspects of study design, so it is not clear why heterogeneity was listed as a reason for not performing one.”

- The dose-response meta-analysis used the same studies that were used in the mean-effects meta-analysis. The mean-effects meta-analysis already describes heterogeneity and publication bias issues. Therefore, it would be redundant to describe them again.

- After updating the regression slopes meta-analysis with new studies from the updated literature search, there was no longer evidence of publication bias, so the quoted text has been removed from the manuscript.
BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG notes that both heterogeneity and publication bias can vary by outcome (e.g., one can observe heterogeneity for an odds ratio but not for a risk difference based on the same set of studies), so the fact that the same studies were in the dose-response and mean-effects meta-analyses is not relevant. The BSC WG recommends that an assessment of heterogeneity and of publication bias should be done separately for each of the three measures (dose-response, mean effects, and regression slopes) if these three analyses used different statistics from each study.

See Appendix II, page II-7.

6b.N: Issues related to using SMD as an effect estimate

From the manuscript:

“The effect estimates in the primary mean-effects meta-analysis were the standardized mean differences (SMDs) for heteroscedastic population variances.”

Comment:

The overall treatment effect [in terms of SMD] can be difficult to interpret as it is reported in units of standard deviation rather than in units of any of the measurement scales used in review (Egger et al., 2008). Why would the true effect of fluoride (assuming there is one) depend on the standard deviation? If the reason for using the SMD instead of the more interpretable difference in IQs is that different tests were used to assess intelligence, it is an indication that combining such disparate studies may be inappropriate. “There is a price for standardization—the SMD does not have any meaningful units. Instead, it can only indicate whether there is any statistical significance of pooled results.” (Mickael and Merja, 2021). Nonetheless, interpreting SMD values of 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 as small, medium, and large effect sizes, respectively, is a widely accepted role thumb (Cohen, 1988). Accordingly, using these terms throughout will help clarify the meaning of this estimate. There is also concern that the inclusion of studies with both high RoB and large sample size leads to overstated estimates of the effect sizes.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- The difference in tests is an appropriate reason to use the SMD as the unit of measure in our meta-analysis. The SMD is commonly used in meta-analysis when the studies all assess the same outcome (e.g., intelligence) but measure it in a variety of ways (e.g., WISC-R, Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China, etc.). It is necessary to standardize the results of the studies to a uniform scale before they can be combined (Higgins et al. 2021). To address the concern of combining studies that used different tests to assess intelligence, we conducted subgroup analyses that stratified by type of IQ assessment. We also acknowledge limitations of the mean-effects meta-analysis in our discussion.

- In addition, in its peer review of the 2019 draft NTP Monograph, the NASEM Committee supported the use of SMDs in this meta-analysis as the Committee recommended that NTP update the Choi et al. (2012) meta-analysis (which used SMDs) with more recent papers. The protocol, which clearly describes these methods, was also peer reviewed.

- Also, as previously mentioned, in the peer review of the 2020 draft NTP Monograph, the NASEM Committee agreed with the methods used in the meta-analysis: “The overall approach appears to be sound in comparing mean IQ scores for the most and least highly exposed to fluoride even though the absolute fluoride concentrations are not comparable among studies”, and “The meta-analysis applied standard, broadly accepted methods, and
the data shown in Figure A5-1 and the related evaluations are especially informative (NTP 2020a, p 235).”

- We appreciate the suggestion regarding interpretation of the SMDs; however, because the standard deviations of measured IQs are specific to the study population from which they are measured, and the meta-analyses pools the results of many different study populations, we did not translate the pooled SMD into IQ points nor did we characterize them as small, medium, or large. In addition, the Cochrane guidance (Cochrane Section 12.6.2) states that “…some methodologists believe that such interpretations are problematic because patient importance of a finding is context-dependent and not amenable to generic statements.” Also, the SMD interpretations based on cutoffs mentioned by [Redacted] are values used in social sciences research (as cited in the 1988 Cohen book “Statistical Power for the Behavioral Sciences”) and the utility of those values in analyzing observational environmental health studies has not been demonstrated.

- The concern about combining results from high and low risk-of-bias studies was addressed by the subgroup analyses stratified by risk of bias. As the comment points out, the effect estimate was smaller among the low risk-of-bias studies. This may be due to lower levels of exposure and/or smaller differences in exposure between “high” and “low” exposure groups among the low risk-of-bias studies. The comment fails to note that there are other stratified estimates that would be considered to underestimate, rather than overestimate, the pooled effect estimates in both the mean-effects and regression slopes meta-analyses. As for studies with large sample sizes, we performed the meta-analyses using random effects models which account for study-specific sample sizes.

- Finally, we would like to note that this comment completely ignores that this manuscript was not restricted to an SMD meta-analysis. The manuscript also includes a regression slopes meta-analysis (which has not been previously done in the fluoride and IQ literature). The regression slopes meta-analysis does not have the same limitations as the SMD analysis. It uses individual-level exposure data, and the regression coefficient can be directly interpreted as the expected change in IQ points in the study population per 1-mg/L increase in urinary fluoride.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix II, page II-7.

High heterogeneity among studies

6b.0:

From the manuscript:

The heterogeneity among the group-level fluoride measurement studies was high for all studies (n=46) as well as for the low risk of bias studies (n=9).

Comments:

- This can be seen not only in statistics such as I² and the p-value for heterogeneity, but in the figures as well. For example, if there were homogeneity of effects, then approximately 5% of SMDs should be outside of the dotted lines in supplemental eFigure 3. Instead, more than a third of them are outside the dotted lines. A similar phenomenon can be seen in supplemental eFigure 8, even for the studies with low risk of bias. This indicates an unacceptably large level of heterogeneity, such that mean-effect and dose-response meta-analyses should not be conducted in first place. “High heterogeneity can potentially lead to misleading and non-
**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- **refers to eFigure 3, which is a funnel plot of the included studies in the mean-effects meta-analysis.** The funnel plots are not used to illustrate or evaluate homogeneity as implied by , but to evaluate the potential for publication bias. To evaluate heterogeneity, we performed and reported results of statistical tests for heterogeneity, while also transparently discussing limitations of such tests in the Discussion section.

  - We disagree with that the mean-effects and dose-response meta-analyses should not have been conducted. As previously explained, high heterogeneity is not a valid rationale for not conducting a meta-analysis. Again, the NASEM Committee agreed with the methods used in the meta-analysis in its peer review. Additionally, in meta-analyses of observational studies, especially those using SMDs as effect measures, high levels of heterogeneity are to be expected. Our protocol outlined the study inclusion criteria which were carefully evaluated to ensure that the appropriate studies were included in the meta-analyses. The protocol also outlined the subgroup analyses that were to be performed to investigate potential sources of heterogeneity.

  - The select quote from Section 9.5 misrepresents the totality of the Cochrane guidance, particularly on heterogeneity. Section 10 of Cochrane is “Analyzing data and undertaking a meta-analysis” and section 10.10.3 is on heterogeneity, where Cochrane recommends exploring heterogeneity by conducting subgroup analyses. We transparently presented the heterogeneity results and investigated potential sources of heterogeneity.

  - In the Discussion section, we clearly outline the limitations of the mean-effects meta-analysis and the unexplained heterogeneity. We also added new text to point out that:

    “...the aggregate nature of the mean-effects meta-analysis might not be sufficiently sensitive to capture potential sources of heterogeneity, as seen possible when using studies with individual-level data in the regression slopes meta-analysis.”

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

Given that the preponderance of evidence comes from one country/region the BSC WG considers the draft M-A Manuscript limited in its ability to investigate heterogeneity by country. The BSC WG understands that heterogeneity was an issue for this meta-analysis and that the authors conducted the meta-analysis "at the strong recommendation of the NASEM Committee's peer review of the 2019 draft NTP Monograph." However, the BSC WG recommends that the authors be more explicit about the issue of heterogeneity. There are several comments where reviewers justifiably took issue with how the authors discuss heterogeneity. The BSC WG recommends that these authors address the reviewers’ concerns and discuss heterogeneity in the Strengths and Limitations section in the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript and how the lack of reduction of heterogeneity in the subgroup analyses affects the conclusions.

See Appendix II, page II-14.
Miranda et al. (2021) performed a similar meta-analysis with their results, pointing to an association between fluoride and IQ. However, due to the high heterogeneity among the existing studies they concluded that current evidence is inadequate to support such a conclusion, even at high fluoride levels.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- The Miranda et al. (2021) meta-analysis was not similar to our meta-analysis, which was different in both scope and methodological approach. For example, the systematic review by Miranda et al. (2021) had very limited inclusion criteria, which did not allow for studies using individual-level fluoride exposure measurements to be included. Their analysis only included cross-sectional studies, while our meta-analysis also included prospective cohort studies. In addition, their analysis was much smaller (n = 10 studies) than our meta-analysis (n = 60 studies) and had a very different methodological approach, as it was limited to studies from which crude (unadjusted) odds ratios could be calculated. Finally, Miranda et al. (2021) was limited to one analysis that found a strong association between high fluoride exposure and decreased IQ (unadjusted OR = 3.88, 95% CI 2.41–6.23; p < 0.00001). Our analysis found consistent results across different analysis types (mean-effects, dose-response, and regression slopes meta-analyses) and across multiple prespecified subgroup analyses.

- The observed level of heterogeneity (77%) in Miranda et al. (2021) is not unusual in small meta-analyses such as theirs; however, it is also worth noting that the authors did not attempt to investigate any sources of heterogeneity in their analysis.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:

The BSc WG suggests that the authors update the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript to include new papers that have addressed these issues.

Since meta-analyses can be performed with data from as few as two studies, it is more appropriate to include only studies that are clinically and methodologically similar and sound. Pooling results from all studies with significant differences and biased results is not appropriate (ref. Cochrane Handbook) and is likely to overestimate the effects of exposure. This seems to be the case for the meta-analysis of regression slopes (urine level studies, n=6) which reported medium heterogeneity among low-risk, individual-level fluoride measurement.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- The purpose of the meta-analysis is to combine results from multiple studies with a variety of features to examine data collectively and more precisely quantify the overall (pooled) association. The Cochrane Handbook does not say it is “not appropriate” to pool results from studies with differences in design and potential sources of bias. Rather, they recommend that differences in study design, study biases, variation in exposure characterization and outcome assessment across studies, and reporting biases be carefully considered. Moreover, excluding studies from systematic reviews or excluding studies from systematic reviews with meta-analyses is not considered a best
practice in the systematic review community (Higgins et al. 2021). As a well-documented systematic review and meta-analysis, this evaluation followed a protocol where inclusion and exclusion criteria were defined a priori. Among included studies, our risk-of-bias assessment carefully considered study-specific potential for bias. Our analyses stratified results by risk-of-bias status to evaluate the potential impact on the overall effect estimates from studies that have high potential for bias versus studies that have low potential for bias. We carefully considered other differences between studies by conducting additional prespecified subgroup analyses by factors such as exposure type, outcome assessment, and country.

- In addition, as previously mentioned, the NASEM Committee agreed with the methods used in the meta-analysis, which includes pooling results from included studies:

  “The critical information regarding comparison of study results comes from the new meta-analysis, which seeks to extract and integrate comparable findings from selected studies as discussed further below. The overall approach appears to be sound in comparing mean IQ scores for the most and least highly exposed to fluoride even though the absolute fluoride concentrations are not comparable among studies.”

  “The meta-analysis applied standard, broadly accepted methods, and the data shown in Figure A5-1 and the related evaluations are especially informative.”

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

**6b.R:** Three strategies were used to assess/address the heterogeneity:

**Random-effects models to address heterogeneity:**

*From the manuscript:*

“Data from individual studies were pooled using a random-effects model.”

*Comments:*

- Random-effects models, as opposed to fixed-effect models, are typically used in meta-analyses when there is unexplained heterogeneity. Such models assume that the effects estimated within each study are not identical, but do follow a specific distribution (Cochrane handbook, Section 9.5). However, according to the Cochrane Handbook, random-effect models can only be used “if the heterogeneity cannot be explained clinically or methodologically. It does not remove heterogeneity, so results need to be carefully interpreted.” (Cochrane handbook, Section 9.5). This is relevant because the decision to use random effect models seems to be based on statistical findings of heterogeneity, with no attempt to ensure the clinical and methodologic similarity among the studies before conducting the meta-analyses. The State of the Science document mentioned that “heterogeneity within the available evidence was evaluated to determine if a quantitative synthesis (i.e., meta-analysis) is appropriate.” (p.19) but no presentation or discussion of the outcomes of this process can be found.

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- We are unable to find the quote that cites or any text in the Cochrane Handbook that states that random-effects models can only be used if the heterogeneity cannot be explained clinically or methodologically.

- We followed Cochrane guidance (Section 10.10) that recommends using a random-effects model instead of a fixed-effects model when the assumption of a common
(fixed) effect size is not appropriate. Figure 2 shows heterogeneity in study-specific effect estimates, clearly indicating that a fixed effect is not appropriate in our meta-analysis (see Figure 2 below). In addition, as recommended by the Cochrane Handbook, even though we used random-effects models, we still investigated potential sources of heterogeneity (Cochrane, Section 10.10; Deeks et al. 2021).

![Figure 2. Association Between Fluoride Exposure and IQ Scores in Children](image)

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:

- The BSC WG suggests that the authors add a footnote to Table 1 cross referencing Figure 2 indicating that the studies in Figure 2 Forest Plot are presented in the same order as found in Table 1 and include SMD (95% CI). Likewise, the BSC WG suggests cross referencing Table 1 in the legend to Figure 2, indicating that the studies are presented in the same order as found in Table 1. The BSC WG also suggests that the authors update the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript to include new papers that have addressed these issues.

See Appendix II, page II-39.

**6b.5:**

- According to the Cochrane Handbook, "a pragmatic approach is to plan to undertake both a fixed-effect and a random-effects meta-analysis, with an intention to present the random-effects result if there is no indication of funnel plot asymmetry. If there is an indication of funnel plot asymmetry, then both methods are problematic." (Cochrane Handbook, Section 10.10.4.1).
Response: Disagree (no change)
  - This quote comes from a list of considerations for authors to contemplate when making a choice about whether to use a fixed-effects model or random-effects model. The Handbook is clear that there are a variety of factors to consider and that there is no universal recommendation on which model to use. As explained in the previous response, we have demonstrated that the random-effects model was the appropriate choice for these data.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

6b.T:
A fundamental assumption of the random effects model is that the true effects in different studies represent a random sample from some population. The majority of studies are from one country, with unique environmental, economic, and sociopolitical conditions that can hardly be regarded as a random sample that allows generalization to other countries.

Response: Agree (no change requested)
  - We agree, which is why we investigated potential sources of heterogeneity, including country.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate. Given that the preponderance of evidence comes from one country/region the BSC WG considers the draft M-A Manuscript limited in its ability to investigate heterogeneity by country. The BSC WG understands that heterogeneity was an issue for this meta-analysis and that the authors conducted the meta-analysis "at the strong recommendation of the NASEM Committee's peer review of the 2019 draft NTP Monograph." However, the BSC WG recommends that the authors be more explicit about the issue of heterogeneity. There are several comments where reviewers justifiably took issue with how the authors discuss heterogeneity. The BSC WG recommends that these authors address the reviewers' concerns and discuss heterogeneity in the Strengths and Limitations section in the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript and how the lack of reduction of heterogeneity in the subgroup analyses affects the conclusions.

6b.U: Using sensitivity analyses to address heterogeneity
From the manuscript:
“Multiple sensitivity analyses were conducted as part of the mean-effect meta-analysis (e-table 3) and meta-analysis of regression slopes (e-table 6). Four additional analyses were conducted as per NASEM’s recommendation (not shown). The authors concluded that no substantial changes in the pooled SMD estimate were revealed when studies were excluded.”

Comment:
Sensitivity analyses do appear necessary, as there is at least one very clear outlier (Khan, 2015) in Figure 2 and in several figures in the supplementary materials. Nonetheless, removal of one or two studies does not eliminate the heterogeneity of results; the magnitude and direction of the effect remain unknown because of lack of adequate testing for heterogeneity.

Response: Disagree (no change)
We disagree that there was a lack of adequate testing for heterogeneity. As previously mentioned in an earlier response, the NASEM Committee agreed with our use of the prespecified subgroup analyses to investigate sources of heterogeneity, finding them informative and directly responsive to some of the Committee’s previous concerns. They also recommended additional subgroup and sensitivity analyses that were subsequently added to the manuscript. Also, as previously explained, the goal of these subgroup analyses was not to eliminate heterogeneity.

We also disagree that the direction of effect remains unknown. The NASEM Committee agreed with our conclusion that the results (i.e., the direction of the association) were consistent: “As noted in the revised monograph, 44 of the 46 studies represented in that figure had effect estimates to the left of zero-results that indicate an association between higher fluoride exposures and lower IQ. Those results highlight the marked consistency in the current epidemiological literature on fluoride and childhood IQ.”

The NASEM Committee also commented that “NTP notes that 44 of the 46 studies (96%) in its meta-analysis of childhood IQ have effect estimates to the left of zero. That finding should be emphasized more, and its meaning with respect to evaluating and quantifying heterogeneity should be mentioned. To assess heterogeneity, NTP primarily used the Cochran’s Q test. However, heterogeneity can also be assessed by providing a count or percentage of the number of studies to the right or left of the null value. Some would consider that a much simpler, more intuitive, and perhaps more useful way of assessing heterogeneity, especially in light of the marked differences between the studies in design, study populations, exposure and outcome assessment methods, and statistical analyses.”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

BSC WG recommends that the authors be more explicit about the issue of heterogeneity. There are several comments where reviewers justifiably took issue with how the authors discuss heterogeneity. The BSC WG recommends that the authors address the reviewers' concerns and discuss heterogeneity in the Strengths and Limitations section in the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript.

See Appendix II, page II-14.

6b.V: Using subgroup analyses to address heterogeneity

From the manuscript:
“Subgroup analyses were performed to investigate sources of heterogeneity”

Comment:
Sub-group analyses described in the manuscript do not appear to be pre-specified or justified at the protocol stage based on a clear theoretical, biological, or clinical basis. According to the Cochrane Handbook, "subgroup analysis should be kept to a minimum, and pre-specified and justified at the protocol stage of the review. The planned analyses should be followed at review stage (if sufficient data are available) to minimize selective reporting or over-interpretation of the results based on findings." (Cochrane Handbook, Section 9.6). Furthermore, "reliable conclusions can only be drawn from analyses that are truly pre-specified before inspecting the studies' results, and even these conclusions should be interpreted with caution.”
Response: Disagree (no change)

- We disagree with the implication that the subgroup analyses were not based on a biological or other scientific basis. These analyses were based on established scientific evidence which includes the National Research Council’s 2006 report (NRC 2006), two previous meta-analyses by Choi et al. (2012) and Duan et al. (2018), and the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph.

- As previously mentioned in an earlier response, the NASEM Committee agreed with our use of the prespecified subgroup analyses, finding them informative and directly responsive to some of their previous concerns. They also recommended additional subgroup and sensitivity analyses that were subsequently added to the manuscript.

- We agree that subgroup and sensitivity analyses should be prespecified and followed to minimize selective reporting or over-interpretation of the results based on findings, and that results should be interpreted carefully. All our subgroup and sensitivity analyses were prespecified in the protocol or included at the recommendation of peer review.

BSC WG Assessment and Justification:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate. The BSC WG recommends that the authors clearly delineate between those subgroup analyses prespecified in the protocol versus those that were suggested post hoc by the NASEM Committee. For example, the draft M-A Manuscript statement: “Predefined subgroup analyses were stratified by risk of bias (high or low), study location (e.g., country), outcome assessment, exposure matrix (e.g., urinary fluoride or water fluoride concentrations), sex, and age group” (Method section, page 6), should be revised to read (new text underlined): “Subgroup analyses were predefined in the protocol and others were suggested post hoc during an initial review. The predefined subgroup analyses were stratification by ... and the post hoc ones were ....”

See Appendix II, page II-9.

6b.W:

From the manuscript:

“Sub-group analyses suggested that our conclusions were consistent across high and low risk-of-bias studies.”

Comments:

- Results are clearly not numerically consistent within high- and low-risk of bias studies (effect size -0.55 versus -0.24). “Such a difference [in effect estimates between high and low risk of bias studies] is a common finding because biased studies are more likely to overestimate the effects of treatment.” (Harrer et al 2021). Furthermore, there is substantial heterogeneity even in the low risk of bias studies. Five of the eight points lie outside the 95% pseudo confidence interval on the right side of eFigure 8. Moreover, several pairs of confidence intervals among the 9 low risk of bias studies in eFigure 7 have completely non-overlapping confidence intervals, a strong indication that the true effects are different in different studies.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- Variation in the exact numerical estimate is expected in subgroup analyses, as different individual studies contribute to the different pooled effect estimates. However, the direction of the association, which we consider a more important indication of consistency in the literature, was consistent. The NASEM Committee, in its peer review report of the 2020 draft NTP Monograph, agreed with our statements on consistency:
“As noted in the revised monograph, 44 of the 46 studies represented in that figure had effect estimates to the left of zero—results that indicate an association between higher fluoride exposures and lower IQ. Those results highlight the marked consistency in the current epidemiologic literature on fluoride and childhood IQ.”

“NTP notes that 44 of the 46 studies (96%) in its meta-analysis of childhood IQ have effect estimates to the left of zero. That finding should be emphasized more”.

- We are not clear on the point of the Harrer et al. (2021) quote, as we were able to demonstrate differences in effect estimates by using subgroup and sensitivity analyses. As described above in response to another comment, studies that reported unadjusted and adjusted effect estimates did not provide evidence that higher potential for bias (as would be reflected in unadjusted effect estimates) resulted in an overestimation of the effect. This is captured in our sensitivity analysis for the regression slopes meta-analysis that used unadjusted effect estimates from Bashash et al. (2017), Cui et al. (2018), Green et al. (2019), and Yu et al. (2018) (see excerpt of eTable 6 below). Also, the comment fails to note that there are other stratified estimates that would be considered to underestimate, rather than overestimate, the pooled effect estimates in both the mean-effects and regression slopes meta-analyses.

- Note: We acknowledge that there is high heterogeneity in both the high and low risk-of-bias subgroups in the subgroup analysis by risk-of-bias status in the mean-effects meta-analysis. In a previous response above, we describe the new text added to the Discussion section with further interpretations of these subgroup analyses.

- Refers to eFigure 8, which is a funnel plot by risk of bias in the mean-effects meta-analysis. The funnel plots are not used to illustrate or evaluate heterogeneity, as implied by , but to evaluate potential for publication bias. We performed and reported on statistical tests for heterogeneity, while also transparently discussing limitations of such tests in the Discussion section.

- As noticed, eFigure 7 illustrates that there is heterogeneity in the low risk-of-bias studies as well, as illustrated by the $I^2$ of 83% reported in Table 2.

**Excerpt of eTable 1. Regression Slopes Meta-analysis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Number of Studies</th>
<th>Beta (95% CI)</th>
<th>Heterogeneity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Heterogeneity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>p-value</strong></td>
<td>$I^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Estimate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-scale IQ</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>$-1.81 \ (-2.80, -0.81)$</td>
<td>$&lt;0.001$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Sensitivity Analyses**
  - Using unadjusted estimates from Bashash et al. (2017), Cui et al. (2018), Green et al. (2019), Yu et al. (2018)
    - Full-scale IQ  | 9 | $-1.82 \ (-2.81, -0.83)$ | $<0.001$ | $76\%$ |

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG recommends that the authors clearly define how they are interpreting the word “consistent” when the term is first used and provide appropriate reference(s) to clarify if they
mean consistent results are directionally consistent, consistent with respect to statistical significance, or consistent with respect to size of the effect.

See Appendix II, page II-69, II-70, II-88.

6b.X:
- In addition, sub-group analyses are "purely observational, so we should always keep in the mind that effect differences may also be caused by confounding variables." (Harrer et al., 2021). Of course, the studies in this meta-analysis are all observational, so confounding is a major concern even if there were no subgroup analyses. It is possible that fluoride or a combination of other factors is to blame for these differences. There is no sub-group analysis by exposure to fluoride or known neurotoxic chemicals such as lead and arsenic.

**Response: Disagree (no change)**
- As previously mentioned, potential confounding, including concurrent exposure to other neurotoxic chemicals (e.g., lead and arsenic), was assessed extensively as a key component of the risk-of-bias assessment. In addition, our analysis includes a subgroup analysis by exposure to other chemicals (such as arsenic, iodine, coal). Also, concerns about confounding among individual studies may be minimized or ruled out if consistent results are seen across different study populations, study designs, exposure settings, and studies that adjust for different sets of confounders (Arroyave et al. 2020; Steenland et al. 2020).

**BSC WG Assessment:**
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors' response to the reviewer's comment adequate.

6b.Y:
**From the manuscript:**
"Heterogeneity remained low or moderate ($I^2 < 48\%$) for all subgroup analyses except gender ($I^2 > 52\%$)."

**Comments:**
- Most sub-group analyses, as shown in Table 2, had between-studies heterogeneity of 79% or higher, suggesting significant unexplained heterogeneity among sub-groups that needs to be further investigated. Subgroup analyses are intended to explain some of the heterogeneity, not to introduce more heterogeneity.

**Response: Disagree (no change)**
- In response to a previous comment, we further investigated potential sources of heterogeneity. The results are presented in the supplemental materials.
- We disagree that the heterogeneity within the subgroup analyses “needs to be further investigated.” As stated before, the subgroup analyses were planned a priori to investigate potential sources of heterogeneity in the overall effect estimate. It would not be informative nor is it common practice to then start investigating sources of heterogeneity within subgroup analyses.

**BSC WG Assessment:**
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG understands that heterogeneity was an issue for this meta-analysis and that the authors conducted the meta-analysis "at the strong recommendation of the NASEM
Committee’s peer review of the 2019 draft NTP Monograph. As discussed in this set and elsewhere in this chapter, there are several comments where the reviewers justifiably took issue with how the authors discuss heterogeneity. The BSC WG recommends that the authors address these reviewers’ concerns and discuss in the Strengths and Limitations section of the Discussion section in the draft M-A Manuscript how the lack of reduction of heterogeneity in the subgroup analyses affects the conclusions.

See Appendix II, page II-14.

6b.Z:

- Several of the included studies have overlapping high and low fluoride groups (i.e., what is labeled as low exposure groups in one study is considered high in another), which likely contributed to the study’s high heterogeneity. Sub-group analysis based on precise cut-off points for exposure levels may help explain the considerable variability in the studies.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- This comment is referring to the mean-effects meta-analysis which was not designed to evaluate dose-response. However, we did address fluoride exposure levels separately in the dose-response meta-analysis using studies included in the mean-effects meta-analysis. The dose-response meta-analysis includes subgroup analyses based on precise cut-offs points for exposure levels (0 to <4 mg/L, 0 to <2 mg/L, and 0 to <1.5 mg/L). Within each of these subgroup analyses (i.e., <4 mg/L, <2 mg/L, and <1.5 mg/L), the data do not overlap.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

6b.AA:

- According to Harrer et al. (2021), sub-group meta-analyses may lack power to detect small differences between groups. One solution is performing a subgroup statistical power analysis beforehand to determine the minimum detectable effect size difference with a subgroup analysis. An alternative approach would be to include a minimum of 10 studies for each level/unit (e.g., country, gender, exposure type, etc.) analyzed in a sub-group analysis. However, many of the level/unit subgroup analyses in the manuscript included fewer than 10 studies.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- As we mentioned in a previous response and explained in our protocol, the purpose of the subgroup analyses was to explore potential sources of heterogeneity, not to detect small differences between subgroups. Even so, we would like to note that, except for certain countries and for studies with other sources of fluoride exposure, all the subgroup analyses of the mean-effects meta-analysis included at least 10 studies. We would also like to note that all the subgroup analyses across both the mean-effects meta-analysis and the regression slopes meta-analysis with 2–9 studies per group detected a statistically significant association.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.
6b.BB: **Addressing publication bias**

**From the manuscript:**
- Using funnel plot and Egger regression, evidence of publication bias was observed in all analyses including studies with a high risk of bias, but not those using studies with a low risk of bias.
- Adjusting for possible publication bias through trim-and-fill analysis resulted in an adjusted pooled SMD of $-0.36$ (95% CI: $-0.48, -0.24$) under the mean effect meta-analysis, and an adjusted pooled effect estimate of $-0.87$ (95% CI: $-1.93, 0.19$; p value $= 0.302$) in the metanalysis of regression slopes.

**Comment:**
Since all but three studies show negative association to begin with, adjusting for publication bias would only center the studies around a distinctly negative pooled effect estimate, with incomplete representation of potential studies showing an association between fluoride and lower IQ. The effect size from all published studies (SMD= -0.49) is 26% larger than the adjusted effect size that imputes unpublished or excluded studies (SMD= -0.36). This imputation produces an adjusted estimate that is closer to a small effect than a medium effect based on Cohen’s d. These variable results should be emphasized in the discussion/abstract, given the possibility that there is a bias against the publication of studies that have neutral outcomes.

**Response: Disagree (no change)**
- Accounting for publication bias is meant to account for potentially missing studies with neutral or positive effects, likely shifting the effect towards 0, as illustrated in the pooled SMD. As XXXXXXXXXX points out, this was the case. In addition, the pooled SMD remained statistically significant even after the trim-and-fill analysis, which highlights the consistency of the overall association between fluoride exposure and lower IQ in children. We have reported these results in the Results section and provided more information in the supplemental materials; we disagree that more emphasis is needed.
- Note that, because there was no longer evidence of publication bias once the literature was updated in November 2021, the trim-and-fill analysis for the regression slopes meta-analysis was removed from the current draft.

**BSC WG Assessment:**
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG recommends that the Strengths and Limitations sections in the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript include a statement acknowledging the limitation of the trim-and-fill analysis as it relies on the observed data for imputation. The authors should add a sentence after the statement: “Furthermore, the Egger regression test and Begg’s rank tests²⁵-²⁷ may suffer from inflated type I power and limited power in certain situations.⁶⁵ This sentence might read: “We acknowledge that the trim-and-fill method necessarily relies on the observed data for imputation.”

See Appendix II, page II-15.

6b.CC: **Issues with the dose-response analyses**

**From the manuscript:**
There is “a dose-response relationship between mean children’s IQ and group-level fluoride exposure measures.”……and that... “associations for drinking water appeared to be non-linear and associations for urine appeared to be linear.”
Comments:

- Associations for studies using urine fluoride exposure levels appeared to be linear only for all studies combined, and not for the low risk-of-bias studies. The relationship is non-linear for low RoB studies and in fact, the non-linear relationship appears to include a supra-linearity component when looking at low RoB studies of fluoride from both water and urine studies (See e-Table 4), indicating a dose-response curve that corresponds to greater effects at low doses than implied by linearity. For example, drinking water studies with a fluoride level of <2 mg/L (beta=-0.34) have a greater change in SMD than studies with a fluoride level of 4 mg/L. (beta=-0.22). There was no physiologic explanation provided.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- Because of small difference in AICs between the different models, and for ease of interpretability, only the linear model results were reported for the low risk-of-bias studies, so it is unclear why XXXXXXXXXX says that the low risk-of-bias studies have non-linear relationships or what they mean by evidence of “supra-linearity.” However, we do not find it surprising, considering the heterogeneity discussed earlier, that doubling the number of studies included in the <4-mg/L model would result in a different beta coefficient. We do not consider the cited example as convincing evidence of supra-linearity.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:

The interpretation of eFigure 17 is provided in the draft M-A Manuscript Supplemental Materials. The BSC WG recommends that the authors add text to the draft M-A Manuscript that provides interpretation of eFigure 17. The new text would be added to the Dose-response mean-effects meta-analysis section (Discussion section, page 10), after the sentence: “Based on the AIC and likelihood ratio test, the best… (eFigure 18).”

See Appendix II, page II-11.

6b.DD:

- Regarding the mechanistic or physiologic explanation of supra-linear relationships between environmental measures and IQ, Bowers and Beck (2006) asserted that, “one must take care when interpreting statistical relationships with unexpected results that have no apparent underlying biological or other scientific basis... [and that] consistency of findings in numerous epidemiological studies is an insufficient basis for concluding that the finding is of biological significance, as all studies share a common alternative explanation.”

Response: Disagree (no change)

- We disagree with the implication that the results were unexpected or have no apparent underlying biological or other scientific basis. Our hypothesis, that higher fluoride exposure would be associated with lower IQ in children, was based on established scientific evidence. This evidence includes the National Research Council’s 2006 report (NRC 2006), two previous meta-analyses by Choi et al. (2012) and Duan et al. (2018), and the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph.
BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate. The BSC WG recommends that the authors provide a potential biological explanation for the shape of the dose-response curves in the low-dose range. If no biologically plausible explanation exists, as the authors have noted elsewhere, then the authors should acknowledge as such in the draft M-A Manuscript.

6b.EE:

From the manuscript:

“We also examined whether there was a dose-response relationship at lower exposure levels that corresponded with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency drinking water standards and World Health Organization drinking water guidelines.”

Comment(s):

• Fluoride levels and their studies included in the dose-response assessment appear to be overlapping (eTable 4), i.e., studies with <1.5 mg/L are also included in the < 2mg/L group, and studies with <2mg/L and <1.5mg/L are included in the <4mg/L category. When exposure categories overlap, interpretation of results comparing fluoride exposures and IQ outcomes difficult or impossible.

Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)

○ **May be misinterpreting what the different columns in eTable 4 (and eTable 5) represent.** Each column presents results from a separate dose-response analysis restricted to a specified fluoride exposure range [i.e., all data, <4 mg/L (i.e., 0 to <4 mg/L), <2 mg/L (i.e., 0 to <2 mg/L), and <1.5 mg/L (i.e., 0 to <1.5 mg/L). Each row of the two tables report dose-response results by statistical model used (i.e., linear, quadratic, or restricted cubic spline) for each of these different fluoride exposure ranges. It would be incorrect to interpret eTables 4 and 5 as each row showing results from one dose-response analysis where a trend across different exposure groups (i.e., different columns) could be evaluated. The following new text in the supplemental materials describes eTable 4 as providing results of different dose-response analyses based on restrictions to various fluoride exposure ranges:

“When analyses were restricted to exposed groups with <4 mg/L (i.e., 0 to <4 mg/L) fluoride in drinking water (n = 21 publications [6 low and 15 high risk-of-bias studies]), there was a statistically significant inverse association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ (SMD: –0.22; 95% CI: –0.27, –0.17; p-value < 0.001) (eTable 4). When restricted to <2 mg/L (i.e., 0 to <2 mg/L) in drinking water (n = 7 publications [3 low and 4 high risk-of-bias studies]), the magnitude of the effect estimate did not substantially change (SMD: –0.15; 95% CI: –0.41, 0.12; p-value = 0.274). However, when restricted to exposed groups with <1.5 mg/L (i.e., 0 to <1.5 mg/L) in drinking water (n = 7 publications [3 low and 4 high risk-of-bias studies]), there was no longer an association between fluoride in drinking water and children’s IQ (SMD: 0.05; 95% CI: –0.36, 0.45; p-value = 0.816). When analyses were further restricted to low risk-of-bias publications at <4 mg/L, <2 mg/L, and <1.5 mg/L, the associations remained in the same direction and were larger in magnitude compared to when data from both low and high risk-of-bias studies were combined (eTable 4 and eTable 5).”
BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG notes a lack of clarity on how the dose-response analysis was conducted for the mean effects meta-analysis, which has been the subject of multiple reviewers’ comments. The BSC WG recommends that the authors add information to the draft M-A Manuscript Supplemental Materials to fully describe the dose-response mean-effects meta-analysis. The BSC WG also recommends that the authors update the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript to include new papers that have addressed these issues.

See Appendix II, page II-77.

6b.FF:
- It is also valuable to establish the lowest fluoride dose that can trigger a response. According to the supplement (p.33), "when assessment was restricted to exposed groups with <1.5 mg/L in drinking water for all studies and again for low risk of bias studies there was no longer an association between fluoride in drinking water and children’s IQ.” However, at this low dose, there seems to be F-IQ association in urine studies. This appears contradictory since urine studies represent measurement of total fluoride intake. i.e., for individuals with fluoride level of 1.5 mg/L in urine, fluoride level in drinking water must be less than 1.5 mg/L, since intake from water is only a portion of the total intake.

Response: Disagree (no change)
- Establishing the “lowest fluoride dose that can trigger a response” is beyond the purpose or scope of this analysis. Also, the data used in the dose-response meta-analyses assessing <1.5 mg/L fluoride in urine and <1.5 mg/L fluoride in drinking water come from completely different sets of studies and have different total sample sizes (2,935 and 4,317, respectively), which could easily account for differences in the results. As previously pointed out, the planned analyses should be followed and post-hoc explorations should be limited, which is what we did.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

References [see missing and additional references below]


Missing References
The following references were cited in the comments without a citation.

- Cohen, 1988

- Bowers and Beck, 2006

- Mickael and Merja, 2021
  Unclear which reference the comments were referring to.

- Egger et al., 2008
  Unclear which reference the comments were referring to.

Additional References
Anglemyer A, Horvath HT, Bero L. 2014. Health care outcomes assessed with observational study designs compared with those assessed in randomized trials. Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, Issue 4; Art No.: MR000034. DOI: 10.1002/14651858.MR000034.pub2.


In June 2022, the XXXX XXX XXXX XXXXX XXXX XXXXXXX XXX XXXX XXXXX provided comments to NIEHS/DNTP on the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph on the State of the Science concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects: A Systematic Review and a draft manuscript on a meta-analysis of fluoride exposure and IQ in children. This document contains a subset of the overall XXXX comments related to the meta-analysis manuscript along with the NIEHS/DNTP responses. The meta-analysis-related comments from the XXXX are reproduced here in black text, and the NIEHS/DNTP responses have been inserted in blue text following each of the comments beginning with the word “Response” in bold font. Formatting has been applied to aid in reading.

June 2022

Association between fluoride exposure and children’s intelligence: A systematic review and meta-analysis

7.A:

1) (Questions control) In science, one of the hardest things to do is to frame and ask the question to have not necessarily the intended impact, but the optimal impact. In this case, the study examines a previously reported association between fluoride exposure and children’s intelligence. The next step particular to federal research is not affirming prior association but building a model to examine the overall cost benefit of fluoride exposure and oral health, given that a decrement in intelligence might be a factor (among others). The proposed analysis seems like the next academic step rather than a federal, public health grounded one. Ideally, the next step could be tackled in a larger context of overall well-being and include dimensions of behavioral health (mental health and substance use challenges) and address the challenges and indeed meaning of measuring intelligence. Updating the evidence base without shifting to the relevant more public health question presents communications and policy risks that might actually decrease overall health.

Response: Agree (no change)

- We agree that the question of whether exposure to fluoride at any level can influence cognitive and neurobehavioral development is not new. The prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph and meta-analysis manuscript point out the evolving concern over this issue by first describing a prior 2006 review of this question by a committee convened by the National Academy of Sciences (NRC 2006). The monograph and meta-analysis manuscript go on to describe and further evaluate the rapidly expanding database of human epidemiological studies with improved quality and precision. The prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph on the State of the Science Concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects: A Systematic Review provides the most comprehensive assessment of this literature to date and explains the reasoning behind our determination of moderate confidence in the evidence base for an association between higher fluoride exposures and lower IQ in children.

- However, we do not agree that, prior to this assessment, federal research had affirmed, or in fact even formally examined, the question of whether fluoride exposure could lead to decrements in cognition or neurodevelopment.

- We do agree that a federal effort to examine the overall cost-benefit (or risk-benefit) of current fluoride exposure and oral health is an appropriate next step, and there is a
precedent for this. In 2010, accumulating evidence of increasing prevalence of dental fluorosis from the CDC National Survey of Oral Health in U.S. School Children, and an earlier CDC Division of Oral Health publication estimating the attributable risk of water fluoridation to dental fluorosis among children (Griffin et al. 2002), prompted the Public Health Service to convene a panel to suggest a strategy to reverse this trend. The committee met multiple times over several months and ultimately proposed to decrease the recommended level of fluoride added to community water systems from a range of 0.7 to 1.2 mg/L (depending on ambient temperature) to a single consistent level of 0.7 mg/L (HHS 2015). Note, that the 2002 CDC publication (Griffin et al. 2002) that was used as the genesis for the Public Health Service panel, did not attempt to examine the cost-benefit relationship between reducing fluorosis and concomitantly diminishing oral health. Rather, the 2002 CDC publication pointed out and quantified the problem, as do our prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph and meta-analysis manuscript, respectively.

- The meta-analysis was a recommendation of the NASEM Committee that evaluated an earlier (2019) draft of the NTP Monograph. In a subsequent review, the Committee provided constructive criticisms of the meta-analysis that we performed. The current version of the meta-analysis manuscript has been revised in response to NASEM Committee suggestions and provides a quantitative estimate of risk. In addition to the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph, the results of our meta-analyses would be a necessary component of a comprehensive effort to quantify risks in any larger public health risk-benefit evaluation of fluoride. Furthermore, NIEHS/DNTP has provided comprehensive responses to the Committee’s comments (see Sup01_Meta-analysis for responses to the NASEM Committee’s comments on the meta-analysis) and considers the meta-analysis manuscript is ready for, and appropriate for, submission for further peer review by a journal.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

**7.B:**

2) **(Methods)** Others have commented on the quality of the research included in the meta-analysis, generalizability to the U.S. populous, and statistical methodology. XXXX recognizes the value in these constructive criticisms.

**Response: Agree (no change requested)**

- Like XXXX, we recognize the value of constructive comments. Our responses to those comments have addressed the concerns that were raised, and the meta-analysis manuscript has been improved through responding to peer-review comments.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

**7.C:**

3) **(Casual inference)** The strength of the work rests in strong grounding in toxicology science but yet the focus on the independent variable is out of balance with a parallel focus on the dependent one, intelligence. The science of measuring intelligence is vast and complex, and its meaning in living a healthier life, unclear. That perspective is absent from the question structure
and thin in the concluding interpretation. Although the authors make a case with references 46-51, the larger net effect given issues of oral health are not incorporated, nor seem to be a principal motivation of prospective question formation, critical in population-based studies. This approach risks being a one-sided toxicology story without the balance of the harm from decreased oral health.

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- While we recognize that the science of measuring intelligence is complex, the field has evolved to become more standardized in many respects (see NIEHS 2022), and psychometric test results have played increasingly important roles in the regulation of environmental neurotoxic substances such as methylmercury (EPA 2001). We also recognize that further examination of the relationship between cognitive and oral health effects related to fluoride would be valuable, as we are unaware of any population-based study that has attempted to assess both the benefits of decreasing fluoride exposures on improved cognition and the concomitant potential risks to oral health. However, as indicated above, the results of our analyses would be necessary components of a comprehensive effort to quantify risks in any larger public health risk-benefit evaluation of fluoride. It is our view that the topic is of such high public health importance that the integration of our confidence assessment of the complete evidence base on increased fluoride exposure and neurodevelopmental and cognitive health effects with an assessment of the potential risk to oral health from decreased fluoride exposure would require a collective effort by the larger public health community that also considers the appropriate method and timing of population exposures to fluoride to benefit oral health.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

**7.D:**

4) (Communication science) It is hard to definitively discern the applicable operative range of exposure levels and how they correspond to exposure in children in the United States. While there is mention of the issue in stating there are levels over 2 mg/L occurring through natural exposure, this not referenced, mapped, along with more local quantitative assessment of the burden in the United States in a fashion that readily enables an interpretive impact. The monograph makes clear this is a low percentage of people.

**Response: Agree (change made)**

- We agree that the lack of both U.S. studies of fluoride exposures in relation to children’s cognition and the absence of publicly available U.S. data on total fluoride exposures for children make it difficult to directly apply our findings to fluoride exposures in the United States. The absence of U.S. studies is currently identified as a limitation in the meta-analysis manuscript. In response to this comment, we have updated the reference to CDC data and added a citation to the manuscript for a publication that maps fluoride concentrations in untreated groundwater from public supply and domestic wells (McMahon et al. 2020).
BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

7.E:  
5) (Limitations, bias) Methods do not clearly delineate the question history and approach to multiple comparisons (other measures of cognition, other age groups) which ultimately might undermine the integrity of the measured inference. This is an important limitation not described.

Response: Disagree (no change)  
- We are unclear about what is identifying as a limitation. Adjustments for multiple tests are not commonly used in meta-analyses and the Cochrane Handbook advises against their use (Section 16.7.2). We did not rely solely on p-values when describing results, and the prespecified subgroup analyses included stratification by intelligence assessment type. In addition, many of the studies in the meta-analysis specifically excluded children with obvious cognitive disabilities, and the findings with respect to IQ deficits were reported over an age range from as young as 3–4 years old to as old as 16–18 years old, suggesting that deficits persist. Measures of neurodevelopmental and cognitive effects other than IQ, such as ADHD behaviors, were evaluated in relation to fluoride exposure in the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph. However, there was low confidence in the evidence of an association between these other effects and fluoride, suggesting that other measures of neurodevelopment and cognition were not responsible for the IQ findings.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

7.F:  
6) (Statistics, math) Is there an assessment and explanation of the variation in outcomes as it might affect the interpretation of the statistical measurement (drawing a line with a positive slope through a scattergram).

Response: Agree (no change)  
- The authors of studies with individual-level measures of exposure and outcome frequently attempted to apply linear and non-linear regression models to determine the best fit to the scatterplots. In a meta-analysis, a funnel plot illustrating the effect estimate against the inverse of the standard error is equivalent to the scattergram suggested by . Our regression slopes meta-analysis found that non-linear models did not provide a significantly better fit than linear models and, therefore, we elected to accept an assumption of linearity for the purposes of discussion. The overall pooled effect estimate was determined from studies that reported individual urine levels, which is considered a reasonable estimate of total exposure to fluoride from all sources. Presumably, this effect estimate would be more precise than the effect estimates derived from the individual studies.
BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate. The BSC WG understands neither the reviewer’s comment nor the authors’ response in the context of the comment and thus cannot assess the appropriateness of the response. The BSC WG recommends that the authors seek clarity on the comment and then reexamine their response.

7.G: Each point begins with the type of concern raised listed in parentheses. The details of each point is one example of each type, where upon are at times others.

Response: Agree (no change requested)
  - This comment describes the structure of the XXXX comments in this file, which we have found helpful. We have responded to each comment above.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

Note: The XXXX comments on the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph are not reproduced here as they are not relevant to the meta-analysis. See DocD_Monograph for the monograph-relevant comments and responses.

References


**Doc08_Meta-analysis**

In November 2021, the [redacted] provided comments to NIEHS/DNTP on the 2021 *Draft NTP Monograph on the State of the Science concerning Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects: A Systematic Review* (the NTP Monograph) and a draft manuscript on a meta-analysis of fluoride exposure and IQ in children (the meta-analysis manuscript). NIEHS/DNTP prepared responses and shared those responses back to [redacted] in April 2022.

In July 2022, the [redacted] provided two sets of comments to NIEHS/DNTP, again on the NTP Monograph and the meta-analysis manuscript.

- The first set of [redacted] comments were provided as a new layer of input on top of the original [redacted] comments (from November 2021) and NIEHS/DNTP responses. This document contains a subset of the overall [redacted] comments (from November 2021 and July 2022) related to the meta-analysis manuscript along with the NIEHS/DNTP responses. The meta-analysis-related comments from the [redacted] are reproduced below in black text and the NIEHS/DNTP responses have been inserted in blue text following each of the comments beginning with the word “Response” in bold font.

- The second set of the [redacted] comments were provided in track changes embedded in the draft meta-analysis manuscript in a Microsoft Word document. The full text of [redacted] comments has been reproduced below verbatim in black text along with the specific sentence referred to by [redacted] as quotes under a heading for the specific section of the document (e.g., “Abstract section”). When the [redacted] comments were inserted on a particular word or phrase, that word or phrase is highlighted in grey within the quoted sentence. Again, the NIEHS/DNTP responses have been added in blue text following each of the comments beginning with the word “Response” in bold font.

Formatting has been applied to aid in reading

[redacted] comments from November 2021 and July 2022

**Summary of [redacted] comments on the “Draft NTP monograph on the state of the science concerning fluoride exposure and neurodevelopmental and cognitive health effects: a systematic review” (“SoS document”) and draft Taylor et al. Association between fluoride exposure and children’s intelligence: A systematic review and meta-analysis manuscript (“meta-analysis document”)**

**Note:** [redacted] comments on the monograph are not reproduced here as they are not relevant to the meta-analysis. See DocB1_Monograph for the monograph-relevant comments and responses.

8.A:

- **[redacted] comment on SoS document (November 2021):** The revised NTP monograph seems to address concerns from prior comments as NTP removed the hazard assessment and is now calling this a “state of the science” document. However, the meta-analysis that NTP removed from the original monograph is now being published independently. Although it will be in a scientific review publication ([redacted]), [redacted] think that this may raise questions regarding exposure levels and neurodevelopmental effects, as the publication does not seem to put the exposure levels into context.
Response: Disagree (no change)

- We appreciate the need to provide context concerning fluoride exposure levels and neurodevelopmental effects and presume that this comment concerns fluoride exposures in the United States. As the comment points out, this topic is more fully addressed in the NTP state of the science monograph, which is referenced in the meta-analysis, and we have added reference to the U.S. Public Health Service recommendations for optimal water fluoridation in the meta-analysis manuscript; however, we also stress that the subject of our fluoride monograph and meta-analysis is total fluoride exposures from all sources. The November 2022 literature search update of the meta-analysis includes a number of new non-U.S. studies that further inform the relationship between IQ deficits in children and exposures to fluoride that were not available for inclusion in the 2020 draft NTP monograph. These studies have provided additional information to sharpen the dose-response mean-effects estimates and improve the regression slopes meta-analysis. Although the clarity of effects at lower fluoride exposures, which are presumed to be applicable to exposures in the United States, is improving, providing further context is speculative because there are no studies of the potential association between fluoride exposures and IQ in children in the United States, and nationally representative urinary fluoride levels are not available. These facts make it difficult to make more specific statements about the relevance of our meta-analysis findings to the U.S. population.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG recommends that the authors include context related to U.S. exposures and comment on the lack of U.S. studies in the draft M-A Manuscript. The BSC WG recommends that the authors add text to the draft M-A Manuscript like that in their response: “Although the clarity of effects at lower fluoride exposures is improving, there are no studies on the potential association between fluoride exposures and IQ in children in the United States, and no publicly available nationally representative urinary fluoride levels, making it difficult to make more specific statements about the relevance of our meta-analysis findings to the U.S. population.” The BSC WG also recommends that the authors update the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript to include new papers that have addressed these issues.

8.B:

- Comment on SoS document (July 2022): The systematic review finds, with moderate confidence, that higher fluoride exposure [e.g., represented by populations whose total fluoride exposure approximates or exceeds the WHO Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride (WHO 2017)] is consistently associated with lower IQ in children, and that more studies are needed to fully understand the potential for lower fluoride exposure to affect children’s IQ. In this regard:

  a) What is the overall confidence in the conclusions of the meta-analysis? No study was excluded from the meta-analysis based on concerns for risk of bias – how does this affect the overall confidence in the conclusions?
Response: No change requested

- The meta-analysis itself does not have confidence conclusions, but the finding of moderate confidence in the body of evidence reviewed in the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph has been added to the Discussion section of the revised meta-analysis manuscript as follows:

“This meta-analysis complements a larger systematic review\textsuperscript{8} that concluded moderate confidence in the body of evidence that fluoride exposure is associated with lower IQ in children.”

- While the meta-analysis includes more studies than the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph, which resulted from a literature search update for the meta-analysis in November 2021, our review of these additional studies has given us no reason to believe that they would either increase or decrease our confidence in that body of evidence.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:

The BSC WG suggests that draft SoS Monograph and the draft M-A Manuscript should be complete, standalone documents and not reference each other for information, unless timing for publication can be coordinated, perhaps by NTP publishing both documents. Otherwise, this could be problematic since the systematic review is within the draft SoS Monograph on which the draft M-A Manuscript relies.

The BSC WG suggests avoiding the word “complement” in this context, i.e., “This meta-analysis complements a larger systematic review\textsuperscript{8} ....” A meta-analysis is part of a systematic review and does not complement it. The BSC WG suggests revising the sentence in the Introduction of the draft M-A Manuscript to read (new text underlined): “To incorporate this newer evidence, and as part of a larger systematic review that concluded with moderate confidence in the evidence of an inverse association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ, we conducted ....”

See Appendix II, page II-16.

8.C:

b) For the dose-response mean-effects meta-analysis and regression slopes meta-analysis, were subgroup analyses stratified by risk of bias (high or low), study location (e.g., country), outcome assessment, exposure matrix (e.g., urine or water), pre- or post-natal exposure, sex, and age group conducted? If not, is there a reason why?

Response: No change requested

- The dose-response meta-analysis was stratified by risk of bias and exposure level as was pre-specified in the protocol. Because the purpose of the subgroup analyses was to explore sources of heterogeneity, and the dose-response meta-analysis included many of the same studies included in the mean-effects meta-analysis, there was no reason to add further subgroup analyses post-hoc. The regression slopes meta-analysis was stratified by risk of bias, exposure type, country, outcome assessment type, sex, and pre- and post-natal exposure.
BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

8.D:
- Comment on SoS and meta-analysis documents (July 2022): XXX raised concerns regarding exposure measurement in previous comments. The current Discussion sections in each document cover some exposure measurement limitations but may not sufficiently address previous comments or other important issues potentially impacting individual and group urinary fluoride measurement, such as variation in period of urine collection, variations/transient increases in excretion, variations in clearance times, as well as total fluoride exposure by age, sex, developmental stage, and over time.

Note: The above comment refers to previous XXX concerns regarding exposure measurement that were focused on the monograph and are, therefore, not reproduced here. See DocB1_Monograph for the monograph-relevant comments and responses. The meta-analysis-relevant response is provided immediately below.

Response: Disagree (edited for clarity)
  - In responses to earlier comments from XXX and others, we have pointed out reasons we consider these concerns are overstated and speculative. We have addressed exposure measurements as part of the evaluations in both documents. These include our requirement for creatinine or specific gravity adjustments for measurements of urinary fluoride to be considered lower risk of bias for exposure. We also cite studies reporting reasonable agreements between 24-hour and repeated volume corrected spot urine fluorides in the monograph. We also would point out that to account for the consistent direction of effect of an inverse relationship between fluoride in urine and children’s IQ would require that one or all of the cited factors would need to affect children’s IQ, as well as produce the speculated spurious correlated fluoride measurements. We are happy to entertain such evidence if XXXXXXXX XXXX wish to provide.

  - However, we acknowledge that the type and timing of urinary sample collection is important to consider and have extended the Discussion section of the meta-analysis to acknowledge concerns related to the issues associated with individual and group urinary fluoride measurement:

    “Another limitation of the mean-effects meta-analyses is that exposure values are assumed to be the same for each child in an exposure group, either because the study used a community-level water fluoride measure or a median, mean, or midpoint in water or urine as the exposure value. Fluoride exposure may vary considerably depending on individual behaviors and is best captured by individual-level measures of total exposure, such as urinary fluoride measures. Because drinking water measures capture only some of a person’s total exposure to fluoride, it is reasonable to assume that some children in the meta-analysis had higher exposure to fluoride and those children may have skewed the mean IQ deficits of the entire group. Urinary fluoride levels include all ingested fluoride and are considered a valid measure to estimate total fluoride exposure.61, 62 When compared with 24-hour urine samples, spot urine samples are more prone to the influence of timing of exposure (e.g., when water was last consumed, when teeth were
last brushed) and can also be affected by differences in dilution. However, correlations between urinary fluoride concentrations from 24-hour samples and spot samples adjusted for urinary dilution have been described,\textsuperscript{63} and with one exception\textsuperscript{35} all studies in the regression slopes meta-analysis, accounted for dilution.”

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG proposes modifying text in the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript to (additional text underlined): “Another limitation of the mean-effects meta-analyses is that exposures are assumed to be the same for each child in an exposure group, either because the study used a community-level water fluoride measure or a median, mean, or midpoint in water or urine fluoride concentrations for the exposure assessment. Fluoride exposure may vary considerably depending on individual behaviors and is best captured by individual-level estimates of total exposure, such as urinary fluoride concentrations. Because drinking water fluoride concentrations capture only some of a person’s total exposure to fluoride, it is reasonable to assume that some children in the meta-analysis had higher or lower exposure to fluoride and those children may have skewed the mean IQ deficits of the entire group. Urinary fluoride concentrations include all ingested fluoride and are considered a valid measure to estimate total fluoride exposure.\textsuperscript{61, 62} When compared with 24-hour urine samples, spot urine samples are more prone to the influence of timing of exposure (e.g., when water was last consumed, when teeth were last brushed) and can also be affected by differences in dilution. However, correlations between urinary fluoride concentrations from 24-hour samples and spot samples adjusted for urinary dilution have been described,\textsuperscript{63} and with one exception\textsuperscript{35} all studies in the regression slopes meta-analysis, accounted for dilution.”

See Appendix II, page II-15.

8.E:

- **comment on meta-analysis document (July 2022):** Given that in the Results section, heterogeneity was evaluated and found to be high, suggest that the Discussion section should address those findings with some coverage of potential sources of high heterogeneity. This would be consistent with the objectives outlined in the cited protocol [National Toxicology Program (NTP). Protocol for systematic review of effects of fluoride exposure on neurodevelopment. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Public Health Service, National Institutes of Health; 2020], where it is indicated that one of the specific aims of the meta-analysis is to “[s]ynthesize the evidence across studies that assessed learning and memory using a narrative approach or meta-analysis (if appropriate) and evaluate sources of heterogeneity.”

**Response: Agree (change made)**

- In the Discussion section of the manuscript, we added the following new text with further interpretations of the subgroup analyses as they relate to potential sources of heterogeneity:

  “With a couple exceptions, the subgroup analyses in the mean-effects meta-analysis did not explain a large amount of the overall heterogeneity. However, the heterogeneity in the regression slopes meta-analysis was explained by subgroup analyses. This suggests that the aggregate nature of the mean-effects meta-analysis might not be sufficiently
sensitive to capture potential sources of heterogeneity, as seen possible when using studies with individual-level data in the regression slopes meta-analysis. However, the large number of studies included in the mean-effects meta-analysis and the consistency in the direction of the association across the analyses make this is less of a concern.”

- We also further investigated potential sources of heterogeneity by conducting a meta-regression analysis using mean age in years and year of publication in each study. In the supplemental material we added:

“The results of the meta-regression models indicate that year of publication and mean age of study children did not explain a large degree of heterogeneity as neither were significant predictors of the relationship between fluoride and children’s intelligence, and the residual \(^2\) remained high (85% and 87%, respectively). Year of publication (SMD = 0.01, 95% CI: -0.01, 0.02) and mean age (SMD = -0.04, 95% CI: -0.13, 0.04) explained relatively little between-study variance (adjusted \(R^2\) of 12% and 5%, respectively). When both year of publication and mean age were included in the model, there were no notable improvements to the amount of between-study variance explained (adjusted \(R^2\) = 13%) or percent residual variation due to heterogeneity (residual \(^2\) = 85%).

Excluding the outlier study34 resulted in a slightly lower heterogeneity for the overall effect estimate (\(^2\)=84%) and for the India-specific effect estimate (\(^2\)=69%). The meta-regression indicates that mean age is a significant predictor of the effect (SMD = -0.06, 95% CI: −0.12, −0.01, p-value =0.025), explaining 9% of the between-study variance. Year of publication (SMD = 0.01, 95% CI: 0.001, 0.02, p-value=0.028) explained a larger degree of between-study variance (\(R^2\) = 19 %).”

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG recommends that the authors include discussion of the meta-regression models in the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript instead of the M-A Manuscript Supplemental Materials. The BSC WG also recommends that the authors use a narrative approach to explain the heterogeneity within the subgroups given that it cannot be addressed analytically. The BSC WG also recommends that the authors update the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript to include new papers that have addressed these issues.

**See Appendix II, page II-14.**

**See Appendix II, page II-65.**

- **comments embedded in the Microsoft Word meta-analysis document July 2022**

- **general comments**

**8.F: Abstract Section:** “Water and water-based beverages are the main source of systemic fluoride intake; however, an individual’s total exposure to fluoride also reflects contributions from other sources such as food, dental products, industrial emissions, and some pharmaceuticals and pesticides.”
comment: Although this statement is true, it may relay a misleading impression that the authors also measured these other sources of exposure in the study. The authors may want to check in the pertinent EPA documentation whether this [pesticides] is a significant source of exposure worth mentioning here since sulfuryl fluoride is a fumigant and dissipates rapidly. [Note: the text in brackets has been added by NIEHS/DNTP to clarify comment.]

Response: Agree (change made)

- We agree that sulfuryl fluoride is a minor contributor to a person’s total fluoride exposure and have removed “pesticides” from the list of contributors to fluoride exposure in the manuscript.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix II, page II-3.

8.G: Abstract section: (the underlined text was inserted by XXXXXXXXX) “To perform a systematic review and meta-analysis to investigate associations between fluoride exposure, based primarily on urinary and water fluoride levels, and children’s intelligence.”

comment: XXXXXXXX suggested add “based primarily on urinary and water fluoride levels” to the sentence.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- The objective describes the intent of the systematic review, which was to include studies that captured any source of fluoride exposure, not just from urinary and water levels. However, our results make it clear that urinary and water fluoride levels were the main measures of fluoride exposure in the relevant studies.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG recommends changing the OBJECTIVE in the Abstract of the draft M-A Manuscript to read (new text underlined): “To perform a systematic review and meta-analysis of epidemiological studies to investigate associations between pre- or post-natal fluoride exposure, assessed primarily by urinary and water fluoride levels, and children’s intelligence.”

See Appendix II, page II-3.

8.H: Results section: “For studies that had more than one exposed group (n = 17), a sensitivity analysis was performed to evaluate the impact of combining all exposed groups and comparing them to the reference group.”

comment: A decision was made to use the highest exposed groups in comparison to the reference group. Was a sensitivity analysis performed on this decision?

Response: Agree (edited for clarity)

- We have revised this sentence to clarify that the sensitivity analysis to evaluate the impact of combining all exposed groups to compare them to the reference group was applied to all studies in the mean-effects meta-analysis and not limited to these 17 studies. We clarified this aspect in the Results section as follows:
“The sensitivity analysis to evaluate the impact of combining all exposed groups and comparing them to the reference group did not appreciably change the effect estimates”.

- However, we are unclear if XXXXXXXXX is suggesting an additional sensitivity analysis using the second highest exposed group compared to the reference. If so, because the number of studies that have a second highest exposed group (n=17) is the same as the sensitivity analysis combining all exposed groups, it is unlikely such an analysis would provide further value.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

See Appendix II, page II-11.

8.I: Results section: “The dose-response mean-effects meta-analysis combining data from 29 studies with group-level fluoride measurements in drinking water (23 high risk-of-bias and 6 low risk-of-bias studies) and 17 studies with children’s group-level mean urinary fluoride levels (9 high risk-of-bias and 8 low risk-of-bias studies) show statistically significantly lower children’s IQ scores with increasing fluoride exposures.”

comment: Is the small number of low risk of bias studies [in the drinking water dose-response meta-analysis] of concern? [Note: the text in brackets has been added by NIEHS/DNTP to clarify XXXXXXXXX comment.]

Response: Disagree (no change)

- We are unclear on the exact concern to which the comment is referring. The results of the dose-response meta-analysis are presented in the supplemental material and are not emphasized in the main manuscript. However, the six low risk-of-bias studies in the drinking water fluoride analysis includes 4,355 children and the nine low risk of bias studies in the urinary fluoride analysis includes 5,713 children. For perspective one might consider the NHANES assessments. The annual sample size for NHANES is 5,000 people (all ages) and is considered a representative sample of the United States population. The number of participants who provide biomonitoring samples is about 1/3 of that total, so it is recommended at least 4 years of data (2 NHANES cycles) be combined to obtain a sample size with an acceptable level of reliability for most of the sampling domains. This usually works out to ~3-5k participants.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:

The BSC WG considers that citing NHANES to justify the authors’ response is not needed and may not be appropriate due to differences in study design between NHANES and the selected studies in the draft SoS Monograph. Regardless of keeping or not the wording about NHANES, the BSC WG suggests that the authors add a sentence to their response which states, “Although the overall sample size is relatively large (7000), this number is further compromised by the many different ages, stages of development, and doses of exposure within the 7000
children. Additionally, the effects on children’s IQ are likely to be different based on timing, dose, and duration of fluoride exposure.”

See Appendix II, page II-11.

8.J: Results section: “Adjusting for possible publication bias through trim-and-fill analysis supports the conclusion that a 1-mg/L increase in urinary fluoride was associated with lower IQ, with an adjusted pooled effect estimate of −0.87 (95% CI: −1.93, 0.19; p-value = 0.302) (eFigure 22). The results for fluoride intake and water fluoride levels are available in Supplemental Materials.”

**Comment:** How significant is this change [1-mg/L increase in urinary fluoride] in relation to “normal” urinary fluoride levels? Indicating what these levels are would help contextualizing this conclusion. [Note: the text in brackets has been added by NIEHS/DNTP to clarify comment.]

**Response: Disagree (no change)**

- What constitutes “normal” urinary fluoride levels depends entirely on the population being examined. However, using data from Green et al. (2019), the difference between water fluoride concentration in a fluoridated area v. non-fluoridated area is roughly half of 1mg/L.

- Note: After updating the regression slopes meta-analysis with new studies from the updated literature search, there was no longer evidence of publication bias, so the specific quoted text related to the adjusted pooled effect estimate has been removed from the manuscript.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

**Comments on defining “higher”:**

8.K: Abstract section: “The meta-analysis of 46 studies (N = 15,538 children) with group-level exposures found that children exposed to higher fluoride levels had lower mean IQ scores (pooled SMD: −0.49; 95% CI: −0.60, −0.38; p-value < 0.001).”

**Comment:** Please specify the meaning of “higher”. For example, “greater than XX mg/mL”

**Response: Agree (change made)**

- The mean-effects meta-analysis pooled results from individual studies that compared mean IQ in “higher” vs. “lower” fluoride areas. Each individual study had its own definition of what exposure level constituted “higher” and “lower”, so the data do not support defining a threshold for “higher” in the pooled SMD of the mean-effects meta-analysis. To clarify that “higher” exposure is simply being used relative to “lower”, we have revised the quoted sentence as follows (please note the numbers have changed due to a literature search update):

  “The meta-analysis of 55 studies (N = 18,845 children) with group-level exposures found that, when compared to children exposed to lower fluoride levels, children exposed to higher fluoride levels had lower mean IQ scores (pooled SMD: −0.46; 95% CI: −0.55, −0.37; p-value < 0.001).”
For transparency, Table 1 (excerpt below) includes the exposure levels that were compared in the mean-effects meta-analysis. Please note that we did explore lower levels of fluoride exposure in the dose-response meta-analysis (see supplemental materials).

Excerpt of Table 1. Characteristics of Studies Included in the Meta-analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference Study Design</th>
<th>Study Location</th>
<th>Age Range (Years)</th>
<th>Fluoride Exposure</th>
<th>Assessment (Metric/Exposure Groups)</th>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Intelligence Assessment</th>
<th>Overall Quality Rating</th>
<th>Confounders Considered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ren et al. (1989)</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>9–14</td>
<td>No fluoride exposure</td>
<td>Low fluoride village/high fluoride and low fluoride village</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>Washed Intelligence Scale for Children</td>
<td>Mrg</td>
<td>Sex, income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chan et al. (1991)</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7–14</td>
<td>Drinking water</td>
<td>Non endemic/ endemic (Village)</td>
<td>0.5 mg/L (non endemic); 4.5 mg/L (endemic)</td>
<td>Chinese Standardized Raven Test</td>
<td>Mrg</td>
<td>Age, sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guo et al. (1991)</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7–13</td>
<td>Serum</td>
<td>Randomized/controlled (Village)</td>
<td>0.0244–0.0652 mg/L (reference)</td>
<td>Chinese-Beijing Intelligence Test</td>
<td>Mrg</td>
<td>Age, sex, SIS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG notes a lack of clarity on what higher and lower means in the revised response and draft M-A Manuscript, because higher versus lower depends on the specific study population, and the sentence does not reflect the study-specific dependency of the relative comparisons. The BSC WG recommends revision to the text such as: “For the 55 studies included in the meta-analysis, most studies found that children exposed to high fluoride levels had lower mean IQ scores than children exposed to low fluoride levels. In meta-analysis of these 55 studies (N = 18,845 children) the pooled SMD estimated from a random effects model showed a reduction in IQ of 0.46 (95% CI: −0.55, −0.37; p-value < 0.001).”

The BSC WG also recommends that the authors use more precise language throughout the draft M-A Manuscript when referring to fluoride exposure. The BSC WG recommends using “high” or “relatively high” instead of “higher” unless the comparator is stated.

The BSC WG recommends that the authors add a footnote to Table 1 cross referencing Figure 2 indicating that the studies in Figure 2 Forest Plot are presented in the same order as found in Table 1 and include SMD (95% CI). Likewise, the BSC WG recommends cross referencing Table 1 in the legend to Figure 2, indicating that the studies are presented in the same order as found in Table 1.

See Appendix II, page II-3.

See Appendix II, page II-25.

**8.L:** Abstract section: (the underlined text was inserted by and the strikethrough text was deleted by ) “Our meta-analysis confirms results of previous meta-analyses and extends them by including newer, more precise studies with individual-level exposure measures to assess associations between high fluoride exposure (e.g., >1.5 mg/L, the World Health Organization Guideline for Drinking-water Quality) and lower IQ levels of children. Associations between lower fluoride exposure (e.g., < 1.5 mg/L) and children’s IQ remain uncertain. The data support a consistent inverse association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ. Additional prospective cohort studies with individual urinary fluoride measures, along with studies conducted in the United States, would increase the confidence in this body of evidence.”
**Comment:** The term “high” is used throughout the manuscript to characterize exposure and should be defined.

**Response: Disagree (no change)**
- has suggested we define “high” as greater than 1.5mg/L and “low” as less than 1.5 mg/L and references 1.5 mg/L, the WHO Guideline for fluoride in drinking water. In the prepublication 2022 NTP Monograph we used this description of “higher” because, in that qualitative assessment of the epidemiology literature, the WHO Guideline represented a useful total fluoride exposure equivalent metric. However, in the meta-analysis, we were able to explore lower exposure levels by limiting the dose-response analyses to include study groups where exposure levels were equal to or lower than the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency drinking water standards (i.e., <4mg/L and <2mg/L) and World Health Organization drinking water guidelines (<1.5mg/L).

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate. The BSC WG notes that the authors object to the concrete definition of exposure offered by the reviewer; however, this suggestion by the reviewer demonstrates a lack of clarity on what high/higher or low/lower means throughout the draft M-A Manuscript. The BSC WG recommends additional efforts to clarify this source of confusion, which has been raised in various reviewers’ comments. The BSC WG recommends that the authors use more precise language throughout the draft M-A Manuscript when referring to fluoride exposure. The BSC WG recommends using “high” or “relatively high” instead of “higher” unless the comparator is stated.

The BSC WG also notes that authors’ response fails to address the reviewer’s suggestion to include an explicit statement in the Abstract of the draft M-A Manuscript regarding the evidence provided by studies with low fluoride levels (< 2 or < 1.5 mg/L). The reviewer included a sentence: “Associations between lower fluoride exposure (e.g., < 1.5mg/L) and children’s IQ remain uncertain.” The authors point to their inclusion of studies with low fluoride levels but provide no interpretation of the evidence at these levels. Rather, the authors provide a single statement in the Abstract that encompasses all studies: “The data support a consistent inverse association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ”. This may overstate the evidence provided by studies with low exposure. The BSC WG recommends that the authors include in the Abstract an explicit statement about the evidence at low fluoride levels.

Please note: There is an error in eTable 4, last row, 3rd box from the right. The confidence interval should have a positive upper limit of 0.01, to correspond to the box on its left (same study size, same p-value).

**See Appendix II, page II-4.**

**8.M:** Results section: “The meta-analysis of 46 studies (37 high risk-of-bias studies and 9 low risk-of-bias studies) that provided mean IQ scores shows that children exposed to higher fluoride levels had statistically significantly lower IQ scores (random-effects pooled SMD, −0.49; 95% CI: −0.60, −0.38; p-value < 0.001) (Figure 2).”

**Comment:** Please define (“higher”) [Note: the text in brackets has been added by NIEHS/DNTP to clarify comment.]
Response: Agree (change made)

- To clarify that “higher” exposure is simply being used relative to “lower”, we have revised the quoted sentence as follows (please note the numbers have changed due to a literature search update):

“The meta-analysis of 55 studies (45 high risk-of-bias studies and 10 low risk-of-bias studies) that provided mean IQ scores shows that, when compared to children exposed to lower levels of fluoride, children exposed to higher fluoride levels had statistically significantly lower IQ scores (random-effects pooled SMD, −0.46; 95% CI: −0.55, −0.37; p value < 0.001) (Table 2, Figure 2).”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors use more precise language throughout the draft M-A Manuscript when referring to fluoride exposure. The BSC WG suggests using “high” or “relatively high” instead of “higher” when referring to fluoride exposure unless the comparator is stated.

See Appendix II, page II-9.

8.N: Discussion section: “The results of our mean-effects meta-analysis are consistent with two previous meta-analyses that reported statistically significantly lower IQ scores in children exposed to higher fluoride levels (p < 0.001) (Table 2).”

Comment: Please define [“higher”] [Note: the text in brackets has been added by NIEHS/DNTP to clarify comment.]

Response: Agree (change made)

- To clarify that “higher” exposure is simply being used relative to “lower”, we have revised the quoted sentence as follows (please note the numbers have changed due to a literature search update):

“The results of the mean-effects meta-analysis are consistent with two previous meta-analyses that, when comparing children exposed to lower fluoride levels, reported statistically significantly lower IQ scores in children exposed to higher fluoride levels (p < 0.001) (Table 2).”

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors update the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript to include new papers that have addressed these issues.


8.O: Discussion section: “Therefore, the data support a consistent inverse association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ.”

Comment: At all levels or only documented at certain levels? It is important to contextualize this statement.
Response: Disagree (no change)

- Based on previous comments, our interpretation of this comment is that [redacted] is recommending we contextualize the sentence with a threshold (e.g., >1.5mg/L) which is why we disagree with the comment. To answer [redacted] question, the meta-analysis includes fluoride exposures at all levels, some of which were below 1.5mg/L. Therefore, the evidence does not support excluding lower levels from this statement.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG notes that the authors point to their inclusion of studies with low fluoride levels but provide no interpretation of the evidence at these levels. Rather, the authors provide a single statement in the Abstract that encompasses all studies: “The data support a consistent inverse association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ”. This may overstate the evidence provided by studies with low exposure. The BSC WG recommends that the authors include in the Abstract of the draft M-A Manuscript an explicit statement about the evidence at low fluoride levels. The BSC WG also recommends that the authors update the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript to include new papers that have addressed these issues.

See Appendix II, page II-12.

8.P: Discussion section: “Although the estimated decreases in IQ may seem small, research on other neurotoxicants has shown that subtle shifts in IQ at the population level can have a profound impact on the number of people who fall within the high and low ranges of the population’s IQ distribution.”

comment: Does this imply that fluoride causes a shift in intelligence at all levels of exposure (e.g., including at 0.7 mg/L)? If that is not the intent, this passage could be misleading.

Response: Disagree (no change)

- We do not consider this statement to be misleading. Using [redacted] example, total fluoride exposure among individuals living in optimally fluoridated areas (0.7mg/L in drinking water) may be higher than 0.7mg/L, dependent on personal behaviors and habits. We discuss the potential for this type of variation in the manuscript.

BSC WG Assessment:

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG agrees that subtle shifts in mean IQ at the population level could have a large impact. The BSC WG notes that fluoride exposure among individuals in optimally fluoridated areas could be higher or lower than 0.7 mg/L depending on personal behaviors and habits. The BSC WG has concern about the next sentence in the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript: “For example, a 5-point decrease in a population’s IQ, would nearly double the number of people classified as intellectually disabled (reference 55).” Table 2 of the M-A Manuscript lists the Overall Mean Effect on IQ in 55 studies as -0.46 (-0.55, -0.37). Given that the mean effect size is ~ a half a point in mean IQ, that the studies included in the meta-analysis have very indirect measures of exposure (mean effects), and that the heterogeneity in this meta-analysis is very high, the BSC WG recommends that the authors present an example more consistent with their data.

See Appendix II, page II-12.
8.Q: Abstract section: “The meta-analysis of the association between individual-level measures of fluoride and children’s IQ found a decrease of 1.58 IQ points (95% CI: −2.63, −0.53; p-value = 0.003) per 1-mg/L increase in urinary fluoride.”

**Comment:** Was there a threshold for this effect?

**Response:** No change requested

- Because we used a linear model, there is no threshold for this effect.
- Note: After adding new studies the sentence has been updated:

> “The meta-analysis of studies that reported individual-level measures of fluoride and children’s IQ scores found a decrease of 1.81 points (95% CI: −2.80, −0.81; p-value < 0.001) per 1-mg/L increase in urinary fluoride.”

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate. Because the authors fit a linear term, a threshold was not assessed. Although the authors examined non-linear exposure forms and determined the linear term to be optimal, there are very few data points from studies in the low-dose range, reducing confidence in this range of exposure. The BSC WG recommends that the authors describe any change in the shape of the dose-response curve across the range of fluoride exposure. The BSC WG is concerned that failure to do so could mask better understanding of the potential inverse association between fluoride and IQ.

See Appendix II, page II-3.

8.R: Discussion section: “There is also evidence of a dose-response relationship between lower children’s IQ and higher fluoride exposures.”

**Comment:** Was a threshold for such relationship considered?

**Response:** No change requested

- As previously mentioned, results for the dose-response relationship restricted to lower fluoride exposure levels (i.e., <4mg/L and <2mg/L, <1.5mg/L) in both drinking water and urine are reported in the supplemental materials.
- The restricted cubic splines model for water fit slightly better than the linear model, however there was no obvious threshold as illustrated by the figure at either of the modelled knots.
FIGURE 17. Pooled Dose-Response Association Between Fluoride in Water and Standardized Mean Differences in Children’s IQ

**Figure 17 note:** Water fluoride levels were modeled with quadratic restricted cubic splines terms in a random-effects model (solid line). Dashed lines represent the 95% confidence intervals for the quadratic spline model.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG recommends that the authors better describe and discuss in the draft M-A Manuscript the adequacy of evidence at low fluoride levels and the dose-response mean-effects analysis. The BSC WG also recommends that the authors update the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript to include new papers that have addressed these issues.

See Appendix II, page II-84.

**8.S:** Discussion section: “Associations for drinking water appeared to be non-linear and associations for urine appeared to be linear. The Duan et al. meta-analysis reported a significant non-linear dose-response relationship above 3 ppm [3 mg/L] in water.”

**Comment:** Was there a threshold for water?

**Response: No change requested**

- Results for the dose-response relationship restricted to lower fluoride levels (i.e., <4mg/L and <2mg/L, <1.5mg/L fluoride in drinking water) are reported in the supplemental materials.

- As described in the previous response, there was no obvious threshold for water.

**BSC WG Assessment:**

The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate.

8.T: Discussion section: (underlined text inserted by [XXX]) “However, among the low risk-of-bias cross-sectional studies, most provided information to indicate that exposure preceded the outcome (e.g., only including children who had lived in the area since birth, children had dental fluorosis, linked to fluoride levels greater than XX).”

Comment: [XXX] recommended adding “linked to fluoride levels greater than XX”.

Response: Disagree (no change)
- The “e.g.” of this sentence is meant to provide examples for how cross-sectional studies provided information that establishes temporality and is not linked to any fluoride level.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment adequate but makes the following suggestion(s) to enhance the M-A Manuscript:

The BSC WG suggests that the authors update the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript to include new papers that have addressed these issues.

See Appendix II, page II-14.

8.U: Discussion section: “In addition, there is inconsistency in which model is the best fit at lower exposure levels (eTable 4 and eTable 5) leading to uncertainty in the shape of the dose-response curve at these levels.”

Comment: Was a threshold considered?

Response: No change requested
- See above responses concerning the various models explored for best model fit.

BSC WG Assessment:
The BSC WG considers the NTP authors’ response to the reviewer’s comment inadequate.

The BSC WG recommends that the authors add more interpretation of the models in the low-dose ranges to the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript. The BSC WG also recommends that the authors update the Discussion section of the draft M-A Manuscript to include new papers that have addressed these issues.

See Appendix II, page II-15.
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Foreword

The National Toxicology Program (NTP), established in 1978, is an interagency collaboration within the Public Health Service of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. Its activities are executed through a partnership of the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (part of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention), the Food and Drug Administration (primarily at the National Center for Toxicological Research), and the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (part of the National Institutes of Health), where this virtual program is administratively located. NTP’s work focuses on the testing, research, and analysis of agents of concern to identify toxic and biological effects, provide information that strengthens the science base, and inform decisions by health regulatory and research agencies to safeguard public health. NTP also works to develop and apply new and improved methods and approaches that advance toxicology and better assess health effects from environmental exposures.

Literature-based evaluations are one means by which NTP assesses whether exposure to environmental substances (e.g., chemicals, physical agents, and mixtures) may be associated with adverse health effects. These evaluations result in hazard conclusions or characterize the extent of the evidence and are published in the NTP Monograph series, which began in 2011. NTP monographs serve as an environmental health resource to provide information that can be used to make informed decisions about whether exposure to a substance may be of concern for human health.

These health effects evaluations follow prespecified protocols that apply the general methods outlined in the “Handbook for Conducting a Literature-Based Health Assessment Using the OHAT Approach for Systematic Review and Evidence Integration.” The protocol describes project-specific procedures tailored to each systematic review in a process that facilitates evaluation and integration of scientific evidence from published human, experimental animal, and mechanistic studies.

Systematic review procedures are not algorithms, and the methods require scientific judgments. The key feature of the systematic review approach is the application of a transparent framework to document the evaluation methods and the basis for scientific judgments. This process includes steps to comprehensively search for studies, select relevant evidence, assess individual study quality, rate confidence in bodies of evidence across studies, and then integrate evidence to develop conclusions for the specific research question. Draft monographs undergo external peer review prior to being finalized and published.

NTP monographs are available free of charge on the NTP website and cataloged in PubMed, a free resource developed and maintained by the National Library of Medicine (part of the National Institutes of Health). Data for these evaluations are included in the Health Assessment and Workspace Collaborative.

For questions about the monographs, please email NTP or call 984-287-3211.

†OHAT is the abbreviation for Office of Health Assessment and Translation, which has become the Health Assessment and Translation group in the Integrative Health Assessment Branch of the Division of the National Toxicology Program at the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences.
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Abstract

Background: Fluoride is a common exposure in our environment that comes from a variety of sources and is widely promoted for its dental and overall oral health benefits. A 2006 evaluation by the National Research Council (NRC) found support for an association between consumption of high levels of naturally occurring fluoride in drinking water and adverse neurological effects in humans and recommended further investigation. The evidence reviewed at that time was from dental and skeletal fluorosis-endemic regions of China. Since the NRC evaluation, the number and location of studies examining cognitive and neurobehavioral effects of fluoride in humans have grown considerably, including several recent North American prospective cohort studies evaluating prenatal fluoride exposure.

In 2016, the National Toxicology Program (NTP) published a systematic review of the evidence from experimental animal studies on the effects of fluoride on learning and memory. That systematic review found a low-to-moderate level of evidence that deficits in learning and memory occur in non-human mammals exposed to fluoride.

Objective: To conduct a systematic review of the human, experimental animal, and mechanistic literature to evaluate the extent and quality of the evidence linking fluoride exposure to neurodevelopmental and cognitive effects in humans.

Method: A systematic review protocol was developed and utilized following the standardized OHAT systematic review approach for conducting literature-based health assessments. This monograph presents the current state of evidence associating fluoride exposure with cognitive or neurodevelopmental health effects and incorporated predefined assessments of study quality and confidence levels. Benefits of fluoride with respect to oral health are not addressed in this monograph.

Results: The current bodies of experimental animal studies and human mechanistic evidence do not provide clarity on the association between fluoride exposure and cognitive or neurodevelopmental human health effects.

This systematic review identified studies that assessed the association between fluoride exposure and cognitive or neurodevelopmental effects in both adults and children, which were evaluated separately. In adults, only two high-quality cross-sectional studies examining cognitive effects were available. The literature in children was more extensive and was separated into studies assessing intelligence quotient (IQ) and studies assessing other cognitive or neurodevelopmental outcomes. Eight of nine high-quality studies examining other cognitive or neurodevelopmental outcomes reported associations with fluoride exposure. Seventy-two studies assessed the association between fluoride exposure and IQ in children. Nineteen of those studies were considered to be high quality; of these, 18 reported an association between higher fluoride exposure and lower IQ in children. The 18 studies, which include 3 prospective cohort studies and 15 cross-sectional studies, were conducted in 5 different countries. Forty-six of the 53 low-quality studies in children also found evidence of an association between higher fluoride exposure and lower IQ in children.

Discussion: Existing animal studies provide little insight into the question of whether fluoride exposure affects IQ. In addition, studies that evaluated fluoride exposure and mechanistic data in humans were too heterogeneous and limited in number to make any determination on biological plausibility. The body of evidence from studies in adults is also limited and provides low
confidence that fluoride exposure is associated with adverse effects on adult cognition. There is, however, a large body of evidence on IQ effects in children. There is also some evidence that fluoride exposure is associated with other neurodevelopmental and cognitive effects in children; although, because of the heterogeneity of the outcomes, there is low confidence in the literature for these other effects. This review finds, with moderate confidence, that higher fluoride exposure (e.g., represented by populations whose total fluoride exposure approximates or exceeds the World Health Organization Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride) is consistently associated with lower IQ in children. More studies are needed to fully understand the potential for lower fluoride exposure to affect children’s IQ.

Commented [A2]: The following two sentences reflect revisions to clarify that our moderate confidence conclusion is primarily based on studies with total fluoride exposure that approximates or exceeds what is generally associated with consumption of optimally fluoridated water in the United States, in response to the comments below; see DocA1_Monograph and DocB1_Monograph, respectively, for detailed response:

Reviewer comment (DocA1_Monograph, page 2):
Recommendation: requests NTP include a statement in the systematic review abstract and full text, as well as the meta-analysis, like that found in the 2020 draft monograph:
“When focusing on findings from studies with exposures in ranges typically found in drinking water in the United States (0.7 mg/L for optimally fluoridated community water systems) that can be evaluated for dose response, effects on cognitive neurodevelopment are inconsistent, and therefore unclear.”

Reviewer comment (DocB1_Monograph, page 2): It would be helpful if the Abstract was clear in the Discussion that the conclusion about effects on IQ in children was derived from high human exposures (higher than US exposures) without getting into more hazard conclusions or assessments.

Commented [A3]: This sentence and similar sentences throughout the monograph reflect revisions to clarify that our moderate confidence conclusion is primarily based on studies with total fluoride exposure that approximates or exceeds what is generally associated with consumption of optimally fluoridated water in the United States, in response to the comment below; see DocH_Monograph for detailed response:

Reviewer comment (DocH_Monograph, page 6): Dose response: The authors correctly point out that many of the studies dealt with exposure levels considered relatively high, at least relative to the EPA drinking water standard and secondary standard. Further, in the group of studies considered to be low risk of bias, exposure was generally considered either on an arithmetic – but sometimes on a logarithmic scale (if quantitative), or based on a dichotomous variable of fluorosis, a manifestation of continuous high exposure, or whether study participants lived in an area known to have high levels of exposure. Thus, the conclusion of moderate confidence that fluoride is associated with deficits in IQ scores in children needs to be couched for these higher exposure levels, as there are few studies that provide evidence of this for exposures in the low range. This is not to say that there is no association at these lower levels, there may very well be an association; just that these results cannot be generalized to lower levels of exposure. This is true with other neurotoxins as well, for example, we know that the associations between lead and IQ scores is even steeper at the lower levels of exposure, but early studies where exposure was high were not able to discern those associations.
Preface

The National Toxicology Program (NTP) conducted a systematic review of the published scientific literature because of public concern regarding the potential association between fluoride exposure and adverse neurodevelopmental and cognitive health effects.

NTP initially published a systematic review of the experimental animal literature in 2016 that was subsequently expanded to include human epidemiological studies, mechanistic studies, and newer experimental animal literature. Because of the high public interest in fluoride’s benefits and potential risks, NTP asked the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) to conduct an independent evaluation of the draft *NTP Monograph on Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health Effects* (2019 draft monograph dated September 6, 2019) and the revised draft (2020 draft monograph dated September 16, 2020), which addressed the NASEM committee’s recommendations for improvement. The NASEM committee determined that, “Overall the revised monograph seems to include a wealth of evidence and a number of evaluations that support its main conclusion, but the monograph falls short of providing a clear and convincing argument that supports its assessments....” Thus, NTP has removed the hazard assessment step and retitled this systematic review of fluoride exposure and neurodevelopmental and cognitive health effects as a “state-of-the-science” document to indicate the change. This state-of-the-science document does not include the meta-analysis of epidemiological studies or hazard conclusions found in previous draft monographs; however, it provides a comprehensive and current assessment of the scientific literature on fluoride as an important resource to inform safe and appropriate use.

NTP has responded to the NASEM committee’s comments on the revised draft (September 16, 2020) in a separate document (*Sup01_Monograph_NASEM_Feb_2021.pdf*) and revised relevant sections of this monograph.
As of April 2020, 1.08% of persons living in the United States (~3.5 million people) were served population (~1.9 million people), and systems supplying water with ≥2 mg/L naturally occurring fluoride served 0.59% of the U.S. by community water systems (CWS) containing ≥1.1 mg/L naturally occurring fluoride. CWS protect against increasing risk of dental and skeletal fluorosis (WHO 2017). Under the Safe Drinking Water Act, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) sets maximum exposure level standards for drinking water quality. The current enforceable drinking water standard for fluoride, or the maximum contaminant level (MCL), is 4.0 mg/L. This level is the maximum amount of fluoride contamination (naturally occurring, not from water fluoridation) that is allowed in water from public water systems and is set to protect against increased risk of skeletal fluorosis, a condition characterized by pain and tenderness of the major joints. EPA also has a non-enforceable secondary drinking water standard of 2.0 mg/L of fluoride, which is recommended to protect children against the tooth discoloration and/or pitting that can be caused by severe dental fluorosis during the formative period prior to eruption of teeth. Although the secondary standard is not enforceable, EPA requires that public water systems notify the public if and when average fluoride levels exceed 2.0 mg/L (NRC 2006). The World Health Organization (WHO) set a safe water guideline of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride in drinking water (first established in 1984 and reaffirmed in 1993 and 2011), which is recommended to protect against increasing risk of dental and skeletal fluorosis (WHO 2017). As of April 2020, 1.08% of persons living in the United States (~3.5 million people) were served by community water systems (CWS) containing ≥1.1 mg/L naturally occurring fluoride. CWS supplying water with ≥1.5 mg/L naturally occurring fluoride served 0.59% of the U.S. population (~1.9 million people), and systems supplying water with ≥2 mg/L naturally occurring fluoride served 0.31% of the U.S. population (~1 million people) (CDC Division of Oral Health 2020).
endocrine disruption. Effects on neurological function, endocrine function (e.g., thyroid, parathyroid, pineal), metabolic function (e.g., glucose metabolism), and carcinogenicity were assessed in the 2006 NRC report, *Fluoride in Drinking Water: A Scientific Review of EPA’s Standards* (NRC 2006). The NRC review considered adverse effects of water fluoride, focusing on a range of concentrations (2–4 mg/L) above the current 0.7-mg/L recommendation for community water fluoridation. The NRC report concluded that the Maximum Contaminant Level Goal (MCLG), 4 mg/L, should be lowered to protect against severe enamel fluorosis and reduce the risk of bone fractures associated with skeletal fluorosis (NRC 2006). Other than severe fluorosis, NRC did not find sufficient evidence of negative health effects at fluoride levels below 4 mg/L; however, it concluded that the consistency of the results of IQ deficits in children exposed to fluoride at 2.5 to 4 mg/L in drinking water from a few epidemiological studies of Chinese populations appeared significant enough to warrant additional research on the effects of fluoride on intelligence. The NRC report noted several challenges to evaluating the literature, including deficiencies in reporting quality, lack of consideration of all sources of fluoride exposure, incomplete consideration of potential confounding, selection of inappropriate control subject populations in epidemiological studies, absence of demonstrated clinical significance of reported endocrine effects, and incomplete understanding of the biological relationship between histological, biochemical, and molecular alterations with behavioral effects.

In 2016, the National Toxicology Program (NTP) 2016, NTP published a systematic review of the evidence from experimental animal studies on the potential effects of fluoride exposure on learning and memory (NTP 2016). That systematic review found a low-to-moderate level of evidence that deficits in learning and memory occur in experimental animals exposed to fluoride. Given these findings, NTP decided to conduct additional animal studies before carrying out this full systematic review and integrate human, animal, and potentially relevant mechanistic evidence in order to reach human health hazard identification conclusions for fluoride and learning and memory effects. As the NTP (2016) report on the experimental animal evidence focused on learning and memory and developed confidence ratings for bodies of evidence by life stage of exposure (i.e., exposure during development or adulthood), this monograph also evaluates two different age groups in humans (i.e., children and adults) with a focus on cognitive neurodevelopmental effects in children and cognitive effects in adults in order to address potential differences in health impacts based on time frame of exposure (i.e., during development or during adulthood). The evaluation of experimental animal studies in this monograph has been conducted separately from the 2016 experimental animal assessment; however, like the 2016 assessment, it assessed mainly learning and memory effects in experimental animal studies to determine whether the findings inform the assessment of cognitive neurodevelopmental effects in children and cognitive effects in adults.

A committee convened by the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) reviewed earlier drafts of this monograph (September 6, 2019, and September 16, 2020) (NASEM 2020; 2021). The current document incorporates changes stemming from those reviews, and responses to the 2020 review are available as

---

1The current review has evaluated the fluoride literature with an eye toward potential thyroid effects because a large literature base has accumulated examining the interaction of fluoride with iodine uptake by the thyroid gland and consequential effects on synthesis of thyroid hormones, which are recognized to play significant roles in neurodevelopment in utero and during early childhood. This literature, along with a detailed proposed mechanism of action, was recently reviewed by Waugh (2019).
Objective and Specific Aims

Objective
The overall objective of this evaluation was to undertake a systematic review to develop NTP human health hazard identification conclusions on the association between exposure to fluoride and neurodevelopmental and cognitive effects based on assessing levels of evidence from human and non-human animal studies with consideration of the degree of support from mechanistic data. However, the NASEM Committee’s reviews (NASEM 2020; 2021) of the 2019 and 2020 drafts of the monograph indicated that, “Overall the revised monograph seems to include a wealth of evidence and a number of evaluations that support its main conclusion, but the monograph falls short of providing a clear and convincing argument that supports its assessments….” For this reason, our methods were revised to remove the hazard assessment step (i.e., the section “Integrate Evidence to Develop Hazard Identification Conclusions” and the associated section “Translate Confidence Ratings into Level of Evidence for Health Effect”). In addition, a meta-analysis of the epidemiological studies examining children’s IQ in relation to fluoride exposure added to the 2020 draft in response to NASEM comments (NASEM 2020) will be published separately was removed for further refinement in preparation for a separate publication and is not part of this document.

Therefore, the objective of this monograph is to undertake a systematic review of the literature concerning the association between fluoride exposure and neurodevelopmental and cognitive effects and to determine the level of confidence in that evidence. The assessment was based on evidence from human and non-human animal studies with consideration of mechanistic information.

Specific Aims

- Identify literature that assessed neurodevelopmental and cognitive health effects, especially outcomes related to learning, memory, and intelligence, following exposure to fluoride in human, animal, and relevant in vitro/mechanistic studies.
- Extract data on potential neurodevelopmental and cognitive health effects from relevant studies.
- Assess the internal validity (risk of bias) of individual studies using pre-defined criteria.
- Assess effects on thyroid function to help evaluate potential mechanisms of impaired neurobehavioral function.
- Summarize the extent and types of health effects evidence available.

The specific aim in the protocol refers to “impaired neurological function”; however, it was changed to “impaired neurobehavioral function” in this document to use more precise terminology. The overall aim from the protocol remained the same for this evaluation.
• Describe limitations of the systematic review, strengths and limitations of the evidence base, identify areas of uncertainty, as well as data gaps and research needs for neurodevelopmental and cognitive health effects of fluoride.

Depending on the extent and nature of the available evidence:

• Synthesize the evidence using a narrative approach.
• Rate confidence in the body of evidence for human and animal studies separately according to one of four statements: High, Moderate, Low, or Very Low/No Evidence Available.
Methods

Problem Formulation and Protocol Development

The research question and specific aims stated above were developed and refined through a series of problem formulation steps, including:

1. receipt of a nomination from the public in June 2015 to conduct analyses of fluoride and developmental neurobehavioral toxicity;
2. analysis of the extent of evidence available and the merit of pursuing systematic reviews, given factors such as the extent of new research published since previous evaluations and whether these new reports address or correct the deficiencies noted in the literature (OEHHA 2011; NRC 2006; SCHER 2011);
3. request for information in a Federal Register notice (dated October 7, 2015);
4. consideration of comments providing a list of studies to review through Federal Register notice and public comment period from October 7, 2015, to November 6, 2015;
5. release of draft concept titled Proposed NTP Evaluation on Fluoride Exposure and Potential for Developmental Neurobehavioral Effects in November 2015;
6. presentation of draft concept at the NTP Board of Scientific Counselors (BSC) meeting on December 1–2, 2015;
7. consideration of comments on NTP’s draft concept from the NTP BSC meeting in December 2015; and
8. consideration of input on the draft protocol from review by technical advisors.

The protocol used to conduct this systematic review was posted in June 2017 with updates posted in May 2019 and September 2020 (https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076). The protocol served as the complete set of methods followed for the conduct of this systematic review. The OHAT Handbook for Conducting a Literature-Based Health Assessment (http://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/38673) is a source of general systematic review methods that were selected and tailored in developing this protocol. Options in the OHAT handbook that were not specifically referred to in the protocol were not part of the methods for the systematic review. A brief summary of the methods is presented below. Although the methods were revised to remove the hazard assessment step and meta-analysis from this document, the protocol was not further revised.

PECO Statements

PECO (Population, Exposure, Comparators and Outcomes) statements were developed as an aid to identify search terms and appropriate inclusion/exclusion criteria for addressing the overall research question (effects on neurodevelopmental or cognitive function and thyroid associated...}

---

3NTP conducts systematic reviews following prespecified protocols that describe the review procedures selected and applied from the general methods outlined in the OHAT Handbook for Conducting a Literature-Based Health Assessment (http://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/38673). The protocol describes project-specific procedures tailored to each systematic review that supersede the methods in the OHAT Handbook.
with fluoride exposure) for the systematic review (Higgins and Green 2011). The PECO statements are listed below for human, animal, and in vitro/mechanistic studies (see Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3).

Using the PECO statements, the evaluation searched human studies, controlled exposure animal studies, and mechanistic/in vitro studies for evidence of neurodevelopmental or cognitive function and thyroid effects associated with fluoride exposure. Mechanistic data can come from a wide variety of studies that are not intended to identify a disease phenotype. This source of experimental data includes in vitro and in vivo laboratory studies directed at cellular, biochemical, and molecular mechanisms and attempt to explain how a substance produces particular adverse health effects. The mechanistic data were first organized by general categories (e.g., biochemical effects in the brain and neurons, neurotransmitters, oxidative stress) to evaluate the available information. The mechanistic categories focused on were those with more robust data at levels of fluoride more relevant to human exposure. The intent was not to develop a mechanism for fluoride induction of effects on learning and memory but to evaluate whether a plausible series of mechanistic events exists to support effects observed in the low-dose region (below approximate drinking-water-equivalent concentrations of 20 ppm for animal studies) that may strengthen a hazard conclusion if one is derived.

Table 1. Human PECO (Population, Exposure, Comparator and Outcome) Statement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PECO Element</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>Humans without restriction as to age or sex, geographic location, or life stage at exposure or outcome assessment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Exposure     | Exposure to fluoride based on administered dose or concentration, biomonitoring data (e.g., urine, blood, other specimens), environmental measures (e.g., air, water levels), or job title or residence. Relevant forms are those used as additives for water fluoridation:  
  • Fluorosilicic acid (also called hydrofluorosilicate; Chemical Abstracts Service Registry Number [CASRN] 16961-83-4)  
  • Sodium hexafluorosilicate (also called disodium hexafluorosilicate or sodium fluorosilicate; CASRN 16893-85-9)  
  • Sodium fluoride (CASRN 7681-49-4)  
  • Other forms of fluoride that readily dissociate into free fluoride ions (e.g., potassium fluoride, calcium fluoride, ammonium fluoride) |
| Comparators  | Comparable populations not exposed to fluoride (e.g., exposure below detection levels) or exposed to lower levels of fluoride (e.g., exposure below detection levels) |
| Outcomes     | Neurodevelopmental outcomes, including learning, memory, intelligence, other forms of cognitive behavior, other neurological/neurobehavioral outcomes (e.g., anxiety, aggression, motor activity), and biochemical changes in the brain or nervous system tissue; measures of thyroid function, biochemical changes, or thyroid tissue pathology |

Note: The “(e.g., exposure below detection limits)” was moved after “populations not exposed to fluoride” to reflect how it was used in the literature search and elsewhere in this systematic review.

The human PECO statement in the protocol refers to “neurological outcomes”; however, it was changed to “neurological/neurobehavioral outcomes” in this document to use more precise terminology for the outcomes included.
Table 2. Animal PECO Statement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PECO Element</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>Non-human mammalian animal species (whole organism)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure</td>
<td>Exposure to fluoride based on administered dose or concentration and biomonitoring data (e.g., urine, blood, other specimens). Relevant forms are those used as additives for water fluoridation:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Fluorosilicic acid (also called hydrofluorosilicate; CASRN 16961-83-4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Sodium hexafluorosilicate (also called disodium hexafluorosilicate or sodium fluorosilicate; CASRN 16893-85-9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Sodium fluoride (CASRN 7681-49-4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Other forms of fluoride that readily dissociate into free fluoride ions (e.g., potassium fluoride, calcium fluoride, ammonium fluoride)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparators</td>
<td>Comparable animals that were untreated or exposed to vehicle-only treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes</td>
<td>Neurodevelopmental outcomes, including learning, memory, intelligence, other forms of cognitive behavior, other neurological/neurobehavioral outcomes (e.g., anxiety, aggression, motor activity), and biochemical changes in the brain or nervous system tissue; measures of thyroid function, biochemical changes, or thyroid tissue pathology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. In Vitro/Mechanistic PECO Statement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PECO Element</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>Human or animal cells, tissues, or biochemical reactions (e.g., ligand binding assays)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure</td>
<td>Exposure to fluoride based on administered dose or concentration. Relevant forms are those used as additives for water fluoridation:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Fluorosilicic acid (also called hydrofluorosilicate; CASRN 16961-83-4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Sodium hexafluorosilicate (also called disodium hexafluorosilicate or sodium fluorosilicate; CASRN 16893-85-9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Sodium fluoride (CASRN 7681-49-4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Other forms of fluoride that readily dissociate into free fluoride ions (e.g., potassium fluoride, calcium fluoride, ammonium fluoride)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparators</td>
<td>Comparable cells or tissues that were untreated or exposed to vehicle-only treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes</td>
<td>Endpoints related to neurological and thyroid function, including neuronal electrophysiology; mRNA, gene, or protein expression; cell proliferation or death in brain or thyroid tissue/cells; neuronal signaling; synaptogenesis, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Literature Search

Main Literature Search

Search terms were developed to identify all relevant published evidence on developmental neurobehavioral toxicity or thyroid-related health effects potentially associated with exposure to

---

*The animal PECO statement in the protocol refers to “neurological outcomes”; however, it was changed to “neurological/neurobehavioral outcomes” in this document to use more precise terminology for the outcomes included.*
Fluoride by reviewing Medical Subject Headings for relevant and appropriate neurobehavioral and thyroid-related terms and by extracting key neurobehavioral and thyroid-related health effects and developmental neurobehavioral terminology from reviews and a sample of relevant studies. Combinations of relevant subject headings and keywords were subsequently identified. A test set of relevant studies was used to ensure the search terms retrieved 100% of the test set. Six electronic databases were searched (see Main Literature Database Search) using a search strategy tailored for each database (specific search terms used for the PubMed search are presented in Appendix B; the search strategy for other databases are available in the protocol). A search of PubMed indicated that sodium fluoride was not found in either the Tox21 or ToxCast databases; therefore, these databases were not included in the search. No language restrictions or publication-year limits were imposed. These six databases were searched in December 2016, and the search was regularly updated during the review process through April 1, 2019.

An additional search was conducted on May 1, 2020, where human epidemiological studies with primary neurodevelopmental or cognitive outcomes (learning, memory, and intelligence) were prioritized during screening. The review of the 2020 search results focused only on the human studies because they formed the basis of the confidence ratings (see Figure 1 for framework to assess confidence) and conclusions in the September 6, 2019, draft. A supplemental literature search of Chinese-language databases (described below) was also conducted. See Appendix B, Table B-1 for a timeline of key activities contributing to this 2022 NTP monograph, including information relevant to the timing of multiple literature searches.

Publications identified in these searches are categorized as “references identified through database searches” in Figure 2. Studies identified from other sources or manual review that satisfy the PECO criteria for inclusion might impact conclusions are considered under “references identified through other sources” in Figure 2. Literature searches for this systematic review were conducted independently from the literature search conducted for NTP (2016). The current literature search strategy was based on the search terms used for NTP (2016) and refined for the current evaluation, including the addition of search terms to identify human studies. Although the review process identified experimental animal studies prior to 2015, the current assessment did not evaluate these studies and relied on the NTP (2016) assessment. The focus of the literature searches for this systematic review was to identify and evaluate relevant animal studies that were published since completion of the literature searches for the NTP (2016) assessment in addition to the human and mechanistic data that were not previously evaluated.

Supplemental Chinese Database Literature Search

In order to identify non-English-language studies that might not appear in databases for the main literature search, additional searches were developed for non-English-language databases. No definitive guidance was found on the most comprehensive, highest quality, or otherwise most appropriate non-English-language databases for health studies of fluoride. Therefore, databases were chosen that identified non-English-language studies that were not captured in searches of databases from the main literature search—those previously identified from other resources (see the Searching Other Resources section below). Multiple non-English-language databases were

The terms “study” and “publication” are used interchangeably in this document to refer to a published work drawn from an original body of research conducted on a defined population.
explored before two were identified, CNKI and Wanfang, that covered studies previously identified from other sources. These two Chinese electronic databases were searched in May 2020 with no language restrictions or publication year limits. Search terms from the main literature search were refined to focus on human epidemiological studies. The CNKI and Wanfang databases have character limits in the search strings; therefore, key terms were prioritized using text analytics to identify the most prevalent terms from neurodevelopmental or cognitive human epidemiological studies previously identified as relevant. Search strings were designed to capture known relevant studies that were previously identified from searching other resources without identifying large numbers of non-relevant studies [the search strategy for both databases is available in the protocol (https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076)]. Publications retrieved were compared with publications retrieved from the main literature search, and duplicates were removed. The remaining relevant publications are categorized as “references identified through database searches” in Figure 2.

New animal and mechanistic references retrieved were scanned for evidence that might extend the information currently in the September 6, 2019, draft. Although additional studies were identified, data that would materially advance the animal and mechanistic findings were not identified; therefore, these studies were not extracted nor were they added to the draft. A primary goal of the screening of the newly retrieved human references in the supplemental search of Chinese databases was to identify studies that evaluated primary neurodevelopmental or cognitive outcomes (i.e., learning, memory, and intelligence) that may have been missed in previous searches that did not include the Chinese databases. A secondary goal was to examine whether the non-English-language studies on the Fluoride Action Network website (http://fluoridealert.org/)—a site used as another resource to identify potentially relevant studies because it is known to index fluoride publications—had been selectively presented to list only studies reporting effects of fluoride. Newly retrieved human references were reviewed to identify studies that may have been missed using previous approaches. Studies identified that evaluated primary neurodevelopmental or cognitive outcomes were included and either translated or reviewed by an epidemiologist fluent in Chinese.

Databases Searched

Main Literature Database Search
- BIOSIS (Thomson Reuters)
- EMBASE
- PsycINFO (APA PsycNet)
- PubMed (NLM)
- Scopus (Elsevier)
- Web of Science (Thomson Reuters, Web of Science indexes the journal Fluoride)

Supplemental Chinese Database Literature Search
- CNKI
- Wanfang
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Searching Other Resources

The reference lists of all included studies; relevant reviews, editorials, and commentaries; and the Fluoride Action Network website (http://fluoridealert.org/) were manually searched for additional relevant publications.

Unpublished Data

Although no unpublished data were included in the review, unpublished data were eligible for inclusion, provided the owner of the data was willing to have the data made public and peer reviewed [see protocol (https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076) for more details].

Study Selection

Evidence Selection Criteria

In order to be eligible for inclusion, studies had to satisfy eligibility criteria that reflect the PECO statements in Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3.

The following additional exclusion criteria were applied [see protocol (https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076) for additional details]:

1. Case studies and case reports. Although there are various definitions of ‘case study’ and ‘case report,’ the terms are used here to refer to publications designed to share health-related events on a single subject or patient with a disease, diagnosis, or specific outcome in the presence of a specific exposure (see Table 4 for study design definitions).

2. Articles without original data (e.g., reviews, editorials, or commentaries). Reference lists from these materials, however, were reviewed to identify potentially relevant studies not identified from the database searches. New studies identified were assessed for eligibility for inclusion.

3. Conference abstracts, theses, dissertations, and other non-peer-reviewed reports.

Screening Process

References retrieved from the literature search were independently screened by two trained screeners at the title and abstract level to determine whether a reference met the evidence selection criteria. Screening procedures following the evidence-selection criteria in the protocol were pilot tested with experienced contract staff overseen by NTP. For citations with no abstract or non-English abstracts, articles were screened based on title relevance (the title would need to indicate clear relevance); number of pages (articles ≤2 pages were assumed to be conference reports, editorials, or letters unlikely to contain original data); and/or PubMed Medical Subject Headings (MeSH). Using this approach, literature was manually screened for relevance and eligibility against the evidence selection criteria using a structured form in SWIFT-Active Screener (Sciome) (Howard et al. 2020). While the human screeners review studies, SWIFT-Active Screener aids in this process by employing a machine-learning software program to prioritize-rank studies for screening (Howard et al. 2020). SWIFT-Active Screener also refines a statistical model that continually ranks the remaining studies according to their likelihood for...
Inclusion. In addition, SWIFT-Active Screener employs active learning to continually incorporate user feedback during title and abstract screening to predict the total number of included studies, thus providing a statistical basis for a decision about when to stop screening (Miller et al. 2016). Title and abstract screening was stopped once the statistical algorithm in SWIFT-Active Screener estimated that 98% of the predicted number of relevant studies were identified.

Studies that were not excluded during the title and abstract screening were further screened for inclusion with a full-text review by two independent reviewers using DistillerSR® (Evidence Partners), a web-based, systematic-review software program with structured forms and procedures to ensure standardization of the process. Screening conflicts were resolved through discussion and consultation with technical advisor(s), if necessary. During full-text review, studies that were considered relevant were tagged to the appropriate evidence streams (i.e., human, animal, and/or in vitro). Studies tagged to human or animal evidence streams were also categorized by outcome as primary neurodevelopmental or cognitive outcomes (learning, memory, and intelligence); secondary neurobehavioral outcomes (anxiety, aggression, motor activity, or biochemical); or related to thyroid effects. In vitro data were tagged as being related to neurological effects or thyroid effects. Translation assistance was sought to assess the relevance of non-English studies. Following full-text review, the remaining studies were “included” and used for the evaluation.

**Evaluation of SWIFT-Active Screener Results**

During the initial title and abstract screening of 20,883 references using SWIFT-Active Screener, approximately 38% of the studies were manually screened in duplicate to identify an estimated 98.6% of the predicted number of relevant studies using the software’s statistical algorithm (13,023 references were not screened). SWIFT-Active Screener predicted that there were 739 relevant studies during the initial title and abstract screening, of which 729 were identified and moved to full-text review. The SWIFT-Active Screener statistical algorithm predicted that 10 relevant studies at the title and abstract level (10 represents 1.4% × 739 predicted relevant studies; or 739 predicted relevant studies minus 729 identified relevant studies during screening) were not identified by not screening the remaining 13,023 studies.

To further consider the impact of using SWIFT-Active Screener for this systematic review, the evaluation team assessed the SWIFT-Active screening results to gain a better understanding of the relevance of the last group of studies that was screened before 98% predicted recall (i.e., 98% of the predicted number of relevant studies were identified). The goal was to determine the likelihood of having missed important studies by not screening all of the literature. To do this, the evaluation team examined subsets of studies screened in SWIFT-Active Screener for trends and followed those studies through to full-text review for a final determination of relevance and potential impact (i.e., whether the studies had data on primary outcomes). Based on this evaluation, it was estimated that the use of SWIFT-Active Screener may have resulted in missing

---

Howard et al. (2020) evaluated the performance of the SWIFT-Active Screener methods for estimating total number of relevant studies using 26 diverse systematic review datasets that were previously screened manually by reviewers. The authors found that on average, 95% of the relevant articles were identified after screening 40% of the total reference list when using SWIFT-Active Screener. In the document sets with 5,000 or more references, 95% of the relevant articles were identified after screening 34% of the available references, on average, using SWIFT-Active Screener.
one to two relevant human studies and one to two relevant animal studies with primary neurodevelopmental or cognitive outcomes. Therefore, the use of SWIFT-Active Screener saved considerable time and resources and is expected to miss very few potentially relevant publications.

**Screening of the May 2020 Literature Search Update**

For the May 1, 2020, literature search, only primary human epidemiological studies were identified for data extraction. The study screening and selection process was focused on the human studies with primary outcomes for the evaluation because they form the basis of the confidence ratings and conclusions. Animal in vivo, human secondary outcome-only, and human and animal mechanistic references were identified as part of the screening process. These studies were then scanned for evidence that might extend the information in the September 6, 2019, draft. All included studies from the May 2020 literature search update appear in Appendix C; however, other than the primary human epidemiological studies, data from the new studies were not extracted unless they would materially advance the findings.

Note that NTP is aware of a conference abstract by Santa-Marina et al. on a Spanish cohort study that looked at fluoride exposure and neuropsychological development in children (Santa-Marina et al. 2019). The evaluation team conducted a targeted literature search in April 2021 to see whether the data from this study had been published. When no publication was found, the evaluation team contacted the study authors to inquire about the publication of their data. The response from the study authors indicated that the study report was being finalized but had not yet been sent to a journal for review; therefore, it was not considered here.9

**Supplemental Chinese Database Searches and Human Epidemiological Studies**

Supplemental searches were conducted in non-English-language databases (CNKI and Wanfang). Of the 910 references that were identified in the supplemental Chinese database searches, 13 relevant studies published in Chinese with primary neurobehavioral or cognitive outcomes were identified during title and abstract screening (which were not identified through the main literature searches). Full texts were not found for four studies after an extensive search. The remaining nine studies for which full texts were retrieved were included and were either professionally translated or evaluated by an epidemiologist fluent in Chinese for the data extraction and quality assessment steps described below. If necessary, author inquiries were conducted in Chinese to obtain missing information relevant to the assessment of the key risk-of-bias questions described below.

---

9NTP is aware that this study was published after April 2021 (Ibarluzea et al. 2021) and, therefore, is not included in this monograph because it is beyond the dates of the literature search. Even if it had been published earlier, the study would not have contributed to the body of evidence on children's IQ because the authors assessed other neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects, specifically the association between fluoride exposure and neuropsychological development in children aged 1 year using the Mental Development Index (MDI) of the Bayley Scales of Infant Development and in children aged 4 years using the General Cognitive Index (GCI) of the McCarthy Scales of Children's Abilities (MSCA). The study will be examined as part of the NTP meta-analysis, which is being prepared as a separate report for publication.
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Data Extraction

Extraction Process

Data were collected (i.e., extracted) from included studies by one member of the evaluation team and checked by a second member for completeness and accuracy. Any discrepancies in data extraction were resolved by discussion or consultation with a third member of the evaluation team.

Data Availability

Data extraction was completed using the Health Assessment Workspace Collaborative (HAWC), an open-source and freely available web-based application.10 Data extraction elements are listed separately for human, animal, and in vitro studies in the protocol (https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076). Data for primary and secondary outcomes, as well as thyroid hormone level data, were extracted from human studies. Studies evaluating only goiters or thyroid size were not extracted because they do not provide specific information on thyroid hormone levels that would inform whether a thyroid-mediated mechanism was involved in fluoride-associated changes in neurodevelopment. All primary outcomes and functional neurological secondary outcomes (e.g., motor activity) were extracted from animal studies identified since the NTP (2016) report. For animal mechanistic data, studies were tiered based on exposure dose (with preference given to fluoride drinking-water-equivalent exposures, which were calculated using the method described in the NTP (2016) report, of 20 ppm or less as deemed most relevant to exposures in humans), exposure duration or relevant time window (i.e., developmental), exposure route (with preference given to oral exposures over injection exposures), and commonality of mechanism (e.g., inflammation, oxidative stress, changes in neurotransmitters, and histopathological changes) were considered pockets of mechanistic data.

Thyroid data were not extracted for animal studies due to inconsistency in the available data in humans. In vitro studies were evaluated, although data were not extracted from these studies as none of the findings were considered informative with respect to biological plausibility. The data extraction results for included studies are publicly available and can be downloaded in Excel format through HAWC (https://hawcproject.org/assessment/405) (NTP 2019). Methods for transforming and standardizing dose levels and results from behavioral tests in experimental animals are detailed in the protocol (https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076). In 2016, NTP published a systematic review of the evidence from experimental animal studies on the potential effects of fluoride exposure on learning and memory (NTP 2016). The literature searches for the current assessment identified and evaluated relevant animal studies published since the 2016 assessment and also included human and mechanistic data that were not previously evaluated. Although literature search activities for the current assessment identified experimental animal studies prior to 2015, the current assessment did not re-evaluate animal studies published prior to 2015 because these were reviewed in the NTP (2016) assessment.
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10HAWC (Health Assessment Workspace Collaborative): A Modular Web-based Interface to Facilitate Development of Human Health Assessments of Chemicals (https://hawcproject.org/portal/).
Quality Assessment of Individual Studies

Risk of bias was assessed for individual studies using the OHAT risk-of-bias tool ([https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/riskbias](https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/riskbias)) that outlines a parallel approach to evaluating risk of bias from human, animal, and mechanistic studies to facilitate consideration of risk of bias across evidence streams with common terms and categories. The risk-of-bias tool is comprised of a common set of 11 questions that are answered based on the specific details of individual studies to develop risk-of-bias ratings for each question. Study design determines the subset of questions used to assess risk of bias for an individual study (see Table 4). When evaluating the risk of bias for an individual study, the direction and magnitude of association for any specific bias is considered.

Assessors were trained with an initial pilot phase undertaken to improve clarity of rating criteria and to improve consistency among assessors. Studies were independently evaluated by two trained assessors who answered all applicable risk-of-bias questions with one of four options in Table 5 following prespecified criteria detailed in the protocol ([https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076](https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076)). The criteria describe aspects of study design, conduct, and reporting required to reach risk-of-bias ratings for each question and specify factors that can distinguish among ratings (e.g., what separates “definitely low” from “probably low” risk of bias).

Key Risk-of-bias Questions

In the OHAT approach, some risk-of-bias questions or elements are considered potentially more important when assessing studies because these issues are generally considered to have a greater impact on estimates of the effect size or on the credibility of study results in environmental health studies. There are three Key Questions for observational human studies: confounding, exposure characterization, and outcome assessment. Based on the complexity of the possible responses to these questions in epidemiological studies, considerations made and methods used for evaluating the Key Questions are provided below. There are also three Key Questions for experimental animal studies: randomization, exposure characterization, and outcome assessment. In addition, for animal developmental studies, failure to consider the litter as the unit of analysis was also a key risk-of-bias concern. When there was not enough information to assess the potential bias for a risk-of-bias question and authors did not respond to an inquiry for further information, a conservative approach was followed, and the studies were rated probably high risk of bias for that question.

Risk-of-bias Considerations for Human Studies

The risk of bias of individual studies in the body of evidence was considered in developing confidence ratings. The key risk-of-bias questions (i.e., confounding, exposure characterization, and outcome assessment for human studies) are discussed in the consideration of the body of evidence. For this assessment, the key risk-of-bias questions, if not addressed appropriately, are considered to have the greatest potential impact on the results. The other risk-of-bias questions, including selection of study participants, were also considered and were used to identify any other risk-of-bias concerns that may indicate serious issues with a study that could cause it to be considered high risk of bias. No study was excluded based on concerns for risk of bias; however, the low risk-of-bias studies generally drive the ratings on confidence in the results across the
body of evidence. Human evidence was evaluated with and without high risk-of-bias studies to assess the impact of these studies on confidence in the association.

**High risk-of-bias studies:** Studies rated probably high risk of bias for at least two key risk-of-bias questions or definitely high for any single question are considered studies with higher potential for bias (i.e., high risk-of-bias studies) and to be of low quality. Studies could also be considered high risk of bias if rated probably high risk of bias for one key risk-of-bias question along with other concerns, including potential for selection bias and concerns with statistical methods.

**Low risk-of-bias studies:** The remaining studies (i.e., other than the high risk-of-bias studies) were considered to have lower potential for bias (i.e., low risk of bias) and to be of high quality. Appendix E describes strengths and limitations of the low risk-of-bias/high-quality studies identified during the assessment and clarifies why they are considered to pose low risk of bias. Details on the statistical analyses are provided in the “Other potential threats” domain in order to evaluate the adequacy of the statistical approach for individual studies.

Given the number of non-English-language studies in this assessment, the potential for the translation to introduce bias was examined as described below, and it was determined that translation of non-English-language studies did not impact evaluation of risk of bias. Thirty-two of 100 studies included in the entire human body of evidence on neurodevelopmental and cognitive effects were initially published in a foreign language (Chinese) and were either translated and published in volume 41 of the journal Fluoride (n = 19) or were translated by the Fluoride Action Network (n = 13) (http://fluoridealert.org/researchers/translations/completion_archive/). Most of these studies were considered to have high potential for bias due to lack of information across the key risk-of-bias questions. Therefore, in order to assess whether the lack of information relevant to key risk-of-bias concerns was the result of a loss in translation, the original Chinese publications and the translated versions of the five studies that had the most potential for being included in the low risk-of-bias group of studies were reviewed by a team member fluent in Chinese as first language to determine whether the translations were accurate and whether any of the risk-of-bias concerns could be addressed (An et al. 1992; Chen et al. 1991 [translated in Chen et al. 2008]; Du et al. 1992 [translated in Du et al. 2008]; Guo et al. 1991 [translated in Guo et al. 2008a]; Li et al. 2009). For all five studies, the translations were determined to be accurate, and there was no impact of the translations on the key-risk-of-bias concerns.

**Confounding**

Covariates were determined a priori based on factors that are associated with neurodevelopment or cognition and could be related to fluoride exposure. Covariates that were considered key for all studies, populations, and outcomes included age, sex, and socioeconomic status (e.g., maternal education, household income, marital status, crowding). Additional covariates considered important for this evaluation, depending on the study population and outcome, included race/ethnicity; maternal demographics (e.g., maternal age, body mass index [BMI]); parental behavioral and mental health disorders (e.g., attention deficit hyperactivity disorder [ADHD], depression); smoking (e.g., maternal smoking status, secondhand tobacco smoke exposure); reproductive factors (e.g., parity); nutrition (e.g., BMI, growth, anemia); iodine deficiency/excess; minerals and other chemicals in water associated with neurotoxicity (e.g., arsenic, lead); maternal and paternal IQ; and quantity and quality of caregiving environment.
Exposure

Fluoride ion is rapidly absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract and is rapidly cleared from serum by distribution into calcified tissues and urinary excretion (IPCS 2002). There is general consensus that the best measures of long-term fluoride exposure are bone and/or tooth measurements, and other than measures of dental fluorosis, these were not performed in any of the studies reviewed in this document. Prolonged residence in an area with a given fluoride area of residence (endemic versus a non-endemic fluorosis area, with or without individual validation of exposure), burning coal (with or without fluoride), and occupation type.

Urinary fluoride levels measured during pregnancy and in children include all ingested fluoride and are considered a valid measure to estimate total fluoride exposure (Villa et al. 2010; Watanabe et al. 1995); however, the type and timing of urinary sample collection are important to consider. Urinary fluoride is thought to reflect recent exposure but can be influenced by the timing of exposure (e.g., when water was last consumed, when teeth were last brushed). When compared with 24-hour urine samples, spot urine samples are more prone to the influence of timing of exposure and can also be affected by differences in dilution; however, many studies attempted to account for dilution either by using urinary creatinine or specific gravity. Good correlations between 24-hour samples and urinary fluoride concentrations from spot samples adjusted for urinary dilution have been described (Zohouri et al. 2006). Despite potential issues with spot urine samples, if authors made appropriate efforts to reduce the concern for bias (e.g.,
accounting for dilution), studies that used this metric were generally considered to have probably low risk of bias for exposure.

Analytical methods to measure fluoride in biological or water samples also varied, some of which included atomic absorption, ion-selective electrode methods, colorimetric methods, or the hexamethyldisiloxane microdiffusion method. Individual-level measures of exposure were generally considered more accurate than group-level measures; however, using group-level measures (e.g., endemic versus non-endemic area) in an analysis was less of a concern if the study provided water or urinary fluoride levels from some individuals to verify that there were differences in the fluoride exposure between groups. Studies that provided results by area and also reported individual urinary or serum fluoride concentrations or other biochemical measures, including dental fluorosis in the children or urinary levels in mothers during pregnancy, were considered to have probably low risk of bias. Ideally, these studies would still need to consider and adjust for area-level clustering; however, these concerns are captured in evaluations of other potential threats to internal validity.

Outcome

Studies included in this evaluation used a wide variety of methods to measure IQ and other cognitive effects. Measures of IQ were generally standardized tests of IQ; however, for these standardized methods to be considered low potential for bias, they needed to be conducted in the appropriate population or modified for the study population. Because results of many of the tests to measure neurodevelopment and cognitive function can be subjective, it was important that the outcome assessors be blind to the fluoride exposure when evaluating the results of the tests. If the study reported that the assessor was blind to the exposure, this was assumed to mean that the outcome assessor did not have any knowledge of the exposure, including whether the study subjects were from high-fluoride communities. If cross-sectional studies collected biomarker measurements at the time of an IQ assessment, this was considered indirect evidence that the outcome assessor would not have knowledge of the fluoride exposure unless there was also potential for the outcome assessor to have knowledge of varying levels of fluoride by study area. In cases wherein the study did not specify that the outcome assessors were blind, the study authors were contacted and asked whether the outcome assessors were, in fact, blind to exposure. When authors responded and indicated that outcome assessors were blind to exposure or that it was not likely that they would have had knowledge of exposure, this was considered direct or indirect evidence, respectively, that blinding was not a concern for those studies.

Any discrepancies in ratings between assessors were resolved by a senior technical specialist and through discussion when necessary to reach the final recorded risk-of-bias rating for each question along with a statement of the basis for that rating. Members of the evaluation team were consulted for assistance if additional expertise was necessary to reach final risk-of-bias ratings based on specific aspects of study design or performance reported for individual studies. Study procedures that were not reported were assumed not to have been conducted, resulting in an assessment of “probably high” risk of bias. Authors were queried by email to obtain missing information, and responses received were used to update risk-of-bias ratings.
A case report (or case study) is a descriptive study of a single individual or small group in which the study of an association between an observed effect and a specific exposure is based on clinical evaluations and histories of the individual(s). A case series study in environmental epidemiology is designed to share health-related events on a collection of case reports on subjects with the same or similar health outcome(s) and environmental exposure(s).

Cross-sectional studies are observational studies in humans that examine the relationship between exposures and outcomes or health effects assessed contemporaneously. Case series include population surveys with individual data (e.g., NHANES) and surveys with aggregate data (i.e., ecological studies).

Cohort studies are observational studies in humans that examine a cohort prospectively or retrospectively over time. Although cohort studies may include longitudinal analyses, it is not a prerequisite of the cohort study design.

Experimental animal studies are controlled exposure studies. Non-human animal observational studies can be evaluated using the design features of observational human studies such as cross-sectional study design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk-of-bias Questions</th>
<th>Experimental Animal</th>
<th>Human Controlled Trials</th>
<th>Cohort</th>
<th>Case-control</th>
<th>Cross-sectional</th>
<th>Case Report/Case Series</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Was administered dose or exposure level adequately randomized?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Was allocation to study groups adequately concealed?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Did selection of study participants result in the appropriate comparison groups?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Did study design or analysis account for important confounding and modifying variables?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Were experimental conditions identical across study groups?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Were research personnel blinded to the study group during the study?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Were outcome data complete without attrition or exclusion from analysis?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Can we be confident in the exposure characterization?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Can we be confident in the outcome assessment (including blinding of outcome assessors)?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Were all measured outcomes reported?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Were there no other potential threats to internal validity?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Footnotes:
- Footnote c was revised and new footnotes d, e, and f were added to provide definitions of all observational study designs, in response to the reviewer comments below; see DocG_Monograph for detailed response.
- Commented [A36]: Footnote c on cohort studies was revised in response to the reviewer comments below; see DocG_Monograph for detailed response.
- Commented [A35]: Footnote c was revised and new footnotes d, e, and f were added to provide definitions of all observational study designs, in response to the reviewer comments below; see DocG_Monograph and DocJ_Monograph, respectively, for detailed response.
- Commented [A36]: Footnote c on cohort studies was revised in response to the reviewer comments below; see DocG_Monograph for detailed response.
- Reviewer comment (DocG_Monograph, page 14): It is unclear whether you are using the term prospective (cohort study) to mean prospective (as opposed to retrospective, it’s correct meaning) or longitudinal (as opposed to cross-sectional). Please use the correct term. In any case, the reader needs to know both whether studies were prospective or retrospective and whether studies were longitudinal or cross-sectional.
Answers to the risk-of-bias questions result in one of the following four risk-of-bias ratings:

### Table 5. The Four Risk-of-bias Rating Options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>++</td>
<td>Definitely Low risk of bias: There is direct evidence of low risk-of-bias practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>Probably Low risk of bias: There is indirect evidence of low risk-of-bias practices, OR it is deemed that deviations from low risk-of-bias practices for these criteria during the study would not appreciably bias results, including consideration of direction and magnitude of bias.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>− NR</td>
<td>Probably High risk of bias: There is indirect evidence of high risk-of-bias practices (indicated with “−”), OR there is insufficient information provided about relevant risk-of-bias practices (indicated with “NR” for not reported). Both symbols indicate probably high risk of bias.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>− −</td>
<td>Definitely High risk of bias: There is direct evidence of high risk-of-bias practices.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Organizing and Rating Confidence in Bodies of Evidence

#### Health Outcome Categories for Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Effects

After data were extracted from all studies, the health effects results within the category of neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects were grouped across studies to develop bodies of evidence or collections of studies with data on the same or related outcomes. The grouping of health effect results was not planned a priori. The vast majority of the human studies evaluated IQ in children as the single outcome; therefore, the discussion of cognitive neurodevelopmental effects in children focuses on IQ studies with supporting information from data on other endpoints. Cognitive function in adults was evaluated separately. Consistent with the NTP (2016) assessment, the primary focus within the animal study body of evidence was on animal studies with endpoints related to learning and memory.

#### Considerations for Pursuing a Narrative or Quantitative Evidence Synthesis

This evaluation provides only a narrative review of the data; however, heterogeneity within the available evidence was evaluated to determine whether a quantitative synthesis (i.e., meta-analysis) would be appropriate. Choi et al. (2012) and Duan et al. (2018) conducted meta-analyses and found that high fluoride exposure was associated with lower IQ scores. Choi et al. (2012) was able to determine a risk ratio for living in an endemic fluorosis area but was unable to develop a dose-response relationship. Duan et al. (2018) reported a significant non-linear dose-response relationship between fluoride dose and intelligence with the relationship stated as most evident with exposures from drinking water above 4 mg/L (or 4 ppm) fluoride. Duan et al. (2018) found similar results as Choi et al. (2012) for the standardized mean difference; however, the majority of the available studies in both analyses compare populations with high fluoride exposure to those with lower fluoride exposure (with the lower exposure levels frequently in the range of drinking water fluoridation in the United States). The meta-analysis conducted in
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association with this systematic review further informs this issue and will be published separately.

Confidence Rating: Assessment of Body of Evidence

The quality of evidence for neurodevelopmental and cognitive function outcomes was evaluated using the GRADE system for rating the confidence in the body of evidence (Guyatt et al. 2011; Rooney et al. 2014). More detailed guidance on reaching confidence ratings in the body of evidence as “high,” “moderate,” “low,” or “very low” is provided in the protocol (https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076). In brief, available human and animal studies on a particular health outcome were initially grouped by key study design features, and each grouping of studies was given an initial confidence rating by those features. Starting at this initial rating (see column 1 of Figure 1), potential downgrading of the confidence rating was considered for factors that decrease confidence in the results (see column 2 of Figure 1). Potential upgrading of the confidence rating was considered for factors that increase confidence in the results (see column 3 of Figure 1). Short descriptions of the factors that can decrease or increase confidence in the body of evidence for human studies are provided below [see protocol (https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076) for additional details related to the human body of evidence, as well as considerations for experimental animal studies].

Factors to Consider for Potential Downgrading

- Risk of bias: Addresses whether the body of evidence did not account for critical factors in study quality or design, including confounding bias, selection bias, exposure assessment, and outcome assessment. Consideration for downgrading the confidence rating is based on the entire body of evidence, and the evidence is downgraded when there is substantial bias across most studies that could lead to decreased confidence in the results and when the studies without substantial bias could not support the confidence rating. Individual studies are evaluated for risk of bias based on a set of criteria (as discussed above); magnitude and direction of the bias are also considered.

- Unexplained inconsistency: Addresses inconsistencies in results across studies of similar populations and design that can be determined by assessing similarity of point estimates and extent of overlap between confidence intervals or more formally through statistical tests of heterogeneity. Sensitivity analysis can be used to assess the impact of specific variables on the outcome. Inconsistencies that can be plausibly explained by characteristics of the studies (e.g., sex-associated differences) are typically not used to support a downgrade. A downgrade would only be applied when there is an inconsistency that cannot be explained and results in reduced confidence in the body of evidence.

- Indirectness: Addresses generalizability and relevance to the objective of the assessment. As outlined in the Objective and consistent with the population specified in the PECO statement, this systematic review evaluated the extent and quality of the evidence linking fluoride exposure to neurodevelopmental and cognitive effects in humans without restriction as to age, sex, geographic location, or life stage at exposure or outcome assessment. Furthermore, the review did not exclude subjects exposed in occupational settings. All exposure levels and scenarios encountered in
human studies are considered direct (i.e., applicable, generalizable, and relevant to address the objective of the assessment); therefore, a downgrade for indirectness would not be applied to bodies of evidence from human studies.

- **Imprecision**: Addresses confidence associated with variability in quantitative measures such as effect sizes. Typically, 95% confidence intervals are used as the primary method to assess imprecision, but considerations can also be made on whether studies were adequately powered. Meta-analyses can also be used to determine whether the data are imprecise. When a meta-analysis is not appropriate or feasible, imprecision can be based on variability around the effect estimate. A downgrade would occur if the body of evidence was considered to be imprecise based on a meta-analysis, or if serious or very serious imprecision was consistently present in the body of evidence. A downgrade is especially likely if imprecision raised questions as to whether an overall effect was significant.

- **Publication bias**: Addresses evidence of biased publication practices. Downgrade if one strongly detects publication bias. Publication bias is difficult to detect but may be evident if major sections of the research community are not publishing (e.g., absence of industry, academic, or government studies) on a topic or if there are multiple instances wherein data from conference abstracts are never published in peer-reviewed journals. In addition, there are methods included in conducting a meta-analysis to detect whether there is potential for publication bias, including the use of fit-and-trim models, which help identify how publication bias may affect the results of the meta-analysis. Although a meta-analysis is not included in this systematic review, there are two published meta-analyses (Choi et al. 2012; Duan et al. 2018) in addition to the one associated with this systematic review (manuscript in progress) that can be used to address publication bias.

### Factors to Consider for Potential Upgrading

- **Large magnitude of effect**: Factors to consider include the outcome being measured and the dose or exposure range assessed. The confidence can be upgraded if the body of evidence is suggestive of a large magnitude of effect. GRADE provides guidance on what can be considered a large magnitude of effect based on relative risk (i.e., suggests one upgrade in confidence if relative risk is greater than 2 and two upgrades in confidence if greater than 5). However, not all studies provide data as a risk estimate, and smaller changes, such as increases in blood pressure, may have greater impact on health at the population level. Consideration for an upgrade is not based on a single study, and what constitutes a large magnitude of effect will depend on the outcome and the potential public health impact.

- **Dose response**: Patterns of dose response are evaluated within and across studies. Confidence in the body of evidence can be increased when there is sufficient evidence of a dose-response pattern across multiple studies.

- **Consistency**: Does not apply in this evaluation. The consideration of a potential upgrade for consistency is primarily for non-human animal evidence in which it would be applied to address increased confidence based on an observation of consistent effects across multiple non-human animal species. For human evidence, this factor would generally not be applied. Human studies are instead evaluated for
issues of consistency that could result in downgrading confidence for unexplained inconsistency (see “Factors to Consider for Potential Downgrading” above).

- Consideration of residual confounding: Applies to observational studies and refers to consideration of unmeasured determinants that are likely to be distributed unevenly across groups. Residual confounding can push results in either direction, but confidence in the results is increased when the body of evidence is biased by factors that counter the observed effect and would cause an underestimation of the effect. Confounding that would cause an overestimation of the effect is considered under the risk-of-bias considerations for decreasing confidence.

![Table of Confidence Ratings](image_url)

**Figure 1. Assessing Confidence in the Body of Evidence**

Confidence ratings were assessed by the evaluation team for accuracy and consistency, and discrepancies were resolved by consensus and consultation with technical advisors as needed. Confidence ratings for the primary outcomes are summarized in evidence profile tables for each outcome.
Results

Literature Search Results

The electronic database searches retrieved 25,450 unique references with 11 additional references identified by technical advisors or obtained by manually searching the Fluoride Action Network website or reviewing reference lists of published reviews and other included studies. During title and abstract screening, 1,036 references were moved to full-text review and 24,425 were excluded (11,402 by manual screening for not satisfying the PECO criteria and 13,023 based on the SWIFT-Active Screener algorithm). Among the 1,036 references that underwent full-text review, 547 studies were considered PECO-relevant (see Appendix C for list of included studies). A few studies assessed data for more than one evidence stream (human, non-human mammal, and/or in vitro), and several studies assessed more than one type of outcome (e.g., primary and secondary outcomes). Included studies break down as follows:

- 167 human studies (84 primary only; 13 secondary only; 8 primary and thyroid; 2 secondary and thyroid; and 55 thyroid only);
- 339 non-human mammal studies (7 primary only; 186 secondary only; 67 primary and secondary; 6 primary, secondary, and thyroid; 4 secondary and thyroid; and 69 thyroid only); and,
- 60 in vitro/mechanistic studies (48 neurological and 12 thyroid).

Additional details on the screening results are provided in Appendix C. These screening results are outlined in a study selection diagram that reports numbers of studies excluded at each stage and documents the reason for exclusion at the full-text review stage (see Figure 2) [using reporting practices outlined in Moher et al. (2009), Page et al. (2021)].

11These 11 studies (9 human and 2 animal studies) were not identified through the electronic database searches, as they were not indexed in any of the electronic databases searched. Note that the supplemental search of non-English-language databases was designed in part to identify non-English-language studies that are not indexed in traditional bibliographic databases such as PubMed. It was successful in this goal, as multiple studies that were initially only identified through “other sources” were subsequently captured in the supplemental Chinese database search, leaving only 11 as identified through other sources.
Figure 2. Study Selection Diagram

An interactive reference flow diagram is available here: [Link](https://hawcproject.org/summary/visual/assessment/403/Figure-2/).

- References identified through other sources (n = 11)
- References identified through database searches (n = 40,361)
- References after duplicate removal (n = 25,469)
- Title-abstract screened for relevance and eligibility (n = 1,038)
- Full-text references assessed for relevance and eligibility (n = 547)
- Human studies (n = 147)**
- Non-human mammal studies (n = 339)**
- In vitro studies (n = 60)**
- References excluded for pre-established criteria (n = 11,402)
- References excluded based on SWIFT algorithm (n = 13,023)
- Full-text references excluded for pre-established criteria, with reasons* (n = 333)
  - Population not relevant (n = 5)
  - Exposure not relevant (n = 33)
  - Comparator not relevant (n = 28)
  - Outcome not relevant (n = 73)
  - Supporting information (e.g., exposure, ADME studies, reviews) (n = 81)
  - Retracted (n = 1)
  - Other (e.g., abstracts, commentaries, editorials) (n = 112)
- From 2020 searches only** (n = 156)
  - Animal in vivo and/or mechanistic-only studies (n = 145)
  - Human secondary outcome-only or mechanistic studies (n = 7)
- Non-English human studies not translated because full-text reference not available (n = 4)

*N includes studies from all literature searches conducted during the review excluded at the full-text level for pre-established criteria; see the Methods section for extraction and search update information. Studies may have been excluded for more than one reason; the first reason identified was recorded.

**Includes all studies from all Studies excluded from the 2020 literature searches not otherwise excluded for reasons other than pre-established criteria; see the Methods section for extraction and search update information.

***Publications may contain more than one evidence stream, so the numbers will not total the 547 included studies.

Human Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Data

The body of literature that evaluates the association between fluoride exposure and neurodevelopmental and cognitive effects in humans is relatively robust with a large number of studies (n = 100) that cover a wide array of endpoints (see Figure 3). Seventy-two human studies investigated IQ in children. Additional studies evaluated learning and memory (n = 9 studies) or other cognitive developmental effects (e.g., total neurobehavioral scores and total mental capacity index in children, cognitive impairment in adults; n = 15 studies). For this review, the evidence in children and adults was evaluated separately to address potential differences in the health impact of fluoride exposure during development versus adulthood.

---

Some studies are included in more than one endpoint category (e.g., IQ and other cognitive developmental effects); therefore, these counts are not mutually exclusive.
Figure 3. Number of Epidemiological Studies by Outcome and Age Categories

*Interactive figure and additional study details are available at https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/ntp.visuals/viz/FluorideTableauDashboards/ReadMe.

Choi et al. (2015) used subtests of the omnibus IQ test reported by the authors as Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Revised (WISC-IV) to evaluate visuospatial abilities (using block design) and executive function (using digit span). These endpoints are included in the intelligence (IQ) outcome category as they are subsets of the IQ tests.

Three additional publications based on subsamples (i.e., 50–60 children) of the larger Yu et al. (2018) cohort were identified (Zhao et al. 2019; Zhao et al. 2020; Zhou et al. 2019) and are not included in the counts of this figure.

Because the majority of studies evaluated intelligence, the following section focuses on IQ effects in children followed by separate discussions on other measures of cognitive function and neurobehavioral effects in children and cognitive effects in adults. Studies that evaluated mechanistic data in humans, including effects on the thyroid, are discussed in the Mechanistic Data in Humans section. Note that a few studies were identified on congenital neurological malformations and neurological complications of fluorosis; however, they are not considered further due to the limited number of studies and the heterogeneity of outcomes evaluated in those studies.

IQ in Children

Seventy-two epidemiological studies were identified that evaluated the association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ. Nineteen of the 72 IQ studies were determined to have low potential for bias (i.e., were of high quality). Looking across the literature, there has been a progression over the years in the quality of studies conducted to assess the association between fluoride exposure and IQ in children, with more recent studies including better study designs, larger sample sizes, and more sophisticated statistical analysis. Older studies often had limitations related to study design or methods, and most of the high risk-of-bias studies (i.e.,
studies of low quality) were published prior to the 2006 NRC evaluation of fluoride in drinking water. In contrast, 18 of the low risk-of-bias studies were published after the 2006 NRC evaluation of fluoride in drinking water, and over half of those were published between 2015 and 2020 (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Number of High- and Low-quality Studies of Fluoride Exposure and IQ in Children by Year of Publication

Several characteristics of recent studies contribute to higher study quality in the overall body of literature on children’s IQ and fluoride, including:

- Demonstration that exposure occurred prior to outcome assessment (an important factor when considering confidence in study results; see Figure 1) either by study design (e.g., for prospective cohort studies) or analysis (e.g., prevalence of dental fluorosis in children, limiting study populations to children who lived in the same area for long periods of time).
- Improved reporting of key study details that are necessary to evaluate study quality and allow for a more precise analysis of risk of bias.
- Increased consideration of key covariates (e.g., socioeconomic status) including potential co-exposures (e.g., arsenic or lead intake).
- Increased use of individual-level exposure measures (urine or water) as well as prenatal fluoride exposure to assess either individual-level fluoride exposure or—if still using group-level data—to confirm that regions being compared had differences in fluoride exposure.
- Utilization of more sophisticated sampling techniques for the study populations (e.g., stratified multistage random sampling).
- Application of more sophisticated regression approaches (e.g., piecewise linear regression models, multi-level regression with random effects, or generalized additive models for longitudinal measurements of fluoride).
For studies using individual-level exposure measures, application of more sophisticated regression techniques to account for clustering at the cohort level by using cohort as a fixed or random effect and by accounting for numerous covariates that capture the cohort effect.

In addition, newer studies represent more diverse study populations across several countries (Figure 5), whereas all identified peer-reviewed studies that were published prior to 2006 took place in a single country (China). The majority of high-quality, low risk-of-bias studies exhibit these important study design and analysis characteristics, as discussed further in subsequent sections.

Figure 5. Number of Studies of Fluoride Exposure and IQ in Children by Country and Year of Publication

All available studies were considered in this evaluation; however, review of the body of evidence focused on the high-quality, low risk-of-bias studies for two main reasons. First, there are fewer limitations and greater confidence in the results of the high-quality studies. Second, there are a relatively large number of high-quality studies (n = 19), such that the body of evidence from these studies could be used to evaluate confidence in the association between fluoride exposure and changes in children’s IQ. Therefore, the remainder of the discussion on IQ in children focuses on the 19 studies with low risk of bias. The high risk-of-bias studies are discussed briefly relative to their overall support of findings from the low risk-of-bias studies.

Low Risk-of-bias IQ Studies

Overview of Studies

Nineteen studies (3 longitudinal prospective cohort and 16 cross-sectional studies) with low potential for bias evaluated the association between fluoride exposure and IQ in children (see Quality Assessment of Individual Studies section for methods on determining which studies pose low risk of bias). These IQ studies were conducted in 15 study populations across 5 countries.
and included more than 7,000 children. Specifically, of the 19 low risk-of-bias studies of IQ in children:

- ten were conducted in four areas of China on seven study populations,
- three were conducted in three areas of Mexico on three study populations,
- two were conducted in Canada using the same study population,
- three were conducted in three areas of India on three study populations, and
- one was conducted in Iran.

Most studies measured fluoride in drinking water (n = 15) and/or urine (child or maternal) (n = 15). Two studies measured fluoride in serum. The IQ studies used a variety of tests to measure IQ. Because IQ tests should be culturally relevant, the tests used often differed between studies, reflecting adjustments for the range in populations studied (e.g., western vs. Asian populations). In some cases, different IQ tests were used to study similar populations. Overall, these studies used IQ tests that were population- and age-appropriate.

Table 6 provides a summary of study characteristics and key IQ and fluoride findings for the 19 low risk-of-bias studies [organized by country and then by year]. Several of these studies conducted multiple analyses and reported results on multiple endpoints. The purpose of the table is to summarize key findings (independent of whether an association is indicated) from each study and is not meant to be a comprehensive summary of all results from each study. For each study, results are summarized for each exposure measure assessed, but results from multiple analyses using the same exposure measure may not be presented for all studies unless multiple analyses yielded conflicting results. See Appendix E for additional information on each study in Table 6, including strengths and limitations, clarifications for why studies are considered to pose low risk of bias, and information regarding statistical analyses, important covariates, exposure assessment, and outcome assessment.

1In this document, “study population” refers to a defined population on which an original body of research was conducted. The published work drawn from that original body of research is often referred to as a “study.” IQ studies that report on the same study populations are identified in Table 6.
## Table 6. Studies on IQ in Children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Study Design (Location/Subjects)</th>
<th>Exposure Measures and Summary Statistics</th>
<th>Assessment Timing</th>
<th>Outcome and Methods</th>
<th>Summary of IQ Results&lt;sup&gt;ab&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>China</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiang et al. (2003a)&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Cross-sectional Wamiao and Xinhua villages (Sihong County)/school children [512]</td>
<td>Drinking water Mean (SD): 0.36 (0.15) (control), 2.47 (0.79) (high fluoride) mg/L. Children’s urine Mean (SD): 1.11 (0.39) (control), 3.47 (1.95) (high fluoride) mg/L. Village of residence (non-endemic vs. endemic fluorosis)</td>
<td>Children (ages 8–13 years)</td>
<td>IQ: Combined Raven's Test for Rural China</td>
<td>Significant dose-related association of fluoride on IQ score based on drinking water quintile levels with significantly lower IQ scores observed at water fluoride levels of 1.53 mg/L or higher; % of subjects with IQ &lt;80 was significantly increased at water levels 2.46 mg/L or higher; significant inverse correlation between IQ and urinary fluoride (Pearson correlation coefficient of −0.164); mean IQ scores for children in non-endemic region (100.41 ± 13.21) significantly higher than endemic region (92.02 ± 13.00) No statistical adjustment for covariates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ding et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional Inner Mongolia (Hulunbuir City)/elementary school children [331]</td>
<td>Children’s urine Range: 0.1–3.55 mg/L. Drinking water (reported but not used in analyses) Mean (SD): 1.31 (0.05) mg/L</td>
<td>Children (ages 7–14 years)</td>
<td>IQ: Combined Raven's Test for Rural China</td>
<td>Significant association between urinary fluoride and IQ score (each 1-mg/L increase was associated with a decrease in IQ score of 0.59 points; 95% CI: −1.09, −0.08) Adjusted for age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiang et al. (2011)&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Cross-sectional Wamiao and Xinhua villages (Sihong County)/school children [512]</td>
<td>Children’s serum Mean (SD): 0.041 (0.009) (control), 0.081 (0.019) (high fluoride) mg/L.</td>
<td>Children (ages 8–13 years)</td>
<td>IQ: Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China</td>
<td>Significant linear trend across quartiles of serum fluoride and children’s IQ score &lt;80 (adjusted ORs for Q1 and Q2; Q1 and Q3; and Q1 and Q4, respectively: 1; 2.22 [95% CI: 1.42, 3.47]; and 2.48 [95% CI: 1.85, 3.32]); significant associations at ≥0.05 mg/L serum fluoride Adjusted for age and sex</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> IQ: Intelligence Quotient  
<sup>b</sup> Adjusted for age and sex  
<sup>c</sup> Significant linear trend across quartiles of serum fluoride and children’s IQ score <80 (adjusted ORs for Q1 and Q2; Q1 and Q3; and Q1 and Q4, respectively: 1; 2.22 [95% CI: 1.42, 3.47]; and 2.48 [95% CI: 1.85, 3.32]); significant associations at ≥0.05 mg/L serum fluoride Adjusted for age and sex  
<sup>d</sup> Reference: Xiang et al. (2003a)  
<sup>e</sup> Reference: Ding et al. (2011)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Study Design (Location/Subjects) [n]</th>
<th>Exposure Measures and Summary Statistics</th>
<th>Assessment Timing</th>
<th>Outcome and Methods</th>
<th>Summary of IQ Results&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2012)&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Cross-sectional Wamiao and Xinhua villages (Sihong County)/school children [526]</td>
<td>Children’s total fluoride intake Mean (SD): 0.78 (0.13) (control), 3.05 (0.99) (high fluoride) mg/day. Village of residence (non-endemic vs. endemic fluorosis) Drinking water (reported for villages but not used in analyses) Mean (SD): 0.36 (0.11) (control), 2.45 (0.80) (high fluoride) mg/L.</td>
<td>Children (ages 8–13 years)</td>
<td>IQ: Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China</td>
<td>Significantly lower mean IQ in the endemic versus non-endemic regions, as reported in Xiang et al. (2003a); when high-exposure group was broken into four exposure groups based on fluoride intake, a dose-dependent decrease in IQ and increase in % with low IQ observed; significant correlation between total fluoride intake and IQ (r = −0.332); for IQ &lt;80, adjusted OR of total fluoride intake per 1 mg/(person/day) was 1.106 (95% CI: 1.052, 1.163). Adjusted for age and sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choi et al. (2015)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional Mianning County/1st grade children [51]</td>
<td>Drinking water GM: 2.20 mg/L. Children’s urine GM: 1.64 mg/L. Severity of fluorosis (Dean Index)</td>
<td>Children (ages 6–8 years)</td>
<td>IQ: WISC-IV (block design and digit span)</td>
<td>Compared to normal/questionable fluorosis, presence of moderate/severe fluorosis significantly associated with lower total (adjusted β = −4.28; 95% CI: −8.22, −0.33) and backward (adjusted β = −2.13; 95% CI: −4.24, −0.02) digit span scores; linear associations between total digit span and log-transformed urinary fluoride (adjusted β = −1.67; 95% CI: −5.46, 2.12) and log-transformed drinking water fluoride (adjusted β = −1.39; 95% CI: −6.76, 3.98) observed but not significant; forward digit span had similar results as backward and total but was not statistically significant; block design (square root transformed) not significantly associated with any measure of fluoride exposure. Adjusted for age and sex, parity, illness before 3 years old, household income last year, and caretaker’s age and education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Study Design (Location/Subjects)</td>
<td>Exposure Measures and Summary Statistics</td>
<td>Assessment Timing</td>
<td>Outcome and Methods</td>
<td>Summary of IQ Results&lt;sup&gt;b,c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. 2015b</td>
<td>Cross-sectional Tianjin City (Jinnan District)/school children [180]</td>
<td>Drinking water Mean: 0.63 (control), 1.40 (endemic fluorosis) mg/L (SD not reported) Children’s urine Mean (SD): 1.1 (0.67) (control), 2.4 (1.01) (endemic fluorosis) mg/L Children’s serum Mean (SD): 0.06 (0.03) (control), 0.18 (0.11) (endemic fluorosis) mg/L</td>
<td>Children (ages 10–12 years)</td>
<td>IQ: Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China</td>
<td>Significant correlation between IQ score and children’s serum fluoride (r = −0.47) and urinary fluoride (r = −0.45); significant difference in mean IQ score for high-fluoride area (defined as &gt;1 mg/L in drinking water; 102.33 ± 13.46) compared with control area (109.42 ± 13.30); % of subjects with IQ &lt;90 significantly increased in high-fluoride area (28.7%) vs. low-fluoride area (8.33%); not significantly correlated with water fluoride Adjusted for age and sex, if applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cui et al. 2018</td>
<td>Cross-sectional Tianjin City (districts Jinghai and Dagang)/school children [323]</td>
<td>Children’s urine Median (Q1–Q3): 1.3 (0.9–1.7) mg/L (boys), 1.2 (0.9–1.6) mg/L (girls)</td>
<td>Children (ages 7–12 years)</td>
<td>IQ: Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China</td>
<td>Significant association between IQ score and log-transformed urinary fluoride (adjusted β = −2.47; 95% CI: −4.93, −0.01) Adjusted for age, mother’s education, family member smoking, stress, and anger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Study Design (Location/Subjects)</td>
<td>Exposure Measures and Summary Statistics</td>
<td>Assessment Timing</td>
<td>Outcome and Methods</td>
<td>Summary of IQ Results&lt;sup&gt;**ab&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu et al. (2018)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Cross-sectional Tianjin City (7 towns)/children [2,886]</td>
<td>Drinking water Mean (SD): 0.50 (0.27) (normal), 2.00 (0.75) (high) mg/L&lt;br&gt;Children’s urine Mean (SD): 0.41 (0.49) (normal), 1.37 (1.08) (high) mg/L</td>
<td>Children (ages 7–13 years)</td>
<td>IQ: Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China</td>
<td>Significant difference in mean IQ scores in high water fluoride areas (&gt;1.0 mg/L; 106.4 ± 12.3 IQ) compared to the normal water fluoride areas (≤1.0 mg/L; 107.4 ± 13.0); distribution of the IQ scores also significantly different (p = 0.003); every 0.5-mg/L increase in water fluoride was associated with a decrease of 4.29 in IQ score (95% CI: −8.09, −0.48) when exposure was between 3.40 and 3.90 mg/L; no significant association between 0.2 and 3.40 mg/L; every 0.5-mg/L increase in urinary fluoride was associated with a decrease of 2.67 in IQ score (95% CI: −4.67, −0.68) between 1.60 and 2.50 mg/L but not at levels of 0.01–1.60 mg/L or 2.50–5.54 mg/L. Adjusted for age and sex, maternal education, paternal education, and low birth weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cui et al. (2020)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional Tianjin City (all districts)/school children (potentially some overlap with Cui et al. (2018)) [498]</td>
<td>Children’s urine &lt;1.6–≥2.5 mg/L</td>
<td>Children (ages 7–12 years)</td>
<td>IQ: Combined Raven’s Test</td>
<td>Decreasing mean (± SD) IQ score with increasing urinary fluoride levels (statistical significance not reached based on a one-way ANOVA) &lt;1.6 mg/L: 112.16 ± 11.50&lt;br&gt;1.6–2.5 mg/L: 112.05 ± 12.01&lt;br&gt;≥2.5 mg/L: 110 ± 14.92&lt;br&gt;No statistical adjustment for covariates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Study | Study Design (Location/Subjects) [n] | Exposure Measures and Summary Statistics | Assessment Timing | Outcome and Methods | Summary of IQ Results

Wang et al. (2020b)³  
Cross-sectional  
Tianjin City (villages not specified)/school children [571]  
Drinking water  
Mean (SD): 1.39 (1.01) mg/L  
Children’s urine  
Mean (SD): 1.28 (1.30) mg/L  
Children (ages 7–13 years)  
IQ: Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China  
Significant associations between IQ and water and urinary fluoride concentrations in boys and girls combined based on both quartiles and continuous measures (water: 1.587 decrease in IQ score per 1-mg/L increase; urine: 1.214 decrease in IQ score per 1-mg/L increase); no significant effect modification of sex  
Adjusted for age and sex, BMI, maternal education, paternal education, household income, and low birth weight

Mexico

Rocha-Amador et al. (2007)  
Cross-sectional  
Moctezuma and Salitral in San Luis Potosi State and 5 de Febrero of Durango State /elementary school children [132]  
Drinking water  
Mean (SD): 0.8 (1.4), 5.3 (0.9), 9.4 (0.9) mg/L (3 rural areas)  
Children’s urine  
Mean (SD): 1.8 (1.5), 6.0 (1.6), 5.5 (3.3) mg/L (3 rural areas)  
Children (ages 6–10 years)  
IQ: WISC-Revised Mexican Version  
Significant associations between log-transformed fluoride and IQ scores (full-scale IQ adjusted βs of −10.2 [water] and −16.9 [urine]; CIs not reported); arsenic also present, but the association with arsenic was smaller (full-scale IQ adjusted βs of −6.15 [water] and −5.72 [urine]; CIs not reported)  
Adjusted for blood lead, mother’s education, SES, height-for-age z-scores, and transferrin saturation

Commented [A52]: This summary of the study results reflects revisions to make clear that the association between arsenic exposure and children’s IQ was smaller in magnitude than the association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ, in response to the Reviewer comment below; see DocH_Monograph for detailed response:

Reviewer comment (DocH_Monograph, page 13): At times, associations are presented as different when other covariates are controlled. We presume that these assessments were made by inspection of the results in the studies, but should either be backed up with statistical testing or admitted that they were made by inspection. For example, in table 6 the study by Rocha-Amador, et al states that the estimated associations between fluoride and the full scale IQ (WISC) were smaller when arsenic was controlled, the estimated betas are given, but there is no indication whether the differences are statistically different.
## Exposure Measures and Summary Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Design (Location/Subjects)</th>
<th>Exposure Measures and Summary Statistics</th>
<th>Assessment Timing</th>
<th>Outcome and Methods</th>
<th>Summary of IQ Results&lt;sup&gt;a,c&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bashash et al. (2017)</td>
<td>Maternal urine during pregnancy Mean (SD): 0.90 (0.35) mg/L Children’s urine Mean (SD): 0.82 (0.38) mg/L</td>
<td>Children (ages 6–12 years)</td>
<td>IQ: WASI-Spanish Version</td>
<td>Significantly lower child IQ score per 0.5-mg/L increase in maternal urinary fluoride (adjusted β = −2.50; 95% CI: −4.12, −0.59); no significant association with children’s urine Adjusted for sex, gestational age; weight at birth; parity (being the first child); age at outcome measurement; and maternal characteristics, including smoking history (ever smoked during the pregnancy vs. nonsmoker), marital status (married vs. not married), age at delivery, education, IQ, and cohort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soto-Barreras et al. (2019)</td>
<td>Children’s urine Range: 0.11–2.10 mg/L Drinking water Range: 0.05–2.93 mg/L Fluoride exposure dose (summary statistics not reported) Fluorosis index (summary statistics not reported)</td>
<td>Children (ages 9–10 years)</td>
<td>IQ: Raven’s Colored Progressive Matrices</td>
<td>No significant difference in urinary fluoride, drinking water fluoride, fluoride exposure dose, or fluorosis index in subjects across different IQ grades No statistical adjustment for covariates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Study Design (Location/Subjects)</td>
<td>Exposure Measures and Summary Statistics</td>
<td>Assessment Timing</td>
<td>Outcome and Methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Green et al. (2019)&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Maternal urine during pregnancy Mean (SD): 0.51 (0.36) mg/L (0.40 [0.27] mg/L in non-fluoridated areas and 0.69 [0.42] mg/L in fluoridated areas)</td>
<td>Children (ages 3–4 years)</td>
<td>IQ: full-scale, performance, and verbal using Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence, Third Edition (WPPSI-III)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 cities/Maternal-Infant Research on Environmental Chemicals (MIREC) [512]</td>
<td>Maternal fluoride intake during pregnancy Mean (SD): 0.54 (0.44) mg/day (0.30 [0.26] and 0.93 [0.43] mg/day, respectively) Drinking water Mean (SD): 0.31 (0.23) mg/L (0.13 [0.06] and 0.59 [0.08] mg/L, respectively)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-fluoridated [238]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fluoridated [162]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boys [248]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Girls [264]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Study | Study Design (Location/Subjects) | Exposure Measures and Summary Statistics | Assessment Timing | Outcome and Methods | Summary of IQ Results*

For breastfed infants: 0.13 (0.06) mg/L in non-fluoridated areas and 0.58 (0.08) mg/L in fluoridated areas  
For formula-fed infants: 0.13 (0.05) mg/day in non-fluoridated areas and 0.59 (0.07) mg/L in fluoridated areas  
Infant fluoride intake Mean (SD)  
For breastfed infants: 0.02 (0.02) mg/day in non-fluoridated areas and 0.12 (0.07) mg/day in fluoridated areas  
For formula-fed infants: 0.08 (0.04) mg/day in non-fluoridated areas and 0.34 (0.12) mg/day in fluoridated areas  
Maternal urine during pregnancy | Children (ages 3–4 years) | IQ: full-scale, performance, and verbal using Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence, Third Edition (WPPSI-III) | Drinking water  
Breastfed infants: Lower (not significant) full-scale IQ (adjusted $\beta = -1.34$, 95% CI: $-5.04, 2.38$) per 0.5-mg/L increase in water fluoride concentration; significantly lower performance IQ (adjusted $\beta = -6.19$, 95% CI: $-10.45, -1.94$)  
Formula-fed infants: Significantly lower full-scale IQ (adjusted $\beta = -4.40$, 95% CI: $-8.34, -0.46$) per 0.5-mg/L increase in water fluoride concentration; significantly lower performance IQ (adjusted $\beta = -9.26$, 95% CI: $-13.77, -4.76$)  
Infant fluoride intake  
Breastfed: No results reported  
Formula-fed: Lower (not significant) full-scale IQ (adjusted $\beta = -2.69$, 95% CI: $-709, 3.21$) per 0.5-mg/L increase in fluoride intake from formula; significantly lower performance IQ (adjusted $\beta = -8.76$, 95% CI: $-14.18, -3.34$)  
Maternal urine during pregnancy |
### Exposure Measures and Summary Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Design (Location/Subjects)</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breastfed: 0.42 (0.28) mg/L in non-fluoridated areas and 0.70 (0.39) mg/L in fluoridated areas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formula-fed: 0.38 (0.27) mg/L in non-fluoridated areas and 0.64 (0.37) mg/L in fluoridated areas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment Timing</th>
<th>Outcome and Methods</th>
<th>Summary of IQ Results$^a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lower (not significant) full-scale IQ (adjusted $\beta = -1.08$, 95% CI: $-1.54, 0.47$) per 0.5-mg/L increase in maternal urinary fluoride$^+$; lower (not significant) performance IQ (adjusted $\beta = -1.31$, 95% CI: $-3.63, 1.03$)$^+$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lower (not significant) performance IQ (adjusted $\beta = -1.50$, 95% CI: $-3.41, 0.43$) per 0.5-mg/L increase in maternal urinary fluoride$^+++$; significantly lower full-scale IQ (adjusted $\beta = -2.38$, 95% CI: $-4.62, -0.27$)$^+++$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No association between verbal IQ scores and any measure of fluoride exposure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Maternal urinary fluoride analyzed as covariate in the drinking water and infant fluoride intake from formula models and not in an individual model

$^+$ After additional adjustment for drinking water and breastfeeding status

$^+++$ After additional adjustment for infant fluoride intake from formula

All models adjusted for maternal education, maternal race, age at IQ testing, sex, HOME total score, and secondhand smoke status in the child’s home (separate analysis also adjusted for mother’s urinary fluoride)
### Study Design (Location/Subjects) and Summary Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Exposure Measures and Summary Statistics</th>
<th>Assessment Timing</th>
<th>Outcome and Methods</th>
<th>Summary of IQ Results&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>India</strong>&lt;br&gt;Sudhir et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Drinking water&lt;br&gt;Level 1: &lt;0.7 mg/L&lt;br&gt;Level 2: 0.7–1.2 mg/L&lt;br&gt;Level 3: 1.3–4.0 mg/L&lt;br&gt;Level 4: &gt;4.0 mg/L</td>
<td>Children (ages 13–15 years)</td>
<td>IQ: Raven’s Standard Progressive Matrices</td>
<td>Significant increase in mean and distributions of IQ grades (i.e., increase in proportion of children with intellectual impairment) with increasing drinking water fluoride levels&lt;br&gt;No statistical adjustment for covariates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saxena et al. (2012)</td>
<td>Drinking water&lt;br&gt;≥1.5 mg/L (high fluoride group)&lt;br&gt;Children’s urine&lt;br&gt;Range: 1.7–8.4 mg/L</td>
<td>Children (age 12 years)</td>
<td>IQ: Raven’s Standard Progressive Matrices</td>
<td>Significant correlations between IQ grade and water ($r = 0.534$) and urinary ($r = 0.542$) fluoride levels; in adjusted analyses, significant increase in mean IQ grade (i.e., increase in proportion of children with intellectual impairment) with increasing urinary fluoride; no significant differences in the levels of urinary lead or arsenic in children with the different water fluoride exposure levels&lt;br&gt;Covariates included in the analysis were not reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trivedi et al. (2012)</td>
<td>Mean (SE)&lt;br&gt;&lt;strong&gt;Low-fluoride villages&lt;/strong&gt;: drinking water: 0.84 (0.38) mg/L&lt;br&gt;Children’s urine: 0.42 (0.23) mg/L&lt;br&gt;&lt;strong&gt;High-fluoride villages&lt;/strong&gt;: drinking water: 2.3 (0.87) mg/L&lt;br&gt;Children’s urine: 2.69 (0.92) mg/L</td>
<td>Children (ages 12–13 years)</td>
<td>IQ: questionnaire prepared by Professor JH Shah (97% reliability rating)</td>
<td>Significantly lower mean IQ score in high fluoride villages (92.53 ± 3.13) compared to the low-fluoride villages (97.17 ± 2.54); differences significant for boys and girls combined, as well as separately&lt;br&gt;No statistical adjustment for covariates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Study Design (Location/Subjects)</td>
<td>Exposure Measures and Summary Statistics</td>
<td>Assessment Timing</td>
<td>Outcome and Methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>Seraj et al. (2012)</td>
<td>Drinking water</td>
<td>Children (ages 6–11 years)</td>
<td>IQ: Raven’s Colored Progressive Matrices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANOVA = analysis of variance; GM = geometric mean; HOME = Home Observation Measurement of the Environment; IQ = intelligence quotient; Q1, Q3 = first and third quartiles; SD = standard deviations; WASI = Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (Spanish version); WISC-IV = Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Revised (as reported by Choi et al. 2015).

<sup>a</sup>Includes low risk-of-bias studies.

<sup>b</sup>Associations between IQ and fluoride levels were reported quantitatively, when possible. For studies with multiple analyses and results, the table summarizes key findings and is not a comprehensive summary of all findings. Results also indicate when a study reported no association between IQ and fluoride, provided as a qualitative statement of no association.

<sup>c</sup>See Figure A-1 through Figure A-8 for additional study results.

<sup>d</sup>Xiang et al. (2003a), Xiang et al. (2011), and Wang et al. (2012) are based on the same study population.

<sup>e</sup>Xu et al. (2018) and Wang et al. (2020b) are based on the same study population.

<sup>f</sup>Three additional publications based on a subsample (i.e., 50–60 children) of the larger Yu et al. (2018) cohort were identified (Zhao et al. 2019; Zhao et al. 2020; Zhou et al. 2019); however, these publications focused on mechanistic considerations and are not included in the study totals for IQ because the main study by Yu et al. (2018) is considered a better representation of the IQ results.

<sup>g</sup>Green et al. (2019) and Till et al. (2020) are based on the same study population.
Summary of Results

Overall Findings

The results from 18 of the 19 high-quality (low risk-of-bias) studies (3 longitudinal prospective cohort studies from 2 different study populations and 15 cross-sectional studies from 13 different study populations) that evaluated IQ in children provide consistent evidence that higher fluoride exposure is associated with lower IQ scores (see “Summary of IQ Results” in Table 6) (Bashash et al. 2017; Choi et al. 2015; Cui et al. 2018; Ding et al. 2011; Green et al. 2019; Rocha-Amador et al. 2007; Saxena et al. 2012; Seraj et al. 2012; Sudhir et al. 2009; Till et al. 2020; Trivedi et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2020b; Xiang et al. 2003a; Xiang et al. 2011; Yu et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2015b). Only one study (Soto-Barreras et al. 2019) did not observe an association between fluoride exposure and IQ; however, results were not provided in a manner that allowed for a direct comparison with other low risk-of-bias studies (see Appendix E for details). A strength of the findings across 18 of 19 low risk-of-bias studies was the consistent association between higher fluoride exposure [e.g., represented by populations whose total fluoride exposure approximated or exceeded the WHO Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride (WHO 2017)] and lower IQ scores among studies of varying study designs, exposure measures, and study populations. In studies that analyzed the sexes separately (n = 5 studies with 2 studies reporting on the same study population), consistent findings of lower IQ associated with fluoride exposure were generally reported for both sexes. There is some indication of differential susceptibility between sexes, but ultimately, due to too few high-quality studies that analyzed exposure and outcome by sex separately and a lack of consistent findings that one sex is more susceptible, it is unclear whether one sex is more susceptible to the effects of fluoride exposure than the other. The body of evidence from the 19 low risk-of-bias studies is described in further detail below. Prospective cohort studies are discussed first, as this study design can establish a temporal relationship between exposure and outcome, which would contribute to demonstrating causality and, therefore, providing the strongest evidence for an association between fluoride exposure during development and IQ in children.

Results by Study Design – Prospective Cohort Studies

As noted above, three longitudinal prospective cohort studies, conducted in Mexico and Canada, were identified and considered to reflect a low risk for bias. All three prospective cohort studies found an association between increasing maternal or child fluoride exposure and lower IQ in children (Bashash et al. 2017; Green et al. 2019; Till et al. 2020). Two of the studies (Green et al. 2019; Till et al. 2020) were based on the same Canadian study population, but one evaluated prenatal fluoride exposure and the other evaluated postnatal fluoride exposure. Green et al. (2019) included maternal urinary fluoride, maternal fluoride intake, and water fluoride concentrations, while Till et al. (2020) used fluoride intake from formula or water concentrations in formula-fed versus breastfed infants. Multiple analyses were conducted in each prospective study, and results by analysis for the three prospective studies are discussed below. In summary, although not every analysis found a statistically significant association, together the three studies provided consistent evidence that increasing maternal fluoride levels were associated with lower IQ scores in the children.

In the Early Life Exposures in Mexico to Environmental Toxicants cohort, Bashash et al. (2017) observed a statistically significant association (p-value = 0.01) between lower IQ scores in children and prenatal fluoride exposure measured by maternal urinary fluoride (measured during
all three trimesters and included if at least one measurement was available). An increase of 0.5 mg/L of maternal urinary fluoride was associated with a 2.5-point decrease in IQ score [95% CI: −4.12, −0.59] in boys and girls combined (see Figure A-8). This study also reported an inverse association between IQ level and children’s urinary fluoride levels (single spot urine sample); however, this specific result did not achieve statistical significance (a 0.5-mg/L increase of child urinary fluoride was associated with a 0.89-point decrease in IQ score [95% CI: −2.63, 0.85]) (Bashash et al. 2017).

In the Maternal-Infant Research on Environmental Chemicals cohort, consisting of 10 cities in Canada, Green et al. (2019) also reported inverse associations between IQ scores in children and multiple measures of prenatal fluoride exposure, including maternal urinary fluoride, maternal fluoride intake, and water fluoride concentrations. Green et al. (2019) observed a statistically significantly lower IQ for boys associated with maternal urinary fluoride averaged across trimesters (4.49-point decrease in IQ score [95% CI: −8.38, −0.60; p-value = 0.02] per 1-mg/L increase in maternal urinary fluoride); however, results were not significant in boys and girls combined (1.95-point decrease in IQ [95% CI: −5.19, 1.28]) and were positive but not significant in girls (2.40-point increase in IQ [95% CI: −2.53, 7.33]). Other measures of prenatal exposure (maternal fluoride intake or water fluoride concentrations) were associated with lower IQ scores in boys and girls combined; the authors found no significant effect measure modification between child sex and fluoride exposure in these analyses so they did not report boys and girls separately (Green et al. 2019). Specifically, when evaluating the association between estimated maternal fluoride intake based on maternal water and beverage consumption during pregnancy and IQ in children, a 1-mg increase in daily maternal consumption of fluoride during pregnancy was associated with a significantly decrease in IQ score of 3.66 points in boys and girls combined (95% CI: −7.16, −0.15; p-value = 0.04). Similarly, based on drinking water fluoride concentrations for pregnant women from fluoridated areas (mean water fluoride levels of 0.59 ± 0.08 mg/L) versus pregnant women from and non-fluoridated areas (mean water fluoride levels of 0.13 ± 0.06 mg/L), a 1-mg/L increase of fluoride in drinking water was associated with a significant 5.29-point decrease in IQ score per 1-mg/L increase in fluoride in both boys and girls combined (95% CI: −10.39, −0.19; p-value <0.05) (Green et al. 2019).

In a study of the same study population as Green et al. (2019) that used fluoride intake from formula or water concentrations in formula-fed versus breastfed infants, Till et al. (2020) observed significantly lower performance IQ scores with higher fluoride regardless of the comparison used (p-values ≤0.004). They did not observe any association with verbal IQ, and full-scale IQ was only significantly lower in formula-fed infants using water fluoride concentrations as the exposure measure (p-value = 0.03). Breastfed infants and fluoride intake from formula also showed inverse associations but were not significant.

Taken together, the three prospective cohort studies (based on two North American study populations) indicate consistency in results across different types of analysis and across two study populations that higher fluoride exposure during development is associated with lower IQ scores.

**Results by Study Design – Cross-sectional Studies**

As with the prospective cohort studies, the cross-sectional studies reported a consistent association between fluoride exposure and lower IQ scores in children. Fifteen of the 16 low risk-of-bias cross-sectional studies [i.e., all with the exception of Soto-Barreras et al. (2019)]
consistently demonstrate that exposure to fluoride is associated with lower IQ scores. Fourteen of these 15 studies [with the exception of Cui et al. (2020)] reported significant associations.

Cross-sectional studies can have limitations, as the study design often cannot ensure that exposure preceded outcome. This uncertainty reduces confidence in study findings compared with prospective cohort studies—which, by design, establish that exposure occurred prior to outcome—and is captured in the outcome assessment. In some cases, cross-sectional studies do provide indicators of prior exposure (e.g., prevalence of dental fluorosis, limiting study populations to subjects who lived in the same area for long periods of time). Evidence that exposure occurred prior to the outcome of interest increases the confidence in results and any potential association reported in these studies. Of the 16 low risk-of-bias cross-sectional studies, 12 established that exposure preceded the outcome assessment (Choi et al. 2015; Ding et al. 2011; Rocha-Amador et al. 2007; Saxena et al. 2012; Seraj et al. 2012; Soto-Barreras et al. 2019; Sudhir et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2020b; Xiang et al. 2003a; Xiang et al. 2011; Yu et al. 2018). Five studies from different study populations indicated that a large portion of the exposed children had dental fluorosis (ranging from 43% to 100%) at the time of assessment (Choi et al. 2015; Ding et al. 2011; Seraj et al. 2012; Sudhir et al. 2009; Yu et al. 2018). Because dental fluorosis occurs when fluoride is consumed during enamel formation (usually during the first 6–8 years of life), the presence of dental fluorosis suggests that exposures to fluoride occurred prior to the outcome assessment. Nine studies from six study populations (including Yu et al. (2018) and Sudhir et al. (2009) listed above) excluded subjects who had not lived in the study area for a specified period of time, sometimes since birth (Rocha-Amador et al. 2007; Saxena et al. 2012; Soto-Barreras et al. 2019; Sudhir et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2020b; Xiang et al. 2003a; Xiang et al. 2011; Yu et al. 2018). Because these areas were generally known to be fluoride-endemic for long periods of time, it can generally be assumed that in these nine studies, exposure occurred prior to the outcome. Taken together, 12 cross-sectional studies from 9 study populations provide indicators of prior exposure.

Results by Study Design – Cross-sectional Study Variations

Overall, the cross-sectional studies consistently provide evidence that higher fluoride exposure is associated with lower IQ scores in children. Several cross-sectional studies conducted multiple analyses (e.g., reported results for multiple exposure metrics, endpoints, subpopulations). Although some of these variations are heterogeneous and are not comparable across studies, the consistency of the results across multiple metrics contributes to the confidence in the data. Table 6 summarizes key results for each of the low-risk-of-bias cross-sectional studies, and a few examples of the within-study variations in results are provided below.

Nine cross-sectional studies (from six study populations) assessed the association between IQ and multiple exposure measures (Choi et al. 2015; Rocha-Amador et al. 2007; Saxena et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2020b; Xiang et al. 2003a; Xiang et al. 2011; Yu et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2015b). Lower IQ was consistently observed across exposure measures in these studies; however, Choi et al. (2015), a small pilot study (n = 51), did not achieve statistical significance in all results by exposure measure. Specifically, the authors reported a consistent association between all fluoride exposure measures assessed (drinking water, children’s urine, and severity of fluorosis) and digit span measures (subtest of the WISC-IV omnibus IQ test); however, results were only statistically significant when fluoride exposure was based on moderate or severe dental fluorosis in children (see Figure A-7). Choi et al. (2015) also observed...
Variation in results by outcome assessed (e.g., square root transformed block design and digit span [forward, backward, and total]). It was the only cross-sectional study that did not provide a full IQ score but instead provided results by specific subtests. The study authors consistently observed an inverse association between fluoride exposure and results from the digit span subtest (which specifically assesses executive function); however, results from the block design (square root transformed), a subtest of the WISC-IV omnibus IQ test that specifically assesses visuospatial function, was not associated with fluoride exposure. Note that Rocha-Amador et al. (2009) also assessed visuospatial function, and the authors reported a significant association (p-value <0.001) between fluoride exposure and decreased visuospatial constructional ability using the Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure (ROCF) Test. Ultimately, too few studies were identified that reported results by subtest of omnibus IQ tests or assessed domains other than IQ (e.g., visuospatial function) to examine or explain the variation by outcome observed in Choi et al. (2015). The only other studies that provided a breakdown of the full IQ score were the prospective cohort studies by Green et al. (2019) and Till et al. (2020), which provided results for full-scale IQ as well as results for performance and verbal IQ. In both of these studies, lower verbal IQ was not associated with fluoride exposure, but lower performance and full-scale IQ were associated with fluoride exposure. There are too few studies to evaluate whether there is a specific aspect of IQ testing that is affected by exposure to fluoride, but the studies nonetheless consistently provide evidence that fluoride exposure is associated with lower IQ.

Yu et al. (2018) reported an overall association between lower IQ and higher fluoride exposure across multiple analyses but observed some variation in IQ results by urinary exposure level. The authors reported inverse associations between IQ and children’s medium- and high-range urinary fluoride levels (1.60–2.50 mg/L and 2.50–5.54 mg/L, respectively), although change in IQ score was greater in the medium-range group (2.67 points decrease [95% CI: −4.67, −0.68]) for every 0.5-mg/L increase of urinary fluoride than in the high-range group (0.84 points decrease [95% CI: −2.18, 0.50]) (see Figure A-7). No association was reported at low-range urinary fluoride levels (0.01–1.60 mg/L). Note that Yu et al. (2018) also reported an inverse association between IQ and drinking water fluoride levels at 3.40–3.90 mg/L (4.29-point decrease in IQ score [95% CI: −8.09, −0.48]) for every 0.5-mg/L increase in water fluoride; a 0.04-point decrease in IQ score [95% CI: −0.33, 0.24] was observed for 0.5-mg/L increase in water fluoride at levels of 0.20–3.40 mg/L. The variation by exposure level in urine could not be verified in the analysis of drinking water exposures because there were only two water exposure groups (low and high). In a second study (Wang et al. 2020b), authors conducted a categorical analysis using urinary fluoride quartiles with reported betas per quartile. As observed in Yu et al. (2018), there were decreasing trends in IQ within each quartile; however, unlike Yu et al. (2018), Wang et al. (2020b) observed a larger decrease in IQ with each increasing urinary quartile and observed similar results using water fluoride quartiles (Wang et al. 2020b). Note that Wang et al. (2020b) cannot be compared directly to Yu et al. (2018) for evaluation at the higher exposure levels because the two studies do not use the same categorical exposure ranges. Although additional studies may have looked at different exposure levels, none of these studies provided results in the same manner as Yu et al. (2018) and Wang et al. (2020b) (i.e., betas by exposure category). Instead, these other studies provided an overall beta or mean IQ scores by exposure level. Despite the noted variations among these studies, the overall results still consistently support an association between fluoride exposure and lower IQ.
Two studies (Cui et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2015b) observed associations between lower IQ in children and exposure to fluoride, with variations in results in subpopulations of children with different polymorphisms (see Figure A-7). These were the only two studies that considered polymorphism as a sub-analysis. Cui et al. (2018) observed a significant association between log-transformed children’s single spot urinary fluoride and lower IQ scores (2.47-point decrease in IQ scores [95% CI: −4.93, −0.01; p-value = 0.049] per ln-mg/L increase in urinary fluoride), and the association was strongest in subjects with a TT polymorphism (compared with children with a CC or CT polymorphism) in the dopamine receptor D2 (DRD2) gene (12.31-point decrease in IQ score [95% CI: −18.69, −5.94; p-value <0.001] per ln-mg/L increase in urinary fluoride), which, according to the authors, probably resulted in a reduced D2 receptor density (Cui et al. 2018). Similarly, Zhang et al. (2015b) observed a significant association between lower IQ scores and children’s single spot urinary fluoride (2.42-point decrease in IQ scores [95% CI: −4.59, −0.24; p-value = 0.030] per 1-mg/L increase in urinary fluoride), and the association was strongest in subjects with a val/val polymorphism (compared with children who carried the heterozygous or homozygous variant genotypes [met/val or met/met]) in the catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) gene (9.67-point decrease in IQ score [95% CI: −16.80, −2.55; p-value = 0.003] per 1-mg/L increase in urinary fluoride).

Overall, the cross-sectional studies consistently support a pattern of findings that higher fluoride exposure is associated with lower IQ scores in children. Slight within-study variations occur that may be associated with study variables such as IQ domains or subsets of IQ tests in a few studies that conducted multiple analyses, but these variations are heterogenous and cannot be further explored with the available studies. Despite these few variations, the overall evidence of an association with lower IQ is apparent.

**Exposure Measure and Study Population Factors**

Low risk-of-bias studies provide consistent evidence that higher fluoride exposure is associated with lower IQ scores across studies using different exposure measures. In addition to water fluoride levels, studies measured fluoride exposure using single serum samples in children (Xiang et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2015b), single spot urine samples in children (Cui et al. 2018; Ding et al. 2011; Rocha-Amador et al. 2007; Saxena et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2020b; Xiang et al. 2003a; Yu et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2015b), and prenatal maternal urinary measures (Bashash et al. 2017; Green et al. 2019), all of which were demonstrated to be consistently associated with lower IQ scores (see Figure A-6, Figure A-7, and Figure A-8). Urine levels encompass all sources of fluoride exposure and provide a better measure of the totality of exposure. As noted previously, even though some studies measured single spot samples, which may not be representative of peak exposure, these studies generally provided evidence that fluoride exposure had been occurring for some time. The consistency in the results across studies that used different measures of fluoride exposure and different life stages at which fluoride was measured strengthens the body of evidence.

The low risk-of-bias studies consistently provide evidence that higher fluoride exposure is associated with lower IQ scores across studies of different study populations. These 19 high-quality studies represent diverse populations (n = 15 study populations) across 5 countries. Eighteen of the 19 studies conducted in Canada (n = 2), China (n = 10), India (n = 3), Iran (n = 1), and Mexico (n = 2) provide evidence that exposure to fluoride is associated with lower IQ scores; 1 study conducted in Mexico did not observe an association but reported results in a
manner that did not allow for a direct comparison with the other studies (see Appendix E for details). The overall consistency in the study results across study populations adds strength to the body of evidence.

**Exposure Levels**

As described in this section, the body of evidence for studies assessing the association between fluoride exposure and IQ in children consistently provides evidence of an association between higher fluoride exposure [e.g., represented by populations whose total fluoride exposure approximates or exceeds the WHO Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride (WHO 2017)] and lower IQ in children; however, there is less certainty in the evidence of an association in populations with lower fluoride exposures. In the September 6, 2019, draft of this monograph, NTP conducted a qualitative analysis of children’s IQ studies that 1) evaluated lower fluoride exposures (<1.5 mg/L) in drinking water and/or urine and 2) provided information to evaluate dose response (i.e., provided three or more fluoride exposure groups or a dose-response curve in their publication) in the lower fluoride exposure range. Nine low risk-of-bias studies met these criteria, which includes the three prospective cohort studies discussed in this section. Based on the qualitative review of these studies, the evidence of an association between fluoride exposure below 1.5 mg/L and lower IQ in children appeared less consistent than results of studies at higher exposure levels.

A draft quantitative dose-response meta-analysis was prepared and included in the September 16, 2020, draft monograph (NTP 2020). This meta-analysis is undergoing further refinement in preparation for separate publication and may further inform a discussion on the association between fluoride exposure levels and IQ in children.

**Sex Considerations**

Recent literature suggests that adverse neurodevelopmental effects of early-life exposure to fluoride may differ depending on timing of exposure and sex of the exposed subject. In a review of the human and animal literature, Green et al. (2020) concluded that, compared with females, male offspring appear to be more sensitive to prenatal but not postnatal exposure to fluoride, with several potential sex-specific mechanisms.

Sex differences were examined in five of the low risk-of-bias studies (in four study populations) (Green et al. 2019; Trivedi et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2020b; Xiang et al. 2003a). In general, sex differences were difficult to assess for trends within different study populations because few studies in the body of evidence analyzed exposure and stratified results by sex. Although these five studies reported IQ scores separately for boys and girls, only two of these studies analyzed fluoride exposure for boys and girls separately (Green et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2020b), which is essential for evaluating whether a differential change in IQ by sex may be related to higher susceptibility in one sex or higher exposure in that sex. The remaining three studies stratified results by sex (Trivedi et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2012; Xiang et al. 2003a), but the analyses were based on area-level exposure data (e.g., low-fluoride village compared with high fluoride village) and not drinking water or urinary fluoride concentrations. In the five studies that reported results by sex separately, consistent findings of lower IQ associated with higher fluoride exposure were generally reported for both sexes. There was some variation in the results between sexes across study populations and exposure measures, but there is insufficient
evidence to determine whether one sex is more susceptible to the effects of fluoride exposure than the other.

Green et al. (2019) observed a significant inverse association between maternal urinary fluoride levels and IQ scores in boys (p-values ≤0.04) but not girls in a Canadian population. Green et al. (2019) did not find any sex differences in the association between IQ and water fluoride concentrations. Wang et al. (2020b) evaluated Chinese boys and girls separately and combined and observed statistically significant decreasing trends in IQ in all groups by urinary fluoride quartiles (p-values for trend ≤0.035) (see Figure A-7). Similarly, when evaluated as a continuous variable, spot urinary fluoride levels (per 1-mg/L increase) were significantly associated with lower IQ scores in girls (−1.379 [95% CI: −2.628, −0.129; p-value = 0.031]), boys (−1.037 [95% CI: −2.040, −0.035; p-value = 0.043]), and in the sexes combined (−1.214 [95% CI: −1.987, −0.442; p-value = 0.002]). According to water fluoride quartiles, Wang et al. (2020b) found that there was a significant trend in the sexes combined, although the decreasing trend in boys and girls separately did not achieve statistical significance (p-values = 0.077 and 0.055, respectively). When water fluoride levels were evaluated as a continuous variable (per 1-mg/L increase), there were significant associations with lower IQ scores in girls (−1.649 [95% CI: −3.201, −0.097]; p-value = 0.037), boys (−1.422 [95% CI: −2.792, −0.053; p-value = 0.042]), and the sexes combined (−1.587 [95% CI: −2.607, −0.568]; p-value = 0.002).

The remaining three studies that reported results by sex-based comparisons of areas of high and low urinary or water fluoride did not report exposure levels separately for boys and girls, which decreases the utility of the data to evaluate differential susceptibility by sex. Trivedi et al. (2012) observed significantly lower IQ in children in high fluoride Indian villages compared with low-fluoride villages with decreases observed in boys and girls separately or combined (p-values ≤0.05) (see Figure A-2). Xiang et al. (2003a) and Wang et al. (2012) provide data on the same study population in China. There was a significantly lower IQ in the high fluoride area compared with the low-fluoride area in boys and girls separately and in the sexes combined (p-values <0.01), although the difference was greater in girls. Because fluoride exposure was not analyzed for boys and girls separately, it is unclear whether the greater change in IQ scores in girls could be attributed to higher susceptibility to fluoride exposure or differences in fluoride exposure by sex.

In summary, it is unclear whether one sex is more susceptible to the effects of fluoride exposure than the other due to the limited number of studies that analyzed exposure and outcome by sex and the lack of a consistent pattern of findings that one sex is more susceptible. Green et al. (2019) did not observe an association between maternal urinary fluoride levels and IQ scores in girls but did observe a significant association in boys. Although this is an indication of higher sensitivity in boys in this analysis, the authors did not detect this sex difference using other measures of prenatal exposure (maternal fluoride intake or water fluoride concentrations). Wang et al. (2020b) and Trivedi et al. (2012) reported statistically significant associations in both boys and girls without indication that one sex may be more susceptible. Although Xiang et al. (2003a) and Wang et al. (2012) reported a greater change in IQ in girls than boys, the studies used area-level exposure data, and the authors did not determine whether fluoride exposure differed in boys versus girls. Therefore, it is unclear whether this differential result by sex is an indication of higher susceptibility in girls or whether it could be explained by a difference in exposure by sex. Overall, there are too few studies that analyzed exposure and outcome by sex separately to properly evaluate whether there is differential susceptibility to fluoride exposure by sex, and
results from the five low risk-of-bias studies that do evaluate sex differences indicate that there is no consistent difference by sex across the different study populations.

**Summary of Key Findings for Low Risk-of-bias Children’s IQ Studies**

In summary, the high-quality studies (i.e., studies with low potential for bias) consistently demonstrate lower IQ scores with higher fluoride exposure [e.g., represented by populations whose total fluoride exposure approximates or exceeds the WHO Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride (WHO 2017)]. The consistency in association is observed among studies of varying study designs, exposure measures, and study populations. Although some studies that conducted multiple analyses observed within-study variations in results (e.g., differences between subsets of IQ tests), these variations were unique to individual studies and did not detract from the overall consistency in the findings that higher fluoride is associated with lower IQ scores.

**High Risk-of-bias IQ Studies**

The results from 53 studies with high potential for bias that evaluated IQ in children also consistently provide supporting evidence of decrements in IQ associated with exposures to fluoride. Forty-six of the 53 studies reported an association between high fluoride exposure and lower IQ scores in children.

**Risk of Bias for IQ Studies in Children**

The confidence in the human body of evidence was based on studies with the lowest potential for bias. A total of 19 studies on IQ in children had little or no risk-of-bias concerns, representing a relatively large body of evidence for low risk-of-bias studies (i.e., 15 study populations across 5 countries evaluating more than 7,000 children). These 19 studies are considered low risk of bias because they were rated probably low or definitely low risk of bias for at least two of the three key risk-of-bias questions and did not have any other risk-of-bias concerns that would indicate serious issues with the studies. Thirteen of the 19 studies were rated definitely low or probably low risk of bias for all risk-of-bias questions, and the remaining 6 studies were rated probably high risk of bias for a single question that was judged to have minimal impact on overall potential for bias. None of the 19 studies had a rating of definitely high risk of bias for any question. Risk-of-bias ratings for individual studies for all questions are available in Figure D-1 through Figure D-4, with risk-of-bias ratings for IQ studies in children available in Figure D-5 through Figure D-8 and Appendix E. Although the low risk-of-bias studies had minimal or no concerns, the studies with high overall potential for bias had a number of risk-of-bias concerns, including potential confounding, poor exposure characterization, poor outcome assessment, and, in many cases, potential concern with participant selection. The key risk-of-bias questions are discussed below.

**Confounding for IQ Studies in Children**

**Low Risk-of-bias Studies**

As discussed above, there are 19 studies considered to have low risk of bias when assessed across all risk-of-bias domains. Sixteen of the 19 low risk-of-bias studies [i.e., all with the exception of Cui et al. (2020), Ding et al. (2011), and Soto-Barreras et al. (2019)] were considered to have low potential for bias due to confounding because the authors addressed the three key covariates for all studies (i.e., age, sex, and socioeconomic status) through study design
or analysis. Other important covariates, including health factors, smoking, and parental characteristics, were also addressed in many of the low risk-of-bias studies (see Figure 6).

Co-exposures to arsenic and lead were not considered a concern in 18 of 19 low risk-of-bias studies [i.e., all except for Soto-Barreras et al. (2019)] because the studies addressed the potential co-exposures, the co-exposures were not considered an issue in the study population, or the impact of the potential bias on the results was not a concern. Fifteen of 19 low risk-of-bias studies either addressed potential bias related to co-exposure to arsenic through study design or analysis or co-exposure to arsenic was unlikely in the study area. All 15 studies observed an association between lower IQ and higher fluoride exposure. Co-exposure to arsenic was not accounted for in the remaining four low risk-of-bias studies and was the main potential concern in these studies; however, three of these studies (Wang et al. 2012; Xiang et al. 2003a; Xiang et al. 2011) were still considered low risk of bias for confounding because although arsenic was observed in the water in the low-fluoride (and not the high-fluoride) comparison areas, which would bias the association toward the null, an association was still observed. In this case, the lack of adjustment for arsenic strengthens the evidence for an association and does not represent a potential concern. The other study did not address arsenic co-exposure and, as noted above, was conducted in an area that had potential for arsenic exposure to occur (Soto-Barreras et al. 2019); it is also the only low risk-of-bias study that did not observe an association between lower IQ and higher fluoride exposure (see Appendix E for further discussion of the risk-of-bias concern regarding arsenic for this study). Although Soto-Barreras et al. (2019) did not discuss arsenic, there is no direct evidence that arsenic was present in the study area. Fourteen studies accounted for co-exposure to lead through study design or analysis, and all observed an association between lower IQ and fluoride exposure. Five studies did not consider co-exposure to lead; however, for all of these studies, co-exposure to lead was considered unlikely to have an impact in these study populations as there was no evidence that lead was prevalent or occurring in relation to fluoride (Cui et al. 2018; Cui et al. 2020; Soto-Barreras et al. 2019; Till et al. 2020; Trivedi et al. 2012).

There is considerable variation in the specific covariates considered across the 19 low risk-of-bias studies. The consistency of results across these studies suggests that confounding is not a concern in this body of evidence. Each of the 18 low risk-of-bias studies that observed an association between fluoride and IQ (see Summary of Results section above) considered a unique combination of covariates. The findings of these studies consistently provide evidence of an association between lower IQ in children and exposure to fluoride regardless of the inclusion or absence of consideration of any one or combination of covariates of interest. For example, maternal or family member smoking was addressed in 7 of the 19 low risk-of-bias studies, and this did not appear to affect the conclusions. All 7 studies that accounted for smoking found evidence of an association between fluoride exposure and lower IQ scores as did 11 of the 12 studies that did not account for smoking. Similarly, all 16 studies that addressed the three key covariates (age, sex, SES) (16 of 16 studies) and two of the three studies that did not fully account for them also found evidence of an association between fluoride exposure and lower IQ scores. In summary, when considering the impact of each covariate (or combinations of covariates) on the consistency of results, no trends are discernable that would suggest that bias due to confounding has impacted or would explain the consistency in findings across the body of evidence that fluoride exposure is associated with lower IQ in children.
Five of the low risk-of-bias studies confirmed the robustness of the results by conducting sensitivity analyses (Bashash et al. 2017; Green et al. 2019; Till et al. 2020; Wang et al. 2020b; Yu et al. 2018), and none of the sensitivity analyses adjusting for additional covariates found meaningful shifts in the association between fluoride exposure and IQ or other measures of cognitive function. Bashash et al. (2017) found that adjusting for HOME score increased the association between maternal urinary fluoride and children’s IQ. Green et al. (2019) reported that adjusting for lead, mercury, manganese, perfluorooctanoic acid, and arsenic concentrations did not substantially alter the associations with IQ. Sensitivity analyses by Yu et al. (2018) that adjusted for covariates (including age, sex, and socioeconomic status) did not find differences in the results compared with the primary analyses. Wang et al. (2020b) found the results of the sensitivity analysis to be the same as the results from the primary analysis. Till et al. (2020) observed that adjusting for maternal urinary fluoride levels, as a way to consider postnatal exposure, had little impact on the results.

Among the 19 low risk-of-bias studies, three were identified that have potential for bias due to confounding (Cui et al. 2020; Ding et al. 2011; Soto-Barreras et al. 2019). This was mainly due to a lack of details on covariates considered key for all studies (i.e., age, sex, and SES). See Appendix E for further discussion of the risk-of-bias concerns regarding confounding for individual studies. Although these three studies have some potential for bias due to confounding, they are considered to be low risk of bias overall because they have low potential for bias for the other two key risk-of-bias questions (exposure characterization and outcome assessment), and no other major concerns for bias were identified. Consistent with the 16 studies that adequately addressed confounding, two of these three studies also provide evidence of an association between fluoride exposure and lower IQ scores in children.

Taken together and considering the consistency in the results despite the variability across studies in which covariates were accounted for, bias due to confounding is not considered to be a concern in the body of evidence. The potential for the consistency in results to be attributable to bias due to confounding in the 19 low risk-of-bias studies is considered low.
Figure 6. Important Covariates Considered in Low Risk-of-bias IQ Studies Conducted in Children

*Includes all low risk-of-bias IQ studies in children. Studies are organized as those with an overall risk-of-bias rating for confounding as probably low (green) followed by those with an overall risk-of-bias rating for confounding as probably high (yellow).

*Covariates represented here are those considered important for this evaluation. Depending on the specific study population, individual covariates may be considered a potential confounder, effect measure modifier, and/or co-exposure. See study details provided in HAWC (NTP 2019) for information on additional covariates. Factors outlined in blue are key covariates for all studies (subject age, subject sex, SES) and arsenic (which is of particular importance to some study populations).
**High Risk-of-bias Studies**

Most high risk-of-bias studies (n = 53) considered important covariates to some degree through study design or analysis; however, when considering the full scale of potential concerns of bias due to confounding, all but three of these studies were rated probably or definitely high risk of bias. The majority of high risk-of-bias studies accounted for one or two of the three covariates considered key for all studies (age, sex, SES) but did not address all three and did not address other covariates considered important for the specific study population and outcome. Potential confounding related to important co-exposures (e.g., arsenic) was often not addressed in high risk-of-bias studies. In studies in which there was high exposure to fluoride via drinking water with high naturally occurring fluoride or from the use of coal-containing fluoride, most researchers did not account for potential exposures to arsenic, which is commonly found in coal and drinking water in fluoride-endemic areas of China and Mexico.

Despite the lack of adequate consideration of key covariates in the vast majority of high risk-of-bias studies, the results across most of these studies (46 of 53) consistently provide evidence of an association between fluoride exposure and IQ, supporting the results observed in the low risk-of-bias studies. This finding suggests that confounding is likely less of a concern for the body of evidence as a whole than for any individual study. Although the high risk-of-bias studies may have more potential for bias due to confounding compared with the low risk-of-bias studies, the consistent IQ findings across high and low risk-of-bias studies indicate that the results cannot be explained solely by potential bias due to confounding.

**Exposure Characterization in IQ Studies**

**Low Risk-of-bias Studies**

In general, there were few, if any, risk-of-bias concerns regarding exposure characterization in the low risk-of-bias studies. These studies mainly had individual exposure data based on urine or water measures with appropriate analyses. Although there are concerns related to using urine samples (see the Risk-of-bias Considerations for Human Studies section for details), the evidence suggests that urinary fluoride is a reasonable measure of exposure (Villa et al. 2010; Watanabe et al. 1995). Using three methods to account for urine dilution, Till et al. (2018) reported that adjusted risk estimates did not differ from unadjusted estimates. Analyzing the same study population as Till et al. (2018), Green et al. (2019) found that adjusting for time of urine collection or time of collection since last void during pregnancy did not substantially affect associations with IQ results in either boys or girls. In addition, adjusting maternal urinary fluoride for creatinine did not substantially alter the observed association (Green et al. 2019). To provide a more accurate and sensitive measurement of maternal urinary fluoride than a single measurement provides, Green et al. (2019) included only participants with valid fluoride measurement.

---

**Table: Exposure Characterization in IQ Studies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Exposure Characterization</th>
<th>IQ Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study 1</td>
<td>Urine samples considered</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 2</td>
<td>Water samples used</td>
<td>Non-significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 3</td>
<td>Individual exposure data</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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measurements at all trimesters in their analysis. Other studies also measured urinary fluoride multiple times throughout pregnancy (Bashash et al. 2017). Some studies demonstrated correlations between urinary fluoride and fluoride in drinking water, fluorosis, or estimated dose based on drinking water concentrations and consumption (Choi et al. 2015; Ding et al. 2011; Green et al. 2019; Saxena et al. 2012; Yu et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2015b). Till et al. (2018) demonstrated that there was a linear association between urinary fluoride concentrations in pregnant women and drinking water fluoride concentrations regardless of method used to correct for urine dilution or whether adjustments were made for dilution. Bashash et al. (2017) excluded exposure outliers and found that doing so did not substantively change the results. Taken together, these studies suggest that urinary fluoride is a reasonable measure of exposure despite some potential issues.

All but one low risk-of-bias study was rated probably or definitely low risk of bias for exposure assessment. Seraj et al. (2012) had potential exposure misclassification and was rated probably high risk of bias for exposure assessment. Villages were categorized as normal (0.5–1 ppm), medium (3.1 ± 0.9 ppm), or high (5.2 ± 1.1 ppm) based on average fluoride content in drinking water in varying seasons over a 12-year period. Mild fluorosis observed in children in the normal fluoride level group indicates that there may have been higher exposure in this group at some point in the past; however, this would bias the results toward the null, and the children in the normal fluoride group had a significantly higher IQ score compared with the medium and high fluoride groups (p-value = 0.001). There were also significant associations between lower IQ scores and fluorosis intensity (p-value = 0.014) and water fluoride concentration when evaluated as a continuous variable (p-values <0.001). Although there is potential for exposure bias, the apparent exposure misclassification and inclusion of children with higher fluoride exposure in the normal group indicate that the association may be greater than what was observed in this study.

**High Risk-of-bias Studies**

A frequent, critical limitation among the high risk-of-bias studies was lack of information regarding exposure or poor exposure characterization. Many of the high risk-of-bias studies compared only subjects living in two regions with differing levels of fluoride exposure, and although most of them did provide some differentiation in levels of fluoride between the areas, limited or no individual exposure information was reported. Among studies that provided drinking water levels of fluoride in two areas being compared, sufficient information to determine whether the individual study subjects were exposed to these levels was often not reported. Some studies also lacked information on fluoride analysis methods and timing of the exposure measurements. In some cases (n = 3), study areas that were considered endemic for dental and/or skeletal fluorosis were compared with non-endemic areas, or high-fluoride areas were compared with low-fluoride areas, with no other information provided on fluoride levels in the areas (Li et al. 2003 [translated in Li et al. 2008c]; Ren et al. 1989 [translated in Ren et al. 2008]; Sun et al. 1991). Although living in an area endemic for fluorosis could be an indicator of exposure, these studies did not specify whether the study subjects themselves had fluorosis. Another study used only dental fluorosis as a measure of fluoride exposure in subjects who were all from an endemic area with similar drinking water fluoride levels (Li et al. 2010). In one case, multiple sources of fluoride exposure were assessed separately without properly controlling for the other sources of exposure, which could bias the results (Broadbent et al. 2015). Broadbent et al. (2015) assessed fluoride exposure in three ways: use of community water in a fluoridated area
versus a non-fluoridated area, use of fluoride toothpaste (never, sometimes, always), or use of fluoride tablets prior to age 5 (ever, never). The same children were used for each analysis without accounting for fluoride exposure through other sources. For example, there were 99 children included in the non-fluoridated area for the community water evaluation, but there is no indication that these 99 children were not some of the 139 children that had ever used supplemental fluoride tablets or the 634 children that had always used fluoride toothpaste. Therefore, comparing fluoridated areas to non-fluoridated areas without accounting for other sources of exposure that might occur in these non-fluoridated areas would bias the results toward the null.

**Outcome Assessment for IQ Studies**

**Low Risk-of-bias Studies**

The low risk-of-bias studies have few concerns regarding outcome assessment. All 19 low risk-of-bias studies used appropriate methods for measuring IQ in the study population being assessed, and blinding of outcome assessors was not a concern in 18 of the 19 studies (i.e., all low risk-of-bias studies except Sudhir et al. [2009]). Fourteen of these 18 studies reported blinding of the outcome assessors, or correspondence with the study authors confirmed that it was not likely an issue. For the remaining 4 of the 18 studies, it was assumed that the outcome assessors were most likely blind because exposure was assessed via urine or drinking water obtained at the same time as the outcome assessment in the general population studies. One IQ study (Sudhir et al. 2009) had concerns for potential bias in the outcome assessment due to lack of information to determine whether blinding at the time of the outcome assessment was a concern (see Appendix E for details).

**High Risk-of-bias Studies**

Among the studies with high risk of bias, the main limitation in the outcome assessment was the lack of reporting on blinding of the outcome assessor (i.e., whether the outcome was assessed without knowledge of exposure). Although there is little concern that the children’s knowledge of their own exposure would bias the way they took the IQ tests, there is potential for bias if the tests were administered by an interviewer, or if the scoring of results could be subjective (e.g., drawing tests), and the interviewer or scorer had knowledge of the children’s exposure. Most of the studies did not provide sufficient information on the person scoring or administering the tests or other information on the assessment methods to alleviate concerns for potential interviewer or reviewer bias.

High risk-of-bias studies were mainly carried out in two separate populations without information provided that the tests were conducted in a central location. In many cases, the methods indicated that the tests were conducted at the schools in the study area (indicating that there was likely knowledge of exposure). In some cases, the outcomes were not considered sensitive measures (e.g., Seguin Form Board Test to test for IQ), or the test was not considered appropriate for the study population (e.g., a test validated in a western population was used on a rural Chinese population).

**Confidence Assessment of Findings on IQ in Children**

We conclude that there is moderate confidence in the body of evidence that higher fluoride exposure is associated with lower IQ in children. This confidence rating was reached by starting...
with an initial confidence rating based on key study design features of the body of evidence and then considering factors that may increase or decrease the confidence in that body of evidence. The initial moderate confidence rating is based on 15 of the 19 low risk-of-bias studies that have 3 of the 4 key study design features shown in Figure 1 (i.e., exposure occurred prior to outcome, individual-based outcomes were evaluated, and a comparison group was used). Three of these studies were prospective cohort studies, and 12 were cross-sectional studies that provided evidence of long-term, chronic fluoride exposure prior to outcome measurement.

There are nine factors to consider for increasing or decreasing the confidence in the body of evidence (provided in Figure 1). Discussion of each of these factors in the body of evidence on fluoride exposure and IQ in children is presented below.

- **Risk of bias:** Only studies that were considered to have low risk of bias were included in the moderate confidence rating; therefore, there was no downgrade for risk-of-bias concerns.

- **Unexplained inconsistencies:** The data direction of the association is consistent in the majority of studies, and there was no downgrade for this factor. Eighteen of the 19 low risk-of-bias studies reported associations between higher fluoride levels and lower IQ scores in children. These studies were conducted in 5 different countries on more than 7,000 children from 15 different study populations. There is consistency in results—the direction of the association across prospective and cross-sectional study designs. There is also consistency in results—the direction of the association across studies using different fluoride exposure measures, including urinary and drinking water fluoride. The one study that did not observe an association did not provide results in a comparable manner and therefore this body of evidence is not considered to have unexplained inconsistencies.

- **Indirectness:** IQ in humans is a direct measure of the association of interest; therefore, no adjustment in confidence is warranted.

- **Imprecision:** There is no evidence of serious imprecision that would warrant a downgrade. Eighteen low risk-of-bias studies reported lower IQ with higher fluoride, and no issues with imprecision were identified to challenge the significance of the effect response estimate.

- **Publication bias:** There is no strong evidence of publication bias; therefore, no downgrade was applied for publication bias. Two published meta-analyses (Choi et al. 2012; Duan et al. 2018) did not indicate strong evidence of publication bias. The draft meta-analysis conducted by NTP in the September 16, 2020, draft monograph found no publication bias among the low risk-of-bias studies (NTP 2020). Among high risk-of-bias studies, adjusting for publication bias using the trim-and-fill analysis estimated that, in the absence of publication bias, the inverse direction of association and statistical significance remained, thus indicating that there was no need to downgrade for publication bias.

- **Large magnitude of effect size:** Although some individual studies indicated a large magnitude of effect size, the magnitude of effect was not the same across all studies. Therefore, the overall data would not support an upgrade due to a large magnitude of effect size.
The consideration of a potential upgrade for consistency in the methods is primarily for non-human animal evidence, where it would be applied to address increased confidence for consistent effects across multiple non-human animal species. For human evidence, it is generally not applied, and the data would only be considered in deciding whether to downgrade for unexplained inconsistency. Therefore, no upgrade is applied for consistency.

As described above, there are no changes in confidence rating based on any of the possible upgrade or downgrade factors. The magnitude of effect size and the overall strength and quality of the human literature base provide moderate confidence in the body of evidence that higher exposure to fluoride is associated with lower IQ in children (see the Discussion section for strengths and limitations of the evidence base). Note that additional, well-designed prospective cohort studies with individual-level exposure data and outcome measures could provide increased confidence in the association between fluoride exposure and lower IQ in children.

Other Neurodevelopmental or Cognitive Effects in Children

Low Risk-of-bias Studies

Overview of Studies

Nine low risk-of-bias studies (three prospective cohort and six cross-sectional studies) evaluated the association between fluoride exposure and cognitive neurodevelopmental effects other than IQ in children. These nine studies were conducted in multiple study populations in three countries, specifically:

- three were conducted in three areas of China on three study populations,
- four were conducted in two areas of Mexico on three study populations, and
- two were conducted in Canada using the same study population.
There is considerable heterogeneity across studies, particularly in the different health outcomes evaluated and ages assessed. Most studies measured fluoride in the drinking water or urine (child or maternal) with one study using severity of dental fluorosis as an exposure measure in addition to drinking water and children’s urine. Two of the studies were conducted on infants, with one evaluating effects within 72 hours of birth (Li et al. 2004 [translated in Li et al. 2008a]) and the other evaluating effects at 3 to 15 months of age (Valdez Jimenez et al. 2017). The remaining studies were conducted in children of varying ages, ranging from 4 to 17 years. Other cognitive neurodevelopmental outcomes assessed include neurobehavioral effects in infants, learning and memory impairment, and learning disabilities such as attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). Few studies measured the same health outcomes, used the same outcome assessment methods, or evaluated the same age groups.

Table 7 provides a summary of study characteristics and key findings related to other cognitive neurodevelopmental outcomes and fluoride exposure for the nine low risk-of-bias studies. The different tests conducted and the populations on which the tests were conducted are also indicated in Table 7. Several of these studies conducted multiple analyses and reported results on multiple endpoints. The purpose of the table is to summarize key findings (independent of whether an association was found) from each study and is not meant to be a comprehensive summary of all results. For each study, results are summarized for each exposure measure assessed. Results from multiple analyses using the same exposure measure may not all be presented unless conflicting results were reported. See Appendix E for additional information on studies in Table 7, including strengths and limitations, clarifications for why they are considered to pose low risk of bias, and information regarding statistical analyses, covariates, exposure assessment, and outcome assessment.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Study Design (Location/Subjects) [n]</th>
<th>Exposure Measures and Summary Statistics</th>
<th>Assessment Timing</th>
<th>Outcome and Methods</th>
<th>Neurobehavioral Outcome Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Cross-sectional Zhaozhou County, Heilongjiang Province/neonates (control); 1.7–6.0 mg/L (high) Maternal urine during pregnancy Mean (SD): 1.74 (0.96) mg/L (control); 3.58 (1.47) mg/L (high)</td>
<td>Drinking water Range: 0.5–1.0 mg/L (control); 1.7–6.0 mg/L (high)</td>
<td>Neonates (24–72 hours after delivery)</td>
<td>Neurodevelopmental: Neonatal behavioral neurological assessment (NBNNA)</td>
<td>Significant differences in neurobehavioral assessment total scores between high-fluoride (36.48 ± 1.09) and control groups (38.28 ± 1.10) (subjects divided into high fluoride group and control group based on drinking water fluoride levels in place of residence); significant differences in total score of behavioral capability that includes measures of non-biological visual orientation reaction and biological visual and auditory orientation reaction between the two groups (11.34 ± 0.56 in controls compared to 10.05 ± 0.94 in high-fluoride group)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choi et al. (2015)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional Mianning County/1st grade children [51]</td>
<td>Drinking water GM: 2.20 mg/L Children’s urine GM: 1.64 mg/L Severity of fluorosis (Dean Index)</td>
<td>Children (ages 6–8 years)</td>
<td>Learning and memory: Neuropsychological tests including WRAML Visual motor ability: WRAVMA Motor ability: Finger tapping task Manual dexterity: Grooved pegboard test</td>
<td>Outcomes unrelated to the IQ test not significantly associated with any fluoride exposure measure Adjusted for age, sex, parity, illness before 3 years old, household income last year, and caretaker’s age and education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2020a)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional Tongxu County/school children Mean (SD): 1.54 (0.89) mg/L</td>
<td>Children’s urine Mean (SD): 1.54 (0.89) mg/L</td>
<td>Children (ages 7–13 years)</td>
<td>ADHD and behavior measures: Conners’ Parent Rating Scale-Revised (Chinese version) (CPRS-48)</td>
<td>Significant association between psychosomatic problems and urinary fluoride level (per 1-mg/L increase; $B = 4.01; 95% \text{ CI}: 2.74, 5.28; \text{ OR for T-score} &gt; 70 = 1.97; 95% \text{ CI}: 1.19, 3.27);$ no associations between urinary fluoride level and ADHD index or other behavioral measures Adjusted for age, sex, child’s BMI, urinary creatinine, mother migrated, and father migrated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Study Design (Location/Subjects) [n]</td>
<td>Exposure Measures and Summary Statistics</td>
<td>Assessment Timing</td>
<td>Outcome and Methods</td>
<td>Neurobehavioral Outcome Summary(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mexico</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocha-Amador et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional Durango/elementary school children [80]</td>
<td>Children’s urine GM (SD): 5.6 (1.7) mg/L</td>
<td>Children (ages 6–11 years)</td>
<td>Visuospatial organization and visual memory: Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure Test, children’s version</td>
<td>Significant correlation between urinary fluoride and visuospatial organization (r = −0.29) and visual memory scores (r = −0.27); no significant correlation with arsenic Adjusted for age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valdez Jimenez et al. (2017)</td>
<td>Cohort (Prospective) Durango City and Lagos de Moreno/infants [65]</td>
<td>Maternal urine Range: 0.16–8.2 mg/L (all trimesters) Drinking water Range: 0.5–12.5 mg/L (all trimesters)</td>
<td>Infants (ages 3–15 months)</td>
<td>Mental development index (MDI): Bayley Scales of Infant Development II (BSID-II) Psychomotor developmental index (PDI): Bayley Scales of Infant Development II (BSID-II)</td>
<td>Significant association between log10-mg/L maternal urinary fluoride and MDI score during first trimester (adjusted (\beta = −19.05); SE = 8.9) and second trimester (adjusted (\beta = −19.34); SE = 7.46); no significant associations between maternal urinary fluoride and PDI score; analyses of outcomes using drinking water fluoride not performed Adjusted for age, gestational age, marginality index, and type of drinking water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bashash et al. (2017)(^c)</td>
<td>Cohort (prospective) Mexico City/Early Life Exposures in Mexico to Environmental Toxicants (ELEMENT) participants [299] GCI analysis [287]</td>
<td>Maternal urine during pregnancy Mean (SD): 0.90 (0.35) mg/L Children’s urine Mean (SD): 0.82 (0.38) mg/L</td>
<td>Children (age 4 years) General cognitive index (GCI): McCarthy Scales of Children’s Abilities (MSCA)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Significant association between maternal urinary fluoride and offspring GCI score (per 0.5-mg/L increase adjusted (\beta = −3.15); 95% CI: −5.42, −0.87); associations with children’s urine not significant Adjusted for gestational age; weight at birth; sex; parity (being the first child); age at outcome measurement; and maternal characteristics, including smoking history (ever smoked during the pregnancy vs. nonsmoker), marital status (married vs. not married), age at delivery, IQ, education, and cohort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Study Design (Location/Subjects) [n]</td>
<td>Exposure Measures and Summary Statistics</td>
<td>Assessment Timing</td>
<td>Outcome and Methods</td>
<td>Neurobehavioral Outcome Summaryb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bashash et al. (2018)</td>
<td>Cohort (prospective) Mexico City/Early Life Exposures in Mexico to Environmental Toxicants (ELEMENT) participants [210]</td>
<td>Maternal urine during pregnancy Mean 0.85 (95% CI: 0.81, 0.90) mg/L</td>
<td>Children (ages 6–12 years)</td>
<td>ADHD: Conners’ Rating Scales-Revised (CRS-R)</td>
<td>Significant associations between maternal urinary fluoride (per 0.5-mg/L increase) and CRS-R scores, including Cognitive Problems + Inattention Index (adjusted β = 2.54; 95% CI: 0.44, 4.63), DSM-IV Inattention Index (adjusted β = 2.84; 95% CI: 0.84, 4.84), DSM-IV ADHD Total Index (adjusted β = 2.38; 95% CI: 0.42, 4.34), and ADHD Index (adjusted β = 2.47; 95% CI: 0.43, 4.50) Adjusted for gestational age; birth weight; sex; parity; age at outcome measurement; and maternal characteristics, including smoking history (ever smoked vs. nonsmoker), marital status (married vs. not married), education, socioeconomic status, and cohort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Cross-sectional General population/Canadian Health Measures Survey (Cycles 2 and 3) [2,221]</td>
<td>Children’s urine Mean Cycle 2: 32.06 (95% CI: 29.65, 34.46) µmol/L Mean Cycle 3: 26.17 (95% CI: 22.57, 29.76) µmol/L</td>
<td>Children (ages 3–12 years)</td>
<td>Learning disability, ADHD (Cycle 2 only): Parent or child self-report</td>
<td>Significant increase in adjusted OR for learning disability (adjusted OR = 1.02; 95% CI: 1.00, 1.03) per 1-µmol/L increase in unadjusted urinary fluoride when Cycle 2 and 3 were combined; no significant associations found between urinary fluoride and ADHD (only evaluated in Cycle 2); no significant associations found when using creatinine- or specific gravity-adjusted urinary fluoride Adjusted for age and sex, household income adequacy, and highest attained education in the household</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Study Design (Location/Subjects) [n]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Exposure Measures and Summary Statistics</th>
<th>Assessment Timing</th>
<th>Outcome and Methods</th>
<th>Neurobehavioral Outcome Summary^b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Riddell et al. (2019)^d</td>
<td>Drinking water Mean (SD): 0.23 (0.24) mg/L [non-fluoridated water: 0.04 (0.06) mg/L; fluoridated water: 0.49 (0.22)] Community water fluoridation status (yes or no) Children’s urine Mean (SD): 0.61 (0.39) mg/L [non-fluoridated water: 0.46 (0.32) mg/L; fluoridated water: 0.82 (0.54)]</td>
<td>Children (ages 6–17 years)</td>
<td>Hyperactivity/inattention: Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ) ADHD: parent or self-reported physician diagnosis</td>
<td>Significantly increased risk of ADHD with fluoride in tap water (adjusted OR = 6.10 per 1-mg/L increase; 95% CI: 1.60, 22.8) or community water fluoridation status (1.21; 95% CI: 1.03, 1.42) but not with urinary fluoride; similar results observed with attention symptoms based on the SDQ scores Adjusted for age and sex, child’s BMI, ethnicity, parental education, household income, blood lead, and smoking in the home</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ADHD = attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder; BMI = body mass index; GCI = General Cognitive Index; GM = geometric mean; HOME = Home Observation Measurement of the Environment; IQ = intelligence quotient; MSCA = McCarthy Scales of Children’s Abilities; SD = standard deviation; WASI = Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (Spanish version); WISC-IV = Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Revised (as reported by Choi et al. 2015); WRAML = Wide Range Assessment of Memory and Learning; WRAVMA = Wide Range Assessment of Visual Motor Ability.

^aIncludes low risk-of-bias studies.

^bAssociations between other cognitive neurodevelopmental outcomes in children and fluoride levels were reported quantitatively, when possible. For studies with multiple analyses and results, the table summarizes key findings and is not a comprehensive summary of all findings. Results also indicated when a study reported no association, provided as a qualitative statement of no association.

^cBashash et al. (2017) and Bashash et al. (2018) are based on the same study population.

^dBarberio et al. (2017b) and Riddell et al. (2019) are based on the same study population.
Summary of Results

Overall Findings
Although discussed together in this section, various health outcomes were assessed in the nine low risk-of-bias studies of other neurodevelopmental outcomes, including neurobehavioral scores in infants (two studies), cognitive tests in children other than IQ (three studies), and ADHD or learning disabilities (four studies) in children. Altogether, the results from eight of nine low risk-of-bias studies (three prospective cohort studies and five cross-sectional studies from seven different study populations) provide evidence of significant associations between higher fluoride exposure and cognitive neurodevelopmental outcomes in children other than decrements in IQ (see Figure A-9 through Figure A-11) (Barberio et al. 2017b; Bashash et al. 2017; Bashash et al. 2018; Li et al. 2004 [translated in Li et al. 2008a]; Riddell et al. 2019; Rocha-Amador et al. 2009; Valdez Jimenez et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2020a). Only one cross-sectional study did not find a significant association between fluoride exposure and a measure of cognitive neurodevelopment (Choi et al. 2015).

Although there is heterogeneity in the outcomes assessed and a limited number of directly comparable studies, the data provide additional evidence (beyond the consistent evidence of an association between fluoride exposure and IQ) of an association between higher fluoride exposure and cognitive or neurodevelopmental effects. The body of evidence from the nine low risk-of-bias studies is described in further detail below and is grouped into outcome categories of studies that are most comparable.

Results in Infants
Two studies evaluated neurobehavioral effects in infants either shortly after birth or at 3 to 15 months of age (Li et al. 2004 [translated in Li et al. 2008a]; Valdez Jimenez et al. 2017). Both studies observed a significant association between higher fluoride exposure and lower neurobehavioral scores. In neonates (1–3 days old), the high fluoride group (3.58 ± 1.47 mg/L fluoride based on spot maternal urine collected just prior to birth) had significantly lower total neurobehavioral assessment scores (36.48 ± 1.09 versus 38.28 ± 1.10 in controls; p-value <0.05) and total behavioral capacity scores (10.05 ± 0.94 versus 11.34 ± 0.56 in controls; p-value <0.05) compared to the control group (1.74 ± 0.96 mg/L fluoride) as measured by a standard neonatal behavioral neurological assessment (NBNA) method (Li et al. 2004 [translated in Li et al. 2008a]). In infants 3 to 15 months of age, the Mental Development Index (MDI)—which measures functions including hand-eye coordination, manipulation, understanding of object relations, imitation, and early language development—was significantly inversely associated with maternal urinary fluoride in both the first and second trimesters (adjusted βs per log10-mg/L increase = −19.05 with standard error of 8.9 for first trimester [p-value = 0.04] and −19.34 with standard error of 7.46 for second trimester [p-value = 0.013]) (Valdez Jimenez et al. 2017). Note that this study did not find an association between maternal fluoride during any trimester and the Psychomotor Developmental Index (PDI), which measures gross motor development (adjusted βs = 6.28 and 5.33 for first and second trimesters, respectively; no standard errors provided) (Valdez Jimenez et al. 2017).

Results for Cognitive Tests Other Than IQ in Children
Three studies conducted tests on cognitive function in children that were not part of an IQ test (Bashash et al. 2017; Choi et al. 2015; Rocha-Amador et al. 2009). None of the studies
conducted the same tests, but two of the three studies (Bashash et al. 2017; Rocha-Amador et al. 2009) observed associations between fluoride exposure and lower test scores. The General Cognitive Index (GCI) of the McCarthy Scales of Children’s Abilities (MSCA) in 4-year-old children was significantly inversely associated with maternal creatinine-adjusted urinary fluoride levels during pregnancy (collected during each trimester) (adjusted β per 0.5-mg/L increase = −3.15 [95% CI: −5.42, −0.87; p-value = 0.01]) in a model adjusting for main covariates including gestational age, weight at birth, sex, maternal smoking, and indicators of socioeconomic status). The association remained even after adjusting for maternal bone lead (adjusted β per 0.5-mg/L increase = −5.63 [95% CI: −8.53, −2.72; p-value <0.01]) (Bashash et al. 2017) (see Figure A-11). Choi et al. (2015), however, evaluated cognitive function endpoints in addition to IQ and found no significant associations between concurrent log-transformed water fluoride or urinary fluoride levels and Wide Range Assessment of Visual Motor Ability (WRAVMA) scores, finger tapping test scores, and grooved pegboard test scores, although there were some significant associations based on degree of fluorosis (see Figure A-11).

Another study using visuoconstructual and memory scores from the Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure Test in children 6–11 years old observed significantly lower scores with increasing concurrent child single spot urinary fluoride even after adjusting for age (partial correlation coefficients, per log-mg/L increase = −0.29 and −0.27 for copy [p-value <0.001] and immediate recall [p-value <0.001], respectively [CIs not reported]) (Rocha-Amador et al. 2009). Although these children were also exposed to arsenic, the presence of arsenic could not explain the changes because, in the area with natural contamination by fluoride and arsenic (F–As), the test scores were not significantly associated with urinary arsenic levels (partial correlation coefficients, per log-mg/L increase = −0.05 and 0.02 for copy and immediate recall, respectively [CIs not reported]). The test scores were only marginally increased from fluoride alone when both fluoride and arsenic were included simultaneously in the model (partial correlation coefficients, per log-mg/L increase = −0.32 and −0.34 for copy and immediate recall, respectively [CIs not reported]) (Rocha-Amador et al. 2009) (see Figure A-10).

Attention-related Disorders Including ADHD and Learning Disabilities in Children

Four studies evaluated attention-related disorders or learning disabilities (Barberio et al. 2017b; Bashash et al. 2018; Riddell et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2020a). All four studies found an association between increased fluoride and increased ADHD or learning disability; however, studies varied in the exposure metrics and outcomes measure. Bashash et al. (2018) evaluated behaviors associated with ADHD in children ages 6–12 years using the Conners Rating Scales-Revised (CRS-R) and observed significant associations between maternal urinary fluoride (measured during each trimester) and ADHD-like symptoms, particularly those related to inattention (an increase in 0.5 mg/L of maternal urinary fluoride was significantly associated with a 2.84-point increase [95% CI: 0.84, 4.84; p-value = 0.0054] in the DSM-IV Inattention Index and a 2.54-point increase [95% CI: 0.44, 4.63; p-value = 0.0178] in the Cognitive Problems and Inattention Index). These two scales contributed to the global ADHD Index and the DSM-IV ADHD Total Index, which were also significantly associated with higher levels of prenatal fluoride exposure (an increase of 0.5 mg/L in maternal urinary fluoride was associated with a 2.38-point increase [95% CI: 0.42, 4.34; p-value = 0.0176] in the DSM-IV ADHD Total Index and a 2.47-point increase [95% CI: 0.43, 4.50; p-value = 0.0175] in the ADHD Index) (see Figure A-11). Significant associations were not observed between maternal urinary fluoride concentrations during pregnancy and child performance on measures of hyperactivity, nor were there any significant results in children using Conners’ Continuous Performance Test (CPT-II,
2nd Edition), a computerized test of sustained attention and inhibitory control (Bashash et al. 2018). Wang et al. (2020a) also used Conners’ Parent Rating Scale (Chinese version) to assess behavioral outcomes in children ages 7–13 years but found only a significant association between spot urinary fluoride concentrations in children (model adjusted for creatinine) and psychosomatic problems (adjusted OR for T-score >70 per 1-mg/L increase = 1.97 [95% CI: 1.19, 3.27; p-value = 0.009] and adjusted β per 1-mg/L increase = 4.01 [95% CI: 2.74, 5.28; p-value <0.001]). No associations were found between spot urinary fluoride and the ADHD index or other behavioral measures.

Barberio et al. (2017b) evaluated learning disabilities in children 3–12 years of age, including ADHD, attention deficit disorder (ADD), and dyslexia, as part of the Canadian Health Measures Survey and found a small but significantly increased risk in self-reported (children 12 years of age) or parent- or guardian-reported (children 3–11 years of age) learning disabilities associated with higher spot urinary fluoride levels in children (adjusted OR per 1-µmol/L increase = 1.02; 95% CI: 1.00, 1.03; p-value <0.05) (see Figure A-12); however, significant associations were not observed in analyses using creatinine- or specific gravity-adjusted urinary fluoride (Barberio et al. 2017b). Barberio et al. (2017b) also reported no associations between single spot urinary fluoride and ADHD in children ages 3 to 12 years. Riddell et al. (2019) used the same Canadian Health Measured Survey but evaluated children 6–17 years old. Riddell et al. (2019) found a significantly increased risk for ADHD diagnosis with both tap water fluoride (adjusted OR per 1-mg/L increase = 6.10; 95% CI: 1.60, 22.8; p-value <0.05) and community water fluoridation status (adjusted OR per 1-mg/L increase = 1.21; 95% CI: 1.03, 1.42; p-value <0.05). A similar increase in the hyperactivity-inattention symptoms score based on the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire was observed with both tap water fluoride (adjusted β per 1-mg/L increase = 0.31; 95% CI: 0.04, 0.58; p-value <0.05) and community fluoridation status (adjusted β per 1-mg/L increase = 0.11; 95% CI: 0.02, 0.20; p-value <0.05). As was observed with Barberio et al. (2017b), Riddell et al. (2019) did not observe associations between specific gravity-adjusted spot urinary fluoride concentrations and either ADHD diagnosis (adjusted OR per 1-mg/L increase = 0.96; 95% CI: 0.63, 1.46) or hyperactivity-inattention symptoms (adjusted β per 1-mg/L increase = 0.31; 95% CI: −0.04, 0.66).

Summary of Key Findings for Low Risk-of-bias Studies of Other Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Effects in Children

In summary, the high-quality studies (i.e., studies with low potential for bias) provide evidence of an association between higher fluoride exposure and neurodevelopmental and cognitive effects in children other than IQ; however, the body of evidence is limited by heterogeneity in the outcomes evaluated and few directly comparable studies. Across these outcomes, eight of nine studies reported a significant association between fluoride exposure and a measure of neurodevelopment or cognition other than IQ, which provides support for the consistency in evidence based on children’s IQ studies of an association between fluoride exposure and adverse effects on cognitive neurodevelopment.

High Risk-of-bias Studies

High risk-of-bias studies (n = 6) also provide some evidence of associations between fluoride exposure and neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects in children other than effects on IQ, but the results are inconsistent and address different outcomes (Jin et al. 2016; Li et al. 1994).
[translated in Li et al. 2008b]; Malin and Till 2015; Morgan et al. 1998; Mustafa et al. 2018; Shannon et al. 1986).

Risk of Bias for Neurodevelopmental or Cognitive Effect Studies in Children

The confidence in the human body of evidence was based on studies with the lowest potential for bias (i.e., studies that rated probably low or definitely low risk of bias for at least two of the three key risk-of-bias questions and did not have any other risk-of-bias concerns that would indicate serious issues with the studies). Each of the nine low risk-of-bias studies on other neurodevelopmental effects in children had little or no risk-of-bias concerns. Four of the nine studies were rated definitely low or probably low risk of bias for all risk-of-bias questions, and the remaining five studies were rated probably high risk of bias for a single question that was judged to have minimal impact on overall potential bias. None of the nine studies had a rating of definitely high risk of bias for any question. Although the nine low risk-of-bias studies had minimal or no concerns, the six studies with high overall potential for bias had several risk-of-bias concerns related to one or more of the three key risk-of-bias questions (confounding, exposure characterization, and outcome assessment). The key risk-of-bias questions are discussed below. Risk-of-bias ratings for other neurodevelopmental effect studies in children are available in Figure D-9 through Figure D-12 and Appendix E for the low and high risk-of-bias studies.

Confounding for Other Neurodevelopmental Studies in Children

Low Risk-of-bias Studies

As discussed above, there are nine studies considered to have low risk of bias when assessed across all risk-of-bias domains. Seven of nine low risk-of-bias studies were considered to have low potential for bias due to confounding because the authors addressed the three key covariates for all studies (age, sex, and socioeconomic status) and also addressed arsenic as a potential co-exposure of concern through study design or analysis. Other important covariates, including health factors, smoking, and parental characteristics, were also addressed in many of the low risk-of-bias studies. One of the studies (Bashash et al. 2018) examined several covariates in sensitivity analyses involving subsets of participants, including HOME scores, child contemporaneous fluoride exposure measured by child urinary fluoride adjusted for specific gravity, and maternal lead and mercury exposures. The authors reported that none of the sensitivity analyses indicated appreciable changes in the fluoride-related association with behaviors related to ADHD, nor was there evidence of effect modification between maternal urinary fluoride and sex.

Among the nine low risk-of-bias studies, two studies were identified that have potential for bias due to confounding (Rocha-Amador et al. 2009; Valdez Jimenez et al. 2017). Although both of these studies adjusted for several covariates through analysis or study design, Valdez Jimenez et al. (2017) did not address a potential concern for co-exposure to arsenic, and Rocha-Amador et al. (2009) does not appear to adjust for SES or address why it would not be a concern in the study population (see Appendix E for further details). Although these two studies have some potential for bias due to confounding, they are considered to have low potential for bias overall because they have low potential for bias for the other two key risk-of-bias questions (exposure characterization and outcome assessment), and no other major concerns for bias were identified.
Consistent with the IQ studies, bias due to confounding is not likely a concern for the low risk-of-bias studies.

**High Risk-of-bias Studies**

The six high risk-of-bias studies in the human body of evidence did not adequately address important covariates through study design or analysis. The same concerns due to potential confounding noted previously for the high risk-of-bias children’s IQ studies were also present in the other neurodevelopmental high risk-of-bias studies, including not addressing the three key covariates for all studies (age, sex, SES) and/or not addressing potential co-exposures (e.g., arsenic) in areas of potential concern.

**Exposure Characterization in Other Neurodevelopmental Studies in Children**

**Low Risk-of-bias Studies**

There were no risk-of-bias concerns regarding exposure assessment in the low risk-of-bias studies. All of the low risk-of-bias studies had individual exposure data based on urine or water measures with appropriate analyses, and most of the urinary fluoride studies accounted for urinary dilution when appropriate. Although there are concerns related to the timing of urine samples (see the Risk-of-bias Considerations for Human Studies section for details), the studies that used maternal urine measured urinary fluoride multiple times throughout pregnancy (Bashash et al. 2017; Bashash et al. 2018; Valdez Jimenez et al. 2017). Another study demonstrated correlations between urinary fluoride and fluoride in the drinking water, fluorosis, or estimated dose based on water (Choi et al. 2015). Bashash et al. (2017) excluded exposure measurement outliers but found that doing so did not change the results in a meaningful way.

**High Risk-of-bias Studies**

A frequent critical limitation among the high risk-of-bias studies was lack of information regarding exposure or poor exposure characterization. In the high risk-of-bias studies that assessed the association between fluoride exposure and other neurodevelopmental and cognitive effects in children, fluoride exposure assessment was based on dental fluorosis, municipality-level water fluoridation prevalence data, number of years living in an area with fluorinated water, or group-level water samples. See the Exposure Characterization in IQ Studies section for further discussion on the limitations of exposure assessments in high risk-of-bias studies.

**Outcome Assessment in Other Neurodevelopmental Studies in Children**

**Low Risk-of-bias Studies**

The low risk-of-bias studies have few concerns regarding outcome assessment. Seven of the nine studies [i.e., all low risk-of-bias studies except Barberio et al. (2017b) and Riddell et al. (2019)] used appropriate methods for measuring other neurodevelopmental effects in the study population, and blinding of outcome assessors was either reported or not a concern in eight of the nine studies [i.e., all with the exception of Wang et al. (2020a)].

Among the nine low risk-of-bias studies, three were identified that have a potential for bias due to outcome assessment. One of the studies (Wang et al. 2020a) had potential concern for bias due to lack of information regarding the blinding of outcome assessors. Two of the studies (Barberio et al. 2017b; Riddell et al. 2019) were based on the same study population in Canada, where different questions were asked in Cycles 2 (2009–2011) and 3 (2012–2013) of the Canadian
Health Measures Survey (CHMS) to ascertain learning disabilities including ADHD. In Cycle 2, subjects were asked whether they had a learning disability diagnosed by a health professional and, if yes, were asked what kind. In Cycle 3, CHMS did not ask what kind of learning disability was diagnosed nor was a reason for the question omission provided. Because no reason was provided for the removal of the question, and because a question on learning disability without the specific diagnosis may be more prone to bias, this change in questioning from Cycles 2 to 3 is a potential concern. Blinding was not considered an issue in these two studies, but the methods for obtaining the information are considered to be less than ideal for measuring learning disabilities including ADHD. Although the questionnaire asked about a doctor’s diagnosis of a learning disability, there was no confirmation with medical records. Moreover, these questionnaires were not validated like Conners’ Rating Scales, which would have been a better method for assessing ADHD. Although the outcome assessment methods are less than ideal, there was no direct evidence that they were conducted incorrectly or that the methods would have biased the results in any specific direction. Because this was the only concern in these studies, they were considered to have low risk of bias overall.

High Risk-of-bias Studies
Among the studies on other neurodevelopmental effects with high potential for bias, there were several reasons for studies to be considered probably or definitely high risk of bias for outcome assessment. One study (Shannon et al. 1986) was considered to have probably high risk of bias based on lack of information regarding blinding of outcome assessors. One study was considered definitely high risk of bias because outcome was assessed based on a parent-completed questionnaire, and the study authors noted that the parents were informed of the study’s intent and were requested to provide information on fluoride history. Other studies used outcome assessment methods that were not validated or utilized group-level measurements (i.e., school performance, working memory scores).

Confidence Assessment of Findings on Other Neurodevelopmental Effects in Children
The high-quality studies (i.e., studies with low potential for bias) provide some evidence of an association between fluoride exposure and other cognitive neurodevelopmental effects, including lower neurobehavioral scores in infants, cognitive effects other than IQ in children, and increased attention-related disorders including ADHD in children. However, due to limitations in the data set, including the heterogeneity in the outcomes assessed, a limited number of directly comparable studies, and differences in outcome assessment methods even when studies evaluated similar outcomes, there is low confidence based on this body of evidence that fluoride exposure is associated with other cognitive neurodevelopmental effects in children. Due to these limitations, the confidence assessment is not described in the same manner as the IQ in Children section or as outlined in Figure 1. Although there are limitations in the body of evidence, the low risk-of-bias studies demonstrate a relationship between higher fluoride exposure and neurodevelopmental effects, even in very young children, which supports the consistency in evidence shown in children’s IQ studies of an association between fluoride exposure and adverse effects on cognitive neurodevelopment.
Cognitive Effects in Adults

Low Risk-of-bias Studies

Overview of Studies

Two low risk-of-bias cross-sectional studies evaluated the association between fluoride exposure and cognitive effect in adults (Jacqmin et al. 1994; Li et al. 2016). These two studies used the same test for cognitive function (i.e., Mini-Mental State or MMS Examination) and used drinking water fluoride levels to assess fluoride exposure. Li et al. (2016) also measured urinary fluoride. Both studies were cross-sectional in design. One was conducted in France (Jacqmin et al. 1994) and the other in China (Li et al. 2016). Both studies were conducted in older populations (i.e., over 60 or 65 years of age).

Table 8 provides a summary of study characteristics and key findings related to fluoride exposure and cognitive effects in adults for the two low risk-of-bias studies. The purpose of the table is to summarize key findings (independent of whether an association was found) from each study and is not meant to be a comprehensive summary of all results. For each study, results are summarized for each exposure measure assessed. Results from multiple analyses using the same exposure measure may not all be presented unless conflicting results were reported.
Table 8. Studies on Cognitive Function in Adults*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Study Design (Location/Subjects) [n]</th>
<th>Exposure Measures and Summary Statistics</th>
<th>Assessment Timing</th>
<th>Outcome and Methods</th>
<th>Neurobehavioral Outcome Summaryb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jacqmin et al. (1994)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>Drinking water</td>
<td>Adults (ages ≥65 years)</td>
<td>Cognitive function: MMS Examination</td>
<td>No significant increase in the prevalence of cognitive impairment with increasing fluoride quartiles No statistical adjustment for covariates for prevalence rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>France (Gironde and Dordogne)/elderly adults [3,490]</td>
<td>Range: 0.03–2.03 mg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li et al. (2016)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>Drinking water daily fluoride intake</td>
<td>Adults (ages ≥60 years)</td>
<td>Cognitive function: MMS Examination</td>
<td>Subjects with cognitive impairment had a significantly higher skeletal fluorosis score and urinary fluoride concentrations; odds of increasing severity of cognitive impairment increased with urinary fluoride concentrations but were not statistically significant; no significant association with total daily water fluoride intake Adjusted for sex, age, education, marital status (married vs. not married), alcohol consumption (non-drinkers, light drinkers, moderate to heavy drinkers), smoking history (never smoker, ex-smoker, light smoker, heavy smoker), and serum homocysteine levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>China (Inner Mongolia)/adults [511]</td>
<td>Mean (SD): 2.23 (2.23) (normal group), 3.62 (6.71) (cognitive impairment group) mg/L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Urine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (SD): 1.46 (1.04) (normal group), 2.47 (2.88) (cognitive impairment group) mg/L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fluorosis score</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (SD): 0.74 (0.98) (normal group), 1.29 (1.01) (cognitive impairment group)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GM = geometric mean; MMS = Mini-Mental State.

*aIncludes low risk-of-bias studies.

*bAssociations between cognitive effects in adults and fluoride levels were reported quantitatively, when possible. For studies with multiple analyses and results, the table summarizes key findings and is not a comprehensive summary of all findings. Results also indicate when a study reported no association, provided as a qualitative statement of no association.
Summary of Results

Results from two low risk-of-bias studies in adults did not provide enough evidence to evaluate consistency when assessing evidence for a potential association between fluoride exposure and cognitive impairment (based on the MMS Examination) (Jacqmin et al. 1994; Li et al. 2016). Jacqmin et al. (1994) did not find an association between drinking water fluoride and cognitive impairment in populations in France (n = 3,490) and found prevalence rates of cognitive impairment to be the same regardless of fluoride exposure (see Figure A-13). In contrast, Li et al. (2016) did find significantly higher urinary fluoride levels and skeletal fluorosis scores in the cognitively impaired group compared with the control group in an analysis of 38 cognitively impaired cases and 38 controls matched for several covariates, including age, sex, education, alcohol consumption, and smoking (p-value <0.05). However, the authors found no significant association between cognitive impairment and total daily water fluoride intake (adjusted ORs per 1-mg/day increase = 0.94 [95% CI: 0.85, 1.04] and 0.86 [95% CI: 0.69, 1.06] in the moderate and severe cognitive impairment groups, respectively) or urinary fluoride levels (adjusted ORs per 1-mgL increase = 1.12 [95% CI: 0.89, 1.42] and 1.25 [95% CI: 0.87, 1.81] in the moderate and severe cognitive impairment groups, respectively) in subjects from fluorosis-endemic areas of China (n = 511).

High Risk-of-bias Studies

The results from five out of eight high risk-of-bias studies provide evidence of cognitive impairment in adults associated with higher levels of exposure to fluoride; however, there was heterogeneity in the outcomes assessed, a limited number of directly comparable studies, and some variability in results (e.g., variation in IQ results across studies). Due to the limited number of low risk-of-bias studies identified that assess cognitive impairment in adults, the results from the high risk-of-bias studies are summarized in greater detail below than had been done in this document for bodies of evidence for IQ in children and other neurodevelopmental and cognitive effects in children.

In aluminum factory workers (exposed to gaseous and particular fluoride emissions during the production of aluminum metal), significant decreases in IQ (Duan et al. 1995), diminished performance on several neurobehavioral core battery tests (NCTBs) (Guo et al. 2001 [translated in Guo et al. 2008b]), and impaired psychomotor performance and memory were observed (Yazdi et al. 2011). One study conducted on adult subjects with fluorosis (dental and skeletal) from a fluorosis-endemic area compared with healthy subjects from a non-endemic area observed significant differences for some cognitive function tests (i.e., tests of speech fluency, recognition, and working memory) but not others and generally did not observe a significant change in IQ except in the operation scores (Shao 2003). One prospective cohort study evaluated exposure to fluoride in children at 5 years of age, based on whether the children resided in areas with community water fluoridation or used fluoride toothpaste or fluoride tablets, and found no clear differences in IQ scores of the subjects at 38 years of age (Broadbent et al. 2015). One additional study suggested that populations living in areas with higher drinking water fluoride had lower levels of dementia (Still and Kelley 1980); however, the study was not focused on effects of fluoride but on whether fluoride was able to reduce the risk associated with aluminum by competing with aluminum and reducing its bioavailability. Therefore, the study was considered inadequate to evaluate the association between fluoride and dementia (Still and Kelley 1980). A more recent study in Scotland evaluated dementia rates associated with aluminum and fluoride drinking water concentrations and observed a significant increased risk of...
Dementia per standard deviation increase in fluoride (p-value <0.001) with the risk of dementia more than double in the highest quartile of fluoride exposure (56.3 µg/L) compared to the lowest quartile (<44.4 µg/L). The authors also found a significantly increased risk of dementia associated with increased aluminum levels at all quartiles compared with the reference group (p-values <0.05) but found no statistical interaction between aluminum and fluoride levels in relation to dementia (Russ et al. 2019). Conversely, a study in China did not find a significant association between fluoride concentrations in the drinking water and risk for dementia (Liang et al. 2003). In addition to studies that reported on cognitive impairment and exposure to fluoride, two high risk-of-bias studies were identified that reported impaired motor and sensory function (Rotton et al. 1982) and a higher prevalence of self-reported headaches, insomnia, and lethargy (Sharma et al. 2009) associated with fluoride exposure.

**Risk of Bias for Cognitive Effect Studies in Adults**

Due to the small number of studies with a low potential for bias (see Figure D-13 and Figure D-14), the key risk-of-bias domains (confounding, exposure characterization, outcome assessment) are not discussed separately in respective subsections, as was done for the IQ in Children and Other Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Effects in Children bodies of evidence. The high risk-of-bias studies had concerns across several domains (see Figure D-15 and Figure D-16), but there were still relatively few studies. Therefore, the discussion for high risk-of-bias studies is also not separated into subsections by key domain.

**Low Risk-of-bias Studies**

Both low risk-of-bias studies on cognitive effects in adults had little or no risk-of-bias concerns. One study was rated definitely low or probably low risk of bias for all risk-of-bias questions (Li et al. 2016), and the other study was rated probably high risk of bias for a single question that was judged to have minimal impact on overall potential bias (Jacqmin et al. 1994). Jacqmin et al. (1994) had potential concern for bias due to confounding because smoking was not addressed, which has the potential to impact risk for Alzheimer’s disease and rates could vary by parish (the target population consisted of men and women from 75 civil parishes in southwestern France).

**High Risk-of-bias Studies**

There were several issues in the eight studies in adults considered to have high potential for bias. Four of the eight studies had potential concern for bias due to lack of information on the comparison groups, or the comparison groups were considered inappropriate. All eight studies had potential concern for bias regarding covariates not being addressed, including possible co-exposures in occupational studies (e.g., aluminum) and smoking. Five of the eight studies had potential concern for bias due to lack of information regarding exposure characterization or poor exposure characterization with the most utilized exposure measure in these studies being a comparison between exposed and unexposed areas. In one case (Broadbent et al. 2015), multiple sources of fluoride exposure were assessed separately without properly controlling for the other sources of exposure, which could bias the results (see Exposure Characterization in IQ Studies for further details). Five studies also had potential for bias based on limitations in the outcome assessment, which was mainly due to lack of blinding of outcome assessors, lack of validation of the methods, or lack of sufficient details on how the outcomes were assessed.
Confidence Assessment of Findings on Cognitive Effects in Adults

The body of evidence available to examine the association between exposure to fluoride and cognitive effects in adults is limited to two low risk-of-bias cross-sectional studies. Due to the limited number of studies and a lack of evidence of an effect, there is low confidence based on this body of evidence that fluoride exposure is associated with cognitive effects in adults.

Mechanistic Data in Humans

Eight low risk-of-bias studies that evaluated fluoride exposure and mechanistic data in humans were considered potentially relevant to neurological effects. Effects on the thyroid were specifically evaluated because the NRC 2006 report identified this as a possible effect of fluoride (NRC 2006), and changes in thyroid hormones have been identified as a mechanism for neurodevelopmental effects (Haschek and Rousseaux 1991). These included effects on thyroid hormones in children (Kheradpisheh et al. 2018a; Kheradpisheh et al. 2018b; Malin et al. 2018), adults (Kheradpisheh et al. 2018a; Kheradpisheh et al. 2018b; Malin et al. 2018), or children and adults combined (Barberio et al. 2017a). In addition, some studies evaluated self-reported thyroid conditions in children and adults combined (Barberio et al. 2017a) and thyroid diseases in adults (Kheradpisheh et al. 2018b; Peckham et al. 2015) (see Figure D-17 and Figure D-18). Although the low risk-of-bias studies provide some evidence of mechanistic effects (primarily changes in thyroid stimulating hormone [TSH] levels in children), the studies were too heterogeneous or limited in number to make any determination on mechanism (see Figure 7).

Among the seven low risk-of-bias studies that reported on changes in thyroid hormones, three studies were conducted in children (Kumar et al. 2018; Singh et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2015b) and reported increases in TSH levels. Zhang et al. (2015b) reported significant increases in TSH in children from a fluorosis-endemic area (median fluoride drinking water concentration = 1.40 mg/L, interquartile range = 1.23–1.57 mg/L) compared with a non-fluorosis-endemic area (median fluoride drinking water concentration = 0.63 mg/L; interquartile range = 0.58–0.68 mg/L), whereas 3,5,3’-triiodothyronine (T3) or thyroxine (T4) were not significantly different between the two groups. Similarly, Singh et al. (2014) observed significantly higher TSH levels in children without dental fluorosis who lived in a fluorosis-endemic area (median fluoride drinking water concentration = 0.63 mg/L; interquartile range = 0.85–0.91 mg/L) compared with children without dental fluorosis who lived in a non-fluorosis-endemic area (fluoride drinking water concentrations of 0.98–1.00 mg/L). When all children (with and without dental fluorosis) in the endemic area were compared with children from the non-endemic area, the TSH levels were higher in children from the fluorosis-endemic area, although results did not reach statistical significance (p = 0.057). Significant differences in T4 or T3 were not observed between groups (Singh et al. 2014). Kumar et al. (2018) also observed a significant increase in TSH levels in children from a fluorosis-endemic area (1.5–5.8 mg/L fluoride) compared with a control area (0.94–1.08 mg/L fluoride). There were also decreases in T3 and T4, but results were not statistically significant.

Barberio et al. (2017a) evaluated associations between fluoride and TSH levels in children and adults combined and found no relationship between fluoride exposure (measures in urine and tap water) and TSH levels. In the one study that evaluated thyroid hormone levels in adults but not children, Kheradpisheh et al. (2018b) found a significant increase in TSH associated with higher fluoride concentrations in drinking water in both adults with and without thyroid diseases such as hypothyroidism, hyperthyroidism, thyroid nodules, or thyroid cancer. Significant increases in T3
were associated with higher fluoride in drinking water in adults without thyroid diseases, but increases in T3 were not significant in adults with thyroid diseases. A significant association between T4 and higher fluoride in drinking water was not observed in adults with or without thyroid diseases (Kheradpisheh et al. 2018b).

Other than changes in hormone levels, there is limited evidence of fluoride-related mechanistic effects in the three low risk-of-bias studies that evaluated thyroid-related effects. Barberio et al. (2017a) found no relationship between fluoride exposure and self-reported thyroid conditions in children and adults (children were older than 12). Kheradpisheh et al. (2018b) also found no association between fluoride exposure and hypothyroidism in an adult population in Iran. One study found a significantly higher prevalence of hypothyroidism in areas with higher fluoride concentrations in drinking water (>0.7 mg/L) compared with areas with lower fluoride drinking water concentrations (≤0.7 mg/L) (Peckham et al. 2015).

Sixteen high risk-of-bias studies were available that evaluated mechanistic data in humans associated with fluoride exposure, including effects on thyroid hormones in children (n = 9 studies), thyroid hormones in adults (Michael et al. 1996; Yasmin et al. 2013), catecholamines in adults (Michael et al. 1996) or in subjects of unknown ages (Chinoy and Narayana 1992), acetylcholinesterase (AChE) or serotonin levels in children (Lu et al. 2019; Pratap et al. 2013), brain histopathology or biochemistry in aborted fetuses (Du et al. 1992 [translated in Du et al. 2008]; Yu et al. 1996 [translated in Yu et al. 2008]), and mitochondrial fission/fusion molecules in children (Zhao et al. 2019). Similar to the low risk-of-bias studies, the high risk-of-bias studies provide some evidence of mechanistic effects (primarily changes in TSH levels in children); however, the data are insufficient to identify a clear mechanism by which fluoride causes neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects in humans.

Among high risk-of-bias studies (see Figure D-19 and Figure D-20), varying results were reported in 11 studies that evaluated associations between fluoride exposure and thyroid hormones, and a few of these studies (Lin et al. 1991; Wang et al. 2001; Yang et al. 1994 [translated in Yang et al. 2008]) were complicated by high or low iodine in the high fluoride area. When considering fluoride effects on each of the hormones individually, similar to results from low risk-of-bias studies, the most consistent evidence of fluoride-associated effects on a thyroid hormone was reported as changes in TSH levels in children, although there was some variation in the direction of association. Six of the nine high risk-of-bias studies that evaluated changes in TSH levels in children reported increases in TSH levels with higher fluoride (Lin et al. 1991; Susheela et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2001; Yang et al. 1994 [translated in Yang et al. 2008]; Yao et al. 1996; Yasmin et al. 2013). Two of the nine high risk-of-bias studies reported decreases in TSH levels in children with higher fluoride (Khandare et al. 2017; Khandare et al. 2018). One of the nine studies found no significant alterations in TSH levels in children from fluorosis-endemic areas (Hosur et al. 2012) (see Figure 8).

When considering associations between fluoride exposure and TSH, T3, and T4 levels together, studies that evaluated changes in all three thyroid hormones reported varying combinations of increases, decreases, or no changes in levels across the three hormones, although among the eight low and high risk-of-bias studies that evaluated associations between fluoride exposure and TSH, T3, and T4 levels and reported increases in TSH levels in children, seven of the eight studies found no alterations in T3 levels (one study found an increase in T3), and six of the eight studies found no alterations in T4 levels (two studies found an increase in T4). Studies also
displayed variation by age in the associations between fluoride and TSH, T3, and T4. Due to the
dynamic relationship between the thyroid gland, the pituitary gland, and the production and
clearance of TSH, T3, and T4, the variations in results are not unexpected and do not eliminate
the possibility of a mechanistic link between thyroid effects and neurodevelopmental or
cognitive effects; however, the data do not support a clear indication that thyroid effects are a
mechanism by which fluoride causes these effects in humans.

Figure 7. Number of Low Risk-of-bias Studies that Evaluated Thyroid Hormones in Children and
Adults by Endpoint and Direction of Association

Interactive figure and additional study details are available at
https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/ntp.visuals/viz/FluorideTableauDashboards/ReadMe. This figure displays study counts for
low risk-of-bias studies in both children and adults, as these counts are most relevant to the summary of fluoride-related
mechanistic effects in low risk-of-bias studies. Counts for high risk-of bias studies and studies by age (i.e., children, adults, or
children/adults combined) can also be accessed in the interactive figure. Study counts are tabulated by significance (unless study
footnotes in the interactive figure indicate that statistical significance was not tested)—statistically significant increase (↑),
statistically significant decrease (↓), or not significant (NS). For example, the “↑” column displays numbers of unique studies
with significantly increased results.

Figure 8. Number of High Risk-of-bias Studies that Evaluated Thyroid Hormones in Children by
Endpoint and Direction of Association

Interactive figure and additional study details are available at
https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/ntp.visuals/viz/FluorideTableauDashboards/ReadMe. This figure displays study counts for
high risk-of-bias studies in children, as these counts are most relevant to the summary of associations between fluoride and
thyroid hormones in high risk-of-bias studies. Counts for low risk-of bias studies, studies in adults, or all studies combined can
also be accessed in the interactive figure. Study counts are tabulated by significance (unless study footnotes in the interactive
figure indicate that statistical significance was not tested)—statistically significant increase (↑), statistically significant decrease (↓), or not significant (NS). For example, the “↑” column displays numbers of unique studies with significantly increased results.

In addition to evaluating thyroid hormone levels, a few high risk-of-bias studies evaluated other
mechanistic data associated with fluoride exposure; however, the data are insufficient to identify
a clear mechanism by which fluoride might cause neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects in
humans. Serum epinephrine and norepinephrine were significantly increased in a fluoride-
endemic region (it was not reported whether subjects were children or adults) compared with a non-endemic region (Chinoy and Narayana 1992). A separate study reported that serum epinephrine and norepinephrine (referred to as adrenaline and noradrenaline in the study) were significantly increased in adults in a fluoride-endemic area (fluoride in the drinking water ranged from 1.0–6.53 ppm) compared with a control area (fluoride in the drinking water ranged from 0.56–0.72 ppm) (Michael et al. 1996). Serum AChE was significantly reduced in children from a high fluoride region compared with a lower fluoride region (Pratap et al. 2013). Serum serotonin was significantly increased in children from Turkey who were drinking water containing 2.5 mg/L of fluoride compared with children drinking bottled water or water containing <0.5 mg/L of fluoride (Lu et al. 2019). Aborted fetuses from high fluoride areas in China were found to have histological changes in the brain and significant changes in neurotransmitter levels compared with a control area (Du et al. 1992 [translated in Du et al. 2008]; Yu et al. 1996 [translated in Yu et al. 2008]).

There are also two more recent low risk-of-bias studies that evaluated polymorphisms in dopamine-related genes; however, a determination on mechanism cannot be made at this time due to the limited number of studies. For children (10–12 years old) with a Val158Met polymorphism in the COMT gene (i.e., catechol-O-methyltransferase), which results in slower degradation and greater availability of dopamine within the brain, a stronger association between increasing urinary fluoride levels and decreasing IQ was reported (Zhang et al. 2015b). For children (7–12 years old) with a dopamine receptor-2 (DRD2) Taq 1A polymorphism (which is involved in reduced D2 receptor density and availability) and the TT (variant) genotype, a significant inverse association between log urinary fluoride and IQ was observed; however, this significant relationship was not observed in children with the CC (wild-type) or CT (hybrid) genotypes (Cui et al. 2018).

Animal Learning and Memory Data

NTP provided a review of the experimental animal evidence in the earlier draft monographs (NTP 2020) and agrees with the NASEM committee’s comments (NASEM 2020; 2021) that the experimental animal database is of poor quality, with many studies suffering from major reporting deficiencies (Sup01_Monograph_NASEM_Feb_2021.pdf). NTP acknowledges that further efforts to disentangle the potential for motor activity deficits to influence tests of learning and memory in the fluoride literature are warranted. Overall, these general issues and deficiencies with the experimental animal database led to NTP’s conclusion that the animal studies are currently inadequate to inform the question of an association between fluoride exposure and neurodevelopmental and cognitive effects in humans. Therefore, this systematic review does not include an experimental animal section.

Mechanistic Data in Animals

There are a wide variety of studies in animals that evaluate mechanistic effects potentially related to neurological changes following oral fluoride exposure (see Appendix F); however, the mechanisms underlying fluoride-associated cognitive neurodevelopmental effects are not well characterized, and review of the data did not identify a mode of action for fluoride effects on IQ in children. Categories of mechanistic endpoints with the largest amount of available data include changes in biochemical components of the brain or neurons, neurotransmitters, oxidative stress, histopathology, and thyroid function. Limiting the data to studies with at least one
exposure at or below 20 ppm fluoride drinking water equivalents (gavage and dietary exposures were backcalculated into equivalent drinking water concentrations for comparison) still provided a sufficient number of studies for evaluation of these mechanistic endpoints. This evaluation is provided in Appendix F. Neurotransmitter and biochemical changes in the brain and neurons were considered the mechanistic areas with the greatest potential to demonstrate effects of fluoride on the brain of animals in the lower dose range and provide evidence of changes in the brain that may relate to lower IQ in children (see Appendix F). Histological data can be useful in determining whether effects are occurring in the brain at lower fluoride concentrations; however, author descriptions of these effects may be limited, thereby making it difficult to directly link histological changes in the brain to learning and memory effects. Oxidative stress is considered a general mechanistic endpoint that cannot be specifically linked to neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects in humans; however, like histopathology, it may help in identifying changes in the brain occurring at lower concentrations of fluoride. Although any effects in the brain or neurological tissue at lower concentrations of fluoride may support reduced IQ in humans, it may be difficult to distinguish the potential effects of fluoride on learning and memory functions from other neurological or general health outcomes.

**In Vitro Data on Neurodevelopmental or Cognitive Effects**

Although in vitro studies were identified as part of the systematic review process, NTP determined that the information on neurological effects from these studies is too general, and results cannot necessarily be attributed to effects on learning and memory or other cognitive functions at this time. The in vitro data may help support specific mechanisms identified from in vivo mechanistic data; however, as described above, no specific mechanism has been determined for fluoride effects on learning and memory or other neurodevelopmental or cognitive outcomes.
Discussion

This systematic review evaluated the available animal and human literature concerning the association between fluoride exposure and cognitive neurodevelopment. The available data on potential mechanisms to evaluate biological plausibility were also assessed. The potential health benefits of fluoride with respect to oral health are acknowledged but are not the focus of this review.

This review extended NTP’s previous evaluation of the experimental animal data (NTP 2016). Although the animal data provide some evidence of effects of fluoride on neurodevelopment, they give little insight into the question of whether fluoride influences IQ. This is due to deficiencies identified in the animal body of evidence. Mechanistic studies in humans provide some evidence of adverse neurological effects of fluoride. However, these studies were too heterogeneous and limited in number to make any determination on biological plausibility.

The literature on adults is also limited; therefore, it was determined that there is low confidence in the body of evidence from studies that evaluate fluoride exposure and adult cognition. Compared to the literature in adults, there is a much more extensive literature in children.

The literature in children was separated into studies assessing IQ and studies assessing other cognitive or neurodevelopmental outcomes. There is low confidence in the body of evidence from studies that evaluate fluoride exposure and other cognitive or neurodevelopmental outcomes in children. This body of evidence is made up of altogether, the results from eight of nine high-quality studies (three prospective cohort and five six cross-sectional studies from seven different study populations) and six low-quality studies. Eight of the nine high-quality studies provide some evidence that fluoride is associated with other cognitive or neurodevelopmental outcomes in children. The data also suggest that neurodevelopmental effects occur in very young children. However, the confidence in this body of evidence is low because the number of studies is limited, and there is too much heterogeneity in the outcomes measured, ages assessed, and methods used to directly compare studies of any one outcome. Additional studies on outcomes such as attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and other attention-related disorders, where there is some evidence of an effect of fluoride exposure, would be necessary to critically assess the data.

Most of the epidemiological studies (n = 72) assessed the association between fluoride exposure and IQ in children. Although all studies, both high- and low-quality, were considered, this evaluation focuses on the high-quality, low risk-of-bias studies in children for two reasons. First, there are fewer limitations and greater confidence in the results of the high-quality studies. Second, there is a relatively large number of high-quality studies (n = 19), such that the body of evidence from these studies could be used to evaluate confidence in the association between fluoride exposure and changes in children’s IQ.

This review finds, with moderate confidence, that higher fluoride exposure is associated with lower IQ in children. The association between higher fluoride exposure and lower IQ in children was consistent across different study populations, study locations, study quality/risk-of-bias determinations, study designs, exposure measures, and types of exposure data (group-level and individual-level). There were 19 low-risk-of-bias studies that were conducted in 15 study populations, across 5 countries, and evaluating more than 7,000 children. Of these 19 studies, 18
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reported an association between higher fluoride exposure [e.g., represented by populations whose total fluoride exposure approximated or exceeded the WHO Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride (WHO 2017)] and lower IQ. These include 3 prospective cohort studies and 15 cross-sectional studies (12 of which indicated that exposure likely preceded the outcome). Forty-six of 53 low-quality studies in children also reported an association between higher fluoride exposure and lower IQ.

Many studies in this assessment relied on drinking-water fluoride levels (both group-level measures and individual-level measures), rather than measures of total fluoride exposure, to establish exposed versus “unexposed” or reference groups. Although fluoride in water is a major source of exposure [comprising 40% to 70% of total exposure (US EPA 2010)], other sources of fluoride provide variable amounts that depend on personal preferences and habits. The use of dental products containing fluoride and consuming foods and beverages prepared with fluoridated water can also result in measurable exposures (US EPA 2010). Green et al. (2019) suggested that significant exposures occur from black tea consumption. Thus, drinking water fluoride levels may, but usually do not, reflect total fluoride exposure. This could be a potential limitation in studies that rely on water fluoride data to assess fluoride exposure (in particular, earlier studies). However, because water is only part of a person’s total exposure to fluoride, this limitation would likely result in an underestimate of exposure to fluoride. In addition, this limitation is less of a concern in areas where fluoride in the drinking water is high because drinking water likely contributes a large proportion of the total fluoride intake in those areas as compared with areas where fluoride in the drinking water is lower. | 

This review found that the quality of exposure assessment has improved over the years. More recent studies by Valdez Jimenez et al. (2017), Bashash et al. (2017), and Green et al. (2019) used individual measures of urinary fluoride, either maternal urine collected prenatally or children’s urine, which confirmed support the association between higher total fluoride exposure and lower children’s IQ and other cognitive neurodevelopmental effects. Studies using different types of exposure measures reported similar findings of an association (NRC 2006), which strengthens confidence in earlier studies that reported IQ deficits with increasing high group-level fluoride exposure. However, there is less certainty in the quantitative estimates of the magnitude of IQ deficits from earlier studies that used group-level exposure measures than the estimates from more recent studies that used individual-level exposure measures.

It is worth noting that there are circumstances wherein typical children’s water consumption considered with water fluoride levels may substantially underestimate total fluoride exposure. One example is bottle-fed infants wherein nutrition is provided by powdered formula that is rehydrated with fluoridated water (Till et al. 2020). To decrease an exclusively formula-fed infant’s exposure to fluoride, for the purpose of reducing risk of dental fluorosis, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommends using low-fluoride bottled water to mix with infant formula (CDC 2015). A few studies also support the possibility of heightened sensitivities to the detrimental cognitive effects of fluoride exposure in individuals with certain genetic polymorphisms in dopamine receptor D2 or catechol-O-methyltransferase (Cui et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2015b), potentially impacting dopamine catabolism and receptor sensitivity. Differential exposures to fluoride and genetic susceptibilities of children to fluoride may represent special situations that would appear to warrant further research.
The following section briefly recaps the strength of the epidemiological evidence for an association between fluoride exposure and cognitive neurodevelopmental deficits. This is followed by a more detailed listing of limitations of the evidence base and limitations of the systematic review, with some suggestions of areas where further research may be most beneficial.

**Limitations of the Evidence Base**

Limitations in the epidemiological studies with low risk of bias include:

- Few studies are available that assessed the association between fluoride exposure and cognitive function (particularly IQ) in adults and attention-related disorders including ADHD in children and adults.
- Heterogeneity in outcomes was assessed for other neurobehavioral outcomes, limiting the assessment of other possible effects in children.
- Studies rarely separated the results by sex or provided information to indicate that sex was not a modifying factor.
- Associations between lower total fluoride exposure [e.g., represented by populations whose total fluoride exposure was lower than the WHO Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride (WHO 2017)] and children’s IQ remain unclear. More studies at lower exposure levels are needed to fully understand potential associations in ranges typically found in the United States (i.e., <1.5 mg/L in water). However, it should be noted that, as of April 2020, CWS supplying water with ≥1.5 mg/L naturally occurring fluoride served 0.59% of the U.S. population (~1.9 million people) (CDC Division of Oral Health 2020). This indicates that the moderate confidence in the association between higher fluoride exposure and lower IQ is relevant, at a minimum to children living in these areas of the United States where fluoride in drinking water is known to be at or above 1.5 mg/L. This is only compounded by additional exposures to fluoride from other sources.
- No studies investigating the association between fluoride exposure and neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects in adults or children have been conducted in the United States.
- No studies are available to evaluate lifelong exposure in adults, or fluoride exposure over a child’s lifetime and neurodevelopmental or cognitive changes over time.
- The database does not allow for comparison of ages and possible changes at different developmental stages in children to assess if there is a delay in development or if associations persist.
- The database does not allow for establishing clear correlations between prenatal and postnatal exposures.

Limitations in the epidemiological studies with high risk of bias include:

- Many of the original publications were in a non-English language and provided limited details on methodology.
Studies lacked information regarding exposure and/or had serious limitations in the exposure assessment. Exposure assessment concerns include limited individual exposure information, a lack of information on fluoride sampling methods and timing of the exposure measurements, a lack of quantitation of levels of fluoride in drinking water in a few studies, and a lack of individual-level information on fluorosis in areas reported to be endemic for fluorosis.

The comparison groups in studies conducted in areas endemic for fluorosis still may have been exposed to high levels of fluoride or levels similar to those used in water fluoridation in the United States. This factor may have limited the ability to detect true effects.

Studies did not provide sufficient direct information (e.g., participation rates or methods for selection) to evaluate selection bias.

Failure to address important covariates was an issue for many studies. Some studies conducted simple statistical analyses without accounting for any covariates in the analysis, although many noted similarities between the study populations. In cases where adjustments in analyses were made, often these studies did not account for covariates considered critical for that study population and outcome including co-exposures.

Studies conducted in areas with high, naturally occurring fluoride levels in drinking water often did not account for potential exposures to arsenic or iodine deficiencies in study subjects in areas where these substances were likely to occur.

Studies lacked information on whether the outcome assessors were blind to the exposure group, including studies that examined children in their schools and subjects from high-fluoride communities.

Limitations in the animal and mechanistic evidence base include:

The overall quality of the experimental animal studies is poor, and there are relatively few well-designed and well-performed studies at lower fluoride exposure levels (i.e., <20 ppm, which is roughly equivalent to human exposure of <4 ppm).

The understanding of the specific molecular events responsible for fluoride’s adverse effects on neurobehavioral function is poor.

A key data gap in the human and animal bodies of evidence includes the need for mechanistic insight into fluoride-related neurodevelopmental or cognitive changes.

Strengths of the Evidence Base

Strengths in the epidemiological evidence base include:

- There are 72 studies directly addressing the relationship between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ.
- There are 12 high-quality cross-sectional studies with low risk of bias providing evidence that exposure occurred prior to outcome assessment in those studies.
- Studies are from diverse geographic locations that included data for more than 7,000 children.
There are 19 high-quality studies evaluating the same outcome (i.e., IQ) and 9 evaluating other neurodevelopmental outcomes.

Reported responses: associations between higher fluoride exposure and lower children’s IQ are consistent in the vast majority of studies of both low and high quality.

Reported responses: associations between higher fluoride exposure and lower children’s IQ are consistent across different study populations, study designs, and exposure measures.

Findings of studies with group- and individual-level information on exposure and outcomes are similar.

A wide variety of important covariates are either addressed by study design or captured across the evidence base, with no consistent patterns that would suggest an alternative explanation.

Limitations of the Systematic Review

This systematic review has few limitations. The human body of evidence included a large database of observational studies. Most of the observational studies were cross-sectional; however, 12 of these were considered to provide sufficient evidence that exposure occurred prior to the outcome. In addition, the systematic review covered a wide range of study designs, populations, and measures of fluoride exposure. The systematic review was designed to cover reports on all potential mechanistic data including effects on the thyroid. After review of the studies evaluating thyroid effects, studies that only evaluated goiters and other effects on thyroid size were not considered in this review. This is not considered a limitation because these studies did not include specific information on thyroid hormones that could indicate a mechanism for thyroid involvement in neurodevelopment. In addition, review of the mechanistic data was limited to in vivo studies with at least one concentration below 20 ppm. This is not considered a limitation for the systematic review because the mechanistic body of evidence was used to evaluate biological plausibility for the effects observed in humans; therefore, data were limited to concentrations that would be more reflective of human exposures. The decision to not more closely evaluate the in vitro data is not considered a limitation because there were sufficient in vivo data, and no key events were identified where in vitro data would provide additional insight.

The supplemental literature search for non-English-language studies not indexed in traditional databases supports the comprehensive nature of the literature search strategy for this systematic review. In the absence of guidance on the most complete non-English-language databases that may contain health studies of fluoride, a standard systematic review approach for database selection was followed whereby a set of exemplar documents, called 'seed studies' were used. Databases were selected that identified non-English-language studies of fluoride that we were aware of and were not captured in searches of databases from the main literature search. This informed approach influenced the selection process; however, this is not considered a limitation because it provided an objective measure by which to compare databases. Following the recommendation of the NASEM committee in its review of the September 16, 2020, draft monograph, the experimental animal section has been removed and is not included in this monograph. Although the deficiencies identified in the animal body of evidence support this removal (see Animal Learning and Memory Data for further explanation), NTP acknowledges...
that the absence of the experimental animal data is a limitation of this systematic review. For the purpose of this review, NTP considers the experimental animal data to be inadequate to inform whether fluoride exposure is associated with cognitive effects (including cognitive neurodevelopmental effects) in humans.
Summary

This systematic review evaluated the available animal and human literature concerning the association between fluoride exposure and cognitive neurodevelopment. The available data on potential mechanisms to evaluate biological plausibility were also assessed. Existing animal studies provide little insight into the question of whether fluoride exposure affects IQ. Human mechanistic studies were too heterogenous and limited in number to make any determination on biological plausibility. The body of evidence from studies on adults is also limited and provides low confidence that fluoride exposure is associated with adverse effects on adult cognition.

There is, however, a large body of evidence on IQ effects in children. There is also some evidence that higher fluoride exposure is associated with other neurodevelopmental and cognitive effects; although, because of the heterogeneity of the outcomes, there is low confidence in the literature for these other effects. This review finds, with moderate confidence, that higher fluoride exposure [e.g., represented by populations whose total fluoride exposure approximates or exceeds the WHO Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality of 1.5 mg/L of fluoride (WHO 2017)] is consistently associated with lower IQ in children. More studies are needed to fully understand the potential for lower fluoride exposure to affect children’s IQ.
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Figure A-1. Distribution of IQ in Children by Fluoride Exposure (Low Risk-of-bias Studies; Presented as % in Area or % of Total Group)

Reference group indicated by blue bars; other bars represent response estimates with red indicating statistical significance compared with the reference group.

An interactive version of Figure A-1 and additional study details in HAWC [here](NTP 2019). "F" represents fluoride. For IQ distribution results by drinking water fluoride level provided in Xiang et al. (2003a), Trivedi et al. (2012), Sudhir et al. (2009), and Seraj et al. (2012) and rate of low IQ scores by fluoride intake provided in Wang et al. (2012), statistical significance was not evaluated.
Figure A-2. Mean IQ in Children by Fluoride Exposure (Low Risk-of-bias Studies)

Reference group indicated by blue triangles; circles represent response estimates with red indicating statistical significance. An interactive version of Figure A-2 and additional study details in HAWC [here](https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov) “F” represents fluoride. Three additional publications based on subsample of the larger Yu et al. (2018) cohort were identified (Zhao et al. 2019; Zhao et al. 2020; Zhou et al. 2019); however, results from these studies are not presented here. The main study by Yu et al. (2018) is considered a better representation of the IQ results. For all studies, SDs are available and can be viewed in HAWC (NTP 2019) by clicking the data points within the plot area; however, 95% CIs could not be calculated for Seraj et al. (2012) because Ns are not available for exposure groups.
Figure A-3. Intelligence Grade in Children by Fluoride Exposure (Low Risk-of-bias Studies; Presented as Mean)

Reference group indicated by blue triangles; circles represent response estimates with red indicating statistical significance. An interactive version of Figure A-3 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019). For Saxena et al. (2012), children’s intelligence was measured using Raven’s Standard Progressive Matrices. Children’s scores were converted to percentile, and specific grades were allotted based on the percentiles. Grades ranged from intellectually superior (Grade I) to intellectually impaired (Grade V). Results for Soto-Barreras et al. (2019) are not presented here. Outcomes in the study were presented as levels of fluoride exposure associated with each intelligence grade. Results reported were not significant.

Figure A-4. Mean Change in IQ in Children by Fluoride Exposure (Low Risk-of-bias Studies)

Reference group indicated by blue triangles; circles represent response estimates with red indicating statistical significance. An interactive version of Figure A-4 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019). For Ding et al. (2011), SDs are available and can be viewed in HAWC (NTP 2019) by clicking the data points within the plot area; however, 95% CIs could not be calculated because Ns for each exposure group are not available.
Figure A-5. Associations between Fluoride Exposure and IQ Scores in Children (Low Risk-of-bias Studies; Presented as Adjusted OR)

Reference group indicated by blue triangles; circles represent response estimates with red indicating statistical significance. Cutoffs for the dichotomous outcome are listed in the Endpoint column.

An interactive version of Figure A-5 and additional study details in HAWC [here](NTP 2019). For Xiang et al. (2011), there was a significant linear trend across different levels of serum fluoride for IQ score <80 (p < 0.001). For Yu et al. (2018), significance levels by IQ score were not reported.
Figure A-6. Correlations between Fluoride Exposure and IQ Score in Children (Low Risk-of-bias Studies; Presented as Correlation Coefficient)

Circles represent response estimates with red indicating statistical significance. An interactive version of Figure A-6 and additional study details in HAWC [here](https://wwwntp.niehs.nih.gov/reports/nri_wg/). “F” represents fluoride. For Saxena et al. (2012), a significant relationship between water fluoride level and intelligence grade was observed. Increasing intelligence grades reflected increasing levels of impairment (reduced intelligence) in children.
Figure A-7. Associations between Fluoride Exposure and IQ Score in Children (Low Risk-of-bias Studies; Presented as Adjusted Beta)—China

Circles represent response estimates with red indicating statistical significance. An interactive version of Figure A-7 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019). “F” represents fluoride. For Yu et al. (2018), authors note an obvious decrease in the IQ score at water fluoride exposure levels between 3.40 mg/L and 3.90 mg/L and a similar adverse effect on IQ scores at urinary fluoride exposure levels from 1.60 mg/L to 2.50 mg/L, and so the changes in IQ score are indicated as significant; however, significance levels for change in IQ score were not reported.
Figure A-8. Associations between Fluoride Exposure and IQ Score in Children (Low Risk-of-bias Studies; Presented as Adjusted Beta)—Areas Other Than China

Circles represent response estimates with red indicating statistical significance.
An interactive version of Figure A-8 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019). “F” represents fluoride.
Figure A-9. Mean Motor/Sensory Scores in Children by Fluoride Exposure (Low Risk-of-bias Studies)

Reference group indicated by blue triangles; circles represent response estimates with red indicating statistical significance. An interactive version of Figure A-9 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019). “F” represents fluoride. 95% CIs are small and are within figure symbols and may be difficult to see. Values for SDs and 95% CIs can be viewed in HAWC (NTP 2019) by clicking the data points within the plot area. Total neonatal behavioral neurological assessment (NBNA) score was also significantly reduced in the endemic F region versus reference region (not shown).

Figure A-10. Correlations between Fluoride Exposure and Other Cognitive Effects in Children (Low Risk-of-bias Studies; Presented as Correlation Coefficient)

Circles represent response estimates with red indicating statistical significance. An interactive version of Figure A-10 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019). “F” represents fluoride.
Figure A-11. Associations between Fluoride Exposure and Other Neurodevelopmental Effects in Children (Low Risk-of-bias Studies; Presented as Adjusted Beta)

Reference group indicated by blue triangles; circles represent response estimates with red indicating statistical significance. An interactive version of Figure A-11 and additional study details in HAWC [here](NTP 2019). “F” represents fluoride. Bashash et al. (2018) observed significant associations between maternal urinary fluoride and ADHD-like symptoms related to inattention (an increase in 0.5 mg/L of maternal urinary fluoride was associated with a 2.84-point increase in the DSM-IV Inattention Index and a 2.54-point increase in Cognitive Problems and Inattention Index). These two scales contributed to the global ADHD Index and the DSM-IV ADHD Total Index shown here.
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Figure A-12. Associations between Fluoride Exposure and Other Neurodevelopmental Effects in Children (Low Risk-of-bias Studies; Presented as Adjusted OR)

Circles represent response estimates with red indicating statistical significance. An interactive version of Figure A-12 and additional study details in HAWC [here](NTP 2019). “F” represents fluoride. Drinking water results for Barberio et al. (2017b) have a large confidence interval and are not completely visible in the figure. 95% CIs are 0.068–11.33 and can be viewed in HAWC (NTP 2019) by clicking the OR within the plot area.

Figure A-13. Cognitive Impairment in Adults by Fluoride Exposure (Low Risk-of-bias Studies; Presented as % of Total Group)

Reference group indicated by blue triangles; circles represent response estimates with red indicating statistical significance. An interactive version of Figure A-13 and additional study details in HAWC [here](NTP 2019). Results from Li et al. (2016) suggested that fluoride exposure may be a risk factor for cognitive impairment in elderly subjects; however, results from the study were not conducive to presentation in this visualization.
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B.1. Introduction

NTP initially published a systematic review of the experimental animal literature in 2016 that was subsequently expanded to include human epidemiological studies, mechanistic studies, and newer experimental animal literature. Table B-1 provides a timeline of key activities contributing to the 2022 NTP monograph including the multiple literature searches, draft monographs, and document review activities that have occurred since 2016.

Table B-2 is a summary of the specific search terms used for the PubMed database. In order to ensure inclusion of relevant papers, the strategy for this search was broad for the consideration of neurodevelopmental or cognitive endpoints and comprehensive for fluoride as an exposure or treatment. The specific search strategies for other databases are available in the protocol (https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>July 2016</td>
<td>Published 2016 NTP monograph of the systematic literature review on the effects of fluoride on learning and memory in animals only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2017</td>
<td>Published protocol for a new NTP monograph on systematic review on effects of fluoride on neurodevelopment and cognition from evidence in human, experimental animal, and mechanistic data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 2019</td>
<td>Completed final literature search for 2019 draft NTP monograph on human, experimental animal, and mechanistic data (i.e., updated through April 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2019</td>
<td>Published 2019 revised protocol for 2019 draft NTP monograph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 2019</td>
<td>Sent 2019 draft NTP monograph for review by NASEM committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 2020</td>
<td>Received NASEM committee’s review report of 2019 draft NTP monograph; began the following key changes in response to NASEM report:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Expanded literature search to non-English-language databases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Conducted meta-analysis on children’s IQ and fluoride exposure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Revised protocol for monograph to include additional information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2020</td>
<td>Completed final literature search for 2020 draft NTP monograph on human experimental animal and mechanistic data (i.e., updated through May 2020 and expanded to include non-English-language databases)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 2020</td>
<td>Published 2020 revised protocol for 2020 draft NTP monograph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 2020</td>
<td>Sent 2020 draft NTP monograph for second review by NASEM committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 2021</td>
<td>Received NASEM committee’s review report of revised 2020 draft NTP monograph; made the following key changes in response to NASEM report:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Removed hazard step and hazard conclusions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Removed meta-analysis to publish separately.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2021</td>
<td>Sent 2021 draft NTP monograph for external peer review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 2022</td>
<td>Published final 2022 NTP monograph on the state of the science for external peer reviewers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Table B-2. PubMed Search Terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Search Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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C.1. Detailed Literature Search Results

C.1.1. Literature Search Results Counts and Title and Abstract Screening

The electronic database searches retrieved 25,450 unique references in total (20,883 references during the initial search conducted in December 2016, 3,657 references during the literature search updates [including the final updated search conducted for the primary epidemiological studies on May 1, 2020], and 910 references from the supplemental Chinese database searches); 11 additional references were identified by technical advisors or from reviewing reference lists in published reviews and included studies. As a result of title and abstract screening, 1,036 references were moved to full-text review, and 24,425 references were excluded (11,402 by manual screening for not satisfying the PECO criteria and 13,023 based on the SWIFT-Active Screener algorithm).

C.1.2. Full-text Review

Among the 1,036 references that underwent full-text review, 489 were excluded at that stage with reasons for exclusion documented; 333 references were excluded for not satisfying the PECO criteria; and 156 references from the May 2020 searches (main literature search update and supplemental Chinese database searches) were excluded for not including information that would materially advance the human, animal in vivo, or mechanistic findings (see the Main Literature Search section for a description of the methodology). These screening results are outlined in a study selection diagram that reports numbers of studies excluded for each reason at the full-text review stage (see Figure 2 [using reporting practices outlined in Moher et al. (2009)] ). After full-text review, 547 studies were considered relevant with primary neurodevelopmental or cognitive outcomes, secondary neurobehavioral outcomes, and/or outcomes related to thyroid function. A few studies assessed data for more than one evidence stream (human, non-human mammal, and/or in vitro), and several human and animal studies assessed more than one type of outcome (e.g., primary and secondary outcomes). The number of included studies is summarized below:

- 167 human studies (84 primary only; 13 secondary only; 5 primary and secondary; 8 primary and thyroid; 2 secondary and thyroid; and 55 thyroid only);
- 339 non-human mammal studies (7 primary only; 186 secondary only; 67 primary and secondary; 6 primary, secondary, and thyroid; 4 secondary and thyroid; and 69 thyroid only); and,
- 60 in vitro/mechanistic studies (48 neurological and 12 thyroid).

One publication contained human, experimental non-human mammal, and in vitro data. Three publications contained both human and experimental non-human mammal data. Fourteen publications contained data relevant to both experimental non-human mammal studies and in vitro studies.
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C.2. List of Included Studies

C.2.1. Studies in Humans

As described in Figure 2, 167 human studies were included; however, full data extraction was conducted only on studies with neurological outcomes or thyroid hormone data. Data extraction was completed using HAWC (NTP 2019). Data were extracted from a subset of included studies in humans (n = 124) and are available in HAWC based on outcome. The following lists of references are organized as studies that are available in HAWC followed by studies that are not available in HAWC. Specifically, data for primary neurodevelopmental or cognitive outcomes (learning, memory, and intelligence) and secondary neurobehavioral outcomes (anxiety, aggression, motor activity, or biochemical changes), as well as thyroid hormone level data, were extracted from included human studies and are available in HAWC. Data for included studies identified through the 2020 literature search update were extracted only for primary neurodevelopmental or cognitive outcomes; a subset of these studies (n = 7) also included secondary neurobehavioral outcomes and/or thyroid hormone level data that were not extracted because those data would not materially advance the human or mechanistic findings. Included human studies that evaluated only other thyroid-related effects such as goiters or thyroid size (n = 43) were not extracted and are not available in HAWC. The list below presents the 167 human studies that were included in the review. An overview of the screening results is outlined in the study selection diagram (Figure 2) that reports numbers of included studies as well as numbers of studies excluded for each reason at the full-text review stage.

C.2.1.1. Studies Available in HAWC


He MX, Zhang CN. 2010. [Investigation of children's intelligence quotient and dental fluorosis in drinking water-type of endemic fluorosis area in Pucheng County, Shaanxi Province before and after drinking water change]. *Chin J Endemiol* 29: 547-548.


Ratan SK, Rattan KN, Pandey RM, Singhal S, Kharab S, Bala M, Singh V, Jhanwar A. 2008. Evaluation of the levels of folate, vitamin B12, homocysteine and fluoride in the parents and the


**C.2.1.2. Studies Not Available in HAWC**


Shitifanova AK. 1962. [The fluorine content in water, soil and vegetal products of the Alma-Atinsk District areas and its role in the etiology of dental caries and endemic goiter]. *Zdравookhranenie Kazakhstana* 60-63.


Tokar VI, Voroshnin VV, Sherbakov SV. 1989. [Chronic effects of fluorides on the pituitary-thyroid system in industrial workers]. *Gig Tr Prof Zabol* 19-22.


### C.2.2. Studies in Non-human Animals

As described in Figure 2, 339 non-human mammal studies were included; however, full data extraction was conducted only on studies with primary neurological outcomes and/or secondary functional neurological outcomes (e.g., motor activity). Data extraction was completed using HAWC (NTP 2019). Data were extracted from a subset of included studies in animals (n = 123) and are available in HAWC based on outcome. The following lists of references are organized as studies that are available in HAWC followed by studies that are not available in HAWC. Specifically, all primary outcomes and functional neurological secondary outcomes (e.g., motor activity) were extracted from animal studies and are available in HAWC, including studies from the NTP (2016) assessment. Studies are also available in HAWC that evaluated mechanistic effects related to oral fluoride exposure at or below 20 ppm fluoride drinking water equivalents for categories of mechanistic endpoints with the largest amount of available data (i.e., biochemistry of the brain or neurons, neurotransmission, oxidative stress, and histopathology [n = 70]); however, these mechanistic data were generally not extracted. Several animal studies assessed primary neurological outcomes and/or functional neurological secondary outcomes and mechanistic effects in the four mechanistic categories listed above (n = 56). In total, 140 animal studies are available in HAWC (70 with primary neurological outcomes and/or secondary functional neurological outcomes without relevant mechanistic data; 15 with relevant mechanistic data only; and 55 with primary and/or secondary functional neurological outcomes with relevant mechanistic data). Studies that evaluated other mechanistic endpoints, as well as studies that assessed only mechanistic effects at fluoride levels above 20 ppm fluoride drinking water equivalents, are not available in HAWC (n = 199). The list below presents the 339 non-human animal studies that were included in the review. An overview of the screening results is outlined in the study selection diagram (Figure 2) that reports numbers of included studies as well as numbers of studies excluded for each reason at the full-text review stage.

#### C.2.2.1. Studies Available in HAWC


Baran-Poesina V, Negres S, Dobrescu D, Dimcevici-Poesina N, Dimcevici-Poesina A, Feghiu A, Soare T, Militaru M. 2013. Experimental pharmacological researches regarding the influence of sodium fluoride in allopathic and homeopathic doses on central nervous system's performances:


C.2.2.2. Studies Not Available in HAWC


C-27


Rakhov GM. 1964. [Effect of calcium and fluorine in drinking water on the iodine metabolism and status of the thyroid gland in iodine insufficiency in food]. *Gig Sanit* 29: 12-17.


### C.2.3. In Vitro Experimental Studies

As described in Figure 2, 60 in vitro experimental studies were included; however, data extraction was not conducted on in vitro studies. Therefore, in vitro experimental studies are not available in HAWC (NTP 2019) with the exception of in vitro studies that also reported in vivo non-human animal data that met the relevant criteria for being made available in HAWC. The following lists of references are organized as studies that are available in HAWC (n = 6) followed by studies that are not available in HAWC (n = 54).
C.2.3.1. Studies Available in HAWC


C.2.3.2. Studies Not Available in HAWC


Gao Q, Liu YH, Guan ZZ. 2008. Oxidative stress might be a mechanism connected with the decreased alpha 7 nicotinic receptor influenced by high-concentration of fluoride in SH-SY5Y neuroblastoma cells. Toxicol In Vitro 22: 837-843.
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D.1. Studies in Humans

Figure D-1. Risk-of-bias Heatmap for Low Risk-of-bias Human Neurodevelopmental or Cognitive Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-1 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019).

Figure D-2. Risk-of-bias Bar Chart for Low Risk-of-bias Human Neurodevelopmental or Cognitive Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-2 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019).

Figure D-3. Risk-of-bias Heatmap for High Risk-of-bias Human Neurodevelopmental or Cognitive Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-3 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019).
Figure D-4. Risk-of-bias Bar Chart for High Risk-of-bias Human Neurodevelopmental or Cognitive Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-4 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019).

Figure D-5. Risk-of-bias Heatmap for Low Risk-of-bias Children’s IQ Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-5 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019).

Figure D-6. Risk-of-bias Bar Chart for Low Risk-of-bias Children’s IQ Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-6 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019).
Figure D-7. Risk-of-bias Heatmap for High Risk-of-bias Children’s IQ Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-7 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019).

Figure D-8. Risk-of-bias Bar Chart for High Risk-of-bias Children’s IQ Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-8 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019).

Figure D-9. Risk-of-bias Heatmap for Low Risk-of-bias Children’s Other Neurodevelopmental Effect Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-9 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019).
Figure D-10. Risk-of-bias Bar Chart for Low Risk-of-bias Children’s Other Neurodevelopmental Effect Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-10 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019).

Figure D-11. Risk-of-bias Heatmap for High Risk-of-bias Children’s Other Neurodevelopmental Effect Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-11 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019).
Figure D-12. Risk-of-bias Bar Chart for High Risk-of-bias Children’s Other Neurodevelopmental Effect Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-12 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019).

Figure D-13. Risk-of-bias Heatmap for Low Risk-of-bias Adult Cognitive Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-13 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019).
Figure D-14. Risk-of-bias Bar Chart for Low Risk-of-bias Adult Cognitive Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-14 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019).

Figure D-15. Risk-of-bias Heatmap for High Risk-of-bias Adult Cognitive Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-15 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019).
Figure D-16. Risk-of-bias Bar Chart for High Risk-of-bias Adult Cognitive Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-16 and additional study details in HAWC [here](NTP 2019).

Figure D-17. Risk-of-bias Heatmap for Low Risk-of-bias Human Mechanistic Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-17 and additional study details in HAWC [here](NTP 2019).
Figure D-18. Risk-of-bias Bar Chart for Low Risk-of-bias Human Mechanistic Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-18 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019).

Figure D-19. Risk-of-bias Heatmap for High Risk-of-bias Human Mechanistic Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-19 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019).

Figure D-20. Risk-of-bias Bar Chart for High Risk-of-bias Human Mechanistic Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-20 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019).
D.2. Studies in Non-human Animals

Figure D-21. Risk-of-bias Heatmap for New Developmental Animal Learning and Memory Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-21 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019).

Figure D-22. Risk-of-bias Bar Chart for New Developmental Animal Learning and Memory Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-22 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019).
Figure D-23. Risk-of-bias Heatmap for New Adult Animal Learning and Memory Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-23 and additional study details in HAWC [here](#) (NTP 2019).

Figure D-24. Risk-of-bias Bar Chart for New Adult Animal Learning and Memory Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-24 and additional study details in HAWC [here](#) (NTP 2019).
Figure D-25. Risk-of-bias Heatmap for Low Risk-of-bias Animal Biochemical Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-25 and additional study details in HAWC [here](NTP 2019).

Figure D-26. Risk-of-bias Bar Chart for Low Risk-of-bias Animal Biochemical Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-26 and additional study details in HAWC [here](NTP 2019).
Figure D-27. Risk-of-bias Heatmap for High Risk-of-bias Animal Biochemical Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-27 and additional study details in HAWC [here](NTP 2019).

Figure D-28. Risk-of-bias Bar Chart for High Risk-of-bias Animal Biochemical Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-28 and additional study details in HAWC [here](NTP 2019).
Figure D-29. Risk-of-bias Heatmap for Low Risk-of-bias Animal Neurotransmission Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-29 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019).

Figure D-30. Risk-of-bias Bar Chart for Low Risk-of-bias Animal Neurotransmission Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-30 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019).
Figure D-31. Risk-of-bias Heatmap for High Risk-of-bias Animal Neurotransmission Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-31 and additional study details in HAWC [here](NTP 2019).

Figure D-32. Risk-of-bias Bar Chart for High Risk-of-bias Animal Neurotransmission Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-32 and additional study details in HAWC [here](NTP 2019).
Figure D-33. Risk-of-bias Heatmap for Low Risk-of-bias Animal Oxidative Stress Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-33 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019).

Figure D-34. Risk-of-bias Bar Chart for Low Risk-of-bias Animal Oxidative Stress Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-34 and additional study details in HAWC here (NTP 2019).
Figure D-35. Risk-of-bias Heatmap for High Risk-of-bias Animal Oxidative Stress Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-35 and additional study details in HAWC [here](https://hawc.wustl.edu) (NTP 2019).

Figure D-36. Risk-of-bias Bar Chart for High Risk-of-bias Animal Oxidative Stress Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-36 and additional study details in HAWC [here](https://hawc.wustl.edu) (NTP 2019).
Figure D-37. Risk-of-bias Heatmap for Low Risk-of-bias Animal Histopathology Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-37 and additional study details in HAWC [here](https://ntp.nih.gov) (NTP 2019).

Figure D-38. Risk-of-bias Bar Chart for Low Risk-of-bias Animal Histopathology Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-38 and additional study details in HAWC [here](https://ntp.nih.gov) (NTP 2019).
Figure D-39. Risk-of-bias Heatmap for High Risk-of-bias Animal Histopathology Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-39 and additional study details in HAWC [here](#) (NTP 2019).

Figure D-40. Risk-of-bias Bar Chart for High Risk-of-bias Animal Histopathology Studies Following Fluoride Exposure

An interactive version of Figure D-40 and additional study details in HAWC [here](#) (NTP 2019).
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E.1. IQ Studies

E.1.1. Bashash et al. (2017)

E.1.1.1. Study Details

- **Study design:** Prospective cohort
- **Population:** Early Life Exposures in Mexico to Environmental Toxicants (ELEMENT) participants (pregnant mothers and their children aged 4 or 6–12 years).
- **Study area:** Mexico City, Mexico
- **Sample size:** 299 mother-child pairs, of whom 211 had data for the IQ analyses.
- **Data relevant to the review:** Adjusted and unadjusted associations between IQ scores and maternal or child’s urinary fluoride concentrations.
- **Reported association with fluoride exposure:** Yes: Significant association between maternal urinary fluoride and IQ score (adjusted $\beta = -2.50$ per 0.5 mg/L increase; 95% CI: $-4.12, -0.59$). No significant associations with children’s urinary fluoride.

E.1.1.2. Risk of Bias

- **Author contacts:**
  - Authors were contacted for additional information on whether clustering was addressed. The authors provided results from additional models with cohort as a random effect which informed the rating decision for the following risk-of-bias domains: Other.
- **Population selection:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** Study participants were selected from two different cohorts from three hospitals in Mexico City that serve low-to-moderate income populations. One cohort was from an observational study of prenatal lead exposure and neurodevelopment outcomes, and the other was from a randomized trial of the effect of calcium on maternal blood lead levels. The authors state that participants had no history of psychiatric disorders, high-risk pregnancies, gestational diabetes, illegal drug use, or continuous prescription drugs, but no information on smoking habits was considered. Study populations appear to be similar, but there may be some differences because subjects were selected from two different cohorts that were recruited from slightly different time periods.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the exposure groups were similar despite the subjects coming from different original study populations wherein different methods were used for recruitment.
- **Confounding:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** Data were collected via questionnaire on maternal age, education, marital status at first prenatal visit, birth order, birth weight, gestational age at delivery, maternal smoking, maternal IQ, and HOME scores. All models were...
adjusted for gestational age at birth, sex, birth weight, birth order, age at testing, maternal marital status, smoking history, age at delivery, maternal IQ, education, and cohort, with additional testing for children’s urinary fluoride, mercury, lead, and calcium. Sensitivity analyses additionally adjusted for HOME score. Important covariates not considered included BMI, iodine deficiency, arsenic, and maternal mental health and nutrition. Arsenic is assumed not to be a potential co-exposure in this population because the study authors did not discuss it as an issue, but did consider other co-exposures. Arsenic is included in the water quality control program in Mexico City and is not considered a concern in this population.

- **Potentially important study-specific covariates:** All key covariates were addressed.
  - **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** Not applicable.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on direct evidence that key covariates, including other potential co-exposures, were addressed and indirect evidence that the methods used to collect the information were valid and reliable and that arsenic is not likely to be an issue in this study population.

- **Attrition:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** Although there was a large amount of attrition, the study authors clearly describe all reasons for attrition and also provide characteristics to compare those participants included to those excluded. There were some slight differences between those included and those excluded, but there is nothing to indicate that the attrition would potentially bias the results.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exclusion of subjects from analyses was adequately addressed, and reasons were documented when subjects were removed from the study or excluded from analyses.

- **Exposure:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** Urinary fluoride concentrations were determined in spot urine samples (2nd morning void) collected from mothers (during at least one trimester) and children ages 6–12 years. Fluoride content was measured using ion-selective electrode-based assays. QC methods were described including between laboratory correlations. All samples were measured in duplicate. Extreme outliers were excluded. Urinary dilution was addressed by using creatinine-adjusted levels.
    - **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** Not applicable.
  - **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that exposure was consistently assessed using well-established methods that directly measured exposure.

- **Outcome:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
Summary: Outcome was assessed using the McCarthy Scales of Children’s Abilities (MSCA) in 4-year-old children (translated into Spanish) and the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI) in 6–12-year-olds. The WASI is a well-established test, and the validity of both tests is well documented by the authors. Inter-examiner reliability was evaluated and reported with a correlation of 0.99 (++) for methods). The study report stated that psychologists were blind to the children’s fluoride exposure (++) for blinding). Overall rating for methods and blinding = ++.

Basis for rating: Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that the outcome was assessed using instruments that were valid and reliable in the study population, and that the outcome assessor was blind to participants’ fluoride exposure.

Selective Reporting:

Rating: Definitely low risk of bias (++)

Summary: All outcomes outlined in the abstract, introduction, and methods are reported in sufficient detail.

Basis for rating: Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that all measured outcomes were reported.

Other potential threats:

Rating: Definitely low risk of bias (++)

Summary:

- Statistical analyses: Statistical analyses used were appropriate for the study. Statistical tests of bivariate associations (using Chi-square tests for categorical variables and analysis of variance [ANOVA]) were used to compare the means of the outcomes or exposure within groups based on the distribution of each covariate. Generalized additive models (GAMs) were used to estimate the adjusted association between fluoride exposure and measures of children’s intelligence. Residual diagnostics were used to examine model assumptions and identify any potentially influential observations. Results are reported as adjusted effects and 95% CIs. In sensitivity analyses, regression models accounted for clustering at the cohort level by using cohort as a fixed effect in the models. Although using cohort as a random effect would be more appropriate, using individual-level exposure data and accounting for numerous important covariates in the models likely captured the cohort effect. Additional models with cohort as a random effect were also subsequently made available via personal communication with the study authors and showed similar results to the main model.

- Other potential concerns: None identified.

Basis for classification as low risk-of-bias study overall: Definitely or probably low risk-of-bias ratings in confounding, exposure, and outcome. Study strengths include
individual exposure measurements, blinding of outcome assessor to participants’ fluoride exposure, and the prospective cohort study design.

E.1.2. Choi et al. (2015)

E.1.2.1. Study Details

- Study design: Cross-sectional
- Population: First-grade children (ages 6–8 years)
- Study area: Mianning County in southern Sichuan, China
- Sample size: 51 first-grade children
- Data relevant to the review: Associations between IQ (digit span for auditory span and working memory and block design for visual organization and reasoning components of WISC-IV only) with continuous urine or drinking water fluoride levels. Study also had information based on dental fluorosis score.
- Reported association with fluoride exposure: Yes: Compared to the normal/questionable dental fluorosis, the moderate/severe dental fluorosis group was associated with significantly lower total (adjusted $\beta = -4.28; 95\% \text{ CI: } -8.22, -0.33$) and backward (adjusted $\beta = -2.13; 95\% \text{ CI: } -4.24, -0.02$) digit span scores. Linear associations between total digit span and log-transformed fluoride in urine (adjusted $\beta = -1.67; 95\% \text{ CI: } -5.46, 2.12$) and in drinking water (adjusted $\beta = -1.39; 95\% \text{ CI: } -6.76, 3.98$) were observed but not significant. Other outcomes not significantly associated with fluoride exposure.

E.1.2.2. Risk of Bias

- Author contacts: Authors were not contacted for additional information because it was not necessary.
- Population selection:
  - Rating: Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - Summary: Subjects were selected during the same time frame using the same methods. Fifty-one first-grade children residing in Mianning County in southern Sichuan, China were included in this pilot study. It is not specified whether the 51 children represented all the first-grade children from this area or whether some refused to participate. Children who did not speak Chinese, were not students at the Primary School of Sunshui Village in Mianning County, or those with chronic or acute disease that might affect neurobehavioral function tests were excluded. Demographic characteristics are presented in Table 1 of the study, which indicates that subjects were similar. Important covariates are adjusted for in the statistical analyses.
  - Basis for Rating: Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that the exposure groups were similar and were recruited within the same time frame using the same methods with no evidence of differences in participation/response rates.
Confounding:

- **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)

- **Summary:** The parents or guardians completed a questionnaire on demographic and personal characteristics of the children (sex, age at testing, parity, illnesses before age 3, and past medical history) and caretakers (age, parity, education and occupational histories, residential history, and household income). A 20-μL capillary blood sample was collected at the school by a Mianning County Center for Disease Control (CDC) health practitioner and tested for possible iron deficiency, which could have been used as a covariate of neurodevelopmental performance. Important covariates that were not assessed include maternal BMI, parental mental health, maternal smoking status, maternal reproductive factors, parental IQ, and HOME score. However, the study authors noted that confounding bias appeared to be limited due to the minimal diversity in the social characteristics of the subjects. The study authors indicated that CDC records documented that levels of other contaminants, including arsenic and lead, were very low in the area. Iodine differences were not specifically addressed, but there is no indication from the information provided that this might have been a concern.

- **Potentially important study-specific covariates:** All key covariates were considered in this study.
  - **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** Not applicable.

- **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias because there is direct evidence that the key covariates were considered and indirect evidence that co-exposure to arsenic was likely not an issue in this area and that methods used for collecting the information were valid and reliable.

Attrition:

- **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)

- **Summary:** The majority of results were reported for the 51 children stated to be included in the pilot study. In Table 5 of the study, the N for each dental fluorosis category totals only 43, but the text indicates 8 children did not have a Dean Index because permanent teeth had not erupted.

- **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exclusion of subjects from analyses was adequately addressed, and reasons were documented when subjects were removed from the study or excluded from analyses.

Exposure:

- **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)

- **Summary:** The study used three different measurements of fluoride exposure: well water fluoride concentrations from the residence during pregnancy and onwards, fluoride concentrations from children’s first morning urine samples, and degree of children’s dental fluorosis. Fluoride concentrations in community well water were measured and recorded by Mianning County CDC; specific analytic methods were not reported, but it is likely that standard methods were used because the...
analyses were conducted by the CDC and were likely the same as those used to
measure the fluoride in urine. Migration of subjects was noted to be limited. Well
water fluoride concentrations of the mother’s residence during pregnancy and
onward were used to characterize a child’s lifetime exposure. To provide a
measure of the accumulated body burden, each child was given a 330-mL (11.2-
oz) bottle of Robust© distilled water (free from fluoride and other contaminants)
to drink the night before the clinical examinations, after emptying the bladder and
before bedtime. The first urine sample the following morning was collected at
home, and the fluoride concentration was determined on a 5-mL sample using an
ion-specific electrode at the Mianning CDC. There is no indication that urinary
fluoride levels accounted for dilution, nor was it clear that the method of
administering water to the children and collection methods sufficiently controlled
for differences in dilution. One of the investigators, a dentist, performed a blinded
dental examination on each child’s permanent teeth to rate the degree of dental
fluorosis using the Dean Index. The Dean Index is a commonly used index in
epidemiological studies and remains the gold standard in the dentistry
armamentarium. The Index has the following classifications: normal,
questionable, very mild, mild, moderate, and severe. Quality control (QC)
procedures are not reported but were likely appropriate.

- **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** Current levels were used to assess lifetime
  exposure. This is likely to be a non-differential exposure misclassification,
  and direction of bias is unknown. Because subject migration appears to be
  limited, it is likely that the current fluoride levels are adequate reflections of
  past exposure. Dental fluorosis would be an indicator that exposure occurred
  in the past, and there was a fair correlation between degree of dental fluorosis
  and current urine and water fluoride levels, with both increasing with
  increasing levels of dental fluorosis.

  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that
    exposure was consistently assessed using well-established methods that directly
    measure exposure.

- **Outcome:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** The study authors adopted culture-independent tests considered
    feasible for children aged 6 to 8 years. The Wide Range Assessment of Memory
    and Learning (WRAML) was used for the assessment of memory and learning.
    Three subtests were also used. The Finger Windows subtest assesses sequential
    visual memory. The Design Memory subtest assesses the ability to reproduce
    designs from memory following a brief exposure. The Visual Learning subtest
    assesses the ability to learn the locations of pictured objects over repeated
    exposures. The Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Revised (WISC-IV)
    includes digit span for auditory span and working memory and block design for
    visual organization and reasoning. The grooved pegboard test assesses manual
dexterity. The tests used have been validated on a Western population. Although
  there is no information provided to indicate that the tests were validated on the
  study population, the study authors indicated that the tests were culture-
independent (+ for methods). Blinding of the outcome assessors to participants’ fluoride exposure, or steps to minimize potential bias were not reported. However, it is unlikely that the assessors had knowledge of the individual exposure as children all came from the same area, and water and urine levels were tested at the CDC. (+ for blinding). Overall = +.

- **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that all outcomes were assessed using instruments that were valid and reliable in the study population, and that the outcome assessors were blind to participants’ fluoride exposure.

- **Selective Reporting:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** All outcomes outlined in the abstract, introduction, and methods are reported in sufficient detail.
  - **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that all measured outcomes were reported.

- **Other potential threats:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:**
    - **Statistical analyses:** Statistical analyses are appropriate. Multiple regression models evaluate the associations between exposure indicators and test scores after adjusting for covariates. Specific regression models are not described or referenced, just stated to be “standard regression analysis with confounder adjustment.” The distributions of fluoride concentrations in urine and water are skewed and log10-transformed to approximate a Gaussian distribution (test not specified). Results are reported as adjusted effects and 95% CIs. There is no evidence that residual diagnostics were used to examine model assumptions; however, the impact on the effect estimates is expected to be minimal.
    - **Other potential concerns:** It should be noted that this study was a pilot study and, therefore, had a relatively small sample size (i.e., 51 children).
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the statistical analyses were appropriate and there were no other potential threats of risk of bias identified.

- **Basis for classification as low risk-of-bias study overall:** Probably low risk-of-bias ratings in the confounding, exposure, and outcome domains. Study strengths include individual fluoride measurements with blinding at outcome assessment likely. All key covariates and many other important covariates were considered in the study design or analysis.

**E.1.3. Cui et al. (2018)**

**E.1.3.1. Study Details**

- **Study design:** Cross-sectional
• **Population:** School children aged 7–12 years from four schools in two districts in China with different fluoride levels

• **Study area:** Jinghai and Dagang in Tianjin City, China

• **Sample size:** 323 school children

• **Data relevant to the review:** IQ scores by urine fluoride levels.

• **Reported association with fluoride exposure:** Yes: Significant association between IQ score and log-transformed urinary fluoride (adjusted $\beta = -2.47$; 95% CI: $-4.93, -0.01$).

### E.1.3.2. Risk of Bias

#### Author contacts:

- Authors were contacted in June 2019 to obtain additional information for risk-of-bias evaluation. [Additional information provided by the authors informed the rating decision for the following risk-of-bias domains: Detection (outcome assessment).](DocA1_Monograph)

#### Population selection:

- **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)

- **Summary:** Four schools were selected from the same district in China. The schools were selected based on levels of fluoride in the local drinking water and the degree of school cooperation. No details were provided on the number of schools in given areas or the difficulty in getting school cooperation. It was noted that the residents in the four areas had similar living habits, economic situations, and educational standards. Although authors do not provide the specific data to support this, fluoride levels and IQ scores were provided by different subject characteristics. The areas were classified as historically endemic fluorosis and non-fluorosis. Cluster sampling was used to select the grades in each school according to previously set child ages, and classroom was randomly selected with all students within a selected classroom included. Reasons for exclusion do not appear to be related to exposure or outcome.

- **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the exposure groups were similar and recruited within the same time frame using the same methods, with no evidence of differences in participation/response rates.

#### Confounding:

- **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)

- **Summary:** The measurements of all covariates were obtained by structured questionnaires that were completed by children with the help of their parents. Covariates that were assessed include: sex, age, child’s ethnicity, child’s BMI, birth (normal vs. abnormal), mother’s age at delivery, mother’s education, income per family member, mother’s smoking/alcohol during pregnancy, family member smoking, environmental noise, iodine region (non-endemic vs. iodine-excess-endemic area), factory within 30 m of residence, iodine salt, diet supplements, seafood/pickled food/tea consumption, surface water consumption, physical activity, stress, anger, anxiety/depression, trauma, having a cold 5 times a year,
thyroid disease in relatives, mental retardation in relatives, and cancer in relatives. Covariates not considered include parity, maternal and paternal IQ, and quantity and quality of caregiving environment (e.g., HOME score). The authors report that there were no other environmentally toxic substances that might have affected intelligence, such as high arsenic or iodine deficiency according to the Tianjin Centers for Disease Prevention and Control.

- **Potentially important study-specific covariates:** All key covariates were considered in this study.
  - **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** Not applicable.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias because there is indirect evidence that the key covariates were considered, methods for collecting the information were valid and reliable, and co-exposure to arsenic was likely not an issue in this area.

**Attrition:**

- **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
- **Summary:** Of the 400 children enrolled, 35 were excluded because they did not have informed consent signed by a guardian or they moved out of the area. Forty-two children were excluded because they did not have a DRD2 genotyping measurement. It is unclear whether these children were from the same schools or whether they were evenly distributed throughout the study area. It is also unclear whether the excluded subjects were similar to those included in the study. In the study, some analyses had fewer than the 323 subjects, but this seems reasonable given the subgroups that were being evaluated.

- **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exclusion of subjects from analyses was adequately addressed, and reasons were documented when subjects were removed from the study or excluded from analyses.

**Exposure:**

- **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
- **Summary:** Although children were selected based on area fluoride levels, fluoride in the urine was used in the analysis. Urine was collected from each child during the morning of enrollment and analyzed within a week. Fluoride levels were measured using an ion-selective electrode according to the China standard. A brief description of the method was provided, but no QC methods were reported. The study authors did not account for urinary dilution in the spot samples.
  - **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** Not accounting for dilution could cause some exposure misclassification. The direction and magnitude would depend on where the differences occurred.

- **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exposure was consistently assessed using acceptable methods that provide individual levels of exposure.

**Outcome:**

- **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
Summary: IQ was measured by professionals using the Combined Raven’s Test–The Rural in China method, which is the appropriate test for the study population (++ for methods). Blinding or other methods to reduce bias were not reported. Although it was unlikely that the outcome assessor would have knowledge of the child’s urine fluoride levels, there was potential that they would know whether the child was from an endemic or non-endemic area if the IQ tests were conducted at the child’s school, and there was no information provided on how the IQ tests were administered. Correspondence with the study author noted the cross-sectional nature of the study with outcome and exposure assessed at the same time, making the outcome assessors blind to the exposure status of participants. However, there was still potential for knowledge of the area (+ for blinding).

Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the outcome was assessed using instruments that were valid and reliable in the study population, and that the outcome assessors were blind to participants’ fluoride exposure.

• Selective Reporting:
  • Rating: Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  • Summary: All outcomes in the abstract, introduction, and methods are reported in sufficient detail.
  • Basis for rating: Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that all measured outcomes were reported.

• Other potential threats:
  • Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)
  • Summary:
    • Statistical analyses: Statistical analyses were appropriate. Multiple linear regression models were applied to evaluate the relationship between urine fluoride levels and IQ scores, accounting for numerous important covariates. The urinary fluoride levels were log-transformed due to a skewed distribution. Residual diagnostics were used to examine model assumptions. Model robustness was tested through bootstrap, sensitivity analysis after excluding potential outliers, and cross-validation techniques. Results are reported as adjusted effects and 95% CIs. The analysis did not account for clustering at the school level or at the grade level (students were from four schools in grades selected via a clustered sampling method). There is no evidence that the sampling strategy was otherwise accounted for via sampling weights. The impact of these factors on the effect estimates is expected to be minimal given the use of individual-level data and adjustment for several important covariates.
    • Other potential concerns: None identified.
  • Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the statistical analyses were appropriate, and there were no other potential threats of risk of bias identified.
• **Basis for classification as low risk-of-bias study overall:** Probably low risk-of-bias ratings in confounding, exposure, and outcome. Study strengths include individual exposure measurements but is limited by the cross-sectional study design and lack of accounting for urine dilution. All key covariates were considered in the study design or analysis.

E.1.4. Cui et al. (2020)

E.1.4.1. Study Details
- **Study design:** Cross-sectional
- **Population:** School children aged 7–12 years
- **Study area:** Tianjin City, China (one randomly selected school from each district based on iodine levels in the water), presumably was an expansion of the Cui et al. (2018) study
- **Sample size:** 498 school children
- **Data relevant to the review:** IQ scores by urine fluoride levels.
- **Reported association with fluoride exposure:** Yes: A 2-point decrease in IQ was observed in the highest urinary fluoride group compared to the lowest urinary fluoride group (i.e., 110.00 in ≥2.5-mg/L group versus 112.16 in <1.6-mg/L group); however, the results did not achieve statistical significance based on a one-way ANOVA comparing the three different urinary fluoride categories only.

E.1.4.2. Risk of Bias
- **Author contacts:**
  - Authors were not contacted for the 2020 publication. Authors were contacted in June 2019 for additional information on the Cui et al. (2018) publication. **[Additional] information provided by the authors regarding Cui et al. (2018) informed the rating decision for the following risk-of-bias domains: Detection (outcome assessment). Information obtained from that correspondence may have been used for additional information in the 2020 publication.**

- **Population selection:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** Subjects were recruited from 2014 to 2018. One school was selected from each district where water concentrations of water iodine were <10, 10–100, 100–150, 150–300 and >300 µg/L. In each school, classes were randomly sampled for the appropriate age group of 7–12 years old. A table of subject characteristics was provided by IQ. A total of 620 children were recruited, and 122 children who did not have complete information or enough blood sample were excluded. Reasons for exclusion do not appear to be related to exposure or outcome. The characteristics of the 498 included children are presented.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the exposure groups were similar and were recruited within the same time frame.
using the same methods, with no evidence of differences in participation/response rates.

- **Confounding:**
  - **Rating:** Probably high risk of bias (−)
  - **Summary:** It was noted by the study authors that there were no other environmental poisons except water fluoride. Other studies also conducted in this area of China noted specifically that arsenic was not a concern. Iodine was addressed as that was one of the main points of the study. Twenty-one factors (provided in Table 1 of the study) were selected as covariates, and a homemade questionnaire of unspecified validity was used for obtaining the information. It was noted that child age, stress, and anger were significantly associated with IQ although it is unclear whether these varied by fluoride level. However, Cui et al. (2018) indicate that stress and anger were not significantly associated with fluoride, and it was assumed that results would be similar for this study even though more children were included.
  - **Potentially important study-specific covariates:** Age (children 7–12 years old)
    - **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** Age is a key covariate for IQ, even in the narrow age range evaluated in this study. The direction of the association may depend on the number of children in each age group within the different urinary fluoride categories; however, these data were not provided. In general, there were fewer subjects ≤9 years of age (i.e., 111) compared to >9 years of age (i.e., 387) with a significantly higher IQ in the ≤9-year-old age group. Therefore, if exposure were higher in the older subjects, this could likely bias the association away from the null.
    - **Basis for rating:** Probably high risk of bias because there is indirect evidence that age was not addressed as a key covariate and it may be related to both IQ and exposure.

- **Attrition:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** Of the 620 children recruited, 122 (20%) were excluded due to incomplete information or inadequate blood sample. No information was provided to indicate whether there were similarities or differences in the children included versus the children excluded, but exclusion is unlikely to be related to either outcome or exposure.
    - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exclusion of subjects from analyses was adequately addressed, and reasons were documented when subjects were removed from the study or excluded from analyses.

- **Exposure:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** Children’s morning urine was collected with a clean polyethylene tube, and fluoride was measured using a fluoride ion-selective electrode following Chinese standard WS/T 89-2015. A brief description was provided, but no QC
methods were reported. The study authors do not account for urinary dilution in the spot samples.

- **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** Not accounting for dilution could cause some exposure misclassification. The direction and magnitude would depend on where the differences occurred.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exposure was consistently assessed using acceptable methods that provide individual levels of exposure.

- **Outcome:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** IQ was measured using the Combined Raven’s Test, which is an appropriate test for the study population (++ for methods). Blinding was not mentioned; however, the outcome assessors would not likely have had knowledge of the child’s urinary fluoride. Subjects appear to have been recruited based on iodine levels; therefore, it is unlikely that there would have been any knowledge of potential fluoride exposure. Correspondence with the study authors for the Cui et al. (2018) study also indicated that the outcome assessors would have been blind.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the outcome was assessed using instruments that were valid and reliable in the study population, and that the outcome assessors were blind to participants’ fluoride exposure.

- **Selective Reporting:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** All outcomes in the abstract, introduction, and methods are reported in sufficient detail.
  - **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that all measured outcomes were reported.

- **Other potential threats:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:**
    - **Statistical analyses:** One-way ANOVA was used to make comparisons between mean IQ by urinary fluoride levels. Consideration of heterogeneity of variances was not reported. There is no adjustment for covariates or for clustering of children at the school level. There is no evidence that the sampling strategy was otherwise accounted for (i.e., via sampling weights). The impact of these factors on the effect estimates is expected to be minimal given the use of individual-level data. The primary focus of the study was to evaluate associations between IQ and thyroid hormone or dopamine levels (not between IQ and fluoride levels). It should also be noted that more advanced analyses used for thyroid hormone- and dopamine-IQ associations
still lacked adjustment for school and accounting for clustering of children from the same school.

- **Other potential concerns**: None identified.
  - **Basis for rating**: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the statistical analyses were appropriate, and there were no other potential threats of risk of bias identified.

- **Basis for classification as low risk-of-bias study overall**: Probably low risk-of-bias ratings in exposure and outcome. Study strengths include individual exposure measurements, but the study is limited by the cross-sectional study design, lack of accounting for urine dilution, and lack of addressing age as a key covariate.

### E.1.5. Ding et al. (2011)

#### E.1.5.1. Study Details

- **Study design**: Cross-sectional
- **Population**: Elementary school children aged 7–14 years old
- **Study area**: Hulunbuir City, Inner Mongolia, China
- **Sample size**: 331 school children
- **Data relevant to the review**: IQ mean difference based on 10 categories of urine fluoride.
- **Reported association with fluoride exposure**: Yes: Significant association between urinary fluoride and IQ score (each 1-mg/L increase in urinary fluoride was associated with a decrease in IQ score of 0.59 points; 95% CI: −1.09, −0.08).

#### E.1.5.2. Risk of Bias

- **Author contacts**:
  - Authors were not contacted for additional information because it was not necessary.
- **Population selection**:
  - **Rating**: Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary**: The study randomly selected 340 7–14-year-olds from four nearby elementary schools in Hulunbuir. Authors stated that the four elementary schools appeared to be very similar in teaching quality. The study authors noted that they followed the principles of matching social and natural factors like economic situation, educational standards, and geological environments as much as possible; however, how this was done is unclear and no table of study subject characteristics by group was provided.
  - **Basis for rating**: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the exposure groups were similar and were recruited within the same time frame using the same methods, with no evidence of differences in participation/response rates.
- **Confounding**: 

---

E-15
Rating: Probably high risk of bias (−)

Summary: It was noted that none of the four sites had other potential neurotoxins, including arsenic, in their drinking water. Details were not provided, except for a reference supporting the statement. In addition, iodine deficiency was noted as not being issue in any of the four areas. Age was the only key covariate adjusted for in the regression model. Although dental fluorosis severity by % female was reported, not enough data were provided to determine whether sex should have been considered in the regression model. The study authors note that future studies will include covariates such as parents’ educational attainment, mother’s age at delivery, and household income.

Potentially important study-specific covariates: Sex

- Direction/magnitude of effect size: There is not enough information to determine whether there was an effect from sex. There were some differences in dental fluorosis level by sex, but it is unclear how this might impact the results or whether the distribution of sex differed by age.

Rating: Definitely low risk of bias (++)

Summary: Data were relatively complete (i.e., <5% loss). Of the 340 subjects selected for inclusion, 5 were excluded because they lived in the area for less than a year with an additional 4 not consenting to participate.

Attrition:

- Basis for rating: Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that exclusion of subjects from analysis was adequately addressed, and reasons were documented when subjects were removed from the study or excluded from analyses.

Exposure:

- Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)

Summary: Spot urine samples were collected and measured using China CDC standards. All samples were analyzed twice using a fluoride ion-selective electrode. Recovery rates were specified as 95%–105% with an LOD of 0.05 mg/L. Water samples were collected from small-scale central water supply systems and tube wells with handy pumps and were processed using standard methods, similar to the urine samples. Quality assurance validation was reported. A blind professional examiner evaluated the children for dental fluorosis using Dean’s Index. All urine and water samples were above the LOD. Urine levels were the primary exposure measure used in the analysis. The study authors did not account for urinary dilution in the spot samples. The mean urine fluoride concentration was correlated with the dental fluorosis levels.

- Direction/magnitude of effect size: Spot urine samples that did not account for dilution could have exposure misclassification. The misclassification is likely non-differential, and the potential direction of bias is unknown.
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- Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exposure was consistently assessed using well-established methods that directly measure exposure.

- Outcome:
  - Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - Summary: IQ was determined using the Combined Raven’s Test–The Rural in China (CRT-RC3) (++ for methods). Although blinding was not reported, it is unlikely that the IQ assessors had knowledge of the children’s urine levels or even of the water levels from the four sites, as these were sent to a separate lab for testing (+ for blinding). Overall rating for methods and blinding = +.
  - Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the outcome was assessed using instruments that were valid and reliable in the study population, and that the outcome assessors were blind to participants’ fluoride exposure.

- Selective Reporting:
  - Rating: Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - Summary: All outcomes outlined in the abstract, introduction, and methods are reported in sufficient detail.
  - Basis for rating: Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that all measured outcomes were reported.

- Other potential threats:
  - Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - Summary:
    - Statistical analyses: Statistical analyses were reasonable (ANOVA and multiple linear regression), but consideration of homogeneity of variance was not reported. The NASEM committee’s review (NASEM 2021) pointed out a potential concern regarding the lack of accounting for clustering at the school level because children were selected from four elementary schools. However, as outlined in the Selection domain, the authors stated that they followed the principles of matching social and natural factors like economic situation, educational standards, and geological environments to the extent possible and that the four elementary schools appeared to be very similar in teaching quality. There is no evidence that the sampling strategy was otherwise accounted for (i.e., via sampling weights). The impact of these factors on the effect estimates is expected to be minimal given the use of individual-level data and adjustment for age as a key covariate.
    - Other potential concerns: None identified.
  - Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the statistical analyses were appropriate and that there were no other potential threats of risk of bias.

- Basis for classification as low risk-of-bias study overall: Probably low risk-of-bias ratings in exposure and outcome. Study strengths include individual exposure
measurements, but the study is limited by the cross-sectional study design, lack of accounting for urine dilution, and lack of consideration of sex as a key covariate.

E.1.6. Green et al. (2019)

E.1.6.1. Study Details

- **Study design:** Prospective cohort
- **Population:** Maternal-Infant Research on Environmental Chemicals (MIREC) participants (pregnant mothers and their children aged 3–4 years)
- **Study area:** 10 cities, Canada
- **Sample size:** 512 mother-child pairs (238 from non-fluoridated areas, 162 from fluoridated areas; 264 females, 248 males)
- **Data relevant to the review:** Adjusted linear regression models evaluating associations between IQ in both sexes together and separately, with maternal urinary fluoride across all three trimesters or with estimated maternal fluoride intake.
- **Reported association with fluoride exposure:** Yes: Significantly lower full-scale IQ per 1-mg/L increase in maternal urinary fluoride in boys (adjusted $\beta = -4.49$) but not girls (adjusted $\beta = 2.40$) and not in both sexes combined (adjusted $\beta = -1.95$); significantly lower full-scale IQ per 1-mg increase in maternal intake in both sexes combined (adjusted $\beta = -3.66$ [no sex interaction]); significantly lower full-scale IQ per 1-mg/L increase in drinking water fluoride in both sexes combined (adjusted $\beta = -5.29$ [no sex interaction]).

E.1.6.2. Risk of Bias

- **Author contacts:**
  - Authors were contacted in June 2019 for additional information for the risk-of-bias evaluation. Additional information provided by the authors informed the rating decision for the following risk-of-bias domains: Other.
- **Population selection:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** Pregnant women were recruited from the same population during the same time frame and using the same methods as the MIREC program. Methods were reported in detail.
  - **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that the exposed groups were similar and were recruited with the same methods during the same time frame.
- **Confounding:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** The study considered several possible covariates, including maternal age, pre-pregnancy BMI, marriage status, birth country, race, maternal education, employment, income, HOME score, smoking during pregnancy, secondhand smoke in the home, alcohol consumption during pregnancy, parity, sex, age at
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testing, gestational age, birth weight, time of void, and time since last void. The study also conducted secondary analyses to test for lead, mercury, arsenic, and PFOA. There is no indication of any other potential co-exposures in this study population. Iodine deficiency or excess could not be assessed but is not expected to differentially occur. The study was not able to assess parental IQ or mental health disorders. Methods used to obtain the information included questionnaires and laboratory tests.

- **Potentially important study-specific covariates:** All key covariates were addressed.
  - **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** Not applicable.
- **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the methods used to collect the information were valid and reliable and direct evidence that key covariates, including potential co-exposures, were addressed.

### Attrition:

- **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** Of the 610 recruited children, 601 (98.5%) completed testing. Of the 601 mother-child pairs, 512 (85.2%) had all three maternal urine samples and complete covariate data, and 400 (66.6%) had data available to estimate fluoride intake.

### Exposure:

- **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** Spot urine samples from all three trimesters of pregnancy were evaluated using appropriate methods, and results were adjusted for creatinine and specific gravity. Fluoride intake was estimated based on fluoride water levels, and information on consumption of tap water and other water-based beverages (e.g., tea, coffee) was obtained via questionnaire.

  - **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** There is not any specific direction or magnitude of bias expected. Urinary fluoride levels are reflective of a recent exposure. Having measurements from all three trimesters of pregnancy provides a better representation of actual exposure than a single measurement, although the potential for missed high exposure is possible. However, the possibility of the occurrence of missed high exposure would be similar in all females and would be non-differential. For the fluoride intake, exposure was based on the fluoride levels in the water at the residence. If women worked outside the home and the majority of intake occurred from areas outside the home (and were different from levels in the home), there is potential to bias toward the null.
**Outcome:**
- **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
- **Summary:** The Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence was normalized for ages 2.5–<4.0 and sex using the U.S. population-based norms. Blinding was not reported, but it is unlikely that the outcome assessors had knowledge of the maternal fluoride level or were aware of whether the city had fluoridated water.
- **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the outcome was assessed using instruments that were valid and reliable in the study population, and that the outcome assessors were blind to participants’ fluoride exposure.

**Selective Reporting:**
- **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
- **Summary:** All outcomes were reported.
- **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that all measured outcomes were reported.

**Other potential threats:**
- **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
- **Summary:**
  - **Statistical analyses:** Multivariate linear regression analyses were used to evaluate the associations between maternal urinary fluoride and fluoride intake and children’s IQ scores. Regression diagnostics were used to test assumptions for linearity, normality, and homogeneity. There were no potential influential observations (based on Cook’s distance). Sensitivity analyses showed that the effects of maternal urinary fluoride (MUF), fluoride intake, and water fluoride were robust to the exclusion of two very low IQ scores in males (<70). City was accounted for as a covariate in the regression models published. Additional models with city as a random effect were also subsequently made publicly available and showed similar results to the main model.
  - **Other potential concerns:** None identified.
- **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that the statistical analyses were appropriate and there were no other potential threats of risk of bias identified.

**Basis for classification as low risk-of-bias study overall:** Probably low risk-of-bias ratings in confounding, exposure, and outcome. Study strengths include individual exposure measurements, prospective cohort design, and the consideration of key covariates.
E.1.7. Rocha-Amador et al. (2007)

E.1.7.1. Study Details

- **Study design:** Cross-sectional
- **Population:** Children aged 6–10 years
- **Study area:** Moctezuma (low fluoride, low arsenic) and Salitral (high fluoride, high arsenic) of San Luis Potosí State and 5 de Febrero (high fluoride, high arsenic) of Durango State, Mexico
- **Sample size:** 132 children
- **Data relevant to the review:** Associations between full-scale IQ, performance IQ, verbal IQ, and child’s urine or water fluoride levels.
- **Reported association with fluoride exposure:** Yes: Significant associations between log-transformed fluoride and IQ scores (full-scale IQ adjusted βs of −10.2 [water] and −16.9 [urine]; CIs not reported); arsenic also present, but the effect from arsenic was smaller (full-scale IQ adjusted βs of −6.15 [water] and −5.72 [urine]; CIs not reported).

E.1.7.2. Risk of Bias

- **Author contacts:**
  - Authors were not contacted for additional information to inform the risk-of-bias evaluation because it was not necessary.
- **Population selection:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** All children in 1st through 3rd grades in three rural areas in Mexico (n = 480) were screened for study eligibility, including age, time at residence, and address. Authors report that the three selected communities were similar in population and general demographic characteristics. Children who had lived in the area since birth and were 6–10 years old were eligible to participate (n = 308). Of the 308 children, 155 were randomly selected and the response rate was 85%, but participation was not reported by area. It was noted, however, that no significant differences in age, sex, or time of residence were observed between participants and non-participants. Time frame for selection was not mentioned but appears to be similar. Sociodemographic characteristics of subjects was provided in Table 1 of the study. There was a significant difference in SES and transferrin saturation, but these were considered in the analysis.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the populations were similar, and differences were noted and addressed in the analysis.
- **Confounding:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** The study design or analysis accounted for age, sex, SES, transferrin saturation, weight, height, blood lead levels, and mother’s education. Arsenic
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levels were highly correlated with fluoride levels; however, arsenic and fluoride were evaluated alone, and arsenic was found to have less of an effect on IQ than fluoride. This provides evidence that arsenic had been addressed as a co-exposure and cannot explain the association between fluoride exposure and decreased IQ. Smoking was not addressed and methods for measuring many of the covariates were not reported.

- **Potentially important study-specific covariates:** Arsenic
  - Direction/magnitude of effect size: The presence of arsenic in this study, which also demonstrated an association, would likely bias the association away from the null. Although arsenic may contribute to some of the magnitude of the observed effect of fluoride (the exact impact of arsenic on the magnitude cannot be assessed), the presence of arsenic does not fully explain the observed association between fluoride exposure and IQ. The presence of arsenic may affect the magnitude of the association between fluoride and IQ, but it has no impact on the direction of the association.

- **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the methods used to collect the information were valid and reliable and direct evidence that key covariates were addressed.

- **Attrition:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** Of 155 children randomly selected for study participation, 85% responded to enroll. According to the authors, there were no significant differences in age, sex, or time of residence between responders and non-responders. However, no data were provided to support this, and no breakdown of responders/non-responders by region was provided. Data were provided for the 132 children agreeing to participate.

- **Exposure:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** Urine samples were collected on the same day as psychological evaluations and were analyzed for fluoride according to NIOSH Method 8308 (Fluoride in Urine). For QC, a reference standard was also used (NIST SRM 2671a). Urine samples were also analyzed for arsenic by using the Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer with hydride system and a reference standard for QC. Levels were adjusted for urinary creatinine levels to account for dilution in the spot samples. Tap water samples were collected from each child’s home on the day of biological monitoring. Fluoride was measured with a sensitive, specific ion electrode. Detailed methods are provided including internal quality controls. It was noted that in the high fluoride group, it was common to drink bottled water low in fluoride and to use the tap water only for cooking; therefore, urine was
considered the most appropriate measure of exposure. Only children who had lived at the same residence since birth were included.

- **Direction/magnitude of effect size**: Not applicable.

  - **Basis for rating**: Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that exposure was consistently assessed using well-established methods that directly measured exposure.

**Outcome**

- **Rating**: Probably low risk of bias (+)

  - **Summary**: Neuropsychological profiles were assessed through the WISC-RM (revised for Mexico). This is a well-established test appropriately adjusted for the study population. However, no additional validation was provided (+ for methods). The study report stated that the test assessors were masked to both arsenic and fluoride water levels (++) for blinding). Overall rating for methods and blinding = +.

- **Basis for rating**: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the outcome was assessed using instruments that were valid and reliable in the study population, and that the outcome assessors were blind to participants’ fluoride exposure.

**Selective Reporting**

- **Rating**: Probably high risk of bias (−)

  - **Summary**: It was reported that an interaction between fluoride and arsenic was measured, but it was noted only in the discussion that the study design precluded testing statistical interaction between fluoride and arsenic. This provides indirect evidence of selective reporting.

- **Basis for rating**: Probably high risk of bias based on indirect evidence that there was selective reporting.

**Other potential threats**

- **Rating**: Probably low risk of bias (+)

  - **Summary**:
    - **Statistical analyses**: Statistical analyses used were appropriate for the study. Multivariate linear analyses were used to evaluate the associations between fluoride in water and urine and children’s IQ scores. Exposures were natural log-transformed, but the rationale was not provided. Regression diagnostics were not used to test model assumptions for linearity, normality, and homogeneity. The analyses did not account for clustering at the community level. The three selected communities were similar in population and general demographic characteristics. Although the analysis used individual-level exposures rather than area-level exposures, if the exposure levels within a certain area were highly correlated (which might be expected), then the results might still be biased. However, the overall impact on the effect estimates is expected to be minimal given the use of individual-level data and adjustment for multiple important covariates.
Other potential concerns: None identified.

- Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the statistical analyses were appropriate and there were no other potential threats of risk of bias identified.

Basis for classification as low risk-of-bias study overall: Definitely or probably low risk-of-bias ratings in confounding, exposure, and outcome. Study strengths include individual exposure measurements and blinding of outcome assessors to participants’ fluoride exposure, but it is limited by the cross-sectional study design and the inability to completely rule out the influence of arsenic in the results.

E.1.8. Saxena et al. (2012)

E.1.8.1. Study Details

- Study design: Cross-sectional
- Population: Children aged 12 years
- Study area: Madhya Pradesh, India
- Sample size: 170 children
- Data relevant to the review: Mean IQ grade (not standard scores; higher IQ grades are associated with lower intelligence) by water fluoride quartiles, continuous water fluoride, or continuous urinary fluoride.
- Reported association with fluoride exposure: Yes: Significant correlations between IQ score and water (r = 0.534) and urinary (r = 0.542) fluoride levels. Significant increase in mean IQ grade (i.e., increase in proportion of children with intellectual impairment) with increasing urinary fluoride in adjusted analyses.

E.1.8.2. Risk of Bias

- Author contacts:
  - Authors were contacted in August of 2017 to obtain additional information for risk-of-bias evaluation. Additional information provided by the authors informed the rating decision for the following risk-of-bias domains: Detection (outcome assessment).
- Population selection:
  - Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - Summary: There was indirect evidence that subjects were similar and were recruited using the same methods during the same time frame. The study participants were selected from a stratified cluster of geographic areas based on fluoride concentration in groundwater. According to the authors, the selected villages were similar in population and demographic characteristics. Data are provided to show the breakdown in SES, parental education, height/age, and weight/height, and no significant differences were noted. Participation was stated to be voluntary, but participation rates were not provided. It is unclear whether the 170 subjects were selected with 100% participation or whether the 170 subjects were all who were asked to participate, but it appears that all subjects participated.
Timing of the recruitment was not provided but is assumed to occur during the same time frame.

- **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that subjects were similar and recruited using the same methods during the same time frame.

- **Confounding:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** There was indirect evidence that key covariates, including potential co-exposures, were addressed using reasonable methods. A questionnaire, completed with the assistance of parents, was used to collect information on child characteristics (age, sex, height, weight), residential history, medical history (including illness affecting the nervous system and head trauma), educational level of the head of the family (in years), and SES of the family. The SES was recorded according to the Pareek and Trivedi classification. The nutritional status of the children was calculated using Waterlow’s classification, which defines two groups for malnutrition using height-for-age ratio (chronic condition) and weight for height ratio (acute condition). Within both groups, it categorizes the malnutrition as normal, mildly impaired, moderately impaired, or severely impaired. Urinary lead and arsenic were analyzed using the atomic absorption spectrophotometer. Urinary iodine was measured using the Dunn method. Authors do not report which covariates were included in the multivariate regression models; however, there was no difference in reported demographic characteristics. All subjects were the same age, and there was no difference in iodine, lead, or arsenic between the groups. Mean urinary arsenic levels increased with increasing fluoride even though there was no significant difference by group.
  - **Potentially important study-specific covariates:** All key covariates were considered in this study.
    - **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** Not applicable.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the methods used to collect the information were valid and reliable and that key covariates, including potential co-exposures, were addressed.

- **Attrition:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** Results were provided for all 170 children stated to be included in the study.
  - **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence of no attrition.

- **Exposure:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** A sample of 200 mL of drinking water was collected at each child’s home. The fluoride levels were analyzed by a fluoride ion-selective electrode. Each subject was also asked to collect a sample of his/her first morning urine. The
fluoride content in the urine was determined using a fluoride ion-selective electrode. QA/QC and LOD were not reported, and urinary dilution was not assessed. Although only current levels were measured, children who had changed their water source since birth were excluded.  

- **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** Spot urine samples that did not account for dilution could have exposure misclassification. The misclassification is likely non-differential and not likely to bias in any specific direction. Children who had changed water source since birth were excluded, but it was not specifically noted that the fluoride in the water source was stable over the years.

  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exposure was consistently assessed using well-established methods that directly measured exposure.

- **Outcome:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** Intelligence was assessed using Raven’s Standard Progressive Matrices and categorized into five grade levels. Although it was not noted that the test was validated to the study population, the test is visual and would be applicable to most populations (+ for methods). There is no mention of blinding by test administrators or evaluators, and the exposure groups come from different geographic areas. It was also not reported who measured the levels of fluoride from the home or urine samples. Correspondence with the study authors indicated that the outcome assessors were blind to the children’s fluoride status (++) for blinding). Overall rating for methods and blinding = +.

  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the outcome was assessed using instruments that were valid and reliable in the study population, and that the outcome assessors were blind to participants’ fluoride exposure.

- **Selective Reporting:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** All outcomes outlined in the abstract, introduction, and methods are reported in sufficient detail.

  - **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that all measured outcomes were reported.

- **Other potential threats:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)

  - **Summary:**
    - **Statistical analyses:** One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), simple linear regression, and multiple linear regression were used to compare mean intelligence grades by water fluoride levels and to assess the association between grades and urinary fluoride. Consideration of heterogeneity of variance (for ANOVA) was not reported. Regression diagnostics were not
used to test model assumptions for linearity, normality, and homogeneity. Given the ordinal nature of the intelligence grade variable (score from 1 to 5), ordinal logistic regression would have been a more appropriate method. There was no adjustment for area-level clustering in multivariate analyses (although subjects were selected via stratified cluster sampling from two areas). Although the analysis used individual-level exposures rather than area-level exposures, if the exposure levels within a certain area were highly correlated (which might be expected), then the results might still be biased. However, the overall impact on the effect estimates is expected to be minimal given the use of individual-level data and adjustment for important covariates.

Other potential concerns: None identified.

Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the statistical analyses were appropriate, and there were no other potential threats of risk of bias identified.

Basis for classification as low risk-of-bias study overall: Probably low risk-of-bias ratings in confounding, exposure, and outcome. Study strengths include individual exposure measurements and the consideration of key covariates, but it was limited by the cross-sectional study design and lack of addressing dilution in the urine samples.

E.1.9. Seraj et al. (2012)

E.1.9.1. Study Details

Study design: Cross-sectional

Population: Children aged 6–11 years

Study area: five villages, Makoo, Iran

Sample size: 293 children

Data relevant to the review: IQ (mean and distribution) assessed by Raven’s Colored Progressive Matrices and presented by fluoride area; beta was also provided for water fluoride.

Reported association with fluoride exposure: Yes: Significant association between water fluoride and IQ score (adjusted β per 1-mg/L increase in water fluoride = −3.865; CIs not reported); significantly higher IQ score in normal area (97.77 ± 18.91) compared with medium (89.03 ± 12.99) and high (88.58 ± 16.01) areas.

E.1.9.2. Risk of Bias

Author contacts:

Population selection:

Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)

Summary: Subjects were selected from five villages in Makoo. The villages were stated to all be rural with similar general demographic and geographic
characteristics and were comparable in terms of SES and parental occupations. Children were 6–11 years old. Age, sex, and education were taken into account in the analysis. No other characteristics were provided or discussed. Participation rates were not reported. There is indirect evidence that the populations were similar, and some possible differences were addressed.

- **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that subjects were similar and recruited using the same methods during the same time frame.

- **Confounding:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** Age, sex, dental fluorosis intensity, and educational levels (child’s and parents’) were evaluated as important covariates. Other covariates such as smoking were not discussed. Information was obtained from a detailed questionnaire. Lead was measured but found only in low levels in the drinking water throughout the study regions. Iodine in the water was also stated to be measured, and residents were receiving iodine-enriched salt. Arsenic was not addressed, but there is no evidence that arsenic levels would vary across villages in this area. Based on water quality maps, co-exposure to arsenic is likely not a major concern in this area.

- **Potentially important study-specific covariates:** Arsenic.
  - **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** Conceptually, if there were differential amounts of arsenic in the different villages, co-exposure to arsenic could bias the association, with the direction of the bias dependent on where the arsenic was present; however, arsenic was not expected to be a major concern in this study area based on water quality maps.

- **Attrition:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** Attrition was low if it occurred. It was noted that 293 out of 314 children living in the villages were recruited. It is not clear whether 21 children were excluded based on exclusion criteria or whether they refused to participate; however, this accounts for less than 10% of the population, and results were available for all 293 subjects.

- **Exposure:**
  - **Rating:** Probably high risk of bias (−)
Summary: Exposure was primarily based on area of residence. Fluoride in the groundwater was analyzed by the SPADNS (Sulfophenylazo dihydroxynaphthalene-disulfonate) method, utilizing the 4000 UV-Vis spectrophotometer in the environmental health engineering laboratory of the Public Health School of the Tehran University of Medical Sciences. Specific details were not provided on methods of collection or sample locations or whether these locations represented the primary sources of drinking water for the subjects. Villages were categorized into normal (0.5–1 ppm), moderate (3.1 ± 0.9 ppm), and high (5.2 ± 1.1 ppm) fluoride based on the mean fluoride content of all seasons presumably for the stated 12-year time period. Subjects were stated to be long-life residents of the village. Dental fluorosis was also measured and increased in severity with fluoride levels; however, all areas had some degree of dental fluorosis. Although authors used an average fluoride level in varying seasons over presumably 12 years, they used a less-established method without reporting reliability or validity, and they did not provide data to indicate that the mean was truly representative of the fluoride levels over time and throughout the village. Although dental fluorosis severity increased with increasing fluoride levels, the data could also indicate potential exposure misclassification.

- Direction/magnitude of effect size: The presence of dental fluorosis in all groups indicates that there may have been different exposures in some children at a younger age. Although there were only about 20 children in the “normal” fluoride group with very mild to mild dental fluorosis, this could bias the results toward the null because those children may have experienced a higher level of fluoride at some point. The other two fluoride groups were exposed to fluoride levels that likely exceeded those in the “normal” fluoride group.

- Basis for rating: Probably high risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exposure was assessed using insensitive methods.

Outcome:
- Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)

- Summary: Intelligence was evaluated using Raven’s Color Progressive Matrices. This is a well-established method. Although the study authors did not provide data to indicate that the methods were valid in this study population, the test is designed to be culturally diverse (+ for methods). The study report stated that test administrators were blinded to subjects’ exposure status (++ for blinding). Overall rating for methods and blinding = +.

- Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that outcomes were assessed using instruments that were valid and reliable in the study population, and that the outcome assessors were blind to participants’ fluoride exposure.

Selective Reporting:
- Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)

- Summary: All outcomes outlined in the abstract, introduction, and methods were reported. However, because the study author did not report the method for
obtaining the betas in Table 4 of the study, it is not clear whether these were
adjusted or unadjusted regression coefficients.

- **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on direct evidence that all the
study’s measured outcomes were reported, but the results were not sufficiently
reported.

- **Other potential threats:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:**
    - **Statistical analyses:** Statistical methods for comparisons of IQ level by
      exposure groups were reasonable (ANOVA, post hoc test, and Kruskal-Wallis
test), but consideration of heterogeneity of variance was not reported.
      Clustering at the village levels was not accounted for in multivariate analyses,
      which used area-level water fluoride levels. Because the exposure levels
      within a certain area are highly correlated (which might be expected), the
      results are likely to be biased. There was adjustment for some individual-level
      important covariates, and the children were from five rural areas with similar
general demographic and geographic characteristics and were comparable in
terms of SES and parental occupations. These factors are expected to mitigate
some of the impact of lack of accounting for clustering, and the overall impact
on the effect estimates is expected to be minimal.
    - **Other potential concerns:** None identified.
        - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the
          statistical analyses were appropriate and there were no other potential threats of
          risk of bias identified.

- **Basis for classification as low risk-of-bias study overall:** Probably low-risk-of-bias
  ratings in confounding and outcome. Study strengths include addressing potential key
covariates, but it was limited by the cross-sectional study design and the group-level
exposure data.

**E.1.10. Soto-Barreras et al. (2019)**

**E.1.10.1. Study Details**

- **Study design:** Cross-sectional
- **Population:** Children aged 9–10 years
- **Study area:** Chihuahua, Mexico
- **Sample size:** 161 children
- **Data relevant to the review:** Water fluoride, urinary fluoride, exposure dose, and
dental fluorosis index by IQ grade.
- **Reported association with fluoride exposure:** No: Results were not presented to
  evaluate an association between fluoride exposure and IQ but to compare fluoride
  levels within IQ grades. For this reason, the results of this study are not comparable to
other studies that evaluated IQ scores by fluoride exposure levels. No significant differences in measured fluoride levels across IQ grades were observed.

E.1.10.2. Risk of Bias

- **Author contacts:**
  - Authors were not contacted for additional information to inform the risk-of-bias evaluation because it was not necessary.

- **Population selection:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** Subjects were selected using a multistage cluster sampling. During the first stage, 13 public elementary schools were randomly selected from a pool of 73 using a cluster sample design. Secondly, only fourth-grade students were included. Authors stated that they wanted to keep the same grade level, but there were no specific details as to why fourth graders were selected as opposed to any other grade. Lastly, only children whose parents or guardians attended and responded to the survey were included. There is no information provided on how the 13 schools selected may have been similar to or different from the 60 schools not selected. There is no information provided on the number of children in the fourth grade to know participant rates. It was only noted that 245 children were examined, but 161 were included after the exclusion rules were applied. Inclusion and exclusion criteria are presented. Reasons for exclusion do not appear to be related to exposure or outcome. Characteristics of participants and non-participants are not compared; however, characteristics of the 161 included children were provided, and any differences were taken into account in the analysis.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the exposed groups were similar and were recruited using similar methods during the same time frame.

- **Confounding:**
  - **Rating:** Probably high risk of bias (−)
  - **Summary:** No covariates were considered when evaluating associations between fluoride exposure and intelligence; covariates were considered only when evaluating associations between fluoride levels and dental caries. According to Table 4 of the study, there was no significant association between IQ grade and age, sex, parental education, or SES status. No other information was reported or considered. There is no information on potential co-exposures. According to water quality maps, the arsenic prediction indicates a greater than 50% probability of exceeding the WHO guidelines for arsenic of 10 µg/L in areas of Chihuahua, Mexico.
  - **Potentially important study-specific covariates:** Arsenic.
    - **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** The impact on the direction and magnitude of effect size is unknown. There is potential for arsenic to occur in the study area, but it is not known how it relates to fluoride exposure. If they occur
together in the water, it would likely bias the association away from the null; however, if they occur in different areas, there is potential to bias the association toward the null.

- **Basis for rating:** Probably high risk of bias based on indirect evidence that there is potential for exposure to arsenic that was not sufficiently addressed.

### Attrition

- **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
- **Summary:** A total of 161 of 245 children were included in the study. Exclusion criteria are presented and are unrelated to outcome or exposure. For the 161 children, there are no missing outcome data.

- **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that exclusion of subjects from analyses was adequately addressed, and reasons were documented when subjects were removed from the study or excluded from analyses.

### Exposure

- **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+); Probably high risk of bias (−)
- **Summary:** Urinary Fluoride (probably low risk of bias): First morning void urine samples were collected based on NIOSH methods. Water samples were also stated to be collected, but it does not appear that methods followed any particular standard, and there is no indication that subjects were provided with collection containers. Analysis was based on a calibration curve using fluoride ion-selective electrode. QC methods were mentioned. Based on results, there were values below detection limits, but LODs or % below LOD were not reported.

**Daily fluoride exposure (probably high risk of bias):** Daily fluoride exposure was based on the water fluoride level, drinking water consumption (based on parental report of how many glasses of water consumed), and body weight.

- **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** Spot urine samples that did not account for dilution could have exposure misclassification. The misclassification is likely non-differential and is not likely to bias in any specific direction. Daily exposure was based partially on parental report of water consumption. The direction and magnitude of effect is unknown.

- **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exposure was consistently assessed using well-established methods that directly measured exposure. The daily fluoride exposure is probably high risk of bias because there is indirect evidence that the exposure was assessed using methods of unknown validity.

### Outcome

- **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
- **Summary:** Intellectual ability was evaluated using Raven’s Colored Progressive Matrices by an independent examiner. Some details were provided, but it was not stated that the tests were assessed blind; however, there is no indication that subjects were from high fluoride areas, and the assessor would not have
knowledge of the urine or water fluoride levels. Results for children were converted into a percentile according to age (details not provided), and overall scores were assigned an intellectual grade of I to V as described in the report.

- **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the outcome was assessed using instruments that were valid and reliable in the study population, and that the outcome assessor was blind to participants’ fluoride exposure.

- **Selective Reporting:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** All outcomes outlined in the abstract, introduction, and methods were reported in sufficient detail.
  - **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that all measured outcomes were reported.

- **Other potential threats:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:**
    - **Statistical analyses:** The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to determine variable distribution. The Kruskal-Wallis test was used to compare exposure levels between IQ grades with Dunn’s post hoc test. Multivariate logistic regression was used to estimate the association between presence of dental caries and various risk factors. Fluoride levels in drinking water and urine and fluoride exposure dose were compared across intellectual grades. Children were from 13 schools selected via stratified cluster sample design. There was no adjustment for clustering at the school level or for the sampling design. Although the analysis used individual-level exposures rather than area-level exposures, if the exposure levels within a certain school were highly correlated (which might be expected), then the results might still be biased. The large number of clusters (13 schools) makes clustering less of a concern, and the impact on the effect estimates is expected to be minimal.
    - **Other potential concerns:** None identified.

- **Basis for classification as low risk-of-bias study overall:** Probably low risk-of-bias ratings in exposure and outcome. Study strengths include individual exposure measurements and blinding of outcome assessor to participants’ fluoride exposure, but it is limited by the cross-sectional study design, lack of accounting for urine dilution, and lack of consideration for potential exposures to arsenic in the study area. Although the study is considered to have low potential for bias overall, the focus of the study was to evaluate the relationship between fluoride exposure and lower rates of dental caries. In terms of evaluating an association between fluoride exposure and IQ scores, the study is limited by the way the data were reported.
E.1.11. Sudhir et al. (2009)

E.1.11.1. Study Details

- **Study design:** Cross-sectional
- **Population:** Children aged 13–15 years
- **Study area:** Nalgonda district (Andhra Pradesh), India
- **Sample size:** 1,000 children
- **Data relevant to the review:** Mean IQ grade (not standard scores) or IQ distribution by water fluoride strata (<0.7, 0.7–1.2, 1.3–4.0, and >4.0 ppm).
- **Reported association with fluoride exposure:** Yes: Significant increase in mean and distributions of IQ grades (i.e., increase in proportion of children with intellectual impairment) with increasing drinking water fluoride levels.

E.1.11.2. Risk of Bias

- **Author contacts:**
  - Authors were contacted in September of 2017 for additional information related to risk-of-bias evaluation, but no response was received.
- **Population selection:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** Children were selected from the same general population during the same time frame and were then broken down into nearly equal exposure groups. A cross-sectional study was conducted among 13–15-year-old school children of Nalgonda district, Andhra Pradesh, between August and October 2006. Data were collected from the school children who were lifelong residents of Nalgonda district, Andhra Pradesh, and who consumed drinking water from the same source during the first 10 years of life. A stratified random sampling technique was used. The entire geographical area of Nalgonda district was divided into four strata based on different levels of naturally occurring fluoride in the drinking water supply. Children were randomly selected from schools in the different strata. It was noted that the 1,000 selected children were equally divided among all four strata; however, each group did not have 250 children (rather, each had 243–267). Participation rates were not reported. Exclusion criteria included children who had a history of brain disease and head injuries, children whose intelligence had been affected by congenital or acquired disease, children who had migrated or were not permanent residents, children with orthodontic brackets, and children with severe extrinsic stains on their teeth. Age and sex data are presented in Table 1 of the study, but this information is not presented by the different fluoride groups.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that subjects were similar and were recruited using the same methods during the same time frame.
- **Confounding:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
Summary: Data were collected using a self-administered questionnaire and clinical examination. The questionnaire requested information on demographic data (appears to cover age and sex), permanent residential address, staple food consumed, liquids routinely consumed, and aids used for oral hygiene maintenance (fluoridated or non-fluoridated). SES was measured using the Kakkar socioeconomic status scale (KSESS) with eight closed-ended questions related to parental education, family income, father’s occupation, and other factors. All children were asked to fill out the form, and the answers obtained were scored using Kakkar socioeconomic status scoring keys. Based on this scoring, children were divided into three groups: lower class, middle class, or upper class. Age, sex, and SES were not found to be significantly associated with IQ. Other covariates, including smoking, were not addressed. Co-exposures such as arsenic and lead were not addressed; however, there is no indication that lead is a co-exposure in this population, and arsenic is not likely a major concern in this area based on water quality maps.

Potentially important study-specific covariates: Key covariates age, sex, and measures of SES were similar between exposure groups; however, arsenic was not considered. Arsenic often occurs in the drinking water along with fluoride in some Indian populations; however, based on water quality maps, this does not appear to be an issue in the Nalgonda district of Andhra Pradesh. Iodine deficiencies are not mentioned.

Direction/magnitude of effect size: Conceptually, the presence of arsenic would potentially bias the association away from the null if present with fluoride. Deficiencies in iodine would likely bias the association away from the null if present in areas of high fluoride but toward the null if present in areas of non-high fluoride. Neither of these were considered issues in this study for reasons noted above.

Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the key covariates were considered, co-exposure to arsenic was likely not an issue in this area, and methods used for collecting the information were valid and reliable.

Attrition:
- Rating: Definitely low risk of bias (++)
- Summary: Results were available for the 1,000 children selected to participate.
- Basis for rating: Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence of no attrition.

Exposure:
- Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)
- Summary: Children were placed into one of four strata based on the level of fluoride in drinking water. Collection of water samples was done in the districts. The placement into strata was based on fluoride levels obtained from documented records of the District Rural Water Works Department. Once the children were assigned to strata, it was confirmed that the fluoride level of their drinking water was within the strata assigned. This was done using the methodology followed in
the National Oral Health Survey and Fluoride Mapping 2002–2003. During the initial visits to the schools, the children were interviewed regarding their history of residence and source of drinking water from birth to 10 years. The first child meeting the criteria was given a bottle for water collection, and the next child was given a bottle for collection only if the water source was different from that of a previous child. Children were asked to collect a water sample from the source that was used in the initial 10 years of their life (and that sample was collected the next day). It was not reported whether all bottles were returned. The water samples collected were subjected to water fluoride analysis using an ion-specific electrode, Orion 720A fluoride meter at District Water Works, Nalgonda to confirm the fluoride levels in the water before commencement of clinical examination. LOD and QA/QC details were not reported.

- **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** There is some potential for exposure misclassification based on recall of the children on the source of water used in their first 10 years of life. The misclassification is likely non-differential and not likely to bias in any specific direction. Children who had changed water since birth were excluded, but it was not specifically noted that the fluoride in the water source was stable over the years.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exposure was consistently assessed using well-established methods that directly measured exposure.

- **Outcome:**
  - **Rating:** Probably high risk of bias (NR)
  - **Summary:** Raven’s standard progressive matrices (1992 edition) was used to assess IQ. Raven’s test is a standard test; although there is no information provided to indicate that the methods were reliable and valid in this study population, the test was created to be culturally fair (+ for methods). Blinding or other methods to reduce potential bias were not reported (NR for blinding). No response was received to an email request for clarification in September 2017. Overall rating for methods and blinding = NR.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably high risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the outcome assessors were not blind to participants’ fluoride exposure and could bias the results.

- **Selective Reporting:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** All outcomes outlined in the abstract, introduction, and methods are reported in sufficient detail.
  - **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that all measured outcomes were reported.

- **Other potential threats:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:**
Statistical analyses: Chi-square test and Spearman rank correlation were used to assess the association between four different fluoride levels and IQ grades. Area-level exposures were used. Clustering of children within the four areas was not accounted for in the analysis; however, because multiple villages were included in each fluoride exposure level, clustering was less of a concern and the impact on the effect estimates was expected to be minimal.

Other potential concerns: None identified.

- Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the statistical analyses were appropriate and there were no other potential threats of risk of bias identified.

- Basis for classification as low risk-of-bias study overall: Probably low risk-of-bias ratings in confounding and exposure. Study strengths include verification of exposure measurements and consideration of key covariates, but it was limited by the cross-sectional study design and lack of information on blinding during outcome assessment.

E.1.12. Till et al. (2020)

E.1.12.1. Study Details

- Study design: Prospective cohort
- Population: MIREC participants (pregnant mothers and their children aged 3–4 years)
- Study area: 10 cities, Canada
- Sample size: 398 mother-child pairs (247 from non-fluoridated areas, 151 from fluoridated areas; 200 breastfed as infants, 198 formula-fed as infants)
- Data relevant to the review: Adjusted linear regression models evaluating associations between IQ and water fluoride concentration (with or without adjusting for maternal urine) in formula-fed or breastfed infants or fluoride intake from formula.

- Reported association with fluoride exposure: Yes: Significantly lower performance IQ with water fluoride per 0.5-mg/L increase by breastfeeding status (adjusted $\beta = -9.26$ formula-fed, $-6.19$ breastfed) and fluoride intake from formula (adjusted $\beta = -8.76$); significantly lower full-scale IQ with water fluoride per 0.5-mg/L increase in formula-fed children (adjusted $\beta = -4.40$); no significant changes in full-scale IQ for water fluoride in breastfed children or fluoride intake from formula-fed children; no significant changes in verbal IQ scores with fluoride exposure.

E.1.12.2. Risk of Bias

- Author contacts:

  - Authors were not contacted for additional information because it was not necessary. Authors were not contacted for the 2020 publication. Authors were contacted in June 2019 for additional information on the Green et al. (2019) publication. Information obtained from that correspondence may have been used for additional information in the 2020 publication.
Population selection:
- **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
- **Summary:** Pregnant women were recruited between 2008 and 2011 by the MIREC program from 10 cities across Canada. Inclusion and exclusion criteria were provided. Additional details were stated to be available in Arbuckle et al. (2013). A total of 610 children were recruited to participate in the developmental follow-up with 601 children completing all testing. The demographic characteristics of women included in the current analyses (n = 398) were not substantially different from the original MIREC cohort (n = 1,945) or the subset without complete water fluoride and covariate data (n = 203). A table of characteristics of the study population was provided. Approximately half of the children lived in non-fluoridated cities and half lived in fluoridated cities.
- **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that the exposed groups were similar and were recruited with the same methods during the same time frame.

Confounding:
- **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
- **Summary:** Covariates were selected a priori that have been associated with fluoride, breast feeding, and children’s intellectual ability. Final covariates included sex and age at testing, maternal education, maternal race, secondhand smoke in the home, and HOME score. City was considered but excluded from the models. Covariates that were not assessed include parental mental health, iodine deficiency/excess, parental IQ, and co-exposure to arsenic and lead. Co-exposure to arsenic is less likely an issue in this Canadian population because it receives water mainly from municipal water supplies that monitor for lead and arsenic, and the lack of information is not considered to appreciably bias the results. In addition, a previous study on this population (Green et al. 2019) conducted sensitivity analyses on co-exposures to lead and arsenic. Results from these sensitivity analyses support the conclusion that co-exposures to lead and arsenic are not likely a major concern in this study population.
- **Potentially important study-specific covariates:** All key covariates were considered in this study.
  - **Direction/magnitude of effect:** Not applicable.
- **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on direct evidence that key covariates were considered and indirect evidence that the methods used to collect the information were valid and reliable and co-exposures were not an issue.

Attrition:
- **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
- **Summary:** Of 610 children, 601 (98.5%) in the MIREC developmental study who were ages 3–4 years completed the neurodevelopment testing. Of the 601 children who completed the neurodevelopmental testing, 591 (99%) completed the infant feeding questionnaire and 398 (67.3%) reported drinking tap water. It was noted that the demographic characteristics were not substantially different from the...
original MIREC cohort or the 203 subjects without complete water fluoride or covariate data.

- **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exclusion of subjects from analyses was adequately addressed, and reasons were documented when subjects were removed from the study or excluded from analyses.

- **Exposure:**
  - **Rating:** **Probably low risk of bias (+)**
  - **Summary:** Information on breastfeeding was obtained via questionnaire at 30–48 months. Fluoride concentration in the drinking water was assessed by daily or monthly reports provided by water treatment plants. Water reports were first linked with mothers’ postal codes, and the daily or weekly amounts were averaged over the first 6 months of each child’s life. Additional details can be found in Till et al. (2018). Maternal urinary exposure was used to assess fetal fluoride exposure. Procedures can be found in Green et al. (2019).
    - **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** There is not any specific direction or magnitude of bias expected. Urinary fluoride levels are reflective of recent exposure. The possibility of exposure misclassification would be similar in all subjects and would be non-differential. For the fluoride intake from formula, exposure was based on the fluoride levels in the water at the residence and the proportion of time that the infant was not exclusively breastfed. This exposure misclassification would also be non-differential.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exposure was consistently assessed using well-established methods that directly measured exposure.

- **Outcome:**
  - **Rating:** **Probably low risk of bias (+)**
  - **Summary:** Intelligence was tested using the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence III, which is considered a gold standard test. It is appropriate for both the study population and age group. It was not reported whether the evaluators were blind to the child’s fluoride exposure status during the assessment. Although it is unlikely that the assessors had knowledge of the specific drinking water levels or maternal urine levels, there is potential that the outcome assessors had knowledge of the city the child lived in and whether the city was fluoridated or non-fluoridated. Correspondence with the study authors on the outcome assessment for Green et al. (2019) indicated that it was unlikely that the testers had knowledge of the city’s fluoridation. The same is assumed here. Specific measurements included were identified.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the outcome was assessed using instruments that were valid and reliable in the study population, and that the outcome assessors were blind to participants’ fluoride exposure.

- **Selective Reporting:**
Rating: Definitely low risk of bias (++)

Summary: All outcomes outlined in the abstract, introduction, and methods were reported in sufficient detail.

Basis for rating: Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that all measured outcomes were reported.

Other potential threats:

Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)

Summary:

- Statistical analyses: Regression diagnostics were used to test assumptions for linearity, normality, and homogeneity. There were two potential influential observations (based on Cook’s distance), and sensitivity analyses re-estimated the models without these two variables. Effect modification by breastfeeding status was evaluated. Interestingly, all regression coefficients were divided by 2 to represent change in IQ per 0.5-mg/L change in fluoride. One concern is posed by the lack of accounting for city in the regression models, ideally as a random effect. The authors explored including city as a covariate in the models; however, city was not included either because it was strongly multi-collinear with water fluoride concentration (VIF > 20) (model 1, with water fluoride concentration) or because fluoride intake from formula is a function of water fluoride concentration (assessed at the city level) and was therefore deemed redundant (model 2). However, the models use city-level water fluoride concentrations—and, in sensitivity analyses, adjust for maternal urinary fluoride—which warrants exploration of city as a random effect rather than a fixed effect (as would be the case by having it included as a covariate). Even including individual-level maternal urinary fluoride might not fully account for lack of a city effect, given that the subjects were from six different cities, with half of them fully on fluoridated water. Hence, even individual-level exposures are likely to be correlated at the city level. Based on a previous analysis (Green et al. 2019), it is unlikely that exclusion of city from models (as a fixed or random effect) would significantly impact the effect estimates.

- Other potential concerns: None identified.

Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the statistical analyses were appropriate and there were no other potential threats of risk of bias identified.

Basis for classification as low risk-of-bias study overall: Probably low risk-of-bias ratings in confounding, exposure, and outcome. Study strengths include individual exposure measurements, prospective cohort design, and consideration of key covariates.

E.1.13. Trivedi et al. (2012)

E.1.13.1. Study Details

- Study design: Cross-sectional
• **Population**: Children aged 12–13 years  
• **Study area**: Kachchh, Gujarat, India  
• **Sample size**: 84 children  
• **Data relevant to the review**: Mean IQ scores and distribution by low and high fluoride villages.  
• **Reported association with fluoride exposure**: Yes: Significantly lower mean IQ score in the high fluoride villages (92.53 ± 3.13) compared with the low-fluoride villages (97.17 ± 2.54) in boys and girls combined (and by sex).

**E.1.13.2. Risk of Bias**

- **Author contacts:**  
  - Authors were contacted in September of 2017 to obtain additional information for risk-of-bias evaluation. Additional information provided by the authors informed the rating decision for the following risk-of-bias domains: Selection, Attrition, Detection (exposure assessment), Detection (outcome assessment).

- **Population selection:**  
  - **Rating**: Probably low risk of bias (+)  
  - **Summary**: There is insufficient information provided on the sampling methods to determine whether the populations were similar. Although it was noted that samples were obtained for groundwater quality from March to May of 2011, there is no indication that the children were selected at the same time or during a similar time frame. Correspondence with the author indicates that children were selected within a week of the water collection based on random selection of a school in the village. Study participants were selected from six different villages of the Mundra region of Gujarat, India. Subjects were grouped into high and low villages based on the level of fluoride in the drinking water of those villages. The number of subjects per village was not reported, but it was noted that there were 50 children in the low-fluoride group and 34 children in the high fluoride group. It is not clear whether the differences in numbers were based on different participation rates or whether there were fewer children in the high fluoride villages. Recruitment methods, including any exclusion criteria and participation rates, were not provided. SES was stated to be low and equal based on questionnaire information, but the results were not provided. It should also be noted that only regular students (having attendance more than 80%) of standard 6th and 7th grades were selected, but it was not noted whether attendance varied by village. Correspondence with the study author indicated that there was an average of 20 students per class with an average of 40 students per village. It appears that keeping the requirement of 80% attendance was a limiting factor that resulted in different numbers of children by area; however, this was applied similarly to both groups.  
  - **Basis for rating**: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that subjects were similar and recruited using the same methods during the same time frame.
Confounding:
- **Rating**: Probably low risk of bias (+)
- **Summary**: Children were stated to be students of the 6th and 7th standard grades. Age was not addressed, but the children would all be of similar ages based on the grades included. Results were reported for males and females separately as well as combined. SES and iodine consumption were stated to be analyzed via a questionnaire and were standardized on the basis of the 2011 census of India. Although it was noted in the abstract that the SES was equal (no data provided), the study report did not mention the iodine results. Although arsenic and lead were not considered, the study authors provided physicochemical analyses for the water samples from the six different villages. While the authors did not specifically analyze lead or arsenic in the water samples, these physicochemical analyses suggest that differential lead or arsenic exposure was unlikely. Moreover, based on water quality maps, arsenic was not expected to be a major concern in this study area. According to the information from the water quality maps and the physiochemical analysis of the water provided, there is indirect evidence that neither arsenic nor lead were a concern in this study population.

- **Potentially important study-specific covariates**: Key covariates age, sex, and measures of SES were similar between exposure groups; however, arsenic was not considered. Arsenic often occurs in the drinking water along with fluoride in some Indian populations; however, based on water quality maps, arsenic does not appear to be an issue in the study area.
  - **Direction/magnitude of effect size**: Conceptually, the presence of arsenic would potentially bias the association away from the null if present with fluoride, or toward the null if present in the reference group; however, for reasons noted above, arsenic is not considered a concern in this study population.
  - **Basis for rating**: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the methods used to collect the information were valid and reliable, that potential co-exposures were not an issue, and that key covariates were addressed.

Attrition:
- **Rating**: Definitely low risk of bias (++)
- **Summary**: Results were provided for 84 children, but the methods do not indicate how many children were initially selected to participate, nor were any exclusion criteria provided. It was noted in the results that 84 children had their groundwater and urine tested, but it was not noted whether analyses were restricted to these children or whether exposures were assessed in all the children who had IQ measurements. Correspondence with the study author indicated that the main reason for exclusion was a <80% attendance rate, with fluoride and IQ measured on all 84 children who met the criteria.

- **Basis for rating**: Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence of no attrition.

Exposure:
Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)

Summary: Children in villages were grouped based on fluoride levels that were assessed in groundwater (low fluoride villages versus high fluoride villages). The average concentration of these levels was considered to be the levels in the drinking water with confirmation using urinary fluoride levels. The groundwater samples were selected to cover major parts of the taluka and represent overall groundwater quality. Ten samples were obtained from each village. Fluoride was measured in the groundwater using ion exchange chromatography. Although urine levels were also significantly higher in the high fluoride village, no information was provided on how or when the urinary samples were obtained or how they were measured. However, correspondence with the study author indicated that the groundwater and urine fluoride levels were available for all 84 children, indicating that the urine measures were available for the children that had IQ measures. The urine samples were stated to be collected at the same time the second water sample was collected.

Direction/magnitude of effect size: Fluoride levels were measured in both the drinking water and urine. Although there is some variability in the measurements, there is no overlap between the two groups, and the urine and drinking water levels in the children support each other. Any potential exposure misclassification would be non-differential, and the impact on the direction and magnitude of the effect size is unknown.

Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exposure was consistently assessed using well-established methods that directly measured exposure.

Outcome:
Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)

Summary: Outcome methods were only noted to be reported in Trivedi et al., (2007), which was scored as follows: IQ was measured in the children of both areas using a questionnaire prepared by Professor JH Shah, copyrighted by Akash Manomapan Kendra, Ahmedabad, India, and standardized on the Gujarati population with a 97% reliability rate in relation to the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale (+ for methods). Blinding or other methods to reduce bias were not reported, but correspondence with the study author indicated that the teachers were blind to the status of fluoride. The teachers administered the tests in the presence of a research fellow. It is not completely clear who scored the tests, but it is assumed the teachers (+ for blinding). Overall rating for methods and blinding = +.

Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the outcomes were assessed using instruments that were valid and reliable in the study population, and that the outcome assessors were blind to participants’ fluoride exposure.

Selective Reporting:
Rating: Definitely low risk of bias (++)
Summary: All outcomes outlined in the abstract, introduction, and methods are reported in sufficient detail.

Basis for rating: Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that all measured outcomes were reported.

Other potential threats:

- Rating: Probably high risk of bias (−)
- Summary:
  - Statistical analyses: Mean IQ scores in low and high fluoride villages were compared using a t-test. Consideration of heterogeneity of variances was not reported. Results are reported as means and standard errors of the means, with p-values for significant differences. Area-level exposures were used. There was no accounting for clustering of children within the villages, and comparative analyses did not account for covariates. Urinary fluoride was not considered in the comparative analyses. The lack of individual exposure levels and the lack of accounting for clustering are likely to bias the standard error of the difference in mean IQ levels between the high- and low-fluoride villages and make the differences appear stronger than they actually are.
  - Basis for rating: Probably high risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the statistical analyses did not account for clustering, and this lack of accounting could bias the association. There were no other potential threats of risk of bias identified.

- Basis for classification as low risk-of-bias study overall: Probably low risk-of-bias ratings in confounding, exposure, and outcome. Study strengths include individual exposure measurements and the addressing of potential key covariates, but the study was limited by the cross-sectional study design. Another limitation was the lack of accounting for clustering, which may bias the standard error of the differences, making the effect appear stronger than it actually is; however, this does not change the nearly 5-point difference in IQ scores between the two villages.


E.1.14.1. Study Details

- Study design: Cross-sectional
- Population: Children aged 8–13 years [possibly the same study population as Xiang et al. (2003a)]
- Study area: Wamiao and Xinhuai villages located in Sihong County, Jiangsu Province, China
- Sample size: 526 school children
- Data relevant to the review: Mean IQ and % low IQ (<80) by total fluoride intake.
- Reported association with fluoride exposure: Yes: Significantly lower mean IQ in the endemic versus non-endemic regions, as reported in Xiang et al. (2003a); when the high-exposure group was broken into four exposure groups based on fluoride intake, a dose-dependent decrease in IQ and increase in % with low IQ was observed;
significant correlation between total fluoride intake and IQ ($r = -0.332$); for IQ <80, adjusted OR of total fluoride intake per 1 mg/(person/day) was 1.106 (95% CI: 1.052, 1.163).

E.1.14.2. Risk of Bias

- **Author contacts:**
  - Authors were not contacted for additional information because it was not necessary.

- **Population selection:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** The study appears to have the same study population as Xiang et al. (2003a) and Xiang et al. (2011); however, it does not cite these studies as providing additional information, and the numbers of children differ; therefore, it may be a separate analysis on the same villages. The years of testing were not provided, so it cannot be determined whether study subjects were the same. Two villages, Wamiao and Xinhuai, located 64 km apart in Sihong County, Jiangsu Province, were selected for the study. Wamiao is a village in a region with severe endemic fluorosis, and Xinhuai is a village in a non-endemic fluorosis region. Neither village has fluoride pollution from coal or industrial sources. Villages were stated to be similar in terms of annual per capita income, transportation, education, medical conditions, natural environment, and lifestyle. All primary students ages 8–13 years currently in school in either village were surveyed with exclusions noted. Of 243 children from Wamiao, 236 (97.12%) were included, and of 305 children from Xinhuai, 290 (95.08%) were included. No table of subject characteristics was provided.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the exposure groups were similar and were recruited using the same methods within the same time frame, with direct evidence that there was no difference in participation/response rates.

- **Confounding:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** Logistic regression of low IQ rate and total fluoride intake adjusted for age and sex. Both villages had hand-pumped well water for drinking water, but the authors do not mention whether arsenic was also present in the drinking water. However, a publication by Xiang et al. (2013) in the same study areas indicates that Xinhuai (the low-fluoride area) had significantly higher arsenic levels compared with Wamiao (the endemic fluorosis area), which would bias the association toward the null. Areas were stated to be similar in annual per capita income, transportation, education, medical conditions, natural environment, and lifestyle; however, no details were provided. This study did not address other co-exposures, but other studies on populations in these villages (Xiang et al. 2003a; Xiang et al. 2011) indicate that iodine and lead are not concerns.
  - **Potentially important study-specific covariates:** Arsenic often occurs in the drinking water along with fluoride in some Chinese populations; however, based
on information provided in Xiang et al. (2013), arsenic concentrations were higher in the low-fluoride area compared with the high fluoride area. Because there were significant effects on IQ observed in the high fluoride areas, the impact of co-exposure to arsenic is less of a concern. The presence of arsenic in the control village may cause an underestimation of the effect of fluoride, but despite this potential impact, a significant association between fluoride exposure and IQ was reported.

- **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** Presence of arsenic in this study population would potentially bias the association toward the null.

  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias because there is indirect evidence that the key covariates were considered, methods used for collecting the information were valid and reliable, and co-exposures to arsenic and lead and iodine deficiency were not attributing to the association observed in this study. The potential for bias toward the null combined with the reported significant association increases confidence in the observed effect.

- **Attrition:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** Data are reported for all 526 children noted to be included in the study. There is a slight discrepancy in the reported total number of children from the high-fluoride village and the number of participants from the high-fluoride village between this paper (236 participated of 243 total children) and the 2003 and 2011 publications on the same study population (222 of 238). This discrepancy is not explained but is not expected to appreciably bias the results.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exclusion of subjects from analyses was adequately addressed, and reasons were documented when subjects were removed from the study or excluded from analyses.

- **Exposure:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+); Probably high risk of bias (−)
  - **Summary:** **Water fluoride (+ probably low risk of bias):** Exposure was based on drinking water levels and fluoride intake. Residents in the Wamiao village were divided into five groups based on fluoride levels in the drinking water. Clean, dry polyethylene bottles were used to collect 50 mL of drinking water from each student’s household, and fluoride content was measured.

    **Total fluoride intake (~ probably high risk of bias):** Six families from each of the five Wamiao groups were randomly selected as dietary survey households. Intakes of various foods by each person at each meal and intakes of unboiled water, boiled water, and tea were surveyed for four consecutive days. Methods for food collection were described. Five representative households from each village were selected based on geographic location, population distribution, housing structure, and other conditions. Indoor air samples were collected once daily for five consecutive days; outdoor air was sampled at two points once daily for five days. Methods for determining fluoride content in samples were noted to follow
specific guidelines. Calculation of total fluoride intake was stated to follow Appendix A of the People’s Republic of China Health Industry Standard with some details provided. Although it is assumed the method is valid, it was not detailed how each fluoride determination was made for each subject, and it appears that total fluoride intake was determined based on data from select subjects and not all subjects.

- **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** There is potential for exposure misclassification based on calculating fluoride intake based on measurements from a few select subjects rather than all subjects. The potential impact on the direction and magnitude of effect size cannot be assessed based on the information provided.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exposure was consistently assessed using well-established methods that directly measured exposure. The total fluoride intake is probably high risk of bias because there is indirect evidence that the exposure was assessed using methods of unknown validity.

- **Outcome:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** The IQ of each child was measured with the Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China (CRT-RC) (++) for methods. The test was stated to be administered to the children independently in a school classroom under the supervision of three exam proctors. Testing methods, testing language, and testing conditions were all in strict accordance with the CRT-RC guidebook. Major testing personnel received necessary training by the Psychology Department of East China Normal University. The children undergoing IQ testing and the test scorers were kept double-blind throughout the testing process (++) for blinding. Overall rating = ++.
  - **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that the outcome was assessed using instruments that were valid and reliable in the study population, and that the outcome assessors were blind to participants’ fluoride exposure.

- **Selective Reporting:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** All outcomes outlined in the abstract, introduction, and methods are reported in sufficient detail.
  - **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that all measured outcomes were reported.

- **Other potential threats:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:**
    - **Statistical analyses:** Logistic regression analysis was used to determine the odds of having low IQ with increasing fluoride intake. Analyses and methods
are not well described. There is no mention of what tests were used for the mean IQ comparison by village; however, statistical software (SPSS) was used, suggesting appropriate tests were applied. Simple linear regression analyses were conducted to evaluate associations between total fluoride intake and children’s IQ or low IQ rate. There is no evidence that regression diagnostics were used to test model assumptions for linearity, normality, and homogeneity. Clustering at the village level was not accounted for in the analyses. The overall impact of these factors on effect estimates is expected to be minimal given the use of individual-level data and adjustment for important covariates.

- **Other potential concerns:** None identified.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the statistical analyses were appropriate and there were no other potential threats of risk of bias identified.

- **Basis for classification as low risk-of-bias study overall:** Definitely or probably low risk-of-bias ratings in confounding, exposure, and outcome. Study strengths include individual exposure measurements with blinding at outcome assessment, but is limited by the cross-sectional study design and lack of individual measurements to calculate fluoride intake. All key covariates were accounted for in the study design or analysis, but there is potential for the presence of arsenic to bias the association toward the null.

### E.1.15. Wang et al. (2020b)

#### E.1.15.1. Study Details

- **Study design:** Cross-sectional
- **Population:** School children aged 7–13 years
- **Study area:** Tianjin City, China [possibly a subset of the children from Yu et al. (2018)]
- **Sample size:** 571 school children
- **Data relevant to the review:** IQ scores by urine and water fluoride levels.
- **Reported association with fluoride exposure:** Yes: Significant associations between IQ score and water fluoride (adjusted $\beta = -1.587$ per 1-mg/L increase) and urinary fluoride (adjusted $\beta = -1.214$ per 1-mg/L increase) in boys and girls combined based on both quartiles and continuous measures. No significant modification effect of sex.

#### E.1.15.2. Risk of Bias

- **Author contacts:**
  - Authors were not contacted for additional information because it was not necessary.
- **Population selection:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)

E-48
Summary: Subjects were from a cross-sectional study conducted in 2015, but no citation was provided on this cohort [presumably the Yu et al. (2018) cohort]. It was noted that the subjects in that cohort were from districts with historically high or normal fluoride levels. Subjects for this study were selected by using a stratified and multistage random sampling approach. Brief description was provided. The study area consisted of three historically high fluoride areas and four non-endemic areas. A flow diagram was provided for inclusion and exclusion, but this detail was given for all children and not by area. Therefore, it cannot be determined whether the participation differed by area. However, there was a 93% recruitment rate, and the 13 excluded due to missing data were not likely excluded due to exposure. Detailed characteristics of the study population are provided. Exclusion criteria included: “children who had congenital or acquired diseases affecting intelligence, or a history of cerebral trauma and neurological disorders, or those with a positive screening test history (like hepatitis B virus infection, Treponema palladium infection and Down's syndrome) and adverse exposures (smoking and drinking) during maternal pregnancy, prior diagnosis of thyroid disease, and children who had had missing values of significant factors (2.2%) were also excluded.”

Basis for rating: Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that the exposed groups were recruited using similar methods during the same time frame and that any differences between the exposed groups were accounted for in the statistical analyses.

Confounding:

Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)

Summary: Study authors noted that the study areas were not exposed to other neurotoxins such as lead, arsenic, or mercury nor were they iodine-deficient. Final models included age, sex, child’s BMI, maternal and paternal education, household income, and low birth weight. The other covariates that were considered are unclear as the authors only noted that the covariates were selected based on current literature. Reasons for exclusion included history of disease affecting intelligence, history of trauma or neurological disorders, positive screening test history, or exposures such as smoking or drinking during pregnancy. Information was obtained by questionnaire or measurements. Covariates such as parental BMI, behavioral and mental health disorders, IQ, and quantity and quality of the caregiving environment were not considered.

Potentially important study-specific covariates: All key covariates were considered in this study.

Direction/magnitude of effect size: Not applicable.

Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias because there is direct evidence that the key covariates were considered and indirect evidence that the methods for collecting the information were valid and reliable and that co-exposure to arsenic was not an issue in this area.

Attrition:

Rating: Definitely low risk of bias (++)

E.49
Summary: A detailed chart of the recruitment process is presented. The study had a 93% recruitment rate, and only 2.2% of subjects with missing data for certain covariates were excluded.

Basis for rating: Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that exclusion of subjects from analyses was adequately addressed, and reasons were documented when subjects were removed from the study or excluded from analyses.

Exposure:
- Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)

Summary: Children provided spot urine samples, presumably at the time of examination. Water samples were randomly collected from public water supplies in each village. Fluoride concentrations were analyzed using fluoride ion-selective electrode according to the national standardized method in China. There is no indication of whether the urine samples accounted for dilution.

  - Direction/magnitude of effect size: Not accounting for dilution could cause some exposure misclassification. The impact on the direction and magnitude of effect size would depend on where the differences occurred.

Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exposure was consistently assessed using acceptable methods that provide individual levels of exposure.

Outcome:
- Rating: Definitely low risk of bias (++)

Summary: Assessments of IQ scores were conducted by graduate students at the School of Public Health, Tongji Medical College, Huazhong University of Science and Technology. Each team member was assigned a single task, meaning that only one person would have conducted the IQ tests. A Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China was used. Therefore, the test was appropriate for the study population (++) for method. It was noted that the examiner was trained and blind to the exposure (++) for blinding. Overall = ++

Basis for rating: Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that the outcome was assessed using instruments that were valid and reliable in the study population, and that the outcome assessor was blind to participants’ fluoride exposure.

Selective Reporting:
- Rating: Definitely low risk of bias (++)

Summary: All outcomes in the abstract, introduction, and methods are reported in sufficient detail.

Basis for rating: Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that all measured outcomes were reported.

Other potential threats:
- Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)
Summary:

- **Statistical analyses**: Logistic and multivariate regression models accounting for covariates were used. Results are presented as betas or ORs and 95% CIs. Regression diagnostics were conducted for all models, including examination of multicollinearity, heteroscedasticity, and influential observations. Mediation and interaction analyses were appropriate. There is no evidence that the stratified and multistage random sampling approach for subject selection was accounted for in the analyses by using sampling weights or accounting for clustering using random effect models; however, selected villages were similar in population and general demographic characteristics. Given the use of individual-level data and adjustment for important covariates, the impact on the regression coefficients is likely to be minimal.

- **Other potential concerns**: None identified.

- **Basis for rating**: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the statistical analyses were appropriate and no other potential threats of risk of bias were identified.

- **Basis for classification as low risk-of-bias study overall**: Definitely or probably low risk-of-bias ratings in confounding, exposure, and outcome. Study strengths include individual exposure measurements but is limited by the cross-sectional study design and lack of accounting for urine dilution. All key covariates were considered in the study design or analysis.

E.1.16. Xiang et al. (2003a)

**E.1.16.1. Study Details**

- **Study design**: Cross-sectional
- **Population**: Children aged 8–13 years
- **Study area**: Wamiao and Xinhuai villages located in Sihong County, Jiangsu Province, China
- **Sample size**: 512 school children
- **Data relevant to the review**: Comparison of IQ (mean and distribution) between Wamiao County (a severe endemic fluorosis area) and Xinhuai County (a non- endemic fluorosis area); additional breakdown of the Wamiao area into five water fluoride exposure groups.

- **Reported association with fluoride exposure**: Yes: Significantly lower IQ scores observed with water fluoride levels of 1.53 mg/L or higher. Percentage of subjects with IQ scores below 80 was significantly increased at water fluoride levels of 2.46 mg/L or higher. Significant inverse correlation between IQ and urinary fluoride ($r = -0.164$). Mean IQ scores for children in the non-endemic region ($100.41 \pm 13.21$) were significantly higher than the endemic region ($92.02 \pm 13.00$).

**E.1.16.2. Risk of Bias**

- **Author contacts:**
Authors were not contacted for additional information because it was not necessary.

- **Population selection:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** Two villages, Wamiao and Xinhuai, located 64 km apart in Sihong County, Jiangsu Province, were selected for this study, which was conducted between September and December 2002. Wamiao is located in a severe fluorosis endemic area, and Xinhuai is located in a non-endemic fluorosis area. Neither village has fluoride pollution from burning coal or other industrial sources. All eligible children in each village were included; children who had been absent from either village for 2 years or longer or who had a history of brain disease or head injury were excluded. In Wamiao, 93% of the children (222 out of 238) were included in the study; in Xinhuai, 95% were included (290 out of 305). The children in Wamiao were divided into five subgroups according to the level of fluoride in their drinking water: <1.0 mg/L (group A), 1.0–1.9 mg/L (group B), 2.0–2.9 mg/L (group C), 3.0–3.9 mg/L (group D), and >3.9 mg/L (group E). Children in Xinhuai (0.18–0.76 mg/L in the drinking water) served as a control group (group F). Demographic characteristics are not presented, and statistical analyses are not adjusted, but mean IQ scores are stratified by age, sex, family income, and parental education.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the exposure groups were similar and were recruited using the same methods within the same time frame, with direct evidence that there was no difference in participation/response rates.

- **Confounding:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** Although information was stated to be collected on personal characteristics, medical history, education levels of the children and parents, family SES, and lifestyle, only sex, age, family income, and parental education were considered. Potential co-exposures, such as arsenic, were not addressed. A separate publication in 2003 [(Xiang et al. 2003b), letter to the editor] indicated that blood lead levels were not significantly different between the two areas. Although arsenic was not addressed specifically in this publication, Xiang et al. (2013) measured both fluoride and arsenic in the Wamiao and Xinhuai areas. Xinhuai (the low-fluoride area) had significantly higher arsenic levels compared with Wamiao (the endemic fluorosis area). This is likely to bias the association toward the null; however, the study observed a significantly lower IQ score in the endemic fluorosis area. Iodine was tested in a subset of the children and found not to be significantly different between the two groups.
  - **Potentially important study-specific covariates:** Arsenic often occurs in the drinking water along with fluoride in some Chinese populations; however, based on information provided in Xiang et al. (2013), arsenic concentrations were higher in the low-fluoride area compared with the high fluoride area. Because there were significant effects on IQ observed in the high fluoride areas, the impact
of co-exposure to arsenic is less of a concern. The presence of arsenic in the control village may cause an underestimation of the effect of fluoride, but despite this potential impact, there was still a significant association between fluoride exposure and IQ.

- **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** Presence of arsenic in this study population would potentially bias the association toward the null.

  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias because there is indirect evidence that the key covariates were taken into account, methods used for collecting the information were valid and reliable, and co-exposures to arsenic and lead and iodine deficiency were not attributing to the effect observed in this area. The potential for bias toward the null, combined with the reported significant association increases confidence in the observed effect.

- **Attrition:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** Data are complete. IQ results were reported for all 512 children included in the study (222 in the endemic area and 290 in the non-endemic area).
  - **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that there was no attrition.

- **Exposure:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** Exposure was based on drinking water and urinary levels of fluoride. The two study areas were selected to reflect a severe endemic area and a non-endemic area. Drinking water was collected from wells, and early-morning spot urine samples were collected from a randomly selected subsample of children. Both water and urine samples were measured using fluoride ion-selective electrode, but no quality control was discussed. Both absolute and creatinine-adjusted urine results were reported.

  - **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** There is potential for exposure misclassification because only current levels were assessed. Migration of subjects in or out of the area was not assessed, but the study authors noted that if the children had been absent from the village for 2 or more years, they were excluded. Misclassification would likely be non-differential, which could likely bias the association in either direction.

  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exposure was consistently assessed using well-established methods that directly measured exposure.

- **Outcome:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** The IQ of each child was measured with the Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China (CRT-RC) (++) for methods. The test was stated to be administered to the children independently in a school classroom, in a double-blind manner, under the supervision of an examiner and two assistants, and in
accordance with the directions of the CRT-RC manual regarding test administration conditions, instructions to be given, and test environment (++) for blinding). Overall rating = ++

- **Basis for rating**: Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that the outcome was assessed using instruments that were valid and reliable in the study population, and that the outcome assessor was blind to participants’ fluoride exposure.

- **Selective Reporting**:
  - **Rating**: Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary**: All outcomes outlined in the abstract, introduction, and methods are reported in sufficient detail.
  - **Basis for rating**: Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that all measured outcomes were reported.

- **Other potential threats**:
  - **Rating**: Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary**:
    - **Statistical analyses**: There is no mention of the tests conducted, but data were stated to be analyzed using SAS, suggesting appropriate tests were applied. Results provided in the tables indicate that t-tests comparing IQ values between the villages (overall and by sex) were conducted, but it was not reported that heterogeneity of variance was assessed. In addition, correlations between IQ and age, family income, and parents’ education level were tested with Pearson's correlation. There is no evidence that a test for trend was conducted to evaluate the stated “significant inverse concentration-response relationship between the fluoride level in drinking water and the IQ of children.”
    - A potential concern raised by the NASEM (2020) committee’s review was the lack of accounting for relationships in exposure between persons from the same village. Given only two villages were included and the analyses consisted of village-level comparisons (no use of individual-level covariate data), it is likely that the standard error of the difference in mean IQ between fluoride in water exposure groups will be biased, making differences appear stronger than they actually are. Without controlling for village effects and given the large differences in fluoride concentrations and IQ levels between villages, the apparent dose-response relationship could be due to a village effect in addition to a fluoride effect. However, a dose-response relationship is apparent within the “exposed” village, diminishing the concern for a village-only effect and likely minimizing the impact on the effect estimates.
    - **Other potential concerns**: None identified.
  - **Basis for rating**: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that statistical analyses were appropriate and that there were no other threats of risk of bias.
• **Basis for classification as low risk-of-bias study overall:** Definitely or probably low risk-of-bias ratings in confounding, exposure, and outcome. Study strengths include individual exposure measurements and blinding of outcome assessor to exposure but is limited by the cross-sectional study design and lack of accounting for urine dilution. All key covariates were considered in the study design or analysis, but there is potential for the presence of arsenic to bias the association toward the null.

**E.1.17. Xiang et al. (2011)**

**E.1.17.1. Study Details**

- **Study design:** Cross-sectional
- **Population:** Children aged 8–13 years [same study population as Xiang et al. (2003a)]
- **Study area:** Wamiao and Xinhua villages located in Sihong County, Jiangsu Province, China
- **Sample size:** 512 school children
- **Data relevant to the review:** Mean IQ scores and odds ratio for having an IQ <80 presented by serum fluoride quartiles.
- **Reported association with fluoride exposure:** Yes: Significant linear trend across quartiles of serum fluoride and children’s IQ score <80 (adjusted ORs for Q1 and Q2; Q1 and Q3; and Q1 and Q4, respectively: 1; 2.22 [95% CI: 1.42, 3.47]; and 2.48 [95% CI: 1.85, 3.32]); significant effects observed at ≥0.05 mg/L serum fluoride.

**E.1.17.2. Risk of Bias**

- **Author contacts:**
  - Authors were not contacted for additional information because it was not necessary.
- **Population selection:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** The study population was the same as that used in the Xiang et al. (2003a) study, but a few more measurements were available and different analyses were conducted. The comparison population was considered the same based on the study populations being recruited from similar populations, using similar methods, during the same time frame. Demographic characteristics were not provided.
  - **Rating for basis:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the exposure groups were similar and were recruited using the same methods within the same time frame, with direct evidence that there was no difference in participation/response rates.
- **Confounding:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
Summary: As was noted in the 2003 publication (Xiang et al. 2003a), information was collected on personal characteristics, medical history, education levels in the children and parents, family SES, and lifestyle. In the logistic regression model age and sex were adjusted for in the analysis. In the previous report, no significant associations were observed between groups for family income and parents’ education (Xiang et al. 2003a). Urinary iodine and blood lead levels were also stated to be measured and were noted not to be significantly different between the groups. Although the iodine levels were reported in the previous publication, the lead levels were not and neither were the methods. Lead information is reported in a letter to the editor (Xiang et al. 2003b) and was not significantly different between the areas. Although arsenic was not addressed specifically in this publication, Xiang et al. (2013) measured both fluoride and arsenic in the Wamiao and Xinhui areas. Xinhui (the low-fluoride area) had significantly higher arsenic levels compared with Wamiao (the endemic fluorosis area). This is likely to bias the association toward the null; however, the study observed a significantly lower IQ score in the endemic fluorosis area and with increasing serum fluoride.

Potentially important study-specific covariates: Arsenic often occurs in the drinking water along with fluoride in some Chinese populations; however, based on information provided in Xiang et al. (2013), arsenic concentrations were higher in the low-fluoride area compared to the high fluoride area. Because there were significant effects on IQ observed in the high fluoride areas, the impact of co-exposure to arsenic is less of a concern. The presence of arsenic in the control village may cause an underestimation of the effect of fluoride, but despite this potential impact, there was still a significant association between fluoride exposure and IQ.

- Direction/magnitude of effect size: Presence of arsenic in this study population would potentially bias the association toward the null.

Basis for rating: Probably low of risk bias because there is indirect evidence that the key covariates were considered, methods used for collecting the information were valid and reliable, and co-exposures to arsenic and lead and iodine deficiency were not attributing to the effects observed in this area. The potential bias toward the null, combined with the reported significant association increases confidence in the observed effect.

- Attrition:
  - Rating: Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - Summary: Data are reported for all 512 children noted to be included in the study.
  - Basis for rating: Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that there was no attrition.

- Exposure:
  - Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - Summary: Fluoride levels were measured in serum with a fluoride ion-selective electrode. A fasting venous blood sample was used. No details are provided on
validation (including correlation with drinking water levels) or QA. Children who did not reside in their village for at least 2 years were excluded. Results were provided in quartiles, but the authors combined the lower two quartiles. After combining the two lower quartiles, the exposure levels ranged from <0.05 mg/L (Q1 + Q2) to >0.08 mg/L (Q4).

- **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** Serum fluoride may not be the best estimate for exposure. There is potential for exposure misclassification because only current levels were assessed. Migration of subjects in or out of the area was not assessed, but the study authors noted that if the children had been absent from the village for 2 or more years, they were excluded. Misclassification would likely be non-differential, which could bias results in either direction.

- **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exposure was consistently assessed using well-established methods that directly measured exposure.

- **Outcome:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** IQ was assessed as part of the 2003 evaluation. IQ was measured with the Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China, which is appropriate for this population (++ for methods). Although this study does not provide details, the original study article from 2003 provides specific details. The study authors indicate in the 2003 publication that the tests were conducted in a double-blind manner, and these are the same results and population (++ for methods). Overall rating = ++

- **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that the outcome was assessed using instruments that were valid and reliable in the study population, and that the outcome assessor was blind to participants’ fluoride exposure.

- **Selective Reporting:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** All outcomes outlined in the abstract, introduction, and methods are reported in sufficient detail.

- **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that all measured outcomes were reported.

- **Other potential threats:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:**
    - **Statistical analyses:** Statistical analyses conducted were appropriate for the study. Chi-square tests were used to compare categorical variables, and multiple logistic regression was used to evaluate the association between serum fluoride levels and risk of low IQ. A potential concern raised by the NASEM (2020) peer review was the lack of accounting for relationships in
exposure between persons from the same village. Although only two villages were included, in the analyses that consisted of village-level comparisons, it is likely that the standard error of the difference in mean IQ between villages is biased. This is less of a concern for the mean IQ comparisons across quartiles of serum fluoride levels and for the logistic regression analyses of risk of low IQ and individual-level serum fluoride levels. Without controlling for village effects and given the large differences in fluoride concentrations and IQ between villages, the apparent dose-response relationship could be due to a village effect in addition to a fluoride effect. However, the dose-response relationship is still present within the “exposed” village, diminishing the concern for a village-only effect and likely minimizing the impact on the effect estimates.

- Other potential concerns: None identified.
  - Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the statistical analyses were appropriate and there were no other potential threats of risk of bias identified.
  - Basis for classification as low risk-of-bias study overall: Definitely or probably low risk-of-bias ratings in confounding, exposure, and outcome. Study strengths include individual exposure measurements with blinding at outcome assessment but is limited by the cross-sectional study design and use of serum concentrations. All key covariates were considered in the study design or analysis, but there is potential for the presence of arsenic to bias the association toward the null.

E.1.18. Yu et al. (2018)

E.1.18.1. Study Details

- Study design: Cross-sectional
- Population: Children aged 7–13 years
- Study area: Tianjin City, China
- Sample size: 2,886 school children
- Data relevant to the review: IQ for normal (≤1 mg/L) versus high (>1 mg/L) water fluoride; betas for IQ score by water and urine fluoride groupings; ORs by IQ category using water and urine fluoride levels.

- Reported association with fluoride exposure: Yes: Significant difference in mean IQ scores in high water fluoride areas (>1.0 mg/L; 106.4 ± 12.3 IQ) compared to the normal water fluoride areas (≤1.0 mg/L; 107.4 ± 13.0). Distribution of IQ scores was also significantly different (p = 0.003). Every 0.5-mg/L increase in water fluoride (between 3.40 and 3.90 mg/L) was associated with a 4.29 decrease in IQ score (95% CI: −8.09, −0.48).

E.1.18.2. Risk of Bias

- Author contacts:
  - Authors were contacted in September 2018 to obtain additional information for the risk-of-bias evaluation. [Additional Information provided by the authors]
informed the rating decision for the following risk-of-bias domains: Detection (outcome assessment).

- Population selection:
  - Rating: Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - Summary: School children (2,886), aged 7–13 years, were recruited from the rural areas of Tianjin City, China. After exclusion, 1,636 children were assigned to the “normal-fluoride” exposure group, and 1,250 were assigned to the “high-fluoride” exposure group based on a cut-off water fluoride level of 1.0 mg/L. A multistage random sampling technique, stratified by area, was performed to select representative samples among local children who were permanent residents since birth. Detailed characteristics of the study population were provided. Exclusion criteria included: 1) children who had congenital or acquired diseases affecting intelligence, 2) children with a history of cerebral trauma and neurological disorders, 3) children with a positive screening test history (like hepatitis B virus infection, Treponema pallidum infection and Down's syndrome), and 4) children with adverse exposures (smoking and drinking) during maternal pregnancy. A table of characteristics was provided by fluoride level with differences adjusted in the analysis.
  - Basis for rating: Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that the exposed groups were recruited using similar methods during the same time frame and that any differences between the exposed groups were considered in the statistical analyses.

- Confounding:
  - Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - Summary: Demographic data were collected by trained investigators during a face-to-face interview with the recruited children and their parents. Questionnaires were not stated to be validated. The developmental status of the children was further assessed by calculation of BMI, and all measurements were conducted by nurses based on recommended standard methods. Variables that presented differential distribution between the normal-fluoride and high-fluoride exposure groups were adjusted in the linear regression analysis of IQ data and included age, sex, paternal and maternal education levels, and low birth weight. Children exposed to smoking in utero were excluded from the study. Sensitivity analyses were conducted by modifying covariates adjusted in multivariable models among demographics (age and sex); development (BMI); socioeconomics (maternal education, paternal education, and household income); history of maternal disease during pregnancy (gestational diabetes, malnutrition, and anemia); and delivery conditions (hypoxia, dystocia, premature birth, post-term birth, and low birth weight). None of the study sites selected were in areas endemic for iodine deficiency disorders, nor were other potential neurotoxins like lead, arsenic, and mercury present. Variables such as parental BMI and behavioral and mental health disorders were not addressed.
  - Potentially important study-specific covariates: All key covariates were considered in this study.
Direction/magnitude of effect size: Not applicable.

- Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that methods of obtaining the information were valid and reliable and direct evidence that all key covariates and co-exposures were considered.

- Attrition:
  - Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - Summary: There were 1,636 children assigned to the “normal-fluoride” exposure group based on water fluoride and 1,250 children assigned to the “high-fluoride” exposure group. Exclusion from the original group of 2,886 children was adequately described. A total of 2,380 children provided urine samples. There is no indication that the data presented excludes any additional children or urine samples, but results do not indicate a sample size for all results.
  - Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exclusion of subjects from analyses was adequately addressed, and reasons were documented when subjects were removed from the study or excluded from analyses.

- Exposure:
  - Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - Summary: According to the annual surveillance data from the CDC, the drinking water sources and water fluoride concentrations in each village had remained at stable levels over the past decade. During the investigation, water samples were collected randomly from the public water supplies in each village. Spot (early-morning) urine samples from every child and water samples from each village were collected in pre-cleaned, labeled polythene tubes and transported to the lab within 24 hours while frozen. Samples were stored at −80°C until analysis. Concentrations of fluoride ions (mg/L) were analyzed using the national standardized ion-selective electrode method in China; the detection limit was 0.01 mg/L. Samples were diluted with an equal volume of total ionic strength adjusted buffer (TISAB) of pH 5–5.5 for optimal analysis. Double-distilled deionized water was used throughout the experiment. There is no reporting of any QC methods.
  - Direction/magnitude of effect size: Spot urine samples may lead to non-differential exposure misclassification. The large population size likely dilutes any potential effects of occasional misclassification. Because the drinking water sources of fluoride had been noted to be stable for the past decade and the children were 13 years or younger, there would only be exposure misclassification if there was a lot of migration between areas.
  - Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exposure was consistently assessed using well-established methods that directly measured exposure.

- Outcome:
IQ scores were measured using the second edition of the Combined Raven’s Test–The Rural in China (CRT-RC2) for children aged 7–13 years (++) for methods. The test was completed by each participant within 40 minutes, according to the instruction manual. For each test, 40 children were randomly allocated to one classroom to take the test independently under the supervision of four trained professionals. There is no mention of whether the evaluators were blinded to the fluoride group of each child (normal vs. high fluoride) or whether there were steps taken to ensure consistency in scoring across the evaluators. It is also not clear whether the 40 children randomly assigned to the classroom were specific to the village or whether a local center was used. Correspondence with the study authors indicated that the four professionals worked together throughout the examination without knowledge of the child’s fluoride exposure (++) for blinding).

Basis for rating: Definitely low risk of bias based on the direct evidence that the outcome was assessed using instruments that were valid and reliable, and that the outcome assessors were blind to participants’ fluoride exposure.

Selective Reporting:

Rating: Definitely low risk of bias (++)
Summary: All outcomes outlined in the abstract, introduction, and methods are reported in sufficient detail.
Basis for rating: Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that all measured outcomes were reported.

Other potential threats:
Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)
Summary:
- Statistical analyses: Statistical analyses used were appropriate for the study. Univariate and multivariable piecewise linear regression models were used to estimate the associations between water fluoride or urinary fluoride levels and IQ scores. Multiple logistic regression analysis was used to evaluate the association between water or urinary fluoride levels and IQ degree using the normal intelligence group as the control. Sensitivity analyses were conducted. There is no evidence that residual diagnostics were used to examine model assumptions or that the complex sampling design (stratified multistage random sampling) was accounted for in the analysis using sampling weights and adjustment for clustering. The impact of these factors on the effect estimates is expected to be minimal given the use of individual-level data and adjustment for numerous important covariates.
- Other potential concerns: None identified.
Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the statistical analyses were appropriate and there were no other potential threats of risk of bias identified.
- **Basis for classification as low risk-of-bias study overall:** Definitely or probably low risk-of-bias ratings in confounding, exposure, and outcome. Study strengths include individual exposure measurements with blinding at outcome assessment but is limited by the cross-sectional study design and lack of accounting for urine dilution. All key covariates, including potential co-exposures, were considered in the study design or analysis.


**E.1.19.1. Study Details**

- **Study design:** Cross-sectional
- **Population:** Children aged 10–12 years
- **Study area:** Tianjin City, China
- **Sample size:** 180 children
- **Data relevant to the review:** IQ by control and high fluoride groups; IQ correlations with water, serum, or urinary fluoride levels; betas for IQ with urinary fluoride levels (by genotypes)
- **Reported association with fluoride exposure:** Yes: Significant correlation between IQ score and children’s serum fluoride \( r = -0.47 \) and urinary fluoride \( r = -0.45 \); significant difference in mean IQ score for high-fluoride area (defined as >1 mg/L in drinking water; 102.33 ± 13.46) compared with control area (<1 mg/L; 109.42 ± 13.30).

**E.1.19.2. Risk of Bias**

- **Author contacts:**
  - Authors were not contacted for additional information because it was not necessary.
- **Population selection:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (***+***)
  - **Summary:** Subjects were similar and recruited during the same time frame using the same methods. Authors recruited schoolchildren from a high fluoride area (1.40 mg/L) and a control area (0.63 mg/L) in Tianjin City, China. In accordance with the principles of matching social and natural factors such as educational standard, economic situation, and geological environments as much as possible, two areas with different fluoride concentrations in the groundwater were selected by a stratified cluster random sampling of this region. A total of 180 5th grade children aged 10 to 12 years from two primary schools located 18 km apart in the Jinnan District were recruited—Gegu Second Primary School (from an endemic fluorosis area) and Shuanggang Experimental Primary School (from a non-endemic fluorosis area). The areas are not affected by other drinking water contaminants, such as arsenic or iodine. All subjects were unrelated ethnic Han Chinese and residents in Tianjin with similar physical and mental health status. The authors excluded subjects with known neurological conditions, including pervasive developmental disorders and epilepsy. Descriptive statistics of the study
population are presented by exposure group in Table 1 of the study. A number of potential differences were considered in the statistical analyses.

- **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that the exposure groups were similar and recruited using similar methods during the same time frame.

- **Confounding:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** Covariates included in the statistical models were age, sex, educational levels of parents, drinking water fluoride (mg/L), and levels of thyroid hormones (T3, T4, and TSH). Authors report that the study areas were not affected by other contaminants such as arsenic or iodine, and residents were of similar physical and mental health status. Other important covariates (maternal demographics, smoking, reproductive health) were not considered. Covariate data were obtained from a study questionnaire.
  - **Potentially important study-specific covariates:** All key covariates were considered in this study.
    - **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** Not applicable.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the methods used to collect the information were valid and reliable and direct evidence that key covariates, including potential co-exposures, were considered.

- **Attrition:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** Results are complete for the 180 children selected for the study.
  - **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that there was no attrition.

- **Exposure:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** Drinking water samples (10 mL) were collected from the tube wells of each child’s household. Three fasting venous blood samples were also collected. Urine samples were collected in the early morning before breakfast. Fluoride content in drinking water (W-F), serum (S-F), and urine (U-F) was measured using an ion analyzer EA940 with a fluoride ion-selective electrode (Shanghai Constant Magnetic Electronic Technology Co, Ltd, China), according to the China standard GB 7484-87. All reference solutions for the fluoride determinations were double-deionized water. Parallel samples were set for determination, and averages were taken. The quantitation limits of this method for W-F, S-F, and U-F were 0.2, 0.012, and 0.5 mg/L, respectively. Recovery rates for this method were in the range of 94.3%–106.4%. The intra- and inter-assay coefficients of variation for fluoride were 2.7% and 6.7%, respectively. Dilution of the urinary fluoride was not addressed.
    - **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** Not applicable.
Basis for rating: Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that the exposure was consistently assessed using well-established methods that directly measured exposure.

- **Outcome:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** A Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China (CRT-RC) was taken to evaluate the IQ of each child (++ for methods). The study report stated that all tests were administered at school by a trained examiner who was masked to participants’ drinking water fluoride levels (++ for blinding). Overall rating for methods and blinding = ++.
  - **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that the outcome was assessed using instruments that were valid and reliable in the study population, and that the outcome assessor was blind to participants’ fluoride exposure.

- **Selective Reporting:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** All results outlined in the abstract, introduction, and methods sections were reported in sufficient detail.
  - **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that all measured outcomes were reported.

- **Other potential threats:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:**
    - **Statistical analyses:** Associations between serum and urinary fluoride levels and IQ score were estimated using general linear models and multivariate linear regression by COMT polymorphism. Normality (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test) was evaluated for all continuous variables. There is no evidence that residual diagnostics were used to examine model assumptions or that the complex sampling design (stratified multistage random sampling) was accounted for in the analysis using sampling weights and adjustment for clustering. The impact of these factors on the regression effect estimates is expected to be minimal given the use of individual-level data and adjustment for numerous covariates.
    - **Other potential concerns:** None identified.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on direct evidence that the statistical analyses were appropriate and there were no other potential threats of risk of bias identified.

- **Basis for classification as low risk-of-bias study overall:** Definitely or probably low risk-of-bias ratings in confounding, exposure, and outcome. Study strengths include individual exposure measurements, blinding of outcome assessor to participants’ fluoride exposure, and consideration of key covariates including potential co-exposures.
E.2. Other Neurodevelopmental Studies

E.2.1. Barberio et al. (2017b)

E.2.1.1. Study Details

- **Study design:** Cross-sectional
- **Population:** Canadian Health Measures Survey (cycles 2 and 3) participants (children aged 3–12 years)
- **Study area:** general population of Canada
- **Sample size:** 2,221 children (1,120 from Cycle 2, 1,101 from Cycle 3)
- **Data relevant to the review:** Associations between learning disability or ADHD (Cycle 2 only) assessed by parent or child self-report and urinary fluoride.
- **Reported association with fluoride exposure:** Yes: Significant increase in adjusted OR for learning disability with unadjusted urinary fluoride per 1-µmol/L increase (1.02; 95% CI: 1.00, 1.03) when Cycles 2 and 3 were combined. No significant associations with creatinine-adjusted or specific gravity-adjusted urinary fluoride. No significant association between urinary fluoride and ADHD.

E.2.1.2. Risk of Bias

- **Author contacts:**
  - Authors were not contacted for additional information because it was not necessary.
- **Population selection:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** The comparison groups were selected from Cycles 2 and 3 of the Canadian Health Measures Survey. This is a nationally representative sample of residents living in 10 provinces, with clear exclusion criteria provided. Exclusion represented only about 4% of the target population (all Canadian residents 3–79 years old living in 10 provinces). A table of characteristics of the study population is provided.
  - **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that the subjects were recruited from the same population using the same methods during the same time frame, and exposure groups were similar.
- **Confounding:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** The study adjusted for sex, age (3–12 years old), household education, and household income adequacy. Variables to discern fluoride source, including drinking water and dental products, were also considered. Cycle 2 data also included adjustments for: 1) children for whom tap water (vs. bottled or other) was the primary source of drinking water at home or away from home and 2) children who had lived in their current home for 3 or more years. Covariates such as parental behavioral and mental health disorders, smoking, and nutrition...
were not discussed. The study used data from the Canadian Health Measures Survey, which consists of a nationally representative sample of Canadians. Most Canadians (~89%) receive water from municipal water supplies, which monitor for levels of lead and arsenic. Therefore, co-exposure to lead and arsenic are less likely an issue in this population and the lack of information is not considered to appreciably bias the results.

**Potentially important study-specific covariates:** All key covariates were considered in this study.

- **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** Not applicable.
- **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on direct evidence that key covariates were addressed and indirect evidence that the methods used to collect the information were valid and reliable and that co-exposures were not an issue.

**Attrition:**

- **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)

- **Summary:** Covariate data were missing for less than 5% of all analyses, apart from household income; household income was reported for only 71%–77% of participants and was imputed for the remainder.

- **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exclusion of subjects from analyses was adequately addressed, and reasons were documented when subjects were removed from the study or excluded from analyses.

**Exposure:**

- **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)

- **Summary:** Estimates of urinary fluoride (µmol/L) from spot urine were available for a subsample of respondents. Analysis was performed under standardized operating procedures at the Human Toxicology Laboratory of the Institut National de Santé Publique du Québec (accredited under ISO 17025). Fluoride content of urine samples was analyzed using an Orion pH meter with a fluoride ion-selective electrode with limits of detection of 20 µg/L (Cycle 2) and 10 µg/L (Cycle 3). Urinary dilution was addressed by using creatinine-adjusted levels as well as specific gravity-adjusted levels. In Cycle 3 only, estimates of the fluoride concentration of tap water samples collected from randomly selected households were available. The subsample of households selected for tap water sample collection corresponded to the person-level urine fluoride subsample. Analysis of the fluoride concentration of tap water was performed using a basic anion exchange chromatography procedure, with a limit of detection of 0.006 mg/L. QC methods were not addressed.

- **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** There is not any specific impact on the direction or magnitude of effect size expected. Urinary fluoride levels are reflective of a recent exposure. Having a single concurrent measurement may not be reflective of the exposure associated with the outcome, but if subjects lived in the same area throughout life, the exposure may be an adequate
representation. Although there is possible exposure misclassification, it would likely be non-differential.

- **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exposure was consistently assessed using well-established methods that directly measured exposure.

- **Outcome:**
  - **Rating:** Probably high risk of bias (−)
  - **Summary:** The primary outcome variable, diagnosis of a learning disability by a health professional, was based on a single item from a household survey asked to all respondents: “Do you have a learning disability?” Answer options were: “yes,” “no,” “don’t know,” or the participant refused to answer. For Cycle 2, those who indicated having a learning disability were also asked what kind, with the answer options of: “ADD,” “ADHD,” “dyslexia,” or “other.” This question was omitted in Cycle 3, and the reason for omission was not described. Parents or guardians answered all questions for children aged 3–11 years, while children 12 years and older answered questions themselves. The self-reporting of a learning disability did not appear to have been confirmed by medical records or a health professional (− for methods based on self-report of diagnosis by a health care professional; also, in Cycle 3, no specific disabilities were described). Blinding was not a concern as spot urine samples were sent to a separate lab, and self-reports would not have knowledge of their urine or tap water exposure level (+ for blinding). Overall rating = −.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably high risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the outcome was measured using an insensitive method in the study population.

- **Selective Reporting:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** All outcomes outlined in the abstract, introduction, and methods sections were reported in sufficient detail.
  - **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that all measured outcomes were reported.

- **Other potential threats:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:**
    - **Statistical analyses:** Logistic regression analyses, adjusted and unadjusted for covariates, examined the associations between fluoride exposure and diagnosis of learning disability. Analyses were performed for Cycle 2 only (urinary fluoride and type of learning disability diagnosis), Cycle 3 only (urinary fluoride, water fluoride, and learning disability diagnosis), and Cycles 2 and 3 combined. Analyses used survey weights and bootstrapped weights to ensure proper computation of variance estimates. Results are reported as unadjusted and adjusted ORs with 95% CIs.
    - **Other potential concerns:** None identified.
Basis for rating: Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that the statistical analyses were appropriate and there were no other potential threats of risk of bias identified.

Basis for classification as low risk-of-bias study overall: Probably low risk-of-bias ratings in confounding and exposure. Study strengths include individual exposure measurements and the consideration of key covariates, but was limited by the cross-sectional study design and insensitive outcome measures.

E.2.2. Bashash et al. (2017)

E.2.2.1. Study Details

- Study design: Prospective cohort
- Population: Early Life Exposures in Mexico to Environmental Toxicants (ELEMENT) participants (pregnant mothers and their children aged 4 or 6–12 years).
- Study area: Mexico City, Mexico
- Sample size: 299 mother-child pairs, of whom 287 had data for the general cognitive index (GCI).
- Data relevant to the review: Adjusted and unadjusted associations between GCI and maternal or child’s urinary fluoride concentrations.
- Reported association with fluoride exposure: Yes: Significant association between maternal urinary fluoride and GCI score (adjusted β per 0.5 mg/L increase = −3.15; 95% CI: −5.42, −0.87). No significant associations with children’s urinary fluoride.

E.2.2.2. Risk of Bias

- Author contacts:
  - Authors were contacted for additional information on whether clustering was addressed. The authors provided results from additional models with cohort as a random effect, which informed the rating decision for the following risk-of-bias domains: Other. Authors were not contacted for additional information because it was not necessary.

- Population selection:
  - Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - Summary: Study participants were selected from two different cohorts from three hospitals in Mexico City that serve low-to-moderate income populations. One cohort was from an observational study of prenatal lead exposure and neurodevelopmental outcomes, and the other was from a randomized trial of the effect of calcium on maternal blood lead levels. The authors state that participants had no history of psychiatric disorders, high-risk pregnancies, gestational diabetes, illegal drug use, or continuous prescription drugs, but information on smoking habits was not included. Study populations appear to be similar, but there may be some differences because subjects were selected from two different cohorts that were recruited during slightly different time periods.
Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the exposure groups were similar despite the subjects coming from different original study populations for whom different methods were used for recruitment.

Confounding:
- Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)
- Summary: Data were collected via questionnaire on maternal age, education, marital status at first prenatal visit, birth order, birth weight, gestational age at delivery, maternal smoking, maternal IQ, and HOME scores. All models were adjusted for gestational age at birth, sex, birth weight, birth order, age at testing, maternal marital status, smoking history, maternal age at delivery, maternal IQ, education, and cohort, with additional testing for children’s urinary fluoride, mercury, lead, and calcium. Sensitivity analyses were additionally adjusted for HOME score. Covariates not considered included BMI, iodine deficiency, arsenic, and maternal mental health and nutrition. Arsenic is assumed not to be a potential co-exposure in this population as the study authors did not discuss it as an issue but did discuss other co-exposures. Arsenic is included in the water quality control program in Mexico City and is not considered a concern in this population.
- Potentially important study-specific covariates: All key covariates were addressed.
  - Direction/magnitude of effect size: Not applicable.
- Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias based on direct evidence that key covariates, including other potential co-exposures, were considered, and indirect evidence that the methods used to collect the information were valid and reliable and that arsenic was not likely to be an issue in this study population.

Attrition:
- Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)
- Summary: Although there was a large amount of attrition, the study authors clearly describe all reasons for attrition and also provide characteristics to compare those participants included to those excluded. There were some slight differences between those included and those excluded, but there is nothing to indicate that the attrition would potentially bias the results.
- Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exclusion of subjects from analyses was adequately addressed, and reasons were documented when subjects were removed from the study or excluded from analyses.

Exposure:
- Rating: Definitely low risk of bias (++)
- Summary: Urinary fluoride concentrations were determined in spot urine samples (2nd morning void) collected from mothers (during at least one trimester) and children ages 6–12 years. Fluoride content was measured using ion-selective electrode-based assays. QC methods were described including between laboratory
correlations. All samples were measured in duplicate. Extreme outliers were excluded. Urinary dilution was addressed by using creatinine-adjusted levels.

- **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** Not applicable.
  - **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that exposure was consistently assessed using well-established methods that directly measured exposure.

- **Outcome:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** Outcome was assessed using the McCarthy Scales of Children’s Abilities (MSCA) in 4-year-old children (translated into Spanish) and the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI) in 6–12-year-olds. The WASI is a well-established test, and the validity of both tests is well documented by the authors. Inter-examiner reliability was evaluated and reported with a correlation of 0.99 (++) for methods. The study report stated that psychologists were blind to the children’s fluoride exposure (++ for blinding). Overall rating for methods and blinding = ++.
  - **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that the outcome was assessed using instruments that were valid and reliable in the study population, and that the outcome assessor was blind to participants’ fluoride exposure.

- **Selective Reporting:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** All outcomes outlined in the abstract, introduction, and methods are reported in sufficient detail.
  - **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that all measured outcomes were reported.

- **Other potential threats:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:**
    - **Statistical analyses:** Statistical analyses used were appropriate for the study. Statistical tests of bivariate associations (using Chi-square tests for categorical variables and analysis of variance [ANOVA]) were used to compare the means of the outcomes or exposures within groups based on the distribution of each covariate. Generalized additive models (GAMs) were used to estimate the adjusted association between fluoride exposure and measures of children’s intelligence. Residual diagnostics were used to examine model assumptions and identify any potentially influential observations. Results are reported as adjusted effects and 95% CIs. In sensitivity analyses, regression models accounted for clustering at the cohort level by using cohort as a fixed effect in the models. Although using cohort as a random effect would be more appropriate, using individual-level exposure data and accounting for numerous important covariates in the models likely captured the cohort effect.

Commented [A121]: Change made in response to the reviewer comment below; see DocA1_Monograph for detailed response:

**Reviewer comment (DocA1_Monograph, page 5):** The NTP response to NASEM’s comments indicate they contacted investigators on specific issues, and that some study authors responded while others did not. Recommendation: NTP should provide an assessment of how non-response would affect the grading of these studies. This may be tied to the NASEM concern regarding transparency in the risk-of-bias assessment. Requests an appendix and language in the Discussion detailing which studies received a change to their risk-of-bias determination.
Additional models with cohort as a random effect were also subsequently made available via personal communication with the study authors and showed similar results to the main model.

- **Other potential concerns:** None identified.
  - **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that the statistical analyses were appropriate and there were no other potential threats of risk of bias identified.

- **Basis for classification as low risk-of-bias study overall:** Definitely or probably low risk-of-bias ratings in confounding, exposure, and outcome. Study strengths include individual exposure measurements, blinding of outcome assessor to participants’ fluoride exposure, and the prospective cohort study design.

### E.2.3. Bashash et al. (2018)

#### E.2.3.1. Study Details

- **Study design:** Prospective cohort
- **Population:** ELEMENT participants (pregnant mothers and their children aged 6–12 years)
- **Study area:** Mexico City, Mexico
- **Sample size:** 210 mother-child pairs
- **Data relevant to the review:** Associations between ADHD and other attention/impulsivity scores and maternal urinary fluoride concentrations.
- **Reported association with fluoride exposure:** Yes: Significant associations between maternal urinary fluoride (per 0.5-mg/L increase) and Conners’ Rating Scales-Revised (CRS-R) scores, including Cognitive Problems and Inattention Index (adjusted $\beta = 2.54$; 95% CI: 0.44, 4.63), DSM-IV Inattention Index (adjusted $\beta = 2.84$; 95% CI: 0.84, 4.84), DSM-IV ADHD Total Index (adjusted $\beta = 2.38$; 95% CI: 0.42, 4.34), and ADHD Index (adjusted $\beta = 2.47$; 95% CI: 0.43, 4.50).

#### E.2.3.2. Risk of Bias

- **Author contacts:**
  - Authors were not contacted for additional information because it was not necessary.

- **Population selection:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** Participants were a subset of mother-child dyads enrolled in various longitudinal birth cohort studies of the Early Life Exposure in Mexico to Environmental Toxicants (ELEMENT) project. Subjects were included from two of the four cohorts for which maternal urinary samples were available. Participants in cohort 2A were recruited between 1997 and 1999, and participants in cohort 3 were recruited from 2001 to 2003. Inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied consistently across the two cohorts. A table of subject characteristics was provided in the study, and any differences were considered in the analysis.
Study populations appear to be similar, but there may be some differences because subjects were selected from two different cohorts: one from an observational study on prenatal lead exposure and the other from a randomized trial on the effects of calcium on blood lead levels. In addition, they were recruited from slightly different time periods.

- **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the exposed groups were similar, and any differences were considered in the analysis.

- **Confounding:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** Questionnaires were used to collect information on maternal age, maternal education, history of smoking, and marital status during the first pregnancy visit. Child information at birth included birth weight, sex, birth order, and gestational age as calculated by the nurse. Mothers also responded to an SES questionnaire during the visit when the psychometric tests were administered. The Home Observation for Measurement of the Environment (HOME) score was evaluated in a subset of participants. Covariates were selected a priori. Models were adjusted for maternal age at delivery, years of education, marital status, smoking history, gestational age at birth, age at outcome assessment, sex, birth order, SES, cohort, and calcium intervention. Arsenic is included in the water quality control program in Mexico City and is not considered a concern in this population.
  - **Potentially important study-specific covariates:** None identified, although this study did not specifically address arsenic or other co-exposures. Bashash et al. (2017) addressed potential co-exposure to lead and mercury but did not address arsenic. Arsenic was potentially addressed as part of the water quality program in Mexico City.

  - **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** Not applicable.

  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on direct evidence that key covariates were addressed, and indirect evidence that the methods used to collect the information were valid and reliable and that arsenic and other potential co-exposures were not likely to be an issue in this study population.

- **Attrition:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** Although there was a large amount of attrition from the original cohorts, it was unlikely related to outcome or exposure, and there were very little missing data from those included in the study. Of the 231 mothers with a minimum of one maternal urine fluoride measurement and matching outcome identified for the project, only 17 were excluded based on incomplete demographic and outcome information.

  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exclusion of subjects from analyses was adequately addressed, and reasons were documented when subjects were removed from the study or excluded from analyses.
Exposure:
- **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
- **Summary:** Mothers provided at least one spot urine sample during pregnancy. As described in Bashash et al. (2017), urinary concentrations were determined on second morning void. Fluoride content was measured using ion-selective electrode-based assay. Bashash et al. (2017) describes QC methods. All samples were measured in duplicate, and extreme outliers were excluded. Urinary dilution was addressed by using creatinine-adjusted levels.
  - **Direction/magnitude of effect:** N/A
- **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that exposure was consistently assessed using well-established methods that directly measured exposure.

Outcome:
- **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
- **Summary:** Behaviors associated with ADHD were assessed using the Spanish version of Conners’ Rating Scales-Revised, which has been validated for the evaluation of ADHD. Mothers completed the CRS-R at the same follow-up visit in which the child completed the CPT-II tests. All tests were applied under the supervision of an experienced psychologist (++ for methods). Use of only parent reports and not teacher reports was noted by the authors as a study limitation because there is considerable variation between the two sources in terms of identifying ADHD-associated behaviors. Blinding was not reported, but it is unlikely that the mothers were aware of their urinary fluoride levels. Although mothers may have had knowledge that they were receiving fluoride through fluoridated salt or naturally occurring fluoride in their water, they would not have knowledge that this was relevant to the study purpose as the ADHD tests were conducted for the original cohort (as was acknowledged by the study authors in the discussion) (++ for blinding). Overall rating = ++.
- **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that the outcome was assessed using instruments that were valid and reliable in the study population, and that the outcome assessors were blind to participants’ fluoride exposure.

Selective Reporting:
- **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
- **Summary:** All outcomes outlined in the abstract, introduction, and methods were reported in sufficient detail.
- **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that all measured outcomes were reported.

Other potential threats:
- **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
- **Summary:**
Statistical analyses: Bivariate analyses included Chi-square tests for categorical variables and ANOVA for continuous outcomes. Appropriate univariate statistics and transformations were performed before bivariate analyses. Residuals from fully adjusted linear regressions were checked and suggested skewness. Gamma regression with an identity link was used to examine the adjusted association between prenatal fluoride and each neurobehavioral outcome (instead of using log transformation). Generalized additive models were used to visually examine potential non-linearity. Sensitivity analyses examined impact of other covariates. Diagnostics tests were used to assess violations of the model assumptions and to identify remaining influential observations. The Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate (FDR) procedure was used to correct for multiple testing.

Other potential concerns: None identified.

Basis for rating: Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that the statistical analyses were appropriate and there were no other potential threats of risk of bias identified.

Basis for classification as low risk-of-bias study overall: Definitely or probably low risk-of-bias ratings in confounding, exposure, and outcome. Study strengths include individual exposure measurements, blinding of outcome assessor to participants’ fluoride exposure, and the prospective cohort study design.

E.2.4. Choi et al. (2015)

E.2.4.1. Study Details

- **Study design:** Cross-sectional
- **Population:** First-grade children (ages 6–8 years)
- **Study area:** Mianning County in southern Sichuan, China
- **Sample size:** 51 first-grade children
- **Data relevant to the review:** Associations between learning, memory, visual motor ability, motor ability, and manual dexterity with continuous urine or drinking water fluoride levels. Study also had information based on dental fluorosis score.
- **Reported association with fluoride exposure:** No: None of the outcomes were significantly associated with fluoride exposure.

E.2.4.2. Risk of Bias

- **Author contacts:**
  - Authors were not contacted for additional information because it was not necessary.

- **Population selection:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** Subjects were selected during the same time frame using the same methods. Fifty-one first-grade children residing in Mianning County in southern Sichuan, China were included in this pilot study. It is not specified whether the 51
children represented all first-grade children from this area or whether some refused to participate. Children who did not speak Chinese, were not students at the Primary School of Sunshui Village in Mianning County, or those with chronic or acute disease that might affect neurobehavioral function tests were excluded. Demographic characteristics are presented in Table 1 of the study, which indicates that subjects were similar. Covariates were adjusted for in the statistical analyses.

- **Basis for Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that the exposure groups were similar and were recruited within the same time frame using the same methods with no evidence of differences in participation/response rates.

- **Confounding:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** The parents or guardians completed a questionnaire on demographic and personal characteristics of the children (sex, age at testing, parity, illnesses before age 3, and past medical history) and caretakers (age, parity, education and occupational histories, residential history, and household income). A 20-μL capillary blood sample was collected at the school by a Mianning County Center for Disease Control (CDC) health practitioner and tested for possible iron deficiency, which could be used as a covariate of neurodevelopmental performance. Covariates that were not assessed include maternal BMI, parental mental health, maternal smoking status, maternal reproductive factors, parental IQ, and HOME score. However, the study authors noted that confounding bias appeared to be limited due to the minimal diversity in the social characteristics of the subjects. The study authors indicated that CDC records documented that levels of other contaminants, including arsenic and lead, were very low in the area. Iodine differences were not specifically addressed, but there is no indication from the information provided that this might have been a concern.

- **Potentially important study-specific covariates:** All key covariates were considered in this study.
  - **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** Not applicable.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias because there is direct evidence that the key covariates were considered and indirect evidence that co-exposure to arsenic was likely not an issue in this area and that methods used for collecting the information were valid and reliable.

- **Attrition:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** The majority of results were reported for the 51 children stated to be included in the pilot study. In Table 5 of the study, the N for each dental fluorosis category totals only 43, but the text indicates 8 children did not have a Dean Index because permanent teeth had not erupted.

- **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exclusion of subjects from analyses was adequately addressed, and reasons were
documented when subjects were removed from the study or excluded from analyses.

- **Exposure:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** The study used three different measurements of fluoride exposure: well water fluoride concentrations from the residence during pregnancy and onwards, fluoride concentrations from children's first morning urine samples, and degree of children's dental fluorosis. Fluoride concentrations in community well water were measured and recorded by Mianning County CDC; specific methods were not reported, but standard methods were likely used because analyses were conducted by the CDC and were likely the same as those used to measure the fluoride in urine. Migration of subjects was noted to be limited. Well water fluoride concentrations of the mother's residence during pregnancy and onward were used to characterize a child's lifetime exposure. To provide a measure of the accumulated body burden, each child was given a 330-mL (11.2-oz) bottle of Robust© distilled water (free from fluoride and other contaminants) to drink the night before the clinical examinations, after emptying the bladder and before bedtime. The first urine sample was collected at home the following morning, and the fluoride concentration was determined on a 5-mL sample using an ion-specific electrode at the Mianning CDC. There is no indication that urinary fluoride levels accounted for dilution, nor was it clear that the method of administering water to the children and collection methods sufficiently controlled for differences in dilution. One of the investigators, a dentist, performed a blinded dental examination on each child's permanent teeth to rate the degree of dental fluorosis using the Dean Index. The Dean Index is commonly used in epidemiological studies and remains the gold standard in the dentistry armamentarium. The Index has the following classifications: normal, questionable, very mild, mild, moderate, and severe. Quality control (QC) procedures are not reported but were likely appropriate.
  - **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** Current levels were used to assess lifetime exposure. This is likely to be a non-differential exposure misclassification, and direction of bias is unknown. Because subject migration appears to be limited, it is likely that the current fluoride levels are adequate reflections of past exposure. Dental fluorosis would be an indicator that exposure occurred in the past, and there was a fair correlation between degree of dental fluorosis and current urine and water fluoride levels, with both increasing with increasing levels of dental fluorosis.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exposure was consistently assessed using well-established methods that directly measure exposure.

- **Outcome:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** The study authors adopted culture-independent tests considered feasible for children aged 6 to 8 years. The Wide Range Assessment of Memory
and Learning (WRAML) was used for the assessment of memory and learning. Three subtests were also used. The Finger Windows subtest assesses sequential visual memory. The Design Memory subtest assesses the ability to reproduce designs from memory following a brief exposure. The Visual Learning subtest assesses the ability to learn the locations of pictured objects over repeated exposures. The Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Revised (WISC-IV) included digit span for auditory span and working memory and block design for visual organization and reasoning. The grooved pegboard test assesses manual dexterity. The tests used have been validated on a Western population. Although there is no information provided to indicate that the tests were validated on the study population, the study authors indicated that the tests were culture-independent (+ for methods). Blinding of the outcome assessors or steps to minimize potential bias was not reported. However, it is unlikely that the assessors had knowledge of the individual exposure as children all came from the same area, and water and urine levels were tested at the CDC (+ for blinding). Overall = +.

- **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that all outcomes were assessed using instruments that were valid and reliable in the study population, and that the outcome assessors were blind to participants’ fluoride exposure.

- **Selective Reporting:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** All outcomes outlined in the abstract, introduction, and methods are reported in sufficient detail.
  - **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that all measured outcomes were reported.

- **Other potential threats:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:**
    - **Statistical analyses:** Statistical analyses were appropriate. Multiple regression models evaluated the associations between exposure indicators and test scores after adjusting for covariates. Specific regression models are not described or referenced, just stated to be “standard regression analysis with confounder adjustment.” The distributions of fluoride concentrations in urine and water were skewed and were log10-transformed to approximate a Gaussian distribution (test not specified). Results were reported as adjusted effects and 95% CIs. There was no evidence that residual diagnostics were used to examine model assumptions; however, the impact on the effect estimates is expected to be minimal.
    - **Other potential concerns:** It should be noted that this study was a pilot study and, therefore, had a relatively small sample size (i.e., 51 children).
Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the statistical analyses were appropriate and there were no other potential threats of risk of bias identified.

Basis for classification as low risk-of-bias study overall: Probably low risk-of-bias ratings in the confounding, exposure, and outcome domains. Study strengths include individual fluoride measurements with blinding at outcome assessment likely. All key covariates and many other covariates were considered in the study design or analysis.

E.2.5. Li et al. (2004) [translated in Li et al. 2008a]

E.2.5.1. Study Details

- Study design: Cross-sectional
- Population: Full-term, normal neonates 24–72 hours old from healthy mothers
- Study area: Zhaozhou County, Heilongiang Province, China
- Sample size: 91 neonates (46 males and 45 females)
- Data relevant to the review: Comparison of neurobehavioral capacity between children in the high-fluoride area compared to the control area.
- Reported association with fluoride exposure: Yes: Significant differences in neurobehavioral assessment total scores between high-fluoride (36.48 ± 1.09) and control (38.28 ± 1.10) groups; significant differences in total neurobehavioral capacity scores as measured by non-biological visual orientation reaction and biological visual and auditory orientation reaction between the two groups (11.34 ± 0.56 in controls compared to 10.05 ± 0.94 in high-fluoride group).

E.2.5.2. Risk of Bias

- Author contacts:
  - Authors were not contacted for additional information because it was not necessary.
- Population selection:
  - Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - Summary: There is indirect evidence that the exposure groups were similar. Participants were recruited during the same time frame using the same methods. From 2002 to 2003, 273 neonates were born in a hospital in Zhaozhou County, China. Ninety-one of 273 full-term neonates (46 males, 45 females) were randomly selected. Mothers ranged in age from 20 to 31 years, met multiple health criteria, and had not changed residence during pregnancy. Authors report that the two study groups were located in the same area with similar climate, living habits, economic and nutritional conditions, and cultural backgrounds, but do not provide these data in the manuscript. There is no statistically significant difference in the mode of delivery, birth weight, infant length, or sex. Subjects were separated into exposure groups after random selection.
  - Basis for Rating: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the exposure groups were similar and were recruited within the same time frame.
using the same methods with no evidence of differences in participation/response rates.

- **Confounding:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** No covariates were specifically considered in the analysis. The study authors note similarities in characteristics in the two populations (i.e., living habits, economic and nutritional conditions, and cultural backgrounds) but do not provide these data nor do they indicate which specific characteristics were considered. There were no significant differences in infant sex, birth method, gestational age, or infant weight and length. All tests were conducted when children were 1–3 days old. No potential co-exposures were discussed. Although arsenic is considered a potential issue in China, water quality maps indicate that there is a 25%–50% probability that the drinking water in that area exceeds the WHO guideline for arsenic of 10 µg/L.
  - **Potentially important study-specific covariates:** Key covariates, including age, sex, and measures of socioeconomic status (SES), were similar between exposure groups; however, arsenic was not considered. Arsenic often occurs in the drinking water along with fluoride in some Chinese populations; however, based on water quality maps, arsenic does not appear to be an issue in Zhaozhou County of the Heilongjiang Province. Iodine deficiencies are not mentioned.
    - **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** Conceptually, the presence of arsenic would potentially bias the association away from the null if it were present with fluoride. Deficiencies in iodine would potentially bias the association away from the null if it were present in areas of higher fluoride but toward the null if it were present in areas of lower fluoride. Neither of these are considered a concern in this study for reasons detailed above.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the key covariates were considered, co-exposure to arsenic was likely not an issue in this area, and methods used for collecting the information were valid and reliable.

- **Attrition:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** Although authors did not discuss why only 91 of the 273 neonates available were randomly selected, results were available for all 91 subjects.
  - **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on results being available for all subjects.

- **Exposure:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** Subjects were split into control and high-fluoride groups based on fluoride levels in their places of residence. Although the levels were provided (1.7–6.0 mg/L for the high-fluoride group compared to 0.5–1.0 mg/L for the control group), it was not reported how or when these levels were measured. Urine was collected when women were hospitalized but before labor began. Urine samples were sent to a specific lab for measurement using fluoride ion-selective
electrode. It was noted that this procedure strictly followed the internal controls of the laboratory, indicating quality control. Level of detection (LOD) was not provided. Urinary fluoride levels were significantly higher in the high-fluoride mothers (3.58 ± 1.47 mg/L) compared to the control-group mothers (1.74 ± 0.96 mg/L). There was indirect evidence that exposure was consistently assessed using well-established methods that directly measure exposure. Although results were mainly based on exposure area, they were supported by urine data, making exposure misclassification less of a concern.

- **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** There is high variability in both water fluoride and urine fluoride in the subjects from the high-exposure area. Although there is no overlap in the water fluoride levels in the exposure areas, there is some overlap in the urine concentrations in the mothers from the two areas. This may reflect the single measurement and pose no specific bias, or it could indicate that some mothers in the high-fluoride area have lower fluoride exposure, which could bias the association toward the null.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exposure was consistently assessed using well-established methods that directly measure exposure.

- **Outcome:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** A standard neonatal behavioral neurological assessment method was carried out by professionals in the pediatric department working in a neonatal section trained specifically for these programs and passing the training exams (+ for methods). The examinations were carried out 1 to 3 days after delivery. Because urine samples were collected on the day of delivery and sent to a separate laboratory, it is likely that the outcome assessors were blind. Although the subjects were separated by fluoride exposure area, it is not likely that the professionals were aware of the exposure as the tests were conducted in the hospital (+ for blinding).
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the outcome was assessed using instruments that were valid and reliable in the study population, and that the outcome assessors were blind to participants’ fluoride exposure.

- **Selective Reporting:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** The study authors reported numerous outcomes in sufficient detail; however, because a list of outcomes tested was not provided, there is no direct evidence that all were reported.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that all the study’s measured outcomes were reported.

- **Other potential threats:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:**
E.2.6. Riddell et al. (2019)

E.2.6.1. Study Details

- **Study design:** Cross-sectional
- **Population:** Canadian Health Measures Survey (Cycles 2 and 3) participants (children aged 6–17 years)
- **Study area:** General population, Canada
- **Sample size:** 3,745 children
- **Data relevant to the review:** Adjusted odds ratios for ADHD and attention symptoms per 1 unit increase in urinary fluoride by water fluoride in the tap water or community fluoridation status.
- **Reported association with fluoride exposure:** Yes: Significantly increased odds of ADHD diagnosis (adjusted OR = 6.10; 95% CI: 1.60, 22.8) or hyperactivity/inattentive symptoms (adjusted β = 0.31; 95% CI: 0.04, 0.58) per 1-mg/L increase in tap water fluoride. In addition, a significant association between
ADHD diagnosis (adjusted OR = 1.21; 95% CI: 1.03, 1.42) or hyperactivity/inattentive symptoms (adjusted β = 0.11; 95% CI: 0.02, 0.58) and community water fluoridation status. No significant associations with urinary fluoride levels.

E.2.6.2. Risk of Bias

- Author contacts:
  - Authors were not contacted for additional information because it was not necessary.

- Population selection:
  - Rating: Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - Summary: Subjects were part of Cycles 2 and 3 of the Canadian Health Measures Survey. This is a nationally representative sample of residents living in 10 provinces. Specific inclusion criteria were provided. This study was restricted to children 6–17 years of age with different fluoride measurements that consisted of three participant samples. One of the samples was available only in Cycle 3.
  - Basis for rating: Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that the exposed groups were similar and were recruited with the same methods during the same time frame.

- Confounding:
  - Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - Summary: Covariates included in all models included age at testing, sex, ethnicity, BMI, parents’ education, total household income, exposure to cigarette smoke inside the home, and log-transformed concurrent blood lead levels. Covariates such as parental behavioral and mental health disorders, quantity and quality of caregiving environment, and co-exposure to arsenic were not discussed. The study used data from the Canadian Health Measures Survey, which consists of a nationally representative sample of Canadians. Most Canadians (~89%) receive water from municipal water supplies, which monitor for levels of arsenic. Therefore, co-exposure to arsenic is not likely an issue in this population. Rationale for selection of covariates was based on relationship to ADHD diagnosis and to fluoride metabolism based on literature review and consultation with an ADHD expert. There is no information of the source of data for covariates, but it is likely the questionnaires from the Canadian Health Measures Survey, which are considered standardized and validated.
  - Potentially important study-specific covariates: All key covariates were considered in this study.
    - Direction/magnitude of effect size: Not applicable.
  - Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias because there is indirect evidence that the key covariates were considered, co-exposure to arsenic was likely not an issue, and methods used for collecting the information were valid and reliable.

- Attrition:
  - Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)
Summary: There is no information indicating that there were any data excluded due to missing covariates. All exclusions of children were described and reasonable (i.e., drinking bottled water when considering city fluoridation as a measure of fluoride exposure). Outliers were stated to be excluded, but methods for determining this were provided, and it was noted that the outliers were 0.27% of the values.

Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exclusion of subjects from analyses was adequately addressed, and reasons were documented when subjects were removed from the study or excluded from analyses.

Exposure:

Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)

Summary: Urinary Fluoride: Spot urine samples were collected under normal non-fasting conditions and analyzed using an Orion pH meter with a fluoride ion-selective electrode after being diluted with an ionic adjustment buffer. Analysis was performed at the Human Toxicology Laboratory of the Institut National de Santé Publique du Québec. The precision and accuracy of the fluoride analyses, including quality control and quality assurance, were described by Health Canada (2015). The limits of detection were 20 µg/L for Cycle 2 and 10 µg/L for Cycle 3 with no values below detection. Fluoride levels were adjusted for specific gravity.

Water Fluoride in Tap Water: Tap water was collected at the subjects’ homes in Cycle 3 only. Samples were analyzed for fluoride concentrations using anion exchange chromatography procedure with an LOD of 0.006 mg/L. Values below the LOD were imputed with LOD/square root(2). Of the 980 samples, 150 (15%) were below detection.

Chlorinated Water Fluoride Status: This was determined by viewing reports on each city’s website or contacting the water treatment plant (provided in supplemental material). Children were excluded if they drank bottled water, had a well, had a home filtration system, lived in the current residence for 2 years or less, or lived in an area with mixed city fluoridation.

Direction/magnitude of effect size: There is not any specific impact on the direction or magnitude of effect size expected. Urinary fluoride levels are reflective of a recent exposure, but the study authors adjusted to account for dilution. The possibility of exposure misclassification would be similar in all subjects and would be non-differential. There is less potential for exposure misclassification due to tap water or chlorinated water fluoride status, since children who drank bottled water were excluded and children who had a home filtration system were excluded from the chlorinated water status.

Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exposure was consistently assessed using well-established methods that directly measured exposure.

Outcome:

Rating: Probably high risk of bias (−)
Summary:

Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ): The questionnaire was administered to youths under 18 years. Children aged 6–11 years had SDQ ratings provided by parents and guardians, but youths aged 12–17 years completed the questionnaire themselves. Tests consist of 25 items with a 3-point scale. Items were divided into five subscales: emotional problems, conduct problems, hyperactivity-inattention, peer problems, and prosocial behavior. The current study used only the hyperactivity-inattention subscale. Validation of this method was not reported (− for methods).

ADHD: Ninety percent of youths with ADHD are diagnosed after age 6. For children aged 6–11 years, ADHD diagnosis was provided by parents, but youths aged 12–17 years completed the questionnaire themselves. Cycle 2 asked “Do you have a learning disability?”; if the subject answered “yes,” he/she was asked to specify the type (four options were available and described). In Cycle 3, parents were asked directly whether they had ADHD, and children 12 years and older were asked whether they had a physician diagnosis of ADHD and, if so, what subtype (− for methods because different methods were used, and only the children 12 years and older in Cycle 3 were asked specifically about a doctor’s diagnosis). Both were measured in both cycles. Blinding is likely not an issue as subjects would not have knowledge of the urine or tap water fluoride levels. However, they would likely have knowledge of the city.

Basis for rating: Probably high risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the outcome was assessed using insensitive methods that varied based subject age.

Selective Reporting:

- Rating: Definitely low risk of bias (++)
- Summary: All outcomes outlined in the abstract, introduction, and methods sections were reported in sufficient detail.
- Basis for rating: Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that all measured outcomes were reported.

Other potential threats:

- Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)
- Summary:
  - Statistical analyses: Robust logistic regression was used to examine the association between fluoride exposure and ADHD diagnosis, adjusting for covariates. Box-Tidewell tests were used to check the linearity of the relationship with the continuous predictors. Linear regression was used for the SDQ scores using Huber-White standard errors. Multicollinearity was evaluated using variance inflation factor (VIF) statistics. Outliers with high studentized residuals, high leverage, or large Cook’s distance values were removed from all analyses with urinary fluoride. All regressions were tested for interactions between fluoride exposure and age and between fluoride exposure and sex. Sensitivity analyses were conducted to test the different
survey cycles. There is no mention of adjustment for the complex survey
design using survey weights or bootstrapped weights to ensure appropriate
calculation of the estimated variances; however, the overall impact on effect
estimates is expected to be minimal.

- Other potential concerns: None identified.
  - Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the
    statistical analyses were appropriate and there were no other potential threats of
    risk of bias identified.

- Basis for classification as low risk-of-bias study overall: Probably low risk-of-bias
  ratings in confounding and exposure. Study strengths include individual exposure
  measurements and the addressing of key covariates, but was limited by the cross-
  sectional study design and insensitive outcome measures.

E.2.7. Rocha-Amador et al. (2009)

E.2.7.1. Study Details

- Study design: Cross-sectional
- Population: Children aged 6–11 years
- Study area: Durango, Mexico
- Sample size: 80 children
- Data relevant to the review: Associations between visuospatial organization and
  visual memory (using the Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure Test, children’s version)
  and urinary fluoride levels in the children.

- Reported association with fluoride exposure: Yes: Significant correlation between
  urinary fluoride and visuospatial organization ($r = -0.29$) and visual memory
  ($r = -0.27$) scores. No significant correlations with arsenic.

E.2.7.2. Risk of Bias

- Author contacts:
  - Authors were not contacted for additional information because it was not
    necessary.

- Population selection:
  - Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - Summary: Subjects were from the same population and were recruited during the
    same time frame using the same methods. Although this study compared three
    sites with antecedents of environmental pollution to mixtures of either F-As, Pb-
    As, or DDT-PCBs, authors evaluated each contaminant separately. The only area
    of interest with F and As contamination is in Durango state (5 de Febrero) where
    drinking water is polluted naturally with F and As at levels exceeding 6 and 19
    times, respectively, the World Health Organization (WHO) limits (WHO 2008). Children
    attending public schools were screened through personal interviews for
    study eligibility. Inclusion criteria were children between 6 and 11 years old,
    living in the study area since birth, whose parents signed the agreement to
participate. Children with a neurological disease diagnosed by a physician and reported by the mother were excluded from the study. The final sample for the F-As group was 80. Participation rates were not reported. Selected demographic characteristics are presented in Table 1 of the study.

- **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the populations were similar and recruited during the same time frame using the same methods.

- **Confounding:**
  - **Rating:** Probably high risk of bias (−)
  - **Summary:** Covariates included blood lead (PbB), age, sex, and height-for-age z-scores; only age had significant associations and was included in the final analysis. Arsenic was also assessed and analyzed separately from fluoride. Arsenic in urine was analyzed by atomic absorption spectrophotometer coupled to a hydride system (Perkin-Elmer model AAnalyst 100). Although the model did not adjust for arsenic, arsenic in the F-As group was not associated with either outcome; therefore, arsenic co-exposure is not considered a major concern in this study. PbB was analyzed with a Perkin-Elmer 3110 atomic absorption spectrophotometer using a graphite furnace. Authors note that the mean blood lead level in the F-As study area was 5.2 µg/dL, and 8% of the children had values above the reference value of 10 µg/dL. PbB was stated not to affect results and was not included in the final analysis. Other covariate data were obtained during the study interview. Father’s education was provided and, in the F-As group, was stated to range from 0–16 years, but this was not considered. Maternal education, smoking, and SES were also not considered. The authors provide an SES score of 5.9 ± 1.4 for the 5 de Febrero region (the fluoride region). It is not clear whether this would vary by fluoride or arsenic levels.

- **Potentially important study-specific covariates:** SES.
  - **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** There are insufficient data to determine the impact on the magnitude or direction of effect size. The impact on the direction of the association would likely depend on the association between fluoride exposure and SES.

- **Basis for rating:** Probably high risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the SES was not considered in the study design or analysis and may have varied by fluoride levels.

- **Attrition:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** Data are complete. All 80 participants stated to be the final sample for the site of interest (F-As) were included in all analyses.

- **Exposure:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
Summary: Fluoride in urine (FU) was analyzed according to method 8308 ("fluoride in urine") from the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH 1984) with a sensitive specific ion electrode. As a quality control check, reference standard "fluoride in freeze dried urine" (NIST SRM 2671a) was analyzed. The accuracy was 97.0% ± 6.0%. Levels of FU and AsU were adjusted for urinary creatinine, which was analyzed by a colorimetric method (Bayer Diagnostic Kit, Sera-Pak1 Plus). However, details on the collection methods were not reported.

- Direction/magnitude of effect size: Spot urine samples in a small sample size (i.e., 80 children) may have some exposure misclassification. Adjusting for dilution reduces the potential for misclassification based on differences in dilution. Exposure misclassification would likely be non-differential.

- Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exposure was consistently assessed using well-established methods that directly measured exposure.

Outcome:
- Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)

Summary: IQ was assessed through the Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure Test (ROCF). This is a less well-established method, although the authors provide citations suggesting it has been validated and standardized for the Mexican population (+ for methods). According to the study report, the neuropsychologist who administered the test was blinded to all exposure types and levels (++ for blinding). Overall rating for methods and blinding = +.

- Basis for rating: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the outcome was assessed using instruments that were valid and reliable in the study population, and that the outcome assessor was blind to participants’ fluoride exposure.

Selective Reporting:
- Rating: Definitely low risk of bias (++)

Summary: All outcomes outlined in the abstract, introduction, and methods were reported in sufficient detail.

- Basis for rating: Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that all measured outcomes were reported.

Other potential threats:
- Rating: Probably low risk of bias (+)

Summary:
- Statistical analyses: Statistical analyses used log-transformed exposure variables (although rationale was not provided). Crude and partial correlations were calculated to evaluate associations between serum fluoride levels and TOCF scores. There is no other description of the regression model, and regression diagnostics to evaluate model assumptions are not presented; however, the overall impact on effect estimates is expected to be minimal.
Other potential concerns: None identified.
- **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the statistical analyses were appropriate and there were no other potential threats of risk of bias identified.

- **Basis for classification as low risk-of-bias study overall:** Probably low risk-of-bias ratings in exposure and outcome. Study strengths include individual exposure measurements and blinding of outcome assessor to participants’ fluoride exposure, but it is limited by the cross-sectional study design, lack of consideration of SES in the study population, co-exposure with arsenic, and use of spot samples in a small population.

**E.2.8. Valdez Jimenez et al. (2017)**

**E.2.8.1. Study Details**

- **Study design:** Prospective cohort
- **Population:** Infants aged 3–15 months
- **Study area:** Durango City and Lagos de Moreno, Jalisco, Mexico
- **Sample size:** 65 infants
- **Data relevant to the review:** The Bayley Scales of Infant Development II was used to assess Mental Development Index scale and the Psychomotor Development Index scale in children aged 3 to 15 months and evaluated for associations with first and second trimester maternal urine fluoride.

- **Reported association with fluoride exposure:** Yes: Significant association between log10-mg/L maternal urinary fluoride and MDI score during first trimester (adjusted $\beta = -19.05; SE = 8.9$) and second trimester (adjusted $\beta = -19.34; SE = 7.46$). No association between maternal fluoride during any trimester and Psychomotor Developmental Index (PDI).

**E.2.8.2. Risk of Bias**

- **Author contacts:**
  - Authors were not contacted for additional information because it was not necessary.
- **Population selection:**
  - **Rating:** **Probably low risk of bias (+)**
  - **Summary:** Subjects were recruited from two endemic areas in Mexico. The study authors do not provide information on the similarities or differences between the two areas, nor do they indicate whether there were different participation rates. However, recruitment methods were the same. Women receiving prenatal care in health centers located in Durango City and Lagos de Moreno, Jalisco, Mexico were recruited in 2013–2014. Participation rates are not likely to be an issue as characteristics were similar between those who participated and those who did not. Although the authors did not provide characteristics by area, the characteristics provided do not indicate any differences that may be biased by the
selection. Considering the age range for the non-participants, the mean age for non-participants appears to be incorrect (or the age range is incorrect); however, there does not appear to be a difference that would potentially indicate selection bias.

- **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the exposure groups were similar and were recruited with the same methods in the same time frame, with no evidence of differences or issues with participation/response rates.

- **Confounding:**
  - **Rating:** Probably high risk of bias (−)
  - **Summary:** Questionnaires were used to obtain information about sociodemographic factors, prenatal history, mother’s health status before pregnancy (e.g., use of drugs, vaccines, diseases), and the type of water for drinking and cooking. The marginalization index (MI) was obtained from the National Population Council (CONAPO). Two additional surveys were conducted during the second and third trimester of pregnancy to get information about the mother’s health, pregnancy evolution, and sources of water consumption. A survey was also conducted to get information about childbirth (type of birth, week of birth, weight and length of the baby at birth, Apgar score and health conditions of the baby during the first month of life). This information was corroborated with the birth certificate. Linear regression models included gestational age, children’s age, marginality index, and type of drinking water. Bivariate analyses were conducted on the other factors, including sex, prior to conducting multivariable regression models. Some important covariates were not considered, including parental mental health, IQ, smoking, and potential co-exposures. Water quality maps indicate a potential for arsenic to be present in the study area.

- **Potentially important study-specific covariates:** Arsenic is a potential co-exposure in this area of Mexico.
  - **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** If arsenic were present as a co-exposure, it would likely bias the association away from the null.

- **Basis for rating:** Probably high risk of bias based on indirect evidence that there is a potential for co-exposure with arsenic that was not addressed.

- **Attrition:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** Out of the 90 women selected for inclusion in the study, 65 approved the participation of their infants. The authors provide a table of characteristics between women who consented to their children’s cognitive evaluation and those who participated only in biological monitoring. There were no significant differences between the groups. There were fewer women who provided urine during the second and third trimesters. All specified children are included in the relevant analyses.

- **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that exclusion of subjects from analyses was adequately addressed, and reasons were
documented when subjects were removed from the study or excluded from analyses.

- **Exposure:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** Fluoride exposure was assessed through morning urine samples and water fluoride levels collected from the children’s homes. Sampling methodology was appropriately documented, and water levels were quantified through specific ion-sensitive electrode assays. QC was described, and accuracy was >90%. Urinary fluoride was corrected by specific gravity.
    - **Direction/magnitude of effect size:** Not applicable.
  - **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that exposure was consistently assessed using well-established methods that directly measured exposure.

- **Outcome:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** Neurodevelopment was assessed with the Bayley Scales of Infant Development II (BSDI-II) that was noted to be reliable and valid for evaluating children from 3 months to 5 years of age. The average age of children assessed was 8 months, with a range of 3–15 months) (++ for methods). The study report stated that a trained psychologist who was blinded about the mother’s fluoride exposure evaluated the infants at home (++ for blinding). Overall rating for methods and blinding = ++.
  - **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that the outcome was assessed using instruments that were valid and reliable in the study population, and that the outcome assessor was blind to participants’ fluoride exposure.

- **Selective Reporting:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** All outcomes outlined in the abstract, introduction, and methods were reported. Table 4 of the study displays only data for trimesters 1 and 2. Although third trimester data were collected, they were not reported, likely because they were available for only 29 subjects. No discussion of this was provided.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias because, although it appears some data were not reported, it is likely because there were insufficient data and not because the authors were selectively reporting the results.

- **Other potential threats:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:**
    - **Statistical analyses:** Statistical analyses used log10-transformed exposure variables. Normality, homoscedasticity, and linearity assumptions were tested and satisfied for MDI and PDI scores. Bivariate analyses included
correlations, t-tests, and ANOVA. Multiple linear regression models by the first and second trimester of pregnancy were used to evaluate the association between maternal fluoride exposure and MDI and PDI scores. The best-fit model was selected using a “stepwise method,” and the best-fit line was evaluated using “the curve fitting method.” It is not further specified or cited what these methods entailed. Best-fit or goodness-of-fit statistics are not reported. It is unclear how a best-fit model could be selected when the authors state that all models adjusted for the same set of covariates regardless of significance, and these covariates also appear in the final model—presumably the best-fit model. It is unlikely that a stepwise method would retain all those covariates unless they were forced in the model. Residual analysis was conducted to assess model validity; however, there is no description of the results of the residual analysis. Nonetheless, the impact on effect estimates is expected to be minimal.

- **Other potential concerns:** No other potential concerns were identified. In the peer-review report, NASEM (2020) cited the following as potential concerns: “the large difference in numbers of males and females in the offspring (20 males, 45 females), and apparently incorrect probabilities were reported for age differences between participants and nonparticipants, high rates of cesarean deliveries and premature births among participants (degree of overlap not reported), and incorrect comparisons of observed prematurity rates with national expected rates.” However, these concerns were taken into consideration in other domains (Selection, Confounding).
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the statistical analyses were appropriate and there were no other potential threats of risk of bias identified.
  - **Basis for classification as low risk-of-bias study overall:** Definitely low risk-of-bias ratings in exposure and outcome. Study strengths include individual exposure measurements and blinding of outcome assessor to participants’ fluoride exposure, but it is limited by the cross-sectional study design and lack of accounting for potential co-exposures to arsenic.

E.2.9. Wang et al. (2020a)

E.2.9.1. Study Details

- **Study design:** Cross-sectional
- **Population:** School children aged 7–13 years
- **Study area:** Tongxu County, China
- **Sample size:** 325 school children
- **Data relevant to the review:** Associations between ADHD and other measures of learning disability with urine fluoride concentrations.
- **Reported association with fluoride exposure:** Yes: Significant association between psychosomatic problems and urinary fluoride (per 1-mg/L increase; adjusted $\beta = 4.01$ [95% CI: 2.74, 5.28]) and increased risk of a T-score >70 with urinary fluoride (per 1-
mg/L increase; adjusted OR = 1.97 [95% CI: 1.19, 3.27]). No significant associations with ADHD or other measures of learning disability.

E.2.9.2. Risk of Bias

- Author contacts:
  - Authors were contacted in July of 2020 to obtain additional information for risk-of-bias evaluation. No response was received.

- Population selection:
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** Subjects were recruited in 2017 from Tongxu County, China. Children were selected from four randomly selected primary schools in the area. Selection was based on specified inclusion rules. It was noted that the living habits and diets of the participants from the four schools were well matched, but details were not provided. The area did not have industrial pollution within 1 km of the living environment of the children, and it was noted that the children were not exposed to other neurodevelopmental toxicants (lead, cadmium, arsenic, or mercury). A table of subject characteristics was provided in the study but not by school or exposure. This was a pilot study, and it was not explicitly stated whether all eligible subjects participated in the study. There is no information on participation rates or whether they varied by school.
  - **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the exposed groups were recruited using similar methods during the same time frame and that any differences between the exposed groups were considered in the statistical analyses.

- Confounding:
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:** It was noted that subjects were well matched in terms of living habits and diets, but there were no specifics provided. It was noted that there was no industrial exposure or exposure to other neurotoxins such as lead, cadmium, arsenic, or mercury. Covariates were collected using a standardized and structured questionnaire completed by the children and their guardians under the direction of investigators, but reliability or validity of the questionnaire was not reported. Information collected included age, sex, weight, height, parental education level, and parental migration (or work as migrant workers). IQ scores evaluated by the Combined Raven’s Test—the Rural in China were used to represent basic cognitive function. Models were adjusted for age, BMI, sex, mother and father migration, and urinary creatinine. Adjustments were not made for parental education, race/ethnicity, maternal demographics (e.g., maternal age, BMI), parental behavioral and mental health disorders (e.g., ADHD, depression), smoking (e.g., maternal smoking status, secondhand tobacco smoke exposure), reproductive factors (e.g., parity), iodine deficiency/excess, maternal (and paternal) IQ, quantity and quality of caregiving environment (e.g., HOME score), or SES other than parental migration. There is no evidence to suggest that SES
would differ substantially among the four rural schools in the same area of China that were randomly selected.

- **Potentially important study-specific covariates**: SES.
  - **Direction/magnitude of effect size**: The impact on the direction and magnitude of effect size are unknown. It was noted that the subjects were matched in terms of living habits and diet, and this could be an indication that SES was not different among the groups, but details were not provided.
  - **Basis for rating**: Probably low risk of bias because there is indirect evidence that the key covariates were considered, that the methods for collecting the information were valid and reliable, and that co-exposure to arsenic was not an issue in this area.

- **Attrition**:
  - **Rating**: Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary**: Data are complete. It was noted that there were 325 subjects included, and results were available on all subjects.
  - **Basis for rating**: Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that there was no attrition.

- **Exposure**:
  - **Rating**: Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary**: Spot urine samples were collected from each child in the early morning into cleaned polyethylene tubes. Fluoride concentrations were measured using fluoride ion-selective electrode [with reference to Ma et al. (2017); however, that reference cites Zhou et al. (2012)]. Therefore, no QC methods or LOIs were available. Fluoride concentrations were creatinine-adjusted.
    - **Direction/magnitude of effect size**: Spot urine samples account for only recent exposure. Although this could cause some exposure misclassification, the number of subjects should help dilute any issues with the non-differential misclassification.
  - **Basis for rating**: Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that exposure was consistently assessed using acceptable methods that provide individual levels of exposure.

- **Outcome**:
  - **Rating**: Probably high risk of bias (NR)
  - **Summary**: Children’s behavior was assessed by the Chinese version of Conners’ Parent Rating Scale-Revised (CPRS-48). The homogeneity reliability of Cronbach α in the Chinese version of CPRS-48 was 0.932, the correlation of Spearman-brown split-half was 0.900, and the retest reliability of total score was 0.594. Raw scores for each subscale were converted into sex- and age-adjusted T-scores within a mean ± standard deviation (SD) of 50 ± 10. The guardians independently completed the CPRS-48 according to the instruction manual under the direction of trained investigators (++ for methods). Blinding is not reported. Although it is unlikely that the outcome assessors were aware of the fluoride
levels in the urine, it is unclear whether subjects were selected based on areas with endemic fluoride or whether parents were aware of fluoride concentrations in the areas (NR for blinding). Overall rating for methods and blinding = NR.

- **Basis for rating:** Probably high risk of bias based on no information provided to indicate that the outcome assessors were blind to the participants’ fluoride exposure.

- **Selective Reporting:**
  - **Rating:** Definitely low risk of bias (++)
  - **Summary:** All outcomes in the abstract, introduction, and methods are reported in sufficient detail.

- **Basis for rating:** Definitely low risk of bias based on direct evidence that all measured outcomes were reported.

- **Other potential threats:**
  - **Rating:** Probably low risk of bias (+)
  - **Summary:**
    - **Statistical analyses:** Multiple linear regression models were used to assess the association between urinary fluoride exposure and each behavioral outcome. Logistic regression was used to assess the risk of behavioral problems (T-scores >70) due to fluoride exposure. Sensitivity analyses were performed, with models adjusting for combinations of age, BMI, sex, mother migrated, father migrated, and urinary creatinine levels. Regression diagnostics to evaluate model assumptions are not described; however, the overall impact on effect estimates is expected to be minimal.
    - **Other potential concerns:** None identified.

- **Basis for rating:** Probably low risk of bias based on indirect evidence that the statistical analyses were appropriate and no other potential threats of risk of bias were identified.

- **Basis for classification as low risk-of-bias study overall:** Probably low risk-of-bias ratings in confounding and exposure. Study strengths include individual exposure measurements, but it is limited by the cross-sectional study design and lack of details on blinding of the outcome assessment. All key covariates were considered in the study design or analysis.
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A number of animal studies were available that presented mechanistic data in several effect categories (see Figure F-1). Limiting the data to studies with at least one exposure at or below 20 ppm fluoride drinking water equivalents (gavage and dietary exposures were backcalculated into equivalent drinking water concentrations for comparison) still provided a sufficient number of studies for evaluation of several mechanistic endpoints while allowing for a more focused look at exposure levels most relevant to human exposures. The following sections summarize the mechanistic data by effect category. Although there is some evidence of consistency in mechanistic effects, overall these data are insufficient to increase confidence in the assessment of findings from human epidemiological studies.

![Figure F-1. Number of Animal Mechanistic Studies for Fluoride by Mechanistic Category and Exposure Level](https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/ntp.visuals/viz/FluorideTableauDashboards/ReadMe)

An interactive version of Figure F-1 and additional study details are available at [https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/ntp.visuals/viz/FluorideTableauDashboards/ReadMe](https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/ntp.visuals/viz/FluorideTableauDashboards/ReadMe). The number of studies that evaluated mechanistic effects associated with at least one exposure at or below 20 ppm fluoride is tabulated in the “≤20 ppm” column. The total number of studies per mechanistic category is summarized in the “All” column.

## F.1. Neurotransmitters

Neurotransmitter and biochemical changes in the brain and neurons were considered the mechanistic areas with the greatest potential to demonstrate effects of fluoride on the brain of animals in the lower dose range and provide evidence of changes in the brain that may relate to lower IQ in children (see Figure F-2). Twenty of 23 neurotransmitter studies assessed changes in brain cholinesterase activity associated with fluoride exposure at or below 20 ppm fluoride. Acetylcholine is a major neurotransmitter involved in learning, memory, and intelligence (Chen 2012; Gais and Schonauer 2017). AChE is responsible for the breakdown of acetylcholine in the synapses of nerve cells. Changes in cholinesterase, acetylcholine, or AChE could be related to effects on memory. Evidence of an effect varied among the low risk-of-bias studies that assessed changes in cholinesterase or acetylcholine (n = 11 drinking water studies) (Adedara et al. 2017a; Akinnnade et al. 2015a; Baba et al. 2014; Chouhan et al. 2010; Gao et al. 2008a; Gao et al. 2009; Khan et al. 2017; Liu et al. 2010; Mesram et al. 2016; Nkpaa and Onyeso 2018; Sun et al. 2000 [translated in Sun et al. 2008]), with the majority reporting evidence of an effect that is considered inconsistent with the phenotypic outcome (see Quality Assessment of Individual
Studies section for methods on determining which studies pose low risk of bias. Decreases in cholinesterase will cause increases in acetylcholine, which can have a positive effect on learning and memory; however, long-term decreases in cholinesterase can lead to secondary neuronal damage occurring in the cholinergic region of the brain (Chen 2012).

Five of the 11 studies with low risk of bias (Adedara et al. 2017a; Baba et al. 2014; Gao et al. 2009; Khan et al. 2017; Nkpaa and Onyeso 2018) found statistically significant decreases in cholinesterase or AChE in brain homogenates (with some brains dissected into specific regions prior to homogenizing) with fluoride concentrations in drinking water at or below 20 ppm, and four of the five studies found statistically significant decreases in cholinesterase or AChE below 10 ppm. The five studies were conducted in rats (Wistar or Sprague-Dawley) with exposure ranging from 28 days to 6 months. An additional 2 out of 11 studies (Akinrinade et al. 2015a; Gao et al. 2008a) reported decreases in brain homogenate AChE at concentrations at or below 20 ppm fluoride in drinking water, but statistical significance was not reached. These studies were also conducted in rats with exposure for 30 days or 3 months. Gao et al. (2008a) reported a dose-dependent decrease in brain homogenate AChE in the low (5 ppm fluoride) and high (50 ppm fluoride) treatment groups compared with the control group, but the decrease was statistically significant only in the high-dose group. Similarly, Akinrinade et al. (2015a) observed a dose-dependent decrease in percent intensity of AChE immunohistochemistry in the prefrontal cortex associated with 2.1 and 10 ppm sodium fluoride in drinking water, but neither result was statistically significant. Gao et al. (2009) found lower brain homogenate AChE levels in the 5-ppm animals compared with the 50-ppm animals; therefore, the results were not always dose-dependent.

Relative to the above-mentioned studies, 2 of the 11 low risk-of-bias studies observed opposite effects on brain cholinesterase levels. Sun et al. (2000) [translated in Sun et al. (2008)] observed a significant increase in brain cholinesterase in Kunming mice associated with fluoride drinking water concentrations from 10 to 100 mg/L but did not observe a dose response. Chouhan et al. (2010) did observe a dose-related increase in AChE levels in brain homogenate of Wistar rats with sodium fluoride concentrations of 1 to 100 ppm for 12 weeks and noted statistically significant results at 1, 50, and 100 ppm but not at 10 ppm.

Mesram et al. (2016) did not assess changes in AChE but observed a significant decrease in acetylcholine levels in cerebral cortex homogenate through 30 days of age in rats treated in utero with 20 ppm sodium fluoride, which may suggest an increase in AChE levels. Likewise, Liu et al. (2010) did not assess changes in AChE but measured nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) in brain homogenate of rats following drinking water fluoride exposure, which the authors stated could modulate physiological and pharmacological functions that are involved in learning- and memory-related behaviors. Significant decreases in the protein expressions of nAChR subunits at 2.26 ppm fluoride were observed; however, the corresponding receptor subunit mRNAs did not exhibit any changes (Liu et al. 2010).

The studies that assessed other neurotransmitters of the brain and neurons were too heterogeneous or limited in number to make any determination on mechanism, even before limiting the review of the data to low risk-of-bias studies. There were only five studies that evaluated dopamine and/or metabolites (Banala et al. 2018; Chouhan et al. 2010; Reddy et al. 2014; Sudhakar and Reddy 2018; Tsunoda et al. 2005). Four of the studies observed decreases in dopamine levels in the brain with exposures of less than 20 ppm fluoride (Banala et al. 2018;
Chouhan et al. 2010; Reddy et al. 2014; Sudhakar and Reddy 2018); however, the fifth study (Tsunoda et al. 2005) observed increased dopamine and metabolites at fluoride exposures below 20 ppm (with statistical significance achieved only for the metabolite homovanillic acid in one brain region). No differences from the control group were observed at levels above 20 ppm fluoride. Other neurotransmitters were evaluated at or below 20 ppm fluoride exposure, but generally only in a couple of studies.

F.2. Biochemistry (Brain/Neurons)

Similar to the above, the endpoints measured in brain biochemistry studies were too heterogeneous or limited in number to make any determination on potential relevance of mechanism, even before limiting the review of the data to low risk-of-bias studies (see Figure F-2). Endpoints related to biochemical changes in the brain or neurons included carbohydrate or lipid changes, RNA or DNA changes, changes in gene expression, or changes in protein expression. For the most part, only a single study was available for any given endpoint. The largest body of evidence on biochemistry was on protein level in various brain regions. Eleven low risk-of-bias studies were identified that evaluated protein levels; however, few studies evaluated the same proteins or areas of the brain. In the few cases in which the same protein was evaluated, results were not always consistent. These data are insufficient to increase confidence or support a change to hazard conclusions.

F.3. Histopathology

Histological data can be useful in determining whether effects are occurring in the brain at lower fluoride concentrations; however, author descriptions of these effects may be limited, thereby making it difficult to directly link histological changes in the brain to learning and memory effects. Histopathology of the brain was evaluated in 31 studies with concentrations at or below 20 ppm fluoride, of which 15 were considered low risk-of-bias studies (Adedara et al. 2017b; Akinrinade et al. 2015a; Bhatnagar et al. 2002; Bhatnagar et al. 2011; Chouhan et al. 2010; Guner et al. 2016; Jia et al. 2019; Jiang et al. 2014; Lou et al. 2013; McPherson et al. 2018; Mesram et al. 2016; Nageshwar et al. 2018; Niu et al. 2018; Pulungan et al. 2016; Zhao et al. 2019). In all but one low risk-of-bias study [Pulungan et al. (2016); gavage], animals were exposed to fluoride via drinking water. All low risk-of-bias studies were conducted in rodents, and all but three were conducted in rats (Wistar [seven studies], Sprague-Dawley [four studies], Long-Evans hooded [one study]). Overall, the low risk-of-bias studies that evaluated histopathology in the brain had low potential for bias for key questions regarding randomization and exposure characterization; however, eight studies were rated as probably high risk of bias for the key risk-of-bias question regarding outcome assessment based on lack of reporting of blinding of outcome assessors and/or inadequate description of outcome measures or lesions. Moreover, low image quality in some of the studies hampered the ability to verify the quality of the data. Further technical review of the 15 low risk-of-bias studies was conducted by a board-certified pathologist. Based on confidence in the results for each study, the technical reviewer further categorized the low risk-of-bias studies as studies with higher or lower confidence in the outcome assessment, which is reflected in the following summary of the brain histopathology results. Main limitations of the histopathology data identified by the pathologist included lack of information on methods of euthanasia and fixation. Perfusion fixation is generally considered the
best practice for lesions of the central nervous system in addition to complete fixation of the brain prior to its removal from the skull (Garman et al. 2016). Four of the low risk-of-bias studies reported that they used this method (Bhatnagar et al. 2002; Bhatnagar et al. 2011; McPherson et al. 2018; Pulungan et al. 2016). Two of the low risk-of-bias studies handled the brains before fixation was complete, which can produce artifacts that can resemble dead neurons (Nageshwar et al. 2018; Zhao et al. 2019). Fixation and brain removal details were inadequately described in the remaining low risk-of-bias studies.

Although there was heterogeneity in the endpoints reported (e.g., cell size, shape, and counts; nuclei fragmentation; increased vacuolar spaces) and some variation in the consistency of the evidence based on the area of the brain evaluated, the majority of the low risk-of-bias studies (11 of 14 drinking water studies) found some histological change in the brain of rats or mice treated with fluoride at concentrations at or below 20 ppm, of which 8 studies reported histological changes in the brain at or below 10 ppm. Histological changes in the hippocampus (one of the areas of the brain most evaluated for histological changes) associated with fluoride exposure at or below 20 ppm were reported in three of four low risk-of-bias studies with higher confidence in the outcome assessment (Bhatnagar et al. 2002; Bhatnagar et al. 2011; Guner et al. 2016) and in three of four low risk-of-bias studies with lower confidence in the outcome assessment (Jiang et al. 2014; Nageshwar et al. 2018; Niu et al. 2018). McPherson et al. (2018) was the only drinking water study (with higher confidence in the histopathology outcome assessment) that did not observe any histological changes in hippocampus at 10 or 20 ppm fluoride in male Long-Evans hooded rats exposed in utero through adulthood (>PND 80). Although there are too few studies to definitively explain the inconsistency in results, McPherson et al. (2018) also did not observe any associations between fluoride exposure and impairments to learning and memory, which is inconsistent with the majority of developmental exposure studies that observed learning and impairments associated with fluoride exposure for other strains of rats. Similarly, histological changes in the cortex were reported in three of the four low risk-of-bias drinking water studies with higher confidence in the outcome assessment (Akinrinade et al. 2015a; Bhatnagar et al. 2011; Chouhan et al. 2010) and in three of four low risk-of-bias studies with lower confidence in the outcome assessment (Lou et al. 2013; Mesram et al. 2016; Nageshwar et al. 2018).

Histological changes were also consistently reported in other areas of the brain in studies with higher confidence in the outcome assessment, including the amygdala, caudate putamen, cerebellum, and hypothalamus, although each of these areas of the brain was evaluated in only one low risk-of-bias study (Bhatnagar et al. 2011; Guner et al. 2016). Pulungan et al. (2016), one of two low risk-of-bias studies with higher confidence in the outcome assessment that did not report histological changes in the brain, observed a decreasing trend in the number of pyramidal cells in the prefrontal cortex with increasing dose, but this was not changed at concentrations below 20 ppm (the study administered sodium fluoride via gavage; the 5-mg/kg/day dose was considered equivalent to 15.3 ppm fluoride in drinking water), nor were any of the results statistically significant.

F.4. Oxidative Stress

Oxidative stress is considered a general mechanistic endpoint that cannot be specifically linked to neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects in humans; however, like histopathology, it may help in identifying changes in the brain occurring at lower concentrations of fluoride. Oxidative stress
in the brain was evaluated in 25 studies that examined concentrations at or below 20 ppm fluoride, of which 15 studies had low potential for bias (Adedara et al. 2017a; Adedara et al. 2017b; Akinrinade et al. 2015b; Bartos et al. 2018; Chouhan and Flora 2008; Chouhan et al. 2010; Gao et al. 2008b; Gao et al. 2009; Guner et al. 2016; Khan et al. 2017; Mesram et al. 2016; Nageshwar et al. 2018; Nkpaa and Onyeso 2018; Shan et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2015a). All of the low risk-of-bias studies were conducted in rats (mainly Wistar or Sprague-Dawley) and administered fluoride via drinking water with exposure durations ranging from 28 days to 7 months. Although there was heterogeneity in the endpoints reported (i.e., varying measures of protein oxidation, antioxidant activity, lipid peroxidation, and reactive oxygen species [ROS]) and some variation in the consistency of the evidence based on the endpoint, the majority of the studies (13 of 15) (Adedara et al. 2017a; Adedara et al. 2017b; Akinrinade et al. 2015b; Bartos et al. 2018; Gao et al. 2008b; Gao et al. 2009; Guner et al. 2016; Khan et al. 2017; Mesram et al. 2016; Nageshwar et al. 2018; Nkpaa and Onyeso 2018; Shan et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2015a) found evidence of oxidative stress in the brains of rats treated with fluoride at concentrations at or below 20 ppm, of which 10 studies reported oxidative stress in the brain below 10 ppm fluoride. The most consistent evidence of oxidative stress in the brain was reported through changes in antioxidant activity. Eleven of the 12 low risk-of-bias studies that evaluated antioxidant activity reported an effect at concentrations at or below 20 ppm (Adedara et al. 2017a; Adedara et al. 2017b; Akinrinade et al. 2015b; Bartos et al. 2018; Gao et al. 2008b; Gao et al. 2009; Guner et al. 2016; Khan et al. 2017; Mesram et al. 2016; Nageshwar et al. 2018; Nkpaa and Onyeso 2018). Decreases in antioxidant activity using measures of superoxide dismutase (SOD) activity were reported in seven of eight low risk-of-bias studies (Adedara et al. 2017a; Adedara et al. 2017b; Akinrinade et al. 2015b; Khan et al. 2017; Mesram et al. 2016; Nageshwar et al. 2018; Nkpaa and Onyeso 2018), and, among these seven studies, all that also measured changes in catalase (CAT) activity (n = 6 studies) also reported decreased activity (Adedara et al. 2017a; Adedara et al. 2017b; Khan et al. 2017; Mesram et al. 2016; Nageshwar et al. 2018; Nkpaa and Onyeso 2018). A decrease in total antioxidant capacity (T-AOC) as a measure of antioxidant activity was also consistently reported in two low risk-of-bias studies (Gao et al. 2008b; Gao et al. 2009), and a decrease in glutathione peroxidase (GPx) activity was reported in two of three low risk-of-bias studies (Adedara et al. 2017b; Nkpaa and Onyeso 2018). Relative to the above-mentioned studies, 2 of the 15 low risk-of-bias studies (Chouhan and Flora 2008; Chouhan et al. 2010) did not observe statistically significant effects on oxidative stress in the brain with concentrations at or below 20 ppm fluoride; however, the measure of oxidative stress evaluated in Chouhan and Flora (2008) and Chouhan et al. (2010) (glutathione [GSH] to oxidized glutathione [GSSG] ratio as an indication of antioxidant activity and ROS levels) were not evaluated in any other low risk-of-bias study. Chouhan and Flora (2008) observed a dose-dependent increase in ROS levels associated with 10, 50, and 100 mg/L sodium fluoride in drinking water; however, results were not statistically significant at any dose. In Chouhan et al. (2010), the levels of ROS were significantly higher at 50 ppm sodium fluoride in drinking water, but statistical significance was not met at doses below 20 ppm fluoride (1 and 10 ppm sodium fluoride) or at 100 ppm sodium fluoride; yet, hydrogen peroxide levels as a measure of ROS were found to be significantly increased at 15 ppm sodium fluoride in drinking water in studies conducted by another group of authors (Adedara et al. 2017a; Adedara et al. 2017b).
F.5. Apoptosis/Cell Death

Seven low risk-of-bias studies were identified that evaluated apoptosis with concentrations at or below 20 ppm fluoride. Results from these studies were inconsistent and were insufficient for evaluating fluoride-induced apoptosis. These data are insufficient to increase confidence or support a change to hazard conclusions.

F.6. Inflammation

Five low risk-of-bias studies were identified that evaluated potential effects of fluoride on inflammation with concentrations at or below 20 ppm. The inflammation markers were too heterogeneous or limited in number to make any determination on potential relevance of mechanism, even before limiting the review of the data to low risk-of-bias studies. These data are insufficient to increase confidence or support a change to hazard conclusions.

F.7. Thyroid

Seventeen studies were identified that evaluated potential effects of fluoride on the thyroid with concentrations at or below 20 ppm (see Figure F-1). These animal thyroid data are not further described because this endpoint has been directly evaluated in a number of human studies that have failed to identify consistent evidence to suggest that thyroid effects are a requisite mechanism by which fluoride causes neurodevelopmental or cognitive effects in humans.
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IMPORTANCE Water and water-based beverages are the main source of systemic fluoride intake; however, an individual’s total exposure to fluoride also reflects contributions from other sources such as food, dental products, industrial emissions, and some pharmaceuticals. Previous meta-analyses suggest that exposure to fluoride adversely affects children's intelligence.

OBJECTIVE To perform a systematic review and meta-analysis to investigate associations between fluoride exposure and children’s intelligence.

DATA SOURCES BIOSIS, EMBASE, PsychINFO, PubMed, Scopus, Web of Science, CNKI, and Wanfang databases were searched for relevant literature published up to November 2021.

STUDY SELECTION Inclusion criteria were assessment of cognitive outcomes, fluoride exposure, and statistical data on effect size.

DATA EXTRACTION AND SYNTHESIS Meta-analysis of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (MOOSE) reporting guidelines were followed for data extraction. The quality of individual studies was evaluated for risk of bias using a standardized tool. Pooled standardized mean differences (SMDs) and regression coefficients were estimated with random-effects models.

MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES Children’s intelligence levels reflected by intelligence quotient (IQ) scores.

RESULTS The meta-analysis of 55 studies (N = 18,845 children) with group-level exposures found that, when compared to children exposed to lower fluoride levels, children exposed to higher fluoride levels had lower mean IQ scores (pooled SMD: $-0.46$; 95% CI: $-0.55$, $-0.37$; p-value < 0.001). There was a dose-response relationship between group-level fluoride exposure measures and mean children’s IQ. The meta-analysis of studies that reported individual-level measures of fluoride and children’s IQ scores found a decrease of 1.81 points (95% CI: $-2.80$, $-0.81$; p-value < 0.001) per 1-mg/L increase in urinary
Overall, the direction of the association was robust to stratification by study quality (high vs. low risk of bias), sex, age group, outcome assessment, study location, exposure timing, and exposure metric.

CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE This meta-analysis confirms results of previous meta-analyses and extends them by including newer, more precise studies with individual-level exposure measures. The consistency of the data supports an inverse association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ.
Introduction

Fluoride from natural sources occurs in some community water systems and, in the United States and some other countries, fluoride is added to public drinking water systems for the prevention of tooth decay. Water and water-based beverages are the main source of systemic fluoride intake; however, an individual’s total exposure also reflects contributions from fluoride in other sources such as food, dental products, industrial emissions, and some pharmaceuticals.\(^1\) Accumulating evidence suggests that fluoride exposure may affect brain development. A 2006 report from the National Research Council (NRC) concluded that high levels of naturally occurring fluoride in drinking water may be of concern for neurotoxic effects.\(^2\) This report was largely based on studies from endemic fluorosis areas in China that had limitations in study design or methods (e.g., high risk of bias). Following the NRC review, more evidence has emerged in studies from India, Iran, Pakistan, New Zealand, Spain, and Canada (Figure 1).

Two previous meta-analyses\(^3,4\) found an association between high fluoride exposure and lower children’s IQ; however, many of the studies in these meta-analyses lacked the information necessary to evaluate study quality and all used group-level estimates of fluoride exposure. Since the most recent meta-analysis,\(^4\) eleven new studies on exposure to fluoride and children’s IQ have been published, including three prospective North American birth cohort studies\(^5,7\) that used individual-level measures of maternal and children’s urinary fluoride.

To incorporate this newer evidence, and to complement a larger systematic review\(^8\) that concluded there is moderate confidence in the evidence of an inverse association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ, we conducted a meta-analysis of studies that provided group-and individual-level fluoride exposure measurements in relation to children’s IQ scores:

Methods

The search, selection, extraction, and risk-of-bias evaluation of studies for this meta-analysis were part of a larger systematic review.\(^8\) Brief methods are outlined below with detailed methods available in the protocol\(^8\) and the Supplemental Materials.
Systematic literature review

Literature searches were conducted in BIOSIS, EMBASE, PsychINFO, PubMed, Scopus, Web of Science, CNKI, and Wanfang databases through November 2021, without language restrictions. Search strategies are available in the protocol.9

Study selection

To be eligible for inclusion, individual study publications had to satisfy review eligibility criteria outlined in the protocol.9References retrieved from the literature search were independently screened by two reviewers by title and abstract followed by full-text review. Studies that estimated the association between exposure to fluoride (based on environmental measures or biomonitoring data, reported as either individual-level or group-level measurements) and a quantitative measure of children’s intelligence were included. Studies that did not report quantitative effect estimates (mean outcome measures or regression coefficients), measures of variability (95% confidence intervals [CIs], standard errors [SEs], or standard deviations [SDs]), or numbers of participants were excluded. Studies with missing measures of variability but with reported p-values for differences were included, and SDs were calculated using the approach in the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews.10 To avoid sample overrepresentation, if the same cohort was followed at multiple timepoints resulting in multiple study publications,11,12 only the study publication that included the largest number of participants was included in this meta-analysis (see eTable 1).

Data extraction

Data were collected from included studies by one extractor and verified by a second extractor. Data were extracted in Health Assessment Workspace Collaborative (HAWC), an open source, web-based application for data extraction elements listed in the protocol. Data extraction results for included studies are publicly available and downloadable (https://hawcproject.org/assessment/405/).
Quality assessment: Risk-of-bias evaluation

Quality of individual studies, also called “risk of bias,” was assessed using the National Toxicology Program’s Office of Health Assessment and Translation approach. Studies were independently evaluated by two trained assessors who answered risk-of-bias questions following prespecified criteria detailed in the protocol. Risk-of-bias questions concerning confounding, exposure characterization, and outcome assessment were considered key. If not addressed appropriately, these questions were thought to have the greatest potential impact on the results. The other risk-of-bias questions were used to identify other concerns that may indicate serious risk-of-bias issues (e.g., selection bias, statistical analysis). No study was excluded from the meta-analysis based on concerns for risk of bias; however, subgroup analyses were conducted with and without high risk-of-bias studies (i.e., studies rated “probably high” risk of bias for at least two key risk-of-bias questions or “definitely high” for any single question) to assess their impact on the results.

Statistical analysis

We conducted the following analyses, planned a priori in the protocol: (1) a mean-effects meta-analysis, (2) a dose-response mean-effects meta-analysis, and (3) a regression slopes meta-analysis. We also conducted several subgroup and sensitivity analyses.

The mean-effects meta-analysis included studies that reported mean IQ scores and group-level exposures for at least one exposed and one reference group. The effect estimates in the primary mean-effects meta-analysis were the standardized mean differences (SMDs) for heteroscedastic population variances. The SMDs were calculated from the difference in mean IQ scores between an exposed group and a reference group. If mean IQ scores were reported for multiple exposure groups within a single study, the highest exposure group was considered the exposed group and the lowest exposure group was considered the reference group. A sensitivity analysis was performed to evaluate the impact of all exposure groups combined compared to a reference group (see additional details on the approach, effect estimation, and study selection in the Supplemental Materials). Predefined subgroup analyses...
were stratified by risk of bias (high or low), study location (e.g., country), outcome assessment, exposure matrix (e.g., urinary fluoride or water fluoride concentrations), sex, and age group. To further evaluate potential sources of heterogeneity, we conducted meta-regression analyses using mean age in years (from the age range reported in each study) and year of publication in each study.

To determine whether the data support an exposure-response relationship, we conducted a dose-response mean-effects meta-analysis. This analysis included studies from the mean-effects meta-analysis that reported fluoride exposure levels and used a one-step approach as described in the protocol.9,17,18 This approach uses linear mixed models to analyze all available mean effect estimates for the reference group and one or more exposure group and estimates a pooled dose-response curve using a restricted maximum likelihood estimation method. Model comparison was based on the maximum likelihood Akaike information criterion (AIC).19 We also examined whether there was a dose-response relationship at lower exposure levels that corresponded with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency drinking water standards20 and World Health Organization drinking water guidelines21 (details provided in the Supplemental Materials).

The regression slopes meta-analysis included studies that reported regression slopes to estimate associations between individual-level fluoride exposure and children’s IQ. The primary regression slopes meta-analysis used regression slopes from models that adjusted for potential confounders. If results from multiple models were reported within a single study, either the most adjusted results or the main model results as presented by the study authors were selected. The study outcomes were evaluated with respect to a 1-mg/L unit increase in water or urinary fluoride, or 1-mg/day fluoride intake.

Data from individual studies were pooled using a random-effects model.22 Heterogeneity was assessed by Cochran’s Q test23 and the I² statistic.24 Forest plots were used to display results and to examine possible heterogeneity between studies. Potential publication bias was assessed by developing funnel plots and performing Egger regression on the estimates of effect size.25–27 If publication bias was
present, trim-and-fill methods were used to estimate the number of missing studies and to predict the impact of the hypothetical “missing” studies on the pooled effect estimate. Subgroup analyses were performed to investigate sources of heterogeneity. Subgroup analyses were stratified by risk of bias (high or low), study location (e.g., country), outcome assessment, exposure matrix (e.g., urinary fluoride or water fluoride concentrations), pre- or post-natal exposure, and sex.

Statistical analyses were performed using the software STATA version 17.0 with the combine, meta esize, meta set, meta summarize, drmeta, meta funnel, meta trimfill and metareg packages.

Results

Study sample

Results of the study identification process are provided in eFigure 1. Characteristics of the 60 publications included in the meta-analysis are shown in Table 1 (see eTable 1 for list of excluded publications). A total of 55 publications reported mean IQ scores for group-level exposures. Eleven publications reported regression slopes for individual-level exposures based on urinary or water fluoride concentrations. Additional details on study characteristics are provided in the Supplemental Materials. Results from risk-of-bias evaluations are presented in eFigure 2a and eFigure 2b. Study-specific effect estimates used in the meta-analysis are presented in eTable 2.

Mean-effects meta-analysis

The meta-analysis of 55 studies (45 high risk-of-bias studies and 10 low risk-of-bias studies) that provided mean IQ scores shows that, when compared to children exposed to lower levels of fluoride, children exposed to higher fluoride levels had statistically significantly lower IQ scores (random-effects pooled SMD, $-0.46; 95\%$ CI: $-0.55, -0.37$; p-value $< 0.001$) (Table 2, Figure 2). There was evidence of high heterogeneity ($I^2 = 87\%$, p-value $< 0.001$; Table 2) and publication bias (funnel plot and Egger’s p-value $< 0.001$, Begg’s p-value = 0.031; eFigures 3 and 4). Adjusting for possible publication bias...
thorough trim-and-fill analysis suggested the imputation of seven additional studies to the right side, with an adjusted pooled SMD of \(-0.36 (95\% \text{ CI: } -0.46, -0.26)\) (eFigures 5 and 6). The pattern of results across the 55 studies was consistent; 52 (95\%) reported an inverse association with SMDs ranging from \(-5.34 (95\% \text{ CI: } -6.34, -4.34)\) to \(-0.04 (95\% \text{ CI: } -0.45, 0.36)\) (Figure 2). The \(95\% \text{ CI: } -0.19, 0.21\), \(0.01 (95\% \text{ CI: } -0.19, 0.22)\), \(0.13 (95\% \text{ CI: } -0.16, 0.42)\) (Three studies 39, 40, 41 [translated in Li et al. 2008b]) lacked clear descriptions of their intelligence assessment methods; however, sensitivity analyses did not reveal substantial changes in the pooled SMD estimate when these studies were excluded or when a study 43 that reported the cognitive subset of evaluations using Bayley and McCarthy tests was included (eTable 3).

Among the low risk-of-bias studies (n = 10), \(5, 6, 11, 32, 33, 36, 44-47\) the random-effects pooled SMD was \(-0.22 (95\% \text{ CI: } -0.39, -0.05; p\text{-value} = 0.011)\) with high heterogeneity (\(I^2 = 83\%\)) (Table 2 and eFigure 7). There was no evidence of publication bias (funnel plot and Egger’s p-value = 0.93; eFigures 8 and 9). Among the high risk-of-bias studies (n = 45), the random-effects pooled SMD was \(-0.52 (95\% \text{ CI: } -0.63, -0.42; p\text{-value} < 0.001)\) with high heterogeneity (\(I^2 = 86\%\)) (Table 2 and eFigure 7). There was evidence of publication bias among the high risk-of-bias studies (funnel plot and Egger’s p-value < 0.001; eFigures 8 and 9); adjusting for possible publication bias through trim-and-fill analysis supports the results with an adjusted pooled SMD estimate of \(-0.37 (95\% \text{ CI: } -0.48, -0.25)\) (eFigures 10 and 11). Subgroup analyses by sex, age group, study location, outcome assessment type, and exposure assessment type further support the consistent and robust pattern of an inverse association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ (Table 2, eFigures 12-16). The subgroup and meta-regression analyses did not explain a large amount of the overall heterogeneity; however, the degree of heterogeneity was lower. We also examined whether there was a dose-response relationship at lower exposure levels that corresponded with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency drinking water standards and World Health Organization’s guidelines, which were restricted to Iran (\(I^2 = 56\%\)), children ages 10 and older (\(I^2 = 68\%\)), and girls (\(I^2 = 76\%\)) (see Supplemental Materials).
The sensitivity analysis to evaluate the impact of combining all exposed groups and comparing them to the reference group did not appreciably change the effect estimates (eTable 3). Sensitivity analyses that removed an outlier study\textsuperscript{39} or a study with an unspecified IQ test\textsuperscript{41} (translated in Li et al. 2008b) also did not appreciably change the effect estimates (eTable 3).

**Dose-response mean-effects meta-analysis**

The dose-response mean-effects meta-analysis combining data from 29 studies with group-level fluoride measurements in drinking water (23 high risk-of-bias and 6 low risk-of-bias studies) and 18 studies with group-level mean urinary fluoride levels (9 high risk-of-bias and 9 low risk-of-bias studies) show statistically significantly lower children’s IQ scores with increasing fluoride exposures. Based on the linear models, the decrease in mean SMD between exposed and reference groups is $-0.15$ (95% CI: $-0.20$, $-0.11$; p-value $< 0.001$) for drinking water fluoride levels and $-0.16$ (95% CI: $-0.24$, $-0.08$; p-value $< 0.001$) for urinary fluoride levels (eTable 4). Based on the AIC and likelihood ratio tests, the best model fit was achieved when quadratic or restricted cubic spline exposure levels were added to the linear models for drinking water (eFigure 17); the linear model was the best fit for urinary fluoride (eFigure 18). Given the small difference in AICs between the different models, and for ease of interpretability, the linear model results were chosen for the purposes of discussion, although results from all models are presented (eTable 4). The direction of the associations did not change when the exposed groups were restricted to $<4$ mg/L or $<2$ mg/L fluoride in drinking water or fluoride in urine (eTable 4 and eTable 5).

**Regression slopes meta-analysis**

The regression slopes meta-analysis includes ten studies with individual-level exposure measures (1 high risk-of-bias and 9 low risk-of-bias studies) (Table 1). Each of these studies reported urinary fluoride levels,\textsuperscript{5,7,11,12,32-37} two reported fluoride intake,\textsuperscript{6,7} and two reported water fluoride levels.\textsuperscript{6,11} Two studies\textsuperscript{7,12} are not included in the primary meta-analysis they had overlapping populations with already-included studies\textsuperscript{6,11} respectively (see Supplemental Materials). Similarly, three studies reporting scores
The overall pooled effect estimate from the nine studies with individual-level urinary fluoride measures shows that a 1-mg/L increase in urinary fluoride is associated with a statistically significant lower IQ score of 1.81 points (95% CI: −2.80, −0.81; p-value < 0.001) with evidence of heterogeneity ($I^2 = 77\%$, p-value < 0.001; Table 3, eFigure 19) and no indications of publication bias (eFigures 20 and 21). When restricted to only low risk-of-bias studies, the decrease in IQ score was 1.33 points (95% CI: −2.09, −0.57; p-value < 0.001).

There was evidence of moderate heterogeneity ($I^2 = 46\%$, p-value < 0.072; Table 3, eFigure 22) and no indications of publication bias. The results for fluoride intake and water fluoride levels are available in Supplemental Materials.

Subgroup analyses by risk of bias, sex, country, exposure type, outcome assessment type, and pre- or post-natal exposure further support the consistent and robust pattern of an inverse association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ (Table 3, eFigures 22–27). The observed heterogeneity in the overall effect estimate was explained by the subgroup analyses, with no significant heterogeneity remaining in analyses of low-risk-of bias studies, by sex, by country, by assessment type, and by exposure timing (Table 3). The sensitivity analyses including reporting scores based on Bayley assessments were only included in sensitivity analyses (see Supplemental Materials).

Discussion

The results of this meta-analysis support a statistically significant association between higher fluoride exposure and lower children’s IQ. The direction of the association was robust to stratification by risk of bias, sex, age group, timing of exposure, study location, outcome assessment type, and exposure assessment type. There is also evidence of a dose-response relationship. Although the estimated decreases in IQ may seem small, research on other neurotoxicants has shown that subtle shifts in IQ at the population level can have a profound impact on the number of people who fall within the high and low...
ranges of the population’s IQ distribution. For example, a 5-point decrease in a population’s IQ would nearly double the number of people classified as intellectually disabled.

The results of the mean-effects meta-analysis are consistent with two previous meta-analyses that, when comparing children exposed to lower fluoride levels, reported statistically significantly lower IQ scores in children exposed to higher fluoride levels (p < 0.001) (Table 2). However, this meta-analysis included more recently published studies that were considered low risk of bias and studies with different exposure assessment types. We also found a statistically significant dose-response between lower children’s IQ with increasing fluoride exposures as measured in both drinking water (p-value < 0.001) and urine (p-value < 0.001). Associations appeared to be non-linear for drinking water and linear for urine. The Duan et al. meta-analysis reported a significant non-linear dose-response relationship above 3 ppm [3 mg/L] in water. A more recent literature review did not comment on the shape of the dose-response curve; however, based on the three publications from Mexico and Canada, the author concluded that the association between maternal urinary fluoride and children’s neurotoxicity appeared to be “dose dependent.”

Whereas the previously published meta-analyses only included group-level exposures, the regression slopes meta-analysis included nine studies with individual urinary fluoride measures, a more precise exposure measure. It also included recent North American prospective cohort studies with maternal urinary fluoride levels comparable to those found in the United States. In contrast to urinary fluoride measures, drinking water measures capture only a portion of a person’s total exposure to fluoride. Consequently, relying on drinking water levels alone likely underestimates an individual’s total exposure to fluoride. For community water systems that add fluoride, the Public Health Service recommends a fluoride concentration of 0.7 mg/L; however, it is important to note that there are regions of the United States where public systems and private wells contain natural fluoride concentrations of more than 2 mg/L. In April 2020, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) estimated that community water systems supplying water with ≥2 mg/L naturally occurring fluoride served 0.31% of the U.S.
population (~1 million people). For the purposes of reducing dental fluorosis, the CDC recommends that parents use an alternative source of water for children aged 8 years and younger and for bottle-fed infants if their primary drinking water contains greater than 2 mg/L of fluoride.

**Strengths and Limitations**

Strengths of this meta-analysis include a large body of literature and predefined systematic search and screening process, a risk-of-bias assessment of individual studies, a variety of intelligence assessment methods and exposure matrices, varying exposure levels from multiple study locations, prespecified subgroup analyses, and use of both group-level and individual-level exposure data. The direction of the association is consistent across different analytical approaches and subgroup analyses.

There are also limitations to consider. Most of the studies included in the mean-effects and dose-response mean effects meta-analyses were considered to have study design and/or methodological limitations. For example, all but three studies were cross-sectional in design. However, among the low risk-of-bias cross-sectional studies, most provided information to suggest that exposure preceded the outcome (e.g., including only children who had lived in the area since birth, or children that had dental fluorosis). In addition, subgroup analyses suggest that the association between higher fluoride exposure and lower IQ was consistent even when restricted to low risk-of-bias studies (see Table 2 and eFigure 7 for additional details). Although we conducted subgroup analyses by sex, only 1 of the 14 studies that reported IQ scores separately for boys and girls analyzed fluoride exposure for each sex separately. This is essential for evaluating whether a differential change in IQ by sex may be related to higher susceptibility or higher exposure in that sex. With a couple exceptions, the subgroup analyses in the mean-effects meta-analysis did not explain a large amount of the overall heterogeneity. However, the heterogeneity in the regression slopes meta-analysis was explained by subgroup analyses. This suggests that the aggregate nature of the mean-effects meta-analysis might not be sufficiently sensitive to capture potential sources of heterogeneity, as seen possible when using studies with individual-level data in the regression slopes meta-analysis. However, the large number of studies included in the mean-effects meta-
Another limitation of the mean-effects meta-analyses is that exposure values are assumed to be the same for each child in an exposure group, either because the study used a community-level water fluoride measure or a median, mean, or midpoint in water or urine as the exposure value. Fluoride exposure may vary considerably depending on individual behaviors and is best captured by individual-
level measures of total exposure, such as urinary fluoride measures. Because drinking water measures capture only some of a person’s total exposure to fluoride, it is reasonable to assume that some children in the meta-analysis had higher exposure to fluoride and those children may have skewed the mean IQ deficits of the entire group. Urinary fluoride levels include all ingested fluoride and are considered a valid measure to estimate total fluoride exposure.\textsuperscript{61, 62} When compared with 24-hour urine samples, spot urine samples are more prone to the influence of timing of exposure (e.g., when water was last consumed, when teeth were last brushed) and can also be affected by differences in dilution. However, correlations between urinary fluoride concentrations from 24-hour samples and spot samples adjusted for urinary dilution have been described,\textsuperscript{63} and with one exception\textsuperscript{35} all studies in the regression slopes meta-
analysis, accounted for dilution.

There is inconsistency in which model is the best fit at lower exposure levels (\textit{eTable 4} and \textit{eTable 5}) leading to uncertainty in the shape of the dose-response curve at these levels. More individual-
level data would increase our certainty in the shape of the dose-response curve at these lower exposure levels.\textsuperscript{64} There are also several limitations to the existing approaches for evaluating potential for publication bias. The funnel plot asymmetry is a subjective assessment and is recommended only when at least 10 studies are included in the meta-analysis.\textsuperscript{64} Furthermore, the Egger regression test and Begg’s rank tests\textsuperscript{25-27} may suffer from inflated type I power and limited power in certain situations.\textsuperscript{64} Finally, the small number of studies reporting slopes for association with individual-level exposure data limits the power of the regression slopes meta-analysis.
This meta-analysis complements a larger systematic review\(^8\) that concluded moderate confidence in the body of evidence that fluoride exposure is associated with lower IQ in children. Confidence would be increased with additional prospective cohort studies with individual urinary fluoride measures. Studies conducted in the United States, which as of the writing of this manuscript were not available, would also be valuable.

Conclusions

This meta-analysis extends the findings of our larger systematic review that concluded, with moderate confidence, that higher fluoride exposure is associated with lower children’s IQ. These findings are consistent with prior meta-analyses and demonstrate that the direction of the association is robust to stratifications by risk of bias, sex, age group, outcome assessment, study location, exposure timing, and exposure measurement (including both drinking water and urinary fluoride). Therefore, the consistency of the data supports an inverse association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ.
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**Table 1: Characteristics of Studies Included in the Meta-analysis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference*</th>
<th>Study Location</th>
<th>Age Range (Years)</th>
<th>Fluoride Exposure</th>
<th>Intelligence Assessment</th>
<th>Overall RoB Rating</th>
<th>Confounders Considered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ren et al. (1989)³⁶</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>8–14</td>
<td>No fluoride measurement Low iodine village/high fluoride and low iodine village</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Sex; iodine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al. (1991)⁶⁶</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7–14</td>
<td>Drinking water Nonendemic/endemic fluorosis village</td>
<td>0.89 mg/L (nonendemic) 4.55 mg/L (endemic)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Age; sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guo et al. (1991)⁶⁶</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7–13</td>
<td>Serum Reference area using wood/coal burning-related fluoride endemic area</td>
<td>0.1044 ± 0.0652 mg/L (reference) 0.1483 ± 0.0473 mg/L (endemic)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Age; sex; SES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin et al. (1991)⁶⁶</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7–14</td>
<td>Urine, drinking water Reference area with iodine supplementation/high fluoride and low iodine village</td>
<td>Urine: 1.6 mg/L (reference area with iodine supplementation) 2.56 mg/L (high fluoride, low iodine village) Water: 0.34 mg/L (low iodine village) 0.88 mg/L (high fluoride, low iodine village)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>SES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun et al. (1991)⁶⁶</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>6.5–12</td>
<td>No fluoride measurement Nonendemic/endemic (aluminum-fluoride endemic toxicosis)</td>
<td>Fluorosis: 98.36% (endemic)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An et al. (1992)⁶⁶</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7–16</td>
<td>Drinking water Nonhigh/high fluoride area</td>
<td>0.6–1.0 mg/L (nonhigh) 2.1–3.2 mg/L (secondary high) 5.2–7.6 mg/L (high) 2.1–7.6 mg/L (combined high)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Age; race; SES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Reference* | Study Design
---|---
Ren et al. (1989)³⁶ | Cross-sectional
Chen et al. (1991)⁶⁶ | Cross-sectional
Guo et al. (1991)⁶⁶ | Cross-sectional
Lin et al. (1991)⁶⁶ | Cross-sectional
Sun et al. (1991)⁶⁶ | Cross-sectional
An et al. (1992)⁶⁶ | Cross-sectional
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Study Design</th>
<th>Study Location</th>
<th>Age Range (Years)</th>
<th>Fluoride Exposure</th>
<th>Intelligence Assessment</th>
<th>Overall RoB Rating</th>
<th>Confounders Considered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Li et al. (1994)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>12–13</td>
<td>Grain (cooked by burning high-fluoride coal)</td>
<td>0.5 mg/kg (reference group)</td>
<td>Proofing test</td>
<td>High; Age; sex; SES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xu et al. (1994)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>8–14</td>
<td>Drinking water</td>
<td>0.8 mg/L (reference region)</td>
<td>Binet-Simon Scale</td>
<td>High;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li et al. (1995)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>8–13</td>
<td>Urine, dental fluorosis index (DFI)</td>
<td>1.02 mg/L; DFI: &lt;0.4 (nonfluorosis)</td>
<td>China Rui Wen Scaler for Rural Areas</td>
<td>High; Sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (1996)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>4–7</td>
<td>Drinking water (well)</td>
<td>0.58–1.0 mg/L (low)</td>
<td>Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence</td>
<td>High; Age; sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yao et al. (1996)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>8–12</td>
<td>Drinking water</td>
<td>1 mg/L (nonendemic)</td>
<td>Raven Test – Adaptive Atlas</td>
<td>High; Iodine; SES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao et al. (1996)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7–14</td>
<td>Drinking water</td>
<td>0.91 mg/L (low)</td>
<td>China Rui Wen Scaler for Rural Areas</td>
<td>High; Age; SES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yao (1997)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7–12</td>
<td>Drinking water</td>
<td>0.4 mg/L (nonfluorosis area)</td>
<td>Raven’s Standard Progressive Matrices (China’s Rural Version)</td>
<td>High; Iodine; SES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. (1998)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>4–10</td>
<td>Drinking water</td>
<td>0.58 mg/L (reference)</td>
<td>Shigeo Kobayashi 50- pt. test</td>
<td>High; Age; arsenic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referencea</td>
<td>Study Design</td>
<td>Study Location</td>
<td>Age Range (Years)</td>
<td>Assessment (Metric, Exposure Groups)</td>
<td>Fluoride Exposure</td>
<td>Intelligence Assessment</td>
<td>Overall RoB Rating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lu et al. (2000)b,c, d</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>10–12</td>
<td>Urine, drinking water Low/high fluoride area</td>
<td>Urine: 1.43 ± 0.64 mg/L (low)  4.99 ± 2.57 mg/L (high)  Water: 0.37 ± 0.04 mg/L (low)  3.15 ± 0.61 mg/L (high)</td>
<td>Chinese Combined Raven Test-C2</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong et al. (2001)b</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>8–14</td>
<td>Drinking water Reference/high fluorideb</td>
<td>0.75 mg/L (reference)  2.90 mg/L (high fluoride)</td>
<td>Chinese Standardized Raven Test</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong et al. (2001b)c,d,e, f</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>8–14</td>
<td>Urine, drinking water Nonendemic/endemic fluorosis areas (high fluoride, high iodine)</td>
<td>Urine: 0.796 ± 0.53 mg/L (nonendemic)  2.09 ± 1.03 mg/L (endemic)  Water: 0.48 mg/L (nonendemic)  2.81 mg/L (endemic)</td>
<td>Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2001)b,c,d, e</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>8–12</td>
<td>Urine, drinking water Reference point (low fluoride, low iodine) /investigative point (high fluoride, high iodine)</td>
<td>Urine: 0.82 mg/L (low fluoride, low iodine)  3.08 mg/L (high fluoride, high iodine)  Water: 0.5 mg/L (low fluoride, low iodine)  2.97 mg/L (high fluoride, high iodine)</td>
<td>Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li et al. (2003)b,g</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>6–13</td>
<td>No fluoride measurement Reference/endemic fluorosis areas</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>Chinese Standardized Raven Test</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Fluoride Exposure Assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Referencea</th>
<th>Study Design</th>
<th>Study Location</th>
<th>Age Range (Years)</th>
<th>Assessment (Metric, Exposure Groups)</th>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Intelligence Assessment</th>
<th>Overall RoB Rating</th>
<th>Confounders Considered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xiang et al. (2003a)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>8–13</td>
<td>Urine, drinking water Nonendemic/endemic fluorosis areas</td>
<td>Urine: 1.11 ± 0.39 mg/L (reference) 3.47 ± 1.95 mg/L (high fluoride) Water: 0.36 ± 0.15 mg/L (nonendemic) 0.75 ± 0.14 mg/L (endemic fluorosis area group A) 1.53 ± 0.27 mg/L (endemic fluorosis area group B) 2.46 ± 0.3 mg/L (endemic fluorosis area group C) 3.28 ± 0.25 mg/L (endemic fluorosis area group D) 4.16 ± 0.22 mg/L (endemic fluorosis area group E) 2.47 ± 0.79 mg/L (high fluoride)</td>
<td>Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Age; sex; iodine; lead; SES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2005)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>8–12</td>
<td>Urine, drinking water Reference/high fluoride group²</td>
<td>Urine: 1.51 mg/L (reference) 5.09 mg/L (high fluoride group) Water: 0.48 mg/L (reference) 8.31 mg/L (high fluoride group)</td>
<td>Chinese Combined Raven Test-C2</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>SES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seraj et al. (2006)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>7–11</td>
<td>Drinking water Low/high fluoride area</td>
<td>0.4 ppm (low) 2.5 ppm (high)</td>
<td>Raven Test</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2006)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>8–12</td>
<td>Urine, drinking water Reference high (area severely affected by fluorosis)</td>
<td>Urine: 1.51 ± 1.66 mg/L (reference) 2.50 ± 2.40 mg/L (high) Water: 0.73 ± 0.28 mg/L (reference) 5.54 ± 3.88 mg/L (high)</td>
<td>Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fan et al. (2007)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7–14</td>
<td>Urine, drinking water Low/high fluoride area</td>
<td>Urine: 1.78 ± 0.46 mg/L (low) 2.89 ± 1.97 mg/L (high) Water: 1.03 mg/L (low) 3.15 mg/L (high)</td>
<td>Chinese Combined Raven Test-C2</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trivedi et al. (2007)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>12–13</td>
<td>Urine, drinking water Low/high fluoride area</td>
<td>Urine: 2.30 ± 0.28 mg/L (low) 6.13 ± 0.67 mg/L (high) Water: 2.01 ± 0.009 mg/L (low) 5.55 ± 0.41 mg/L (high)</td>
<td>questionnaire prepared by Professor JH Shah</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Age; sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference Study Design</td>
<td>Study Location</td>
<td>Age Range (Years)</td>
<td>Fluoride Exposure Assessment (Metric, Exposure Groups)</td>
<td>Levels</td>
<td>Intelligence Assessment</td>
<td>Overall RoB Rating</td>
<td>Confounders Considered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2007) (^{65})</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>8–12</td>
<td>Urine, drinking water Low fluoride, low arsenic/high fluoride, low arsenic area</td>
<td>Urine: 1.5 ± 1.6 mg/L (low fluoride, low arsenic) 5.1 ± 2.0 mg/L (high fluoride, low arsenic) Water: 0.5 ± 0.2 mg/L (low fluoride, low arsenic) 8.3 ± 1.9 mg/L (high fluoride, low arsenic)</td>
<td>Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Age; sex; arsenic; SES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li et al. (2009) (^{66})</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>8–12</td>
<td>Urine Endemic fluorosis region caused by coal burning (reference/mild/medium/severe) Degree of dental fluorosis (normal/suspected/very mild/mild/medium/severe)</td>
<td>0.962 ± 0.517 mg/L (reference) 1.235 ± 0.426 mg/L (mild) 1.670 ± 0.663 mg/L (medium) 2.336 ± 1.128 mg/L (severe) 0.867 ± 0.233 mg/L (normal) 1.094 ± 0.355 mg/L (suspected) 1.173 ± 0.480 mg/L (very mild) 1.637 ± 0.682 mg/L (mild) 2.005 ± 0.796 mg/L (medium) 2.662 ± 1.093 mg/L (severe)</td>
<td>Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Age; sex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li et al. (2010) (^{66})</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7–10</td>
<td>No fluoride measurement Nondental fluorosis children/dental fluorosis children</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ding et al. (2011) (^{68})</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7–14</td>
<td>Dental fluorosis (normal/ questionable/very mild/mild/moderate) Urine Mean urinary fluoride levels (10 groups)</td>
<td>0.80 ± 0.55 mg/L (normal) 1.13 ± 0.73 mg/L (questionable) 1.11 ± 0.74 mg/L (very mild) 1.31 ± 0.78 mg/L (mild) 1.46 ± 0.79 mg/L (moderate) 0.26 mg/L (group 1) 0.45 mg/L (group 2) 0.56 mg/L (group 3) 0.66 mg/L (group 4) 0.75 mg/L (group 5) 0.89 mg/L (group 6) 1.08 mg/L (group 7) 1.33 mg/L (group 8) 1.74 mg/L (group 9) 2.96 mg/L (group 10) 0.10−3.55 mg/L</td>
<td>Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Age; arsenic; iodine; lead; SES; demographics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referencea, Study Design</td>
<td>Study Location</td>
<td>Age Range (Years)</td>
<td>Fluoride Exposure</td>
<td>Intelligence Assessment</td>
<td>Overall RoB Rating</td>
<td>Confounders Considered</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eswar et al. (2011)</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>12–14</td>
<td>Drinking water</td>
<td>Standard Progressive Matrices</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Age; sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low/high fluoride villages</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kang et al. (2011)</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>6–12</td>
<td>Drinking water</td>
<td>Chinese Combined Raven Test-C2</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Age; sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reference/high fluoride areas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(both areas with high arsenic exposure)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pourešlami et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>7–9</td>
<td>Drinking water</td>
<td>Persian version of Raven’s Matrices Test</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reference/endemic dental fluorosis city</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shivaparakash et al.</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>7–11</td>
<td>Drinking water</td>
<td>Raven’s Colored Progressive Matrices</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Health factors; SES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2011)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No fluorosis/fluorosis severity groups (mild/moderate/severe)/all fluorosis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seraj et al. (2012)</td>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>6–11</td>
<td>Drinking water</td>
<td>Raven’s Colored Progressive Matrices</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Age; sex; SES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Normal/medium/high fluoride levels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trivedi et al. (2012)</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>12–13</td>
<td>Urine, ground water</td>
<td>Questionnaire prepared by Professor JH Shah</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Sex; SES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low/high fluoride area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2012b)</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Primary school age</td>
<td>No fluoride measurement</td>
<td>Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reference/high fluoride areas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bai et al. (2014)</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>8–12</td>
<td>Urine</td>
<td>Chinese Combined Raven Test-C2</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>SES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coal-burning-borne fluorosis areas (reference/lightly-affected/seriously-affected)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karimzade et al. (2014)</td>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>9–12</td>
<td>Drinking water</td>
<td>Iranian version of the Raymond B Cattell test</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low/high fluoride area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference* and Study Design</td>
<td>Study Location</td>
<td>Age Range (Years)</td>
<td>Fluoride Exposure</td>
<td>Fluoride Intake Assessment (Metric, Exposure Groups)</td>
<td>Fluoride Levels</td>
<td>Intelligence Assessment</td>
<td>Overall RoB Rating</td>
<td>Confounders Considered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadbent et al. (2015)**, w*</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>7–13</td>
<td>Drinking water</td>
<td>Area without community water fluoridation (low)/area with community water fluoridation (high)</td>
<td>Water: 0.0–0.3 mg/L (low) 0.7–1.0 mg/L (high)</td>
<td>Raven’s Colored Progressive Matrices</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Sex; SES; low birth weight; breastfeeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khan et al. (2015)**, w*</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>6–11</td>
<td>Drinking water</td>
<td>Low fluoride areas (Tiwariganj)/high fluoride areas (Unnao)</td>
<td>Fluoride tablet use (never/ever) Fluoride toothpaste use (never/sometimes/always)</td>
<td>Raven’s Colored Progressive Matrices</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Health factors; SES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sebastian and Sunitha (2015)**, w*</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>10–12</td>
<td>Drinking water</td>
<td>Low/normial/high fluoride villages</td>
<td>Fluoride tablet use (never/ever) Fluoride toothpaste use (never/sometimes/always)</td>
<td>Raven’s Colored Progressive Matrices</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Age; sex; SES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. (2015b)**, w*, u</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>10–12</td>
<td>Urine, drinking water, serum</td>
<td>Reference/high fluoride areas</td>
<td>Fluoride tablet use (never/ever) Fluoride toothpaste use (never/sometimes/always)</td>
<td>Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Age; sex; arsenic; iodine; drinking water fluoride; SES; thyroid hormone levels; COMT genotype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. (2015c)**, w*</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7–13</td>
<td>Urine</td>
<td>Coal-burning endemic fluorosis area</td>
<td>Fluoride tablet use (never/ever) Fluoride toothpaste use (never/sometimes/always)</td>
<td>Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Study Design</td>
<td>Study Location</td>
<td>Age Range (Years)</td>
<td>Fluoride Exposure</td>
<td>Assessor Intelligence Assessment (Metric, Exposure Groups)</td>
<td>Overall RoB Rating</td>
<td>Confounders Considered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Das and Mondal (2016)  
*Cross-sectional*  
India  
6–18  
Urine, drinking water intake, dental fluorosis (normal/questionable/very mild/mild/moderate/severe)  
Urine: 2.91 ± 1.76 mg/L (normal)  
2.50 ± 2.39 mg/L (questionable)  
2.58 ± 1.31 mg/L (very mild)  
2.95 ± 1.44 mg/L (mild)  
4.82 ± 3.57 mg/L (moderate)  
3.81 ± 2.51 mg/L (severe)  
Water: 0.069 ± 0.021 mg/kg-d (normal)  
0.064 ± 0.004 mg/kg-d (questionable)  
0.060 ± 0.036 mg/kg-d (very mild)  
0.060 ± 0.030 mg/kg-d (mild)  
0.099 ± 0.063 mg/kg-d (moderate)  
0.093 ± 0.040 mg/kg-d (severe)  
Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China | High | – |
| Mondal et al. (2016)  
*Cross-sectional*  
India  
10–14  
Drinking water Low/high fluoride areas  
Not reported (low)  
0.33–18.08 mg/L (high)  
Raven Standard Theoretical Intelligence Test | High | SES |
| Bashash et al. (2017)  
*Prospective Cohort*  
Mexico  
6–12  
Maternal urine Reference/high fluoride (based on children urinary fluoride)  
<0.80 mg/L (reference)  
≥0.80 mg/L (high)  
Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence | Low | Age; sex; weight at birth; parity; gestational age; maternal characteristics (smoking history, marital status, age at delivery, IQ, education, cohort) |
| Cui et al. (2018)  
*Cross-sectional*  
China  
7–12  
Urine  
Boys: 1.3 (0.9–1.7)  
Girls: 1.2 (0.9–1.6)  
Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China | Low | Age; maternal education; smoking in family member; stress; anger; dopamine receptor-2 polymorphism |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Study Design</th>
<th>Study Location</th>
<th>Age Range (Years)</th>
<th>Fluoride Exposure</th>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Intelligence Assessment</th>
<th>Overall RoB Rating</th>
<th>Confounders Considered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yu et al. (2018)&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7–13</td>
<td>Maternal urine Low/medium/high fluoride ranges Drinking water Normal/high fluoride</td>
<td>Urine: 0.01–1.60 mg/L (low) 1.60–2.50 mg/L (medium) 2.50–5.54 mg/L (high) Water: ≤1 mg/L (normal) &gt;1 mg/L (high) Overall: 0.01–5.54 mg/L (urine) 0.20–3.90 mg/L (water)</td>
<td>Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Age; sex; health factors; SES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao et al. (2018)&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7–12</td>
<td>Urine Reference/exposed areas All areas with iodine exposure</td>
<td>≤2.16 mg/L (reference) &gt;2.16 mg/L (exposed)</td>
<td>Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green et al. (2019)&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Prospective Cohort</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>3–4</td>
<td>Maternal urine, drinking water, maternal fluoride intake Nonfluoridated/fluoridated area</td>
<td>Urine: 0.40 ± 0.27 mg/L (nonfluoridated) 0.69 ± 0.42 mg/L (fluoridated) Water: 0.13 ± 0.06 mg/L (nonfluoridated) 0.59 ± 0.08 mg/L (fluoridated) Intake: 0.30 ± 0.26 mg/day (nonfluoridated) 0.93 ± 0.43 mg/day (fluoridated) Overall: 0.51 ± 0.36 mg/L (urine) 0.54 ± 0.44 mg/day (intake) 0.31 ± 0.23 mg/L (water)</td>
<td>Wechsler Primary and Preschool Scale of Intelligence-III</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Sex; city; maternal education; race/ethnicity; HOME score; prenatal secondhand smoke exposure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cui et al. (2020)&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7–12</td>
<td>Urine Low/medium/high fluoride levels</td>
<td>&lt;1.6 mg/L (low) 1.6–2.5 mg/L (medium) ≥2.5 mg/L (high)</td>
<td>Combined Raven’s Test</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Sex; arsenic; iodine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Study Design</td>
<td>Study Location</td>
<td>Age Range (Years)</td>
<td>Assessment (Metric, Exposure Groups)</td>
<td>Fluoride Exposure</td>
<td>Intelligence Assessment</td>
<td>Overall RoB Rating</td>
<td>Confounders Considered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Till et al. (2020)&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Prospective Cohort</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>3−4</td>
<td>Residence, maternal urine, drinking water, infant fluoride intake from formula Nonfluoridated/fluoridated areas</td>
<td>Urine: 0.38−0.42 mg/L (nonfluoridated) 0.64−0.70 mg/L (fluoridated) Water: 0.13 mg/L (nonfluoridated) 0.58 mg/L (fluoridated) Intake: 0.02−0.08 mg/day (nonfluoridated) 0.12−0.34 mg/day (fluoridated)</td>
<td>Wechsler Primary and Preschool Scale of Intelligence-III</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Age; sex; maternal education; maternal race; HOME total score; secondhand smoke status in the child’s house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2020)&lt;sup&gt;2, 3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7−12</td>
<td>Urine Coal-burning endemic fluorosis area Nonendemic/endemic fluorosis regions</td>
<td>0.461 ± 0.210 mg/L (nonendemic) 0.689 ± 0.502 mg/L (endemic)</td>
<td>Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Age; sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xu et al. (2020)&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7−13</td>
<td>Urine Reference/high prenatal exposure only/high childhood exposure only/both prenatal and childhood exposure group</td>
<td>0.82 ± 0.30 mg/L (reference) 0.98 ± 0.29 mg/L (high prenatal exposure only) 2.05 ± 0.58 mg/L (high childhood exposure only) 2.13 ± 0.59 mg/L (both prenatal and childhood exposure group)</td>
<td>Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Age; sex; gestational weeks; maternal education level; paternal education level; children’s BMI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guo et al., (2021)&lt;sup&gt;5&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7−12</td>
<td>Urine Reference/exposed areas (also with iodine exposure)</td>
<td>1.16 mg/L (reference) 1.29 mg/L (iodine area 1) 2.01 mg/L (iodine area 2)</td>
<td>Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lou et al. (2021)&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>8−12</td>
<td>Coal-burning endemic fluorosis area No fluoride measurement Nondental fluorosis children/dental fluorosis children</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Revised in China (WISC-IV)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saeed et al. (2021)&lt;sup&gt;7&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>5−16</td>
<td>Urine, drinking water Reference/high fluoride areas Co-exposure with arsenic</td>
<td>Urine: 0.24 ± 0.15 mg/L (reference) 3.27 ± 2.60 mg/L (high) Water: 0.15 ± 0.13 mg/L (reference) 5.64 ± 3.52 mg/L (high)</td>
<td>Wechsler scale of intelligence (WISC-IV)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Age; sex; parental education; dental fluorosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference(^a)</td>
<td>Study Design (^w)</td>
<td>Study Location</td>
<td>Age Range (Years)</td>
<td>Fluoride Exposure Assessment (Metric, Exposure Groups)</td>
<td>Levels</td>
<td>Intelligence Assessment</td>
<td>Overall RoB Rating</td>
<td>Confounders Considered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2021)(^{112})</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>9–11</td>
<td>Drinking water Reference/high fluoride areas</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.07 mg/L (reference) 2.8 ± 0.06 mg/L (high fluoride)</td>
<td>Combined Raven’s Test</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Age; sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao et al. (2021)(^{113})</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>6–11</td>
<td>Urine Nonendemic/endemic fluorosis areas</td>
<td>1.03 (0.72, 1.47) mg/L</td>
<td>Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Age; sex; BMI; paternal educational level; maternal educational level; household income; abnormal birth; maternal age at delivery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
- COMT = catechol-O-methyltransferase; RoB = risk of bias; SES = socioeconomic status; HOME = Home Observation for Measurement of the Environment
- An “me” superscript indicates that the studies included in the mean-effects meta-analysis; an “o” superscript indicates a study included in “other” exposures mean-effects meta-analysis (see Table 2 footnote); a “w” superscript indicates studies included in the mean-effects dose-response meta-analysis using fluoride in water; a “u” superscript indicates studies included in the mean-effects dose-response meta-analysis using fluoride in urine; **” indicates studies included in the mean-effects dose-response meta-analysis at levels < 1.5 mg/L; an “rs” superscript indicates studies included in the regression slopes meta-analysis.
- Additional exposure regions including iodine levels were not included in the analysis.
- Additional exposure regions including arsenic levels were not included in the analysis.
- Median (q1–q3).
### Table 2: Pooled SMDs and 95% CIs for Children’s IQ Score and Exposures to Fluoride

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Number of Studies</th>
<th>SMD (95% CI)</th>
<th>Heterogeneity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall Effect</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>−0.46 (−0.55, −0.37)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 87%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Subgroup Analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk of Bias</th>
<th>Number of Studies</th>
<th>SMD (95% CI)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>−0.22 (−0.39, −0.05)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>−0.52 (−0.63, −0.42)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 86%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Number of Studies</th>
<th>SMD (95% CI)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>−0.62 (−0.81, −0.42)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>−0.53 (−0.72, −0.34)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 74%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Number of Studies</th>
<th>SMD (95% CI)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;10 years</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>−0.41 (−0.60, −0.22)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥10 years</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>−0.55 (−0.70, −0.40)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 68%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Number of Studies</th>
<th>SMD (95% CI)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>−0.43 (−0.52, −0.34)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>−0.99 (−1.55, −0.43)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>−0.68 (−0.99, −0.38)</td>
<td>0.077 56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.01 (−0.19, 0.21)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.13 (−0.16, 0.42)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.01 (−0.19, 0.22)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>−0.25 (−0.65, 0.16)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment Type</th>
<th>Number of Studies</th>
<th>SMD (95% CI)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRT-RC tests</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>−0.36 (−0.46, −0.27)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-CRT-RC tests</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>−0.60 (−0.78, −0.42)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raven’s tests</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>−0.76 (−1.10, −0.43)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other tests</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>−0.52 (−0.74, −0.29)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 89%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exposure Type</th>
<th>Number of Studies</th>
<th>SMD (95% CI)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water fluoride</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>−0.37 (−0.46, −0.27)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental fluorosis</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>−0.99 (−1.57, −0.41)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other exposures</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>−0.54 (−0.71, −0.37)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 81%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Previous Meta-analyses

- **Duan et al. (2018)**: 26 (−0.52 (−0.62, −0.42) <0.001 69%
- **Choi et al. (2012)**: 27 (−0.45 (−0.56, −0.34) <0.001 80%

**Notes:** CI = confidence interval; CRT-RC = Combined Raven’s Test – The rural edition in China; NA = not applicable; SMD = standardized weighted mean difference.

*An et al. (1992) and Li et al. (2010) include 10-year-old children in the <10 age group (7–10 years reported).
Includes iodine (Li et al. 2008), calcium (Feng, 2008), arsenic (Li et al. 2008), and fluoride (Li et al. 2008).
Includes fluoride from coal burning (Li et al. 2008). 90% (transferred in Li et al. 2008a) 75 (transferred in Wang et al. 2008b) 86, 87, 102, 103, 101, 107, 108.

* p-value for differences between the estimates based on CRT-RC tests vs. non-CRT-RC tests.

* p-value for differences between CRT-RC tests and other. Note that non-CRT-RC test include Raven’s tests and other tests.
### Table 3: Pooled Regression Slopes and 95% CIs for Children’s IQ Score and Exposures to Fluoride

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Number of Studies</th>
<th>Beta (95% CI)</th>
<th>Heterogeneity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Effect</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-scale IQ</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-1.81 (-2.80, -0.81)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk of Bias</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-1.33 (-2.09, -0.57)</td>
<td>0.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-3.45 (-4.44, -2.46)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-2.23 (-5.45, 0.99)</td>
<td>0.092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.27 (-3.64, 3.10)</td>
<td>0.145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1.95 (-5.18, 1.28)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-1.06 (-1.70, -0.42)</td>
<td>0.191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-5.00 (-8.53, -1.47)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-3.45 (-4.44, -2.46)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment Type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT-RC tests</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-1.06 (-1.70, -0.42)</td>
<td>0.191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-CRT-RC tests</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-3.43 (-4.35, -2.52)</td>
<td>0.457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure Type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary fluoride</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-1.81 (-2.80, -0.81)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-3.87 (-7.15, -0.59)</td>
<td>0.737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water fluoride</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-4.77 (-9.09, -0.45)</td>
<td>0.707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure timing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-natal exposure</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-3.08 (-5.43, -0.72)</td>
<td>0.351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-natal exposure</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-1.84 (-2.97, -0.72)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** CI = confidence interval; NA = not applicable

---
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Figure 1. Number of Studies of Fluoride Exposure and IQ in Children by Country and Year of Publication

Note: Figure includes 80 epidemiological studies that were identified during the larger systematic review and the November 2021 literature search update that evaluated the effects of fluoride exposure on children’s IQ.
Figure 2. Association Between Fluoride Exposure and IQ Scores in Children

Note: Forrest plot for random-effects meta-analysis of the association between fluoride exposure and child’s IQ scores. Effect size is expressed as the standardized weighted mean difference for heteroscedastic population variances (SMD). The random-effects pooled SMD is shown as a solid triangle. Horizontal lines represent 95% CIs for the study-specific SMDs.
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Additional Detail on Methods

Systematic Literature Review

Literature searches were conducted in the following databases: BIOSIS, EMBASE, PsychINFO, PubMed, Scopus, Web of Science, CNKI, and Wanfang. Search strategies tailored for each database are available in the protocol (https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076). The last search was performed on May 1, 2020. The identification of studies for the meta-analysis was part of a larger systematic review.1

Study Selection

In order to be eligible for inclusion in the systematic literature review, individual study publications (referred to in this paper as “studies”) had to satisfy eligibility criteria outlined in the protocol (i.e., address PECO statement in Table 1 and specific exclusion criteria in Table 2, https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076). The following exclusions were made:

1. Case studies and case reports.
2. Articles without original data (e.g., reviews, editorials, commentaries). Reference lists from these materials, however, were reviewed to identify potentially relevant studies not identified from the database searches. New studies identified were assessed for eligibility for inclusion.
3. Conference abstracts or reports and dissertations.

References retrieved from the literature search were independently screened by two trained screeners at the title and abstract level to determine whether a reference met the evidence selection criteria. Studies that were not excluded during the title and abstract screening were further screened for inclusion with a full-text review by two independent reviewers. Translation assistance was obtained to assess the relevance of non-English studies. Following full-text review, the remaining studies were “included” and used for the evaluation.

Results of the study identification process are provided in eFigure 1.

Statistical Analysis

Mean-effects meta-analysis

A sensitivity analysis was performed to evaluate the impact of using any exposed group compared to the reference group. This was accomplished by using the approach outlined in the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews1 which combines the data from all available exposure groups (n, mean, and standard deviation [SD]). Subgroup analyses were stratified by risk of bias (high or low), outcome assessment, exposure matrix (e.g., urine or water), pre- or post-natal exposures, outcome, gender, and age group. If results were not reported by gender or age-specific subgroups (<10, ≥10 years), they were calculated (if possible) by combining smaller subgroups. If SDs were not reported, but mean effects, sample sizes (n values), and p-values for differences between groups were available, SDs were calculated using the SE and t-statistic (assuming equal variances). To avoid sample overrepresentation, if the same cohort was followed at multiple timepoints resulting in multiple study publications (e.g., Yu et al.1 and Wang et al.4), only the study publication that included the largest number of participants was included in the meta-analysis (see eTable 1 for list of excluded studies and rationales). For studies with overlapping populations (i.e., multiple study publications that used the same cohort), results from one study publication were selected considering the following factors: most appropriate exposure metric, exposure...
Dose-response meta-analysis

To determine whether the data support an exposure-response relationship, we conducted a dose-response meta-analysis. This analysis included studies from the mean-effects meta-analysis that reported fluoride exposure levels; we excluded studies for which there was evidence that co-exposures to arsenic or iodine might be differential (see eTable 2).

The dose-response meta-analysis was conducted using a one-step approach developed in the protocol (https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/78500.76). The approach uses linear mixed models to analyze all available mean effect estimates for the reference group and one or more of the non-reference exposure groups. For each study, the median or mean fluoride level for each exposure group was assigned to its corresponding effect estimate. If median or mean levels by exposure group were not provided, the midpoint of the upper and lower boundaries in every exposure category was assigned as the average level. If the upper boundary for the highest exposure group was not reported, the boundary was assumed to have the same amplitude as the nearest exposure category. For each study, the SMDs and corresponding SEs were used to compare the differences in mean IQ between the exposed and reference groups. The corresponding SMD for the reference group was set to zero for this analysis. The SMDs and corresponding variances were used to estimate a pooled dose-response curve using a restricted maximum likelihood estimation method. To examine a potential nonlinear relationship between exposure to fluoride and children’s IQ levels, quadratic terms and restricted cubic splines were created, and a potential departure from a linear trend was assessed by testing the coefficient of the quadratic term and a second spline equal to zero. Models were compared and the best model fit was determined based on the maximum likelihood Akaike information criterion (AIC). The AIC is a goodness-of-fit measure that adjusts for the number of parameters in the model, and lower AIC values indicate better fitting models. Models using a pooled dose-response curve using a restricted maximum likelihood estimation method and a maximum likelihood method were also reported (eTable 4 and eTable 5, respectively).

To examine whether there were effects at lower levels of exposure, we conducted sub-group analyses for both drinking water and urinary fluoride measures. Analyses were restricted to <4 mg/L, the EPA’s current enforceable drinking water standard for fluoride; <2 mg/L, the EPA’s non-enforceable secondary standard for fluoride in drinking water; and <1.5 mg/L, the WHO’s guideline for fluoride in drinking water.

Results

Study Sample

Results of the study identification process are provided in eFigure 1. Characteristics of the 55 studies that compared mean IQ scores between groups of children with different levels of fluoride exposure are shown in Table 1 of the main publication (see eTable 1 for list of excluded publications). Study-specific effect estimates used in the meta-analyses are presented in eTable 2. One study per country was conducted in New Zealand, Mexico, Pakistan, and Canada; 4 studies were conducted in Iran; 8 studies were conducted in India, and the remaining 39 studies were performed in China (see Table 1 of the main publication). Nine study populations were exposed to fluoride from coal burning; otherwise, it is assumed that study populations were exposed to fluoride primarily through drinking water. Measures of fluoride exposure included water fluoride (n = 32 studies), dental fluorosis (n = 7), and other non-drinking water sources of exposure to fluoride (e.g., fluoride exposure from coal burning [n = 16]). Fourteen studies presented results for boys and 13 studies reported results for girls; children < 10 years old and children ≥ 10 years old were examined in 13 and 16 studies, respectively (Table 2). The Combined Raven’s Test for Rural China (CRT-RC) was used to measure...
children’s IQ in 29 studies. Other measures of IQ included the Wechsler intelligence tests,\textsuperscript{20} (translated in Ren et al. 2008),\textsuperscript{22} (translated in Wang et al. 2008b), Binet IQ test\textsuperscript{10} (translated in Guo et al. 2008a),\textsuperscript{26} Raven’s Standard Progressive Matrices test,\textsuperscript{25,36} Raymond B Cattell test,\textsuperscript{37} Japan IQ test,\textsuperscript{38,39} Index of Mental Capacity,\textsuperscript{12} (translated in Li et al. 2008) and other tests using a doctor-prepared questionnaire.\textsuperscript{40,41} There were 10 low risk-of-bias studies and 45 high risk-of-bias studies (https://hawcproject.org/summary/visual/assessment/405/Figure-X-Meta-analysis-RoB).
eFigure 1. Prisma Flow Diagram of Study Inclusion
*This information was part of a larger systematic review effort resulting in many studies in the search strategy and PRISMA that were not considered for meta-analysis.

**Studies may have been excluded for more than one reason. The first one identified by the screener was recorded.

*** For the purpose of this PRISMA figure, the Children’s IQ count includes three publications\(^{42-44}\) based on subsamples (i.e., 50–60 children) of a larger Yu et al.\(^{3}\) cohort. These three publications are not included in the meta-analysis and are not displayed in Figure 1 in the main publication.
### eTable 1. List of Excluded Studies from Mean-effects Meta-analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference, Country</th>
<th>Reason for Exclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Qin et al. (1990)\textsuperscript{45} [translated in Qin et al. 2008], China</td>
<td>Missing mean or SD of outcome measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang et al. (1994)\textsuperscript{46} [translated in Yang et al. 2008], China</td>
<td>Overlapping population with Wang et al. (2001)\textsuperscript{49}; Table 2 in Yang et al. (1994)\textsuperscript{47} seemed incomplete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2005b)\textsuperscript{49} [translated in Wang et al. 2008a], China</td>
<td>Missing mean or SD of outcome measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocha-Amador et al. (2007)\textsuperscript{52}, Mexico</td>
<td>Missing mean or SD of outcome measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et al. (2000)\textsuperscript{58} [translated in Liu et al. 2008], China</td>
<td>Overlapping population with Wang et al. (2001)\textsuperscript{49}; Table 2 in Yang et al. (1994)\textsuperscript{47}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudhir et al. (2009)\textsuperscript{53}, India</td>
<td>Missing mean or SD of outcome measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He and Zhang (2010)\textsuperscript{57}, China</td>
<td>Missing mean or SD of outcome measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiang et al. (2011)\textsuperscript{58}, China</td>
<td>Overlapping population with Xiang et al. (2003a)\textsuperscript{59}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saxena et al. (2012)\textsuperscript{59}, India</td>
<td>Missing mean or SD of outcome measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2012)\textsuperscript{51}, China</td>
<td>Overlapping population with Wang et al. (2003a)\textsuperscript{59}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagarajappa et al. (2013)\textsuperscript{52}, India</td>
<td>Seguin Foam Board test; due to the test measuring eye-hand coordination and cognitive-perceptual abilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratap et al. (2013)\textsuperscript{54}, India</td>
<td>Missing mean or SD of outcome measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asawa et al. (2014)\textsuperscript{55}, India</td>
<td>Seguin Foam Board test; due to the test measuring eye-hand coordination and cognitive-perceptual abilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei et al. (2014)\textsuperscript{56}, China</td>
<td>Missing mean or SD of outcome measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choi et al. (2015)\textsuperscript{57}, China</td>
<td>Cognitive functions other than IQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kundu et al. (2015)\textsuperscript{58}, India</td>
<td>Unusual IQ scores based on Raven’s Standardized Progressive Matrices Test; used only for sensitivity analysis for the mean-effects meta-analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aravind et al. (2016)\textsuperscript{59}, India</td>
<td>Unusually low IQ scores Raven’s Standardized Progressive Matrices Test; used only for sensitivity analysis for the mean-effects meta-analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jin et al. (2016)\textsuperscript{60}, China</td>
<td>Cognitive functions other than IQ; potential overlap with Zhang et al. (2015)\textsuperscript{57}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kumar et al. (2016)\textsuperscript{61}, India</td>
<td>Seguin Foam Board test; due to the test measuring eye-hand coordination and cognitive-perceptual abilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jin et al. (2017)\textsuperscript{62}, India</td>
<td>Overlap with Jin et al. (2016)\textsuperscript{60}; unusual IQ scores reported as percentiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razdan et al. (2017)\textsuperscript{63}, India</td>
<td>Unusually low IQ scores based on Raven’s Standardized Progressive Matrices Test; used only for sensitivity analysis for the mean-effects meta-analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valdez Jiménez et al. (2017)\textsuperscript{64}, Mexico</td>
<td>Bayley tests; used only for sensitivity analysis for the regression slopes meta-analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2017)\textsuperscript{65}, China</td>
<td>Overlapping population with Xiang et al. (2003a)\textsuperscript{59}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference, Country</td>
<td>Reason for Exclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cui et al. (2018)</td>
<td>Missing mean or SD of outcome measure; used in regression slopes meta-analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luo et al. (2018)</td>
<td>Overlapping population with Lou et al. (2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naik et al. (2018)</td>
<td>Missing sample sizes by exposure groups. Missing mean and SD for IQ scores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharma et al. (2018)</td>
<td>Missing mean and SD for IQ scores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soto-Barreras et al. (2019), Mexico</td>
<td>Missing mean or SD of outcome measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao et al. (2019)</td>
<td>Overlapping population with Yu et al. (2018), but smaller sample size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhou et al. (2019)</td>
<td>Overlapping population with Yu et al. (2018), but smaller sample size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Till et al. (2020)</td>
<td>Missing mean or SD of outcome measure; used in regression slopes meta-analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2020)</td>
<td>Missing mean or SD of outcome measure; used in sensitivity analysis for the regression slopes meta-analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao et al. (2020)</td>
<td>Overlapping population with Yu et al. (2018), but smaller sample size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggeborn and Öhman (2021), Sweden</td>
<td>Cognitive functions other than IQ; cognitive test not specified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cantoral et al. (2021), Mexico</td>
<td>Bayley tests; used only for sensitivity analysis for the regression slopes meta-analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmus et al. (2021), Canada</td>
<td>Same data as Till et al. (2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guo et al. (2021), China</td>
<td>Overlapping population with Zhao et al. (2018), but smaller sample size; excluded from overall mean-effects meta-analysis but used in mean-effects subgroup meta-analysis by age group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibaruzeta et al. (2021), Spain</td>
<td>Bayley and McCarthy tests; used only for sensitivity analysis for the mean-effects meta-analysis, dose-response meta-analysis, and regression slopes meta-analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2021b), China</td>
<td>Overlapping population with Wang et al. (2021), cognitive functions other than IQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu et al. (2021), China</td>
<td>Overlapping population with Yu et al. (2018), but smaller sample size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao et al. (2021), China</td>
<td>Missing mean or SD of outcome measure; used in regression slopes meta-analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhou et al. (2021), China</td>
<td>Overlapping population with Yu et al. (2018), but smaller sample size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference/Study Design</td>
<td>Study Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ren et al. (1989)^2^</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al. (1991)^3^</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guo et al. (1991)^4^</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin et al. (1991)^5^</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun et al. (1991)^6^</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An et al. (1992)^7^</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referencea</td>
<td>Study Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xu et al. (1994)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li et al. (1995)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (1996)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yao et al. (1996)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao et al. (1996)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference/Study Design</td>
<td>Study Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yao (1997)²[Cross-sectional]</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. (1998)³ [Cross-sectional]</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lu et al. (2000)⁴[Cross-sectional]</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong et al. (2001)⁵ [translated in Hong et al. 2008] [Cross-sectional]</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong et al. (2001b)⁷ [Cross-sectional]</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2001)⁸[Cross-sectional]</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Study Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li et al. (2003)(^{10}) [translated in Li et al. 2008c](^{11})</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiang et al. (2003a)(^{9})</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2005)(^{12,13})</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seraj et al. (2006)(^{13})</td>
<td>Iran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2006)(^{13})</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Study Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fan et al. (2007)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trivedi et al. (2007)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2007)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li et al. (2016)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference Study Design</td>
<td>Study Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ding et al. (2011)</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eswar et al. (2011)</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kang et al. (2011)</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poureslami et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Iran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shivaprakash et al. (2011)</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Study Design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Study Design</th>
<th>Study Location</th>
<th>Age Range (Years)</th>
<th>Assessment (Metric, Exposure Groups)</th>
<th>Fluoride Exposure Levels</th>
<th>Mean-effects Meta-analysis N, Mean (SD) [Reference] [Exposed]</th>
<th>Dose-response Mean-effects Meta-analysis N, Mean (SD) [Reference] [Exposed]</th>
<th>Regression Slopes Meta-analysis Slope (SE) or 95% CI per Unit Change Fluoride</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seraj et al. (2012)&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>6–11</td>
<td>Drinking water Normal/medium/high fluoride levels</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.3 mg/L (normal) 3.1 ± 0.9 mg/L (medium) 5.2 ± 1.1 mg/L (high)</td>
<td>91, 97.77 (18.91) 96, 88.58 (16.01)</td>
<td>91, 97.77 (18.91) 106, 89.03 (12.99) 96, 88.58 (16.01)</td>
<td>Table 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trivedi et al. (2012)&lt;sup&gt;2, 3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>12–13</td>
<td>Urine, ground water Low/high fluoride area</td>
<td>Urine: 0.42 ± 0.23 mg/L (low) 2.69 ± 0.92 mg/L (high) Water: 0.84 ± 0.38 mg/L (low) 2.3 ± 0.87 mg/L (high)</td>
<td>50, 97.17 (17.96) 34, 92.58 (18.25)</td>
<td>50, 97.17 (17.96) 34, 92.58 (18.25)</td>
<td>Table 3, Results section (above Table 3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2012b)&lt;sup&gt;4, 5&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Primary school age</td>
<td>No fluoride measurement</td>
<td>Reference/high fluoride areas</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>455, 98.36 (14.56) 800, 92.21 (18.45)</td>
<td>Table 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bai et al. (2014)&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>8–12</td>
<td>Urine Coal-burning-borne fluorosis areas (reference/lightly-affected/seriously-affected)</td>
<td>0.54 mg/L (reference) 0.81 mg/L (lightly-affected area) 1.96 mg/L (seriously-affected area)</td>
<td>164, 107.92 (13.62) 162, 101.22 (15.97)</td>
<td>164, 107.92 (13.62) 162, 101.22 (15.97)</td>
<td>Table 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karimzade et al. (2014)&lt;sup&gt;7, 8&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>9–12</td>
<td>Drinking water Low/high fluoride area</td>
<td>0.25 mg/L (low) 3.94 mg/L (high)</td>
<td>20, 104.25 (20.75) 19, 81.21 (16.17)</td>
<td>20, 104.25 (20.75) 19, 81.21 (16.17)</td>
<td>Table 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference*</td>
<td>Study Design</td>
<td>Study Location</td>
<td>Age Range (Years)</td>
<td>Assessment (Metric, Exposure Groups)</td>
<td>Fluoride Exposure Levels</td>
<td>Mean-effects Meta-analysis</td>
<td>Dose-response Mean-effects Meta-analysis</td>
<td>Regression Slopes Meta-analysis</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadbent et al. (2015)</td>
<td>Prospective Cohort</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>7–13</td>
<td>Drinking water Area without community water fluoridation (low)/area with community water fluoridation (high) Fluoride tablet use (never/ever) Fluoride toothpaste use (never/sometimes/always)</td>
<td>Water: 0.0–0.3 mg/L (low) 0.7–1.0 mg/L (high) Tablet use: 0 mg (never used) 0.5 mg (ever used) Range not specified for fluoride toothpaste use (always/sometimes/never)</td>
<td>N, Mean (SD) [Reference] [Exposed]</td>
<td>N, Mean (SD) [Reference] [Exposed]</td>
<td>Slope (SE) or 95% CI per Unit Change Fluoride</td>
<td>Table 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khan et al. (2015)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>6–11</td>
<td>Drinking water Low fluoride areas (Tiwariganj)/high fluoride areas (Unnao) Fluorosis grades (normal/very mild/mild/moderate/severe)</td>
<td>0.19 mg/L (Tiwariganj) 2.41 mg/L (Unnao) Ranges not specified by fluorosis grades</td>
<td>241, 110.10 (9.00) 5, 62.40 (2.40)</td>
<td>Table/Fig-5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kundu et al. (2015)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>8–12</td>
<td>Drinking water Low fluoride areas/high fluoride areas</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>100, 85.80 (18.85) 100, 76.20 (19.10)</td>
<td>Table 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sebastian and Samitha (2015)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>10–12</td>
<td>Drinking water Low/normal/high fluoride villages</td>
<td>0.40 mg/L (low) 1.2 mg/L (normal) 2.0 mg/L (high)</td>
<td>135, 86.37 (13.58) 135, 80.49 (12.67)</td>
<td>135, 86.37 (13.58) 135, 88.60 (14.01) 135, 80.49 (12.67)</td>
<td>Table 1, Table 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. (2015b)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>10–12</td>
<td>Urine, drinking water, serum Reference/high fluoride areas</td>
<td>Urine: 1.10 ± 0.67 mg/L (reference) 2.40 ± 1.01 mg/L (high) Water: 0.63 (0.58–0.68) mg/L (reference) 1.40 (1.23–1.57) mg/L (high) Serum: 0.06 ± 0.03 (reference) 0.18 ± 0.11 serum (high)</td>
<td>96, 109.42 (13.30) 84, 102.33 (13.46)</td>
<td>96, 109.42 (13.30) 84, 102.33 (13.46)</td>
<td>−2.42 (−4.59, −0.24) per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>Table 1, Table 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Study Design</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Age Range (Years)</td>
<td>Assessment (Metric, Exposure Groups)</td>
<td>Fluoride Exposure Levels</td>
<td>Mean-effects Meta-analysis</td>
<td>Dose-response Meta-analysis</td>
<td>Regression Slopes Meta-analysis</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. (2015c)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7–13</td>
<td>Urine Coal-burning endemic fluorosis area Reference (no dental fluorosis)/mild dental fluorosis/middle dental fluorosis/critically ill dental fluorosis</td>
<td>0.83 ± 0.71 mg/L (reference) 1.54 ± 0.57 mg/L (mildly ill) 2.41 ± 0.76 mg/L (moderately ill) 3.32 ± 1.02 mg/L (critically ill)</td>
<td>30, 110.34 (11.52) (reference) 30, 90.52 (10.37) (critically ill)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Table 1, Table 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aravind et al. (2016)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>10–12</td>
<td>Drinking water Low/high fluoride levels &lt;1.2 ppm (low) &gt;2 ppm (high)</td>
<td>96, 41.03 (16.36) 96, 31.59 (16.81)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Table 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Das and Mondal (2016)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>6–18</td>
<td>Urine, drinking water intake Dental fluorosis (normal/questionable/very mild/ mild/mild) (moderate/severe)</td>
<td>Urine: 2.91 ± 1.76 mg/L (normal) 2.50 ± 2.39 mg/L (questionable) 2.58 ± 1.31 mg/L (very mild) 2.95 ± 1.44 mg/L (mild) 4.82 ± 3.57 mg/L (moderate) 3.81 ± 2.51 mg/L (severe) Water: 0.069 ± 0.021 mg/kg-d (normal) 0.064 ± 0.004 mg/kg-d (questionable) 0.060 ± 0.036 mg/kg-d (very mild) 0.060 ± 0.030 mg/kg-d (mild) 0.099 ± 0.063 mg/kg-d (moderate) 0.093 ± 0.040 mg/kg-d (severe)</td>
<td>4, 108.30 (53.20) 21, 85.91 (37.68)</td>
<td>4, 108.30 (53.20) 17, 103.18 (33.35) 27, 107.70 (27.92) 35, 92.83 (26.90) 45, 84.51 (35.16) 23, 85.91 (37.68)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Table 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mondal et al. (2016)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>10–14</td>
<td>Drinking water Low/high fluoride areas Not reported (low) 0.33–18.08 mg/L (high)</td>
<td>22, 26.41 (10.46) 18, 21.17 (6.77)</td>
<td>22, 26.41 (10.46) 18, 21.17 (6.77)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Table 9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference/Study Design</td>
<td>Study Location</td>
<td>Age Range (Years)</td>
<td>Assessment (Metric, Exposure Groups)</td>
<td>Fluoride Exposure Levels</td>
<td>Mean-effects Meta-analysis</td>
<td>Dose-response Meta-analysis</td>
<td>Regression Slopes Meta-analysis</td>
<td>Source</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bashash et al. (2017)</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>6–12</td>
<td>Maternal urine Reference/high fluoride levels (based on children urinary fluoride)</td>
<td>&lt;0.80 mg/L (reference) ≥0.80 mg/L (high)</td>
<td>N, Mean (SD) [Reference] [Exposed]</td>
<td>N, Mean (SD) [Reference] [Exposed]</td>
<td>Slope (SE) or 95% CI per Unit Change Fluoride</td>
<td>Abstract, Table 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razdan et al. (2017)</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>12–14</td>
<td>Drinking water Low/high fluoride levels</td>
<td>0.6 ppm (low) 4.99 ppm (high)</td>
<td>77, 95.37 (10.31)</td>
<td>77, 95.37 (10.31)</td>
<td>-2.50 (−4.12, −0.59) per 0.5 mg/L maternal urinary F</td>
<td>Table 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valdez Jiménez et al. (2017)</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Infancy</td>
<td>Maternal urine, drinking water</td>
<td>Urine: 1.9 ± 1.0 mg/L (1st trimester) 2.0 ± 1.1 mg/L (2nd trimester) 2.7 ± 1.1 mg/L (3rd trimester) Water: 2.6 ± 1.1 mg/L (1st trimester) 3.1 ± 1.1 mg/L (2nd trimester) 3.7 ± 1.0 mg/L (3rd trimester)</td>
<td>Bayley MDI: -19.05 (8.9) per 1 log10 mg/L maternal urinary F (1st trimester) -19.34 (7.46) per 1 log10 mg/L maternal urinary F (2nd trimester)</td>
<td>Table 2, Table 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cui et al. (2018)</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7–12</td>
<td>Urine</td>
<td>Boys: 1.3 (0.9–1.7) mg/L Girls: 1.2 (0.9–1.6) mg/L</td>
<td>-2.47 (−4.93, −0.01) per 1 log urinary F</td>
<td>Table 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu et al. (2018)</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7–13</td>
<td>Maternal urine Low/medium/high fluoride ranges Drinking water Normal/high fluoride</td>
<td>Urine: 0.01–1.60 mg/L (low) 1.60–2.50 mg/L (medium) 2.50–5.54 mg/L (high) Water: ≤1 mg/L (normal) &gt;1 mg/L (high) Overall: 0.01–5.54 mg/L (urine) 0.20–3.90 mg/L (water)</td>
<td>1636, 107.40 (13.00) 1250, 106.40 (12.30)</td>
<td>1636, 107.40 (13.00) 1250, 106.40 (12.30)</td>
<td>0.36 (−0.29, 1.01) per 0.5 mg/L maternal urinary F</td>
<td>Table 1, Table 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao et al. (2018)</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7–12</td>
<td>Urine Reference/exposed areas All areas with iodine exposure</td>
<td>≤2.16 mg/L (reference) ≥2.16 mg/L (exposed)</td>
<td>199, 114.52 (12.72) 100, 109.59 (14.24)</td>
<td>Table 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Study Design</td>
<td>Study Location</td>
<td>Age Range (Years)</td>
<td>Assessment (Metric, Exposure Groups)</td>
<td>Fluoride Exposure Levels</td>
<td>Mean-effects Meta-analysis</td>
<td>Dose-response Meta-analysis</td>
<td>Regression Slopes Meta-analysis</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green et al. (2019)</td>
<td>Prospective Cohort</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>3–4</td>
<td>Maternal urine, drinking water, maternal fluoride intake Nonfluoridated/fluoridated area</td>
<td>Urine: 0.40 ± 0.27 mg/L (nonfluoridated) 0.69 ± 0.42 mg/L (fluoridated) Water: 0.13 ± 0.06 mg/L (nonfluoridated) 0.59 ± 0.08 mg/L (fluoridated) Intake: 0.30 ± 0.26 mg/day (nonfluoridated) 0.93 ± 0.43 mg/day (fluoridated) Overall: 0.51 ± 0.36 mg/L (urine) 0.54 ± 0.44 mg/day (intake) 0.31 ± 0.23 mg/L (water)</td>
<td>238, 108.07 (13.31) 162, 108.21 (13.72)</td>
<td>-1.95 (~ -5.19, 1.28) per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F intake</td>
<td>Table 2, text page 945, eTable 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cui et al. (2020)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7–12</td>
<td>Urine Low/medium/high fluoride levels</td>
<td>&lt;1.6 mg/L (low) 1.6–2.5 mg/L (medium) ≥2.5 mg/L (high)</td>
<td>396, 112.16 (11.50) 36, 110.00 (14.92)</td>
<td>396, 112.16 (11.50) 66, 112.05 (12.01) 36, 110.00 (14.92)</td>
<td>Table 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference Study Design</td>
<td>Study Location</td>
<td>Age Range (Years)</td>
<td>Assessment (Metric, Exposure Groups)</td>
<td>Fluoride Exposure Levels</td>
<td>Mean-effects Meta-analysis N, Mean (SD) [Reference] [Exposed]</td>
<td>Dose-response Mean-effects Meta-analysis N, Mean (SD) [Reference] [Exposed]</td>
<td>Regression Slopes Meta-analysis Slope (SE) or 95% CI per Unit Change Fluoride</td>
<td>Source</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Till et al. (2020)^a,b,\textsuperscript{c} Prospective Cohort</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>3–4</td>
<td>Residence, maternal urine, drinking water, infant fluoride intake from formula Nonfluoridated areas/fluoridated</td>
<td>Urine: 0.38–0.42 mg/L (nonfluoridated) 0.64–0.70 mg/L (fluoridated) Water: 0.13 mg/L (nonfluoridated) 0.58 mg/L (fluoridated) Intake: 0.02–0.08 mg/day (nonfluoridated) 0.12–0.34 mg/day (fluoridated)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-2.69 (−7.38, 2.01) per 0.5 mg/day infant F intake (formula)</td>
<td>Table 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2020b)^a,\textsuperscript{c} Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7–13</td>
<td>Urine, drinking water</td>
<td>Urine: 0.01–5.54 mg/L Water: 0.20–3.90 mg/L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.214 (−1.987, −0.442) per 1 mg/L urinary F −1.037 (−2.040, −0.035) per 1 mg/L urinary F (males) −1.379 (−2.628, −0.129) per 1 mg/L urinary F (females); −1.587 (−2.607, −0.568) per 1 mg/L water F −1.422 (−2.792, −0.053) per 1 mg/L water F (males) −1.649 (−3.201, −0.097) per 1 mg/L water F (females)</td>
<td>Table 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2020c)^a,\textsuperscript{c, e, f} Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7–12</td>
<td>Urine Coal-burning endemic fluorosis area Nonendemic/endemic fluorosis regions</td>
<td>0.461 ± 0.210 mg/L (nonendemic) 0.689 ± 0.502 mg/L (endemic)</td>
<td>100, 97 (20.3) 170, 82.5 (21.7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Section 2.1, Table 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Study Design</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Age Range (Years)</td>
<td>Assessment (Metric, Exposure Groups)</td>
<td>Fluoride Exposure Levels</td>
<td>Mean-effects Meta-analysis</td>
<td>Dose-response Mean-effects Meta-analysis</td>
<td>Regression Slopes Meta-analysis</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xu et al. (2020)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7–13</td>
<td>Urine Reference/high prenatal exposure only/high childhood exposure only/both prenatal and childhood exposure group</td>
<td>0.82 ± 0.30 mg/L (reference) 0.98 ± 0.29 mg/L (high prenatal exposure only) 2.05 ± 0.58 mg/L (high childhood exposure only) 2.13 ± 0.59 mg/L (both prenatal and childhood exposure group)</td>
<td>228, 123.92 (12.50) 141, 123.04 (11.24)</td>
<td>228, 123.92 (12.50) 107, 119.76 (11.28) 157, 124.65 (10.88) 141, 123.04 (11.24)</td>
<td>-0.055 (<del>-1.626, 1.517) per 1 mg/L urinary F 2.785 (</del>-0.832, 6.403) per 1 mg/L urinary F (&lt;1.7 mg/L) -4.965 (<del>9.198, –0.732) per 1 mg/L urinary F (≥1.7 mg/L) 4.054 (</del>-3.169, 11.277) per 1 mg/L prenatal urinary F (&lt;1.7 mg/L) -3.929 (<del>9.596, 1.538) per 1 mg/L prenatal urinary F (≥1.7 mg/L) 3.146 (</del>-1.138, 7.430) per 1 mg/L postnatal urinary F (&lt;1.7 mg/L) -6.595 (~-13.323, 0.133) per 1 mg/L postnatal urinary F (≥1.7 mg/L)</td>
<td>Table 1, Table 3, author correspondence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cantoral et al. (2021)</td>
<td>Prospective Cohort</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>1–2</td>
<td>Maternal fluoride intake</td>
<td>1.12 ± 0.54 mg/day</td>
<td>Bayley III cognitive scores: -1.14 (<del>-3.26, 0.99) per 0.5 mg/L maternal F intake 0.07 (</del>-2.37, 2.51) per 0.5 mg/L maternal F intake (females) -3.50 (~-6.58, –0.42) per 0.5 mg/L maternal F intake (males)</td>
<td>Table 3, Table 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference* Study Design</td>
<td>Study Location</td>
<td>Age Range (Years)</td>
<td>Assessment (Metric, Exposure Groups)</td>
<td>Fluoride Exposure Levels</td>
<td>Mean-effects Meta-analysis N, Mean (SD) [Reference] [Exposed]</td>
<td>Dose-response Mean-effects Meta-analysis N, Mean (SD) [Reference] [Exposed]</td>
<td>Regression Slopes Meta-analysis Slope (SE) or 95% CI per Unit Change Fluoride</td>
<td>Source</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gao et al., (2021)**</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>7−12</td>
<td>Urine: Reference/exposed areas (all areas with iodine exposure)</td>
<td>1.16 mg/L (reference) 1.29 mg/L (iodine area 1) 2.01 mg/L (iodine area 2)</td>
<td>7-9 years: 71, 116.71 (12.16) 35, 118.11 (12.8) 22, 113.95 (12.26) 10-12 years: 79, 109.86 (12.05) 48, 110.83 (10.58) 44, 105.39 (13.6)</td>
<td>Bayley MDI scores: 153, 97.696 (14.91) 160, 100.395 (15.41) McCarthy GCI scores: 123, 98.666 (15.531) 124, 101.473 (15.423)</td>
<td>Bayley MDI scores: 4.67 (−1.78, 11.13) per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F 7.86 (−1.78, 11.13) per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F (males) 1.77 (−7.32, 10.87) per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F (females) McCarthy GCI scores: −2.16 (−8.56, 4.23) per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F −1.79 (−11.85, 8.27) per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F (males) −3.60 (−12.07, 4.86) per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F (females)</td>
<td>Table 2, Table 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibarluzea et al. (2021)**</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>1, 4</td>
<td>Maternal urine Nonfluorinated/ fluoridated communities Water: &lt;0.1 mg/L (nonfluorinated) 0.81 ± 0.15 mg/L (fluoridated)</td>
<td>Bayley MDI scores: 153, 97.696 (14.91) 160, 100.395 (15.41) McCarthy GCI scores: 123, 98.666 (15.531) 124, 101.473 (15.423)</td>
<td>Bayley MDI scores: 4.67 (−1.78, 11.13) per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F 7.86 (−1.78, 11.13) per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F (males) 1.77 (−7.32, 10.87) per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F (females) McCarthy GCI scores: −2.16 (−8.56, 4.23) per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F −1.79 (−11.85, 8.27) per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F (males) −3.60 (−12.07, 4.86) per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F (females)</td>
<td>Bayley MDI scores: 4.67 (−1.78, 11.13) per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F 7.86 (−1.78, 11.13) per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F (males) 1.77 (−7.32, 10.87) per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F (females) McCarthy GCI scores: −2.16 (−8.56, 4.23) per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F −1.79 (−11.85, 8.27) per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F (males) −3.60 (−12.07, 4.86) per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F (females)</td>
<td>Section 2.2, author correspondence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lou et al. (2021)**</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>8−12</td>
<td>Coal-burning endemic fluorosis area No fluoride measurement Nondental fluorosis children/dental fluorosis children Not specified</td>
<td>44, 96.64 (11.70) 55, 88.51 (12.77)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Table 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II-62
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Study Design</th>
<th>Study Location</th>
<th>Age Range (Years)</th>
<th>Assessment (Metric, Exposure Groups)</th>
<th>Fluoride Exposure Levels</th>
<th>Mean-effects Meta-analysis</th>
<th>Dose-response Meta-analysis</th>
<th>Regression Slopes Meta-analysis</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saeed et al. (2021)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>5–16</td>
<td>Urine, drinking water Reference/high fluoride areas Co-exposure with arsenic</td>
<td>Urine: 0.24 ± 0.15 mg/L (reference) Water: 0.15 ± 0.13 mg/L (reference)</td>
<td>30, 100.93 (13.10) 118, 97.26 (15.39)</td>
<td>-3.54 (0.50) per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>Table 1, Table 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2021)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>9–11</td>
<td>Drinking water Reference/high fluoride areas</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.07 mg/L (reference) 2.8 ± 0.06 mg/L (high fluoride)</td>
<td>303, 109.0 (14.4) 275, 102.1 (16.3)</td>
<td>303, 109.0 (14.4) 275, 102.1 (16.3)</td>
<td>Section 2.1, Table 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao et al. (2021)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>6–11</td>
<td>Urine Nonendemic/endemic fluorosis areas</td>
<td>1.03 (0.72, 1.47) mg/L</td>
<td>275, 102.1 (16.3)</td>
<td>-5.957 (−9.712, −2.202) per 1 log urinary F</td>
<td>Section 3.1, Table 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
SD = standard deviation; SE = standard error; MDI = Mental Development Index; GCI = General Cognitive Index

An “me” superscript indicates that the studies included in the mean-effects meta-analysis; an “o” superscript indicates a study included in “other” exposures mean-effects analysis (see Table 2 footnote in the main publication); a “w” superscript indicates studies included in the mean-effects dose-response meta-analysis using fluoride in water; a “u” superscript indicates studies included in the mean-effects dose-response meta-analysis using fluoride in urine; “*” indicates studies included in the mean-effects dose-response meta-analysis at levels < 1.5 mg/L; an “rs” superscript indicates studies included in the regression slopes meta-analysis.

Additional exposure regions including iodine levels were not included in the analysis.
Additional exposure regions including arsenic levels were not included in the analysis.
Median (q1−q3).
Panel (a) presents risk-of-bias results for all studies. An interactive version of eFigure 2(a) is available here: https://hawcproject.org/summary/visual/assessment/405/eFigure-2-Meta-analysis-RoB/

Panel (b) presents risk-of-bias results for low risk-of-bias studies only. An interactive version of eFigure 2(b) is available here: https://hawcproject.org/summary/visual/assessment/405/eFigure-2b-Meta-analysis-RoB-low-RoB-studies/

The following studies are included in the mean-effects meta-analysis and mean-effects dose-response meta-analysis: Bashash et al. (2017),112 Cui et al. (2020),114 Ding et al. (2011),107 Green et al. (2019),113 Seraj et al. (2012),36 Trivedi et al. (2012),46 Xiang et al. (2003a),39 Xu et al. (2020),115 Yu et al. (2018),3 and Zhang et al. (2015b).110

The following studies are included in the regression slopes meta-analysis: Bashash et al. (2017),112 Cui et al. (2018),76 Ding et al. (2011),107 Green et al. (2019),113 Till et al. (2020),81 Xu et al. (2020),115 Yu et al. (2018),3 Zhang et al. (2015b),110 and Zhao et al. (2021).91

Four studies are only included in sensitivity analyses. All four of these studies are included in sensitivity analyses for the regression slopes meta-analysis and include Cantoral et al. (2021),35 Ibarluzea et al. (2021),35 Valdez Jiménez et al. (2017),36 and Wang et al. (2020b).4 Ibarluzea et al. (2021)97 is also included in sensitivity analyses for the mean-effects meta-analysis and mean-effects dose-response meta-analysis.
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In fluoridated vs. non-fluoridated areas in Canada,\textsuperscript{113} or in New Zealand.\textsuperscript{25} No other studies included in the main mean-effects meta-analysis made comparisons between fluoridated vs. non-fluoridated areas. In both studies, levels of fluoride in water were low, even in communities with fluoridated drinking water, likely limiting the power to detect an effect.

In Bashash et al.,\textsuperscript{112} the SMD compares mean IQ scores in children with urinary fluoride levels below vs. above 0.80 mg/L in Mexico.\textsuperscript{112} Unlike other studies in the mean-effects meta-analysis which compared mean IQ scores between fluoridated vs. non-fluoridated areas, or areas with high vs. low fluoride exposures (see eTable 2), the Bashash et al.\textsuperscript{112} study was not designed to measure fluoride exposure by geographical area. However, since the mean IQ scores were provided in the manuscript for children with urinary fluoride levels below vs. above 0.80 mg/L, we included them in this analysis. It’s worth noting that there was no significant difference when comparing MUF levels between the groups of children with urinary fluoride levels above or below 0.80 mg/L, however when children’s IQs were regressed against MUF, a statistically significant inverse association was found.

Meta-regression results

The results of the meta-regression models indicate that year of publication and mean age of study children did not explain a large degree of heterogeneity as neither were significant predictors of the relationship between fluoride and children’s intelligence, and the residual \( I^2 \) remained high (85\% and 87\%, respectively). Year of publication (SMD = 0.01, 95\% CI: -0.01, 0.02) and mean age (SMD = -0.04, 95\% CI: -0.13, 0.04) explained relatively little between-study variance (adjusted \( R^2 \) of 12\% and 5\%, respectively). When both year of publication and mean age were included in the model, there were no notable improvements to the amount of between-study variance explained (adjusted \( R^2 = 13\% \)) or percent residual variation due to heterogeneity (residual \( I^2 = 85\% \)).

Excluding the outlier study\textsuperscript{34} resulted in a slightly lower heterogeneity for the overall effect estimate (\( I^2 = 84\% \)) and for the India-specific effect estimate (\( I^2 = 69\% \)). The meta-regression indicates that mean age is a significant predictor of the effect (SMD = -0.06, 95\% CI: -0.12, -0.01, p-value = 0.025), explaining 9\% of the between-study variance. Year of publication (SMD = 0.01, 95\% CI: 0.001, 0.02, p-value = 0.028) explained a larger degree of between-study variance (\( R^2 = 19\% \)).
### Mean-effects meta-analysis sensitivity analyses

**Table 3. Sensitivity Analyses for Mean-effects Meta-analysis: Pooled SMDs and 95% CIs for Children’s IQ Score and Exposures to Fluoride**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Number of Studies</th>
<th>SMD (95% CI)</th>
<th>Heterogeneity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excluding Khan et al. (2015)</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>-0.43 (-0.51, -0.34)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excluding Lin et al. (1991)</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>-0.47 (-0.56, -0.37)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excluding Li et al. (1994) [translated in Li et al. 2008b]</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>-0.46 (-0.55, -0.36)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excluding Trivedi et al. (2012)</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>-0.46 (-0.56, -0.37)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low risk of bias studies, excluding Trivedi et al. (2012)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-0.22 (-0.40, -0.04)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Including Ibarluzea et al. (2021), Bayley MDI score</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>-0.45 (-0.54, -0.36)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Including Ibarluzea et al. (2021), McCarthy GCI score</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>-0.45 (-0.54, -0.36)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Including Aravind et al. (2016), Kundu et al. (2015), Razdan et al. (2017)</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>-0.52 (-0.62, -0.42)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Including Aravind et al. (2016), Kundu et al. (2015), Razdan et al. (2017), Ibarluzea et al. (2021), Bayley MDI score</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>-0.51 (-0.61, -0.40)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Including Aravind et al. (2016), Kundu et al. (2015), Razdan et al. (2017), Ibarluzea et al. (2021), McCarthy GCI score</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>-0.51 (-0.61, -0.40)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any exposure group</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>-0.44 (-0.54, -0.34)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**

CI = confidence interval; SMD = standardized weighted mean difference; MDI = Mental Development Index; GCI = General Cognitive Index.

**Commented [19]:** See Doc05_Meta-analysis, 5.D., page 4 and 5.
**eFigure 3. Funnel Plot of Included Studies**

This funnel plot shows individual studies included in the analysis according to random-effect standardized weighted mean difference (SMD) estimates (x-axis) and the standard error (SE) of each study-specific SMD (y-axis). The solid vertical line indicates the pooled SMD estimate for all studies combined and the dashed lines indicate pseudo 95% confidence limits around the pooled SMD estimate.

**eFigure 4. Test for Publication Bias**

Regression-based Egger test for small-study effects
Random-effects model
Method: DerSimonian-Laird

H0: \( \beta_1 = 0 \) no small-study effects
\( \beta_1 = -0.20 \)
SE of \( \beta_1 \) = 0.576
z = -0.35
Prob > |z| = 0.728

Egger's test for small-study effects
Kendall's score = -299.00
SE of score = 137.75
z = -2.18
Prob > |z| = 0.030
**eFigure 5. Trim-and-fill Analysis**

Left panel shows the random-effects pooled SMD after filling in to the right using a run estimator (the linear estimator to the right showed no change in pooled SMD); right panel shows random-effects pooled SMD after filling in to the left using a linear estimator (the run estimator to the left showed no change in pooled SMD).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Studies</th>
<th>Cohen’s d [95% conf. interval]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observed</td>
<td>-0.461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imputed</td>
<td>-0.357</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**eFigure 6. Filled-in Funnel Plots to Eliminate Publication Bias**

Left panel shows the funnel plot filled in to the right using a run estimator (the linear estimator to the right showed no change in pooled SMD); right panel shows the funnel plot filled in to the left using a linear estimator (the run estimator to the left showed no change in pooled SMD).
Risk-of-bias Subgroup Analysis

Figure 7. Association Between Fluoride Exposure and IQ Scores in Children: Effect by Risk of Bias

Commented [EAM10]: See Doc06b_Meta-analysis, 6b.W., page 19 through 21.
Figure 8. Funnel Plot by Risk-of-bias Evaluation

Regression-based Egger test for small-study effects
Random-effects model
Method: DerSimonian-Laird

High RoB
H0: betal = 0; no small-study effects
betal = -3.41
SE of betal = 0.610
z = -5.52
Prob > |z| = 0.0000

Low RoB
H0: betal = 0; no small-study effects
betal = 0.17
SE of betal = 1.835
z = -0.09
Prob > |z| = 0.9275

Figure 9. Test for Publication Bias by Risk of Bias
eFigure 10. Trim-and-fill Analysis for High Risk-of-bias Studies
Filling in to the right using a linear estimator or to the left using a run estimator showed no change in the pooled SMD.

eFigure 11. Filled-in Funnel Plots for High Risk-of-bias Studies
Left panel shows the random-effects pooled SMD after filling in to the right using a run estimator (the linear estimator to the right showed no change in the pooled SMD); right panel shows random-effects pooled SMD after filling in to the left using a linear estimator (the run estimator to the left showed no change in the pooled SMD).
Sex Subgroup Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>SMD 95% CI</th>
<th>Weight (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Female</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ren 1989 [translated in Ren 2008]</td>
<td>-0.56 [-0.88, -0.24]</td>
<td>4.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen 1991 [translated in Chen 2008]</td>
<td>-0.24 [-0.46, -0.02]</td>
<td>4.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guo 1991 [translated in Guo 2008a]</td>
<td>-0.52 [-1.04, -0.00]</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li 1995</td>
<td>-0.93 [-1.26, -0.60]</td>
<td>4.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao 1996</td>
<td>-0.55 [-0.86, -0.23]</td>
<td>4.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiang 2003a</td>
<td>-0.90 [-1.18, -0.63]</td>
<td>4.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saraj 2006</td>
<td>-0.87 [-1.45, -0.30]</td>
<td>2.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trivedi 2007</td>
<td>-0.85 [-1.33, -0.37]</td>
<td>3.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pourrostami 2011</td>
<td>-0.22 [-0.72, 0.28]</td>
<td>3.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trivedi 2012</td>
<td>-0.33 [-1.03, 0.37]</td>
<td>2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao 2016</td>
<td>-0.64 [-1.00, -0.29]</td>
<td>3.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green 2019</td>
<td>0.13 [-0.15, 0.41]</td>
<td>4.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang 2021</td>
<td>-0.52 [-0.77, -0.28]</td>
<td>4.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heterogeneity:</strong> $I^2 = 0.08$, $H^2 = 73.80%$, $H^2 = 3.82$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test of $\theta = 0$: $z = -5.50$, $p = 0.00$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Male**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>SMD 95% CI</th>
<th>Weight (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ren 1989 [translated in Ren 2008]</td>
<td>-0.95 [-1.27, -0.64]</td>
<td>4.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen 1991 [translated in Chen 2008]</td>
<td>-0.29 [-0.51, -0.07]</td>
<td>4.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guo 1991 [translated in Guo 2008a]</td>
<td>-0.51 [-1.02, -0.00]</td>
<td>2.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li 1995</td>
<td>-0.75 [-0.98, -0.51]</td>
<td>4.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao 1996</td>
<td>-0.54 [-0.86, -0.23]</td>
<td>4.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiang 2003a</td>
<td>-0.45 [-0.69, -0.21]</td>
<td>4.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saraj 2006</td>
<td>-1.62 [-2.21, -1.03]</td>
<td>2.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trivedi 2007</td>
<td>-1.25 [-1.64, -0.85]</td>
<td>3.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pourrostami 2011</td>
<td>-0.64 [-1.17, -0.11]</td>
<td>2.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trivedi 2012</td>
<td>-0.41 [-0.99, 0.16]</td>
<td>2.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karirimzade 2014</td>
<td>-1.23 [-1.92, -0.55]</td>
<td>2.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao 2018</td>
<td>-0.14 [-0.48, 0.19]</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green 2019</td>
<td>-0.11 [-0.39, 0.18]</td>
<td>4.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang 2021</td>
<td>-0.42 [-0.65, -0.20]</td>
<td>4.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heterogeneity:</strong> $I^2 = 0.10$, $H^2 = 78.33%$, $H^2 = 4.61$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test of $\theta = 0$: $z = -6.28$, $p = 0.00$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

eFigure 12. Association Between Fluoride Exposure and IQ Scores in Children: Effect by Sex
Age Group Subgroup Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>SMD</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>Weight (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;10 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen 1991 [translated in Chen 2008]</td>
<td>-0.35 [-0.60, -0.09]</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guo 1991 [translated in Guo 2008a]</td>
<td>-0.78 [-1.43, -0.13]</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun 1991</td>
<td>-0.63 [-1.24, -0.02]</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An 1992</td>
<td>-0.49 [-0.87, -0.11]</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang 1996 [translated in Wang 2008b]</td>
<td>-0.38 [-0.65, -0.10]</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang 1998</td>
<td>0.20 [-0.21, 0.61]</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiang 2003a</td>
<td>-0.85 [-1.28, -0.43]</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li 2010</td>
<td>-0.07 [-0.22, 0.08]</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pourrezaiani 2011</td>
<td>-0.30 [-0.76, 0.03]</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green 2019</td>
<td>0.01 [-0.19, 0.21]</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang 2020c</td>
<td>-0.85 [-1.22, -0.48]</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guo 2021</td>
<td>-0.23 [-0.71, 0.25]</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang 2021</td>
<td>-0.53 [-0.85, -0.22]</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity: $I^2 = 0.09, \chi^2 = 80.16%, H^2 = 5.05$</td>
<td>-0.41 [-0.60, -0.22]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test of $\theta = 0$: $z = -4.21$, $p = 0.00$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

≥10 years                           |           |            |            |
| Chen 1991 [translated in Chen 2008] | -0.23 [-0.43, -0.03] | 4.38       |
| Guo 1991 [translated in Guo 2008a] | -0.34 [-0.77, 0.10]  | 3.05       |
| Sun 1991                            | -1.01 [-1.28, -0.73] | 3.98       |
| An 1992                             | -0.66 [-1.01, -0.31] | 3.53       |
| Li 1994 [translated in Li 2008b]    | -0.75 [-1.20, -0.31] | 3.01       |
| Zhang 1998                          | -1.83 [-3.32, -0.42] | 0.67       |
| Lu 2000                             | -0.62 [-0.98, -0.25] | 3.42       |
| Xiang 2003a                         | -0.55 [-0.75, -0.34] | 4.36       |
| Trivedi 2007                        | -1.10 [-1.40, -0.79] | 3.79       |
| Eswar 2011                          | -0.18 [-0.52, 0.16]  | 3.59       |
| Trivedi 2012                        | -0.26 [-0.60, 0.18]  | 3.05       |
| Zhang 2015b                         | -0.53 [-0.83, -0.23] | 3.83       |
| Mondal 2016                         | -0.58 [-1.22, 0.05]  | 2.14       |
| Wang 2020c                          | -0.44 [-0.80, -0.08] | 3.48       |
| Guo 2021                            | -0.35 [-0.73, 0.02]  | 3.41       |
| Wang 2021                           | -0.44 [-0.64, -0.25] | 4.39       |
| Heterogeneity: $I^2 = 0.05, \chi^2 = 86.21\%, H^2 = 3.15$ | -0.55 [-0.70, -0.40] |            |
| Test of $\theta = 0$: $z = -7.34$, $p = 0.00$ |            |            |

eFigure 13. Association Between Fluoride Exposure and IQ Scores in Children: Effect by Age Group
Country Subgroup Analysis

eFigure 14. Association Between Fluoride Exposure and IQ Scores in Children: Effect by Country
**Assessment Type Subgroup Analysis**

![Graph showing association between fluoride exposure and IQ scores in children: effect by assessment type]

**eFigure 15. Association Between Fluoride Exposure and IQ Scores in Children: Effect by Assessment Type**
Figure 16. Association Between Fluoride Exposure and IQ Scores in Children: Effect by Exposure Type

Exposure types include water, dental fluorosis, and other exposures (iodine, arsenic, aluminum, and fluoride from coal burning).
Dose-Response Meta-analysis Using Mean Effect Estimates

When analyses were restricted to exposed groups with <1 mg/L (i.e., 0 to <1 mg/L) fluoride in drinking water (n = 21 publications [6 low and 15 high risk-of-bias studies]), there was a statistically significant inverse association between fluoride exposure and children’s IQ (SMD: −0.22; 95% CI: −0.27, −0.17; p-value < 0.001) (eTable 4). When restricted to <2 mg/L (i.e., 0 to <2 mg/L) in drinking water (n = 7 publications [3 low and 4 high risk-of-bias studies]), the magnitude of the effect estimate did not substantially change (SMD: −0.15; 95% CI: −0.41, 0.12; p-value = 0.274). However, when restricted to exposed groups with <1.5 mg/L (i.e., 0 to <1.5 mg/L in drinking water (n = 7 publications [3 low and 4 high risk-of-bias studies]), there was no longer an association between fluoride in drinking water and children’s IQ (SMD: 0.05; 95% CI: −0.36, 0.45; p-value = 0.816). When analyses were further restricted to low risk-of-bias publications at <4 mg/L, <2 mg/L, and <1.5 mg/L, the associations remained in the same direction and were larger in magnitude compared to when data from both low and high risk-of-bias studies were combined (eTable 4 and eTable 5).

When analyses were restricted to exposed groups with <4 mg/L urinary fluoride (n = 13 publications [9 low and 4 high risk-of-bias studies]), there was a statistically significant inverse association between children’s urinary fluoride exposure and IQ (SMD: −0.17; 95% CI: −0.30, −0.05; p-value = 0.005) (eTable 4). When restricted to <2 mg/L urinary fluoride (n = 7 publications [5 low and 2 high risk-of-bias studies]), there was an inverse association (SMD: −0.06; 95% CI: −0.14, 0.01; p-value = 0.094). When restricted to exposed groups with <1.5 mg/L urinary fluoride (n = 5 publications [4 low and 1 high risk-of-bias studies]), there was an inverse association (SMD: −0.09; 95% CI: −0.16, −0.01; p-value = 0.026). When analyses were further restricted to low risk-of-bias publications, the associations at <2 mg/L and <1.5 mg/L became smaller in magnitude and were statistically significant at <1.5 mg/L (p-value = 0.472 and p-value = 0.028, respectively) (eTable 4). Similar results were observed when the maximum likelihood estimation method was used (eTable 5).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exposure Analysis</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Fluoride Exposure</th>
<th>Fluoride Exposure</th>
<th>Fluoride Exposure</th>
<th>Fluoride Exposure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>All data</td>
<td>&lt;4 mg/L</td>
<td>&lt;2 mg/L</td>
<td>&lt;1.5 mg/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Fluoride – All Studies</td>
<td>No. Studies/No. Observations</td>
<td>29/39</td>
<td>21/27</td>
<td>7/9</td>
<td>7/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Children</td>
<td>11,656</td>
<td>8,723</td>
<td>2,971</td>
<td>2,832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear Model⁶</td>
<td>Beta (95% CI)</td>
<td>−0.15 (−0.20, −0.11)</td>
<td>−0.22 (−0.27, −0.17)</td>
<td>−0.15 (−0.41, 0.12)</td>
<td>0.05 (−0.36, 0.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
<td>p = 0.274</td>
<td>p = 0.816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>AIC = 53.8</td>
<td>AIC = 16.1</td>
<td>AIC = 11.8</td>
<td>AIC = 8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadratic Model⁷</td>
<td>Beta (95% CI);</td>
<td>−0.27 (−0.34, −0.21);</td>
<td>−0.12 (−0.35, 0.11);</td>
<td>0.79 (−0.01, 1.58);</td>
<td>0.30 (−0.53, 1.14);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
<td>p = 0.318</td>
<td>p = 0.052</td>
<td>p = 0.477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beta (95% CI);</td>
<td>0.02 (0.01, 0.03);</td>
<td>−0.04 (−0.10, 0.03);</td>
<td>−0.56 (−0.97, −0.16);</td>
<td>−0.23 (−1.01, 0.55);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
<td>p = 0.280</td>
<td>p = 0.006</td>
<td>p = 0.561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>AIC = 48.8</td>
<td>AIC = 21.2</td>
<td>AIC = 12.5</td>
<td>AIC = 11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value*</td>
<td>p* &lt; 0.001</td>
<td>p* = 0.012</td>
<td>p* = 0.007</td>
<td>p* = 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted Cubic Splines Model⁸</td>
<td>Beta (95% CI);</td>
<td>−0.29 (−0.39, −0.20);</td>
<td>−0.14 (−0.34, 0.06);</td>
<td>1.15 (0.07, 2.22);</td>
<td>0.49 (−0.50, 1.47);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
<td>p = 0.162</td>
<td>p = 0.037</td>
<td>p = 0.334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beta (95% CI);</td>
<td>0.48 (0.18, 0.78);</td>
<td>−0.23 (−0.66, 0.20);</td>
<td>−1.20 (−2.03, −0.36);</td>
<td>−0.69 (−2.40, 1.02);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>p = 0.002</td>
<td>p = 0.295</td>
<td>p = 0.005</td>
<td>p = 0.428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>AIC = 42.3</td>
<td>AIC = 16.9</td>
<td>AIC = 10.5</td>
<td>AIC = 10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value*</td>
<td>p* &lt; 0.001</td>
<td>p* = 0.009</td>
<td>p* = 0.010</td>
<td>p* = 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Children</td>
<td>4,355</td>
<td>4,251</td>
<td>921</td>
<td>879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear model</td>
<td>Beta (95% CI)</td>
<td>−0.19 (−0.34, −0.05)</td>
<td>−0.22 (−0.36, −0.07)</td>
<td>−0.34 (−0.72, 0.03)</td>
<td>−0.32 (−0.91, 0.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>p = 0.009</td>
<td>p = 0.003</td>
<td>p = 0.070</td>
<td>p = 0.276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>AIC = 10.3</td>
<td>AIC = 3.9</td>
<td>AIC = 4.5</td>
<td>AIC = 4.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:

- Linear model
- Quadratic model
- Restricted Cubic Splines model

Table 4. Dose-Response Meta-analysis Using Mean Effects—Model Selection⁴
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### Urinary Fluoride – All Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exposure Analysis</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>All data</th>
<th>&lt;4 mg/L</th>
<th>&lt;2 mg/L</th>
<th>&lt;1.5 mg/L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. Studies/No. Observations</td>
<td>18/32</td>
<td>13/26</td>
<td>7/11</td>
<td>5/8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Children</td>
<td>8,502</td>
<td>6,885</td>
<td>4,654</td>
<td>3,992</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear Model&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Beta (95% CI); p-value; AIC</td>
<td>-0.16 (-0.24, -0.08); p &lt; 0.001; AIC = 73.8</td>
<td>-0.17 (-0.30, -0.05); p = 0.005; AIC = 68.0</td>
<td>-0.06 (-0.14, 0.01); p = 0.094; AIC = 1.2</td>
<td>-0.09 (-0.16, -0.01); p = 0.026; AIC = 2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadratic Model&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Beta (95% CI); p-value; AIC</td>
<td>0.07 (-0.23, 0.38); p = 0.645; AIC = 84.3</td>
<td>-0.22 (-0.65, 0.20); p = 0.303; AIC = 75.8</td>
<td>0.65 (-1.46, 2.76); p = 0.548; AIC = 9.2</td>
<td>0.66 (-2.11, 0.80); p = 0.379; AIC = 8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted Cubic Splines Model&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Beta (95% CI); p-value; AIC</td>
<td>0.03 (-0.22, 0.16); p = 0.741; AIC = 79.6</td>
<td>-0.13 (-0.32, 0.04); p = 0.130; AIC = 73.3</td>
<td>-0.52 (-1.65, 0.62); p = 0.371; AIC = 8.5</td>
<td>0.63 (-1.32, 2.59); p = 0.524; AIC = 6.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Urinary Fluoride – Sensitivity analysis including Ibarluza et al. (2021)<sup>e</sup> Bayley MDI scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exposure Analysis</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>All data</th>
<th>&lt;4 mg/L</th>
<th>&lt;2 mg/L</th>
<th>&lt;1.5 mg/L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. Studies/No. Observations</td>
<td>19/33</td>
<td>14/27</td>
<td>8/12</td>
<td>6/9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Children</td>
<td>8,815</td>
<td>7,445</td>
<td>4,967</td>
<td>4,305</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear model</td>
<td>Beta (95% CI); p-value; AIC</td>
<td>-0.15 (-0.23, -0.07); p &lt; 0.001; AIC = 75.0</td>
<td>-0.15 (-0.28, -0.03); p = 0.015; AIC = 69.0</td>
<td>-0.04 (-0.14, 0.05); p = 0.371; AIC = 1.7</td>
<td>-0.08 (-0.15, -0.003); p = 0.043; AIC = 3.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Urinary Fluoride – Sensitivity analysis including Ibarluza et al. (2021)<sup>e</sup> McCarthy GCI scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exposure Analysis</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>All data</th>
<th>&lt;4 mg/L</th>
<th>&lt;2 mg/L</th>
<th>&lt;1.5 mg/L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. Studies/No. Observations</td>
<td>19/33</td>
<td>14/27</td>
<td>8/12</td>
<td>6/9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Children</td>
<td>8,749</td>
<td>7,445</td>
<td>4,901</td>
<td>4,239</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Exposure Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>All data</th>
<th>&lt;4 mg/L</th>
<th>&lt;2 mg/L</th>
<th>&lt;1.5 mg/L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beta (95% CI)</td>
<td>-0.15 (-0.23, -0.07)</td>
<td>-0.16 (-0.28, -0.04)</td>
<td>-0.05 (-0.14, 0.04)</td>
<td>-0.08 (-0.16, -0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
<td>p = 0.011</td>
<td>p = 0.259</td>
<td>p = 0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>AIC = 74.5</td>
<td>AIC = 68.6</td>
<td>AIC = 1.3</td>
<td>AIC = 3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fluoride Exposure

#### Urinary Fluoride – Low Risk-of-bias Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. Studies/No. Observations</th>
<th>All data</th>
<th>&lt;4 mg/L</th>
<th>&lt;2 mg/L</th>
<th>&lt;1.5 mg/L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Children</td>
<td>9/15</td>
<td>9/15</td>
<td>5/8</td>
<td>4/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,713</td>
<td>5,713</td>
<td>4,141</td>
<td>3,952</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Linear model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beta (95% CI)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>AIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-0.10 (-0.21, -0.01)</td>
<td>p = 0.082</td>
<td>AIC = 5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.10 (-0.21, -0.01)</td>
<td>p = 0.082</td>
<td>AIC = 5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.05 (-0.17, 0.08)</td>
<td>p = 0.472</td>
<td>AIC = 2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.08 (-0.16, -0.01)</td>
<td>p = 0.028</td>
<td>AIC = 2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**

- AIC = Akaike information criterion; SMD = standardized mean difference; p = p-value for effect estimate; p* = p-value for likelihood ratio tests; MDI = Mental Development Index; GCI = General Cognitive Index.
- Parameter estimates are changes in SMDs (beta [95% CI]) based on the restricted maximum likelihood models; model fit is represented by the maximum likelihood AIC.
- The estimates represent change in SMD for the linear model and AIC, respectively.
- The estimates represent change in SMD for the linear term, change in SMD for quadratic term, AIC, and p-values for likelihood ratio test versus linear model, respectively. Potential departure from a linear trend was assessed by testing the coefficient of the quadratic term equal to zero.
- The estimates represent change in SMD for the first spline term, change in SMD for the second spline term, AIC, and p-value for likelihood ratio test vs linear model, respectively. Potential departure from a linear trend was assessed by testing the coefficient of the second spline equal to zero.
**Table 5. Dose-response Meta-analysis Using Mean Effects: Maximum Likelihood Models**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exposure Analysis</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Fluoride Exposure</th>
<th>Water Fluoride – All Studies</th>
<th>Water Fluoride – Low Risk-of-bias Studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>All data</td>
<td>&lt;4 mg/L</td>
<td>&lt;2 mg/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. Studies/No. Observations</td>
<td>29/39</td>
<td>21/27</td>
<td>7/9</td>
<td>7/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Children</td>
<td>11,656</td>
<td>8,723</td>
<td>2,971</td>
<td>2,832</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Linear Model**:  
- Beta (95% CI): $-0.15 (-0.20, -0.11)$  
- p-value: $< 0.001$  
- AIC: 47.9

**Quadratic Model**:  
- Beta (95% CI): $-0.26 (-0.32, -0.20)$  
- p-value: $< 0.001$  
- AIC: 33.0

**Restricted Cubic Splines Model**:  
- Beta (95% CI): $-0.29 (-0.38, -0.21)$  
- p-value: $< 0.001$  
- AIC: 33.9

**Analysis**

Co-referenced [17]: See Doc01_Meta-analysis, 1.K., page 4 and 5
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exposure Analysis</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Fluoride Exposure</th>
<th>All data</th>
<th>&lt;4 mg/L</th>
<th>&lt;2 mg/L</th>
<th>&lt;1.5 mg/L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urinary Fluoride – All Studies</td>
<td>No. Studies/No. Observations</td>
<td>18/32</td>
<td>13/26</td>
<td>7/11</td>
<td>5/8</td>
<td>3,992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear Model</td>
<td>Beta (95% CI)</td>
<td>-0.16 (-0.23, -0.08)</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
<td>p = 0.004</td>
<td>p = 0.060</td>
<td>p = 0.325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>6,885</td>
<td>4,654</td>
<td>3,992</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadratic Model</td>
<td>Beta (95% CI); p-value</td>
<td>-0.19 (-0.44, 0.06); p = 0.131</td>
<td>0.01 (-0.02, 0.05); p = 0.462</td>
<td>0.08 (-0.21, 0.37); p = 0.587</td>
<td>-0.23 (-0.62, 0.17); p = 0.267</td>
<td>-0.11 (-1.45, 1.23); p = 0.868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>p* = 0.14</td>
<td>p* = 0.08</td>
<td>p* = 0.42</td>
<td>p* = 0.10</td>
<td>AIC = 67.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted Cubic Spline Model</td>
<td>Beta (95% CI); p-value</td>
<td>-0.12 (-0.28, 0.04); p = 0.138</td>
<td>-0.10 (-0.41, 0.21); p = 0.524</td>
<td>-0.03 (-0.21, 0.15); p = 0.775</td>
<td>-0.13 (-0.29, 0.03); p = 0.107</td>
<td>-0.26 (-0.72, 0.20); p = 0.270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>p* = 0.13</td>
<td>p* = 0.07</td>
<td>p* = 0.37</td>
<td>AIC = 66.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Urinary Fluoride – Sensitivity analysis including Ibarluzea et al. (2021)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bayley MDI scores</th>
<th>No. Studies/No. Observations</th>
<th>19/33</th>
<th>14/27</th>
<th>8/12</th>
<th>6/9</th>
<th>4,305</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear model</td>
<td>Beta (95% CI)</td>
<td>-0.15 (-0.23, -0.07)</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
<td>p = 0.010</td>
<td>p = 0.086</td>
<td>p = 0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>p* = 0.07</td>
<td>p* = 0.34</td>
<td>p* = 0.37</td>
<td>AIC = 65.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>AIC = -3.2</td>
<td>AIC = -3.2</td>
<td>AIC = -3.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Urinary Fluoride – Sensitivity analysis including Ibarluzea et al. (2021)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GCI scores</th>
<th>No. Studies/No. Observations</th>
<th>19/33</th>
<th>14/27</th>
<th>8/12</th>
<th>6/9</th>
<th>4,239</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear model</td>
<td>Beta (95% CI)</td>
<td>-0.15 (-0.23, -0.07)</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
<td>p = 0.010</td>
<td>p = 0.086</td>
<td>p = 0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>p* = 0.07</td>
<td>p* = 0.34</td>
<td>p* = 0.37</td>
<td>AIC = 65.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>AIC = -3.2</td>
<td>AIC = -3.2</td>
<td>AIC = -3.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure Analysis</td>
<td>Parameters</td>
<td>All data</td>
<td>&lt;4 mg/L</td>
<td>&lt;2 mg/L</td>
<td>&lt;1.5 mg/L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear model</td>
<td>Beta (95% CI)</td>
<td>-0.15 (-0.23, -0.07)</td>
<td>-0.16 (-0.28, -0.04)</td>
<td>-0.04 (-0.20, 0.13)</td>
<td>-0.08 (-0.16, -0.01)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
<td>p = 0.008</td>
<td>p = 0.653</td>
<td>p = 0.036</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>AIC = 69.8</td>
<td>AIC = 64.9</td>
<td>AIC = -0.9</td>
<td>AIC = -1.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary Fluoride</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Children</td>
<td>5,713</td>
<td>5,713</td>
<td>4,141</td>
<td>3,952</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear model</td>
<td>Beta (95% CI)</td>
<td>-0.10 (-0.20, 0.004)</td>
<td>-0.10 (-0.20, 0.004)</td>
<td>-0.07 (-0.14, 0.01)</td>
<td>-0.08 (-0.16, -0.01)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>p = 0.059</td>
<td>p = 0.059</td>
<td>p = 0.073</td>
<td>p = 0.028</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>AIC = 2.0</td>
<td>AIC = 2.0</td>
<td>AIC = -1.8</td>
<td>AIC = -2.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
- AIC = Akaike information criterion; SMD = standardized mean difference; p = p-value for effect estimate; p* = p-value for likelihood ratio tests; MDI = Mental Development Index; GCI = General Cognitive Index.
- Parameter estimates are changes in SMDs (beta [95% CI]) based on the maximum likelihood models; model fit is represented by the maximum likelihood AIC.
- The estimates represent change in SMD for the linear model and AIC, respectively.
- The estimates represent change in SMD for the linear term, change in SMD for quadratic term, AIC, and p-values for likelihood ratio test versus linear model, respectively. Potential departure from a linear trend was assessed by testing the coefficient of the quadratic term equal to zero.
- Potential departure from a linear trend was assessed by testing the coefficient of the second spline equal to zero.
Water Fluoride Exposure

*Figure 17. Pooled Dose-Response Association Between Fluoride in Water and Standardized Mean Differences in Children’s IQ*

Left panel: circles indicate standardized weighted mean differences (SMDs) in individual studies; size of bubbles is proportional to precision (inverse of variance) of the standardized mean differences. Right panel: Water fluoride levels were modeled with restricted cubic splines terms in a random-effects model (solid line). Dashed lines represent the 95% confidence intervals for the spline model. Please see eTable 2 for characteristics of the studies included in the dose-response meta-analysis (studies with water fluoride exposure and at least two exposure levels).
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Urinary Fluoride Exposure

[Figure 18] Pooled Dose-Response Association Between Fluoride in Urine and Standardized Mean Differences in Children’s IQ

Left panel: Circles indicate standardized weighted mean differences in individual studies; size of bubbles is proportional to precision (inverse of variance) of the standardized mean differences. Right panel: Urinary fluoride levels were modeled with a linear random-effects model (solid line). Dashed lines represent the 95% confidence intervals for the linear model. Please see eTable 2 for characteristics of the studies included in the dose-response meta-analysis (studies with urinary fluoride exposure and at least two exposure levels).
Regression Slopes Meta-analysis

Studies with overlapping populations

Yu et al.\textsuperscript{3} and Wang et al.\textsuperscript{4} used the same study cohort of children recruited in 2015 from the rural areas of Tianjin City, China. Since Wang et al.\textsuperscript{2} (n = 571) used a subset of the original study sample from Yu et al.\textsuperscript{2} (n = 2,886), only results from Yu et al.\textsuperscript{2} were included in the meta-analysis. A sensitivity analysis was performed to evaluate the impact of using the effect estimate from Wang et al.\textsuperscript{2} rather than the pooled effect estimate from Yu et al.\textsuperscript{2}. Green et al.\textsuperscript{113} and Till et al.\textsuperscript{81} used the same Maternal-Infant Research on Environmental Chemicals (MIREC) cohort that reported drinking tap water in 10 Canadian cities, with the studies overlapping for 398 mother-child pairs. Both studies reported effect estimates for maternal urinary fluoride (MUF) and water fluoride concentrations. In the Green et al.\textsuperscript{113} study, 512 mother-child pairs had MUF data compared to 398 pairs in Till et al.\textsuperscript{81}. Water fluoride levels were available for 420 pairs in Green et al.\textsuperscript{113} compared to 398 pairs in Till et al.\textsuperscript{81}. Both studies reported effect estimates adjusted for maternal education, maternal race, child’s sex, HOME total score, and secondhand smoke status in the child’s home. In addition, Till et al.\textsuperscript{81} adjusted for child’s age at IQ testing (the age range for all children was 3–4 years old). Because of the larger sample size and because covariate adjustments were similar, results from Green et al.\textsuperscript{113} were included in the main analysis. However, because of the more adjusted estimates from Till et al.\textsuperscript{81} compared to Green et al.\textsuperscript{113}, a sensitivity analysis was performed using the water fluoride result for formula-fed children and the MUF result from Till et al.\textsuperscript{81}. For fluoride from intake, the estimates from both studies were used since they represent total fluoride intake from Green et al.\textsuperscript{113} and infant fluoride intake from formula Till et al.\textsuperscript{81}.

Three studies were excluded with reported slopes because the exposure was measured at the community level.\textsuperscript{25,30,35} Only one study\textsuperscript{116} included in this meta-analysis was considered high risk of bias. For Bashash et al.\textsuperscript{112}, Yu et al.\textsuperscript{3} and Till et al.\textsuperscript{81}, units of exposure were transformed from 0.5 mg/L to 1 mg/L. Cui et al.\textsuperscript{26}, and Zhao et al. (2021)\textsuperscript{90} reported associations between IQ and log-transformed exposure, and units of exposure were transformed from 1 log mg/L to 1 mg/L.\textsuperscript{117} Yu et al.\textsuperscript{3} reported estimates from piecewise linear regression models and provided three ranges for urinary fluoride exposure (low 0.01–1.60 mg/L, medium 1.60–2.50 mg/L, high 2.50–5.54 mg/L) and two ranges for water fluoride (low 0.20–3.40 mg/L and high 3.40–3.90 mg/L). Since these piecewise effect estimates are likely correlated, the study-specific pooled effect estimates were used for urine and water fluoride exposures for the overall effect meta-analysis. A sensitivity analysis was performed to evaluate the impact of using pooled estimates rather than piecewise estimates from Yu et al.\textsuperscript{3}.

For studies reporting multiple measures of fluoride exposure, the results associated with measured or estimated individual-level exposures, biomarker levels (such as urinary fluoride), or fluoride intake levels were prioritized over water fluoride concentrations (see protocol; https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076); however, subgroup analyses by exposure metric (urinary fluoride, fluoride intake, and water fluoride) were also performed.

Regression slopes meta-analysis sensitivity analyses

Information about demographic variables was not always accessible, making it difficult to study the impact of potential confounders on effect estimates. Sensitivity analyses for the regression slopes explored the impact of using unadjusted estimates, and results were not significantly impacted (eTable 6). Also, most of the estimates used in the mean-effects meta-analyses come from studies that used fluoride concentrations at the community level to represent exposure. Therefore, unless community-level clustering is accounted for in the analysis, the standard errors of the difference in means between exposed and reference groups are likely to be biased. This is less of an issue in studies using individual-level exposures (e.g., the regression slopes meta-analysis). However, most studies lacked adjustment for clustering,\textsuperscript{3,78,118} or for complex sampling strategies.\textsuperscript{3,116} Therefore, we performed sensitivity analyses to
assess the impact of such issues and there were minimal changes in the pooled slopes (eTable 6). In the regression slopes meta-analysis, from the Green et al.\textsuperscript{113} and Bashash et al.\textsuperscript{112} studies, we used the estimates reported from the models using the clustering variable (city or cohort, respectively) as a fixed effect. However, the sensitivity analysis using the regression slopes from the corresponding models with random effects from the Green et al.\textsuperscript{111} and Bashash et al.\textsuperscript{112} studies,\textsuperscript{118,119} showed that a 1-mg/L increase in urinary fluoride was associated with a statistically significant lower IQ score of 1.80 points (95% CI: \(-2.80, -0.81\)). This suggests that clustering is not a significant issue in the results of our regression slopes meta-analysis.
### Table 6: Regression Slopes Meta-analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Number of Studies</th>
<th>Beta (95% CI)</th>
<th>Heterogeneity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Estimate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-scale IQ</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-1.81 (-2.80, -0.81)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity Analyses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using the piecewise estimates from Yu et al. (2018)¹</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-1.68 (-2.65, -0.71)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using effect estimates from Wang et al. (2020b)² rather than Yu et al. (2018)³</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-1.70 (-2.55, -0.85)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using Till et al. (2020)⁴ rather than Green et al. (2019)¹⁵ estimates</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-1.83 (-2.80, -0.86)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using estimates from random effect models for Green et al. (2019)¹⁶ and Bashash et al. (2017)⁷²</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-1.80 (-2.80, -0.80)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using unadjusted estimates from Bashash et al. (2017),⁷² Cui et al. (2018),⁷⁶ Green et al. (2019)¹⁵, Yu et al. (2018)³</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-1.82 (-2.81, -0.83)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excluding Cui et al.⁷⁶</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-scale IQ</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-1.89 (-3.03, -0.74)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excluding Yu et al. (2018)¹ and Zhang et al. (2015b)¹⁰</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-1.76 (-2.90, -0.62)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using Verbal or Performance IQ scores from Green et al. (2019)¹⁵</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-1.82 (-2.81, -0.83)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal IQ</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-1.78 (-2.78, -0.79)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance IQ</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-1.77 (-2.77, -0.77)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using Bashash et al. (2017)¹²,¹⁷ McCarthy GCI scores, Valdez Jimenez et al. (2017)¹⁸ (Bayley MDI scores), Cantoral et al. (2021)¹⁹ (Bayley III cognitive scores), Ibarlueza et al. (2021)²⁰ (Bayley MDI scores), Ibarlueza et al. (2021)²¹ (Bayley III cognitive scores), Ibarlueza et al. (2021)²² (McCarthy GCI scores)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary fluoride</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-1.78 (-2.78, -0.78)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-3.28 (-5.87, -0.68)</td>
<td>0.799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water fluoride</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-4.77 (-9.09, -0.45)</td>
<td>0.707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using Bashash et al. (2017)¹²,¹⁷ McCarthy GCI scores, Valdez Jimenez et al. (2017)¹⁸ (Bayley MDI scores), Cantoral et al. (2021)¹⁹ (Bayley III cognitive scores), Ibarlueza et al. (2021)²¹ (Bayley III cognitive scores), Ibarlueza et al. (2021)²² (McCarthy GCI scores), Ibarlueza et al. (2021)²³ (McCarthy GCI scores)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary fluoride</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-1.90 (-2.86, -0.94)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-3.28 (-5.87, -0.68)</td>
<td>0.799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water fluoride</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-4.77 (-9.09, -0.45)</td>
<td>0.707</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- CI = confidence interval; GCI = General Cognitive Index; MDI = Mental Development Index.
Table 1: Association Between Individual-level Fluoride Exposure and IQ Scores in Children: Overall Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Exposure</th>
<th>Beta 95% CI</th>
<th>Weight (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ding 2011</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-0.59 [-1.09, -0.09]</td>
<td>17.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang 2015b</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-2.42 [-4.59, -0.25]</td>
<td>9.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bashash 2017</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F</td>
<td>-5.00 [-8.53, -1.47]</td>
<td>5.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cui 2018</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-1.41 [-2.81, -0.01]</td>
<td>13.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu 2018</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-1.65 [-4.83, 1.63]</td>
<td>6.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groen 2019</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F</td>
<td>-1.96 [-5.16, 1.28]</td>
<td>6.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xu 2020</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-0.05 [-1.63, 1.52]</td>
<td>12.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saeed 2021</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-3.45 [-4.44, -2.46]</td>
<td>15.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao 2021</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-1.78 [-2.86, -0.66]</td>
<td>14.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.81 [-2.80, -0.81]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 19.** Association Between Individual-level Fluoride Exposure and IQ Scores in Children: Overall Analysis

Estimates (betas) for individual studies are shown with solid boxes representing the weight, and the pooled estimate is shown as a solid diamond. Horizontal lines represent 95% CIs for the study-specific betas.

**Figure 20.** Funnel Plot for Studies with Individual-level Exposures
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Regression-based Egger test for small-study effects
Random-effects model
Method: DerSimonian-Laird

H0: beta1 = 0; no small-study effects
    beta1 = -1.06
    SE of beta1 = 1.666
    z = -1.00
    Prob > |z| = 0.3192

eFigure 21. Test for Publication Bias for Studies with Individual-level Exposures
Subgroup Analyses

Risk-of-bias Subgroup Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Exposure</th>
<th>Beta 95% CI</th>
<th>Weight (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Higher</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saeed 2021</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-3.45 [-4.44, -2.46]</td>
<td>15.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity: $I^2 = 0.00$, $I^2 = %$, $H^2 = .$.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test of $H_0: \beta = 0$. $Q(0) = 0.00$, $p =$ .</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ding 2011</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-0.59 [-1.09, -0.09]</td>
<td>17.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang 2015b</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-2.42 [-4.59, -0.25]</td>
<td>9.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bansha 2017</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L, maternal urinary F</td>
<td>-5.00 [-8.53, -1.47]</td>
<td>5.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cui 2010</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-1.41 [-2.01, -0.81]</td>
<td>13.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu 2018</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-1.66 [-4.83, 1.53]</td>
<td>6.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green 2010</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L, maternal urinary F</td>
<td>-1.95 [-5.18, 1.28]</td>
<td>6.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xu 2020</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L, urinary F</td>
<td>-0.55 [-1.83, 1.72]</td>
<td>12.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao 2021</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L, urinary F</td>
<td>-1.78 [-2.98, -0.58]</td>
<td>14.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity: $I^2 = 0.45$, $I^2 = 46.10%$, $H^2 = 1.00$.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test of $H_0: \beta = 0$. $Q(0) = 13.01$, $p = 0.07$.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.81 [-2.80, -0.81]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Exposure Type Subgroup Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Exposure</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>Weight (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu 2016</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L water F</td>
<td>-3.45</td>
<td>[-4.10, -2.80]</td>
<td>2.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green 2019</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L water F</td>
<td>-5.29</td>
<td>[-6.39, -4.19]</td>
<td>2.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity: (i^2 = 0.00), (I^2 = 0.00%), (H^2 = 1.00)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-4.77</td>
<td>[-9.09, -0.45]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ding 2011</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td>[-1.09, -0.09]</td>
<td>15.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang 2015b</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-2.42</td>
<td>[-4.59, -0.25]</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bashash 2017</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F</td>
<td>-5.00</td>
<td>[-6.53, -3.47]</td>
<td>4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu 2018</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-1.41</td>
<td>[-2.31, -0.51]</td>
<td>11.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu 2018</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-1.65</td>
<td>[-3.43, 0.13]</td>
<td>5.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green 2019</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F</td>
<td>-1.95</td>
<td>[-3.18, 0.38]</td>
<td>5.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xu 2020</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>[-1.63, 1.52]</td>
<td>11.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sezeg 2021</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-3.45</td>
<td>[-4.44, -2.46]</td>
<td>13.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao 2021</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-1.76</td>
<td>[-2.86, -0.65]</td>
<td>13.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity: (i^2 = 1.45), (I^2 = 76.63%), (H^2 = 4.38)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.61</td>
<td>[-2.80, -0.41]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green 2019</td>
<td>per 1 mg/day maternal F intake</td>
<td>-3.66</td>
<td>[-4.76, -2.56]</td>
<td>5.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Till 2020</td>
<td>per 1 mg/day infant F intake (formula)</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
<td>[-1.47, 0.47]</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity: (i^2 = 0.00), (I^2 = 0.00%), (H^2 = 1.00)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-3.07</td>
<td>[-7.16, -0.59]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td></td>
<td>-2.05</td>
<td>[-3.80, -0.31]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 23*: Association Between Individual-level Fluoride Exposure and IQ Scores in Children: Effect by Exposure Type
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Country Subgroup Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Exposure</th>
<th>Beta 95% CI</th>
<th>Weight (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Canada</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green 2019</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F</td>
<td>-1.95 [-5.18, 1.28]</td>
<td>6.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heterogeneity: $I^2 = 0.00$, $R^2 = +.12$, $H^2 = .8$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang 2015</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-2.42 [-4.58, -0.25]</td>
<td>9.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heterogeneity: $I^2 = 0.00$, $R^2 = +.12$, $H^2 = .8$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>China</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ding 2011</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-0.59 [-1.09, -0.09]</td>
<td>17.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang 2015</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-2.42 [-4.58, -0.25]</td>
<td>9.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cui 2018</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-1.41 [-2.81, 0.01]</td>
<td>13.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu 2016</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L, urinary F</td>
<td>-1.65 [-3.03, 0.35]</td>
<td>6.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xu 2020</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L, urinary F</td>
<td>-0.96 [-1.63, 0.63]</td>
<td>12.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao 2021</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L, urinary F</td>
<td>-1.70 [-3.00, 0.08]</td>
<td>14.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heterogeneity: $I^2 = 0.20$, $R^2 = +32.64$, $H^2 = 1.48$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mexico</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bashash 2017</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L, maternal urinary F</td>
<td>-5.00 [-8.53, -1.47]</td>
<td>5.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heterogeneity: $I^2 = 0.00$, $R^2 = +.12$, $H^2 = .8$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pakistan</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saed 2021</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L, urinary F</td>
<td>-3.45 [-4.44, -2.46]</td>
<td>15.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heterogeneity: $I^2 = 0.00$, $R^2 = +.12$, $H^2 = .8$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.81 [-2.80, -0.81]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

eFigure 24. Association Between Individual-level Fluoride Exposure and IQ Scores in Children: Effect by Country

Note: The analyses for publication bias for studies from China, Canada, and Mexico rely on a very small number of studies each and are not shown.
Assessment Type Subgroup Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>Weight (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>non-CRT-RC Tests</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bashash 2017</td>
<td>-5.00</td>
<td>[-8.53, -1.47]</td>
<td>6.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green 2019</td>
<td>-1.95</td>
<td>[-5.18, 1.28]</td>
<td>6.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saeed 2021</td>
<td>-3.45</td>
<td>[-4.44, -2.46]</td>
<td>15.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity: $\tau^2 = 0.00$, $I^2 = 0.00%$, $H^2 = 1.00$</td>
<td>-3.43</td>
<td>[-4.35, -2.52]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT-RC Tests</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ding 2011</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td>[-1.05, 0.09]</td>
<td>17.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang 2015b</td>
<td>-2.42</td>
<td>[-4.56, -0.25]</td>
<td>9.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cui 2010</td>
<td>-1.41</td>
<td>[-2.81, 0.01]</td>
<td>13.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu 2018</td>
<td>-1.66</td>
<td>[-4.83, 1.53]</td>
<td>6.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xu 2020</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>[-1.63, 1.52]</td>
<td>12.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao 2021</td>
<td>-1.76</td>
<td>[-2.66, -0.85]</td>
<td>14.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity: $\tau^2 = 0.20$, $I^2 = 32.64%$, $H^2 = 1.48$</td>
<td>-1.06</td>
<td>[-1.76, -0.42]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>-1.81</td>
<td>[-2.80, -0.81]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**eFigure 25. Association Between Individual-level Fluoride Exposure and IQ Scores in Children: Effect by Assessment Type**

Note: The analyses for publication bias for CRT-RC studies and non-CRT-RC studies include only six and three studies, respectively, and are not shown.

**Sex Subgroup Analysis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>Weight (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green 2019</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>[2.53, 7.33]</td>
<td>5.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang 2020b</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>-1.38</td>
<td>[-2.63, -0.13]</td>
<td>39.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity: $\tau^2 = 3.77$, $I^2 = 52.85%$, $H^2 = 2.12$</td>
<td>-6.27</td>
<td>[-3.64, 3.10]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green 2019</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>-4.49</td>
<td>[-8.38, -0.60]</td>
<td>8.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang 2020b</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>-1.94</td>
<td>[-2.04, -0.83]</td>
<td>46.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity: $\tau^2 = 3.86$, $I^2 = 64.77%$, $H^2 = 2.84$</td>
<td>-2.23</td>
<td>[-5.46, 0.99]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.27</td>
<td>[-2.46, 0.07]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**eFigure 26. Association Between Individual-level Fluoride Exposure and IQ Scores in Children: Effect by Sex**

Note: The analysis for publication bias by gender relies on two studies each and are not shown.
Pre-natal vs post-natal exposure Subgroup Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Exposure</th>
<th>Data 95% CI</th>
<th>Weight (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-natal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bashash 2017</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F</td>
<td>-5.00 [-8.53, -1.47]</td>
<td>6.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green 2019</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L maternal urinary F</td>
<td>-1.95 [-5.18, 1.28]</td>
<td>6.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xu 2020</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F, prenatal F group</td>
<td>-0.30 [-8.09, 7.49]</td>
<td>1.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I² = 4.49%, H² = 1.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-natal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ding 2011</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-0.59 [-1.09, -0.09]</td>
<td>19.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang 2015b</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-2.42 [-4.59, -0.25]</td>
<td>10.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cui 2016</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-1.41 [-2.01, -0.81]</td>
<td>14.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu 2018</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-1.06 [-4.83, 1.53]</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xu 2020</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F, prenatal control group</td>
<td>-1.43 [-10.98, 8.15]</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Street 2021</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-3.45 [-6.64, -0.26]</td>
<td>10.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao 2021</td>
<td>per 1 mg/L urinary F</td>
<td>-1.76 [-2.86, -0.66]</td>
<td>16.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I² = 70.14%, H² = 4.57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

eFigure 27. Association Between Individual-level Fluoride Exposure and IQ Scores in Children: Effect by Prenatal vs. Postnatal Exposure
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Appendix III. BSC Working Group Member Biographies

**David L. Eaton (Chair)** received his PhD in pharmacology from the University of Kansas Medical Center (KUMC) in 1978. Following a post-doctoral fellowship in Toxicology at KUMC, he joined the faculty of the University of Washington in 1979. He served as Toxicology Program Director in the Department of Environmental Health from 1983-90, then as Associate Chairman of the Department from 1990-92, as Associate Dean for Research in the School of Public Health from 1999-2005, and Associate Vice Provost for Research from 2005-2013. Dr. Eaton served as Dean and Vice Provost of the Graduate School at the University of Washington from 2013-18. He continues his academic appointment as Emeritus Professor Environmental and Occupational Health Sciences, and Public Health Genetics, and Adjunct Professor of Pharmacology and Toxicology, College of Pharmacy, University of Arizona. He served as the founding director of the Center for Ecogenetics and Environmental Health, a National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS) Core Center of Excellence, from 1995 – 2013. Nationally, Dr. Eaton has served on the Board of Directors and as Treasurer of the American Board of Toxicology (1990-94), and as President of the Society of Toxicology (2001-02). He has also served on the Board of Environmental Studies and Toxicology, National Academy of Sciences /National Resource Council (1996-99), as a member of the Board of Directors and Vice-President of the Toxicology Education Foundation, and on the Board of Trustees of the Academy of Toxicological Sciences. Dr. Eaton is an Elected Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science and the Academy of Toxicological Sciences. In 2011 he was elected to the Institute of Medicine of the National Academy of Sciences, and to the Washington State Academy of Sciences, and in 2020 he received the David Rall Medal from the National Academy of Medicine which is “given to a member who has demonstrated distinguished leadership as chair of a study committee or other such activity, showing a commitment substantially above and beyond the usual expectations.” Dr. Eaton has published over 190 scientific articles and book chapters in the field of toxicology and risk assessment.
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